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President’s Letter

Out of the many important

activities performed by your

Medical Society, two issues are

consuming a great deal of time

and energy of the Society. Those

two issues are the implementa-

tion of the RBRVS and the

controversy surrounding HIV.

As a service to the physi-

cians of Colorado, the Colorado

Medical Society is touring the

state giving seminars on the

changes in coding that will be

required when billing Medicare

after January 1, 1992. Edie

Register and Lynne Northcutt have

become the best informed people in the

state on RBRVS coding. I attended the

seminar given by Lynne when she was

in Durango, and it was excellent It is

obvious to me that the physicians must

become more involved in the onerous

task of coding. Your office staff simply

will not have enough information to

code accurately without considerable

more physician input. As an aside, I

can't think of many things I consider to

be a greater waste of my time than the

care and feeding of an inefficient and

self-serving bureaucracy, but such are

the times in which we live. A plea from

your President is to remember that the

Bush Administration has demanded the

implementation of this system, not

Lynne or Edie, so be gentle with them.

They are simply the messengers trying

to help!

The CMS is also vitally interested

in your comments about problems you

encounter with the RBRVS as we will

continue to have input into HCFA

“Please ...no more

letters! I don't like

the word “manda-

tory" any more...
yy

through our Congressional delegation

as this process goes on.

The second issue is HIV. There has

been renewed interest in mandatory

testing of physicians and health care

workers after the death of Ms. Burgalis

and the revelation of an HIV-infected

Colorado pediatrician. This problem

continues to be discussed at an emo-

tional, rather than a factual level.

In order to get a better understand-

ing of the thoughts and feelings of the

membership, a survey on HIV will be

mailed shortly. Please fill out and return

the survey to us. What you are thinking

is extremely important to me! The

results of the survey will be used in

several important ways: first, to more

completely define the position of the

Colorado Medical Society on the

several issues surrounding HIV;

second, the committees of CMS will

use the results to help formulate and

monitor legislation; third, we will

develop patient and media education

information that will be widely dissemi-

nated, hopefully to cast more

factual light on HIV.

It is interesting to note that

we cannot find any other survey

done of membership of a state or

national physician organization

,

with the exception of a survey

done of the Denver Academy of

Surgery membership. However,

they voted not to release the

results of the survey.

As you can see, this survey is

very important. So again, please

respond.

Finally, being your President

is interesting, fun and stimulating.

However, there continues to be a

misunderstanding as to my stance on

HIV testing of physicians. I am for

testing of HIV and HBV for physicians,

but on a voluntary basis. Please, no

more letters. I don't like the word

“mandatory” any more than anyone

else. I'm sure, however, that proposed

legislation (not proposed by CMS) that

we will be forced to deal with is not as

charitable. Further, if we go on record

as having a policy of voluntary testing,

our position can be defended with more

vigor than if we simply stonewall at the

legislature. I prefer the pro-active

position.

Next month, the Colorado General

Assembly convenes, so no telling what

will happen. However, I can assure you

that the CMS will be “on top of it.”

Best wishes for the new year.
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RUN A SPECIAL
PRACTICE.
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medical career with the Air Force. Dis-

cover how special an Air Force practice

can be. Call
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Executive Director’s Report

Sandra L. Maloney

Executive Director

Colorado Medical Society

[M]^

To Colorado Medical Society

members:

The past year has brought many

: changes to CMS. Your medical society

; continues to work to accomplish its

I mission of being “Colorado's leader in

advocating excellence in the profession

of medicine and in the provision of

medical care.” Your support, help and

contributions will continue to make this

a strong and viable organization.

Following is a brief summary of

I

where we have been, how we are

' organized, and some of the past year's

highlights.

The Colorado Medical Society (as

a professional society) was founded in

1871 in the Colorado Territory. Today,

CMS represents approximately 4400

(or 67%) of the practicing physicians in

the state and is the only statewide

organization representing a cross

section of physicians.

During the past 12 months CMS
completed another successful financial

year. Again, we received a good report

card from the certified audit. And
again, the auditors made no adjust-

ments. After restructuring from the $4

million building loss, CMS was able to

start fiscal 1992 with over $100,(XX) in

net worth. We are on our way toward

rebuilding financial health and indepen-

dence! In addition, CMS received

another four-year term for our accredi-

tation efforts in continuing medical

education.

As you are likely aware by now,

CMS has relocated in its new leased

space at 7800 E. Dorado Place in the

Copic building; however, it will be a

while before everything is unpacked

and we are completely at home.

The Annual Meeting at Snowmass

was a great success, highlighted by the

CMS (M*A*S*H party) salute to

returning military, and the keynote

address by United States Inspector

General Richard P. Kusserow. Next

September we will be meeting at

Copper Mountain.

By the

time you

read this you

should have

received the

HIV survey

mailed to all

members in

early

January. If

you haven't

already done

so, take the

time to

complete the

questionnaire because we need your

opinion.

As reported last month, CMS
recently endorsed and became the

sponsor of the Respiteer™ respite care

program, aimed at providing relief for

the family member (or other similarly

affected person) who is effectively

homebound caring for an aged and/or

disabled household member. We are

very excited about this program and

look forward to a long and fruitful

relationship.

Last month's Colorado Medicine,

included information regarding Ad-

vance Directives, along with sample

forms. Don't overlook this latest

Washington reg. With an ever-growing

aging population, most primary care

physicians will eventually be impacted

by Advance Directives.

Probably the most difficult and

frustrating issue to deal with has been

RBRVS and the changes effective

January 1, 1992. As you know, CMS
(in conjunction with the Medicare

carrier) has blanketed the state with

seminars during December explaining

and providing as

much up-to-date

information as

possible to help

alleviate problems.

This issue

contains a center

pull-out concern-

ing Colorado's

58th General

Assembly, which

convenes in early

January. We've

said this for a

number of years,

but each year

becomes increasingly critical to fee-for-

service practice. Your help and your

input is needed during this session, so

use this special publication from the

Legislative Council.

Our delegates and alternates to the

American Medical Association recently

attended the AMA Interim Meeting.

We welcome to our delegation two new

alternate delegates; Drs. Joel Karlin and

Robert Bogin. Unfortunately, we lost

Dr. Robert Sawyer as a delegate. His

absence has been noted by physicians,

nationwide. Members of the CMS
delegation to the AMA will be reprort-

ing more on the current issues.

Hope you all had a safe and

pleasant holiday season.

Colorado Modlclnc for January, 1992 7



o n Being A Doctor

Editor's Note: Hopefully, more and more lay people arefinding that it is even difficultforphysicians to deal with and accept

the inevitability of the death ofa patient; there's a longing, a sadness, even a period ofmourning through which the doctor

must live and continue tofunctionfor the other patients still entrusted to the doctor's care. But this sadness persists no matter

how much the doctor tries to hide it and remain impassive.

This is particularly true in the new era ofseeming irreversibility ofAIDS infection. As a non-physician I have watched,

andfelt, what the physician must have to go through in such ultimate care. Myfeeling over the years is that being a physician

is not just the science of the profession; it goesfar beyond—even sofar as my knowing that my doctor is also a goodfriend.

many have said, “medicine is not a perfect science," but each physician must not be expected to personally bear the

imperfections. This story touched me because the physician is able to come to grips with the “ultimate" efforts, knowing that

the patient, more than anything else in the world at that moment, needed the confort ofafriend to the last. The resident in this

story realizes that a physicians job may be well done despite the patient’s death.

Bill Pierson

Managing Editor

Reprinted with permissionfrom the Annals ofInternal Medicine, 1991; 115:823-824.

Sitting here in the intensive care

unit, waiting quietly while friends and

family gather around the bedside to

say their final good-byes to Paul, 1

find myself staring blankly out the

window. The mechanical whir of the

ventilator and the cold December rain

on the window help me to drift peace-

fully back over the last two and a half

years.

Paul was 23 years old when he and

I first met. It was a warm July day in

Seattle. I was in the first month of my
internship, and it was Paul's first visit to

my clinic. He had been healthy all his

life, until the previous month when he

landed in the hospital with bacterial

pneumonia. He did well, spending only

36 hours in the hospital, and was

referred to my clinic for follow-up care.

As I rounded the comer to the examina-

tion room, the first I saw of him was his

black, pointed-toe suede boots propped

up on my desk. When I introduced

myself, standing formally with right

hand outstretched, he slipped his feet

slowly off the desk, put his Rolling

Stone magazine in his canvas shoulder

Job Well

Done
bag, and offered his hand, but didn't

stand. I felt the contrast between his

floppy blond curls hanging down
around his round gold-rimmed wire

glasses and my close-cut carefully

combed brown hair; his oversized gray

sweat shirt and my shirt and tie. Yet I

remember feeling put at ease by his

warm smile and attentive blue eyes.

Because his medical history was short,

we had plenty of time to cover non-

medical issues. He worked as a chef at

a local restaurant but wanted to open a

restaurant of his own in a few years.

His restaurant was going to be such a

success that he would be able to open a

new one every time he felt ready to

move to a new city. His last restaurant

was going to be on one of the San Juan

Islands where he and his lover would

retire.

i

B

Ini

B

So:

y

«

11

so

is

k

k

ti

U

12

He seemed very comfortable j*

telling me he was gay but added
^

quickly that he had practiced safe sex
^

since 1982 and had been in a monoga-
,

mous relationship for the last 5 years.
J

He had never had an HIV test, mostly
^

because he didn't think he was at high

risk. I talked him into having HIV
serologic testing. Much can be done

^

these days—even before any symptoms .

appear, I remember saying. I expected
,

the results to be negative but wanted to

be reassured because of his recent

pneumonia.

He returned a week later. I greeted

him cheerfully in the hall and went off

to find his chart while a nurse put him

in an examination room. When I found

his chart and his HIV results, I had to

sit down alone for a few minutes to

collect my thoughts. I hadn't received

any training on how to tell a 23-year-

old that his dreams and hopes may have

to lake on an entirely new time frame;

that he would probably never own a

restaurant or retire in the islands. I

remember hoping that he wouldn't

break down and cry in my office

—

8 Colorado Mcdiciiic for January, 1992



more for my sake than his. I also

remember wanting to let him place his

hope in the possibility that the test was

wrong, but that didn't seem fair.

Somehow we both got through that next

half hour.

Over the next two years, Paul and I

saw a lot of each other. There were

;
spells when we saw each other once a

! week. Often he would come to clinic

i just to express his fears and

li' anxieties; his friends and family

I sometimes found it difficult to

I listen to his anguish. Most of all,

I he feared the loss of freedom that

/ he'd seen bedridden friends

: experience. At first, I would try to

ij hide my discomfort when he

t talked about being afraid or when
f he cried. With time, I learned to

f listen without withdrawing or

! trying to talk him out of his pain.

Eventually, I gave him my home
phone number and he would

: sometimes call me there with

j urgent questions or simple

worries.

He called me at home about a year

ago; a close friend had died several

days earlier and Paul had just returned

from the memorial service. Paul called,

he said, to ask me about some sores in

his mouth. The pauses in his conversa-

tion made me suspect that the mouth

sores were not his main concern. When
I asked about his friend, he told me a

story of a carefree young artist with

progressive dementia, many of whose
friends had pulled away in the last

weeks. Paul resented those friends, his

friends, who had stopped going to the

hospital to meet the unrecognizing eyes

and to hear the incoherent rambling, his

anguish and sense of futility grew. He
would dread each visit and then would

chastise himself for his feelings. At first

I tried to ease his guilt, but when my

words met with a cool reception, I

realized that wasn't what he wanted.

Instead, I listened. The next time I saw

him the crisis had passed and the mouth

sores had healed. Paul thanked me more

for the mouth rinse than for the time we
had spent talking, but it wasn't the

mouth rinse prescription that made me
feel most like Paul's doctor.

Paul called me at home 3 weeks

talked in per-

centages and survival

rates;

Paul talked in time

left to be with

friends.

ago to tell me that his usual low-grade

fevers were now up to 102 degrees and

that he was having trouble catching his

breath. I admitted him that night, and he

hasn't been home since. Once in the

hospital, he seemed to get worse

quickly. It wasn't long before Paul and I

had to talk about intubation. Even then,

Paul had a sharp mind and a knack for

asking questions for which there were

no answers. I talked in percentages and

survival rates; Paul talked in time left to

be with friends. Finally, we decided we
would intubate him if we had to, but he

made me promise that if the outlook

became dismal, we would make him

comfortable and turn off the machines.

Two days after his decision, he was

intubated.

There was a flurry of activity about

Paul's bed for his first few days in the

ICU; Consulting residents, fellows, and

attendings came and went. Their

experience and their technology were

called into action, but, in Paul's story, it

was the disease that was most persis-

tent. The consultants have since drifted

away—in part because they had little

left to offer.

The outlook is dismal. He has been

intubated for almost 2 weeks. I

can't talk to him any more, but he

writes some and still has those

crystal clear blue eyes.

Sitting here in the ICU, staring

out blankly at the drizzling gray

sky, I realize that I feel content. I'm

sad, although perhaps not as sad as

I was that day when I say Paul's

HIV results and felt an iron door

slam shut on his future. Sad, but

also proud of my role in Paul's life.

I couldn't save his life, but I

worked hard to give him as much
time as possible. Not time spent

exhausted and unable to get out of bed,

but time to be with friends, to enjoy a

breeze, or to cook a meal. When his last

infection came, I acted quickly and

aggressively in hope of giving him

more time. But now it is clear that this

is not the type of time we were fighting

for, and I am prepared to stop. Not to

stop giving my support and comfort.

Not to stop spending time with Paul.

But to stop trying to prolong his life. To
some, this would be a failure. To me,

for better or worse, this was a job well

done.

/. Randall Curtis, MD
Seattle Veterans Affairs

Medical Center

Seattle, WA 98108
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Policy on HIV Infected Physicians

Adopted by CMS Board

This nation continues to struggle with the unresolved issues surrounding HIV infection and its routes of transmission, not

all of which are clearly understood by the public. There is widespread fear, bordering on hysteria, that a health care worker

could transmit the virus to a patient. The Colorado Medical Society shares this concern along with our Centers for Disease

Control (CDC) and our Colorado Department of Health.

There is no evidence of transmission of the HIV virus from a medical doctor to a patient. Indeed, the evidence is just the

reverse, health care workers have been infected from patients, though even this is exU'emely rare. Numerous “look back”

studies on patients who have been cared for by HIV positive physicians fail to show any evidence of transmission. The widely

reported case of the Rorida dentist. Dr. Acer, is an anomaly with no clear explanation. Nonetheless, it is a cause for concern,

and cannot be dismissed.

The Colorado Medical Society asked Senator Dottie Wham to convene representatives from the State Health Department,

all appropriate specialty societies, dentists. Board of Medical Examiners, and other interested experts to develop an HIV
Infected Health Care Workers policy which would implement the Centers for Disease Control Guidelines. The CMS Board

has adopted these policies and requests that physicians study the policy outlined below.

Colorado Department of Health

HIV Infected Health Care Workers
October 21, 1991

Statement of the Problem:
Until recently the concern of HIV infection in health care workers (HCW) has been that the HCW would acquire the

infection from the patient. However, the discovery of 5 infected patients related to a Florida dentist in 1990-1991 has brought

to the public’s attention the risk of the patient acquiring HIV from an infected HCW. HCW-to-patient transmission of

hepatitis B, a virus that is epidemiologically similar to, but more infectious than HIV, has been demonstrated infrequently in

the past. The risk of HCW-to-patient HIV transmission appears to be several orders of magnitude less than for hepatitis B and,

thus, is extremely small. Such risk would occur during the course of invasive procedures in which the HCW’s hands were in

contact with a mucosal surface or body cavity, i.e. basically, during surgery or in the oral cavity. Exposure would occur if the

HCW had weeping skin lesions on his/her hands or if the HCW cut him/herself and the integrity of barriers (such as gloves)

was breached.

The Department of Health accepts the Centers for Disease Control “Recommendations for Preventing Transmission of

Human Immunodeficiency Virus and Hepatitis B Virus to Patients During Exposure-Prone Invasive Procedures” [MMWR
July 12, 1991; Vol 40; RR-8] and will adapt these recommendations for use in Colorado based on applicable state statutes and

regulations. The Department will review HIV-infected HCWs on a case-by-case basis to determine if there is a potential

danger to the public health.

The Department of Health recommends that all HCWs should adhere to universal precautions, including appropriate use

of hand washing, protective barriers, and care in the use and disposal of needles and other sharp instruments. Further, HCWs
should also comply with current guidelines for disinfection and sterilization of reusable devices used in invasive procedures.

The Department views prevention of patient-to-patient transmission via contaminated instruments as a public health strategy

that will protect far greater numbers of persons from illness than focusing excessive attention on a small number of HIV-

Continues onfollowing pages.

.
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infected HCWs.

The Department of Health is opposed to mandatory or universal testing of either HCWs or patients. Such testing will

provide a false sense of protection to the public and to HCWs, would be expensive, and could lead to non-scientifically based

discriminatory actions. The Department supports development of a system to provide career counseling and job retraining for

those HIV-infected HCWs whose practices are modified because of the HIV or hepatitis B infection status.

CDH Protocol

This protocol is based on published recommendations of the CDC entitled “Recommendations for Preventing Transmis-

sion of Human Immunodeficiency Virus and Hepatitis B Virus to Patients During Exposure-Prone Invasive Procedures”

(MMWR 1991; Vol 40; RR-8). As more information concerning the risk ofHCW to patient transmission of HIV and hepatitis

B becomes available and as public policy on this matter evolves, this protocol will necessarily change. Therefore, the follow-

ing protocol should be viewed as preliminary and evolving.

1. Review Department of Health Registry for reported cases of AIDS and HIV infection to identify HCWs.

2. For all newly reported cases of AIDS and HIV infection, determine if occupation is HCW.

3. Determine if an infected HCW is a surgeon, obstetrician/gynecologist, family practitioner, emergency room physi-

cian/practitioner, dentist, or any other type of practitioner who might perform exposure-prone invasive procedures.

An October 7, 1991 “Dear Colleague” letter from William L. Roper, Director of CDC, stated that CDC is

considering the following as general categories of exposure-prone procedures: intra-abdominal and colorectal

surgery; intra-thoracic and cardiac surgery, major orthopedic surgery, major gynecologic surgery, caesarian

deliveries and vaginal deliveries requiring suturing, and surgery in the oral cavity. Dr. Roper listed as examples

of procedures that are not considered exposure-prone: phlebotomy; administering intramuscular, intradermal, or

subcutaneous injections; needle biopsies, needle aspirations, and lumbar punctures; cutdown procedures;

endoscopic, laparascopic, bronchoscopic, and arthroscopic procedures; and placing and maintaining peripheral

and central intravascular lines, nasogastric tubes, endotracheal tubes, rectal tubes, chest tube, and urinary

catheters.

Based on the CDC recommendation that “Currently available data provide no basis for recommendation to

restrict the practice of HCWs infected with HIV or HBV who perform invasive procedures not identified as

exposure-prone” [MMWR 1991: Vol 40; RR-8 page 5], the Department will assume negligible, insignificant risk

to patients by any HCW not performing exposure-prone invasive procedures.

4. For the infected HCWs determined by No. 3 to have practices which include performance of exposure-prone invasive

procedures, the Department will investigate to determine:

a. date of diagnosis of HIV infection (date of + test);

b. (estimated) date of infection;

c. current medical status (immunologic, dermatologic, hematologic, neurologic, and pulmonary);

d. current medications;

e. whether the HCW has performed exposure-prone (as defined by CDC in MMWR 1991; Vol 40; RR-8; page 4)

invasive procedures during the time interval when he/she could have been infected with HIV, and if yes, the type

and number of procedures performed;

f. any instances of the HCW having had cuts/skin lesions while performing invasive procedures;

g. infection control/disinfection/sterilization procedures, whether these procedures are documented, and whether

there have been any breaks in procedures;

h. location and availability of office records of the HCW
i. willingness/consent to cooperate with Departmental investigation;

j. availability of blood specimens for DNA sequencing analyses.

The information collected by this investigation will be treated as public health records covered by the

confidentiality provisions of C.R.S. 25-4-1404(1).

5. If the answer to either No. 4(e) or 4(f) is affirmative, the Department will convene an expert review panel to provide

advice to the Department/Executive Director. In addition to the State Epidemiologist and appropriate staff from the

Division of Disease Control and Environmental Epidemiology, the panel might include all of the following: an

infectious disease specialist, the HCWs personal physician, a practitioner with expertise in the procedures performed

by the HCW, a neurologist, and an attorney familiar with state and federal civil rights/anii-discrimination laws.

The identity of the infected HCW will not be disclosed to members of the panel unless the HCW voluntarily dis-

closes this information on hisAier own initiative, in which case the panel members must explicitly recognize the
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importance of the privacy rights of the HCW. The HCW and/or the HCW’s attorney may meet with the panel to offer

information or respond to questions or information presented to the panel by staff of the Department.

The expert review panel will make recommendations on whether the HCW’s current practice represents a risk to

patients and if yes, how to counsel the HCW regarding:

a. whether to modify the practice, i.e. not perform certain invasive or exposure-prone procedures;

b. whether to modify infection control/disinfection/ sterilization procedures in the practice;

c. how frequently there should be medical evaluation;

d. if there is need to inform patients (past or future):

Notification of at least certain patients would be undertaken if (1) patients are known to have been

exposed to an infected HCW’s blood (or other body fluids to which universal precautions apply) via a

percutaneous, mucous membrane, or cutaneous contact or (2) transmission of HIV from the HCW to one or

more patients is documented.

Notification may be considered if there is evidence of (1) medical conditions which would significantly

impair the HCW’s ability to perform procedures and/or increase the risk of patient exposure (e.g. dementia,

encephalopathy, certain neuropathies, exudative lesions or weeping dermatitis of the hands), and/or (2)

serious breaches in standard infection control practices designed to reduce blood bom pathogen transmis-

sion.

Notification may be selective, i.e. restricted to patients undergoing exposure-prone invasive procedures

during the period the HCW had a serious medical condition or when a break in standard infection control

occurred.

Precautions will be taken to assure confidentiality of the HCW and patient information to the fullest

extent.

e. what is the best way to monitor the HCW’s practice for compliance with the recommendations;

f. how frequently and under what circumstances the panel should meet to reconsider the case.

All reports, minutes, or written comments of the expert review panel will be treated as public health records

covered by the confidentiality provisions of C.R.S. 25-4-1404(1).

6. The Department will use the Panel’s recommendations to determine how it will counsel the HCW. The decision on

counseling rests with the Department. The Department will monitor the HCW’s voluntary compliance with the

counseling message.

7. If the HCW disagrees with the Department’s recommendations, the matter may become a mandatory proceeding in

which, pursuant to C.R.S. 25-4-1406, the Department would issue a public health order and the HCW may challenge

the order in a judicial proceeding.

Legal Duties and Authority of the

Health Department

C.R.S. 25-4-1405(1) states “It is the duty of state and local health officers to investigate sources of HIV infection and to

use every proper means to prevent the spread of the disease.”

C.R.S. 25-4-1406 consists of the public health administrative and legal procedures for dealing with persons with HIV
infection who pose a danger to the public health. The statute states that if the executive director of the state department of

health knows or has reason to believe, because of medical or epidemiologic information, that a person with HIV infection is a

danger to the public health, the executive director may: (1) issue a public health administrative order to require the person to

undergo counseling on HIV infection and how to prevent transmission of the virus; (2) issue an order to cease and desist

conduct which endangers others if the person has received counseling but continues to demonstrate the endangering behavior;

and (3) for a person who violates a cease and desist order, issue an order in effect for up to 90 days restricting the conduct

which endangers others. Restrictive orders may include required participation in evaluative, therapeutic, and counseling

programs. At each step in the process of C.R.S. 25-4-1406, i.e. after issuance of public health administrative orders, the person

subject to the order may refuse to comply with the order and seek a judicial hearing.
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omestic Violence Support

by Constance M. Platt, PhD
Colorado Domestic Violence Coalition

Domestic Violence

Education—A Priority

The Domestic Abuse

Assistance Program—The
DAAP Tax Check Off-
enables Colorado

taxpayers to support

shelters and crisis lines in

communities all over the

state by checking off a

contribution on their state

income tax.

The American Medical Association

and the Colorado Medical Society have

made domestic violence education a

priority for this year, both for the public

and the medical profession.

Education a Priority
Not only do DAAP agencies serve

battered women and their children, they

educate their communities about an

insidious kind of abuse: violence

against elders.

As the number of elderly people in

our population grows and as social

services are cut, more older people are

forced to turn for care to families that

may already be burdened.

Only about 6 per cent of elderly

people are cared for in nursing homes.

30 per cent live alone, while 63 per cent

live in families, where the greatest risk

of elder abuse occurs.

The shelters and crisis lines that

receive donations from the DAAP fund

are fully informed about local sources

of help for elderly people who suffer

physical harm, psychological abuse or

financial exploitation at their relatives’

hands.

The Problem Can Be
Underestimated

Isolated and often ashamed, elderly

people are unlikely to report psycho-

logical abuse and neglect, the most

common form of elder abuse. However,

the local shelters’ efforts to publicize

the program and sources of help for

struggling care takers may sensitize

friends or neighbors and encourage

them to intervene. The interests of

domestic violence workers and medical

personnel complement each other.

Three out of four abused elders are

female, and the older and more depen-

dent the woman, the

more likely she is to

be abused. Workers

trained in dealing

with domestic

violence are skilled

at reaching out to the

victimized women.

Colorado is one

of only three states in the nation that

does not provide money for domestic

violence programs, so your contribution

to the Domestic Abuse Assistance

Program extends help to victims of

abuse state wide.

For more information about elder

abuse, phone the Elder Abuse Preven-

tion Project (303) 293-8100 or Colo-

rado Domestic Violence Coalition

(303) 573-9018.

Domestic Violence Training

The Colorado Department of Health’s Family Violence Prevention Program and

the Colorado Domestic Violence Coalition are taking domestic violence training

to health care providers in rural communities.

Training sessions were offered in Grand Junction and Canon City in November,

and others will be held in Boulder in January, Colorado Springs in February,

Yuma, Fort Morgan and Sterling in April and Montrose, Delta and Gunnison in

May. Funding from the Colorado Trust makes this possible.

Health care providers were taught how to identify victims of domestic violence

and how to respond to them in a manner which both builds trust and encourages

them to seek help. Providers also learn about community resources and exten-

sive training manuals are provided. (Denver’s Porter Hospital paid for the

printing of the manuals.) Nearly 700 people received such training last year.

Domestic violence is the most common, yet least reported crime in the country.

In Colorado in 1989, 20,000 domestic violence arrests were made and close to

72,000 crisis calls were made to shelters.

The program also offers an optional one hour introductory session at hospitals

for physicians and nurses. For further information, contact Deborah Haack in the

Division of Prevention Programs at (303) 331-8293.
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R ural Health Grants for Colorado

Current information compiled by

Colorado Medicine staff

The average debt

upon graduation front

medical school is

more than $45,000,

Three separate federal

grants awarded to the

Colorado Department

of Health, the Colorado

Hospital Association

and the University of

Colorado Health

Sciences Center will go

a long way toward

improving access to

health care in rural

areas of the state,

according to Dr.

Richard Call, President

of the Colorado Rural

Health Consortium.

The Consortium represents more than

25 organizations involved in rural

health care.

“We have struggled more each year

to provide adequate health care in rural

Colorado,” says Dr. Call, “But it’s

difficult to recruit doctors and other

health care professionals because rural

earnings are far below those of city

counterparts and many new practitio-

ners have overwhelming education

debts.. . .The average debt upon

graduation from medical school is more

than $45,000. By the time residencies

are completed, the debts are even

greater.”

The three grants are:

1.

The Colorado Health

Professions Loan Repayment Pro-

gram. This program creates a fund of

federal and local dollars to repay

student loans for those physicians,

dentists, nurse practitioners, physician

assistants, certified midwives and

mental health workers who agree to

practice in underserved rural areas.

Administered by the University of

Colorado Health Sciences (under the

Suiicwide Educational Activities for

Rural Colorado Health/Area Health

Education Centers (SEARCll/AHEC)
program), the loan repayment program

was authorized by the Colorado

legislature and initiated by a $200,000

loan from the CU Foundation, the fund

raising arm of the University. As
communities recruit health care

providers, they will use funds from the

$200,000 loan and matching federal

funds to pay the educational loans of

their recruits. Then they will deposit the

“community match” back into the loan

fund to continue the program. Of
Colorado’s 63 counties, 37 have health

care manpower shortages. At least 10 to

15 communities will be able to take

advantage of the program each year to

obtain new physician and other health

services, said Dr. Call, who is also

SEARCH director. (See following page

for more information on the require-

ment process for this program..)

2.

Colorado Rural Health

Resource Center. The National Center

for Rural Health Policy awarded a three

year $1 15,000 grant to the consortium

to start a Colorado

Rural Health Resource

Center. Housed initially

in the Colorado

Department of Health,

this Center will serve as

a central clearinghouse

for information on rural 1

health resources and

will ensure cooperation

and resource sharing

among Colorado’s

many underserved rural

communities.
|

3.

Colorado’s

Rural Healil) Network Development

Program. Colorado was one of seven

states awarded federal funds to improve

access to medical services. The

$241,739 was granted to the Colorado

Department of Health and the Colorado
|

Hospital Association. The program will

help small rural hospitals convert to a

new type of limited service (six beds or

fewer) health care facility or a “Rural

Primary Care Hospital.” Patients will

be stabilized and treated in the rural
:|

primary care hospitals, then transferred

if necessary within 72 hours to the more

fully equipped “Essential Access

Community Hospitals.” The program

will also improve the network for

required emergency care.

In the first phase of the grant, a

task force will determine which

community facilities will be designated

as primary care hospitals and essential

access hospitals.

For more information, call the
,

Colorado Department of Health at 33 1 -

4611, Colorado Hospital Association at

758-1630 or the University of Colorado

Health Sciences Center at 270-5571.
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1992 Colorado Health Professions Loan Repayment Program

The 1991 Colorado General

Assembly passed legislation to assist

medically underserved communities in

the recruitment and retention of needed

health care providers. This legislation

[The Colorado Health Professions Loan

Repayment Program (CHPLRP)] was

sponsored by the University of Colo-

rado health Sciences Center in conjunc-

tion with the Colorado Department of

Health and the Colorado Community

Health Network. Under the law, at

least 20 communities per year will be

assisted through repayment of the

educational loans of primary care

physicians, dentists, nurse practitioners,

and certified nurse-midwives who agree

to practice in federally-designated

Health Professional Shortage Areas

(HPSA). There are, however, stipulated

federal requirements for communities

as well as the health care providers, in

order to participate in the program. This

program is to be administered by the

UCHSC's Statewide Educational

Activities for Rural Colorado Health/

Area Health Education Center

(SEARCH/AHEC) program, using

matching loan funds provided by the

National Health Service Corp.

In order to participate, community

organizations must:

' Be a public or nonprofit private entity

providing primary health care

services in Colorado.

• Be within a federally designated

HPSA for the provider being

sponsored. If you are unsure if your

community qualifies for this

designation, contact Ms. Lindy

Nelson of the Colorado Department

of Health (303) 331-8346.

• Provide a community cash match

Rural

Health Care

Aid
equivalent to one-half of the

authorized loan repayment amount.

This is paid to the Colorado Health

professions Loan Repayment

Program
• Assume responsibility for completion

of timely annual reports concerning

compliance with program require-

ments.

The provider must be willing to

enter into a contractual agreement with

the community nonprofit agency or

public sponsor and the CHPLRP. This

agreement requires the provider to

• Hold current license to practice as:

- Physician

Family medicine (allopathic

and osteopathic)

Internal medicine

General pediatrics

Obstetrics and gynecology

Psychiatry

- Physician assistants

- Dentist

- Nurse practitioners

- Certified nurse-midwives

• Charge for his/her services at the

prevailing usual and customary rate.

If a person is unable to pay such

charges, the person may be charged

at a reduced rate or not charged any

fee.

• Not discriminate on the basis of the

individual's ability to pay for care or

the source of payment. These

payment sources may include Title

XVIII or Title XIX of the Social

Security Act. The provider must

agree to accept assignment for

payment under the Social Security

Act.

• Practice full time in the designated

area for a minimum of two years.

This contract may be extended up to

a maximum of six years.

The University of Colorado Health

Sciences Center's SEARCH/AHEC
program will be assisted in setting

funding priorities by the Statewide

Loan Repayment Program Advisory

Committee.

Awards will be granted quarterly based

on the following criteria:

• The need for a particular provider in a

community.
• The amount of loan repayment

requested in relationship to the

length of time the provider is willing

to practice in the community.

• Other criteria that may determine the

long-term success of the recruitment

and/or retention effort.

How To Apply:

For the 1992 program year,

applications must be received by your

local AHEC office or the SEARCH
program office by January 15, March

18, June 18, or September 16 for

disbursal of awiuds at the end of the

same months. Applications received for

one quarterly review, but not funded,

wilt be reconsidered, upon request, at

subsequent quarterly reviews in light of

competing statewide priorities.
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Occupational Health and

Environmental Illnesses in Colorado
by Sallie Thoreson, MS

Disease Control and Environmental Epidemiology Division

Colorado Department ofHealth

The health care community and the

public are increasingly concerned about

health effects from the toxic substances

found in the working and living

environment. The Colorado Department

of Health (CDH) has several programs

which focus on the surveillance and

prevention of specific illnesses caused

by occupational and environmental

exposure to toxic substances.

These programs help address the

goals of Healthy People 2000, the U. S.

Public Health Service’s national

strategy for improving the health of the

nation over the coming decade. The

summarized goals for environmental

health and occupational health and

safety are listed in the informational

box.

Occupational Illnesses

Lung diseases are among the most

common occupational diseases since

the respiratory system is frequently the

pathway of exposure for toxins. CDH
has an occupational epidemiology

program aimed at surveillance and

prevention of work related asthma and

hypersensitivity pneumonitis (HP).

Beginning in 1988, physicians and

other health care providers have been

required to report diagnoses of work

related asthma and HP to the health

department.

Richard Hoffman, MD, MPH,

director of CDH’s Disease Control and

Environmental Epidemiology Division

says, “Work related asthma is not

pathologically different from non-

occupational asthma. It differs only in

that symptoms are provoked by agents

in the workplace. The patterns of

association with work can be varied.

When a physician reports an asthma

diagnosis that is thought to be work

related, the health department can assist

in establishing the workplace connec-

tion.”

HP is a relatively uncommon
respiratory disease in which the lung

parenchyma, rather than the airways,

are the site of allergic reaction. HP can

occur in persons repeatedly exposed to

organic dusts, animal or plant proteins,

microorganisms, or certain low molecu-

lar weight chemicals. The illness can

present in an acute, subacute or chronic

manner and has been associated with

various occupational groups including

farmers, animal handlers and office

workers employed in facilities with

contaminated ventilation systems. HP is

characterized by fever, myalgia,

malaise and respiratory symptoms

including chest tightness, shortness of

breath, cough, coryza/runny nose.

Specific clinical findings can aid in the

diagnosis.

To date, the Occupational Epidemi-

ology Program has collected 1 10

asthma and 45 HP reports. These

reported cases reflect workers in 77

workplaces. Program activities have

included 3 1 completed or ongoing

worksite investigations. Reports from

these investigations are widely distrib-

uted to workers, employers, unions and

other interested health agencies. “Our

intention is to investigate cases, to

provide preventive services based on

our findings and to disseminate the

information to other occupational

settings as appropriate.” says Jane

McCammon, Certified Industrial

Hygienist and director of the Occupa-

tional Epidemiology program.

As shown in Table 1, the most

frequently reported occupation for

asthma cases has been the office

worker. Many of these cases have been

associated with work in “tight,”

mechanically ventilated buildings, i.e.

the windows cannot be opened. Five

cases were related to evaporative cooler

use in one school district and have led

to further study of the microorganisms

found in these coolers. In one building,

a person with both work related asthma

and sarcoidosis was reported and follow

up investigations have identified

additional workers with respiratory

illness. This has led to a survey of over

300 workers in the building to deter-

mine the prevalence of work related

respiratory symptoms.
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Occupation of Reported Cases of Work Related Asthma
January 1988 — June 1991

Construction/

demolition

Examples of other occupations with single cases: Mining engineer, Printer, Medical lab

technician. Photo lab technician. Carpet layer. Postal worker. Brewer, Computer assembly
worker. Welder, Meat cutter. Florist, Taxidermist, Pharmaceutical worker. Sales clerk.

Twenty-nine of the asthma cases

and two of the HP cases are related to

exposure to isocyanates. Exposure has

occurred in waferboard manufacturing,

foam manufacturing, automobile

painting, taxidermy and rubber manu-

facturing. CDH is continuing to study

the respiratory health of workers in the

two waferboard manufacturing plants in

Colorado.

The reports of four asthma cases in

cosmetologists has prompted a specific

CDH study on the respiratory health of

cosmetologists, cosmeticians, barbers

and manicurists in the state. A random

exposure survey has been sent to 3,074

of these workers representing 10% of

those licensed in Colorado. The

exposures of concern are the acrylics

and adhesives used in artificial nails as

well as chemicals in hair coloring and

hair treatment.

For work related HP cases, 45 have

been reported and 34 of these cases

have been reported in employees at one

municipal swimming pool. Hoffman

says, “This is the first known associa-

tion of HP with an indoor swimming

pool. CDH has been part of the investi-

gation into this health problem. The
investigation has not identified a

definite etiologic agent, but the pool’s

extensive use of water spray features

clearly presents the potential for

aerosolization of any chemical or

biological contaminants in the pool

water.” Measures have been taken, or

are in progress, to correct the ventila-

tion system, to resurface the pool with

ceramic tile, to contain the use of water

features and to disinfect the water by

ozonization. The pool has been closed

since September, 1990.

Environmental Illnesses

The Colorado Department of

Health has had a historic involvement

with environmental health through

efforts to assure safe supplies of food

and water, management of sewage and

solid waste, and the control and

prevention of communicable diseases.

More recent programs include the

monitoring and regulation of toxic

discharges into the air, water and soil

and the clean-up of hazardous waste

sites in the state.

“Exposure to hazardous substances

is of great concern to the public, their

health care providers and public health

officials,” says Michael P. Wilson,

PhD, chief of the Environmental

Toxicology section. “One of the real

challenges in environmental health is to

examine the link between environment

-

Number of Reported Cases of Work Related Asthma
by Occupation

Office workers Waferboard Auto and Foam Construction/d Beauty shop Welding/

manufacturing airplane manufacturing emolition employees Soldering

painting

Diesel Maintenance Photocopying

mechanics workers

See next page...
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tal exposure and health effects. We
are beginning to approach this aspect of

public health through programs in

heavy metal surveillance and exposure

studies of populations near hazardous

waste sites in the state.”

Heavy metal exposure is of

concern in Colorado due to the exist-

ence of numerous mining and milling

sites, the potential for exposure from a

variety of environmental conditions and

the possibility of concurrent occupa-

tional exposure. Elevated levels of lead,

arsenic, cadmium and mercury are

reportable conditions in Colorado. “The

heavy metal registries maintained by

the health department help us to

identify additional areas for education

and prevention programs,” says Wilson.

There are 16 federally identified

Superfund sites in Colorado, with the

addition of two sites considered

hazardous waste sites by the state. The

CDH has been involved in exposure

studies at five of the 18 sites. Funding

for these studies has come from the

federal Agency for Toxic Substances

and Disease Registry (ATSDR), which

is a part of the U. S. Public Hedth

Service. Children in the mining areas of

Leadville, Aspen and Clear Creek have

been tested for lead, cadmium and

arsenic. The studies have identified

blood lead levels above 15 iig/dl in

15% of the Leadville children with far

fewer children at risk in Clear Creek

and Aspen. Details on these studies

were reported in the March 1991 issue

of Colorado Medicine. “It is important

for us to continue to study the heavy

metal levels in mining towns and to

identify the specific factors which

contribute to the variability in the lead

levels,” says Dr. Wilson.

Exposure studies are also under-

way at the ASARCO Globe Plant in

Denver and the Rocky Mountain

Arsenal. The Globe plant is the only

working cadmium refinery in the U. S.

and is located in an urban community

of low income minority citizens. The

exposure study at the Arsenal is looking

a residents and their exposure to

organic chemicals. In addition, major

health studies of residents and workers

at the Rocky Rats Plant are being

conducted diis year.

Dr. Hoffman concludes, “The

programs in occupational and environ-

mental epidemiology will expand our

knowledge of the relationship between

toxic chemicals and the health of

Coloradans both at home and at work.

Prevention and control programs can be

developed based on our work with

these environmental and occupational

illnesses.”

Healthy People 2000

Summary Objectives

To improve environmental health, by the year 2000 . .

.

• Reduce asthma morbidity

• Establish state plans to define and track sentinel environmental diseases including heavy metal and pesticide

poisoning, acute chemical poisoning and environmental respiratory diseases

• Eliminate significant health risks from Superfund hazardous waste sites

• Eliminate blood lead levels above 25 p.g/dl in children under age 5

• Perform lead based paint testing in at least 50% of pre-1950 homes
• Reduce outbreaks of water borne disease from infectious agents and chemical poisoning

• Reduce human exposure to criteria air pollutants

• Reduce potential risks to human health from drinking water and surface water

• Reduce human exposure to toxic agents by limiting industrial releases of toxins into the air, water and soil

• Reduce exposure to solid and hazardous waste by source reduction, recycling programs and household hazardous

waste collection

• Increase the number of homes tested for radon and found to be safe or made safe

To improve occupational safety and health, by the year 2000 . .

.

• Reduce work related injuries and deaths, skin diseases and hepatitis B infections

• Implement state plans for the identification, management and prevention of work related diseases and injuries

• Establish exposure standards to prevent the major work related lung diseases

• Increase the proportion of primary care providers who elicit occupational health histories

• Reduce the noise level and lead exposure for workers

• Increase the proportion of work sites with health and safety programs, including vehicle seat belt requirements

and back injury prevention

• Establish small business consultation and assistance programs for health and safety
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eath Certificates— Fill Them Out
Carefully (And Correctly)

by Ellen Stein, Director

Division ofHealth Care Policy

Colorado Medical Society

The following are the most common errors/omissions made

by certifiers:

® The use of vague, indefinite or ill-defined terms and symp-

toms (e.g. “shock,” “coma,” “senility”) without stating their

specific underlying cause;

® The use of “end stage” conditions (e.g. “cardiac arrest,”

“congestive heart failure,” “renal failure,” “hepatic failure”)

without stating their specific underlying cause;

@ The use of illogical, impossible or highly improbable causal

sequences in Part I (e.g. line (a) “Diabetes” due to line (b)

“Arteriosclerotic Heart Disease”);

® The use of inconsistent durations within the causal sequence

(e. g. line (a) “Pulmonary embolism” - 4 days due to line (b)

“Myocardial infarction” - 2 days);

(D Lack of specificity regarding conditions such as:

(a) Neoplasms/Tumors—Malignant? Benign?

(b) Malignant neoplasms—^Primary site? Secondary sites?

Histological/Morphological types?

(c) Cirrhosis of the liver—Alcoholic? Biliary?

(d) Heart Disease—Ateriosclerotic? Hypertensive?

(e) Fracture—^Traumatic? Spontaneous?

(f) Subdural hematoma—Traumatic? Spontaneous?

(D Failure to state what condition(s) necessitated the reported

surgery or therapy;

® Failure to provide the specific information requested in item

33a-f relating to the circumstances surrounding the reported

traumatic injuries and external causes.

Querying the

Physician for

Cause-of-Death
One of the responsibili-

ties of the Nosology

Unit of the Colorado

Department of Health

is the monitoring and

improvement of cause

of death data gathered

via the Colorado Death

Certificate. Cause of

death certification

constitutes a medical-

legal opinion, not

necessarily an absolute

fact, since it is not

always possible for the

certifier to make a

precise determination

of interacting diseases

or conditions. How-
ever, the operating

premise of any

effective death query program is that

the person in the best position to make
a judgment as to the chain of events

leading to death is the certifying

physician or coroner. Thus, on an

ongoing basis the Nosology Unit

queries physicians and coroners in

order to (1) obtain the additional

information necessary to properly

classify the cause of death and (2)

educate certifiers in the correct method

of completing future death certifica-

tions.

Most query letters are sent to

certifiers because of nonspecific,

inaccurate or incomplete entries in the

cause of death section of the certificate.

In 1989 (the most recent year for

which query data are finalized) 8.55%

of the 21,056 filed death certificates

required queries to be sent to the

certifiers.

86 percent of all queries were

answered and returned: The average

return time (measured from date of

mailout to date of return was 12.66

days)

63 percent of all query responses

yielded additional information that

resulted in more accurate and specific

underlying causes of death

than were originally

reported.

From these and other

figures it is evident that the

Nosology Unit’s death

query program is an

effective “after the fact”

method of “cleaning up”

cause of death data.

However, it is equally

evident most of the

certifiers who are queried

do have more specific

information at their

disposal at the time of the

initial certification, but

they fail to enter that

information on the

certificate. (Note: This

discussion excludes those

situations in which

certifiers cannot report

specifics because they are

awaiting completion of

toxicology/autopsy reports

or the completion of police

investigations.) Thus death

certifiers (physicians and

coroners) can make
significant contributions to the overall

efficiency of death reporting in Colo-

rado and to the improvement of cause

of death data accuracy, quality and

usefulness by initially reporting on the

certificate the most specific cause of

death information available to them.

The Data Management Section

invites all physicians and coroners to

contact its Nosology Unit when

questions arise concerning cause of

death certification. Questions should be

directed to Greg Wolfe (Unit Supervi-

sor) at (303) 331-4907 or Brenda Davis

(Nosologist) at (303) 331-4884.
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Guaranteed
LONGDISTANCE
SAVINGS

COLORADO MEDICAL
SOCIETY'S

BUYING POWER
PAYS OFFFOR YOU!

s Save up to 25% vs. AT&T
s No cost to join
s Top quality long distance service

® Free phone card for travelling

Your Connection
To Long Distance Savings
As a supporter of CMS, you can now save

significantly on all of your long distance

telephone calls. Savings from 5% - 25% off

what you currently pay— whether you now use

AT&T, US Sprint or MCI. When you join the

Colorado Medical Society Member’s Long
Distance Advantage Program, you’ll get a5%
discount off already low US Sprint rates and
10% off US Sprint Phone Card rates. Plus,

you’ll have the best sound quality over the

nation’s top long distance network.

Save VersusAny Major Calling Plan
We offer you top everyday savings that can beat

AT&T Reach Out America, MCI Friends and
Family or any other nationally-advertised call-

ing plan on quality long distance service.

SAVE UP TO 25% VERSUSAT&T

Best Of All ... It’s Free
There is absolutely NO COST to begin enjoying this

outstanding program. We are absorbing the switch-

over fee from your local phone company and there are

no monthly minimum usage requirements.

You’ll have a 24-hour toll-free number staffed by
customer service operators dedicated to the CMS
Member’s Long Distance Advantage Program.

Whichever long distance company you currently use,

the only change you’ll notice is a lower long distance

bill every month.

Call Now To Save!

1-800-366-0039
Monday through Friday 9 A.M. - 8 P.M. EST

Example: a 15-minute call

FROM/TO SPRINT MCI AT&T
MEMBER’S
ADVANTAGE

Weekday Denver/
Salt Lake

$3.45 $3.30 $3.45 $3.28

Evening Denver/
Los Ang

$2.10 $2.10 $2.24 $1.99

Night/

Weekend
Denver/
New York

$1.87 $1.87 $1.95 $1.78

Program savings based on 5% discount offstandard US Sprint rates.

t I want to participate in the Colorado Medical Society

i Member’s Long Distance Advantage Program. I

understand that I will get an additional 5% off the already low US Name of current Long Distance Company
Sprint rates.

CALL 1-800-366-0039 Mon.-Fri.9:00a.m.to8:00p.m.EST Home Phone Number
OR MAIL THIS FORM TO: Member’s Long Distance Advantage
Program, Two Charlesgate West, Boston, MA 02215-9817

Signature

Name

Street

Check here if you are interested in receiving

more information on how the Member’s Long
Distance Advantage Program can also save you

money on your business usage.

City State Zip Code

}

KEYCODE AABV



ecialties

Colorado Gynecological and Obstetrical Society

Recognition Award goes to

Tommy Thompson

Dr. Horace “Tommy” Thompson
received the Second Annual Recogni-

tion award from the Society at the

September membership meeting. The

dinner meeting was attended by

members of his immediate family,

adding a special feeling to the acknowl-

edgments shared during the evening.

Dr. Thompson attended the University

of Colorado School of Medicine, was a

professor at the University of Colorado

School of Medicine, and was Director

of Obstetrical and Gynecological

Services at Denver General Hospital for

12 years. He was recognized for his

outstanding contributions in medical

research and education, as a pioneer in

ultrasound, and his lifelong commit-

ment to women’s health care.

Teen Pregnancy Initiative

accepted as public service

project by Denver Advertising

Federation

The Teen Health Education

Committee’s Initiative on Teenage

Pregnancy has been accepted by the

Denver Advertising Federation as their

public service project for 1992. The
DAF is one of the oldest and largest

advertising federations in the U.S. The

Committee has initiated a public

awareness campaign concerning

teenage pregnancy that will be launched

early in 1992, initially targeting Denver

Public Schools. The Colorado ObGyn

Society will be the only state chapter of

ACOG taking such a leadership role in

regard to teenage pregnancy. Dr. Jack

Thome, Chairman of the Committee,

can be reached at (303) 234-08(X) if you

wish to volunteer or have questions.

New President Dr. Jaime

McGregor

Dr. Jaime McGregor has taken

over as President of the Society for

1992. Dr. McGregor is the Vice

Chairman of Academic Affairs,

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecol-

ogy, University of Colorado health

Sciences Center, and is an Adjunct

Associate Professor, Dept., of Food

Science and Human Nutrition, Colo-

rado State University. Dr. McGregor
has received numerous academic

honors, and has participated on several

community-based committees. He has

been a very successful Program

Chairperson for the Colorado ObGyn
Society since 1986.

January Membership meeting

at Marriott

January 6, 1992, Dr. Allen De-

Chemey, Professor at Yale University

will give a presentation entitled

“Revolution In Infertility Surgery.” A
mini-course on Hysteroscopy will also

be given, beginning at 4:00 p.m.

Location: Marriott at 1-25 and Hamp-
den; cocktails at 5:45 p.m. with dinner

at 6:45 p.m.

February Membership
meeting at Marriott

February 3, 1992, Dr. William

Creasman, Professor, Medical Univer-

sity of South Carolina, will give a

presentation on the “Use of Hormones

in Gynecological Cancer Patients.”

Location: Marriott at 1-25 and Hamp-
den; cocktails at 5:45 p.m. with dinner

at 6:45 p.m.

Legislative Breakfast

The 3rd Annual Legislative

Breakfast will be held on Valentine’s

Day, February 14, 1992, at 7:30 a.m. in

the Capitol Building Rotunda. This is

an opportunity to meet your legislators

in an informal way.

March meeting on domestic

and sexual abuse, and AIDS

A special President’s Symposia

will be held in March (tentatively

scheduled for March 13) which will

cover the topics of domestic and sexual

abuse, as well as AIDS. Health care

professionals will be invited, as well as

members of the community. For

information, please call Betsy Fox at

(303) 355-8845.

For information about monthly

membership meetings call 693-6127.

For information about other society

activities, call 355-8845.
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Assistance for AIDS
Specific Drugs (AASD)
Program
In September of 1991, $200,500 was

made available to provide HIV specific

drugs to Colorado residents who are

HIV positive and whose incomes are

such that they qualify for the Colorado

Resident discount Program (CROP).

Drugs available through this program

include AZT, ddl, acyclovir, gancy-

clovir, inhaled pentamidine and several

other HlV-specific drugs. This program

takes the place of the previous program

that was administered through the

Department of Social Services. Funding

for this program has been rolled into the

Ryan White Title Two federal funding

through the Governor’s AIDS Task

Force.

Residents of Denver County can

obtain their drugs at Denver General

Hospital with a current hospital card

and a valid prescription. Residents

outside of Denver County can obtain

their drugs one of two ways from

University Hospital (UH). If the patient

is generally seen at University Hospital

or lives less than 40 miles from the

hospital, they may pick up their

medications at the UH pharmacy. If

patients live further away, or have

difficulty traveling, they may choose to

mail their prescriptions and proof of

current CRDP rating to the UH Phar-

macy, “attention AASD Program,”

Campus Box A027, 4200 E 9th Ave,

Denver CO 80262. The prescription

must state, “Draw from AASD Sup-

ply.”

Health care providers and patients

may call, toll free, 1-800-858-AIDS for

more information regarding the AASD
program.

News

Cytology Update
The increasing health threat posed by

breast and cervical cancer, coupled with

new federal regulations on laboratory

result reporting, has motivated the

Colorado Department of Health (CDH)
to sponsor a training seminar in

Gynecological Cytology February 8.

Judy Donaldson, Lab Training

Coordinator for CDH’s Division of

Laboratories, says the seminar will

address practical use of the Bethesda

System, a very recent technical change

in the reporting of cytology results

mandated by the Clinical Improvement

Act of 1988. The new system stresses a

more narrative approach to reporting, as

opposed to the code based system

currently in use.

In addition, quality assurance

standards will be reviewed by Patrick

James, MD. Shirley Greening, a cyto-

logist and attorney, will deal with how
the regulations will impact practices of

cytology and pathology labs.

This seminar is part of a project

which also subsidized breast and

cervical cancer screening to over

12,000 Colorado women in its first

year, according to Dr. Carole Chrvala,

Cancer Control Director for CDH.
For more information, call Judy

Donaldson at (303) 331-4712 or Dr.

Carole Chrvala at (303) 331-8407.

Texas Medical Association

sends CME ALERT!

The Texas Medical Association

recently discovered a promotional

brochure which contains that Assoc-

iation’s continuing medical education

accreditation statement designating

Category 1 credit of the Physician’s

Recognition Award of the AMA for

specialty board review courses. The

Texas Medical Association had

explicitly refused to grant credit for

these courses prior to distribution of

this brochure by the Osier Institute of

Terre Haute, Indiana.

Since this material was distributed

through a nationwide mailing, Colorado

physicians may have received such

offers and solicitation:

Officials of the Texas Medical

Association (TMA) have stated to

Colorado Medicine that TMA is in no

way associated with any 1992 board

review courses conducted by the Osier

Institute of Terre Haute, Indiana.

Physicians with questions or

concerns about CME credit for 1992

board review courses which carry the

TMA’s CME accreditation statement

should contact: Carrie Laymon, TMA
Medical Education Department, 401

West 15th Street, Austin, TX 78701-

1680. Telephone (512) 370-1446.

Law passed for statutory protection of retirement funds

In the article by Ms. Constance

Wood, Esq., on “Starting A Practice:

Preventive Law,” (November, 1991

Colorado Medicine), Ms. Wood stated

that SimplifiedEmployeePension Plans

(SEP) were not protected from credi-

tors. Since the submission of the article,

Colorado has enacted a statutory provi-

sion protecting all retirement plans in-

cluding IRAs and SEPs from creditors'

claims. The statute (CRS 13-54-102;

Exemption from attachment ofIRA and

Pension Plans) has not yet been tested in

court.

In noting the change, Ms. Wood
told CIM that “Colorado law has a very

good chance of being upheld, although

some states’ attempts at protecting re-

tirement funds have not been suc-

cessful.”
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HCFA offers 30-day grace

period for use of Evaluation/

Management CPT codes

HCFA has announced a 30-day

grace period to allow time for physi-

cians to become acquainted with the

new visit codes. For services provided

from Jan. 1 - Jan. 31, HCFA will accept

and pay claims submitted using the

1991 visit codes at the 1991 payment

level. The AMA had argued strongly

that physicians needed more time to

familiarize themselves with the new
codes, and that HCFA needed to

provide a grace period that was national

in scope. HCFA, however, under-

scored that the new visit codes are

effective on January 1. On and after

February 1 , carriers will deny all

assigned claims that use the old codes.

For unassigned claims, the contractors

will contact physicians to obtain the

correct codes. This process is consistent

with other HCFA policies to protect

beneficiary out-of-pocket costs.

Dottie Lamm to address

Women In Medicine Section at

February meeting

The Women In Medicine Section’s

Interim Business Meeting February 27,

1992, will feature Dottie Lamm as

dinner speaker. She will address the

group on “More Kids, More Chaos?”
Population Policy in the Third World.

The dinner meeting will be at 5:30

p.m. at the Wellshire Inn. Tickets are

$16.00. For reservations or further

information, contact the Women In

Medicine Section at Colorado Medical

Society, 779-5455 or 800-654-5653.

Medical News

CMS/AMA Alternate Delegate

Rob Bogin, MD, is on

organized medicine “fast

track”

Robert M. Bogin, MD, Immediate

Past Chairman of the AMA-YPS and

newly-elected CMS Alternate Delegate

to the AMA, has been busy at the

national level in numerous areas:

In July, Bogin volunteered for the

AMPAC Campaign Management
School, afterward saying “I survived

Campaign Management School! I had

heard a lot about it. In fact, I had been

warned about it ” After completing

the school and reflecting on it, Bogin

added “I have become involved in a

local political campaign; after describ-

ing the campaign school to the candi-

date and his staff, I was given instant

credibility because of the reputation of

the organizers. Although the AMPAC
Campaign School is not for the faint of

heart, I give it my highest recommenda-

tion for anyone with a strong interest in

becoming involved in a political

campaign.”

In August, Dr. Bogin received

recognition in the current issue of

“Sports Medicine" for his role in

counseling Mackenzie Phillips, a

defensive tackle for the University of

Arkansas’ Razorbacks.

In October, Bogin was an attendee

of AMA’s 1991 National Polidcal

Education Conference, participated in

lobbying legislators on Capitol Hill,

participated in legisladve and campaign

grass roots “how to” sessions, heard

presentations by the national political

party chairmen, and received updates

on the 1992 presidential and congres-

sional elections.

Dr. Bogin has been an acdve

representative of the CMS Young
Physicians Secdon and has helped carry

their concerns to the nadonal level

where he has participated in AMA-YPS
efforts to create AMA policy on a wide

range of issues, including:

• Anabolic Steroids

• Child Safety Restraint Use in

Aircraft

• Tobacco Advertising in Minority

Neighborhoods
• MAAC Discriminadon Against

Young PhysiciansXBicycle

Helmets
• Adequate Funding of the WIC

program
• Medicare Reimbursement for

Young Physicians OBRA 1990

• Delivery of Health Care by Non-

Physicians

• Caller Identification Telephone

Services

• Physicians with Communicable

Diseases

Colorado Medical Society wishes

Dr. Bogin good health and a continued

enthusiasm for his excellent works in

organized medicine.

AMA’s James S. Todd, M.D. to

speak to the CMS Interim

Meeting

Dr. James S. Todd, Executive Vice

President of the American Medical

Associadon will keynote the 1992 CMS
Interim Meeting.

Dr. Todd has formally accepted the

invitation by CMS President Harrison G.

Butler, 111, MD, to address the meeting,

which will be held March 7 - 8, 1992.
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FLY-IN FISHING EXPEDITIONS

FOSTER L.AKE
LODGE

Saskatchewan, Canada

Northern Pike, Lake Trout, Arctic

Grayling, Walleye, Full American
Plan, Deluxe Accomodations,

Superb Dining. For more informa-

tion or video, call or write:

Wally & John Stuerke

2453 Garrison St.

Lakewood, CO 80215

(303) 238-3322

Levine
Hughes
& Mithuen
Inc.
Certified Public Accountants

Manuel Levine, CPA
6025 S. Quebec St, Suite 375
Englewood, Colorado 801 1

1

(303) 694-1400

FAX (303) 694-1462

Joining a Practice?

Practice Breaking Up?
Need a Facilitator or Consultation?

Do You Wish to Avoid Excessive Costs?

Call Us For a Free Consultation

We are experienced in negotiating complicated dissolution and
shareholder agreements tor the benefit of all parties.

We also offer:

• Litigation support, lost earnings projections and other expert

witness services including medical practice valuation for divorce

actions.

• Retirement plan consultation, accounting and compliance

administration

A Full Service CPA Firm

COLORADO COMMUNICATIONS COALITION* PRESENTS

The Miles Program
For Physician-Patient

Communication

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
8:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. - By reservation only.

Enrollment: 25 maximum/ 12 minimum. If the minimum number is not reserved two weeks prior to a scheduled date, that

workshop will be cancelled, enrollees so notified and the fee will be refunded. Registration fee: $100.00. Copic-insured

physicians receive a refund of the fee. Contact: Copic Risk Management Department, 779-0044/1-800421-1834.

Metro Denver January 22

February 19

March 18

April 21

May 20

June 17

CMS/Copic Offices, 7800 East Dorado Place, Greenwood Plaza

CMS/Copic Offices, 7800 East Dorado Place, Greenwood Plaza

CMS/Copic Offices, 7800 East Dorado Place, Greenwood Plaza

CMS/Copic Offices, 7800 East Dorado Place, Greenwood Plaza

CMS/Copic Offices, 7800 East Dorado Place, Greenwood Plaza

CMS/Copic Offices, 7800 East Dorado Place, Greenwood Plaza

Faculty:

Kenneth A. Kahn, MD/Frederic W. Platt, MD, for CMS.
Kathy Gardner, BSN, MA/Riehard H. Thompson, Jr., MD/Margaret Cary, MD, (BME) for Copic.

Four credit hours Category 1 Continuing Medical Education. One Copic EN Point for Preferred Risk Premium Plan.

* The coalition includes the Colorado Foundation for Medical Care, Colorado Medical Society, Colorado Personalized Education for Physicians,

Colorado Physician Health Program, Colorado State Board of Medical Examiners & Copic Insurance Company.
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Classified Advertising

Publication ofany advertisement in Colorado Medicine is not an endorsement by the Colorado Medical Society ofthe

product or service. Colorado Medicine magazine is the officialjournal ofthe Colorado Medical Society, and is

authorized to carry General Advertising.

^ PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

COLORADO BEAUTIFUL WESTERN
ROCKIES LOCATION near Aspen, Vail,

j

Immediate, excellent opportunity for ENT
!

solo practice with coverage. Board certified or

Board eligible. Exceptional 80 bed hospital/

I specialty staff. Mountain commimity, excel-

lent schools, recreation, cultural opportuni-

ties. Contact: Alice Sundeen, PO Box 1970,

Glenwood Springs, CO 81601, (303) 945-

6535, ext. 339. 3/0192

FAMILY PRACTICEOPPORTUNITY—38
year solo family practice with multi shared

weekend call in beautiful Colorado Springs.

1991 gross of $200,000. 1 am available for 2

year transition to increase practice base and

help join HMO’s and PPO’s. All aspects of

sale negotiable. Joseph S. Pollard, MD, 1414

j

N. Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO 80903.

I

2/0192

I

OTOLARYNGOLOGIST—DENVER—

A

I

successful and well established ENT practic-

ing in a fast growing suburb of Denver is now
seeking an associate (MD of DO) so he can

open a second office. Six figure first year

' guaranteed income with future partnership.

For more information, send CV to: Gordon
Crawford, Professional Relations, Humana
Inc., Dept. CMIA, PO Box 1438, Louisville,

KY 40201-1438, or call TOLL FREE 1-800-

626-1590. 1/0192

PURCHASE Existing Medical Insurance Ex-

amining Firm. Training and Support. 13 year

established clientele. Great for Physician, but

not essential. (303) 692-4294. 1/0192

LOCUM TENENS It is not what it used

to be. As a client, your practice goes uninter-

rupted. As a locum tenens, you have the free-

dom and flexibility to work as often or as little

as you like. Physician managed since 1982.

Call for details—^Interim Physicians Network
1-800-669-0718 or (303) 691-0718. 12/0192

RADIOLOGISTS AVAILABLE for locum

tenens or permanent positions. Western Phy-

sicians Registry will provide whatever cover-

age you need for less. Please call Jim Ellis,

Director, (800) 437-7676. 7/0791

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICES.
Successfully serving physicians since 1976.

All levels and specialties. Effective. Success-

ful. Confidential. Immediate service avail-

able. CompleteCurriculumVitae preparation.

Cover letter design and development. Career

planning services. Commitment to product

quality and client satisfaction. Call 1-800-

786-3037 (24 hours). 9/1291

COLORADO SPRINGS GENERAL SUR-
GERY Hospital based practice available. Sale

includes Pemose Hospital office lease, equip-

ment, patient records, managed care contracts

and referral base. Reply to 25 E Jackson Ste

#305, Colorado SpringsCO 80907, (719) 636-

0075 c/o Marge Kilgore. 6/1291

FAMILY PRACTICE, OB-GYN, INTER-
NAL MEDICINE, and URGENT CARE po-

sitions are available in a variety of settings

from Central Michigan, through Illinois and

Wisconsin to the rolling plains of Kansas.

Single or multi-specialty groups, or ^olo with

generous call coverage, or faculty. Attractive

guarantees and benefits. For more informa-

tion please call our toll-free number, 1-800-

243-4353 or send yourCV to STRELCHECK
& ASSOCIATES, INC.; 10624NPortWash-
ington Road; Mequon, WI 53092. 3/1291

AREYOU SEEKINGA POSITIONINNEO-
NATOLOGY, ORTHOPEDICS, DERMA-
TOLOGY, ALLERGY, RADIOLOGY, ON-
COLOGY. NEUROSURGERY or RHEU-
MATOLOGY? We have positions available

in Ohio, Missouri, Wisconsin and Nebraska.

Attractive guarantees and benefit packages.

Single or multi-specialty groups. To discuss

your practice preferences and these opportu-

nities, please call our toll-free number, 1 -800-

243-4353 or send yourCV to STRELCHECK
& ASSOCIATES. INC.; 10624N Port Wash-
ington Road; Mequon, WI 53092. 3/1291

GENERAL SURGEON—Join established

lucrative practice serving 2 excellent hospitals

and 2-county population of 35,000. Peaceful

sceniccity of8,500. Excellent housing, school

system, shopping, progressive medical staff.

Send CV to Jim Schneckloth, 4 Sunset Place,

Charles City lA 50616. 3/1 191

FAMILY PRACTICE—Fine opportimity for

growing and lucrative group practice. Pro-

gressive medical staff serves 61 bed hospital

and county population of 19,000. Peaceful,

scenic city of 8,500 with excellent housing,

schools, shopping hunting, sports, wide range

of community and hospital/health services.

Send CV to Jim Schneckloth, 4 Sunset Place,

Charles City LA 50616. 3/1191

TIRED OF THE DAY TO DAY HASSLE
ofHMO ’s,Medicare, discounted insurance

and being on call? Then consider a position

with corrections. Before you say “No Way,”
caii us and find out more. Contact Roderic

Gottula, MD, 10900 Smith Road, Denver

CO 80239 or caii (303) 375-2110. 3/1191

FAMILY PRACTICE OPPORTUNITY—
Colorado Springs, CO. Well established, busy

Family Practice seeking BC/BE Osteopathic

Family Physician. Contact: Carolyn DeMarco,

2141 N AcademyCir,#102, Colorado Springs

CO 80909. (719) 597-4200. 3/1 191

DENVER, COLORADO — BC/BE skilled

nursing facility internists and general inter-

nists needed for group practice HMO, Colo-

rado Permanente Medical Group, caring for

Kaiser Foundation Health Plan members.

Competitive salary and benefits. Contact: V.

A. LaFleur, MD, CPMG, 10350 E Dakota

Ave, Denver CO 80231-1314 or (303 ) 344-

7294. EE/AA Employer. 4/1091

BC/BE OB-GYN NEEDED July 1, 1992 or

before, for busy, progressive solo doctor.

Prolife practice involves certified nurse-mid-

wife who handles low risk deliveries. Spa-

cious office with surgical suite, ultrasound

and RN sonographer. Fort Collins (303) 493-

6677. 6/1091

LOCUM TENENS MEDICINE CAN BE
FUN again. Reasonable hours, freedom, flex-

ible scheduling, paid liability, travel, housing.

Good Income. Respond to: Interim Physician

Network (Physician managed) (303) 691-

0718/(303) 758-8677. Ed Novelli. 6/0891
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Classified Advertising

FAMILY PRACTICE—HOSPITAL SPON-
SOREDCLINICOPPORTUNITY. Dynamic,

growth oriented hospital in beautiful North

Central Wisconsin is seeking Family Physi-

cians to respond to growing community de-

mand. The administrative burdens of medical

practice will be minimized in this hospital

managed clinic. The hospital has committed

to an income and benefit package which is

significantly higher than similar opportuni-

ties. Package includes base income, incentive

bonus, malpractice, disability, signing bonus

and student loan reduction/forgiveness pro-

gram. All relocation costs will be borne by the

hospital. Please contact Kari Wangsness, As-

sociate, The Chancellor Group, Inc., France

Place, Suite 920, 3601 Miimesota Drive,

Bloomington, Minnesota, 55435, (612) 835-

5123. tfn/1190

SITUATIONS WANTED

OTOLARYNGOLOGIST—available as

LOCUMS for your practice. BC, Well-

trained, semi-retired. Available on short

notice. Call Nicholas Schenck, MD, FACS,
(213) 654-6400. 6/0192

PROPERTIES FOR SALE OR LEASE

COLORADO SKI CONDO for sale. 3 BR, 3

bath, 2 story condo in Wildemest area of

Silverthome. Top of the mountain, top of the

line quality. 2 decks, view, next toBLM forest

and hiking. Clubhouse with teimis, indoor

pool, sauna, spa, game room, racquetball. Vail

25 miles. Keystone 5 mi. Copper Mtn 15 mi,

Breckeiuidge 15 mi, Denver 70 mi. Lake

Dillon marina 3 mi. Ski, sail, x-cntry, hike,

swim, tennis, 4 wheel. Timber Ridge unit,

below cost at $ 1 5 1 ,900.By owner. Dean Cuplin

(619) 756-0537. 2/1291

FURNISHED 2 BR, 2 Bath Condo in Lake
Haus near Keystone. Excellent condition.

Rec Center. Good rental history. Great

value at $75,000. (719) 784-6536. 2/1 191

SECLUDEDSPLENDOR—All yearVACA-
TION home nestled in the mountain forest.

Hiking, X-country skiing. Easy access to As-

pen* Vail.TOTALLYCUSTOMEED! 4BR,
3 bath contemporary design. Solar water, fire-

place & stove, & greenhouse. Contact Mytt

Anderson, Bray & Co. Realtors BH&G, 1-

(303) 945-8626. 4/1091

MAUI, HAWAH. Luxurious 2BR/2BA,
2,100 sf condominium in Kaanapali Beach
Resort. 100 yardsfrom beach. Everything’s

new! Pool, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Lighted Tennis

Courts, Maids. On 16th fairway Royal
Kaanapali Golf Club. Special Fall/Winter

Rates. Call 985-9531. 6/0991

WINTER PARK—HIGHLANDS—3 BR
House, 7 miles from ski area. 1,600 sq ft.

Kitchen, Dining Room, Large Living Room.
1 ,200 sq ft walkout basement, 2 balconies, 2

car heated garage, l3/4 acre of property for

sale by owner. Asking price is less than we
paid. Call owner, Werner or Ruth, 399-8919.

12/0491

YOUOWEfTTO YOURSELF! Winter Park,

very plush 2 BR Condo with all amenities

including sauna, athletic club, door to ski area

transportation. For sale by owner. Call Werner

or Ruth, 399-8919. 12/0491

EAGLE/VAIL fully equipped luxury town-

house on golf course, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths,

reasonable summer-winter rates. Peter Ge-

hret,MD (303) 771-0456. 12/0291

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE OR LEASE

FOR SALE: Power Surgery Table (Can be

used as exam table) with matching cabinets,

chair and stool; Burton overhead surgical lamp.

Ultrasonic Cleaner, instrument storage cabi-

net, liquidnitrogen storage tanks, Mayo stands,

Dazor floor exam lamps, UVB bulbs, free-

standing UVB lamp, IV pole, fireproof safe,

Lanier dictating accessories, all variety of

Dermatologic instruments and supplies, Lester

Dyne polaroid Camera, private office chairs,

misc accounting, pegboard and ledger sup-

plies. (719) 564-0325 or send inquiries to PO
Box 2280, Pueblo, CO 81004. 3/0192

PRACTICES FOR SALE

RETIRING PHYSICIAN: Established Colo-

rado Med Practice. NE Denver. Take over

established patients, building, equipment.

Terms avail. For info call (303) 341-1008.

3/1291

PERSONALS

DOCTOR AND DOLL, Famous signed

Norman Rockwell Collograph #188/200.

Museum frame 39X 32. Call (303) 3854755
2/0192

SERVICES

A PROFESSIONAL BILLING SERVICE
Insurance & patient billing, Medicare/Medic-

aid, custom billing options, practice enhance-

ment. We don’ t get paid until you getpaid. For

more information call: Advanced Professional

Services (303) 341-1008 . 6/1291

HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
LOW DOC PROGRAM available for physi-

cians and other health professionals. Purchase

and refinance. Call Milt, a mortgage banker

with 18 years experience. 753-6262. 2/1291

INNOVATIONS SHOULD BE PAT-
ENTED ifmarketable. For more information,

call Brian D. Smith of Fields, Lewis, Pittenger

& Rost, Colorado’s leading patent law firm.

Mr. Smith specializes in the medical arts.

(303) 758-8400. 12/0791

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED TO BUY:
Small used portable X-Ray machine.

Send details to

Gary Tnmneu,
VP operations,

Colorado Springs Medical Center

209 S Nevada

Colorado Springs CO 80932.

3/1191

We are looking for qualified buyers, sellers,

associates, and merger candidates. We also

have excellent practice opportunities through-

out the state. For more information, call

AFTCO (303) 795-8800. 24/4189
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‘^Health Care Policy £or the 90’s’*

The Cure Is In Working Together

! In this issue:

I
• Making a difference in state and national health care policies: Colorado physicians can!

' CMS President Harrison G. Butler, III, M.D.

I

• Governor prescribes "crisis intervention" in Colorado health care

Colorado Governor Roy Romer

I

• National health care priorities have Colorado physician impact

I
United States President George Bush

I

• So...What's new? History repeats itself

I Frederick A. Lewis, Jr., MD, Past-President, Colorado and Denver Medical Society



Goals Vs. Performance

1981 Goal:
Keep Overhead Low

1992 Assessment:
Expenses of operations have been reduced to 10

percent or less of written premiums in recent years,

contrasted with 25 to 30 percent for our two major

competitors in Colorado.

The bottom line for Copic:
provide Colorado physicians and, indirectly, the people

of the state with professional liability insurance which

is affordable, equitable and fair.

Copic Insurance Company • P.O. Box 17540 Denver, CO 80217-0540 • (303)779-0044 • 1-800-421-1
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AT PRESS TIME...
..a compilation of medically-related news briefs of immediate interest to the physician community occurring

ifter COLORADO MEDICINE has gone to press.

CMS Med Fax^

by Montgomery Little Young Campbell and McGrew, P.C.
legal counsel to the Colorado Medical Society

New Health Chief to Speak at

Interim Meeting

Patricia A. Nolan, MD, MPH, Governor Romer's recent

choice to head the Colorado Department of Health, will

address a luncheon at the Interim Meeting of the

Colorado Medical Society.

Dr. Nolan was selected in December after a year-long

nationwide search for a successor to Or. Thomas M.

Vernon, who resigned in late 1990. Her career has

ranged from being a public health worker in the bor-

oughs of New York City to being the director of an

innovative Arizona medical cost containment program.

"I selected Patricia Nolan for this vital Colorado position

because of her broad experience in both public and

environmental health," said Governor Romer. "It is key

that the Department have a director with the training

and experience necessary for the department to focus

on and excel in both of these areas."

Prior to coming to Colorado (her appointment becomes

effective in February if confirmed by the state Senate)

Dr, Nolan was medical director of the Phoenix based

Arizona Health Care Cost Containment System. That

program was creditod for containing Arizona’s Medicaid

costs. Prior to that, she served as director of the Pima

County Health Department in Tucson. Her key areas of

concern included improving the quality of the air and

the handling of hazardous waste.

Dr. Nolan received her medical degree from McGill

University in Montreal, where she also served on the

medical faculty. She also holds a Master’s degree in

Public Health from Columbia University. She has

worked as a district health officer and as a regional

health director in New York City boroughs and as a

public health physician for the New York City Health

Department. She senred as associate director of

several sections of the Illinois Public Health Depart-

ment. She Is married and has two daughters.

Dr. Nolan made the news in Colorado even before her

arrival when a group of environmentalists accused her

of ignoring their concerns over trichloroethylene (TCE)

contamination of Tucson’s groundwater supply while

she headed the Pima County Health Department. Dr.

Nolan told local reporters there was no significant short

term danger and she and her staff sealed off the

contaminated wells and treated the pollution as soon as

TCE was identified. She said pollution prevention will

be a key focus In Colorado, along with cleanup, while

such activities as figuring out who was to blame and

assigning reparations properly belong in the court

system.

Dr. Nolan wilt speak to a noon luncheon on Saturday,

March 7, 1992 at the Sheraton Denver Tech Center

Hotel. Look in this issue for information and a registra-

tion form.



Med Fax: Medico
Legal News

by Karen B. Best, Esq., an Associate

with the law firm of Montgomery Little

Young Campbell & McGrew, PC,

attorneys to the CMS.
This column Is not legal advice, but is for general

Information only. For help with specific problems,

readers should consult an attorney.

Experimental Treatment?

ts high dose chemotherapy with autologous bone

marrow transplantation (ABMT) for treatment of breast

cancer experimental or investigational? in a lawsuit filed

against K-Mart Corporation, Susan Clark asked for an

order forcing the company's health plan (administered

by Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Michigan) to cover the

cost of the treatment, which was estimated to be In

excess of $150,000 for the hospitalization alone. The
plan took the position that the treatment was excluded

from coverage as experimental and investigational.

This patient won, as have so many others fighting over

the same question. The Court found that ABMT is no

longer an experimental treatment for breast cancer and

that the plan administrator’s decision to deny the claim

was "arbitrary and capricious.” in an unusual move, the

court took "judicial notice” that the hospital would have

to pay back K-Mart if it was later found that K-Mart was
not liable for the costs of the procedure. This way the

patient could receive the treatment now and the lawyers

and companies could fight about who would pay for It

later. Clark v K-Mart Corporation, Case No 91-1431 , US
District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania.

Tort Reform Damage Cap

Alabama enacted a statutory cap of $400,000 on

noneconomic damages. Noneconomic damages

compensate for pain and suffering, loss of enjoyment of

life and other Injuries which, unlike medical bills, cannot

be readily calculated.

Barbara Moore sued Mobile Infirmary Association for

negligently administering a sedative and was awarded

$600,000, an amount which includes the statutory cap

on noneconomic damages. Moore appealed. In another

blow to tort reform legislation, the state Supreme Court

found that the cap violated the claimant’s state constitu-

tional right to a jury trial and the right to equal protec-

tion. The court reasoned that the correlation "between

the damages cap and the reduction of health care costs

is, at best, indirect and remote.” while the burden

imposed upon the most severely injured Is direct and
concrete. "Unlike the less severely injured, who receive i

full and just compensation, the catastrophically injured
'

victim of medical malpractice is denied any expectation

of compensation beyond the statutory limit.’' Moore v

Mobile Infirmary Association, Case No 89-1087,

Alabama Supreme Court.

Who Are Your Patients?

Let’s say a radiologist sees abnormalities on a chest X-

Ray taken during a pre-employment physical examina-

tion. And let’s say the radiologist doesn't tell the person
[

about the abnormalities. The person has a progressive

lung disease, sarcoidosis, which goes untreated,

causing the person to become permanently disabled.

Does the radiologist, or any examining physician for

that matter, have a duty under Washington law to
i

inform those examined of abnormal test results, absent
(

a doctor-patient relationship? Yes, for the simple

reason that injury to the person is foreseeable when
and if the doctor fails to tell the person about abnormal
findings. Daly v United States, Case No 90-35880,

Ninth Circuit. Duty is the prerequisite to liability. Without

duty, there can be no breach (malpractice). However,

duty can arise whenever the outcome is foreseeable,

and not only when the physician and person agree to a

treatment relationship.

A similar case was decided recently in Colorado. The

claimant in a personal injury case was referred to a

physician for an independent medical examination

(IME), The physician was not retained to provide any

medical care or treatment to the claimant, and the

ciaimant did not pay the physician for any services that

he rendered. The claimant, who brought suit claiming

shoulder and neck injuries in an accident, advised the

IME physician that she had undergone three prior back

surgeries and that she was then in therapy. The IME

physician referred her to another facility for a 'lunctional

capacity examination.” She injured her back during the

examination at the other facility and sued the IME

physician.

The trial court dismissed the claims, finding that the

IME physician owed no duty to the claimant with

respect to the test administered and therefore could not

be liable for any injury suffered as a result of that

examination.

Wrong. The Colorado Court of Appeals reversed,

holding that although ihe nature of the dutyowed

depends upon the nature of the professional responsi

Continued on following page . .
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Colorado Modical Society provld$$ the following listings

of events as a member service only. Some events are

approved for Continuing Medical Education credits.

Information is provided by the sponsoring organize-

tions. For more details, use the telephone contact at the

end of the listing.

Frospor Ment^rQ Soclaty

Winter Meeting (Alternative Surgeries for Veriigo)

February 20*23, 1992

Aspen, CO
Jane Welis (303) 788*4230

Univaraity of Arizona

Practical Radiology

February 24-27, 1992

Tucson, AZ
(602) 626-7832

Prosper Meniere Society

Electrocochleography/Otoacoiistin Emissions Work-

shops

February 26-March 1, 1992

Denver, CO
Jane Wells (303) 788-4230

University of Arizona

Geriatric Medicine Update & BC Review

February 27-29, 1992

Tucson, AZ
(602) 626-7832 ,

-

Medico-Legal News
from Preceding Page...

bllity assumed, we conclude that, under the undis-

puted facts here, the defendant owed to plaintiff the

duty not to require her to engage in physical tests,

whether administered by him or by some third

parly, which a reasonably careful physician, under

the same or similar circumstances, would hot have

required her to perform.” Perkins v Greenberg,

Case No 90CA1765. In other words, the fact that

there Is no diagnostic or treatment based physi-

clan-patlent relationship, will not insulate absolutely

the physician performing an IME from potential

liability.

university of Colorado at Colorado Springe

Issues in Child Abuse Teleconference

Registration Deadline February 25, 1992

Various locations

UCCS (719) 593-9191

World Congress on Healthcare

World Emergency Conference (live broadcast)

from New York by satellite

February 27, 1991

Mike Oulligan (800) 879-3857

Medical Records Institute

Patient Cards & Computerization of Medical Records

New Orleans. LA
March 4-7, 1992

Ruth Dearden (617) 964-3923

University of Arizona

Practical Management of Rheumatic Disease

Tucson, AZ
March 5-7, 1992

(602) 626-7832

LDS Hospital/University of Utah

Ethics Committees and Morality Plays: A Shared

Search for Virtue

Salt Lake City, UT
March 13. 1992

(801)321-1135
University of Arizona

Epilepsy & Behavior

March 14. 1992

Tucson, AZ
(602) 626-7832

Univ. of Calif. Med School Dept, of Radiology

Radiology In Asia

Singapore, Ball, Bangkok, Hong Kong (option to

Beiging and Kweilin)

March 14-27, 1992

Dawne Ryals (404) 641-9773

Colorado Safety Association

Rocky Mountain Health & Safety Conference

Colorado Convention Center, Denver

March 25-27, 1991

Melodye Turek (303) 373-1937
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American Lung Association of Montana
Big Sky Pulmonary/SkI Conference

Helena MX
March 25'29i 1992

(406) 442-6556

Office for Substance Abuse Prevention

Peer Aseistance: A Model for the Helping Professions

Hyatt Regency Denver

March 28-31,1992

800-765-0263

World Congress on Healthcare

World Congress on Healthcare (live broadcast)

from New York by satellite

April 8.9, 1991

Mike Duiligan (800) 879-3857

Harvard Medical School
Mothers: Victimization, Stigma and Sun/ival

Children’s Hospital, Boston, MA
April 22-24, 1992

(617)432-1525

American Academy of Neurology ^

Annual Meeting

San Diego CA
May 3-9, 1992

(612)623-8115

World Congress on Healthcare

ASH Annual Meeting (live broadcast)

from New York by satellite

May 7-11, 1991

Mike Duiligan (800) 879-3857

Preabyterlan/$t. Luke’s Healthcare System

Born Too Soon: The Fetus as a Patient

Red Lion Hotel, Denver

May 9, 1992

Mary T. Fletcher (303) 869-1900 or BOO-633-6824

World Congreee on Healthcare

World Telecommunications Conference (live broadcast)

from New York by satellite

May 20, 21,1991

Mike Duiligan (800) 879-3867

American Academy of Pediatrics

Perinatal Pediatrics Conference

Kauai. Hawaii

May 21-24, 1992

L. Joseph Butterfield, MD (303) 861 -6509

American Medical Association

Financial Strategies for Retirement

Denver, Colorado

June 5. 1992

(312)419-5042
^

Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center
Cytokines and Transplantation

Chicago, IL

May 30, 1992

Suzanne Buss (31 2) 942-6242

American Medical Association

Successful Money Management
Denver, Colorado

June 6, 1992

(312)419-5042

Unlv. of Calif. Med School Dept, of Radiology

Radiology in Africa

Nairobi, Samburu, Kenya, Masai Mara
October 10-24, 1992

Dawne Ryals (404) 641 -9773

Prosper Meniere Society

Diagnostic 6t Rehabilitative Aspeets of Balance &
Movement Oisordors

December 2-6, 1992

Denver, CO
Jane Welts (303) 788-4230

Prosper Meniere Society

Symposium & Workshops on Surgery of the Inner Ear

July 20 26. 1994

Snowmass. CO
Jane Wells (303) 788-4230

.1
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President’s Letter

Harrison G. Butler, III, MD
President, Colorado Medical Society

1991-1992

CMIS

1992 is unquestionably the

year to discuss health and

medical care in the United

States. This topic has been

getting an increasing amount of

attention for the last several

years, but the Pennsylvania

Senate race has definitely put

health care on the front burner.

The Democrats see this as an

issue they can exploit in the next

national election. The Demo-
cratic Presidential candidates are

using this as the “anvil” issue. They are

attempting to connect other issues that

are not normally related to the so-called

“high cost” of medical care. Bill

Clinton of Arkansas was quoted as

saying in Detroit that the way to

compete with Japanese automobile

manufacturers was to control the cost of

health care, thus making U.S. auto

I

makers more competitive. As you can

see, a trend may be developing that all

of the problems of the American people

can be attributed to the cost of health

care.

Now, Bill; that is just plain silly!

I

Fortunately, not all politicians are as

poorly informed as indicated by this

blatant “election year statement”

Sandy Maloney, Rod Brewster

,

Sue Ellen Quam and I met with

Governor Roy Romer in what I

consider a very productive exchange of

ideas. Governor Romer asked the

Colorado Medical Society for help in

determining both a short- and a long-

term strategy for a health care policy

for Colorado. The State of Colorado has

a $100 million shortfall in the Medicaid

budget and changes are desperately

needed. We will be asking for your help

NoWy Bill;

that isjust

plain silly!

as we proceed. This policy could also

have national ramifications as Governor

Romer will assume the Chair of the

National Governor's Association in

June. It is vitally important that we
don't drop the ball on this opportunity.

The entire state was watching and

listening as the Governor mentioned

Colorado Medical Society in his state

of the state address (see excerpts from

the address in this issue).

Our meetings on health policy have

not been limited to the Governor's

office. An erudite delegation including

Drs. John Sbarbaro, John Far-

rington, Bill Market, Rob Bogin,

Sandi Maloney and I met with Repre-

sentative David Skaggs (Congressional

District #2) on January 9th. We served

primarily in an educative role. Rep.

Skaggs was attentive and asked

insightful questions. (This was also the

last meeting in which Mitch Stahl

participated. She will be fondly missed

in the processes.) The exchange was

frank and, 1 believe, informative. What
influence we had is yet to be deter-

mined.

Later that same day, Sandi and I

participated in Senator Tim Wirth's

town meeting on health care

reform held in Pueblo. About

two-hundred interested citizens

attended and the discussion

seemed to be based around

special interest groups who
were angry and frustrated with

the present system. I have been

included on a state health

council organized by Senator

Wirth. The council is to gather

information and draft a policy

statement on health care by

March, 1992. Wirth's opinion is that

there will be federal legislation on

health introduced at that time.

I didn't come away from that

meeting with any new information. It is

obvious to me that the people who are

motivated to attend meetings such as in

Pueblo want the very best medical care;

they want it immediately or on demand,

and it must be free or at extremely low

COSL

I was happy that Drs, Jim Meeuw-
sen and Roger Miller attended and

added some facts to the discussion.

Before they spoke up, the Canadian

system of health care seemed to be the

preferred system to those in attendance.

It also took considerable courage on the

part of Meeuwsen and Miller, since this

was not a doctor-friendly group.

There will be many more meetings

on the topic of health care. . .1 can

hardly wait! I'm not very optimistic as

to the final product There are a lot of

demands, very little money and an

enormous amount of politics involved

in the process.

Please call or write with your

opinions on this very complicated

subject.
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overnor Romer Sees

‘Health Care Crisis’

Asks CMS for help in meeting rural health care needs

Colorado Governor Roy Romer reported on the “state of the State" in a speech to a joint session of the Colorado Legislature

January 9, 1992. In that speech, the Governorfocused largely on education and economic development as his prioritiesfor

the coming year. In addition, he talked about the health care situation in Colorado andproposed some remedies. We reprint

here that portion of the speech. Ed.

Health Care: It

is a national

problem, but

we can’t wait

for a national

solution. Our
system is in

crisis. We see

this crisis in the

growing

number of

Coloradans with no health insurance.

We see it in exploding Medicaid costs

which are severely crippling the State

of Colorado. We see it in the trouble

businesses have in providing insurance

to their employees and still staying

competitive.

Excessive health costs are a serious

threat to this country. Thirteen cents of

every dollar we earn goes to health

care. By the end of the decade, it could

be 17 cents. We can’t tolerate that and

make the other personal and public

investments we’ve talked about.

Therefore, we must make a

commitment to fundamental health care

reform in Colorado. Such reform must

have six components— universal

coverage, cost containment, prenatal

and child health, Medicaid reform,

insurance reform and rural health care.

Let me outline each briefly.

1. Universal Coverage.
It is simply unacceptable that, in

1992, nearly half a million Coloradans

have no health insurance. It’s a major

failure of our system. Anyone who
needs a doctor should be able to see

one, regardless of ability to pay.

We must commit now to finding a

way to ensure that all Coloradans can

get the basic, medically necessary, cost-

effective health care they need. It’s

necessary. It’s a human right. And it’s

achievable.

Therefore, I want you to join me in

directing the Health Policy Council,

created at the suggestion of this General

Assembly in 19^, to study the alterna-

tives for assuring universal coverage

and report back to us by May.

I suggest

the Council

evaluate each

alternative

based on the

following

criteria; How
well does it

contain costs;

How well does

it provide basic

coverage; How equitable is its financ-

ing mechanism; What incentives does it

provide for healthy life-styles; How
well does it address the professional

shortage crisis in rural Colorado; and

more. After the alternatives are evalu-

ated, we must go to the people of the

state and ask for their input. By the

1993 session perhaps we will have

reached a consensus for a Colorado

solution to the problem of access.

2. Cost Containment
The Small Business Advisory

Committee on Health Insurance has

recommended that I establish a cost

containment commission as a first step

toward health care reform. I would like

you to join me in establishing this

commission. I understand that Senator

Schroeder and Representative Schauer

have a bill to do that, and I hope we can

work together.

Let’s set a goal to cut medical

inflation in half by 1994 and to bring it

in line with the general inflation rate by

1996.

In addition, there are some steps

we can and should take right now to cut

costs.

I intend to ask the

Colorado Medical

Society ...to advise
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1

In 1987, we suspended the Hospital

Certificate of Need program. I think

that was a mistake. We’ve seen an

explosion of costly and duplicative

services since then. Let’s reestablish the

Certificate of Need. Forty States have

such programs. Let’s learn from them

and see what we can do to make it work

here.

Next, let’s mandate a uniform

health insurance billing form this

session. It’s a common-sense step we
can take right now.

Next, let’s draft a bill that prohibits

health care practitioners from referring

patients to services in which these

health care workers or their families

have a financial interest.

And let’s direct the Chiropractic

Board to study

over utilization

and abuse of

chiropractic

services.

I know I’m

treading on

vested interests

here. That’s

deliberate.

Fundamental

reform means we
need to open all

the doors and see

what’s inside.

3.

Prenatal and Child

Health
Each year we have about 3,000

Colorado women who do not receive

the prenatal care they need. They are

falling through the cracks because they

are not eligible for Medicaid and they

do not have private insurance for

prenatal care and delivery.

As a result, the chances of these

women delivering low birth weight

babies are high. The chances that these

babies will have long term disabilities

are high. The chances that these babies

will need special education and long

term care of some type are high. We
should work to prevent that.

Similarly, many major, dangerous

childhood illnesses, like measles, are

preventable. Yet, just this past year in

Colorado, four of every 10 Colorado

two year olds were not immunized

against preventable diseases.

Having healthy children is the first

and most essential precondition to

schooling. Let’s make a commitment to

our children by providing prenatal care

and immunizations.

In reviewing the options for health

care reform, I want the Health Policy

Council to give the highest priority to

how we can best provide these services

for pregnant women and infants. I want

them to advise us this session so that

we can act now.

4.

Medicaid Reform
In my September address to this

assembly, I laid out seven strategies to

further contain Medicaid costs. Since

September, thanks to this legislature

and the state Social Services Board,

these seven strategies have largely been

implemented.

In September, I also directed the

Department of Social Services to report

on additional Medicaid cost contain-

ment steps we could take. That report

has formed the basis for productive

discussions between the Department of

Social Services, members of the HEWI
[Health, Education, Welfare and

Institutions] Committee and the JBC
[Joint Budget Committee]. There

should be more proposals coming to

you this session, involving managed

care, co-pay, service limits review and

competitive bidding. 1 encourage you to

give serious consideration to these.

As you know, 1 have appointed Dr.

Patricia Nolan to head the Colorado

Department of Health. Dr. Nolan has

been medical director of the Arizona

Health Care Cost Containment System,

the agency that administers Medicaid in

Arizona. 1 know that she will bring

expertise to us which we will be able to

use in this area.
5.

Insurance Reform
I have asked Joanne Hill, the

Commissioner of Insurance, to work

with you to implement the recommen-

dations of the Small Business Advisory

Committee on Health Insurance to help

ensure that small businesses can get

affordable health care coverage.

I also have asked the Commis-
sioner to report to me on further steps

we can take to level the playing field in

terms of access to and cost of health

insurance. Specifically, I’m interested

in requiring all insurers to use a

modified community rating system in

order to spread costs more evenly and

to have an open enrollment period at

least once a year.

And we need

to stem the growing

problem of insur-

ance fraud and

abuse. I understand

that the Insurance

Commissioner is

working with the

Attorney General

on this specific

issue.

6.

Rural
Health

The shortage of primary care

providers has reached crisis proportions

in rural Colorado. More than half our

counties are designated as Federal

Health Care Professional Shortage

Areas. A number of counties have no

doctors at all. Many doctors in rural

areas do not accept Medicaid patients.

We cannot let this shortage cripple the

economic development of these rural

areas.

I intend to ask the Colorado

Medical Society and the University of

Colorado Health Sciences Center to

jointly advise the Executive Branch and

the Health, Education and Welfare

Committees of both the House and

Senate on what is the most cost

effective plan for addressing this

problem, including the possible use of

scholarships for medical students that

would be forgiven upon service in rural

areas.

must make a

commitment to

fundamental health

care reform in Colorado*^
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resident Bush Addresses

Health Care Priorities

On January 28, 1992, President George

Bush delivered his State of the Union

Address to a joint session of the U. S.

Congress. In that speech, the President

touched upon several prioritiesfor

health care which may personally and

professionally effect each practicing

Colorado physician. Here is the portion

of the address which deals with health

care.

Our private health

care system gives us,

for all itsflaws, the

best quality health

care in the world.

We must reform our

health care system.

For this too bears on

whether or not we
can compete in the

world.

American health

costs have been

exploding. This year

America will spend

over $800 billion on

health. And that’s

expected to grow to

$1.6 trillion by the

end of the decade.

We simply cannot

afford this.

The cost of health care shows up

not only in your family budget, but in

the price of everything we buy and

every'thing we sell. When health

coverage for a fellow on on assembly

line costs thousands of dollars, the cost

goes into the products he makes— and

you pay the bill.

We must make a choice.

Now some pretend we can have it

both ways. They call it “play or pay”

but that expensive approach is unstable.

It will mean higher taxes, fewer jobs

and eventually, a system under com-

plete government control.

Really, there are only two options:

We can move toward a nationalized

system — which will restrict patient

choice in picking a doctor and force the

government to ration services arbi-

trarily. And what we’ll get is patients in

long lines, indifferent service and a

huge new tax burden.

Or, we can reform our own private

health care system — which still gives

us, for all its flaws, the best quality

health care in the world.

Well, let’s build on our strengths.

My plan provides insurance

security for all Americans— while

preserving and increasing the idea of

choice. We make basic health insurance

affordable for all low income people

not now covered. And we do it by

providing a health insurance tax credit

of up to $3,750 for each low income

family. And the middle

class gets new help too.

And, by refoiming the

health insurance market,

my plan assures that

Americans will have

access to basic health

insurance even if they

change jobs or develop

serious health problems.

We must bring costs

under control, preserve

quality, preserve choice

and reduce the people’s

nagging daily worry about

health insurance. My plan,

the details of which 1 will

announce very shortly, do^ just that.

Controversy over how these items were

to befunded delayed publication of the

President's proposed budget somewhat,

as White Home staffers worked to

include these proposals accurately in

the document. The President re-worked

his speech as late as the afternoon

bffore he delivered it. The President

has challenged Congress to pass Ms
package by March 20, 1992. He is

expected to unveil a comprehensive

health care reform plan on February 8,

1992.
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he More Things Change,

the More They Stay the Same

Evaluation, Conclusions Still the Same...

Still Waiting to be Implemented

increasing amount ofsound andfury/^

Ifs a Societaly not a

Medical Problem

Frederick A. Lewis, Jr., MD

Bill Pierson asked me to

comment on the article,

Ethics and Managed
Health Care (on the

following pages) which

brought back all kinds of

nostalgic memories - not

the least of which was

that the DMS Ethics

Committee of 15 years

ago marked my first meeting with the

same Bill Pierson.

My overall impression of the past

15 years in the cost containment arena

is that each year has brought forth an

increasing amount of sound and fury,

none of which has had much impact on

the rising cost of medical care.

Over this period of time, many
very bright and gifted individuals (a

few of them even physicians) have

come up with a vast array of alternative

solutions to the problem, none of which

has worked.

In the early days, we thought of

three broadly interrelated indices of

health care - cost, quality and access.

Cost was felt to be inversely correlated

with quality and access. It would appear

that this simple axiom continues to be

true. All of the improvements in

technology have undoubtedly contrib-

uted to an increase in quality and to a

corresftonding increase in cost. Man-

aged care, HMDs, and PPOs are all

efforts to reduce costs through limita-

tion of access. Compromises in quality

or access always raise potential ethical

concerns.

The number of uninsureds has

continued to rise and the retention of

health insurance has begun to determine

the future of people’s lives. We need to

be very clear that all of the efforts to

contain costs have, thus far, been

unsuccessful in the sense that health

care costs have continued to rise faster

than the overall rate of inflation.

Our conclusion, 15

years ago, was that the

only logical solution was

some kind of rationing of

health care. In 1992, this

would still appear to be

the only solution. This

puts it right back into the

ethical arena, almost as if

it never left However, we

were also very clear in 1977 that the

seemingly inescapable yearly escalation

in health care costs was a societal, not a

medical, problem. The solution is a

legitimate societal concern which

should not and can not be delegated to

the medical profession. We should

certainly participate in discussions

aimed at clarifying problems and

finding solutions but, at the same time,

we must clearly recognize the limita-

tions of our authority and responsibility

in this process.

NOTE: Dr. Lewis is past president ofthe

Denver and Colorado Medical Society and

is currently a member of the Board of

Directors ofCopic Insurance Company.
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won, your procfMe
couM be runfrom here.

Most people agree that the U.S. health care system needs significant change. And
it a single-payor, national system is adopted, it will change.

Some proposals under consideration would put the government in charge of
America s health care. That kind of radical change could affect your freedom to make
decisions in administering patient care. It could affect the way you’re compensated.
And how you use medical technology.

If you find these kinds of changes hard to swallow, maybe you should support a
proposal that will build on what’s good about America’s health care system. And
change what s not. A plan like Health Access America.

Developed by the American Medical Association, Health Access America was
designed to preserve the integrity of the system while improving programs like
Medicare and Medicaid, and requiring employer-sponsored health plans.

1

yourself. Join the AMA’s call for reform. Call
1-8UU-AMA-3211 for more information on Health Access America.

American Medical Association
Physicians dedicated to the health of America

Health
Access
America
The AMA proposal to improve access

to affordable, quality health care.



E thics and
^‘Managed Health Care”

by Bill Pierson, Managing Editor

It was January, 1977, and there

had been increasing talk about the rapid

escalation in the cost of medical care.

The hue and cry became one of “cost-

cutting” or, at least, “cost-containment”

in the “health care industry.” Finger-

pointing and blame were common, but

little concrete evidence existed that

anything was being done to stop the

upward spiral. Physicians were often

targeted as the primary cause of rising

health care costs.

Out of the clamor came a call from

Frederick A. Lewis, M.D., President

of the Denver Medical Society, for

persons interested in devoting time and

effort to deal with the issue of cost-

cutting/cost-containment; there would

be a committee to “Explore moral,

ethical and philosophical decisions

related to the cost of medical care.”

The committee, under the chairmanship

of J. Phillip Nelson, M.D., would meet

of an evening over a period of months

and would be made up of representa-

tives of physicians, the clergy, labor,

business, hospital administrators,

medical schools, nursing homes,

consumer advocates, health insurance

industry, government, homemakers,

senior citizens, lawyers, social workers,

health economists and the news media.

On February 15, 1977, the

committee held its first meeting to

explore in detail, the various moral,

ethical and philosophical implications

and principles related to the cost of

providing medical care; and, at the

conclusion of deliberations, to prepare a

statement summarizing the Committee's

discussions and oudining ethical and

moral guidelines to be considered in the

appropriate allocation of medical care

resources, which may, in fact, deter-

mine “who shall live.”

The Committee met regularly over

a total of six months, including creation

of subcommittees for more detailed

study of special areas. The first four

meetings began with a formal presenta-

tion of background material relative to

a specific area of discussion. The

remainder of the meetings were devoted

Editor's Note: Granted,fifteen years

is not a very longperiod oftime; but

the period is interesting when you

look back andsee how much (orhow
little) has changedduringthoseyears.

“Managed Care,” a modern-day

axiom, seems to be little more to this

writerthan a glossy version ofhealth

care rationing. In any event, during

fifteen years, the names have

changed, but little else has.

BP

to group discussions of the specific

topic areas. In addition, a reading list

was provided for use by Committee

members to stimulate thought and

discussion.

In the 15 years since the com-

mittee’s inception, what has happened

to health care and related costs (cost

containment)?

1. HMO comes on the scene as major

cost-cutting effort and fast

becomes an integral part of the

total health care delivery system.

2. Total health care costs continue to

escalate, while health insurance

rates have risen prohibitively and

insurance coverage has decreased

markedly.

3. Health care costs further increased

by the onset of a “malpractice

crisis” in the late 1970s, and

ensuing discussion of an increase

in “defensive medicine.”

4. Growing fear of “bankrupting” the

Medicare/Medicaid programs,

while Congress continues to hack

away at benefits and physician

reimbursement.

5. “Pre-admittance review” becomes

household term in matters of

insurance coverage.

6. Legislators assume an increased

role in the regulation of health care

and related budget.

7. Discussion of adopting the

“British” or “Canadian” system of

nationalized health care continues

to increase.

8. Business/industrial coalitions cut

employee health care benefits,

providing “alternative” insurance

packages and contractual health

care services.

9. Former Colorado Governor

Richard Lamm becomes the

“health care guru” gaining wide

notoriety through the “duty to die”

concept.

10. Managed Health Care emerges out

of creation of HMOs, PPOs and

other efforts to “direct” health care

delivery and costs.

1 1 . Oregon the first state to talk

openly of “health care rationing”

legislation. Colorado followed suit

with proposed “health care

prioritization.”

12. (Fill in your own observations; if

you put your mind to it, you'll

need 2 to 3 additional pages.)

Next, look at the following pages and

see what the 1977 committee decided.
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Date: February 15, 1977

Time: 6:00 p.m.

Place: Denver Medical Society, 1601 E. 19th Avenue, Denver, CO
Purpose: Meeting, Committee to Explore Moral, Ethical and Philosophic Decisions Related to the Cost ofMedical

Care;

Chairman: J. Phillip Nelson, M.D.

Committee Members:
Willis L. Bennett, M.D., Vice President, Professional Programs Division, Blue Cross/Blue Shield

Hilary Connor, M.D., Ass't. Surgeon General, Region VlII, USDHEW
John W. Cowee, Ph.D., Chancellor, University of Colorado Medical Center

Charles Friedman, Esq., Past President, Trial Lawyers Association

F. A. Garcia, M.D., Past President, Denver Medical Society

Judy Gold, Administrative Aide, Denver City Council

Martha Hansen, Second Vice President, Denver League of Women Voters

Floyd Harrison, Jr., Executive Director, Baptist Nursing Home Association

Emmet Heitler, Former Chairman, Executive Committee, Samsonite Corporation

Richard Henry, D.D., Minister, First Unitarian Church
Wayne Herhold, Administrator, St. Luke's Hospital

William Hynes, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Religion, Regis College

James E. Kelley, Editorial Department, The Denver Post

James L. Kurowski, M.D., Medical Director, Eastside Neighborhood Health Center

Frederick A. Lewis, M.D., President, Denver Medical Society

Mike McNeill, President, Denver Firefighters Local 558, lAFF
Peter A. Morstad, Executive Director, Denver Medical Society

Felicia Muftic, Director, Metro District Attorneys Consumer Affairs Office

Kaye Murphy, President, Denver Medical Society Auxiliary

William Pierson, News Director, Armstrong Broadcasting Company
Stuart Plummer, Chaplain, Presbyterian Medical Center

Cyril Roseman, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Philosophy and Religion, Colorado Women's College

Earl S. Stone, D.D., Rabbi, Temple Emanuel
Dana Wilbanks, Ph.D., Professor, Iliff School of Theology

Purpose of the Committee: To explore in detail, the various moral, ethical and philosophical implications and principles

related to the cost of providing medical care; and, at the conclusion of deliberations, to prepare a statement summarizing the

Committee's discussions and outlining ethical and moral guidelines to be considered in the appropriate allocation of medical

care resources, which may, in fact, determine “who shall live.”

Structure and composition of the Committee: The Committee was composed of persons representing a variety of interests

concerned with health and medical care and their related costs. The Committee's Chairman was appointed by the President of

the Denver Medical Society. The Committee met regularly over a total of six months, including creation of subcommittees for

more detailed study of special areas. The first four meetings began with a formal presentation of background material relative

to a specific area of discussion. The remainder of the meetings were devoted to group discussions of the specific topic areas.

In addition, a reading list was provided for use by Committee members to stimulate thought and discussion.

Summary of Deliberations: During the past twenty-five years there has been an inexorable rise in the cost of medical care in

the United States and other Western Countries. The reasons for these increased costs are multiple. Principal factors are general

inflation, increased numbers of elderly requiring more care, increasingly complex and diverse technology, unnecessary

procedures, duplicative facilities, defensive medicine, increasing salary demands and change from acute episodic care to

maintenance of chronic, degenerative illness. Underlying these fectors has been the increasing availability of, and demand for,

medical care on the part of the general populace because of third-party payment mechanisms which have substantially

released both physician and patient from direct fiscal responsibility for care. Reason would dictate that an annual inflation rate

of 14-15% for medical care costs is intolerable. Concerted efforts towards cost containment implying some form of rationing

will be necessary to at least reduce this inflation rate to levels comparable to the general inflation rate.

The committee was constituted to explore the ethical ramifications of the premise that rationing of medical care will be

necessary. This assumption implies that availability and/or quality of medical care will have to be curtailed and raises the

problem of how to impose these reductions with fairness, justice and compassion. Since all of society pays these costs through

taxes or insurance payments and since the consequences of any form of rationing could affect almost any member of society,

the problem of determining ethical guidelines for the application of rationing should be made by society at large and not just

the medical profession; hence, the composition of the Committee.

Since medicine and medical care are only a part of society, the Committee's deliberations occurred against the back-

ground of formal presentations by Committee members on the general historical topics of: ethics, economics, medical care

delivery system, medical ethics, law and religion.

(Continued)
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Finally, small discussion groups were formed in order to answer questions raised in previous sessions and in individually

written statements dealing with specific current ethical problems. The premise for these discussions was; Some form of

medical care rationing has always existed but now needs re-examination because of increasing medical care costs. There are a

number of difficult ethical decisions implicit in determining a reasonable, compassionate system of medical care rationing.

The assumptions underlying this premise were:

1. Public policy and acceptance of the idea that “health care is a right and not a privilege” has resulted in increased demand
for, and access to, provision of medical care.

2. Prior to large scale “insurances,” rationing was based largely on the ability of the patient to pay. With the advent of the

third-party payor system, patients have been largely insulated from direct economic responsibility for their medical care.

3. During the past twenty-five years, technologic developments have resulted in the capacity for prolongation of life and have

raised questions related to (1) quality of life for the individual and (2) cost-benefit to the patient, family or community.

Policy issues were identified and a Committee consensus concerning these issues was reached.

Going back 15 years, what were the Committee's conclusions? Primary among them were the following consensus state-

ments:

NOTE; Read the following policy issues and check just which, if any, of the consensus opinions have been acted upon or

fulfilled.

Policy Issue: Is there a need for

re-evaluation of attitudes and

value systems regarding health,

sickness and death in our society?

Consensus: Yes, they need to be

re-evaluated and revised and there

must be leeway for differences.

The medical profession needs to

actively join in this re-assessment.

Policy Issue: What are the

limitations, humaneness and legal

implications of extraordinary

means of life support (“heroic”

medicine)?

Consensus: (“Heroic” medicine)

should not be automatic and in

some instances may be inhumane.

It should take into account the

physical, mental and spiritual

status of the patient and members
of the family. There are bodi civil

and criminal implications and the

legal process should be appropri-

ately re-assessed.

Policy Issue: Since there cannot

be unlimited medical care for all,

should medical care be limited to

selected populations? If care is

limited, should this be decided on

the basis of productivity to

society, on the ability to pay, on

the preferences of patient/family/

physician, on the predictability of

outcome of treatment or some
other method?

Consensus: There should be a

commitment for basic medical

care for the total population with

elimination of ability to pay as an

eligibility criterion. The prefer-

ences of patient, family and

physician must be respected. The

patient must be informed concern-

ing the efficacy and cost of

various treatments in order to

make a choice. It is recognized

that there will always be some

inequities in access based on such

factors as age, geographic

location, social status, productiv-

ity to society, etc. If resources

become severely limited, the

possibility of random selection

such as lottery might have to be

considered to achieve equity.

Policy Issue: Are changes needed

in medical education and, if so,

what is the nature of these

changes?

Consensus: There is a problem

with the current role model in

medical education because of

heavy emphasis on research.

There should be renewed empha-

sis on the clinician's role.

Policy Issue: On what criteria

should decisions be made on

research with regard to funding,

quantity and control?

Consensus: Research is important

to a vital society and medical care

system but its basic goal should

be clearly to improve human well

being. Because of probable

funding limitations, research will

be required to be more creative

and accountable. The technologies

which research develops will need

very clear guidelines for applica-

tion.

Policy Issue: Do we need more

physicians and physician extend-

ers?

Consensus: Because of substan-

tial increases in training of

physicians (100% during the past

seven years) there will be a

substantial increase in the number

of practicing physicians. They,

and physician extenders, can be

expected to generate more

services to more people and,

therefore, more costs. The training

of physicians should be predicated

on geographical and specialty

needs (which require precise

manpower studies) and upon the

impact of physicians and physi-

cian extenders on total and unit

costs (which implies the need for

precise cost-effectiveness

studies).

(Continued)
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Policy Issue: Can we, or should

we, develop mechanisms to

establish cost/benefit ratios before

permitting purchase of costly

equipment or payment for costly

services?

Consensus: In general, the

Committee felt that cost/benefit

ratios would be an effective guide

for health resource allocation and

should be encouraged. Public

sector hospitals already operate

under budgetary controls and with

only mixed results at best.

Legislative efforts to contain costs

are probably worthwhile, but

there is a question of fairness in

singling out one area of society

for such control. Many people

with the financial means would

circumvent regulations and buy

better services.

Policy Issue: Who should

participate in arriving at decisions

related to rationing of medical

care?

Consensus: The Committee was

unanimous in the opinion that all

of the “public” should be in-

formed about issues in containing

the cost of medical care. The

development of health education

for young people was thought to

be particularly important

Policy Issue: Could modification

of the insurance system (such as

elimination of first-dollar cover-

age and requiring deductible)

affect the rationing process?

Consensus: Yes. The insurance

system, with its incentives and

controls, needs review and

modification and both labor and

industry must appreciate their

significance in this process.

Policy Issue: Are we maximizing

present health care resources?

Consensus: No. There is a need

for centralizing tertiary care and

decentralizing primary care. This

reorganization of the medical care

delivery system will probably

require development of a national

health policy, coordinated and

implemented by local planning

and regulatory bodies. This

implies the need for coordinated

efforts at the national level, of

federal agencies charged with the

implementation of health care

delivery systems.

Policy Issue: Who should

develop criteria for rationing

health care?

Consensus: The community,

through the political process. This

implies that many sectors of

society must contribute ideas and

that decisions will be made by

groups under a system of checks

and balances.

Policy Issue: How should the

rationing process proceed?

Consensus: The rationing process

should occur in the public arena

and specifically in the insurance

process, the planning process

(such as Health Systems Agencies

and manpower allocation) and in

medical education. As a practical

matter, it will be necessary to

have elected representatives

approve legislation and allocate

money for an effective health care

system.

At the conclusion of the Committee's

deliberations, the Committee recom-

mended the following as among the

most important general areas for

further discussion regarding the ethics,

morals and philosophy of medical care

cost allocations:

A. Systems for delivery of care

B. Access to medical care

C. The quality of care

D. Research

E. The regulation of technological

innovation and application

F. The production of medical man-

power

G. Insurance mechanisms

H. The mystique of the patient-

physician relationship

I. Preventive vs. maintenance vs. acute

care.

Among the most important specific

areas for further discussion regarding

the ethics, morals and philosophy of

medical cost allocations were:

A. Premature and newborn care

B. Cancer

C. Old age

D. Coronary artery disease

E. New joints

F. Kidney disease-mechanical life

sustenance

H. Mental illness and suicide

I. Accidents

J. Alcohol, tobacco and other drug

abuse
Wpl1n<»c<! VC illrv^cc

VOTE
I

in the Primary Election

Tuesday, March 3, 1 992

Polls are open from (

7 am to 7 pm ’

I

Call your County i

Elections Commission
^

j

for information on
polling places

APPLY for an absentee

ballot by February 28
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G. Butler. Ill, MD

Many physicians

are having trouble.

From this 1987

piece of art (above)

you can see that

things haven't

changed much,
/en though we've made some
iroads in communications, CMS
rganization, legislation and pro-

issional liability insurance. Colo-

ido Medical Society, as a group,

nd individual physicians are still

aving the same troubles but with

rowing pressure. The state legisla-

te and Congress are both building

) a crescendo in their respective

hambers over health care policy.

The heat is on at the state and

federal level... pushing physicians

and health care professionals

harder and harder to come up with

some kind of health care reform.

Re-inventing the wheel.

That's why we dug ol'

“Golliver” out of our publication

archives and re-published him
here. That's also why the CMS has

structured some educational

activities at this year's Interim

Meeting centered around Health

Care Policy.

Get a handle on the changes in

Medicare reimbursement and

coding, current legislation, corpo-

rate health: the hot issues of 1992.

Plus, you'll be

able to meet with

colleagues to

exchange ideas.

You'll definitely

want to be there.

Check the follow-

ing pages for more information and

send in your registration today.

Without it, we won't know you're

coming.

You may be disappointed to

find there's no room in the events

you wanted to attend.

Sandra L. Maloney

'Garrison G. Butler, III, MD
'^resident

'Colorado Medical Society

Sandra L. Maloney

Executive Director

Colorado Medical Society



Health Care Poliey for the 90*8

Colorado Medical Society

Interim Meeting-March 6-8, 1992
Sheraton Denver Tech Center

4900 DTC Parkway
Denver, Colorado

Schedule of Events

Friday, March 6, 1992

(Friday events to be held at CMS offices, 7800 E. Dorado

Place in Englewood, Colorado)

1:00 pm Corporate Health Initiatives

Panel Discussion (sponsored by

Corporate Health Committee)

Medicare Payment Reform (1:00 pm)

Legal Viewpoint

Mr. Jeff Bedingfield

Bedingfield & Associates

Physician Viewpoint

Leigh Truitt, MD
President-Elect, Colorado Medical Society

Moderator

Harrison G. Butler, IH, MD
5:30 pm Welcome Reception/Open House

President, Colorado Medical Society Saturday, March 7, 1992

Featured 7:00 am-5:00pm Registration

Ray Painter, MD 7:00 am-8:30am Reference Committee Breakfast

CMS Delegate to AMA 8:30 am-9:00 am Credentials Committee

Grant Steffen, MD 9:00 am-9:30 am House of Delegates

Medical Director, Medicare Part B 9:30 am- 11:45 am General Membership Meeting

M. Lynne Northcutt

Program Manager

CMS Department of Health Care Financing

12:(X) noon-l:30 pm Luncheon—Dr. Patricia Nolan

Executive Director, Colorado

Department of Health

Panel Discussion (2:(X) pm)

Moderator

Harrison G. Butler, III, MD

1:30 pm-4:00 pm Reference Committee on Board of

Directors/Constitution, Bylaws and

Credentials

President, Colorado Medical Society

Overview

1:30 pm-4:00 pm Reference Committee Physician/

Patient Advocacy

Ronald R. Loeppke, MD
Chairman, CMS Corporate Health Committee

3:30 pm-6:00 pm Reference Committee on Legisla-

tion/Professional Education

Business Viewpoint

Ms. Lucille “Lucky” Gallagher

Vice President—Risk Management

3:30 pm-6:00 pm Reference Committee on Commu-
nity Health Issues/Medical Service

Monfort, Inc. Sunday, March 8, 1992

7:00 am-1 1:00 am Registration

7:(X) am-8: 15 am Caucus Breakfasts

8:30 am-12:00 noon House of Delegates
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Dr. Jim Todd to Keynote Interim

Meeting

James S. Todd, MD
Executive Vice President

American Medical Association

James S. Todd, MD, Executive Vice President of the Ameri-

can Medical Association, will be the Keynote Speaker at this

year’s Interim Meeting of the Colorado Medical Society. Dr.

Todd will speak at the General Membership meeting Satur-

day morning March 7.

Dr. Todd, a general surgeon from Ridgewood, New
Jersey, joined the American Medical Association as Senior

Deputy Executive Vice President on February 12, 1985. He
was a member of the Board of Trustees from July, 1980, to

June, 1984, as well as a Commissioner to the Joint Commis-

sion on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO)
from 1982-1985.

Bom on July 9, 1931, Doctor Todd graduated cum laude

both from Harvard College and Harvard Medical School. He
interned and served his residency in surgery at Columbia

Presbyterian Medical Center, becoming Chief Resident in

1963. He is a Diplomate of the American Board of Surgery

and a Fellow of the American College of Surgeons. From
1977-1985 he was Chairman of the Board of the New Jersey

State Medical Underwriters, Inc., and is a Past President of

the Physician Insurers Association of America.

Doctor Todd has been a Director of the Institute of

Society, Ethics, and the Life Sciences (Hastings Center) and

was Councillor-at-Large of the Harvard Medical Alumni

Association. His service to the community includes: Commit-

tee to Establish Guidelines for the Care of Comatose Patients,

State ofNew Jersey, 1977; recipient of the Edward J. Ill

Distinguished Physician Award of the New Jersey Academy

of Medicine in 1980 and the Distinguished Service Award of

the New Jersey Hospital Association.

He has served as Trustee, later President, of the Bergen

County (New Jersey) Medical Society, Chairman of the New
Jersey Delegation to the AMA House of Delegates, and

Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee to Review the AMA’s
Principles of Medical Ethics.

Doctor Todd has published numerous articles dealing

with health care and professional liability. He has been

Executive Vice President of the American Medical Associa-

tion since 1990.
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Featured Speakers

For Interim Meeting 1992

Medicare Physician Payment

Reform will be the hot topic for discussion in a special

one hour program on Friday, March 6, during the Colorado

Medical Society Interim Meeting.

The program, which begins at 1:00 pm will be moder-

ated by Harrison G. Butler, 111, MD, President of the Colo-

rado Medical Society and will feature Ray Painter, MD, CMS
Delegate to AMA; Grant Steffen, MD, Medical Director for

Medicare Part B and Lynne Northcutt, Program Manager,

CMS Department of Health Care Financing. After brief

introductory remarks, the remainder of the program will be

devoted to answering questions on Medicare from the

audience.

Leigh TVuitt) IMD, President-Elect of the

Colorado Medical Society, will be one of the panelists in a

seminar on Corporate Health Initiatives, Friday, March 6, as

part of the 1992 Interim Meeting.

Dr. Truitt is a practicing primary care physician with

broad experience in managed care. In addition, he has a

Master’s degree in Business Administration. He has experi-

ence in utilization review, management and consultation.

Currently, Dr. Truitt is President of Total Care Network,

a provider group organized to deliver capitated care at

various levels. He has developed and organized various

medical business arrangements with considerable success.

Jeffrey T. Bedingfield, Esq , is a

shareholder in the firm of Bedingfield & Associates, PC of

Greeley, Colorado. Mr. Bedingfield obtained his undergradu-

ate degree from Pacific Lutheran University (BA 1976) and

his law degree from Northwestern School of Law of Lewis

and Clark College (JD 1980). Mr. Bedingfield’s law practice

emphasizes corporate and business law and involves health

law in a business context. Mr. Bedingfield is a member of the

American Bar Association (Business Law Section and Forum

Committee on Health Law), Colorado Bar Association

(Corporate Law Section and Forum Committee on Health

Law), and National Health Lawyers Association.

Lucille A. Gallagher, ARM, is vice

President of Risk Management for Monfort, Inc. and the Red

Meat Companies Division of ConAgra, Inc. Lucille is

responsible for Risk Management, Employee Benefits,

Safety, Ergonomics and Health and Wellness Services for the

Red Meat Division, as well as Vice President—Operations of

Monfort's wholly owned captive insurance company.

In 1986-1987, Ms. Gallagher served as President of the

Rocky Mountain Chapter RIMS (Risk and Insurance Man-
agement Society, Inc.). Prior to that, she served as Vice

President and Secretary, as well as chairing various commit-

tees.

During 1989, Colorado Governor Roy Romer appointed

Ms. Gallagher to his task force on insurance to aid in the

selection of the new Colorado Insurance Commissioner and

develop a white paper on priority issues for the insurance

department She served for three years on the Insurance

Board, appointed by Governor Richard Lamm, from 1982-

1985. She currently serves on the Governor's Workers'

Compensation Oversight Task Force, appointed by Governor

Roy Romer.

She currently serves her community as President of the

Board of Directors of Arapahoe House, the largest non-profit

alcohol and drug treatment center in Colorado, and a member

of the Greeley Convention and Visitors Bureau Advisory

Board.
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ID# ____________ (Office Use) Delegate#
REGISTRATION FORM

Please fill out and mail to: Colorado Medical Society, PO Box 17550, Denver, CO 80217-0550
or FAX to (303) 771-8657

1992 Interim Meeting of the Colorado Medical Society, March 6-8, 1992, Sheraton Hotel, Denver Tech Center

Name MD aDO Other

Component Society Office Phone

STATUS (please check all that apply)

Delegate Council Chair 25 year physician AMA Member Component Women in

40 year physician Society PiesidOTt Medicine Sectiai

Alternate Committee Chair G 50 year physician ^ AMA Delegate Specialty Society Young

Rqxesentative Physicians

Section

CMS Past Peer Review Non-Member Q amA Alternate Compac Resident

President (Grievance) Program Only 99+ Physicians

Committee ($25) AMPAC Section

CMS Board Credentials Medical Hospital Medical

Committee Executive Press Staff Section

Honorary

Member

Reference

Committee

Copic Program Speaker Other

AUXILIARY REGISTRATION
Name Countv Office Held

RESERVATIONS FOR EVENTS AND MEETINGS
Reservation deadline February 26. Reservations accepted on a first-come first served basis (may be limited for some pro-

grams).

Friday, March 6, 1992 Number of Amount Office

(Events held at CMS orncES, 7800 E. Dorado Pl, Englewood) Reservations Enclosed Use

1:00 pm Corporate Health Initiatives Seminar

(includes RBRVS update)

5:30 pm Welcome Reception & Open House

Saturday, March 7, 1992
(Events held at Sheraton Denver Tech Center)

7:30 am Reference Committee Breakfast

12 Noon Luncheon—Dr. Patricia Nolan

Executive Director, Colorado Department of Health

Complimentary ||i|||||

Complimentary i|||(|i|

Complimentary Q
Complimentary Qj

Please use the hotel reservation form (see next page) to make your reservations directly with the Sheraton Denver Tech Center

Hotel. The deadline for reservations is February 21. The preferred rate will be extended to CMS members on a space available

basis after February 21. Please submit a registration form ifyou plan to attend this Interim Meeting. We’re delighted to

receive it by mail, fax or phone. We can check you in more quickly and efficiendy if you’ve pre-registered, in addition to

providing more accurate and therefore cost-saving guarantees for our food functions. Thanks!!
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Establishing CMS Policy

It is the responsibility of the CMS House of Delegates to set policy for the society. It is of critical importance that each

member convey his opinions to the House so that established policy represents the majority viewpoint Two easy ways for

you to share your opinions are 1) testify before a reference committee on March 7 or 2) ask a delegate from your component

society to convey your opinions to the reference committee.

You can make a difference on issues such as the following:

RES-l-P - Non-Smoking Ordinances/Legislation

RESOLVED, that the Colorado Medical Society urge government officials and legislators to enact ordinances or legisla-

tion to prohibit smoking in Coors Stadium, Mile High Stadium, Stapleton International Airport, Denver International

Airport and all other municipal buildings and facilities.

RES-5-P - fflV Testing

RESOLVED, that the Colorado Medical Society (CMS) expresses unanimous opposition to mandatory HIV testing for

physicians and other health care workers, and be it further

RESOLVED, that all CMS Officers, Board Members and staff exercise extreme caution when making any public

statement on behalf of CMS regarding the risk of physician to patient transmission of HIV and be it further

RESOLVED, that CMS support the absolute confidentiality of HIV status of any CMS member as private data, part of

the medical record, and be it further

RESOLVED, that CMS pledges its full resources to support the premise that a physician practicing currently accepted

Standards of Universal Precautions as outlined by the Center for Diseases Control, should be guaranteed the right to

practice medicine regardless of her/his HIV status, and be it further

RESOLVED, that CMS pledge its full support to any CMS member denied the right to practice medicine based on HIV+
status.

RES-13-P - HIV Testing in Patients

RESOLVED, that the Colorado Medical Society will pursue public education efforts to permit physicians to test patients

for HIV infection consistent with the way in which other infectious diseases are diagnosed and treated. This would

render the use of general patient consent as acceptable authorization to test for HIV infection when medically justified.

RES-8-A - Protocol for Physicians to Recognize, Report, Treat and Refer Victims of Domestic Abuse.

RESOLVED, the Colorado Medical Society will develop a model protocol for office based physicians on recognizing,

reporting, treating and referring to appropriate resources, victims of domestic abuse. (The Denver Medical Society

submits its own protocol, developed for Metro Denver based physicians, as a model for CMS consideration.)

Reference Committee Hearings are scheduled on Saturday, March 7, as follows:

1 :30 p.m. Reference Committee on Board of Directors/Constitution and Bylaws

Reference Committee on Physician/Patient Advocacy

3:30 p.m. Reference Committee on Legislation/Professional Education

Reference Committee on Community Health Issues/Medical Service

Note: These are only some of the early resolutions. Other issues may come up for debate at the meeting as well. Please

complete the registration form on the reverse and return it today. This is your chance to get involved in making a

difference for health care policy for the 90's.
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Sheraton Denver Tech Center

4900 DTC Parkway

Denver, Colorado 80237

(303) 779-1 100 (800) 552-7030 (outside Colorado)

ACCOMMODATION RESERVATION REQUEST
Please Print:

Name Organization Name "tfUtUceit S<xeietH

Address Meeting Dates Tftvtc/i 6-S,

City Q-Name TttSZyP

State/Country Guest Arrival Date

Zip Code Guest Departure Date

Business Hours Telephone No. of Persons

Room type, location and rate subject to availability at time of request. Indicate preference and mail early.

Guestroom:

1 person $70.00

2 persons $75.00

3 persons $85.00

4 persons $85.00

Q 1 Bed

Q 2 Beds

Handicapped Accessible

(1 Bed Only)

Non-Smoking Room (subject to limited availability).

Suites and concierge floor

available upon request.

Please contact hotel

directly for rates.

To guarantee room for arrival after 6 p.m., please complete A or B:

(A) Amount of enclosed check $

(B) VISA Mastercard American Express Diners Club Discover

Credit Card Number Expiration Date

Signature

Corfirmation is based on scheduled arrival date availability. All rates subject to tax. Currently 12%.

Request and deposit must be received by February 21, 1992. Deposit refunded if cancellation is received 48 hours prior

to arrival. Check-in time and guestroom availability is 4:00 p.m. Check-out time is 1 p.m. Please arrange travel plans

accordingly. Baggage storage availablefor earlier arrival.
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Sheraton

Denver Tech Center
HOTEL

4900 DTC PARKWAY, DENVER, COLORADO 80237

(303) 779-1100 (INSIDE COLORADO)
1-800-552-7030 (OUTSIDE COLORADO)

FAX (303) 779-1100 EXT 202
The majestic Rocky Mountains frame the exciting City of Denver. From your headquarters at the Sheraton Denver Tech

Center, you can enjoy all that the Mile High City has to offer.

Just 15 minutes south of Downtown Denver, the Sheraton Denver Tech Center is ideally located for both business and

leisure travel. This hotel is close to the Cherry Creek sailing and beach recreation area and offers easy access to Stapleton

International Airport, ski areas and major Eienver attractions.

With a variety of guest room amenities available, you’ll discover how very accommodating we can be. Non-smoking

rooms, rooms equipped for the physically challenged guest and a special VIP executive floor are just a few of the choices

available. More than half of our guest rooms feature king sized beds and work spaces and all feature 24-hour food service.

At the Sheraton Denver Tech Center, we prove our great taste every day. The award winning Campari’s, serving North-

ern Italian cuisine, is one of Denver’s most popular restaurants. Cafe in the Park is a casually elegant alternative for all day

dining, and Sac’s Third Avenue Deli offers an authentic New York style menu, 24 hours a day. For nightlife. The Gazebo

serves up your favorite cocktails and hors d’oeuvres with a contemporary beat.

Cantar
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The Lobby

by

AlanD. Rapp, MD, Chairman

CMS Council on Legislation

and

Sue Ellen Quam, Director

Lorraine Koehn, Program Manager

Department ofGovernment Relations

At the time of this writing, the state

legislature has just completed its first

week of work and already there are 30

bills which will be followed by CMS.
The bills have been referred to the

appropriate CMS councils and commit-

tees for consideration. The councils

and committees are asked to recom-

mend positions on the bills to the

Council on Legislation. The council

then considers the recommendations

and recommends a position to the CMS
Board of Directors. The exception to

this rule is when the CMS House of

Delegates has established policy on

specific issues.

A CMS Legislative Digest is being

prepared which will list all the propos-

als which are being followed by CMS
plus the positions taken on the bill by

the society. This digest will be for-

warded to component medical societies,

leadership, and key contacts on a bi-

weekly basis and any CMS member
may receive a copy of the digest by

calling the CMS Department of

Government Relations at 779-5455 or

1-800-654-5653, Ext 427.

Examples of listings in the January

15 issue of the legislative digest:

SB 3, Concerning Patient Autonomy
in Regard to the Making of Medical

Treatment Decisions (Wham):
authorizes persons to make advance

medical treatment decisions for another

person who becomes unconscious or

incapacitated. Specifies the require-

ments for making a medical durable

power of attorney and states what

directives may be incorporated in a

medical durable power of attorney.

Allows for the designation of a health

care proxy to act on an incapacitated

patient’s behalf when the patient has

not executed a medical durable power

of attorney and has no appointed health

care agent. Provides for the execution

of a cardiopulmonary resuscitation

declaration (CPR declaration).

Bill Status: Assigned to Judiciary

Committee

COL Position: Referred to Ethics

Committee and Legal Counsel

SB 49, Elimination of the Require-

ment That There Be An Alleged

Violation of the Uniform Motor
Vehicle Law Other Than A Safety

Belt Violation Before a Law Enforce-

ment Officer May Stop a Driver for

Violation of the Safety Belt Law
(Hopper): Eliminates the requirement

that citations for safety belt violations

be issued only to drivers who have been

stopped for an alleged violation of the

Uniform Motor Vehicle Law other than

the safety belt law.

Bill Status: Passed Senate HEWl
Committee on 1/15

CMS Position: Support

SB 65, Reform of Methods for

Providing Medical Assistance to

Indigent Persons (Bird): Specifies

that the general assembly must act

through legislation to enact a new
method for providing health care to

poor persons in the state.

Bill Status: Assigned to HEWl
Committee

COL Position: Referred to Physician/

Patient Advocacy

HB 1010, Concerning the Practice of

Lay Midwifery (Owen): Decriminal-

izes the unlicensed practice of mid-

wifery, by excluding it from the

definition of the practice of medicine,

while expressly not immunizing

midwives from other civil or criminal

liability. Requires registration of

direct-entry (“lay”) midwives with the

division of registrations in the Depart-

ment of Regulatory Agencies.

Bill Status: Assigned to Judiciary

Committee

CMS Position: Oppose

HB 1091 Authority of Physician

Assistants (Chlouber): Provides that a

physician may delegate to a physician

assistant the authority to implement any

act under a medical plan, including

initiating medical directives to profes-

sional and practical nurses, when the

delegation is made pursuant to written

protocol or the oral or written directions

of the physician need not be on hospital

premises to supervise the physician

assistant when the delegated duties are

being carried out.

Bill Status: Assigned to HEWl
Committee

CMS Position: Referred to Council on

Medical Services

The legislative committee to which a

bill is assigned contributes greatly to

whether the measure lives or dies. Bills

of primary interest to CMS are gener-

ally assigned to the committees listed in

the table on the following page.
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The following are those committees and their members to which bills of interest to CMS are gener-

ally assigned

Senate Bills

Appropriations Committee: Senators Bird, Chairman; Traylor, Vice-Chairman; Bishop, Owens, Pascoe, Rizzuto and

Tebedo

Business Affairs and Labor: Senators Wattenberg, Chairman; Schaffer, Vice-Chairman; Ament, Mares, Martinez,

Meiklejohn, Peterson, Schroeder, and Tebedo.

Health, Environment, Welfare & Institutions (HEWI): Senators Hopper, Chairman; Roberts, Vice-Chairman; Allison,

Johnson, Mutzebaugh, Pascoe, and Wham.

Judiciary: Senators Wham, Chairman; Mutzebaugh, Vice-Chairman; Allison, Gallagher, Groff, Leeds, McCormick and

Pastore.

House Bills

Appropriations Committee: Representatives Grampsas, Chairman; Owen, Vice-Chairman; Blickensderfer, Hernandez,

Jerke, Killian, Martin, Neale, Romero, Shoemaker, Tanner, Thiebaut.

Business Affairs and Labor: Representatives Schauer, Chairman; Chlouber, Vice-Chairman; Arveschoug, Dyer, Foster,

Jones, Kopel, Lawrence, Owen, Tanner, Webb, Young.

Health, Environment, Welfare & Institutions (HEWI): Representatives Pankey, Chairman; Swenson, Vice-Chairman;

Anderson, Coffman, Epps, R. Hernandez, Kerns, Killian, Kopel, Lawrence, Martin, Prinster.

Judiciary: Representatives Grant, Chairman; Fish, Vice-Chairman; Adkins, Benavidez, Blickensderfer, Epps,. Fagan, R.

Hernandez, Johnson, Knox, Ruddick, Tucker.

NOTE: Roger Walton has just published a revised edition of the book “Colorado, A Practical Guide to its Government and

Politics”. This is an excellent resource for all Colorado citizens interested in how state government operates. You may obtain

a copy by writing Colorado Times Publishing Company, PO Box 150279, Lakewood, Colorado 80215-0279. Cost is $12.95.

HAVE YOU MOVED RECENTLY?

If you have moved since the last time you voted you may not be registered to vote in the Presidential Primary Election on

March 3. Your Colorado Medical Political Action Committee (COMPAC) Board of Directors urges you to contact your

county clerk of courts or election commission to confirm that you are registered.

IMPORTANT ELECTION YEAR DATES

February 7 Last day to affiliate to vote in the precinct caucus

Last day to register to vote for the Presidential Primary Election

February 28 Last day to apply for an application for an absentee ballot for the

Presidential Primary Election

Last day for absent voter to vote in county Clerk's office for the

Presidential Primary Election

March 3 Presidential Primary

April 6 Precinct caucus day

(mm
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PRE-SALE PRICING IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

EAGLES POINT THE GALLERY

raitexHomes
Making Your Dreams Come True

Spectacular Colorado Mountain Estates in the

eenient foothill community of Ken Caryl Valley,

uge luxury homes in the 3000 square foot range.

Exceptional standard features and the most
desirable options are available.

True Colorado living.

Located at C-470 and
Ken Caryl Road.

Highlands Ranch’s most successful Estate-Sized

Models. Unheard of standard features. An outstanding
value in a planned community-recreation center,

swimming pools, racquet courts, workout areas,

open space views ana impressive

street scapes. Take Highlands
Ranch Parkway to

^

Veneford Ranch Road.

Call Wendi or Eddie
933-3908

Call Jim or Carol
791-2100

Sales Office Open
10-6 Tues.-Sat.

11-

6 Sun.

12-

6 Mon.
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A monthly report of current and on-going activities of the Councils,

Committees and Sections of the Colorado Medical Society. None of

the information herein is meant to indicate a policy or position state-

ment of the Colorado Medical Society. This report is designed only to

inform CMS members of their organization’s activities and study

projects at the Council, Committee or Section level.

February, 1992
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COUNCIL ON COMMUNITY
HEALTH ISSUES continues to meet

quarterly under the direction of

chairperson, Dr. Sherri Laubach. At its

November meeting the Council

received a report from the Colorado

Department of Health on the perinatal

hepatitis B prevention program. The

program is encouraging universal

screening of all pregnant women,

vaccination of all children of mothers

who test positive and provision of the

vaccine to those who are unable to

afford it

The Council heard from CMS
lobbyist Sue Ellen Quam on a number

of pubhc health oriented bills which

will be proposed during the 1992

legislative session. The Council will be

prepared to review and provide

recommendations on these bills to the

Council on Legislation as well as to

provide testimony before the legislature

as requested by CMS lobbyists.

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH
committee has a new chairman. Dr.

William Miller of Lakewood. He is

interested in directing the efforts of the

committee toward public health issues

and developing a project for the

committee. The problem of the lack of

immunizations for all children in the

state is being investigated. The commit-

tee will also continue to review other

issues relating to maternal and child

health. Members are being asked to

make suggestions for projects and

convenient meeting times.

SPORTS MEDICINE COMMITTEE
is investigating the possibility of

producing a video on helmet removal

from injured players for distribution

nation-wide. The recent article by Dr.

Jim Kelly in JAMA on head injuries in

sports has increased the requests for

copies of the Committee’s Guidelines

for the Management of Concussions in

Sports. These are being mailed through-

out the United States. They are also

being reprinted and distributed by the

American Academy of Pediatrics.

The committee is also providing

review of the rules and regulations

being developed by the Board of

Medical Examiners regarding practice

guidelines for athletic trainers.

A statement regarding the trans-

mission of HIV infection in sports is

being developed.

HEALTH CARE ISSUES OF
SENIORS COMMITTEE has not met

since last spring. Membership recruit-

ment is taking place to enlarge and

diversify the committee. The Commit-

tee will begin to look at developing

credentialing guidelines for geriatric

physicians.

MEDICAL INFORMATICS COM-
MITTEE published a survey in the

November issue of Colorado Medicine

which will be used to determine the

needs of physicians regarding effec-

tively computerizing their offices.

ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
is following the activities around the

state regarding the burning of toxic

waste in cement kilns. They also plan to

look at the air pollution problem and

the use of insecticides in the home.

At the October meeting of the TASK
FORCE ON AIDS, members dis-

cussed plans for a proposed education

campaign regarding the risks of

iatrogenic transmission of HIV infec-

tion. This plan will include developing

a CMS editorial board to work with the

media; following the Colorado Code of

Cooperation model for creating

guidelines for reporting and public

education; and a quarterly newsletter to

keep the public updated on current

CMS discussions, projects, and

policies. A draft letter to begin the

campaign was reviewed. These projects

are somewhat on hold until such time as

CMS policy is clearly defined. This

Task Force drafted the ADDS survey

recently mailed to member physicians.

Members of the Task Force

worked with a coalition developed to

refine Colorado Department of Health

pohcy on HIV positive physicians. This

policy as approved by the CMS Board

was printed in December’s Colorado

Medicine.

The Task Force educational

brochure entitled Informationfor the

Primary Care Physician about HIV
Infection has been mailed to all

Colorado primary care physicians.

Per CMS policy as passed at the ’91

Interim Meeting, the DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE TASK FORCE HAS
been created and held its first meeting

in December. The Task Force has

begun to outline its agenda and will be

focusing on alleviating the barriers to

physician intervention with patients

involved in domestic violence.
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COUNCIL ON MEDICAL SER-
VICE has not met since the Summer
and has a meeting scheduled for

January. Members will be reviewing

the Interim Meeting resolution on Mid-

level providers which was referred back

to them for further work. In addition, a

survey on the need for locum tenens

services will be sent to all members via

the February Colorado Medicine. The

Council will review the survey results

and make recommendations regarding

the creation of a CMS locum tenens

service.

Additionally, members of the

Council represent CMS on each of the

three newly funded programs for rural

health care: The Colorado Rural Health

Network Development Program, which

just received $241,000; the Colorado

Rural Health Consortium, which was

awarded a three-year $1 15,000 grant to

start a rural health resource center; and

the Colorado Health Professions Loan

Repayment Program which received a

$200,000 loan.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE
PHYSICIAN ADVISORS COMMIT-
TEE (EMCPAC) members were

apprised of the Rural Health Network

Development Program’s proposed

guidelines for emergency services

provided by rural primary care hospi-

tals. The EMS Division is working

closely with this coalition on the

development of the guidelines.

At each meeting, the Committee

receives reports from and provides

input to the Colorado Department of

Health EMS Division, the Colorado

Trauma Institute and the BME.

COLORADO HEALTH DATA
COMMISSION TASK FORCE has

not had reason to meet recently.

Information was, however, provided to

the Task Force chairman to be used in

discussions with the State Auditor’s

Office which is currently involved in a

legislatively mandated audit of the

Colorado Health Data Commission.

COMMITTEE ON MEDICAL
INDIGENCY has been awaiting action

by the Legislative Interim Committee

on Medical Indigency prior to schedul-

ing its next meeting.

COUNCIL ON LEGISLATION met

in December and heard reports on

current legislative efforts by Copic

Insurance Company, Colorado Seat

Belt Network, Colorado Department of

Health, Colorado Commission of

Family Medicine and Colorado

Department of Social Services, who are

dealing with Medicaid cost contain-

ment Sue Ellen Quam, Director of the

CMS Department of Government

Relations, discussed several legislative

issues with the Council, including auto

insurance legislation, physicians

infected with HIV, a business commu-
nity coalition on health care costs and

restricting access to abortion.

Straight

Talk

An educational magazine for Teens

about AIDS/STDs

may be ordered by writing:

Colorado Medical Society

PO Box 17550

Denver CO 80217-0550

or by calling Lynn Livingston at

(303) 779-5455

or

1-800-654-5653

$2.75 per copy
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ositive Progress

on Rural Health Care

Recoil!

Bill Pierson, Managing Editor

Colorado Medicine

The Colorado Medical Society

Medical Services Council, at its

January 17th meeting, took issue

with the January '92 cover of

Colorado Medicine (above) because

of the “negative attitude conveyed by

this cover and the contents of the

articles which go against the current

discussions and focus of the Medical

Society to develop alternative care

solutions to rural Colorado's di-

lemma.”

The editor duly notes the concern

of the Council and the Council’s

good works in struggling to put a

good face on rural medical practice

in Colorado. However, little

attention to a problem is garnered by

painting over the problem with

continuing reports of the good works.

In addition, we’re happy to note that,

in any case, someone read about rural

medicine in the January issue.

When there’s a positive report,

Colorado Medicine hopes to be the

first to publish it, typical of the

following locum tenens story.

One of the most perverse aspects

of Colorado’s rural health practice is the

lack of necessary or adequate relief for

the physician from his practice. Most
of Colorado's country doctors are

burdened with no physician to cover or

take patients even for the shortest of

times. It's a grinding, debilitating

reality. The question of vacation, or

even a day off, is seldom answered

unless the physician calls in a profes-

sional locum tenens agency. And many
times that is just impossible.

Rural physicians are faced with the

problem of maintaining continuing

medical education unless the accredited

workshops and seminars are held in

their immediate area. Even this is

frustrating when the physician has to

remain on call during the program.

Many of Colorado's rural areas

have no estabhshed practices from

which to draw relief, and medical care

doesn't take a day off. Contrary to

urban practice where there are often

numerous practitioners in a specific

specialty, many rural physicians don't

enjoy that resource. Nor do they have

the ability to share with fellow profes-

sionals, even on a casual day-to-day

basis.

Rural medical practice in Colorado

is rewarding and is not going begging.

However, rural health is an area which

requires all the help it can get, and

Colorado Medical Society wants to

help.

CMS knows the need exists and

that there are few commercial locum

tenens agencies with even fewer

physicians available and willing to

serve. Two principal factors determine

the availability and utilization of locum

tenens: 1) the cost, and; 2) finding the

physician available when needed or on

a regular basis. Many physicians today

would rather be practicing in the rural

or small-town environment for a variety

of reasons, one of these being the

opportunity to practice more “tradi-

tional” medicine. However, rural

medical roles are not practical for many
because the areas most in need of (or

where residents want their own) doctor

simply cannot support a full-time

practice.

Colorado is certainly not the only

state faced with the rural health care

problems. The state is unique in its

population distribution between the

eastern and western slopes, making

rural medicine stiU more complicated

because of weather and terraine

extremes.

On the reverse side of this story

is a questionnaire form. The form

applies to aU Colorado physicians,

whether your practice is urban or rural,

solo or group.

Please complete the form and

return it to CMS. This is a member
service organization, but the only

manner in which CMS can help its

members is through communication

with and from its members. Your help

will be greatly appreciated.

Turn the page and complete the

questionnaire now!
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LOCUM TENENS

The Colorado Medical Society is considering the initiation of a locum tenens program that will assist physicians practic]

in rural Colorado to enhance recruitment to underserved areas. If you think you might utilize the services of a locum

tenens or if you are interested in serving in that capacity, please complete the following survey and return it to

CMS, P. O. Box 17550, Denver, CO 80217-0550.

Complete the following if you may be interested in the services of a locum tenens.

1. Name 2. Phone No. —
3. Address

4. Specialty

6. Malpractice Insurer

5. Medical License # —

7. Are you a CMS member? Yes O No

8. If you are not in solo practice please list the names of others who practice with you.

9. For what length of time do you anticipate needing a locum? (Check all that may apply)

1-2 days 1 week or less

emergencies (undetermined length)

2-3 weeks vacation

long-term need (1 month or longer)

10. Describe your requirements for someone covering your practice

11. Please briefly describe your practice (i.e., setting, number of patients, scope of practice, hospital affiliation, etc.)
I c

12. List your additional professional responsibilities (i.e., supervise mid-level providers, EMS physician advisor, etc.)

1. Name

Complete the following if you are interested in serving as a locum tenens.

2. Phone No.

3. Address -

4. Specialty 5. Medical License No.

6. Are you willing to assume responsibility for an OB practice? Yes No
7. In what specialties are you Board Certified or Residency Trained?

8. Malpractice Insurer 9. Are you a CMS member? Yes No

10. Please describe your requirements for placement (i.e., practice and community setting, scope of practice, length of

assignment, financial arrangements, etc.)



Editor:

I was interested in your column:

“Doctor Volunteers: Getting Things

Done” {Colorado Medicine 12/91;

374). I thought you might be interested

in knowing that at the Johnson Clinic,

which we started many years ago, we
have all volunteer physicians. We have

about 12 physicians who volunteer a

half-day a week seeing patients and

working with our nurse practitioner.

The clinic is supported by the

Helen K. and Arthur E. Johnson

Foundation. Even with volunteer

physicians, because we accept Medi-

care Assignment, we have run a deficit

each year.

I think the doctors really enjoy

volunteering. We have a staff meeting

once a month, which is kind of like an

old home week since these are all

doctors who have practiced in Denver

for many years, most of whom have

retired.

The Johnson Foundation is always

interested in hearing that at our Christ-

mas staff meeting, each of the doctors

received a bottle of Scotch, which is

their pay for the year.

I thought you would be interested

in this group of volunteers who are

doing a fantastic job for older patients,

many of whom are in the low income

bracket.

Very truly yours,

Frank B. McGlone, M.D.

Executive Director

Medical Care and Research Foundation

CPEP Wins

National Award
Colorado Personalized Education

for Physicians (CPEP) has been named

the recipient of the 1992 W. C. Fetch

Award of the Alliance for Continuing

Medical Education (ACME). The

annual award was presented at the

ACME National meeting in New
Orleans January 31sL Patrick G.

Moran, M.D., CPEP’s Medical Director,

accepted the award. Moran told C/M
the award carries a $10,000 stipend

which, he said, “will be utilized to

continue development of assessment

instruments and

learning re-

sources” for

physical interper-

sonal skills

enhancement.

CPEP became

operational in

September, 1990

as the result of

seven Colorado health care organiza-

tions interested in physician skill

assessment and improvement

The CPEP Executive Director is

Roxanna Lynn Fredrickson.

CPHP serves the needs of the

Colorado medical community
through problem identification,

treatment referral, monitoring,

clinical consultation and support

to individuals and their families.

Physicians who may be experi-

encing physical, emotional, or

psychological problems may
elect to refer themselves for evalu-

ation. Family members, col-

leagues, or other concerned indi-

viduals may also provide a refer-

ral for a physician in need of assis-

tance.

The Colorado Physician Health

Program is a non-profit organiza-

tion established by the Denver and
Colorado Medical Societies. These

physicians recognized that orga-

nized medicine had an important

role in physician health: identify-

ing and rehabilitating physically

or emotionally distressed and im-

paired physicians.
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HEALTH FAIR
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Endorsed by Colorado Medical Society

9HeaIth Fair Slated for April

“Thank you for locating a trouble that would have been fatal if unattended.”

Recent 9Health Fair participant

Since 1980, 9Health Fair has

helped people take more

responsibility for their own
health. The Colorado Medical

Society has endorsed the Fair

for the past several years. The

Fair provides basic screening

and health education through-

out Colorado. The 1992 Fair

will be held April 4-12.

Eugene L. Weston, MD, a

general, thoracic and vascular surgeon

and member of the Board of Directors

of the Colorado Medical Society, says,

“The value of the fair is that it’s strictly

a screening. Any and all abnormalities

are referred to the family physician for

additional diagnostic work.” Dr.

Weston says that some physicians were

hesitant about the program when it was

first introduced by Clear Creek Valley

Medical Society thirteen years ago,

since they perceived it as possibly

usurping the place of the primary care

physician.

Dr. Weston, along with Dr. Robert

Sawyer, serves on the Medical Advi-

sory Board of the 9Health Fair. Among
their many duties, says Dr. Weston, is

ensuring that the purpose of the fair

remains clear and unclouded. This year,

for instance, they recommended against

certain changes which were being

advocated in the fair’s format, because

those changes would have involved

some of the participants in diagnosis

strictly a

screening.
Dr. Eugene Weston

and/or non-scientific areas of health

care.

One big advantage of the fair

approach, says Dr. Weston, is that it is

economical. He listed a series of tests

performed on him recently for which

his total bill was over $400. At least

one of those tests was offered by the

health fair for only $12, rather than the

more than $100 he paid. “Maybe I

should have waited for the health fair”

said Dr. Weston.

There are some encouraging

success stories out of the 9Health Fair.

Dr. Weston notes that ten thousand Jr.

High and High School students were

screened last fall in 39 Colorado

schools. This year, they are also

offering Corporate Health Fairs. Of
several thousand tests, they recently

found 74 positive Hemocults, 7 of

which turned out to be cancer cases.

Those seven people may owe their Uves

to early detection provided by the

9Health Fair. In a recent urology

screening recounted by Dr.

Weston, 1,300 people were

seen by urologists and 30

cancers were found.

That leaves plenty of room
for more physicians to become

involved in the Fair. Dr.

Weston says they could always

use more physician supervision

at the sites. “It’s not self

serving,” he says, “but it will

lead to more referrals.” Whether

patients come to you, or some other

physician, they are doing something

they might not have done if not for the

9Health Fair. Dr. Weston recommends

calling Jill Moore, RN, BSN at 698-

4455 to find out how you can get

involved.

The 9Health Fair covers more than

a hundred sites, where people 18 and

over can obtain free basic screenings in

height, weight, blood pressure, vision

and colorectal. Some sites will also

offer screenings of hearing, glaucoma,

oral, foot, skinfold, breast exam, pap

smear, body in balance, peripheral

vascular disease, testicular cancer,

prostate cancer and skin cancer.

The Fair will also feature a $20

blood chemistry analysis, containing 29

components, including a coronary risk

ratio. There is also an optional $12

Prostate Specific Antigen Screening for

men over 40.

For more information about

9Health Fair, call (303) 698-3799.
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Passing of Friends

j

In the midst of finalizing one obituary,

I we learned, to our sorrow, that it was to

I
be a double. Franklin D. Yoder, MD,

j

MPH followed his wife

Catherine in death on

January 13, 1992.

Catherine had passed

away in September, 1991.

“Frank” Yoder was

known to his friends, not

only here in Colorado, but

also in Wyoming, Illinois

and across the nation, as a

tireless worker for the

betterment of the public

health and the medical

profession. At his death at

the age of 78, Dr. Yoder

was still active in the

(national) Accreditation Council for

Continuing Medical Education, serving

his second term as Vice Chairman of

their Committee for Review and

Recognition.

Dr. Yoder received his early

education in Cheyenne, Wyoming
schools, then received his bachelor’s

degree and Doctorate of Medicine from

Northwestern University. He also held

a Master of Public Health degree from

the University of California at Berke-

ley.

After practicing family medicine in

Cheyenne, Dr. Yoder entered the U.S.

Army Air Force early in World II. In

1947, he was named head of the

Wyoming Department of Public Health.

In 1959, he was selected by the

American Medical Association to be

Director of Environmental Medicine.

He served as Director of the Illinois

Department of Public Health for 12

years before moving to

Greeley, Colorado where

he directed the Weld
County Health Depart-

ment until 1979.

Among his many
achievements. Dr. Yoder

served as a member of

the U.S. delegation to the

World Health Organiza-

tion in Geneva in 1957

and 1965. He received

many awards and honors

for his work in public

health and

higher

education. He was also

active in community

service.

While Dr. and Mrs.

Yoder lived in Cheyenne

Wyoming in the 1950’s,

Catherine served as

President of the Women’s
Auxiliary of the Wyoming
State Medical Society and

board member of the

Wyoming Council of Girl

Scouts. While in Illinois,

she had also served on the

board of the Women’s Auxiliary of the

Illinois State Medical Society.

While President of the Colorado

Medical Society Auxiliary in 1989-

1990, Catherine Yoder worked on

behalf of the medical profession on

many fronts. She was active in influ-

encing legislation and urging other

auxilians to do so. In her Hnal letter as

President, she told fellow auxiliary

members that the campaign to increase

use of seat belts was one of the valuable

accomplishments of the organization.

Bom Catherine L. Will in Hering-

ton Kansas, she married Franklin D.

Yoder in 1945. Catherine had been

valedictorian of Herington High School

and earned a bachelor’s degree from

Sangamon State University in Spring-

field Illinois and a master’s degree in

English from the University of North-

ern Colorado.

Franklin Yoder, MD, shortly

before his death, said of his wife,

“Catherine always

believed in Colorado

Medical Society Aux-

iliary’s full support of the

Colorado Medical

Society and devoted her

considerable energy

toward it” Catherine,

though, lauded the work

of her fellow auxilians,

saying “You have shown

great leadership and

strength in your commu-
nities and proven that

there are many ways for

us to bring better health

and education to our individual areas,

the state and the nation.”

Memorial contributions may be

made to the Franklin D. and Catherine

Will Yoder Scholarship Fund in care of

UNC Foundation Inc., Alumni and

Foundation Center, Greeley, CO 80639.

FranklinD. Yoder,MD,MPH

Catherine L. (Will) Yoder
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Physician

Recognition

Awards
The Colorado Medical Society joins die

American Medical Association in

recognizing the dedication of the

following physicians to excellence in

medical practice through their pursuit

of Continuing Medical Education.

Fatima S Ahmed
Frank E Bumgarner

David B Burgess

Donald L Coleman

Shari J Fitzgerald

Philip M Henbest

Harlan D Hibbard

Daniel A Hoffman

Timothy C Kennedy

Kenneth R Lx)vell

Stephen H Mandy
Richard A McCreery

Paul E Shingledecker

Wallace A Sneddon

Counseling patients about all their

medicines improves their odds of

getting well and staying well.

EVERYONE WINS WHEN YOU TALI

^^end me a free Medicine Counseling Kit.

"

Organization

City Slate Zi

Mail to:

National Council on Patient Information

and Education

666 Eleventh Street, NW, Suite 810
Washington, DC 20001
To fax your request - (202) 638-0773

Practice Management
Workshops

March 11 - What Medical School Didn’t Teach You About

Business - Practice & Liability Consultants

March 12 - Successful Personnel Management - Practice &
Liability Consultants

April 23 ~ Improving Practice Productivity and Performance -

Conomikes

April 24 - How to Improve Patient Service - Conomikes

June (date to be confirmed) - Buying & Selling a Practice

June (date to be confirmed) - Avoiding ConflictIAchieving

Consensus (or How to Prevent Practice Divorce) - Practice &
Liability Consultants

July 22 - Mastering the Paperwork Monster - Practice & Liabil-

ity Consultants

July 23 - Telephone, Scheduling & Patient Flow Techniques -

Conomikes

July 18-21 Medical Office Management Institute - Conomikes

For more information, contact Lorraine Scott at

(303) 779-5455

or 1-800-654-5653

Levine
Hughes
& Mithuen
Inc.
Certified PubUc Accountants

Manuel Levine, CPA
6025 S. Quebec St, Suite 375

Englewood, Colorado 801 1

1

(303) 694-1400

FAX (303) 694-1462

Joining a Practice?

Practice Breaking Up?
Need a Facilitator or Consultation?

Do You Wish to Avoid Excessive Costs?

Call Us For a Free Consultation

We are experienced in negotiating complicated dissolution and

shareholder agreements for the benefit of all parties.

We also offer:

• Litigation support, lost earnings projections and other expert

witness services including medical practice valuation for divorce

actions.

• Retirement plan consultation, accounting and compliance

administration

A Full Service CPA Firm
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The Doctors'Company

The cliff dwellings of Mesa Verde provided the ear-

ly Coloradans with a lasting protection in a hostile

environment.

Today, more and more Colorado doctors are look-

ing to The Doctors’ Company as the sensible choice

for protection in a hostile liability climate.

And it makes perfect sense. Just like Mesa Verde,

we’re strong - we’re rated A-i- (Superior) for our

financial strength and stability.* And most importantly,

we’re here to stay - we’ve never left a state to which

we’ve committed service,

The Doctors’ Company - a permanent part of the

Colorado medical landscape. Call us today.

More than 15,500 doctors call us their company.

Endorsed by the Denver Medical Society.*

* As rated by the authoritative independent analyst A.M.

Best Company.

* Denver Medical Society members receive a 7.5%

premium discount for participation in a risk management

program.

For referral to your local representative call:

(800) 421-2368

The Largest Doctor-Owned. Doctor-Managed Insurer in the L'S.\.



Department of Health

Diabetes, Cancer and Cardiovascular

Disease
by Jackie Starr-Bocian

Public Relations Specialist

Colorado Department ofHealth

According to the Colorado ^^

Department of Health’s

Colorado Vital Statistics

Report for 1989, the five

leading causes of death in

Colorado for that year were

(in order), heart disease,

cancer, cerebrovascular

diseases, chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease and

unintentional injuries. These

top five leading causes were

responsible for 7 out of 10

deaths in Colorado in 1989.

As part of its mission, the Division

of Prevention Programs produces

periodic reports on Colorado’s progress

in reducing the major chronic diseases

and in preventing injury in the state.

cancers

to be a

The Diabetes Mortality

Report for 1979-1988
The Diabetes Surveillance Project

analyzed Colorado resident mortality

data for 1979-1988 from death certifi-

cates with any mention of diabetes,

either as an underlying factor or

contributory cause of death (or both). It

shows differences by sex, race and

geographic variations. It will be used to

identify high risk groups, target

Cigarette

continue

problem in

Colorado,,,

interventions and evaluate them.

Diabetes was the eighth leading

cause of death in Colorado in 1988,

killing Coloradans at the same rate

today as it did ten years ago.

Although Colorado’s standing is

similar to or better than the rest of the

nation in terms of both magnitude and

age at death, this lack of improvement

occurred at a time when the heart

disease rate in Colorado dropped 11%.

Additionally, during this same time,

home glucose monitoring became

available, more diabetes outpatient

education programs were established

and consensus on standards for outpa-

tient education was attained.

For a copy of the report or further

information about the Diabetes Control

Program, phone Sharon

yy Michael at (303) 331-8300.

Cancer in

Colorado 1979-

1988
In 1989, cancer was

responsible for 42,169

years of potential life lost

before age 75 in Colorado

residents. Age adjusted

average annual cancer

incidence rates increased

steadily in the Denver metro area for

both males (0.5% per year) and females

(1% per year) during ^e 1980’ s. About

one in three persons in Denver will

develop some kind of invasive cancer

before age 75.

“Cigarette cancers” continue to be

a problem in Colorado, especially for

women. Both incidence and mortality

have generally increased over the

decade for lung, larynx and pancreas

cancers in women. Men, by contrast,

show decreases in these cancers.

During the 1980’s, breast cancer

incidence also increased in Colorado

(and the U. S.) about 3% per year,

striking 1 in 9 women. However, cases

are being diagnosed earlier and survival

has improved. Prostate cancer has also
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climbed 3% per year in Denver and in

the rest of the country, and continues to

be the most common cancer in men.

The Colorado Central Cancer

Registry is hosting a two day meeting

of the Colorado Tumor Registrars

Association in late April. Interested

health professionals are invited to

attend. For information, contact Steve

Peace at the Registry, (303) 331-8714.

For a copy of the cancer report or

further information about the Registry,

contact Robin Bott or Jack Finch at

(303) 331-8290.

The Colorado Strategic

Plan to Improve
Cardiovascular Health,

1991-2000
Cardiovascular disease remains the

leading cause of death in Colorado. The

Colorado Cardiovascular Disease

Prevention Coalition, formed in 1989,

has three primary goals: to develop,

carry out and evaluate the ten year

strategic plan, to teach state and local

health professionals about effective

strategies for preventing and controlling

cardiovascular disease; and to demon-

strate the powerful effects of prevention

projects rooted in community collabo-

ration and tailored to populations who
are at risk for cardiovascular disease.

Four specific products are already

being developed as a result of the plan:

a nutritional guide entitled Peak

Nutrition: Challenging Coloradans to

New Heights', a cardiovascular disease

screening guide; “ExerDeck,” a

personalized exercise guide promoting

cardiovascular fimess; and a Colorado

Profile of Cardiovascular Risks.

The plan accents the need to reach

minorities, low income people and the

medically underserved, who suffer

higher than average burdens of sickness

and death from cardiovascular disease.

The plan highlights physical

activity as one area with numerous

benefits and high potential for Colo-

rado. Physically inactive individuals

have nearly twice the risk of developing

coronary heart disease as those who are

physically active.

For a copy of the Executive

Summary or the full plan itself or more
information about the project, phone

Linda Dusenbury at (303) 331-8303.

COMMENT

Good News Twice Over

A second 1992 distribution to

Copic policyholders has been an-

nounced by the Copic Board of Direc-

tors. At its December 19th meeting, the

Board announced that because of two

favorable financial developments an

“enhanced” distribution was approved.

The two events were:

• A new evaluation of Copic's re-

serves in mid-December by an

actuarial firm indicated that settle-

ments andjudgments from the late

1980s will be even more favorable

than had been anticipated earlier

in 1991.

• The Board accepted improved re-

insurance terms which are expected

to produce substantial and ongo-

ing savings to the company.

The combined returns to policy-

holders will now total $6.1 million

which, according to Copic's President

and COO Larry Thrower, means that

the average insured physician will real-

ize a 14 percent reduction of his or her

1992 insurance costs.

The schedule for the distribution

will be decided on at the company's

annual meeting in February.

As Copic Insurance Company
matures and adds to its Colorado expe-

rience and Colorado risk management

training, the company operates more

efficiently, thereby returning these op-

erating costs to policyholders through

the distribution program. And with

maturity and improved claims experi-

ence comes the ability to contract more

favorable reinsurance rates, translating

into less cost for the individual policy-

holder.

Dr. Greisman Newest Copic
Board Member

Stewart L. Greisman, D.O., Medi-

cal Director of Emergency Medical

Services for Swedish Medical Center,

Englewood, has been elected to the

Copic Board of Directors.

Dr. Greisman has been a member
of the Colorado State Board of Medical

Examiners for nearly five years; how-

ever, he has resigned that post in Janu-

ary to accept this new position with

Copic. He was recently appointed

Assistant Clinical Professor, Depart-

ment of Surgery, Division of Emer-

gency Medicine, at the University of

Colorado School of Medicine.

Dr. Greisman is former President

of the Colorado Chapter of the Ameri-

can College of Emergency Physicians

and is Chairman of the Emergency

Medical Care Physician AdvisorsCom-
mittee of the Colorado Medical Soci-

ety. He is a member of the Arapahoe

Medical Society and served as its Del-

egate to the Colorado Medical Society

from 1979 to 1981.

Dr. Greisman received the D. O.

degree from the College of Osteopathic

Medicine and Surgery, Des Moines,

Iowa, in 1973. He served his internship

at Memorial Osteopathic Hospital,

York, Pennsylvania, and his residency

at Denver General Hospital and St.

Anthony Hospital Systems.

K. Mason Howard, M.D., Chair-

man and Chief Executive Officer of

Copic, noted that Dr. Greisman adds

professional breadth and stature to the

board.
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Classified Advertising

Publication ofany advertisement in Colorado Medicine is not an endorsement by the Colorado Medical Society ofthe

product or service. Colorado Medicinemagazine is the officialjournalofthe ColoradoMedicalSociety, and is authorized

to carry General Advertising.

^PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Excellent opportunity for Board Certified or

EligibleOB/GYN PHYSICIAN tojoin twenty

five physician, well established multi-spe-

cialty group. Position available immediately

with full practice due to recent relocation of

one of two associates in the OB/GYN Depart-

ment. Will join a well established Board Cer-

tified OB/GYN physician. Good starting sal-

ary with an incentive program. Excellent cor-

porate fringe benefit program. Practice situ-

ated in medium size city 45 miles north of

Denver, Colorado, in the beautiful front range

of the Rockies. Contact: Administration, Long-

mont Clinic, PC, 1925 Mountain View Av-

enue, Longmont, CO 80501. (303) 776-1234

(collect). 3/0292

Do you wonder If FAMILY PRACTICE
could really be rewarding and successful?

We think so! It would take charming pa-

tients; an elegant facility; opportunity to

practice the full range of family practice

skills in a true primary care environment.

Ifyou’re experienced, versatile, and a won-
derful person—and still trying to find the

right match— ask what we’re doing at

Aurora Family Doctors, (303) 360-6667,

830 Potomac Circle, Suite 250, Aurora, CO
80011. 1/0292

BOULDER— AMBULATORY CARE
CLINIC—Family Medicine/Emergent Care/

Occupational Medicine - Busy, two physician

practice seeking full timeBE/BC Family Prac-

titioner to join growing comprehensive medi-

cal practice in prime SE Boulder area. New,
well equipped facility. Minimal call. Flexible

scheduling. SendCV and call Dr Offner, 4800

Baseline, D-106, Boulder, CO 80303. (303)

499-4800. 2/0292

BC/BE INTERNIST—^needed to join busy 2

man Internal Medicine practice—Southwest

suburban Denver area — on site treadmill/

Flex sig. Send CV to G. Brown, MD, 6169 S

Balsam Way #240, Littleton CO 80123.

3/0292

COLORADO PATHOLOGIST available for

locum tenens—^BC, semiretired, education-

ally current. Call John H. Reid,MD (303)482-

8104. 1/0292

FAMILY PHYSICIAN; Community Health

Center seeks BC/BE Family Physician for

group practice north of Denver. Loan Repay-

ment opportunities. Duties include full Fam-

ily Practice (including OB) with staffof seven

physician. Comprehensive benefits, pail mal-

practice, CME, competitive salary, very at-

tractive location. Please send CV or inquiries

to David Myers, 1115 2nd Street; Fort Lupton

CO 80621, or call (800) 388-HEAL. 6/0292

FAMILY PRACTICE associate, Boulder,

Colorado. Busy Two person practice seeks

third BC/BE full or part time associate. No
OB. Call L. Wood, MD at (303)444-8835 for

information. 6/0292

COLORADO BEAUTIFUL WESTERN
ROCKIES LOCATION near Aspen, Vail.

Immediate, excellent opportunity for ENT
solo practice with coverage. Board certified or

Board eligible. Exceptional 80 bed hospital/

specialty staff. Mountain community, excel-

lent schools, recreation, cultural opportuni-

ties. Contact: Alice Sundeen, PO Box 1970,

Glenwood Springs, CO 81601, (303) 945-

6535, ext. 339. 3/0192

FAMILY PRACTICE OPPORTUNITY—38
year solo family practice with multi shared

weekend call in beautiful Colorado Springs.

1991 gross of $200,000. 1 am available for 2

year transition to increase practice base and

help join HMO’s and PPO’s. All aspects of

sale negotiable. Joseph S. Pollard, MD, 1414

N. Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO 80903.

2/0192

OTOLARYNGOLOGIST—DENVER—

A

successful and well established ENT practic-

ing in a fast growing suburb of Denver is now
seeking an associate (MD of DO) so he can

open a second office. Six figure first year

guaranteed income with future partnership.

For more information, send CV to: Gordon
Crawford, Professional Relations, Humana
Inc., Dept CM2A, PO Box 1438, Louisville,

KY 40201-1438, or call TOLL FREE 1-800-

626-1590. 1/0192

LOCUM TENENS ..... It is not what it used

to be. As a client, your practice goes uninter-

rupted. As a locum tenens, you have the free-

dom and flexibility to work as often or as little

as you like. Physician managed since 1982.

Call for details—Interim Physicians Network
1-800-669-0718 or (303) 691-0718. 12/0192 P

PROFESSIONAL RESUMfi SERVICES.
Successfully serving physicians since 1976.

All levels and specialties. Effective. Success-

ful. Confidential. Immediate service avail-

able. CompleteCurriculum Vitae preparation.

Cover letter design and development. Career

plarming services. Commitment to product

quality and client satisfaction. Call 1-800-

786-3037 (24 hours). 9/1291

COLORADO SPRINGS GENERAL SUR-
GERY Hospital based practice available. Sale

includes Penrose Hospital office lease, equip-

ment, patient records, managed care contracts

and referral base. Reply to 25 E Jackson Ste

#305, Colorado SpringsCO 80907, (719) 636-

0075 c/o Marge Kilgore. 6/1291

FAMILY PRACTICE, OB-GYN, INTER-
NAL MEDICINE, and URGENT CARE po-

sitions are available in a variety of settings

from Central Michigan, through Dlinois and

Wisconsin to the rolling plains of Kansas.

Single or multi-specialty groups, or solo with

generous call coverage, or faculty. Attractive

guarantees and benefits. For more informa-

tion please call our toll-free number, 1-800-

243-4353 or send yourCV to STRELCHECK
& ASSCXTATES, INC.; 10624N Port Wash-

ington Road; Mequon, WI 53092. 3/1291

AREYOU SEEKING A POSITIONINNEO-
NATOLOGY, ORTHOPEDICS, DERMA-
TOLOGY, ALLERGY, RADIOLOGY, ON-
COLOGY, NEUROSURGERY or RHEU-
MATOLOGY? We have positions available

in Ohio, Missouri, Wisconsin and Nebraska.

Attractive guarantees and benefit packages.

Single or multi-specialty groups. To discuss

your practice preferences and these opportu-

nities, please call our toll-free number, 1 -800-

243-4353 or sendyourCV to STRELCHECK
& ASSOCIATES, INC.; 10624N Port Wash-

ington Road; Mequon, WI 53092. 3/1291
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IheMBNA America® o6M Card.

br physicians, the hours are

long but time is always short.

Remedy: MBNA America® Gold

Card. Designed to keep pace

with the demands of today’s

physician, it is issued free of

an annual fee for the first

year.f The Year-End Summary
of Charges, Premium Buyers

Protection, up to $1,000,000

Common Carrier Travel Acci-

dent Insurance, Supplemental

Auto Rental Deductible / J
In^surance and more are pro--^

vidbd at no additional cost.

Most importantly, credit lines

are detemined by professional
credit analysts—not Compu-
ters—to ensure you receive the

maximum purchasing power

that,|s a physicilihj you need

and Reserve. And, ferause this

Card^ars the en^lse?
^^t ofyoHAtedical As^^^a- ,

/fim, you w^gKjpecognized
jj^gvtime you

'If AUndoubtedly, you c(m$arry
any credit cardy^choose^^
Optfor the unc<^mor^^fm^%

i' advantages ofthe
America® Gold Card. To re-

~

questyour card, simply
complete and return the ^
attached applicationf^, ^ ^
forfaster service, call toll :

free: 1-800-847-7378

extension 5000.

Colorado Medical Society

\''P'C i ^ ®PP*V for fos Gold Card 327,000 physicians have selected as their

1 ML^ I card of choice. 1 understand that if not approved for a Gold Card, this

constitutes my application for the Preferred Card, Please send my card immediately!

At MBNA America, we know how busy you are. The toll-free number shown below is

provided for your convenience. It only takes a few minutes to applv bv phone.

CALL TODAY. 1-800-847-7378 EXT. 5000.
Or, if you prefer, complete the attached application and mail it back to us;

MBNA AMERICA, P.O. BOX 15464, WILMINGTON, DE 19885-9440.

TISG 04-517 01-173

NAME (As you would like it to appear on card - First, Middle Initial, Last)

SOCIAL SECURITY# DATE OF BIRTH

ADDRESS

cm’ STATE

( ) (

ZIP

)

HOME PHONE

ARE YOU RENTING QOMN BLIYIN’G S

BUSINTSS PHONT

MONTHLY PAYMENT

PREMOUS HOME ADDRESS (If less than 3 years at current address)

NAME OF PRACTICE

YEARS THERE

$ S

ANNUAL SALARY OTHER INCOME

SOURCE OF OTHER INCO.ME

(Alimony, child support, spousal income or separate income need not be revealed if you do not wish it

considered as a basis of repayment,)

MOTHER'S MAIDEN NAME

(For use when you request special action taken on your account)

CREDIT CARD ACCOUNTS CURRENTLY HELD (Check appropriate boxes)

MASTERCARD* VISA* AMERICAN’ EXPRESS*

I have read the entire application, agree to its terms, and cerlifv- the information is correct

X / / (SEAL)

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE DATE

IF YOU WISH TO APPLY WITH A CO-APPLICANT OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE. COMPLETE

THE INFORMATION BELOW .

CO-APPLICANT NAME (As you would like it to ^pear on card - First Middle Initial. Last)

SOCIAL SECURTH’ # BUSINESS PHONE

EMPLOYER ^TARSTBERE

S

POSITION ANNUAL SALARY

I have read this entire application, agree to its terms, and understand that 1 will be jointly and

severally liable for all charges on the account.

X / / (SEAL)

CO-APPLICANT'S SIGNAU'RE DATE

I (We) authorize MBNA America® to investigate any facts, or obtain and exchange reports regarding

this application or resulting account with credit reporting agencies and others. Upon request, I (W'e)

will be informed of each agenc\’’s name and address.

t Annual Fees $40 Gold; $18 Preferred (Fee waived first year.)

Annual Percentage Rate 16 . 9%

Grace Period For Repayment of

Balances For Purchases

At least 25 davs from statement closing date

Method of Computing the Balance

For Purchases

Average Daily Balance (Including new purchases)

Transaction Fee For Cash .Advances,

And fees For Paving Late or

Exceeding the Credit Limit

.Average Daily Balance (Including new purchases)

Transaction Fee For Bank and ATM Cash .Advances:

2% of each Cash Advance: $2 Minimum. $25 Miximum;

Transaction Fee For Premium Access Check* Cash Advances:

1% of each Cash .Advance: $2 Minimum. $10 Maximum.

Late Pavmenl Fee: $15. Over-lhe-Credil-Limit-Fee: $15.

The information about the cost of the card described in this application is accurate as of 6/31.

The information may have changed after that date. To find out what may have changed,

call 1-800-847-7378 ext. 5000.

Certain restrictions apply to the benefits outlined in the brochure that accompanies your

premium or Preferred Access Checks*.

MBNA America* is a federally registered Service Mark of MBNA
America Bank. N.A.

MasterCard* is a federally registered Service Mark of MasterCard

International, Inc., used pursuant to license



Classified Advertising

BC/BE OB-GYN NEEDED July 1. 1992 or

before, for busy, progressive solo doctor. Pro-

life practice involves certified nurse-midwife

who handles low risk deliveries. Spacious

office with surgical suite, ultrasound and RN
sonographer. Fort Collins (303) 493-6677.6/

1091

FAMILY PRACTICE—HOSPITAL SPON-
SOREDCLINICOPPORTUNITY. Dynamic,

growth oriented hospital in beautiful North

Central Wisconsin is seeking Family Physi-

cians to respond to growing community de-

mand. The administrative burdens of medical

practice will be minimized in this hospital

managed clinic. The hospital has committed

to an income and benefit package which is

significantly higher than similar opportuni-

ties. Package includes base income, incentive

bonus, malpractice, disability, signing bonus

and student loan reduction/forgiveness pro-

gram. All relocation costs will be borne by the

hospital. Please contact Karl Wangsness,

Associate, The Chancellor Group, Inc.,

France Place, Suite 920, 3601 Minnesota

Drive, Bloomington, Minnesota, 55435,

(612)835-5123. tfn/1190

SITUATIONS WANTED

INTENSIVIST. 39 year old Fellowship

trained. Board Certified in Critical Care Medi-

cine, FCCM. Eight years Director of Surgical

ICU in an academic enviromnent managing

Cardiac, Vascular. Multiple Trauma and other

surgery patients. Research, publications,

awards. Skilled in all invasive ICU proce-

dures; ventilators,PA catheters, bronchoscopy,

hemofiltration, pacing, etc. Seek Directorship

of Cardiac Surgical ICU, General Surgical

ICU or mixed medical/surgical ICU. Prefer

proximity to a metropolitan area with cultural

amenities. Please respond to Box O, c/o Colo-

rado Medicine, PO Box 17550, Denver, CO
80217-0550. 2/0292

OTOLARYNGOLOGIST—available as

LOCUMS for your practice. BC, Well-

trained, semi-retired. Available on short

notice. Call Nicholas Schenck, MD, FACS,
(213) 654-6400. 6/0192

COLORADO PATHOLOGIST available for

locum tenens—BC, semi-retired, education-

ally current. Call John H. Reid, MD at (303)

482-8104. 1/9292

PROPERTIES FOR SALE OR LEASE

MAUI, HAWAII. Luxurious 2BR/2BA,
2,100 sf condominium in Kaanapali Beach
Resort. 100 yards from beach. Everything’s

new! Pool, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Lighted Tennis

Courts, Maids. On 16th fairway Royal

Kaanapali Golf Club. Special Fall/Winter

Rates. Call 985-9531. 6/0991

WINTER PARK—HIGHLANDS—3 BR
House, 7 miles from ski area. 1,600 sq ft.

Kitchen, Dining Room, Large Living Room.

1 ,200 sq ft walkout basement, 2 balconies, 2

car heated garage, 1^/4 acre of property for

sale by owner. Asking price is less than we
paid. Call owner, Werner or Ruth, 399-8919.

12/0491

YOUOWEITTO YOURSELF! Winter Park,

very plush 2 BR Condo with all ameitities

including sauna, athletic club, door to ski area

transportation. For sale by owner. Call Werner

or Ruth, 399-8919. 12/0491

EAGLE/VAIL fully equipped luxury town-

house on golf course, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths,

reasonable summer-winter rates. Peter Ge-

hret, MD (303) 771-0456. 12/0291

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE OR LEASE

FOR SALE: Power Surgery Table (Can be

used as exam table) with matching cabinets,

chair and stool; Burton overhead surgical lamp.

Ultrasonic Cleaner, instrument storage cabi-

net, liquid nitrogen storage tanks,Mayo stands,

Dazor floor exam lamps, UVB bulbs, free-

standing UVB lamp, IV pole, fireproof safe,

Lanier dictating accessories, all variety of

Dermatologic instruments and supplies, Lester

Dyne polaroid Camera, private office chairs,

misc accounting, pegboard and ledger sup-

plies. (719) 564-0325 or send inquiries to PO
Box 2280, Pueblo, CO 81004. 3/0192

STEAM AUTOCLAVE-Used Pelton-Crane

largest size. Asking $750 or best offer. Call

744-1202. 1/0192

PRACTICES FOR SALE

RETIRING PHYSICIAN: EstabUshed Colo-

rado Med Practice. NE Denver. Take over

established patients, building, equipment.

Terms avail. For info call (303) 341-1008.

3/1291

PERSONALS

DOCTOR AND IX)LL, Famous signed Nor-

man Rockwell Collograph#188/200.Museum

frame 39 X 32. Call (303) 385-4755. 2/0192

SERVICES

HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
LOW DOC PROGRAM available for physi-

cians and other health professionals. Purchase

and refinance. Call Milt, a mortgage banker

with 18 years experience. 753-6262.10/0292

LOCUM TENENS SERVICE
RADIOLOGISTS AVAILABLE

Since 1979, Western Physicians Registry has

been providing radiologists throughout the

Western States. For locum tenens or perma-

nent positions, please call Jim Ellis, Director.

1-800437-7676. 6/0292

A PROFESSIONAL BILLING SERVICE
Insurance & patient billing, Medicare/Medic-

aid, custom billing options, practice enhance-

ment. We don’t get paid until you getpaid. For

more information call: Advanced Professional

Services (303) 341-1008 . 6/1291

INNOVATIONS SHOULD BE PAT-
ENTED ifmarketable. For more information,

call Brian D. Smith of Fields, Lewis, Pittenger

& Rost, Colorado’s leading patent law firm.

Mr. Smith specializes in the medical arts.

(303) 758-8400. 12/0791

^MISCELLANEOUS

We are looking for qualified buyers, sellers,

associates, and merger candidates. We also

have excellent practice opportunities through-

out the state. For more information, call AF-

TCO (303) 795-8800. 24/4189
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Goals Vs. Performance

1981 Goal:
Provide Long-term Stability in

Professional Liability

1 992 Assessment:
Copic was unable to avoid rate increases which preceded meaningful

tort reform in Colorado, nonetheless Copic remained in business

when other carriers fled the state. In one memorable 90-day period in

1986 we commenced coverage for more than 1,200 new customers,

most of whom had been abandoned by our competitors.

The bottom line for Copic:
provide Colorado physicians and, indirectly, the people

of the state with professional liability insurance which

is affordable, equitable and fair.

Copic Insurance Company • P.O. Box 17540 Denver, CO 80217-0540 • (303) 779-0044



CMS Med Fax.
AT PRESS T]

...a compilation of medically-related news briefs of immediate interest to the physician community occurring

after COLORADO MEDICINE has gone to press.

CMS Med Fax^

by Montgomery Little Young Campbell and McGrew, P.C.
legal counsel to the Colorado Medical Society

AIDS Debate Continues

As Colorado Medicine was going to press, an article

appeared in the Rocky Mountain News, headed "Doc-

tors to debate AIDS policy."

Since this article included elements from a variety of

physician concerns, Colorado Medicine feels it impor-

tant to clarify some of those elements and their relation

to CMS policy.

The article referred to "the proposed policy, up for

debate” at the Interim Meeting of the House of Del-

egates,

1 ) This "proposed policy" deals entirely with confidenti-

ality of the HIV status of CMS member physicians

and Is not related to the testing of physicians for

HIV.

2) This “proposed policy" is separate and distinct from

the current CMS policy which deals with HIV and
AIDS testing of physicians. The proposed resolu-

tion was not submitted by the CMS AIDS Task
Force, and in no way impinges upon the CMS AIDS
policy as set forth by the AIDS Task Force prior to

the 1991 CMS Annual Meeting of the House of

Delegates.

3} In discussing this matter, the writer stated the

proposal “calls on doctors to watch what they say to

the media and public.” Colorado Medical Society Is

in no way attempting to be secretive in its ongoing

deliberations over HIV testing or matters of confi-

dentiality. The article included comments of those

who authored the proposed resolution cautioning

physicians to not express personal beliefs or

opinions which could be mistakenly construed as

policy of the Colorado Medical Society.

4) The article also stated that CMS Is currently compil-

ing results of a survey of doctors, with the survey

“expected to carry considerable weight" in the

debate of the policy at the Interim Meeting. Colo-

rado Medical Society has conducted a member
survey concerning the members' position on

voluntary HIV testing; however, this survey is not

related to the proposed resolution (which would

protect the confidentiality of HIV status of CMS
members).

5) The article Included a statement which indicated

the proposed policy would "put the organization

somewhat at odds with its own insurance company,

Copic." The present Copic discussion centers on

issuing a professional liability policy exclusion that

states if the policyholder becomes HIV positive and

then knowingly transmits AIDS to a patient who
sues the doctor, the doctor would lose any Copic

malpractice insurance coverage. Presently being

considered by Copic is that with this exclusion in

the policy, the Insured physician Is also given an

HIV disability compensation package to provide for

the doctor when income from patient service

ceases.

Copic and CMS are not "at odds" over this position.

Copic also opposes "mandatory" testing, and is at-

tempting to help the physician bridge that period of

indecision, making It possible for the physician to

consider the future of his practice by providing some
measure of financial support during a time of transition.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW

CMS Promotes Tobacco Free Schools
The Colorado Medical Society has

supportod Its goal of a Tobacco Tree

Society by the year 2000 in part by

contributing $1 ,000 to Colorado

Tobacco-Hree Schools and Commu-
nities (CTFSC). This grant, part of a trust, Is intended to

help CTFSC promote more tobacco free schools ih the

state.

Check these listings to find out how your district stacks

up. Then contact your local school officials and urge

them to maintain a tobacco free environment in the

intorest of student health.

79 Districts Tobacco Free (45%)
(No tobacco in school buildings, on school grounds oral school sponsored activities by students, staff and/or others.)

Agate 300
Archuleta Co 50JT
Aapen i

Bounder Valley RE 2
Brighton 27J

Byer& 32J
Calhan R Jo
OampoRE 6

Center 26 J

Cheraw 3i

Cherry creek 5

Cheyenne Co RE 5
Cheyenne Ml, 1

2

Clear Creek RE 1

Colorado Springs 1

1

Consolidated 0*1

Debeque 49J
Del Norte C 7

Douglas Co RE 1

Durango 9 R
Eagle Co RE 50
East Grand 2

Elben200
Falcon 49
Fort Morgan RE-3

Fountain S
Garfield RE 2

Gunnison Watered REU
Haxtun RE2J
Hoohne Reorg 3

Huerfano RE 1

Jefferaon Co. R-1

U Vela RE 2

Lake Co. RE 1

Lamar RE 2

Lewis Palmer 36
LiMeton 6
MoClave RE2
Mesa Co. Valley 61

Moffat 2

Mon. Cortof RE 1

Monte Vista C 6
Montrose Co. REU
Mountain Valley Re-1

Nortli Conejos RE 1J

Northglenn-Thornton 12

Norwood R 2J

OUs R3

Ouray R

1

Park R 3 (Estes)

Peytwr 23 JT
Pldiriview RE'2
Platte Canyon 1

Poudre R

1

Pueblo City 60
Pueblo Rural Co. 70
Rangely RE 4

Ridgway R 2

Roaring Folk RE-1

Rocky Ford R 2

Sanf^GJ
Sangre DeCrlsto RE22J
Sargerrt RE 33J
Sheridan

Sllverton 1

South Routt RE
SSSteantboal Spgs. RE-2
Strasburg 31J

Stratton R 4
Summit RE 1

Swink 93
Tellurfda R 1

Trinidad 1

Valley RE 1

Wast Grand 1J

Westminster 50

Wiley RE 13-JT

Woodland Patk RE-2
Woodlin R 104

97 Districts NOT Tobacco Free (55%)
18 Districts which aiiow smoking in buildings by staff:

Aguilar RE-6
Alamosa RE11J
Bayfield 10JT
Brush RE-2J

Carton City RE-l

Carton City RE-1

Centennial R-1

Cripple Crk-Victor RE-1

Crowlay Co. RE-IJ

Dolores Co. RE No. 2

Fort Lupton RE-8
Johnstown Milliken RE-SJ

Kiowa C-2
Mancos RE-6

Moffat Co. RE No, 1

Plateau RE-S
South Conejos 10

Weldon Valley RE20J
Wiggins RE-50-J

19 Districts which allow smoking on grounds by students:

Academy 20 Denver Co. 1 Greeley 6 Springfield RE-4

Elizabeth C-1 Julesburg RE-1 St. Vrain Valley RE-IJ

Englewood 1 Las Animas RE-1 West Yuma Co. RJ-1

Florence RE-2 Manitou Springs 14 WidefieldS

Fort Lupton RE-6 Salida Re-32

Adams County 14

Adams-Arapahoe 26-J

Akron R-1

Arriba-Flaglar C-20

87 Districts which allow smoking on grounds by staff:

Academy 20 Cotopaxi RE-3 Frenchman RE-3 Kiowa C-2

Adams-Arapahoe 26J Crsede Consol 1 Garfield 16 Kit Carson R-1

Aguilar RE-G Crowley Co. FE-U Genoa-Hugo C-l 1-3 Las Animas RE-l

Alamosa REIU Deer Trail 26J Gilpin Co. RE-1 Limon RE-4J

Arickaree R-2 Delta Co. 50(J) Granada RE-1 Lone Star 101\

Arriba-Flagler C-20 Denver Co. 1 Hanover 26 Manoos RE-6

Ault-Hlghland RE-9 Dolores RE’4A Harrison 2 Manitou Spgs. 14

Bennett 29J Eads RE-1 Hayden RE-1 Manzanola 3-J

Bethune R-5 East Otero R-l Hi Plains R-23 Mapleton 1

Big Sandy 100 J East Yuma Co. RJ-2 Hinsdale RE-1 Meeker RE-1

Branson RE-82 Eaton RE-2 Holly RE-3 Miami/Yoder 60-JT

Briggsdale RE- 10 Edison 54 JT Holyoke RE-IJ North Park R-1

Buena Vista R-31 Elizabeth C-i Ignacio 1 1 -JT Patk Co, RE-2

Buffalo RE'4J Ellioott 22 Johnstown-Milliken RE-6J Pawnee RE-12

Burlington RE-6J Englewood 1 Julesburg RE-l Plateau Valley #50

Carton City RE-1 Florence RE-2 Karval RE-23 Platte Valley RE-3

Contennial R-1 Fowler R-4J Kim RE-66 Platte Valley RE-7

r '

For more

information:

Connie Aoott,

Tobacco Free

Schools and Com-
munities, Colorado

State University

Cooperative Exten

Sion, State 4-H

Office, Aylesworth

Hall, #125, Fort

Collins, CO 80523

(303) 491-6421

Prarie RE-11
Primero Reorg 2

Pritchett HE-3
Salida R-32

Sierra Grande R-30

South Conejos 10

Springfield RE-4

St. Vrain Valley RE-U
Thompson R-2J

Vilas RE-S

Walsh RE-1

Weld RE-1

Weld RE-3
West End Re-2

West Yuma RJ-1

WidenoldS
Wiggins RE-50-J
Windsor RE-4
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Harrison G. Butler, HI, MD
President, 1991-1992

President’t Letter

Practice Parameters, Insurance

Companies and the Government

Physicians Harassed “High Fives” at HCFA
Last Tuesday Sandi Maloney, Edie

Register and I attended a meeting at the

Clear Creek County Medical Society

Offices. The purpose of the meeting

was to explore the possibility of

seeking legislative relief from the

capricious acts and harassment of many
(not all) insurance companies and

health maintenance organizations

(HMO’s). We were each able to cite

numerous incidents of abuse of physi-

cians and patients.

Many HMO’s and insurance

companies routinely delay reimburse-

ment, down code claims and deny

reimbursement if the claim does not fit

their “practice parameters.” I have

attempted to get a list of their param-

eters, but have been rebuked, ostensibly

because of proprietary considerations.

Medicare is world class at this

game. With the new coding regulations,

they are armed with a complicated

system that wilt be used effectively to

deny reimbursement to physicians. If

the past is any teacher. Medicare will

use the “system” to gain access to

physician offices on a scale heretofore

unprecedented. This will reduce

payment for services and increase the

administrative costs from 30+% to God
knows what.

Colorado Medicine for March,

However, this is a minor irritation

compared to the holocaust that is

looming. I wondered why there was

cheering and high fives at HCFA and in

the mahogany and leather boardrooms

of insurance corporations when our

AMA House of Delegates endorsed the

development of practice parameters. It

took a while for me to comprehend (I’m

a surgeon) what this meant to the

regulators. I now understand that

“parameters” are a bonanza of regula-

tory clout.

Don’t preach to me about the

“good points” of standardizing medi-

cine into an algorithm. Hitler had his

“good points.” He was a great organizer

and I suppose he would have loved

practice parameters. Why? Because it

would be easy to find the docs who
deviated and to “correct” deviant

behavior. Sure, these regulatory rules

will start out somewhat flexible, but the

self proclaimed experts will gradually

tighten the rules until there will be little

flexibility to account for differences in

patients, diseases and concomitant

pathologic processes.

1992

“Don’t preach to me about

the ‘good points of

standardizing medicine into

an algorithm.

Hitler had his ‘good points.’

He was a great organizer

and I suppose he would

have loved practice

parameters.”

continues onfollowing page. .

.
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“I think we’re ready to do

whatever it takes. . .to stop

this unnecessary intrusion

into the physician-patient

relationship.”

Harrison G. Butler, III, MD

Working Through the

“Process”
Let’s think about what happens

now when there is a perceived diver-

gence from the rules. First, there is the

obligatory completion of endless forms,

copying of pages and pages of records,

physician letters of appeal and numer-

ous long distance phone calls during

which you are placed on terminal hold.

Next there are the “hate” letters

from HCFA and the insurance compa-

nies to the patient, accusing the

physician of over charging, gouging

and abuse. I recently heard of one

company who volunteered to find the

patient a lawyer to fight this “over-

charge.”

Then our Peer Review Organiza-

tions and the Board of Medical Exam-

iners can become involved to sanction

and punish these doctor deviates...and

so it goes. Practice parameters will

make this much worse.

What’s the Answer?
If this sounds angry, it is! I’m mad

as hell! The Colorado Medical Society

membership is also angry, judging from

your comments. I think we’re ready to

do whatever it takes, including legisla-

tion, to stop this unnecessary intrusion

into the physician-patient relationship.

The Council on Medical Service of the

CMS will be looking at practice

parameters in detail, and considering

alternatives such as competency testing

(which I feel would enable us to remain

flexible and treat patients with care and

judgment). I’ve charged the Council

with having a statement for us by the

Annual Meeting at the latest.

The Council on Legislation will be

looking at what will be necessary for

legislation next year. I might add that

James Todd, MD, Executive Vice

President of the American Medical

Association, will be present at the CMS
Interim Meeting, March 6th and 7th.

This should provide us with an opportu-

nity to talk with the AMA staff about

this and other problems.

As always, I look forward to your

letters and comments. Thank you for

the tremendous return on the HIV
survey. I’m proud of the physicians in

Colorado! Also, come to the Interim

Meeting in March. We will be consider-

ing some of the most important issues

to impact medicine this century and we
need your input.
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Certified Correctional Health

Professionals
The National Commission on Correc-

I tional Health Care (NCCHC) an-

f nounced recently that the number

I certified under the Certified Correc-

tional Health Professional (CCHP)
program has reached 500 nationwide.

CCHP acknowledges the special skills

needed to provide health care in a

correctional institution.

Several workers in Colorado's jails

have received their CCHP certification.

which must be maintained by continu-

ing participation in professional

education. The Colorado Jail Health

Care Project, administered by the

Colorado Medical Society, cooperates

with NCCHC in both jail accreditation

and in promoting CCHP status among
Colorado's health professionals who
work in corrections. For more informa-

tion, contact Jail Project Coordinator

Ellen Stein at (303) 779-5455.

“CCHP is the first such

process that demonstrates

professionalism and excel-

lence in correctional health

care.”

R. Scott Chavez, PA-C
Vice President, Professional Services

National Commission on Correctional

Health Care

Mark your calendar now

for Snowmass in the Summer!
Swedish Medical Center
presents its inaugural interactive

Registration fee* is $125 for physicians;

$75 for nurses and ancillary personnel

Come early for the Polynesian Luau —

Thursday Evening

Added Bonus: ACLS certification is available!

Call 788-6105 for information.

(^9 -V
^ ^

is ^0y h ^

This program is co-sponsored by Medical Education Resources, a non-profit medical education organization

that is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing

medical education to physicians. Nursing and ancillary professional will also receive CEUs.

'“'Registration fee is waived for Swedish Medical Center physicians, nurses and ancillary personnel.
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OSHA Workplace Requirements In Effect:

The provisions of this

standard will he enforced by

OSHA and compliance

assured via unannounced

inspections.

OSHA announces final rule re:

Occupational Exposure to

Bloodborne Pathogens
OSHA published its final rule on

Occupational Exposure to Bloodborne

Pathogens in December, 1991. The rule

promulgates a standard to eliminate or

minimize occupational exposure to

Hepatitis B Virus, Human Immunodefi-

ciency Virus and other bloodborne

pathogens. The standard applies to all

occupational exposures to blood or

other potentially infectious materials

and effects all employers of employees

who, in the course of performing their

job related duties, might reasonably

anticipate skin, eye, mucous membrane,

or parenteral contact with such infec-

tious materials. The standard goes into

effect March 6, 1992, and requires that

portions of the standard be imple-

mented beginning May, 1992.

The standard is a modification of

the OSHA recommendations which

were published in 1988. It is still based

on the utilization of the Centers for

Disease Control’s Universal Precau-

tions and it contains many of the same

components as the earlier recommenda-

tions. The key provisions are as

follows:

1)

Exposure Control Plan: Each

employer having an employee(s) for

whom exposure to blood or other

potentially infectious materials might

reasonably be expected in the course of

performing their job related duties,

shall establish a written Exposure

Control Plan designed to eliminate or

minimize employee exposure. Such a

plan must include exposure determina-

tion (OSHA-designed job classifica-

tions based on ix)tential for exposure)

and the use of universal precautions.

The Exposure Control Plan must be in

place on or before May 5, 1992.

2) Engineering and Work
Practice Controls: These shall be used

to eliminate or minimize employee

exposure. These controls include proper

hand washing requirements, appropriate

handling of needles and sharps and the

availability of personal protective

equipment. Provisions in this section

must be implemented by July 6, 1992.

3) Personal Protective Equip-

ment: An employer shall provide, at no

cost to the employee, appropriate

personal protective equipment. Provi-

sions under this section of the standard

include proper use; accessibility;

cleaning, laundering, and disposal;

repair and replacement; and types of

equipment. Provisions in this section

must be implemented by July 6, 1992.

4) Housekeeping: Employers shall

ensure that the worksite is maintained

in a clean and sanitary condition and

shall determine and implement an

appropriate written schedule for

cleaning and method of decontamina-

tion based upon the location within the

facility, type of surface to be cleaned,

type of soil present, and tasks or

procedures being performed in the area.

This section includes provisions for

proper decontamination, handling of

regulated waste, containers for needles

and other sharps, and laundry. These

provisions must be implemented by

July 6, 1992.

5) Training Requirements: These

include provision of the hepatitis B
vaccine and vaccination series to all

employees with the potential for

occupational exposure, post-exposure

medical evaluation and follow-up for
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Direct Impact on Physician Offices

those who have had an exposure

incident, and information to be pro-

vided to the health care professional

also providing care to the employee, as

well as communication of hazards to

employees in the form of labels, signs,

and information and training which

must be provided during work hours

and at no cost to all employees poten-

tially at risk for occupational exposures.

Initial information and training require-

ments must be provided to your

employees on or before June 4, 1992

and additional provisions, including the

availability of Hepatitus B vaccine,

must be implemented by July 6, 1992.

6) Recordkeeping: Accurate

records must be kept for all employees

potentially at risk for occupational

exposure. Such records are to include

medical (dates of vaccinations, results

of follow-up procedures, etc.) as well as

training information. These provisions

take effect June 4, 1992.

The provisions of this standard will

be enforced by OSHA and compliance

assured via unannounced inspections.

Every facility is required to have

available a copy of the OSHA Standard.

Colorado Medical Society will be

publishing a complete copy of this

standard in the April issue of Colorado

Medicine.

For further information, the

following resources are available:

• U.S. Department of Labor—OSHA
Region VIII Office

1961 Stout Street, Room 1576

Denver, CO 80294

(303) 844-3061

• Washington Office—Health Stan-

dards

(202) 523-7157

Additional resources which have

come to the attention of CMS:
• A comprehensive training program,

"For Your Protection: The OSHA
Regulations on Bloodborne Patho-

gens," is available for sale from the

AMA, containing a 25-minute

training videotajje, an Administrator's

guide, model exposure control plan

and training manuals. The program

covers the relevant portions of the

OSHA regulations for the purpose of

training employees. Call: 1-800-933-

4AMT
• Advanced Medical Concepts Interna-

tional, 7125 Shady Oak Road, Eden

Prarie, MN 55344, 1-800-373-2624,

has produced educational and

training programs. OSHA Compli-

ance/Infection Control seminars are

available. In addition, AMCI pub-

lishes an OSHA compliance program,

which includes 1) “Your Right To
Know,” including employer and

employee manuals and overview

videos providing training on blood

borne diseases and tools for programs

to minimize occupational exposure,

and 2) Document Master OSHA
Forms, an office manual containing

forms and documents necessary for

compliance with OSHA standards,

including the standard on bloodborne

pathogens.

• Current Concepts Seminars, Inc.

5700 Stirling Road, Hollywood, FL

33021, 1-800-969-1009, has prepared

an infection control plan and em-

ployee training manual and provides

employee training.

Accurate records must be

keptfor all employees po-

tentially at riskfor occupa-

tional exposure
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Americans With Disabilities Act:
may require changes for your practice

by Howard Larkin

AMN Staff

Reprintedfrom American Medical News, January 27, 1992

'A lot ofpeople think it will

engender a lot of

litigation”

Doctors have a new federal law to

deal with: the Americans with Disabili-

ties Act.

The law, with an effective date for

some provisions of January 26, may
require you or your landlord to spend

money for building modifications and

could require changes in office proce-

dures to accommodate disabled patients

and workers. When and how much the

law will affect you depends in part on

the size of your practice.

The statute requires medical

practices of all sizes to make “reason-

able accommodations” allowing

disabled patients equal access to

facilities and services. Those accommo-
dations could range from building

ramps and handrails for wheelchair-

bound patients to providing sign

language interpreters for hearing-

impaired patients.

Many businesses were required to

comply by January 26. Exceptions are

those with 25 or fewer employees and

annual gross receipts of $1 million or

less, which have until July 26. Those

with 10 or fewer employees and annual

gross receipts of $500,000 or less have

until January 26, 1993

Practices employing 15 or more

workers also will be prohibited from

discriminating against disabled candi-

dates in hiring. The act calls for

“reasonable accommodation” which

could include buying special equipment

or changing work procedures to allow

disabled employees to work.

The employment provisions take

effect July 26 for businesses with 25 or

more employees. Businesses with 15 to

24 employees have until July 26, 1994,

to comply.

But it's not a good idea to wait until

the last minute to think about comply-

ing — especially since it could require

construction or purchase of special

equipment, said Lee Johnson, an

attorney for Medical Liability Mutual

Insurance Co., a New York-based

physician-owned liability carrier

insuring about 14,000 doctors. Viola-

tors may be sued for actual damages as

well as compensatory punitive damages
and may be fined up to $50,000 for a

first offense and $100,000 for a second

offense.

Johnson recommends consulting

with an attorney and other profession-

als, such as architects or interior

designers, who are well versed in the

statute's requirements. As in many
sweeping federal laws, the definitions

of terms such as “reasonable accommo-
dations” and even of what constitutes a

disability are vague, leaving broad

latitude for interpretation and unan-

swered questions about just what must

be done to comply.

“The whole thing is really fuzzy,”

said Harry Sangerman, a partner in the

Chicago office of attorneys McDermott,

Will & Emery. “A lot of people think it

will engender a lot of litigation.”

What's reasonable in a given

situation will depend on the facts,

Sangerman said. If, for example, a

doctor expects that he or she may have

hearing or vision-impaired patients, it

may be considered reasonable to

provide interpreters or consent forms in

braille. But if a doctor has no such

patients and isn't likely to get them,

such accommodations might be

unnecessary.

Finances also will play a part in

what is considered reasonable, Sang-

erman said. A larger, richer practice

most likely will be held to stricter

standards than will smaller, less well-
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financed operations.

Most medical offices will require

some physical changes, said Cynthia

Leibrock, president of Denver-based

Easy Access Barrier Free Design.

Leibrock, an interior designer, has

conducted a number of compliance

surveys for hospitals, clinics and

medical office buildings.

What's reasonable in changing architec-

tural features of existing structures will

depend in part on what's “readily

achievable,” Johnson said. “Would you

have to move filing cabinets out of the

way to allow a wheelchair through?

Yes. Would you have to knock down

walls if the corridors arc too narrow?

That's not so clear.”

The statute and regulations

enforcing it arc much clearer on

standards for new construction, Johnson

said. Costs for complying with the new
construction standards, which must be

met by any project begun after January

26 are minimal, usually less than 1% of

total costs, Leibrock said.

Practices that must comply with

the statute's employment provisions

cannot refuse to hire a qualified

candidate simply because he or she has

a disability. They also will be barred

from discriminating in hiring against

candidates who can do the Job with

reasonable accommodations, Sang-

erman said. That could mean that

special equipment must be purchased or

work spaces and procedures altered for

a disabled employee.

For example, a hearing-impaired

nurse might be accommodated by

purchasing a digital read-out blood

pressure cuff or by having a nursing

assistant or other employee take blood

pressure, Sangerman said.

Information on the statute is

available from the Justice Department,

which will enforce the public accom-

modation provisions, and the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission,

which will enforce the employment

provisions. Call the Justice Dept, at

(202) 514-0301 and the EEOC at (800)

669-3362. The Washington-D.C.-based

Architectural and Transportation

Barriers Compliance Board, a not -for-

profit group, also publishes compliance

guidelines for public accommodations.

%
FLY-IN FISHING EXPEDITIONS

FOSTER LilKE LODGE
Saskatchewan, Canada

',

5* . Northern Pike, Lake Trout, Arctic Gray-

n Walleye. Full American Plan, De-

luxe Accommodations, Superb Dining.

For more information or video, call or

write: Wally & John Stuerke

2453 Garrison St.

Lakewood, CO 80215
(303)238-3322

SPECIALIZE IN
AIR FORCE MEDICINE.

Become the dedicated physician you
want to be while serving your country in

today’s Air Force. Discover the tremen-

dous benefits of Air Force medicine. Talk

to an Air Force medical program manag-

er about the quality lifestyle
,
quality

benefits and 30 days of vacation with pay

per year that are part of a medical career

with the Air Force. Find out how to quali-

fy. Call

MAJ RANDY TATROE
COLLECT

(303)
343-1020
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CMlSLetters

A Survey

Harrison G. Butler, III, M.D.

President, Colorado Medical Society

Dear Corky:

I am responding to the invitation

issued in the last paragraph of your

article on health care policy in the

February issue of Colorado Medicine.

At another meeting last week, I

listened to Rod Brewster (Assistant

Executive Director, Colorado Medical

Society) report on the excellent return

which the CMS had received from its

questionnaire about AIDS , and it

occurred to me that it would be useful

to sample physician opinion about the

future of the health care delivery

system and what changes, if any, they

feel should be made. I think 1 detect an

understandable difference in opinion in

CMS leadership as to which health care

proposal we should actively support.

Others may say that the general

physician is too ill informed on the

issues to offer an opinion, but I suspect

that they know at least as much as the

individuals who will ultimately make
the decisions, namely the politicians in

Congress.

I would suggest a questionnaire

which lays out the alternatives in an

oversimplified but clear fashion and ask

physicians to vote for their favorite,

their top three, list their choices in

order, or whatever. It would certainly

give us information about the views of

our constituents which, to my knowl-

edge, we do not possess at the present

time. I would conceptualize the

alternatives somewhat as follows:

In terms of the current debate on

the future structure of the health care

delivery system, the Colorado Medical

Society should:

1. Do nothing, be politically inactive,

and allow politicians and society to

determine what changes need to be

made, if any.

2. The CMS should actively lobby for

and support:

a. The status quo - actively resist any

and all change.

b. Bush approach - “Tinkering” with

the status quo - increase in competi-

tion, managed care, tax credits,

vouchers, etc.

c. Oregon approach - “Rationing” of

health care - criteria for rationing to

be determined by society.

d. “Pay or Play” - Mandate employer

coverage of all employees with

basic minimum benefits or employ-

ers would have to contribute to a

pool which would then be used to

buy insurance for all of the unin-

sured.

e. Single payer system - physicians

and hospitals operate independently

but contract with and are paid by the

government - both state and federal

- Canadian system - also similar to

UHICO approach in current

proposed Colorado legislation.

f. Modification of single payer system

in which all money goes to the state

or federal government which, in

turn, contracts with a specified

number of insurance plans who then

compete with each other. Physicians

and hospitals ally themselves with

an insurance plan. Colorado Care -

similar bills at the national level.

g. True nationalized health system

with physicians and hospitals

working directly for the government

- England.

h. Emphasis on wellness, acupuncture,

and chiropractor - Jerry Brown (as

described in the New York Times).

NOTE: Proposals d. through g. also

generally providefor the elimina-

tion ofMedicare and Medicaid.

There may be others which should

be added to the list, but I would suggest

that the description be kept general and

brief since the details can and will be

worked out in a tedious political

fashion as the legislation is drafted and

debated.

Personally, I feel strongly that “c”

is the only ultimate rational solution

and would suggest that we stop

temporizing and go there directly.

However, that is obviously just my
opinion and I would be interested in

learning the opinion of others.

If you feel that this suggestion has

merit and if I can be of any help during

your term of office, please let me know.

Sincerely yours,

Frederick A. Lewis, Jr., M.D.

Editor's Note: Ifyou are ofa mind,

why not save all the expense and
trouble of another survey— circle your

choice on Dr. Lewis' proposed survey

questions above, tear it out and send it

or FAX it, (303) 771-8657) to CMS.
Please include your name and practice

location.
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The Lobby LMS
:
Alan D. Rapp, MD, Chairman

CMS Council on Legislation

with

Sue Ellen Quam, Director

Department ofGovernment Relations

and

Lorraine Koehn

Program ManagerILobbyist

[

Abortion

\
SB 169, CONCERNING A

f REQUIREMENT THAT RELEVANT

j

INFORMATION BE PROVIDED TO
A WOMAN PRIOR TO THE WO-
MAN’S CHOICE WHETHER TO
HAVE AN ABORTION (Roberts):

I

Requires that specific information in a

packet prepared by the Dept, of Health

be provided to a woman seeking an

abortion. Prohibits the performing of an

abortion before a specified time period

after which a woman has been provided

with an information packet. Requires

that a woman affirm in writing that she

received the information packet before

the abortion is to be performed.

Describes a physician’s duties in regard

to a woman’s informed choice. Re-

quires the Dept, of Health to prepare

packets of information for women
seeking abortions in the state.

Bill Status: Killed in HEWI Committee

on 2/7

COL Position: Bill heard prior to COL
consideration

Emergency Medicine
HB 1081, CONCERNING PERSONS
WHO PROVIDE EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICES (Jerke):

Eliminates the requirement of a

physician advisor for emergency

medical technicians. Exempts physician

advisors to emergency medical techni-

cians or an emergency medical services

organization from civil liability for acts

or omissions arising from the advisor’s

supervision or direction. Exempts

emergency medical technicians who
render emergency care from liability for

civil damages arising from acts or

omissions rendered in good faith.

Bill Status: Postponed Indefinitely in

HEWI Committee

COL Position: Oppose

SB 78, PROVISION OF LOCAL
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
(Traylor): Increases the amount in the

emergency medical services account of

the highway users tax fund allocated for

the training of emergency medical

service personnel, and specifies that a

certain percentage shall be allocated for

the Rocky Mountain poison center.

Provides that moneys appropriated to

counties for planning should be used to

coordinate emergency medical services

in the county and between counties

when possible.

Bill Status: Passed the Senate minus

funding of the Poison Control Center .

CMS Position: Support

Health Access
SB 4, CONCERNING A STUDY

OF A COLORADO CARE PRO-
GRAM TO PROVIDE HEALTH
INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR ALL
COLORADO RESIDENTS (Hopper):

Requires the Dept, of Regulatory

Agencies to study the feasibility and the

cost savings associated with imple-

menting a statewide health care

program to be known as the “Colorado

Care Program.” Requires the depart-

ment, to conduct a demonstration

project under which counties may
develop and implement a county wide

health care program for citizens within

their respective counties to test some or

all of the features of the Colorado Care

Program.

Bill Status: Passed HEWI Committee;

awaiting 2nd reading

CMS Position: Monitor

SB 66, Concerning a Study of a

Universal Health Insurance Plan to

Provide Health Care Coverage for All

Colorado Residents (Mares): Requires

the executive directors of the dept, of

health and of the state dept of social

services and the commissioner of

It has already been a

busy legislative session.

Here is a summary ofsome

of the bills taken up sofar

by your Colorado represen-

tatives, along with notations

of the positions taken by

CMS on these issues.
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The Lobby

insurance to jointly conduct a study of

the feasibility & the cost savings

associated with implementing universal

health insurance for the state. Autho-

rizes the dept, of regulatory agencies to

assist counties in implementing

demonstration projects under which

counties may develop and implement a

county wide health care program for

citizens within their respective counties

to test some or all of the features of a

universal health insurance plan.

Bill Status: Amended, passed Business

Affairs & Labor; awaiting 2nd reading

COL Position; Monitor

HB 1052, CONCERNING THE
DEHNITION OF BASIC HEALTH
CARE (Irwin): Creates a health

services commission which is directed

to conduct public hearings on public

health issues and a community value

analysis of public opinion on health

care resource allocation. Directs the

commission to prepare a definition of

basic health care for the citizens of this

state. Requires the commission to

report to the general assembly and to

the governor on its findings and

recommendations for implementing a

health care system based on the

definition of basic health care.

Bill Status: Amended, passed HEWI
Committee; awaiting 2nd reading.

COL Position: Monitor but will support

if long term care is added.

Health & Safety
SB 49, Elimination of the Require-

ment That There Be An Alleged

Violation of the Lfniform Motor

Vehicle Law Other Than A Safety Belt

Violation Before a Law Enforcement

Officer May stop a Driver for Violation

of the Safety Belt Law (Hopper):

Eliminates the requirement that

citations for safety belt violations be

issued only to drivers who have been

stopped for an alleged violation of the

Uniform Motor Vehicle Law other than

the safety belt law.

Bill Status: Killed on 3rd reading in

Senate

CMS Position: Support

HB 1182, BREAST CANCER
SCREENING (Tucker): Authorizes

expenditures for the operation of the

Colorado mammography advocacy

project’s computerized tracking and

follow-up system for breast cancer

screening and early detection. Perma-

nently extends the breast cancer

screening program which was sched-

uled for repeal on July 1, 1992.

Bill Status: Passed HEWI; referred to

Appropriations

CMS Position: Support

Insurance
SB 42, REVISIONS TO THE

“COLORADO UNINSURABLE
HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN ACT”
(Traylor): Makes it an unfair method of

competition to arrange for an employee

to apply to the plan for the purpose of

separating from group health coverage.

Eliminates the board’s ability to

develop a list of medical or health

conditions the presence of which would

exempt a person from having to apply

to another health insurance carrier

before being eligible for a policy under

the plan. Includes many “housekeep-

ing” provisions.

Bill Status: Passed Senate; referred to

House Business Affairs

COL Position: Council on Physician/

Patient Advocacy recommends “Sup-

port”

SB 179, CONCERNING MEDI-
CAL BENEFITS (Mendez): Amends
medical insurance provisions, including

those relating to health maintenance

organizations, to require that a mini-

mum benefit be provided to all enroll-

ees with respect to mammography
screening, and that such benefit may
not be reduced by the application of a

deductible. Requires that medical

insurance policies issued out-of-state

that cover Colorado residents provide a

minimum mammography benefit, or

such policy will be subject to all

Colorado insurance regulations.

Bill Status; Assigned to Business

Affairs & Labor

COL Position: Physician Patient

Advocacy and Medical Service

Councils recommend “Support”

Maternal & Child Health
SB 177, CIRCUMSTANCES FOR

PROVIDING MEDICAL INTERVEN-
TIONS IN CHILD ABUSE OR
NEGLECT PROCEEDINGS (Wham):

Authorizes the court to order medical

evaluations in child abuse or neglect

proceedings, including cases involving

spiritual healing. Removes the pre-

sumption regarding recognized methods

of religious healing.

Bill Status: Passed Judiciary Commit-

tee; awaiting 2nd reading

CMS Position: Support in Accordance

with House of Delegates Resolution

Medicaid Issues
SB 65, REFORM OF METHODS

FOR PROVIDING MEDICAL
ASSISTANCE TO INDIGENT
PERSONS IN COLORADO (Bird):

Specifies that the general assembly

must act through legislation to enact a

new method for providing health care

to poor persons in the state. Describes

possible options for providing health

care to the indigent population. Re-

quires the general assembly to solicit

grants or donations from public or

private sources to fund the development

of an alternative medical assistance
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program.

Bill Status: Amended, passed; HEWI
Committee

COL Position: Referred to Physician/

Patient Advocacy

HB 1306, DELIVERY OF SER-

VICES PURSUANT TO THE “COLO-
RADO MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
ACT” THROUGH MANAGED CARE
(Coffman): Requires the Dept, of Social

Services to promulgate rules and

regulations which establish a managed

care system. Requires the department to

establish rules and regulations which

provide that medical services which are

compensable under both title XIX and

Title XVIII of the “Social Security Act”

shall be paid at the lower rate. Autho-

rizes the department to enter into

negotiated contracts with vendors to

provide medical services based on a

fixed rate of reimbursement per

recipient.

Bill Status: Assigned to HEWI
COL Position: Council on Physician/

Patient Advocacy recommends “Moni-

tor”

HB 1311, REPEAL OF THE
SINGLE ENTRY POINT SYSTEM
FOR THE DELIVERY OF LONG-
TERM CARE SERVICES (Dyer):

Repeals the single entry point system

for the delivery of long-term care

services under Medicaid.

Bill Status: Assigned to HEWI
COL Position: Council on Physician/

Patient Advocacy recommends “Op-

pose”

Medical Records
HB 1319, PARENTAL ACCESS

TO MEDICAL RECORDS RELAT-
ING TO MEDICAL TREATMENT OF
A MINOR PATIENT FOR DRUG
ABUSE (DeHerrera): Makes an

exception to a statute which allows a

minor to be treated for addiction to or

Colorado Medielne for March,

The Lobby

the use of drugs without parental

notification or consent. Permits access

to medical records to the parent or legal

guardian in the circumstance in which

the parent or legal guardian in conjunc-

tion with the minor patient requests or

consents to treatment of the minor

patient for addition or drug use.

Bill Status: Assigned to HEWI
COL Position: Referred to Council on

Medical Service

Medical Treatment
SB 3, CONCERNING PATIENT

AUTONOMY IN REGARD TO THE
MAKING OF MEDICAL TREAT-
MENT DECISIONS (Wham): Autho-

rizes persons to make advance medical

treatment decisions for another person

who becomes unconscious or incapaci-

tated. Specifies the requirements for

making a medical durable power of

attorney and states what directives may
be incorporated in a medical durable

power of attorney, including the

appointment of a health care agent to

act on behalf of the person who
executes the medical durable power of

attorney. Allows for the designation of

a health care proxy to act on an

incapacitated patient’s behalf when the

patient has not executed a medical

durable power of attorney and has no

appointed health care agent or court-

appointed guardian to act on the

patient’s behalf. Provides for the

execution of a cardiopulmonary

resuscitation declaration (CPR declara-

tion). Allows the Dept, of Health to

impose a fee for forms and wrist

bracelets issued pursuant to the act.

Bill Status: Assigned to the Judiciary

Committee

COL Position: Oppose but support

concept and request simplification (see

minutes of 1/16/92 if further informa-

tion is desired)

Professions
SB 96, PROFESSIONAL

NURSES’ POWER TO DELEGATE
NURSING FUNCTIONS (Wham):

Provides that professional nurses shall

have the authority, when engaging in

the practice of professional nursing, to

delegate to others the provision of

therapy and treatment. Provides that the

nurse shall be solely responsible for

determining the degree of supervision

required.

Bill Status: Passed HEWI with amend-

ments; awaiting 2nd reading

COL Position: Council on Legislation

recommends monitor with CMS and

COPIC amendments.

HB 1010, CONCERNING THE
PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY, AND
IN CONNECTION THEREWITH,
PROVIDING FOR THE REGISTRA-
TION OF MIDWIVES WITHIN THE
DIVISION OF REGISTRATIONS
(Owens): Decriminalizes the unlicensed

practice of midwifery, by excluding it

from the definition of the practice of

medicine, while expressly not immuniz-

ing midwives from other civil or

criminal liability. Requires registration

of direct-entry (“lay”) midwives with

the division of registrations in the dept,

of regulatory agencies.

Bill Status: Passed Judiciary Commit-

tee; awaiting 2nd reading

CMS Position: Oppose
HB 1030, REGULATION OF

THE PRACTICE OF OPTOMETRY
AND CONTINUING THE BOARD
OF OPTOMETRIC EXAMINERS
((Fleming): Will allow optometrists to

treat the eye or its appendages. The bill

was approved by the Sunrise/Sunset

Committee this past summer and does

not allow optometrists to treat iritis and

glaucoma as was proposed in the

sunrise/sunset application. CMS
testified against this U-eatment.
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The Lobby

Jerke, Rizzuto Sponsor

Rural Health Initiative

In an earlier article in

Colorado Medicine, we

failed to give proper credit

to Colorado Representative

William Jerke ofLaSalle

and Senator James Rizzuto

ofLa Juntafor sponsoring

House Bill 91-1274. This

bill created the state loan

repayment programfor

health care professionals

practicing in communities

with underserved health

care needs.

Bill Status: Assigned to the HEWI
Committee

CMS Position: Monitor to assure that

treatment of iritis & glaucoma are not

amended into the bill.

HB 1091, CONCERNING THE
AUTHORITY OF PHYSICIAN
ASSISTANTS (Chlouber): Provides

that a physician may delegate to a

physician assistant the authority to

implement any act under a medical

plan, including initiating medical

directives to professional and practical

nurses, when the delegation is made

pursuant to written protocol or the oral

or written directions of the physician.

Provides that a physician need not be

on hospital premises to supervise the

physician assistant when the delegated

duties are being carried out.

Bill Status: Passed HEWI Committee

with amendments:

COL Position: Monitor with the

passage of the HEWI amendments.

HB 1 169, ARTinClAL TAN-
NING DEVICES (Martin): Creates the

“Artificial Tanning Device Operation

Act”. Requires annual registration and

inspection of artificial tanning devices

made available for public use by the

Dept, of Health.

Bill Status: Re-written and HEWI
Committee referred to Appropriations

CMS Position: Support

Taxes
HB 1239, INCREASE IN THE

CIGARETTE TAX (Sullivan): In-

creases the cigarette tax. Adjusts the

percentage of the taxes distributed to

counties and cities and the percentage

of the vendor discount.

Bill Status: Passed Finance Committee;

awaiting 2nd reading

COL Position: Support

SB 71, Enactment of the “Colorado

Workers’ Health & Disability Act

(Roberts): Provides that the “Workers”

Compensation Act of Colorado” shall

not apply to employers who offer and

pay for sickness and accident or health

insurance and life insurance, including

disability insurance, for on and off the

job injuries to employees. Authorizes

employees accepting coverage for

work-related injuries under the act to

sue employers for ordinary negligence

for work-related injuries for up to a

certain amount of money inclusive of

disability benefits paid under the act,

but not inclusive of payments for

medical expenses.

Bill Status: Amended, passed Business

Affairs & Labor Committee

COL Position: Workers’ Comp
Advisory Committee recommends that

CMS oppose this legislation.

HB 1057, AUTHORITY OF
EMPLOYERS TO REQUIRE EM-
PLOYEES TO PAY PART OF THE
COST OF WORKERS’ COMPENSA-
TION COVERAGE : Repeals the

provision of law making it unlawful for

employers to require employees to pay

all or any part of the cost of workers’

compensation insurance. Authorizes

employers to require employees to pay

up to a certain amount of the cost of

workers’ compensation coverage

required by law.

ill Status: Assigned to Business

ffairs & Labor

OL Position: Workers’ Comp Advisory

Committee recommends that CMS
oppose this legislation.

Information
Members of the Colorado Medical

Society may receive copies of any of

the bills by contacting the CMS
Department of Government Relations at

1-800-654-5653 or 779-5455, Ext. 427.
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octors Day • 1992

150 Years of Victory Over Pain

It’s not the cold, scientific avenue for

progress that one might have desired,

but the path to modem surgical anesthe-

sia has seen tremendous benefits to the

patient. Fortunately, today there are no

surgeons who remember the days of

racing as fast as possible to complete

the operation because the patient was in

such unendurable pain. Stories of

bungled amputations and lost fingers

were abundant in those days.

In the ISOO’s, itinerant lecturers on

chemistry entertained small town

audiences with demonstrations of

nitrous oxide. Audience participation

led to expansion of the practice to

parties in homes and schools, especially

medical schools. One of those schools

was the University of Pennsylvania,

where Crawford W. Long was a

medical student.

Later, when Dr. Long was practic-

ing in mral Georgia, he received a

request for some nitrous oxide for a

party. Not having any, he remembered

that sulfuric ether, then used for relief

of byplay and renal colic, had similar

consciousness altering effects.

Soon after. Dr. Long was examin-

ing two cysts on the neck of James M.

Venable, who had delayed doing

anything about them out of fear of the

pain of the operation. Dr. Long remem-

bered from his medical school days that

those injured while under the influence

of ether felt no pain at the time.

Mr. Venable agreed to an experi-

ment, and on March 30, 1842, Dr. Long

gave him ether on a towel to breathe.

When he was unconscious. Dr. Long

removed one of the cysts. Mr. Venable

later swore he had felt nothing and did

not realize the operation had been

completed until he awoke. Thus, the era

of modem anesthesia was bom.

The Barrow County (Georgia)

Auxiliary first celebrated Doctors Day

on March 30, 1933 in honor of the

dedication and achievements of Dr.

Long and physicians like him. The

Southern Medical Association took up

the cause in 1935 and the U. S. Con-

gress officially established Doctors Day

in 1958. Colorado Governor Roy

Romer has also proclaimed March 30

as Doctors Day in Colorado.

The Colorado Ivl^jcal..Society is

pleased to join. the. Gol:6i:ado Medical

Society AuXiliaiD^:!?

following physici^s pp the occasion

of Doctors pay * 1992- A contribu::: ?

tion to tbc Amcfieau Medical i

'

AssociaUoii Edbcsalion ^
Foundation has befh made on behalf

of each of these physicians by a

spouse who serves on the CMSA
Boai'd of Directors.

Carter M. Ballinger, MD
Gerald D. Brown, MD
Bernard E. Campbell, MD
John D. Glismann, MD
Jerome R. Hanson, MD
Jesse H. Humphries, MD
William Inkret, Jr., MD
Dale L. Kinzler, MD
Muryl L. Laman, MD
Thomas P. Larkin, MD
Carl A. Lepisto, MD
Kenneth R. Lovell, MD
Frank D. Manart, MD
Michael Michalck, MD
Joseph S. Pollard, Jr., MD
Jarvis D. Ryals, MD
Theodore R. Sadler, Jr., MD
Leroy J. Sides, MD
Duane D. Sowl, MD
Richard W. Talley, MD
John A. Whitescl, MD
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Department of Health

Profile Report takes a look back
by Amy Sage, Public Relations Director

Colorado Department ofHealth

“Colorado citizens

wanted some entity

to be responsible.”

The World’s Sanitarium
In 1876, the year Colorado achieved

statehood, the state had become known
as “The World’s Sanitarium,” drawing

victims of tuberculosis and asthma to

the sunshine and clear air. By 1880, an

estimated one third of the State’s

population had migrated to Colorado to

seek improved health for themselves or

their families. At one time, there were

17 tuberculosis hospitals in Colorado.

This information is included in a

brief history of public health in a new
Profile report on the Colorado Depart-

ment of Health.

History of Public Health
The report also says the Territorial

Board of Health broke up in August

1876 when Colorado joined the union.

Colorado’s first General Assembly

established the first State Board of

Health in March, 1877 and charged it

with the collection and study of vital

statistics as a means of determining

causes of illness and death, the control

of epidemics and contagious disease

and providing advice on proper sources

of water supplies and places for sewage

disposal.

The health board’s first official

vital statistics report on the 12 main

causes of death (in 255 cases) in 1877

included consumption, diphtheria,

scarlet fever, pneumonia, diseases of

the heart, diarrheal diseases, typhoid

fever, diseases of the kidney, infantile

convulsions, peripheral diseases and

croup and congestion of the lungs.

Seven causes of death were attributed

to old age, for those between 70 and 97

years.

A few years later, all the board

members resigned because the board

had no real authority or budget. Fear of

a nationwide epidemic in 1892 led to

the appointment of another board of

health since Colorado citizens wanted

some entity to be responsible for

quarantining persons suspected of

carrying an infection. Two bills were

passed in 1883 to create local boards of

health and to create a state board of

health with a budget and authority for

punishing violators.

Expansion of the

Department
Public health programs added to

the state health department were:

plumbing inspection in 1917; reporting

of venereal disease in 1918; public

health nursing, established in 1922, was

enlarged to child hygiene and public

health nursing in 1925; sanitary

engineering and administration in 1925.

Dr. Roy L. Cleere became the first

executive officer of the State Division

of Public Health in March, 1935, with

its 14 employees and a $40,(XX) annual

budget. In the next few years, the

following programs were added:

maternal and child health and crippled

children’s services; tuberculosis

control; control of milk and milk

products; and dental health.
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COLORADO
I
DEPARTMENT
OFAHEALTH

Organization
In addition to a look back, the 46

page Profile of the Colorado Depart-

ment ofHealth describes the health

department’s organization, gives a

summary of each division’s activities

I and the wide variety of programs and

services offered to Coloradans.

Also included in the report:

—CDH addresses, phone and fax

numbers

—history of public health in Colorado

—CDH organizational chart

—profile of our executive director

—map of local health departments

Brochures on the health depart-

ment, which give a brief summary of

programs, are also available.

For free copies of either, call the

Public Relations Office at (303) 331-

4609.

CDC Issues New
Immunization

Consent Forms

New Vaccine Infonnation Pamphlets

published by The Centers for Disease

Control will replace the current

immunization consent form for MMR,
DTP, and OPV. The effective date for

implementation of the new Vaccine

Information Pamphlets is April 15,

1992.

Both CMS and The Colorado

Department of Health received a

limited supply of camera-ready copies

intended to be duplicated by physi-

cians’ offices. CMS is in the process of

mailing one camera-ready copy of each

form to physicians who have previ-

ously received immunization forms

from us. Those on our mailing list

should expect the forms by March 15,

1992.

The effective

datefor

implementation

of the new

Vaccine

Information

Pamphlets is

April 15, 1992.

Consent forms for Influenza, Hib,

Hepatitis and Pneumococcal Disease

have not changed .If you haven’t

received the new forms by March 15

you may call Nedra Freeman at The

Colorado Department of Health

(303)331-8323 to obtain copies.

HIV and Disability

The Social Security Administration

(SSA) has proposed broadening the

rules for evaluating disabilities result-

ing from HIV infection under two

existing disability benefit programs.

Gwendolyn S. King, Commissioner of

Social Security, speaking at a World

AIDS Day ceremony, said, “Wherever

this disease causes human suffering, we
must be there to offer compassion,

understanding and vital assistance.”

The rule changes make it easier to

obtain benefits under the Supplemental

Security Income (SSI) program because

they expand the authority of SSA field

offices to make a finding of “presump-

tive disability” and begin immediate

payments in some cases. Previously, a

confirmed diagnosis of AIDS was

required for this finding. Now, confir-

mation of symptomatic HIV infection is

sufficient, if it is severe enough to keep

the person from “any gainful activity.”

In many states, SSI entitlement also

means eligibility to Medicaid, so this

finding would mean both SSI benefits

and Medicaid eligibility could begin

immediately.

The changes would also affect the

Disability Insurance (DI) program. SSI

gives benefits to those whose income

and assets are below a certain level. DI

pays people starting in their sixth full

month of disability and extends

Medicare coverage after 24 months.

Beneficiaries must also have worked

long enough and recently enough in a

job that paid Social Security taxes.

The proposed regulations add HIV
infection to the SSA’s “List of Impair-

ments” meaning it is a condition severe

enough to prevent an adult from doing

any gainful work. They also recognize

the different progress of the disease in

women and men. Gynecological

manifestations, for instance, are

considered a part of the disability

pattern. Different criteria are also used

for those under 13. Physicians will be

able to use one of two check off forms,

one for adults, and one for children

under 13, which list the eligibility

criteria and allow the physician to

check off which are present.

Ms. King says that the SSA “may
not have the power to eliminate this

tragic epidemic, but we are able to

bring greater comfort and dignity to the

lives of those affected by it.” Call 1-

800-772-1213 for more information.
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Student Medical Society

The Bag Lady
by Suzie Hutchison, MSII

University of Colorado School ofMedicine

(reprintedfrom The Medical Examiner, December 1991)

The first time I entered one of the

poorest barrios in Asuncion, Paraguay

to weigh babies, the children looked at

me with their big black eyes, screamed

and ran away. 1 soon learned that not

only had these kids never seen a light

skinned, freckled blond before, but they

had heard stories about “The Bag

Lady” in the arroyo (canal). 1 was

carrying a bag and a scale with me so I

could weigh the kids and gather

information about the level of nutrition

in the children, in this community.

Little did 1 know that the parents warn

their kids not to play in the canal

because “The Bag Lady” will get them.

This story is told to keep the children

out of the arroyos ridden with excreta

and trash.

Through my scattered Spanish and

the Peace Corps worker’s Guarani (the

language of the indigenous population),

we explained that we were going to use

the bag to weigh the children to make
sure they were developing normally.

The women scattered into their rickety

wooden shacks and changed their

children into “cleaner” clothes, then

swept the leaves off of their dirt floors

and invited us to sit down on their

wobbly chairs. It struck me so funny

that these people were concerned about

being “clean” and hospitable in their

impoverished environment. So we
started weighing babies, charting their

level of development and explaining

our findings. Soon the older kids

stopped their soccer game in the

pathway between the thin wood houses.

the other women stopped doing their

washing, the men stopped sipping their

teterae (herbal drink) and everybody

focused on the big event of the Yankees

weighing babies. Seeing these Para-

guayans’ smiling faces and listening to

their laughter took my mind off the foul

smell of the half built community

latrine and made me happy that I was

there helping in the delivery of health

care to the children of Asuncion.

1 was amazed at the positive

atmosphere even though these people

had nothing. Even their basic one room

shacks (housing usually around eight

people), were not their own. The

barrios sprout up anywhere there is free

space around the city. They are illegal

although there are no zoning restric-

tions. A filthy, smelly barrio can be

right next to an enormous mansion

hidden behind a lavish hedge. The

discrepancy between the rich and the

poor is astounding. Thirty years under

the Strossner dictatorship widened the

vast gap between classes. Progress has

been made in the human rights arena

since 1989 when Rodriquez was elected

to head the new democratic govern-

ment, but little has been done about the

thousands of poor Paraguayans.

Despite the apparent filth and

destitution, the kids seemed surpris-

ingly healthy. Most had weights

appropriate for their age and they

looked like healthy, happy babies. We
referred the children who looked sickly

or were on the low end of the growth

curve to the free health clinic we

worked for, Centro de Salud. Food was

plentiful, so when malnutrition was a

problem it was due to lack of a bal-

anced diet. Manyoka, a high starch

vegetable, is the staple in the Paraguay-

ans’ diet. Therefore, kids tended to

have problems like Kwashiorkor rather

than Marasmus. The main health

problems among children up to the age

of five are diarrhea and respiratory

illnesses due to the unsanitary living

conditions. Though little can be done

immediately about their living condi-

tions, the mortality due to these

illnesses can be decreased if the

children are well nourished. Therefore,

it is important to screen the kids early

and educate the parents about nutrition

to help prevent subsequent illness.

After a couple hours of weighing

babies we said our goodbyes and told

them we would be back soon for a

follow up visit. I had mixed emotions

leaving the barrio that first day.

Walking over the creaky, unsteady

bridge, acutely aware of the stench of

the arroyo, I was so thankful for

everything in my life. I felt guilty that I

could leave and they could not. I felt

lucky, spoiled and caught between two

worlds. I felt good that I could help in

some small way. I was so deep in my
own thoughts that I didn’t realize that I

had walked past that lavish hedge. 1

looked up and saw a Mercedes parked

under the pillars of a beautiful, shiny

new home. What a crazy world! I

smiled to myself though, laughing at

the image of “The Bag Lady.”
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COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE
i

Roche
Laboratories

presents the

winners of
the 1991

Please join us in honoring these out-

standing Roche sales representatives

who have distinguished themselves by

a truly exceptional level of professional-

ism, performance and dedication to

quality health care.

Throughout the year, each of

these award-winning individuals has

consistently exemplified the Roche

Commitment to Excellence, and we're

proud to invite you to share in congrat-

ulating them on their achievement.

Jane E. Gibbs James E. Peabody Emily M. Tarleton

Turn the page to see one of the many ways your award-winning Roche representative can assist you and your patients.



COMMITTED TO TOTAL HEALTH CARE

Roche
Laboratories
presents the

Resource Library
for patient

information

</

You. vo«r medical iM'oWem
and >«ur treatment with

ROCHE

MEDICATION
EDUCATION

Your Roche representative offers you

access - without expense or obligation -

to a comprehensive library of patient

information booklets designed to sup-

plement rather than supplant your rap-

You, yovT joedtcaJ problem
and four treatment witfe

mi

' <''T\

port with your patients.
:

Each booklet helps you provide...

• Reinforcement of your instructions

• Enhancement of compliance

• Satisfaction with office visits

Your Roche representative will be hap-

py to provide a complete catalog of

available booklets and complimentary

supplies of those that are applicable to

your practice.

You, \our medicai problem
and vour treatment v^ith

EFUDEX
i flufimumcil/Koctiej

vAU* 'V ' tH

ME
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Would You Do It, Doctor?
by Thomas H. Coleman, MD

I

Youth In Asia
' Two or three years ago I asked a world

I
traveler friend of mine what she

I thought of euthanasia. Just back from

her trip to India she said she thought

they were very much like young people

everywhere. Today she would not

mistake the question. The professional

and public media are constantly

absorbed and fascinated with death,

dying and doctors. A manual on how to

kill yourself is a best selling book. A
new law requires doctors and hospitals

to ask patients and their families for

decisions about survival and dying,

about living wills and powers of

attorney. (“Would you want cardiopul-

monary resuscitation? A mechanical

respirator? A priest?”)

In the movie. The Stepford Wives,

the executive officers of a technology

company produce bionic clones of their

wives. The programmable clones

strangle the wives and smoothly replace

them in roles more compliant to the

husbands. The wife of the CEO escapes

her strangler and runs to her husband in

a a rage, demanding to hear why he is

doing this. “Because we can\” he says.

With higher motives and hopes we
sometimes bring our technology to bear

on a dying patient “because we can,”

often simply because the patient and the

family demand it. If results are unfortu-

nate, our dilemma is worse. The patient

is gone, but his body lives. Or the

patient lives in pain and despondency.

In this depressingly slow and expensive

phase of a fatal illness, patients and

their families turn to us for relief

because we have stood by them in

terrible ordeals. Our intricate pumps
and potions may have brought them

through a time of perhaps questionable

value, into situations where we finally

have to say there is nothing more we
can do. The game is hopeless because

we have no ace to play.

What is the Answer?
There are people who say they can

help. We are infiltrated by a graduating

class of “ethicists,” usually doctors

—

philosophers, psychologists, psychia-

trists— who are trying sincerely to

resolve the dilemma. The Dutch are the

only nation officially trying a practical

way to resolve it with a legalized team.

Lawyers, doctors, patients and families

make the mutual decision to inject a

drug that ends a hopeless existence

whose quality and pain are insufferable.

The early protocols were troubled by

decisions and deaths not entirely mutual

or legal, or even compassionate. In

1990, five thousand patients were killed

without their consent. Doctors illegally

certified them as “natural” deaths.

Allegedly there are not more reliable

criteria and closer monitoring to stop

the abuses, but the Dutch plan is not

secure.

Meanwhile, in this country, we
have the Humprhys and the Kevor-

kians. Mr. Humphry, self appointed

president of the Hemlock Society, not a

doctor, writing about painless suicide,

says he stood by while one of his wives

killed herself. Kevorkian is an inge-

nious mechanic with an MD degree

who escorts his victims across state

lines to be “legal” in the name of

mercy. He makes pre-mortem video

tapes before his machine connects his

“patients” to intravenous poisons.

These peculiar men seem to be without

normal feelings, operating in a dismal

and illegal enterprise.

Ethical issues abound in

medicine. One very persis-

tent question involves the

ability to keep the body

alivefar longer than was

dreamed possible afew

years ago. In this issue, Dr.

Coleman relates this ques-

tion to traditional concepts

ofgood patient care.

continued on next page. .

.
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“Include me out”
Samuel Goldwyn

The Problem is

Widespread
Most of us who have practiced

long enough will sooner or later have a

patient ask for death. Some really mean

it. All have some logic, some are

humorous. A women in her eighties,

not acutely ill, declared that she and her

husband were just living too long. I said

there wasn’t much to do about that.

“But doctor, isn’t there something you

could do about it?”She was quite

serious. I said yes, but I would be in a

lot of trouble. “But doctor, you know
we would never tell!” That is logic.

A retired doctor is asking me to

leave him a lethal number of pills. He
can’t seem to care for his colostomy,

he’s tired of his eighty fifth year and

indignant with his expensive nursing

home. He resents me because I can’t

(and wouldn’t) help him, easily

presuming that the person who should

help end his life is his doctor. This

same presumption prevails among the

people trying to answer euthanasia

questions. If a patient is hopelessly ill

and wants to end his life, it seems to me
he should be able to accomplish it in

some universally accepted legal setting

without recruiting a doctor for the final

deed. Doctors already have enough

personal and legal liability, and enough

of death.

There Are Those
I suppose that when all this is

sorted out there may be people, even

doctors, willing to be certified as “death

angels,” but they will have to be

protected by law and be the sort who
can live comfortably with the guilt of

the survivors and their own exceptions

to the traditional purpose of Medicine.

Until then we must continue to be

uncomfortable with the spectacle of a

non-professional Humphry and his

book, a “professional” Kevorkian with

his lethal needle.

Possibly the Dutch are showing us

the way to an answer, but so far it

seems premature for a physician to be

identified with it. To quote Sam
Goldwyn of the movies, “include me
out.”

Are You Current With

Current Procedural Terminology?

The American Medical Association has

assembled a number of resources for

use in coping with the changes made
recently in Current Procedural Termi-

nology (CPT) codes and reimbursement

from Medicare. You will need at least

some of this information in order to

properly code claims in the coming

months.

CPT 1992 is the primary resource

book for these codes. In addition to the

main list, minibooks provide specific

information on specialty areas and there

is a version for hospital outpatient

services. Some of these are also

available on floppy disk or magnetic

tape.

There is now also a quarterly

newsletter called CPT Assistant which

is designed to provide practical sugges-

tions for coding on a day to day basis.

Another major resource is Medi-

care Physician Payment Reform: The

Physicians' Guide. This two volume set

provides physicians with the most

recent information on RBRVS and

explains its background and history. A
good companion would be Estimated

Changes in Payments to Physicians

which helps physicians and administra-

tors estimate the impact of the RBRVS
on their practices.

The Physicians' Guide to Medicare

is a subscription binder that provides a

complete, easily understood overview

of the Medicare program. In addition to

providing replacement pages for the

binder, this subscription includes a

semi-monthly newsletter on Medicare

policy and other changes.

The resources are not limited to

print media, however. A video called

Physician Payment: Implementing

RBRVS will be the first of six video

journals to be produced in 1992 on

critical issues. In addition a Workshop

called Medicare’s New Physician

Payment System provides a review of

RBRVS, discusses new CPT visit codes

and anticipates regulatory and legisla-

tive changes. This also includes a

presentation from Health Care Financ-

ing Administration (HCFA) officials on

the Medicare program’s philosophy and

methodology.

For information on the publications

or the video, call l-8(X)-62 1-8335, (for

Physician's Guide to Medicare—WO-
248-3248). To find out about the

workshops call 800-366-6968.
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Physician Professional Marketing
A Personal Opinion

by George E. Burdick, MD
Associate Editor, Arizona Medicine

Medical marketing has become a controver-

sial issue for physicians. A number of

factors affect this controversy, not the least

of which are issues that obscure what is and

what is not physician advertising. With

these concerns in mind I attended the recent

Quarterly Meeting of the Maricopa County

Medical Society. The guest speaker was

Mark Paston, Ph.D., Professor of Marketing.

Dr. Paston’s theme was that aggressive

marketing is not always unethical. He
provided many examples with which most

of us would agree. It was his feeling that the

private practice would need to be aggres-

sively marketed in order to survive.

Examples he used when describing

professional marketing we might label

differently. For example, lecturing on topics

in our field I would consider continuing

medical education rather than marketing.

Providing expertise to community organiza-

tions, serving on Boards of Directors for

non-profit organizations, etc. I would call

volunteerism. There are a number of

activities Dr. Paston would call marketing,

of which I would hope we are all guilty. We
should continue to volunteer our profes-

sional expertise in areas of education,

community volunteerism, local civic

organizations, etc.

It is when Dr. Paston comes to true

advertising that most professionals,

particularly physicians/attomeys, have

difficulty with the ethical standards applied.

Most of us feel people who claim a

fiduciary relationship with patients/clients

lose credibility when they advertise.

Another disturbing feature of advertis-

ing is that it avoids established methods of

obtaining quality medical care. Throughout

the history of American medicine there has

been a tradition of how one finds the way

into specialty care, in particular. Patients

have a primary care physician with whom
they consult, to help them determine if, in

fact, they are in need of specialty care. In

my opinion, this process has worked

extremely well. These patients are usually

guided into the office of specialists or other

health care facilities which share the basic

professional values of the primary care

physician the patient has chosen. Advertis-

ing subjugates this entire process for one

that is not as likely to benefit the person

seeking health care.

Dr. Paston was quick to point out that

many businessmen, salesmen, contractors,

etc., do, in fact, conduct themselves in a

highly professional manner and objected to

my suggestion that these individuals were

less trustworthy. I would agree with Dr.

Paston in that we all appreciate those

individuals that we can trust, whatever their

field of endeavor. These people are, in fact,

treasures in our environment as we try to

obtain quality services in our day to day

lives. Physicians, on the other hand, are

required by their oath, their ethics and the

law to provide the services which are

beneficial to their patients. Our financial

concern in our interaction with patients is

whether a particular test, medication or

procedure is cost effective to our patients,

not to our personal checking account. Once

a physician or an attorney advertises, claims

to a fiduciary relationship with their patients

or clients are suspect.

Perhaps former Chief Justice Warren

Burger said it best when addressing the

American Bar Association a few years ago.

I will have to paraphrase his remarks, but

essentially he said that advertising may be

legal, but that it was not professional.

Perhaps Dr. Paston is correct when he

stated that the private practice of medicine

will need to advertise in order to survive. I

frankly doubt this is the case; but if the

private physician has to compromise his

professionalism to survive, is private practice

worth saving?

‘^My personal opinion is

that advertising does

nothing of benefit and raises

the overall cost of medicine.

It guides prospective

patients into health care

facilities of various types,

for the wrong reasons.

Particularly disgusting are

adsfor health care plans

and hospitals which

inundate usfrom TV sets

and billboards. In my

opinion, there is a

reasonably strong negative

correlation between the

degree ofadvertising and

the quality of the

organization involved.”

George E. Burdick, MD
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Board of Directors

Report

Highlights of the Board of Directors Meeting, January 31, 1992

Executive Committee MSC to form a committee/task force to determine ways and means to assist with

the medical crisis in Russia.

Dr. Butler reported on the meetings which have occurred with Governor Romer
regarding health care reform in Colorado and actions taken by CMS to respond to

the Governor’s request for recommendations from CMS. A resolution will be

prepared to submit to the HOD for further action.

Finance Committee The Board ratified the actions of the Finance Committee in approving grants to the

Colorado Physician Health Program and the Colorado Personalized Education for

Physicians Program.

Auxiliary Ms. Diane Duffy-Glismann reported that Legislative Day was January 27th and

that it was successful. CMSA collected over $600 in conu-ibutions to be sent to

AMA-ERF in honor of their spouses for Doctors’ Day in March. CMSA will hold

their House of Delegates and Installation of Officers on April 30th.

AMA Delegation Dr. Joel Karlin reported on the activities occurring at the recent AMA Interim

Meeting, indicating that the major emphasis was placed on 1) RBRVS, 2) Health

Access America, 3) HIV testing and 4) Managed care.

Highlights of the Board of Directors Meeting, October 25, 1991

Executive Committee Dr. Butler reported that a meeting had been set to meet with the Executive

Director and two representative of the BME to discuss their review procedures.

CMS Auxiliary Mrs. Pam Laman, CMSA President-Elect, thanked the CMS membership for the

actions taken at the HOD in approving the CMSA representative to the Council on

Legislation.

Finance The Board ratified the actions taken by the Finance Committee to increase the per

diem rate for CMS related travel expenses to $215 per day.

Action Items MSC to develop a survey, using a variety of sources, to be sent to the CMS
membership as soon as possible regarding the subject of and issues surrounding

AIDS. Results of the survey will be sued to determine future legislative actions

taken by CMS.

MSC to approve holding a Leadership Conference during the summer.

MSC to conduct the Board of Directors meeting at the Annual Meeting in Septem-

ber, 1992.
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1990-1991 Vol. 4, Issue 2 Colorado Medical Society Auxiliary November, 1990

Susan Larkin, Editor

Message from the President:
I strongly urge each and every one of you to

join me on Thursday, April 30 and Friday,

May 1 for our House of Delegates and

Installation of officers.

Our setting will be the Hotel Georgio

which is providing outstanding rooms at

moderate prices. See this issue for your

reservations.

By way of review, the composition of

the House of Delegates is as follows: stale

officers, chairmen and members of standing

committees of the Colorado Medical Society

Auxiliary. Each County Auxiliary is entitled

to a presidential delegate and a delegate

allocated on the basis of state membership in

accordance with the following guidelines:

1-50 2 delegates

51-100 3 delegates

101-150 4 delegates

151-200 5 delegates

201-250 6 delegates

The counties may have an alternate for each delegate

position. All delegates and alternates must be state Auxiliary

members. All members of CMSA are encouraged to attend

all meetings of the House of Delegates.

Our AMAA guest speaker this year is

Sharon Scott of Roseburg, Oregon. She is

Western Region Director and a member of the

Finance Committee of the AMAA.
Additionally, we plan to have an interest-

ing dinner speaker on Thursday evening.

Your job as a delegate is uemendously

important since you are representing your

county Auxiliary in setting policy for the

"* CMSA. You are the grass roots. We need

w your participation in the decision making

process and we need your enthusiasm at this

annual meeting.

We are counting on your input to link all

levels of auxilians, from County to State to

National. This network facilitates exchange of

ideas, projects, resolutions which benefit our

entire organization.

Submit your resolutions and be a decision maker and

contribute to the success of our meeting April 30, May 1

.

SIGNATURE

IN MEMORIAM

Catherine and Frank Yoder

As individuals and as a couple, their lives exemplified

many of the ideals that we, as members of the

Colorado Medical Society Auxiliary, endeavor to

uphold... enthusiastic devotion to each other, to their

family, to their community and to all causes that they

believed in.

Catherine and Frank contributed greatly to our

organization and to the lives of all of us who knew
them. We shall surely miss them. We extend our

heartfelt sympathy to their family.

COUNTY PRESIDENTS: Please send me
your ANNUAL REPORT and

RESOLUTIONS before April 1, 1992

COUNTY PRESIDENTS-ELECT: Please

send me your picture by March 30, 1992

for our April Mile High News .
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Your Volunteer Energies in

the Right Place?
This was the topic of discussion at the CMSA Western Regional

Meeting held in Grand Junction Nov. 13,1991.

Diane DulTy-Glismann (CMSA Pres.) and Pam Laman (CMSA
Pres.-Elect ) flew to the Western Slope to join us in a program

conducted by Janet Cameron, Director of Human Resources at the

Resource Center.

Many suggestions and ideas were presented regarding volun-

teerism. She stressed that we should recognize our group’s personal-

ity, focus on an issue/project, look at the time commitments needed as well as what is available and match it to the needs

identified in the community.

We were impressed by the effectiveness of our local Resource Center in its accomplishments while operating on a

shoestring. They have made great progress in terms of domestic violence, teen pregnancy, family and employment training.

Our long range team meets this Spring and supporting this very dynanrtic organization may prove to be our major thrust this

next year.

Eileen Lepisio, Western Regional Director

Are You Spending

(I to r) CMSA President-Ekct Pam iMman, Janet Cameron,
Director ofHuman Resources, Mesa County Resource Center,

andCMSA PresidentDianeDi^ Glismmn enjoy thefeilowship

at the Western Regional meeting.

DOCTORS^ CARE -—Arapahoe County

Arapahoe Medical Society’s Doctors Care program is

opening their Sick Child Clinic in April, 1992. This program

involves approximately 75% of the Arapahoe Medical

Society’s 500 physicians . They provide uncompensated

medical care to Arapahoe County families who are uninsured

and unable to afford medical care

DOCTORS CARE arose in response to the decision by

Denver Health and Hospitals to not accept suburban patients

in its facilities. The doctors originally anticipated that it

would try to meet the needs of low income patients in

southern Arapahoe County through the services of volunteer

physicians until primary care clinics were established in

Arapahoe, Douglas and Elbert counties. These never materi-

alized but DOCTORS CARE has persisted and grown. In its

three years, this program has served about 2700 clients,

predominantly women and children. All are uninsured, low

income poverty level individuals or families that have limited

access to care. Many of the DOCTORS CARE clients are

those that have “fallen through the cracks” of the health care

system. Most have jobs, but are unable to qualify for Medic-

aid. EXX^TORS CARE recognizes the need to acknowledge

those that are trying to live independently from government

subsidies.

The Arapahoe County Auxiliary has been assisting with

both volunteer hours and financing in this project, raising

nearly $800.00 in December with the very successful joint

venture with the Swedish Hospital Auxiliary “BREAKFAST
WITH SANTA”.

The clinic is accepting any in-kind office equipment or

financial contributions. Watch for the Grand Opening date.

You are invited to share with us in the new venture.

Barbara Rohrer

President, Arapahoe County

PROJECT CARE

Project Care warrants some attention! Last summer when I

met with Diane Duffy Glismann, I was pleased and excited to

accept the co-chairman position for Project Care. Now that I

have had some time to “settle into” the co-chairmanship, I

want to talk about the project and what I can offer the

auxiliary.

Project care is a peer support program. As co-chair my
role is to give support, provide information and suggest

resources to any auxiliary member who is experiencing stress

or emotional trauma in her life for whatever reason. Medical

families deal with the usual stress and trauma that any family

must deal with but we also have problems that are unique to

the medical community. Sometimes we need a peer that

understands what we are feeling and what we are struggling

with in our lives.

My professional training adds an extra dimension to my
role with Project Care: I have a Masters Degree in Counsel-

ing and I am a Certified Addiction Counselor. Because I am
active in the professional community 1 keep current on

information and resources available in the area. Most

importantly, my professional ethics dictate that confidential-

ity is strictly observed. Asking for help or support is a

difficult step to take and knowing that our identity is safe

allows many of us to take that step.

Project Care is an important part of the Auxiliary and is

there to provide a resource for medical families. I feel

honored to be part of the program. Please don’t hesitate to

call me at 832-5434 if you think I can be of help to you. I am
available to do educational workshops or facilitate group

discussions. I would welcome any suggestions you might

have to let medical families know that Project Care is

available to them.

Carol Michalek, MA, CACil

Co-Chairman, Project Care—(823-5434)
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Colorado Medical Society Auxiliary—House of Delegates
Friday May 1,1992

9: 1 5 am Rcgistrati(xi & Coffee

9:45 am Welcome & National Update: Sharon Scott

10:00 am Installation of Officers

Gavel Club Skit!!!!!!

CONCLUSION BY 12:30

NOTE: Hotel room reservations should be made directly with the Loews Giorgio Hotel at (303) 782-9300. $74 per room.

Please mail meal reservations to Barbara Rohrer, 5449 E Long PI, Littleton, CO 80122.

Thursday April 30, 1992

11 am Board of Directors meeting

1 :30 pm House of Delegates

5:00 pm Social Hour
7:00 im Dinner—^Keynote Address

SharOT Scott,AMAA Western Region Director

Thursday Dinner

Choice #1—Roast duck—$38 (includes tax) Choice #2—Grilled swordfish—$40

Friday Brunch

Gourmet salad. Grilled chicken breast. Crusty breads. Dessert—$20

S NEXT YEAR...
: The Noninating Committee of the Coltxado Medical Society Auxiliary submits the following candidates for office fw 1992-93

President-elect Pam Laman (Muryl) Pueblo

j

Vice President Patti Benson ( Alan) Longmont

j

Recording Secretary Barbara Rohi^ (Harold) Arapahoe

Treasurer Carol Carona (Joe) Weld
Treasurer-EIect Mary Jo Ryals ( Jarvis) Pueblo

j

Other nominations may be made from the flocM" providing each nwnination is accompanied by written consent of the nominee. These

people will be placed in nominatiai at the General Meeting and will be voted ot at that time. If elected, they will take office April 30,

1992. Submitted by: Doris L. Baliingeiichairman) representing the 7 member nominating committee.

RESOLUTIONS—HOUSE OF DELEGATES
Whereas the American Medical Association considers women the gatekeeper of family health, and

Whereas 90% of American women are responsible for planning meals, shopping for food and seeing to the nutritional and health needs of family

members, and

Whereas the AMA Auxiliary is working with the AMA on it’s Women’s Health Campaign to educate women about their own and their families’

health, and
Whereas topics being addressed include breast and cervical cancer, smoking cessation, reproductive health, heart disease, stress and depression, as well

as nutritioa and general health and fitness.

Be it resolved that the CMSA works with the Colorado Medical Society in keeping the care givers healthy. This can be accomplished by teaching

medical families what they need to know to address their families’ “health needs.’’

Be it further resolved that the Auxilians endeavor to be role models for their families aixi the community by seeking access to prophylactic examina-

tion of breast and cervix for all women according to AMA guidelines.

#2—^Whereas the American Medical Association considers smoking to be the numbo- one drug addiction in the United States, and

Whereas exposure to tobacco smoke (“passive smoking”, “side stream smoke”) has clearly been demonstrated to be harmful to nonsmokers, and

Whereas the United States Government is waging a major war against drugs, and

Whereas attempts to convince young adults and children to not use drugs have no credibility when they see their elders and adults smoking.

Be it resolved that the Colorado Medical Society Auxiliary urge government officials and legislators to enact ordinaiKes or legislation to prohibit

smoking in Coors Stadium, Mile High Stadium, Stapleton International Airport, Denver International Airport, and all other municipal buildings.

#3—^RESOLUTION presented by the CMSA Gavel Club for consideration at the April Meeting:

Whereas, it is more critical than ever before for CMSA to provide strong support to the Colorado Medical Society and to the profession of medicine as

a whole, and

Whereas, it is impxrtant that all areas of our state become active in this endeavor, and
Whereas, it is a real privilege and pleasure to share our time and talents by working closely with other prhysicians spxtuses around the state, be it hereby

Reserved that County Auxiliary members be urged to encourage prarticipation in state leadership, by consenting to serve themselves and/or by strongly

supporting fellow auxilians to accept state prositions.

BYLAWS CHANGE
The following amendment to the CMSA Bylaws is recommended by the Bylaws Committee:

ARTICLE VI, Section 3A- Delete this section.

Delete the letter “B” = making the present Section B the entire Section 3 of this Article.

Rationale: To allow the President/President-Elect to serve an additional one year term in special circumstances.

AMA-ERF
Fund raising efforts are being enthusiastically carried out by all the counties in Colorado. Our goal this year is to increase our

donations by 2%. We are well on our way and it is a realistic goal! The dollar amount to strive for is approximately $20,(XX).

We’re way over half way there— and we know we can do it! Please consider an additional fund raiser before the end of your

auxiliary year. Your AMA-ERF co-chairmen are ready to help in any way we can. Please contact us for more information.

Rose Pollard (719) 622-0411, 1432 Bellaire, Colorado Springs CO 80909

Mary Hanson (719) 576-1463, 2878 Tenderfoot Hill St, Colorado Springs CO 80906

Please look elsewhere in Colorado Medicine to note the list of physicians honored by a donation to AMA-ERF by their

spouses on the CMSA Board of Directors.
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ABOUT OUR NATIONAL GUEST:

SHARON SCOTT (James) Of
Roseburg, Oregon , serves as a

director of the western region and

a member of the Finance Com-
mittee of the American Medical

Association Auxiliary.

Mrs. Scott previously served

at the national level as a member
and chairman of the Membership

Committee. She has also served

her state auxiliary as president.

Mrs. Scott has been involved

in a variety of other volunteer efforts, including editor of the

Steamboater newsletter, member of the Library Foundation

Board, the State Advisory Committee for Comprehensive

Health Education, and the School Budget Committee. Mrs.

Scott holds a bachelor of arts in education and a masters

degree in English.

Prior to her marriage to James Scott, MD, an otolaryn-

gologist, she was a high school teacher and currently teaches

high school Forensics in addition to working in her spouse’s

office. Dr. and Mrs. Scott are the parents of four children.

NEWS—NOTES--REMINDERS—
APPLAUSE—ETCETERA . .

.

DENVER MEDICAL SOCIETY AUXILIARY reminds all

that the annual Buffet-Dinner honoring the doctors of the

DMS will be April 6, 1992—DMS Bldg. 1850 Williams

Sally Barton, Chairman

HALL OF LIFE COFFEE AND EXPERIENTIAL TOUR
The Denver Museum of Natural History

March 24, 1992—9 AM
This is a fund-raiser to pay admission to the facility for

school children. Reservations are by check to the DMSA,
Hall of Life for at least $15.00. Mail to Doris Craigmile,

4431 E. 6th Ave. Denver, CO. 80220. Deadline March 20

General Meeting 10:00 AM
Peggy Humphries, President

THANKS: to Sue Magee and Sondra Talley! Their fine

descriptions of their Auxiliary’s involvements in their

communities appeared in FACETS the January issue of our

national magazine!

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS REPORT

The Colorado General Assembly

is in session and the CMS and

CMSA are interested in several

medically related bills PLEASE
read the section in Colorado Medi-

cine tided“TheLobby”.TheCMS
staff and Alan Rapp, MD, Chair-

man of the CMS Council on Leg-

islation, provide us with an in-

depth report on what is happening

and how it affects us. The CMSA
Legislative Affairs Chairman is

now a voting member of theCMS
Council on Legislation.

“PARTICIPATION ‘92” is

anAMA program to encourage its

members and auxiliary members

to participate in the election pro-

cess. On November 3, 1992,

Americans will go to the polls to

elect a President, 35 US Senators,

435 US Congressmen, 12 Gover-

nors and thousands of state and

local officials. All Colorado Representatives and half of the state’s Senators will

be up for election . Get involved. Interview incumbents as well as candidates. Force

specific answers. Don’t setde for political rhetoric. Plan those meetings with the

candidates, chose who you like and help with his/her campaign. Plan voter registration days in your community and MOST
IMPORTANTLY : VOTE. The County officers have the lists of which Colorado Legislators are up for re-election. Please ask them

to share the information and make your plans accordingly.

MARCH 3, 1992 is Colorado’s FIRST Presidential Primary. You must declare a party preference to vote in your party’s

primary.

Patricia B. Brown, CMSA Legislative Affairs Chairman 1991-92
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1993 INTRAV Trips Announced
Colorado Medical Society cooperatos with iNTRAV, a
world renowned travel agency, to bring Its members the

finest in travel accomnx>dations. Each year, medical

society members receive attractive travel brochures

I describing the various trips which will depart that year.

I In the recent words of one member. "I had seen these

brochures come across my desk year after year and I

would dream. This year I decided 'Now is the time!’"

That member Is planning a special anniversary trip to

the land of the midnight sun.

Ric McCune, Regional Vice President of Sales for

INTRAV, has announced our 1993 departures. In April,

members will be able to travel to the Canary Island and
Morocco. Another popular trip is back In '93, the wings
over the Nile trip, this year highlighted by a trip to 1 ,400

year old St. Catherine's Monastery.

Our 1992 anniversary couple will be able to repeat their

memorable Midnight Sun Express and Alaska Passage

Colorado Medical Society provides the following listings

of events as a member service only. Some events are

approved for Continuing Medical Education credits.

Information is provided by the sponsoring organiza-

tions, For more details, use the telephone contact at the

end of the listing.

LDS Hospltal/Universlty of Utah

Ethics Committees and Morality Plays: A Shared
Search for Virtue

Salt Lake City, UT
March 13, 1992

(801) 321-1135

University of Arizona

Epilepsy & Behavior

March 14, 1992
Tucson. A2
(602) 626-7832

trip if they desire and the newly popular Great Water-

ways of Russia will return this year. If watching the

cutting edge of world history in Russia is not for you,

visit the Great Rivers of Europe. The land of the Vikings

will be featured In a tour of Scandinavia and there will

be an Alr/Sea Cruise to the Mediterranean and Black

Seas.

French Canada and the northeastern coast will be seen

by those on the Canada/New England Alr/Sea Cruise.

Those who served in Desert Storm may want to visit

other sites in that part of the world on the Passage to

Suez tour of Turkey, the Greek Islands, Israel and
Egypt. The very popular Wings over Kenya Air Safari

will fill up quickly.

These trips depart in 1993. Brochures have already

gone out for 1992 departures. Watch your mailbox for

more details.

UnIv. of Calif. Med School Dept, of Radiology

Radiology in Asia

Singapore, Bali, Bangkok. Hong Kong (option to

Beiging and Kweilin)

March 14-27. 1992

Dawne Ryals (404) 641-9773

Colorado Communications Consultants

English Accent Modification

Denver, Colorado

March 25, 1992

Terry Evans or Poorna Crampton, (303) 421-4154

Colorado Safety Association

Rocky Mountain Health & Safety Conference

Cotorado Convention Center, Denver

March 25-27, 1991

Melodye Turek (303) 373-1937
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American Lung Association of Montana
Big Sky Pulmonary/SKi Qonference

I Icicna Ml
March 25 20, 1992

(406) 442‘6556

N.U.R.S.E.3. Of Colorado
Impaired Peer Assistance

RaUisson Hotel, Denver
March 28-31, 1992

(303) 758-0596

Office for Substance Abuse Prevention

Peer Assistance: A Model for the Helping Professions

Hyatt Regency Denver

March 28-31, 1992

800-765-0263

American Society of Addiction Medicine

23rd Annual Medical/Scientific Conference

Washington, DC
April 2-5, 1992
Virginia Roberts (202) 244-8948

World Congress on Healthcare

World Congress on Healthcare (live broadcast)

from New Yori< by satellite

April 8,9, 1991

Mike Dulligan (800) 879-3857

Hilltop Rehabilitation Hospital/UCHSC
Early Intervention of Industrial Injuries

Snowmass Village, Colorado

April 9-11, 1992

(303)244-6193

Harvard Medical School
Mothers: Victimization, Stigma and Survival

Children's Hospital, Boston, MA
April 22-24, 1992

(617) 432-1525

American Academy of Neurology

Annual Meeting

San Diego CA _
May 3-9, 1992

(612)623-8115

World Congress on Healthcare

ASH Annual Meeting (live broadcast)

from New York by saiellKe

May 7-11, 1991

Mike Dulligan (800) 879-3857

Presbyterian/St. Luke’s Healthcare System
Born Too Soon: The Fetus as a Patient

Red Lion Hotel, Denver -

May 9. 1992
Mary T. Fletcher (303) 689-1900 or 800-633-6824 .

World Congresa on Healthcare

World Telecommunications Conference (live broadcast)

from Now York by satellite

May 20, 21. 1991

Mike Dulligan (800) 879-3857

American Academy of Pediatrics

Perinatal Pediatrics Conference

Kauai, Hawaii

May 21-24, 1992

L. Joseph Butterfield, MD (303) 861 -6509

American Medical Aesoclation

Financial Strategies for Retirement

Denver, Colorado

Junes. 1992
(312)419-5042
Ruch-Presbyterlan-St. Luke’s Medical Center

Cytokines and Transplantation

Chicago, IL

May 30, 1992

Suzanne Buss (312) 942-6242

American Medical Association

Successful Money Management
Denver, Colorado

June 6, 1992

(312)419-5042

Univ. of Calif. Med School Dept, of Radiology

Radiology in Africa

Nairobi, Samburu, Kenya, Masai Mara

Octoberl 0-24, 1992

Dawne Ryals (404) 641-9773

Prosper Meniere Society

Diagnostic & Rehabilitative Aspeets of Balance &
Movement Disorders

December 2-6, 1992

Denver, CO
Jane Weils (303) 788-4230

-I!i
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Specialties

You Still Have Time to

I Register
The President’s Symposium will be

held Friday, march 13, 1992 at the

Hyatt Regency Denver Tech Center.

The morning topic is sexual and

domestic abuse and the afternoon topic

is AIDS. Marilyn Van Derbur Atler will

be the morning keynote speaker and

Ken Hamblin will be the luncheon

keynote speaker. The Symposium will

be held from 8 am to 4:30 pm and

Continuing Education Credits wilt be

available. The cost is $20, which

includes lunch. This will be an out-

standing, unique Symposium. Registra-

tion can be taken by phone up until 3

days before the event by Betsy Fox at

355-8845.

Membership Meeting
The “Gottesfeld Lectureship” will be

held at the Marriott Hotel, 1-25 and

Hampden, on Monday, March 2, 1992,

with cocktails at 6 pm, dinner at 6:45.

Dr. Irwin Merkatz, Chairman of the

Albert Einstein College of Medicine,

will be speaking on New Priorities in

Pregnancy Care. For more information,

contact 693-6127.

Legislative Dinner
The Annual Legislative Dinner will be

held Wednesday, March 11, 1992, at

the Oxford Hotel, in the Sage Room,
from 5:45 pm until 8 pm. The topic will

be the future of Women’s Health Care.

Legislative Breakfast
The Annual Legislative Breakfast was

held on Valentine’s Day, February

14th, and was very well attended. Many
Society members attended to represent

the Society and numerous Legislators

expressed their thanks for the breakfast.

Wyeth and Tokos supported this event.

ACOG District VIII

Legislative Meeting Held
in Denver
The Colorado Gyn/Ob Society hosted

an ACOG District VIII Legislative

meeting in Denver on Saturday,

November 2 at the Scanticon. This

special legislative meeting hosted

ACOG members from Alaska, Arizona,

Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,

Oregon, Wyoming, British Columbia

and Colorado. There were 36 attendees.

The successful legislative program was

designed by lobbyist Peggy Walker.

The purpose of the day was to give

participants a good idea of what it takes

to create and implement legislation, and

entailed role playing, presentations and

a great deal of valuable discussion. It

was held in Denver as an acknowldge-

ment of the successful lobbying and

community relations programs that

have been developed by the Colorado

chapter.

The Colorado Gynecologi-

cal and Obstetrical Society

is one of the many specialty

societies in the state serving

the interests ofphysicians

who concentrate on a par-

ticular area of medical

practice. For more informa-

tion on their activities,

contact Betsy Fox at 355-

8845.
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‘Nah,

I’ve smoked

for ^
30 years.

It’s too late”

“I’ve tried a

million times,

but Ijust i

r “I’ll

I
' next

week’.’

>iV
cant.

“I’ll quit

next year!’

What difference does

it make? I’m already

52 years old!’

“I’ve got,

other things

to worry about!’

“It’s one of the

few pleasures

I have left!’

The damage^
is done!’

Theyknowwhytheycan’t.
Now tellthemhow theycan.
Too many older smokers are still making excuses instead of making a determination to

quit. And while most of them know about the more common long term effects of smoking,

far too few of them know the facts about the immediate health benefits of quitting.

As a doctor, you can play a unique role in getting your older patients who smoke to quit for

good. Take a little extra time and educate your

patients about the immediate benefits ofquitting.

Like a decreased risk of heart attacks and

strokes. Improved circulation. And most of all,

the years they can add to their lives.

So listen to their reasons for not quitting,

then go ahead and give them the facts.

Let them know:
|

it’s never too late to quit i

For afree copy of “Clinical Opportunitiesfor Smoking Intervention:

A Guidefor the Busy Physician” complete theform below.

I Mail to:

I
The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute

. Information Center
I 4733 Bethesda Avenue, Suite 530, Bethesda, MD 20814

I

(301)951-3260

I

I

Name-

Specialty-

Address-

US. Deparrmenr of Health &. Human Services -J



Classified Advertisin

Publication ofany advertisement in Colorado Medicine is not an endorsement by the Colorado Medical Society of the

product or service. Colorado Medicine magazine is the officialjournal ofthe ColoradoMedicalSociety, and is authorized

to carry General Advertising.
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PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

i PHYSICIANS
Join the nation’s largest health care team.

Opportunities exist at this 204 bed Veterans

Administration Medical Center for two BC/
BE Internists or Family Practitioners. One
position will be assigned to our outpatient

section and the other will serve as a medical

ward physician.

Licensure any state. Must meet English profi-

ciency requirement. Competitive salary with

excellent benefits. Enjoy Grand Island, Ne-

braska, named one of the 50 best towns in

America and three time recipient of the All-

American City Award.

Contact or send CV to:

Stephen W. Maks, MD
Chief of Staff

VA Medical Center

2201 N. Broadwell

Grand Island, NE 68803

(308)389-5106.

“Equal Opportunity Employer.”

1/0392

FAMILY PHYSICIAN; Community Health

Center seeks BC/BE Family Physician for

group practice north of Denver. Loan Repay-

ment opportunities. Duties include full Fam-
ily Practice (includingOB ) with staffof seven

physician. Comprehensive benefits, pail mal-

practice, CME, competitive salary, very at-

tractive location. Please send CV or inquiries

to David Myers, 1115 2nd Street; Fort Lupton

CO 80621, or call (800) 388-HEAL. 6/0292

BC/BE INTERNIST—^needed to join busy 2

man Internal Medicine practice—Southwest

suburban Denver area — on site treadmill/

Flex sig. Send CV to G. Brown, MD, 6169 S

Balsam Way #240, Littleton CO 80123.

3/0292

EMERGENCY MEDICINE—Commu-
nity Hospital. Hours: four 12-hour shifts

—

6pm-6am Weeknights. 60 hour shift 6pm
Fri-6am Mon. ER Dr. sees ave 5-8 pts/I2

hr & 40-45/60 hr. Compensation: Nego-

tiable, pending insurance, lots of time for

3 R’s: Rest, Relax & Read/TV. Contact:

Donald P. Ferrell,MD (719) 846-9213, PO
Box 930, Trinidad, CO 81082. 4/0292

OTOLARYNGOLOGIST—DENVER—

a

successful and well established ENT practic-

ing in a fast growing suburb of Denver is now
seeking an associate (MD or IX)) so he can

open a second office. Six figure first year

guaranteed income with future partnership.

For more information, send CV to: Gordon
Crawford, Professional Relations, Humana
Inc., Dept CM-2L, PO Box 1438, Louisville,

KY 40201-1438 or call TOLL-FREE 1-800-

626-1590, ext. 129. 1/0392.

FAMILY PHYSICIAN—DENVER—A well

established DO with two busy offices in sub-

urban southeast isnow seeking associate. Also,

there is a group and associate opportunity in

north Denver. Send CV to: Gordon Crawford,

Professional Relations, Humana Inc., Dept

CM-2L, PO Box 1438, Louisville, KY 40201-

1438 or call TOLL-FREE 1-800-626-1590,

ext. 129. 1/0392.

DENVER-A young, board certified Pediatri-

cian, who established practice in a Denver

suburb three years ago, has experienced suc-

cessful growth and is now seeking an associ-

ate. Send CV to: Gordon Crawford, Profes-

sional Relations, Humana Inc., Dept CM-2L,
PO Box 1438, Louisville, KY 40201-1438 or

call TOLL-FREE 1-800-626-1590, ext. 129.

1/0392.

REDUCE YOUR INCOME TAXES for ‘92

and beyond. Simplified plan not subject to

ERISA. Ideal benefit structure for profession-

als. Call H. A. Kline (303) 850-9775.4/0292

Excellent opportunity for Board Certified or

EligibleOB/GYN PHYSICIAN to join twenty

five physician, well established multi-spe-

cialty group. Position available immediately

with full practice due to recent relocation of

one of two associates in the OB/GYN Depart-

ment. Will join a well established Board Cer-

tified OB/GYN physician. Good starting sal-

ary with an incentive program. Excellent cor-

porate fringe benefit program. Practice situ-

ated in medium size city 45 miles north of

Denver, Colorado, in the beautiful front range

of the Rockies. Contact: Administration, Long-

mont Clinic, PC, 1925 Mountain View Av-

enue, Longmont, CO 80501. (303)776-1234

(collect). 3/0292

BOULDER— AMBULATORY CARE
CLINIC—Family Medicine/Emergent Care/

Occupational Medicine - Busy, two physician

practice seeking full timeBE/BC Family Prac-

titioner to join growing comprehensive medi-

cal practice in prime SE Boulder area. New,
well equipped facility. Minimal call. Flexible

scheduling. SendCV and call Dr Offner, 4800

Baseline, D-106, Boulder, CO 80303. (303)

499-4800. 2/0292

VAIL/BEAVER CREEK—Family Practice

based multi-specialty group seeking two BC/
BE Family Physicians for expansion to third

office. Full range of FP, including OB &
sports medicine in beautiful mountain com-

munity. Send CV to Vail Mountain. Medical,

181 W. Meadow Dr. #200, Vail, CO 81657,

Attn: K. Petrie, MD

FAMILY PRACTICE associate, Boulder,

Colorado. Busy Two person practice seeks

third BC/BE full or part time associate. No
OB. Call L. Wood, MD at (303) 444-8835 for

information. 6/0292

COLORADO BEAUTIFUL WESTERN
ROCKIES LOCATION near Aspen, Vail.

Immediate, excellent opportunity for ENT
solo practice with coverage. Board certified or

Board eligible. Exceptional 80 bed hospital/

specialty staff. Mountain community, excel-

lent schools, recreation, cultural opportuni-

ties. Contact: Alice Sundeen, PO Box 1970,

Glcnwood Springs, CO 81601, (303) 945-

6535, ext. 339. 3/0192

LOCUM TENENS It is not what it used

to be. As a client, your practice goes uninter-

rupted. As a locum tenens, you have the free-

dom and flexibility to work as often or as little

as you like. Physician managed since 1982.

Call for details—Interim Physicians Network

1-800-669-0718 or (303) 691-0718. 12/0192

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICES.
Successfully serving physicians since 1976.

All levels and sjrecialties. Effective. Success-

ful. Confidential. Immediate service avail-

able. Complete Curriculum Vitae jrreparation.

Cover letter design and development. Career

planning services. Commitment to product

quality and client satisfaction. Call 1-800-

786-3037 (24 hours). 9/1291
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COLORADO SPRINGS GENERAL SUR-
GERY Hospital based practice available. Sale

includes Penrose Hospital office lease, equip-

ment, patient records, managed care contracts

and referral base. Reply to 25 E Jackson Ste

#305, Colorado SpringsCO 80907, (719)636-

0075 c/o Marge Kilgore. 6/1291

BC/BE OB-GYN NEEDED July 1, 1992 or

before, for busy, progressive solo doctor. Pro-

life practice involves certified nurse-midwife

who handles low risk deliveries. Spacious

office with surgical suite, ultrasound and RN
sonographer. Fort Collins (303) 493-6677.6/

1091

FAMILY PRACTICE—HOSPITAL SPON-
SOREDCLINIC OPPORTUNITY. Dynamic,

growth oriented hospital in beautiful North

Central Wisconsin is seeking Family Physi-

cians to respond to growing community de-

mand. The administrative burdens of medical

practice will be minimized in this hospital

managed clinic. The hospital has committed

to an income and benefit package which is

significantly higher than similar opportuni-

ties. Package includes base income, incentive

bonus, malpractice, disability, signing bonus

and student loan reduction/forgiveness pro-

gram. All relocation costs will be borne by the

hospital. Please contact Kari Wangsness, As-

sociate, The Chancellor Group, Inc., France

Place, Suite 920, 3601 Minnesota Drive,

Bloomington, Minnesota, 55435, (612) 835-

5123. tfn/1190

SITUATIONS WANTED

VACATION/TEMPORARY COVERAGE:
BC Anesthesiologist and CRNA desire to

work locums. Call 1-800-241-7828. 1/0392

OTOLARYNGOLOGIST—available as

LOCUMS for your practice. BC, Well-

trained, semi-retired. Available on short

notice. Call Nicholas Schenck, MD, FACS,
(213) 654-6400. 6/0192

INTENSIVIST. 39 year old Fellowship

trained. Board Certified in Critical Care Medi-

cine, FCCM. Eight years Director of Surgical

ICU in an academic environment managing

Cardiac, Vascular, Multiple Trauma and other

surgery patients. Research, publications,

awards. Skilled in all invasive ICU proce-

dures: ventilators, PA catheters, bronchos-

copy, hemofiltration, pacing, etc. Seek Direc-

torship of Cardiac Surgical ICU, General Sur-

gical ICU or mixed medical/surgical ICU.

Prefer proximity to a metropolitan area with

cultural amenities. Please respond to Box O, c/

o Colorado Medicine, PO Box 1 7550, Denver,

CO 80217-0550. 2/0292

PROPERTIES FOR SALE OR LE/^E

MAUI, HAWAII. Luxurious 2BR/2BA,
2,100 sf condominium in Kaanapali Beach
Resort. 100 yards from beach. Everything’s

new! Pool, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Lighted Tennis

Courts, Maids. On 16th fairway Royal
Kaanapali Golf Club. Special Fall/Winter

Rates. Call 985-9531. 6/0991

WINTER PARK—HIGHLANDS—3 BR
House, 7 miles from ski area. 1,600 sq ft.

Kitchen, Dining Room, Large Living Room.
1,200 sq ft walkout basement, 2 balconies, 2

car heated garage, 1w acre of property for sale

by owner. Asking price is less than we paid.

Call owner, Werner or Ruth, 399-8919

12/0491

MEDICAL SPACE FOR LEASE—Excellent

location near 1-25 and Hampden. 10 minutes

to Swedish and Porter Hospitals, 15 minutes

to Aurora Hospitals. 1 575 sq ft finished space.

Four examining rooms, two private offices,

lab, 2 baths, receptionist area and waiting

room. Available March 1. 770-0436 or 795-

0469 . 2/0392

YOUOWEfTTO YOURSELF! WinterPark,

very plush 2 BR Condo with all amenities

including sauna, athletic club, door to ski area

transportation. For sale by owner. Call Werner

or Ruth, 399-8919. 12/0491

EAGLE/VAIL fully equipped luxury town-

house on golf course, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths,

reasonable summer-winter rates. Peter Ge-

hret, MD (303) 771-0456. 12/0291

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE OR LEASE

FOR SALE: Power Surgery Table (Can be

used as exam table) with matching cabinets,

ch air and s tool ; Burton overhead surgical lamp.

Ultrasonic Cleaner, instrument storage cabi-

net, liquid nitrogen storage tanks, Mayo stands,

Dazor floor exam lamps, UVB bulbs, free-

standing UVB lamp, IV pole, fireproof safe,

Lanier dictating accessories, all variety of

Dermatologic instruments and supplies, Lester

Dyne Polaroid Camera, private office chairs,

misc accounting, pegboard and ledger sup-

plies. (719) 564-0325 or send inquiries to PO
Box 2280, Pueblo, CO 81004. 3/0192

SERVICES

HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
LOW DOC PROGRAM available for physi-

cians and other health professionals. Purchase

and refinance. Call Milt, a mortgage banker

with 18 years experience. 753-6262.10/0292

LOCUM TENENS SERVICE
RADIOLOGISTS AVAILABLE

Since 1979, Western Physicians Registry has

been providing radiologists throughout the

Western States. For locum tenens or perma-

nent positions, please call Jim Ellis, Director.

1-800437-7676. 6/0292

A PROFESSIONAL BILLING SERVICE
Insurance & patient billing, Medicare/Medic-

aid, custom billing options, practice enhance-

ment. We don’
t
get paid until you get paid. For

more information call: Advanced Professional

Services (303) 341-1008. 6/1291

INNOVATIONS SHOULD BE PAT-
ENTED if marketable. For more information,

call Brian D. Smith of Fields, Lewis, Pittenger

& Rost, Colorado’s leading patent law firm.

Mr. Smith specializes in the medical arts.

(303) 758-8400. 12/0791

MISCELIANEOUS

We are looking for qualified buyers, sellers,

associates, and merger candidates. We also

have excellent practice opportunities through-

out the state. For more information, call AF-

TCO (303) 795-8800. 24/4189
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Doctor Caring Spans the Ages
IM '92 House of Delegates Faces Weighty Issues

See Page 133

LIBRARY
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Also in this Issue...

CMS President Advocates Changes in Procedure for the Board of

Medical Examiners



Goals Vs. Performance

1981 Goal:
Price the Product to Reflect

Colorado Experience

1992 Assessment:
In setting rates, Copic has the benefit of more than 23,000 doctor-

years of experience which provides us with a unique baseline of

Colorado-only data. In addition, as Copic's financial strength has

grown we have been able to retain more and more of the risk

exposure within the company, greatly diminishing the costs of

reinsurance and our premium rates.

The bottom line for Copic:
provide Colorado physicians and, indirectly, the people

of the state with professional liability insurance which

is affordable, equitable and fair.

Copic Insurance Company • P.O. Box 17540 Denver, CO 80217-0540 • (303) 779-0044
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President’s Letter

Harrison G. Butler, III, MD
President, 1991-1992

Representatives from the Colorado

Board of Medical Examiners (BME)
and the Executive Committee of the

Board of the Colorado Medical Society

met March 12th to consider concerns

voiced by the membership. Resolution

33-P, introduced by the Pueblo County

Medical Society, mandated that we
meet with the BME and discuss the

opportunity for a physician to appear

face to face after he/she responded to

the “twenty day letter” and before

referral of the matter to the Attorney

General’s office.

The meeting was cordial and frank.

The BME was represented by the

President of the Board, Jan Ugale, MD,
Gil Herman, MD, and Rene Cousins,

MD. Tom Beckett, Administrator of the

BME, was also in attendance.

There is no question in my mind

that the physician members of the BME
are overworked and remarkably

undercompensated (they are paid $50

per day plus, they have to pay physi-

cians to cover their practice on those

days spent with the Board). I am also

convinced that they are genuinely

concerned about fairness to both the

physician and to the citizens of the state

of Colorado. This fairness is where the

conflict occurs.

Jan Ugale argued convincingly that

their mandate is to represent and protect

the citizen/patient, but at the same time,

weigh the severe consequences to the

physician in the event of sanctions.

By state law, any complaint

received by the Board about any

physician, must generate a “twenty day

letter.” It became crystal clear that it is

in the best interest of the physician to

reply to that letter personally. Physi-

cians read these responses and look

more favorably on a personal response

than on a twenty page treatise from a

lawyer.

After the Board reviews the reply

to the twenty day letter, it can dismiss

the complaint, ask the Department of

Regulatory Agencies to investigate the

complaint, or, in unusual circum-

stances, refer the matter to the Attorney

General’s office.

If the decision is to investigate the

matter, the information received as the

result of the investigation is reviewed in

detail by the Board. The panel can then

either send a Letter of Concern, which

is a dismissal letter, a Letter of Admo-
nition or refer to the Attorney General’s

office.

The Board members in attendance

were careful to point out that each case

is reviewed by physicians in the same

specialty and in a similar geographic

and practice circumstance. They must

accept that specialist’s opinion and

cannot “shop around” until they get an

opinion they like.

The Letter of Admonition is a

serious sanction. This must be reported

to the National Practitioner Data Bank,

the physician’s hospital and the

physician’s liability insurance carrier.

Finally, based on the written

evidence, the Board can refer the matter

to the Attorney General’s office. The

Attorney General can then negotiate a

stipulation or recommend a revocation

of license.

It is with the Letter of Admonition

or referral to the Attorney General that

the physician should get the advice of a

lawyer.Iif the physician so elects, he/

she can go before an administrative law

judge and receive a full hearing. The

administrative law judge then sends

'‘The physician members of

the BME are overworked

and remarkably under-

compensated. I am also

convinced that they are

genuinely concerned about

fairness to both the physi-

cian and to the citizens of

the state of Colorado.”
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“Lawyers become involved,

which means. . .a ‘scalp’

mentality may take over.”

recommendations back to the Board,

who must decide either to dismiss or

levy punishment. Recently, the Board

has agreed to hear the physician in

person before they decide on punish-

ment. This is the first and maybe the

last time a physician can appear before

the Board to personally plead his/her

case. If the decision by the Board is

unfavorable, the case can be appealed

to the civil courts.

Pardon me for going through this

process, but it seems to me that this can

be improved. There should be some

measure of due process for the physi-

cian before the matter goes to the

Attorney General. If this is referred to

the Attorney General’s office, lawyers

become involved, which means an

enormous amount of time and money
expended. Further, I worry that at this

point a “scalp” mentality may take

over, spurred by the self-appointed,

anti-physician and hysterical “Nader-

ites.”

Why not let the physician and the

person with the complaint appear

before the Board after the investigation

is complete and before a decision is

made to issue Letters or refer to the

Attorney General’s office? In my mind,

this could make the matter more clear,

not only to the Board, but also to the

physician and to the person with the

complaint. I hope that this would

reduce the number of cases going to the

administrative law judge. That should

help everyone.

Finally, the physicians doing the

thankless work of the Board of Medical

Examiners deserve our help and our

praise. Without them, the practice of

medicine would not be as professional

and sacred as it is now. My personal

thanks goes out to these physicians!

FLIGHT SURGEONS
WANTED.

Discover the thrill of flying, the end of

paperwork and the enjoyment of a gener-

al practice as an Air Force flight surgeon.

Take flight with today’s Air Force and dis-

cover quality benefits, 30 days of vaca-

tion with pay each year and the support

of a dedicated staff of professionals.

Enjoy a true general practice on the

ground, with the kind of stimulating chal-

lenge that will get your medical skills air-

borne. Talk to an Air Force medical pro-

gram manager about becoming an Air

Force flight surgeon. Call

MAJ RANDY TATROE
COLLECT

(303) 343-1020
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CMS Med Fax.
“I ..a compilation of medically-related news briefs of immediate interest to the

tfter COLORADO MEDICINE has gone to press.

AT PRESS TIMl
physician community occurring

CMS Med Fax^

by Montgomery Little Young Campbell and McGrew, P.C.
legal counsel to the Colorado Medical Society

New Physicians Have Ailies
Both Of Colorado's Senators are co-sponsors of

i legislation designed to repeal reduced fees for physl-

f
clans in their first four years of practice. Senator Tim

i Wirth and Senator Hank Brown Joined Senator John

I

McCain as original co-sponsors of a Senate Bill which

would amend Section 1848 of the Social Security Act to

make payment under the Act to ail physicians equal,

regardless of length of practice.

! Senator Brown said, “Currently, new physicians in the

Medicare program are paid 20 percent less than

established Medicare providers for services rendered

during their first year of practice. As a result, the rule

has become a significant deterrent for new physicians

considering a practice in rural areas of our state. This

legislation represents the type of practical and useful

health care reform that Congress needs to consider.”

The act speaks of physicians new to Medicare,

leading Senator McCain to note that physicians who
had served years in the military would face reduced

payments when they enter private practice, since they

would be viewed as "new physicians.” The act man-
dates not only the 20% reduction in the first year, as

noted by Senator Brown, but also 15% in the second
year, 10% the third and 5% in the forth year.

Several CMS members have been active in advocat-

ing such legislation. Dr. James Regan, the Colorado

delegate to the Young Physician Section (YPS) of the

American Medical Association (AMA) and Dr. Dieter

Schneider, immediate Past Chair of the CMS-YPS and
Board Member of CMS, have worked on behalf of such

an equalization. Dr. Regan told Colorado Medicine,

"The Young Physician Section Is very excited about it.

The whole thing is sort of ludicrous, the way it exists." In

his March report to the House of Delegates on behalf of

the YPS, Dr. Regan pointed out that "Cighty-one

percent of 1989 graduates from medical school carry a

debt of at least $42,374 and 29% had debts In excess

of $50,000. Ninety-one percent of minority graduates

were in debt and 41% of minority graduates had debts

exceeding $50,000. There certainly exists no data to

Indicate that young physicians have tower resource

costs for their practice and in fact the cost of education,

lost opportunity costs for years of training, professional

liability costs, and costs of starling a practice are in fact

in many cases higher for new physicians than others.

The existing guidelines may indeed discourage physi-

cians from seeking training in the lower paying special-

ties because it is apparent that they must meet their

educational and other debts." He urged that all physi-

cians contact their Senators and Representatives

Immediately to urge passage of this legislation.

In addition. Dr. Robert Bogin, Immediate Past-Chair

of the AMA-YPS and presently the CMS Alternate

Delegate to the AMA, has advocated such an ap-

proach. Dr. Bogin spoke to the House of Delegates

March 7 about the need for legislation to address this

problem and was encouraged to hear of the support of

Colorado’s Senators, "I’m absolutely delighted that

we’re making progress," he said, "and that our Colorado

Senators are taking the lead in correcting this gross

Inequity,”

Next Month:
Hawaii's Universal Access
System
Many have asked about It. Look for a report from

Executive Director Sandra L. Maloney in May,

Americans with Disabilities

Act
Its Implications go far beyond what we were able to

deal with in this issue (see page 139). Look for a

more detailed report from CMS legal counsel in May

V 7



Med Fax: Medico-

Legal News
by Karen B. Best, Esq., an associate

with the firm of Montgomery Little

Young Campbell and McGrew, PC.

This column is not legal advice, but Is for general

Information only. For help with specific problems,

readers should consult an attorney.

Physicians Can be
Employees of Medical

Clinics

A 1991 IRS Private Letter Ruling found that physicians

under contract with a hospital-owned medical clinic

were employees and not independent contractors for

federal employment tax purposes. The contract consid-

ered by the IRS includes the following provisions:

1 . Unless approved by the clinic, the physician may
only provide medical services to the patients at the

clinic.

2. The clinic employs a general manager who deter-

mines the hours wlien the clinic is open for busi-

ness.

3. The physician must agree to work business hours

deemed reasonable by the clinic.

4. The clinic provides offices, facilities, equipment,

personnel, supplies, utilities, accounting and legal

services and other items reasonably required by

the physician's practice.

5. The clinic purchases insurance necessary for the

practice, including malpractice Insurance.

6. The physician may receive as compensation a

percentage of the gross charges of the clinic ahsirrg

out of medical services directly preformed by the

physician or his designee, Including direct patient

care and office visits.

7. The physician Is not paid for vacation time, sick

leave, while attending continuing education or other

leaves of absence.

8. The contract may be terminated at any time with or

without cause, by the clinic or the physician.

9. The clinic has the authority to require compliance

with its rules and regulations.

10. The physician does not assume any risk or loss of

capital.

Although the ruling acknowledges that the clinic may
not direct or control the day to day delivery of medical

services to patients, the clinic has enough ability to

direct and control physicians under contract to establish

an employer-employee relationship for federal employ-

ment tax purposes.

Note that this Ruling Is based upon the specific relation-

ship between the clinic and physicians, as established

by the contracts under consideration. To determine
whether other contracts establish employer-employee
relationships, look at the terms of the contract and Its

similarity to the contract addressed here. IR$ Private

Letter Ruling No. 91449001.

Medicare

Physicians aro upsot about Medicare restrictions on a

beneficiary's rigfit fo privately contract with a physician

for services that are covered under the Medicare Part B
program. The government’s position Is that a benefi-

ciary must "disenroH" from Part B of the Medicare
program In order to enter into an agreement with a
physician to pay for any needed medical services that

are covered under the Medicare Part B program. The
Medicare patient cannot decide on a per-service basis

that a Medicare claim will not be filed and that the

physician will be paid directly by the patient. Physicians

who accept such payment are subject to monetary

penalties or exclusion from the program.

A recent American Society of Medical Association

Counsel (ASMAC) Memorandum outlines steps which

have been taken In several states challenging the

constitutionality of provisions of the Medicare law

prohibiting physicians from billing, and patients from

paying for certain services. None of the efforts have

been successful. In North Carolina a group of physi-

cians challenged various provisions of the Medicare

program as interfering with a patient’s right to contract

with his or her physician. They lost. In Pennsylvania

and New York challenges to state legislation mandating

acceptance of assignment and a ban on balance billing

failed.

One Medicare provision prohibits physicians from

billing and patients from paying for an assistant cataract

surgeon, unless the services have been approved by a

PRO or a carrier prior to the surgery. In 1987, a class

action suit was brought challenging the provision on the

grounds that inter alia, patients have a constitutionally

protected right to choose their treatment and to pay for

it themselves If it is nor covered by the Medicare Part B
program. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of

Columbia disagreed, stating that there Is no "blanket

right to obtain without any government interference

every and any kind of treatment that might be available

and that a physician might recommend." The Court

reasoned that the patient could always choose to

disenroH from the program, thus allowing the patient to

choose his own treatment and protecting the physician

from the sanctions otherwise imposed by the program.

In New Jersey, Dr. Copeland (an Internist) and five of

her Medicare patients filed suit against the Department

of Health and Human Services (the usual defendant),

alleging infringement of constitutional rights. That case

is pending. The AMA plans to follow the Copeland case

carefully.

MONTGOMERY
LITTLE
YOUNG

CAMPBELL
& MCGREW

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
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Medical Society Takes Physician Complaints to Insurance

Commissioner

The Colorado Medical Society has received numerous complaints regarding payment of

Automobile No-Fault Benefits using the Workers’ Compensation Relative Value Sched-

ule, The following is a response to a letter written by CMS to the Division of Insurance:

state of Colorado

Department of Kegulatory Agencies

Division of Insurance

Joanne Hill, Commissioner of Insurance

ISSXJB: THE Colorado Division of Insurance has received questions and coraplaints from
automobile insurers and medical providers regarding the use of the Workers Compensa-
tion Relative Value Schedule (WCRVS) by auto insurers as the basis for reimbursement
of medical claims submitted under personal injury protection (PIP) no-fault automo-
bile insurance

,

DISCUSSION: Regulation 7 4-19 requiros that auto insurers use thcj WCRVS for tho pur-
pose of determining tort thresholds under the Colorado Auto Accident Reparations
Act. This regulation was adopted under the authority of Section 10-4-714(1) (e) CRS,

which requires the Division of Insurance to publish the average cost of specific
types of services not less than once a year for the purposes of determining tort
threshold. Regulation 74-19 does not address use of the WCRVS for any purposes other
than determining tort threshold. Regulation 74-19 was amended in 1991 and language
prohibiting the use of the WCRVS for purposes of determining the reasonableness of

amounts claimed for personal injury protection benefits was removed. This change was

made on the basis that the law does not authorize the Division of Insurance to adopt

or exclude any particular reimbursement schedule in regard to determining payment of

medical expenses that are reasonable and necessary for injuries under auto no-faulb
(Section 10-4-706 ( 1) (b) )

.

It is important to note, however, that the WCRVS is l) doveiopod with input from
providers and insurers; and 2) typically reviewed on an annual basis.* Modical pro-

viders and insurers participate in updating the schedule. Public hearings are hold

by the Director of the Division of Workers' Compensation to obtain input from all

interested parties. The WCRVS, therefore, represents some significant opinion about

what is considered to be reasonable reimtmrsement to Colorado medical providers.

DIVISION POSITION; Auto insurers should use a valid means of determining what con-

stitutes reasonable and necessary reimbursement for no-fault auto claims. The Divi-

sion will neither prohibit nor adopt any method of determining what is reasonable or

necessary and will not resolve disputes over reasonable and necessary charges under

no-£ault- automobile insurance. Disputes over reasonable and necessary charges may be

addressed either through the voluntary arbitration process or in the courts.
* The current period is an exception, as the schedule is frozen until January 1993

per Senate Bill 91-218.
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Attend Your Precinct Caucus
on April 14

The precinct caucus is the single most Important

political event of an election year. It ie the place where

you may impact the way your political party is headed
and it is held in your own neighborhood! The date Is

Tuesday, April 14 from 7 - 9 pm— watch for flyers or

other announcements where the caucus will be held.

You may also contact your local party headquarters to

determine the site of your caucus meeting.

Any person registered for two months with a political

party and a resident of the precinct for 25 days prior to

the caucus may attend and vote. Others may attend but

may not vote.

The purpose of the caucus is to nominate the precinct

committee members and delegates to the county

assembly and/or convention. Merely attending a caucus

does not obligate you in any way. but it does allow you

an opportunity to state your political views and observe

this important political meeting.

it you have never attended a caucus meeting, your

CMS Government Relations staff will be happy to tell

you what you might expect — just give Suzanne,

Lorraine or Sue Ellen a call at 779*5455 or 1 *800*654'

5653, ext. 427.

Physician Note:

The U S. Occupational Safety and Health Administra*

tion on December 6, 1991, issued its amended Part

1910 of Title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations

concerning work areas handling bloodborne pathogens

or other HiV containing cell or tissue cultures, etc.,

effective March 6, 1992. An Exposure Control Plan

must be In place by May 5, 1992.

We are unable to publish the entire Part 1910 of Title

29, but we'll be happy to take your requests for these

printed regs; however you must request the regulations

reprint by letter, addressed to Colorado Medicine,

P.O. Box 17550, Denver, CO 80217-0550 ATTN;

OSHA.

Colorado Medical Society providos tho following listings

of events as a member service only. Some events are

af^roved for Continuing Medical Education credits.

Information Is provided by tho sponsoring organiza-

tions. For more details, use the telephone contact at the

end of the listing.

World Congress on Healthcare

World Congress on Healthcare (live broadcast)

from New York by satellite

April 8,9, 1991

Mike Duiligan (800) 879*3857

Cobrado Hospital Association

Americans with Disabilities Act: Are You Ready?

Pueblo, Colorado

April 9, 1992

(303) 758-1630

Hilltop Rehabilitation Hospttal/UCHSC
Early Intervention of Industrial Injuries

Snowmass Village, Colorado

April 9*11, 1992

(303)244-6193

Colorado Hospital Association

Continuous Quality Improvement for Hospitals

Red Lion Hotel, Denver

May 1, 1992

(303) 758-1630

Harvard Medical School

Mothers: Victimization. Stigma and Survival

Children’s Hospital. Boston. MA
April 22*24, 1992

(617) 432-1525

Colorado Hospital Association

Americans with Disabilities Act; Are You Ready?

Grand Junction, Colorado

April 6, 1992

(303) 758-1630

American Academy of Neurology

Annual Meeting

San Diego CA
May 3-9, 1992

(612) 623-8115

CMS Med Fax is printed on recycled paper^^



From the Executive Director

Sandra L. Maloney

Executive Director

Colorado Medical Society

Saddling A Cow?

The CMS 1992 Interim Meeting is

behind us. Attendance at this session

was record breaking. Thanks to all of

you who took time out of your busy

schedules to attend. We considered

thirty-six resolutions, a very high

number for an Interim Meeting. The
resolutions on HIV testing and health

care reform generated lengthy discus-

sion. Also, the resolution submitted by

the Council on Ethical and Judicial

Affairs regarding the reporting of

incompetent or impaired physicians

generated debate. A new issue was

presented for consideration, the

Americans with Disabilities Act

(ADA). The ADA has far reaching

implications for physician offices. Bob
Montgomery, CMS legal counsel, and

CMS staff will be preparing a packet of

information which will be made
available to all members.

I know that some people who
attended the Interim were distraught

over the fact that Mr. Terry Considine

spoke at the General Membership

Meeting on Saturday morning. I must

tell you that we did indeed ask Senator

Tim Wirth to speak and he declined.

COMPAC has not endorsed Mr.

Considine nor was there meant to be an

implied endorsement. If any of you

desire further information or clarifica-

tion, please feel free to contact me
directly.

Some of you have been concerned

regarding Dr. Butler’s statements on

HIV testing. I can assure you that

Corky would never do anything to harm

CMS. He is a very concerned and

caring individual who felt less than

positive after the Interim. The other

night I ran across a quote from Mark
Twain which reminds me of Doctor

Butler: “It is not best that we should all

think alike; it is difference of opinion

which makes horse races.” No, you

may not always agree with him but he

is willing to listen and to hear your

concerns. For any of you to think that

one person can set the policy for CMS,
one must first remember that our policy

is set by the House of Delegates. You
must admit that this was one of the

most exciting Interim Meetings we
have had in recent memory. Give Corky

credit for that. Our task now is not to

fix the blame for the past, but to fix the

course for the future.

Doctor Leigh Truitt (CMS Presi-

dent-Elect) has been busy planning for

the Leadership Conference to be held

July 10-12th, in Grand Junction. The

theme for the conference will be “The

Physician in the Year 2000.” From my
vantage point, I believe it is safe to say

that a universal health program will be

operational in Colorado in the year

2000. Some patient payment for

medical care will be involved, to ensure

that the patient takes personal responsi-

bility for utilization and cost. Fees will

be scheduled and determined through

negotiations. Most physicians will be in

group practice. There is not likely to be

an excess of physicians, nor will they

have more time, because with the

inclusion of all citizens under a

universal health care program, more

care in total will be provided. I suspect

that the serious professional liability

problems will have diminished through

“It is not best that we

should all think alike; it is

difference ofopinion which

makes horse races”
Mark Twain
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Executive

Director 's

Report

(cont.)

“/ believe it is safe to say

that a universal health

program will be operational

in Colorado in the year

2000.”

legislative reforms. Such reforms will

take the form of placing caps on all

monetary judgments and reducing the

number of frivolous suits. These are but

a few of the changes that will have

occurred by the year 2000. CMS must

evaluate its current activities and begin

introducing new programs to respond to

the changes. Since physicians will have

less time and money to spend on

volunteerism, CMS (more than ever)

must spend time helping officers and

others who want to be involved, so

these physicians can positively influ-

ence the future of the profession. These

are but a few of my thoughts about the

future of medicine. Please join us at the

Leadership Conference to share your

ideas and shape the future of organized

medicine in Colorado.

In a few short months, the “LitUe

Prince” will no longer be on the CMS
Board of Directors. He may soon be

gone, but never forgotten. Yes, I am
speaking of our own Doctor John

Sbarbaro. John and I continue our

lengthy “negotiation” sessions. Some-

times however, negotiating with John

can be equated to saddling a cow; it

takes an enormous amount of time and

what’s the point? (Gotcha, John!)

Dedicated physician leaders rise

above the temptation to point fingers.

They make it possible for CMS to

survive and ultimately thrive. Doctors

Butler, Truitt and Sbarbaro are such

leaders.

Best regards to each of you and

your families.

XOXQ?

THE PRESERVE.
HERE TODAY. HERE TOMORROW.

Quiet neighborhoods. Family values. Respect for nature’s work.

Some things never change. And never should. The Preserve. 522 custom

ACRES planned FOR 522 CUSTOM HOMES. FROM THE LOW $400,000S.

Open daily, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. (303) 689-9700.

THE PRESERVE
AT GREENWOOD VILLAGE

5595 Preserve Drive, Greenwood Village, Colorado 80121

Broker participation welcomed.

Another classic community from Koelbel and Company.

One Mile West Of 1-25 and Belleview, South on Holly to Preserve drive.
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Ruminations
(d^: to chew again what has been chewed slightly and swallowed; to REFLECT)

Organized medicine ten years ago

Reprintedfrom The Denver Post, Sept. 24, 1982.

Health-Care Cost Revolt ^Lying in Wait’

Says Lamm

Corporate Medicine’ Isn’t Answer,

Medical Society Told

by Sharon Sherman, Denver Post

Capitol Bureau

Colorado Springs— A citizen

revolt against rising hospital and

health insurance costs is ‘lying in wait

out there,” Governor Dick Lamm told

the Colorado Medical Society

Thursday.

Lamm said government and the

medical community need to work

together to cure the ‘disease” of

escalating health-care costs, but he

warned that “corporate medicine”

isn’t the answer.

The governor noted that angry

taxpayers in California revolted by

passing Proposition 13, and said a

similar backlash to rising medical

costs could occur in Colorado and

elsewhere.

Lamm opened his speech with

praise for the Society and its work on

various laws. He also said twice, as he

talked about rising health-care costs,

that the doctors weren’t to blame for

the problem.

The governor said health-care

facilities are being purchased by large

corporations at an alarming rate.

While such consolidation may
lower costs in some instances, Lamm
said, the trend is making health care

an “economic entity (which is)

moving away from community

involvement.”

Lamm warned that if hospital

and physician corporations take over

the health-care industry, small

independent hospitals and indepen-

dent doctors may be forced out of the

system.

If that happens, he predicted,

health programs for the poor may
dwindle as the medical industry turns

more and more to a concern for

maximum profits and minimum
losses.

The governor’s Republican

opponent, John Fuhr, later told The

Denver Post in an interview that

Lamm’s attacks on corporate medi-

cine don’t offer any solutions to the

problem of health-care costs.

Fuhr, a veterinarian, said he

hadn’t developed a specific plan of

what he would do about that problem.

But he said he would beef up the

review process for health programs

paid for by the government— such as

Medicaid— so that those who truly

need care are getting it and that waste

is eliminated.

Applications for

Independent

Medical

Examiner (IME)

Now Being Accepted

The Division of Workers’

Compensation within the Colorado

Department of Labor and Employ-

ment is taking applications from

medical providers to serve as Inde-

pendent Medical Examiners. Quali-

fied applicants will be placed on the

list of Independent Medical Examin-

ers maintained by the Division and

will be called, on a rotating basis with

regard to specialty and location, to

provide an unbiased medical opinion

in workers’ compensation cases.

As the Division of Workers’

Compensation receives requests for

independent medical examinations, it

will make the arrangements for the

exam and notify the appropriate

parties. The fee for this examination

is paid to the physician in advance.

Within ten working days of the

completion of the exam, the indepen-

dent medical examiner will submit

the resultant findings and recommen-

dations to the Division.

Medical providers interested in

conducting independent medical

examinations are encouraged to call

or write the Division of Workers’

Compensation to obtain complete

information and an application form.

Inquiries should be directed to Sharon

Elenburg, IME Coordinator, Medical

Cost Containment Unit, Division of

Workers’ Compensation, 1120

Lincoln Street, Room 1403, Denver,

CO 80203, (303) 764-4356.
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charing About Health Care

An address by Mark A. Levine, MD, Denver,

to Senior Days at the Capitol i

February 26, 1992 i

“After all, we do call it

medical care or health care

- its very core and essence is

caring”

On a wall of my study at home, I

have a copy of a picture that is very

important to me. Perhaps you’ve seen

it. It shows a mid- 19th century

physician sitting in a farm cottage at the

bedside of a young child, bending

toward the child with a look of great

concern. Beside the physician are a

few bottles on a table; probably

containing the potions that he has used

in an attempt to cure the ill child. In the

background are the child’s parents; the

m.other with her head down on her arm,

crying in desperation, and the father

with his arm gently on the mother’s

back, trying to comfort her, but staring

with pleading, reverence, and trust

toward the physician who is his

family’s only hope in this moment of

crisis. A touching and very beautiful

scene. It has always been one of my
favorites, and 1 have kept it in front of

me on the wall next to my desk for

years. I hope that, like the physician in

that picture, I have been able to provide

a small measure of comfort, of guid-

ance and of hope to the patients that I

have treated in my 20 years of practice.

I do know that I have been able to

provide far greater practical benefit to

my patients than was any physician in

the 19th century, for I have available to

me the many wonderful tools of

medicine that have been developed in

the past 100 years. Think for a minute

about all the advances that we have

made; Penicillin and the other antibiot-

ics; Imaging technics - first the x-ray

and now CT scans, MRIs, and ultra-

sound tests; surgery, once unfathomable

and now so routine that almost any

untoward result is a shock and a

surprise; insulin for diabetes; cures for

thyroid disease & ulcers; safe pregnan-

cies; artificial kidneys; heart ttans-

plants. I could go on and on. Virtually

all of these advances have come about

in the past 100 years. Today’s Medi-

cine is truly a modem miracle. No, we
can’t do everything yet, and we don’t

have all the answers, but certainly our

development has been dramatic.

One small example of this is the

improved medical care of Seniors.

While there have been few dramatic

breakthroughs in geriatrics, neverthe-

less, the growth of our understanding

has been real. Today’s physician is

much more aware of the nuances of

caring for older patients. And not just

medical care. I believe that the medical

profession is beginning to respond also

to what I’ll call the caring needs; needs

that are social, psychological, and

nutritional as well as medical - the

subtle needs that are so important but so

difficult to quantitate.

But it isn’t easy for physicians to

care for these more subtle needs.

Today’s heath care environment has

changed dramatically from what it was

a few years ago. Our revered 19th

century physician had little practical to

offer, but he was free to offer whatever

he could, and his patients were grateful

that at least he tried. He cared. Now,
isn’t that an interesting word. He
CARED. He might not have been able

to do much more than that, but he did

care. Sometimes it is easy to forget that

even to this day, the essential nature of

medicine is caring. After all, we do call

it medical care or health care - its very

core and essence is caring.

While today’s physician can care

about his patients, he had better be able

to prove that his care makes a practical

difference. In the 20th century we have

become very outcome oriented. We
demand proof and accountability for

our care. Just holding hands and

looking concerned is not sufficient
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today. It might be essential, but it is not

sufficient.

We are all conscious of the ever-

rising cost of health care, and increas-

ingly concerned with our ability to

afford it. This concern is real and it is

justified. We can provide so much
today; but there appears to be no limit.

As government and insurers, businesses

and individuals all look for means of

limiting their expenditures for health

care, we physicians are an easy target.

“Too many tests!,” they cry. “Too

much unnecessary care!” We doctors

are being accused of performing

unproven procedures, of providing

unneeded care. As a result there are

now many attempts to regulate us.

There are ever more forms to fill out,

permissions to obtain and suspicious

people looking over our shoulders. If

that peaceful scene in the cottage were

to be painted today, the farmhouse

would be crowded with lawyers,

businessmen, insurers and regulators

making sure that the doctor was doing

everything just right.

I can’t say that these people are

wrong either. Inappropriate medical

care is reprehensible. We physicians

should be held accountable for what we

do. Society has a right

to know what it is

getting when it pays for

medical care, and we
physicians have a

responsibility to justify

what we do.

But what worries me
is that we are in danger

of turning medicine

from the noble and

esteemed profession

that it has been and,

thankfully, still is, into

a dry, detached and

sterile system dispens-

ing procedures by rote and by formula.

If, God forbid, that should happen, we
would have come a long way from the

doctor in the picture who could

dispense little in the way of proven

medicine but lots of care; we would

have a new generation of “provider”

capable of truly excellent technical

medicine, but not the CARING that has

been the hallmark of the medical

profession since time immemorial.

American medicine is in a state of

crisis now. There are fewer young

people than ever interested in becoming

“primary” physicians, the ones that

provide the caring. Fewer physicians

than ever are practicing in rural and

inner city areas. More and more

doctors are attracted to the more

technical, procedure-oriented special-

ties. That seems to be where they think

the action is. And no wonder, for the

rewards of practice for the caring

primary physician are rapidly diminish-

ing. There is less and less medical

CARE being given at a time when we
are capable of delivering an excellence

of medicine beyond yesterday’s wildest

dreams.

Senior citizens are perhaps

America’s most sophisticated people

involved in health care today. The

medical profession owes much to

Senior groups who have demanded,

and have obtained, advance directives,

personal choice and individual respon-

sibility in health care. How many
Seniors today are looking only for

technical excellence in their health

care? I trust that Seniors, perhaps

more than any other group, value the

presence of a caring, personally

responsive advocate in this enormously

confusing medical world. If this is

true, then please help us to avoid

evolving the American Health Care

system into an impersonal, distant

system of technical excellence. The

medical profession needs your voice

now as we have never needed it before.

Please help America to understand

what is needed in any new system of

medical care.

We have all heard the proposals

for reforming the Health Care System.

None of them is perfect. All have their

strengths and all have their weak-

nesses. I have no way of knowing

which of them will be enacted, but we
all know that something will change.

We cannot continue with our current

system of health care. There are too

many Americans who are not included.

We cannot afford its costs, and, I also

submit, we cannot afford its increasing

emphasis on the technical, impersonal

delivery of medicine and procedures.

We must find a way to insure that

“care” remains in the phrase “medical

care” and to maintain our focus on the

true and revered meaning of medicine

as THE CARING PROFESSION. In

so doing we may be able to truly

reform health care to the benefit of all

of us.
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Alamo’s driving down the cost
ofmoving up.

As a membei; well give you a FREE UPGRADE on the rental of any car Plus Alamo’s Membership

Benefit Program offers you these other special advantages when traveling in the U.S. and UK.
• UNLIMITED FREE MILEAGE. . .Every Day Every Cat;

Every Location

• A Eine Elect of General Motors Cars in the US.

• 100% Company-Owned and Operated to Ensure Quality

Service at All Locahons

• Erequent Elyer Program Benefits with Alaska, Delta

and United airlines

For reservations, call your Professional Travel Agent or call Alamo at

1-800-327-9633. Be sure to request Rate Code BY and use your membership

ID number BY 93238 For special weekend rates request Rate Code Al.

A 24-hour advance reservation is required

^Alamo
RentACar

Where all the miles
are free™

FREE UPGRADE NATIONWIDE
1. Certificate good for ONE FREE UPGRADE to next car category, luxury and specialty cars

excluded in the US. UPGRADE valid up to an E car category in the U K subject to

availability at time of rental

2. This certificate is redeemable at all Alamo locations in the USA and United Kingdom
Value of certificate will be at current exchange rates where applicable Once redeemed,

this ceraficate is void

3. One certificate per rental, not to be used in conjunction with any other certificates/ offers.

4 This certificate and the car rental pursuant to it are subject to Alamo’s conditions at the

nme of rental Minimum age for rental is 21 (18 years of age in New York state). All

renters must have a valid dnver's license

5. Certificate may be redeemed only for the "basic rate” of the Alamo car rental which does

not include Rental Deposit ($200/week or $50/day in the USA
.
rental charges plus

£100 in the UK ), fuel, tax, airport-imposed taxes/fees, additional upgrades or

applicable drop charges. Optional CDW ($900 per day or less in USA. , £9.00 per day

or less in the UK ). Personal Accident and Effects Coverage, Extended Protection and

other optional items are extra and are not included in the basic rate

6 This certificate is null and void if altered, revised or duplicated in any way. In the event

of loss, certificate will not be replaced

7 Offer valid through 6/30/92.

8. A 24-hour advance reservation is required Upgrade is subject to availability at time of

rental

9

Offernot valid 12/19/91-12/28/91, 2/13/92-2/15/92, and4/16/92-4/18/92
10 Certificate must be presented at the Alamo counter on arrival.

1 1 For reservations call your Professional Travel Agent or call Alamo at 800-327-9633.



iRural Health:

CARING for the country

By Michael P. Thompson

Assistant Managing Editor

Colorado Medicine Magazine

Those involved in practicing medicine

I in rural areas speak most fondly of the

benefits of small town practice and

country living. Yet they also speak

;
sadly of the drawbacks and restrictions

i'

of practicing away from major popula-

f
tion centers. The Colorado Medical

•( Society has continued to focus attention

on this tension in an effort to make
rural health care even more rewarding

than it already is. If more physicians are

to be motivated to practice in such

areas, it holds that they must first be

sold on the idea, whether in medical

school or in practice elsewhere. An
upcoming major national conference

goes a long way in that direction.

The National Rural Health Asso-

ciation will hold its fifteenth Annual

Conference on Rural Health in Wash-
ington, DC May 6-9, 1992. It will

address rural health issues and the

educational needs of people who
practice and work in rural areas, as well

as others with an interest in rural health.

The conference will be designed to

develop practice skills and techniques

in health services administration,

organization and research; present

practical clinical sessions of interest to

rural health providers; showcase current

policy issues affecting rural health

services; report the results of research

applicable to rural health service

administrators and providers; and assist

in the improvement of personal growth

and development skills.

In addition to the main sessions,

there will also be optional activities and

special interest meetings. Senator John

D. Rockefeller IV of West Virginia will

deliver the Terry B. Reilly Memorial

Lecture on Wednesday, May 6. Noted

author and lecturer Emily Friedman

will moderate a panel discussion on

May 7 entitled. Rural Concerns and
Health Care Reform: Is Anyone

Listeningl

There will also be a General

Session on Friday, put on by Educa-

tional Playmakers, Inc., a group of

performers, discussion leaders and

writers dedicated to using their profes-

sions for education and training

purposes. It is called No System, in

recognition of the fact that there is no

system for rural health care in the

United States. Political columnist Molly

Ivins, a three time Pulitzer Prize

finalist, will present Politics and Other

Insanities on the final day of the

conference.

A large number of presentations

and breakout sessions is scheduled on a

variety of topics including HIV and

rural health care, recent HCFA payment

changes, electronic networking.

Workers’ Compensation, advocacy,

agricultural medicine, rural hospitals,

mid-level providers and a host of

others. There will also be papers

presented at many sessions on topics

related to rural health care.

Registration Deadline is

April 24. Call (816) 756-

3140for a conference bro-

chure and registrationform.
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“Rural Livestyles”

Helping Students Care About Health

How do you get urban

students interested in rural

practice? Maybe you just let

them experience the benefits

of rural life and health

care....

“Rural Lifestyles” is a program for

college students who are interested in

the health care professions. It was

designed and implemented by Mary
Jean Berg, MD and the Arkansas

Valley Retional Medical Center as a

pilot program to help urban students get

a feel for the value of a rural practice.

The Student Experience
Between June and August 1991,

six students from urban areas each

spent two weeks participating in an

educational program which exposed

them to the opportunities in health

careers available in rural communities

and gave them a first hand experience

of the benefits of rural living.

Each student lived with a local

family and participated in family

activities during the stay. In addition,

several different experiences with

health professionals were available,

such as spending time in the hospital,

the local community clinic, the area

health department and in a physician’s

office. Each student was required to

record this experience in writing and on

film. A small grant provided by the

Colorado Trust provided a $150 per

week stipend for the students.

A Successful Program

Questionnaires completed after the

program by all participants indicated

that the program was successful. Dr.

Berg, a Family Practitioner from

Ordway, says that if the program were

replicated in other rural communities in

Colorado, the result could be a signifi-

cant number of participants who would

be comfortable with exploring career

opportunities in rural areas after

finishing their education.

According to Dr. Berg, “three

ingredients are necessary for success—
a small amount of money, an enthusias-

tic program director and a competent

secretary to keep students and educa-

tional persons on track.” In fact. Dr.

Berg credits her daughter, Jennifer

Berg, who acted as coordinator for the

project, as essential for its success. Dr.

Berg has compiled all the forms and

letters used to implement this program

and has agreed to make them available

to local hospitals or medical societies

for replication.

More Details
For more information you may

contact Ellen Stein or Marilyn Barton at

the Colorado Medical Society (303)

779-5455 or 1-800-654-5653.
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F

Alan D. Rapp, MD, Chairman

CMS Council on Legislation

with

Sue Ellen Quam, Director

Department ofGovernment Relations

and

Lorraine Koehn

Program Manager/Lobbyist

The Lobby

Legislative sessions are always a

challenge for physicians, their spouses,

patients and legislators. This year our

state has experienced more than its fair

share of stress due to economic worries

regarding school finance, expansion of

recipients to the medicaid program,

redistricting, controversial legislation,

etc. It has challenged and sometimes

tried the patience of all parties in this

process.

Many good things have happened

this year because of our legislative

involvement. We very much appreciate

your actions on bills which have been

of major concern to health care workers

and patients.

HB 92-1010, (by Representative

David Owen and Senator Bonnie

Allison) “Concerning the Practice of

Midwifery, and in Connection There-

with, Providing for the Registration of

Midwives Within the Division of

Registrations” was defeated in the

Senate Judiciary Committee on 2-26-92

by a 4-4 vote. The lay midwives

fervently believe that they can and

should be sanctioned to participate in

home births. Mary Jo Jacobs, M.D.
testified on behalf of CMS. We have

highlighted a few of the reasons why
CMS disagreed and consequently

opposed the bill.

* The bill would have created a

tiered level of care in which the

persons most at risk for high infant

morbidity would be more likely to

be the recipients of the service. It

would not aid in lowering infant

mortality in the ethnic and cultural

groups who have traditionally used

this type of service but who
unquestionably demonstrate our

highest levels of infant mortality.

* The scope of practice was not

delineated, except that midwives

could provide “normal” (not

defined) pregnancy, labor and post-

partum care and could not pre-

scribe drugs or perform surgery.

The bill would have allowed lay

midwives to diagnose whether the

mother is high risk or low risk.

* No matter how normal a pregnancy

may seem, circumstances can arise

at the last minute (prolapsed

umbilical cord, nuchal cord,

placenta previa, etc.) where

emergency resuscitation, special-

ized equipment and expert care

must be available during a critical

few minutes.

* The bill did not provide adequate

safeguards for the health and safety

of mother and infant. Even in

licensed birthing centers where

physicians evaluate risk of deliv-

ery, approximately 1 in 8 of all

“low risk” pregnancies convert to

high risk at or near delivery.

“Emotions ran high.”
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Emotions ran high on this bill as it

was presented by some that it was a turf

issue and not an issue of safety for

mother and child. Senator Bonnie

Allison, cosponsor, accused CMS of

“cruel and unusual treatment” of her.

We have heard that a few physicians, at

a meeting sponsored by a component

society, hotly debated the merits of the

bill with her. We regret that this

interaction was characterized as being

condoned or sponsored by CMS.
We are pleased to express our

support for Dr. Patricia A. Nolan as

our new State Health Department

Director. CMS was invited to partici-

pate in the review of the qualifications

of the top candidates for this important

position. We spoke with key preople in

Arizona who knew the quality of her

work and she was highly recommended

to us. Ron Tegtmeier, M.D. was our

representative to review the top three

candidates for this position. Harrison

G. Butler III, M.D. indicated our

support to the Senate HEWl Commit-

tee. Dr. Nolan was unanimously

endorsed by the HEWI Committee and

will now talk with the Senate Agricul-

ture Committee before her appointment

is confirmed by the Senate.

George Thomasson, M.D. has

been of great assistance to us in

providing information to the Joint

Budget Committee on funding issues.

Bob McCartney, M.D. has provided

excellent information to our CMS staff

regarding Medicaid proposals by the

Joint Budget Committee and Social

Services. Don Parsons, M.D. testified

for us on SB 92-120, by Senator Pascoe

and Representative Pankey, regarding a

pilot program for the coordinated

delivery of supportive services through

family development centers.

The Council on Legislation, and

CMS staff, have responded to many of

the resolutions passed at the last Annual

meeting. A recap of some of the

resolutions pertaining to legislation are

as follows:

RES-7-A Family Violence

and be it further RESOLVED, that,

recognizing that state funded alcohol,

drug and local health department

treatment and prevention programs are

essential resources to physicians who
must deal with domestic violence

issues, the Colorado Medical Society

urge the Governor to immediately

rescind his recently proposed funding

cuts to alcohol, drug and local health

department treatment and prevention

programs.

Comment: CMS immediately

responded to the proposed cuts by

sending a summary of our concerns to

the Governor. We oudined the serious-

ness of the budget cuts and their

ramifications to health care delivery in

our October and November issues of

Colorado Medicine. We urged our

membership to contact both the

Governor and members of the legisla-

ture to express our support for a

cigarette tax increase. These new funds

were to be used to offset budget

deficits. We encouraged CMS members

to explain the ramifications of these

proposed cuts on the medically indigent

and to other citizens, particularly within

our rural communities. We worked with

family physicians to help restore their

$1.2 million cut in the family residency

program. Dr. John Muth supplied

excellent information to us regarding

the impact of these cuts.

RES-IO-P, Continued Funding for

Emergency Medical Services in

Colorado: RESOLVED, that the

Colorado Medical Society actively

supports legislation which 1) continues

the funding for the Emergency Medical

Services Account, 2) continues to fund

such account from the highway users

tax fund, 3) determines that the appro-

priation of such monies goes toward

grants to emergency medical services

providers pursuant to the EMS grant

program, planning and coordination of

county EMS services, and the develop-

ment and improvement of the statewide

EMS system, and 4) allocates a portion

of the funding to obtain the services of

an in-house medical director for the

Emergency Medical Service (EMS)
Division.

Comment: We have spent a great

deal of time working with Senator

Claire Traylor, the American College

of Emergency Physicians, Larry

McNatt from the State Department of

Health (EMS Division), and others to

secure passage of SB 92-78. It is

scheduled for second reading on the

floor of the House within the week.

Catherine Mueller, M.D. provided

testimony on behalf of CMS and

ACEP.
Res-1 1-P, Pre-Hospital Care

Physician Advisors in Rural Colorado:

RESOLVED, That the Colorado

Medical Society work with the EMS
Division of the Colorado Department of

Health to develop feasible options for

providing such physician advisor

coverage to areas in need, etc.

Comment: While this resolution

was not specifically adopted by the

Reference Committee on Legislation/

Professional Education it should be

noted that HB 92-1081 was introduced

to eliminate the requirement for a

physician advisor for emergency

medical technicians, etc. CMS opposed

this legislation. Drs. Stewart Greis-

man and John Sbarbaro testified on

behalf of CMS. The bill was defeated in

the House HEWI Committee. We have

agreed to meet with all interested

parties and try to forge a workable

compromise with Weld county partici-

pants.

RES-19-P, Mid-level Providers in

Rural Colorado

Caveat: The Practitioners should

be advised that the Board of Medical

Examiners has a rule, which has the

force of law, that there is a presumption

that: 1. The supervising physician shall

be routinely present where the non-

physician provider practices, and 2. The

supervising physician cannot ad-

equately supervise more than two non-

physician health care providers. The

rule also provides that the supervising

physician must review the work of non-

physician providers not less than every

two working days.

Comment: While this resolution

was referred back for further study, HB
92-1091- “Concerning the Authority of

Physician Assistants,” was introduced

by Representative Ken Cblouber at the

request of the Colorado Hospital

Association. The bill, as introduced,

permitted physician assistants to

provide care without a physician being

on the hospital premises to supervise

the physician assistant when delegated

duties were being carried out. CMS
worked with the Board of Medical

Examiners to oppose the initial draft of

the bill. It would have permitted that a

physician never personally observe the

physician assistant working in a clinical

setting The physician could also have
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jeen geographically located in another

; uea than where the physician assistant

treats patients, etc. The bill was

rewritten to give the Board of Medical

Examiners the authority necessary to

adequately supervise physician assis-

tants and still allow for a physician

assistant to provide some care based on

fli written protocols and verbal and written

Iphysician orders minus on-site supervi-

sion. The status of the bill is question-

able at this writing. It will be heard on

second reading in the Senate within the

next several days.

RES-22-A, Educational Program

on Advanced Directives:

RESOLVED, that the Colorado

Medical Society in collaboration with

other appropriate organizations support

an educational program for its members

and patients regarding our current and

proposed state laws regarding the

federal statutory requirement, effective

12/1/91, that directs all institutions

receiving Medicare or Medicaid money
to advise all patients on admission to

the facility about state laws concerning

advance directives.

Comment: In response to the

OBRA regulations, a coordinated effort

by a state-wide coalition (including

Colorado Medical Society and Colo-

rado Hospital Association) developed a

booklet which physicians can make
available to their patients. These

booklets, “Your Right to Make Health

Care Decisions,” are available for

$18.00 per 100 plus UPS Charges for

delivery outside the Metro Denver area.

This information was reprinted in our

December issue of Colorado Medicine

Magazine. In addition to these efforts,

CMS sponsored a morning workshop

on “Advance Directives: The

Physician’s Role In Informing Patients”

on December 11, 1991 with Frederick

Abrams, M.D. conducting the presen-

tation.

RES-27-P, Prevention ofInsurance

Fraud in Relation to Motor Vehicle

Accidents:

RESOLVED, that the Legislature

of the State of Colorado undertake an in

depth analysis of laws covering

insurance fraud, and be it further

RESOLVED, that the Legislature

of the State of Colorado enact addi-

tional legislation, if necessary, to

provide for more active prosecution of

those who may have committed

insurance fraud in relation to motor

vehicle accidents, and be it further

RESOLVED, that the State

Attorney General’s office be directed to

actively seek out and prosecute to the

maximum extent of the law all health

care providers, attorneys, insurers and

injured parties who may have commit-

ted insurance fraud in relation to motor

vehicle accidents insurance coverage.

Comment: Ms. Joanne Hill,

Insurance Commissioner of the State of

Colorado conducted hearings this fall

on insurance abuse and fraud. CMS
participated in this review by submit-

ting written testimony and providing

additional oral testimony by Brent

Lovejoy, D.O.

RES—28-P - Religious Exemption

to Child Medical Neglect Law:

RESOLVED, that the Colorado

Medical Society, through its legislative

liaisons, shall work with appropriate

entities in order to build a coalition to

investigate means of substantial

alteration of Section 19-3-103 and

Section 18-6-401 of the Colorado

Revised Statutes, to remove barriers to

appropriate medical care for children

and dependents.

Comment: SB 177 -“Concerning

Circumstances for Providing Medical

Interventions in Child Abuse or Neglect

Proceedings” has been introduced by

Senator Dottie Wham and Representa-

tive Betty Swenson. The proposal

authorizes the court to order medical

evaluations in child abuse or neglect

proceedings, including cases involving

spiritual healing. The bill as introduced

removed the presumption regarding

recognized methods of religious

healing. The bill was later amended to

reinstate the presumption but now states

that the religious rights of a parent,

guardian, or legal custodian shall not

limit the access of a child to medical

care in a life-threatening situation or

when the condition will result in serious

handicap or disability. In order to make

a determination as whether the child is

in a life threatening situation or when

the condition will result in serious

handicap or disability, the court may
order a medical evaluation of the child.

If the court determines, on the basis of

any relevant evidence before it,

including the medical evaluation

ordered, that the child is in a life

threatening situation or when the

condition will result in serious handicap

or disability, the court may order that

medical treatment be provided for the

child. Carole Jenny, M.D. and James
Shira, M.D. testified on behalf of CMS
in support of this legislation. It is now
scheduled to be heard on the House

floor and we will continue to lobby for

its passage

.

RES-3 1-P, Proposed Amendment

to Safety Belt Law:

RESOLVED, that the Colorado

Medical Society goes on record as fully

supporting an amendment to the

Colorado Safety Belt Law, CRS 42-2-

236, Common Code 960, to allow

primary enforcement to the statute, and/

or to raise the fine for a violation of the

statute to be commensurate with other

traffic violations of a like class.

Comment: CMS actively worked

on the passage of this legislation but it

was defeated. We issued an “Alert”

requesting assistance from our member-

ship, highlighted the primary points in

support of the legislation in Colorado

Medicine, targeted “Key Contacts” for

assistance, lobbied our assigned Senate

members and had Harrison G. Butler

III, M.D. testify in support of this

legislation. Senator Sally Hopper and

many other groups worked very hard

for passage of this bill. Their efforts

were very much appreciated.

RES-42-A, Equitable Reimburse-

mentfor Young Physicians:

RESOLVED, that the Colorado

Medical Society encourages the

American Medical Association to

continue support of H.R. 1898, a bill to

amend the Social Security Act to repeal

reduced Medicare reimbursement for

new physicians, as a top rank legislative

priority, and be it further

RESOLVED, that CMS join the

AMA in actively seeking co-sponsors

for H.R. 1898 and introduction and co-

sponsorship of a Senate companion bill.

Comment: Senators McCain,

Wirth, Brown, Grassley, Nickels and

Chafee have just introduced a bill

which would eliminate discrimination

in Medicare reimbursement practices

against those physicians identified by

the Medicare Program as “new physi-

cians.” Representative Ed Towns
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The Lobby
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For more information,

contact the CMS Depart-

ment ofGovernment Rela-

tions at (303) 779-5455 or

1-800-654-5653.

introduced similar legislation, H.R.

1898, last year. Their proposal will

repeal the inequitable provision of

existing law where Medicare payment

to so called “new physicians” in their

first four years of practice is reduced.

With some limited exceptions, the law

reduces the payment base or allowed

amount by 20% in the physician’s first

year of practice, 15% in the second

year, 10% in the third year, and 5% in

the fourth year. Their bill would repeal

this provision of the law and would

have no budgetary impact. We are very

appreciative of their sponsorship and

will work with them on securing

passage of this legislation. Rob Bogin,

M.D. has worked diligently on this

issue and deserves our thanks.

RES-43-P - Restricting Communi-

cation Between Physicians and Pa-

tients:

RESOLVED, that CMS strongly

condemns any interference by the

government or other third parties that

causes a physician to compromise his

or her medical judgment as to what

information or treatment is in the best

interest of the patient, and be it further

RESOLVED, that CMS urge the

American Medical Association to work

with other organizations as appropriate,

to vigorously pursue legislative relief

from regulations or statutes that, 1)

prevent physicians from freely discuss-

ing with or providing information to

patients about medical care and

procedures, or 2) interfere with the

physician-patient relationship.

Comment: The AMA worked very

hard on this issue but was not able to

sustain the votes necessary to stop this

legislation. CMS leadership and staff

also discussed this issue with our

congressional delegation last fall.

RES-78-A, Review of Third Party

Benefit PIans!Denial ofServices Based

on Pre-Existing Conditions

RESOLVED, that CMS seek

legislation to require all health insur-

ance companies to utilize a STATE
WIDE rating system when establishing

rates for health insurance policies, and

be it further

RESOLVED, that CMS address

these concerns while not losing view of

issues including access of care, the

medically indigent and evaluations of

future universal access proposals.

Comment: CMS staff has not had

enough time to do the research neces-

sary to propose such legislation.

RES-23-A, Auxiliary Voting

Privileges on the CMS Council on

Legislation: RESOLVED, that the

Colorado Medical Society Auxiliary

Legislation Chairman be considered a

member of the Colorado Medical

Society Council on Legislation and the

voting privileges also be extended to

said auxiliary chairman.

Comment: Ms. Patty Brown is

serving as the Legislative Chair of the

Colorado Medical Society Auxiliary

and is their member on the COL.
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The following resolution was adopted at the 1992 Interim Meeting of the Colorado Medical Society House of Delegates.

[f Members of the COMPAC Board of Directors encourage you to contact the COMPAC staff at 779-5455 or 1-800-654-5653

to determine if you have joined COMPAC in 1992.

I Introduced by; COMPAC Board of Directors

i Subject: Membership of the Colorado Medical Society

Leadership in COMPAC/AMPAC

Referred to: Reference Committee on Board of Directors/Constitution & Bylaws/Credentials

WHEREAS, the future of medicine in Colorado and in the nation is in the hands of the elected state and federal represen-

tatives, and

WHEREAS, Colorado will be electing one U.S. Senator, six U.S. Congressman, half of the State Senate and 65 members

of the state House of Representatives in the November elections, and

WHEREAS, many of the state officials will be running in newly-formed districts because of state reapportionment, and

WHEREAS, the average cost of a 1990 successful Senate campaign was $38,539 and the average cost of gaining a seat in

the Colorado House of Representatives was $30,184, and

WHEREAS, few, if any, of the candidates have the personal funds to finance a successful campaign, and

WHEREAS, COMPAC must have funds available to contribute to candidates deserving of the support of the medical

community, and

WHEREAS, every physician should become a member of COMPAC/AMPAC, our state and AMA political action

committees, and

WHEREAS, the leadership of the Colorado Medical Society which includes the Executive Committee, Councils, Com-
mittees, and the members of the House of Delegates should set the example for membership and join COMPAC/AMPAC in

carrying out their duties, therefore be it

RESOLVED, that Colorado Medical Society leadership shall be urged to join COMPAC/AMPAC at any of the two levels

of membership (i.e. Active - $50; Sustainer - $99); and be it further

RESOLVED, that all members of the Colorado Medical Society be encouraged to join.
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ime for the 1992 Directory

Ifyou want to be listed

accurately in the 1992

Directory, please take note.

Each year, the Colorado Medical

Society publishes a Directory of its

physician members. Each year some
physicians are disappointed because

they are listed incorrectly or not at all.

Here is your chance to make sure that

doesn't happen to you.

You, as a member physician, are

our only authoritative source of the

information that goes in the Directory.

That is why, before we publish any-

thing, we send out these cards, listing

the information as we have it. We ask

you to make any corrections, sign the

card and return it.

Below, you will find an explana-

tion of the format of the card. If an item

on your card is blank, that means either

we do not have the information or you

have requested it to be unlisted. Make
any updates or corrections right on the

card and return it to us. Don't forget to

sign the card.

If you have not yet received your

card, please notify the CMS office at

once at (303) 779-5455 or 1-800-654-

5653, extension 41 1. Of course, you

may inform us of a change of address at

any time, but if you want it listed in the

'

Directory for the coming year, we need

to know right away. Thank you for your

cooperation.

YOUR NAME: Please

check spelling.

/We need to know whether you are retired. If we know^
you are, this question will read, “Are you still retired

from practice?” You may update this status merely by

\checking yes or no.

YOUR CMS ID

NUMBER

Check your

office address

and telephone

number to be

certain they are

correct. Also,

please note

whether you

would like to

have them

listed in the

Directory.

Many L Jones, DO

Office flddr'ess:

10643 Ridgeuioy Rd

fi I amosa
CO 81 101 (719) 845-0951
HflUE VOU RETIRED FROM PRfiCTICE? __VES __H0
Specialt ies: FfilllLV PRfiCTICE

OOO'O

Home fiddness:

93 Fair«)ay Dr

Del Norte
CO 81 132 (719) 846-021

1

You may list up to five specialties in this area. Make any corrections on the card

This will be your listing in the 1992 Physician’s
Directory. Please return this card with or without
corrections by 4/3/92.

Please sign:

Check your
|

home
address and

telephone

number to be

certain they

are correct.

Also, please

note whether

you would

like to have

them listed

in the

Directory or

unlisted.
-

Please note the deadline, correct, sign and return the card in time for us to

update your records for the 1992 Directory. If we do not hear from you, we
can only assume that the information on the card is correct.
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Peak Performance
Highest Colorado Dividends Per Capita

No one covers Colorado like The Doctors’ Company. We’re

pleased to reward the efforts of Colorado member physicians. Thanks

to your good work, we are returning dividends for the second year in

a row. And provided you with the state’s highest dividends per capita.

That’s peak performance.

But there’s another kind of performance: staying power. It's

even more important for the long-term quality of health services our

Colorado member physicians provide; the knowledge that The

Doctors’ Company will always be here, working with you, continuing

to help good doctors practice better medicine.

When Colorado physicians want a trusted name in liability

insurance, they call The Doctors’ Company the largest doctor-owned,

doctor-managed carrier, with over 16,300 members nationwide.

The Doctors'Company

For referral to your local representative, call:

1-800-421-2368

Ext. 301



Department of Health

COLORADO
DEPARTMENT
OFAHEALTH

Colorado Registry for Children with

Special Needs
Sharon Keefer, Director

Colorado Registryfor Children with Special Needs

For children under three

diagnosed as having a birth

defect, developmental dis-

ability or riskfactorfor

developmental delay.

The Colorado Registry for Children

with Special Needs (CRCSN) appreci-

ates physicians’ assistance in efforts to

identify children with sp)ecial needs.

CRCSN is a centralized, statewide

identification system for young children

with birth defects and developmental

disabilities. Formation of the CRCSN
began in 1988 with the goal of creating

a database for epidemiologic investiga-

tions as well as prevention programs.

Specifically, the purpose of the

CRCSN are to: (1) permit epidemio-

logic monitoring and preventive

intervention; (2) provide accurate,

aggregate statistics and an unduplicated

count of children with special needs for

program planning; (3) help prevent

secondary disabilities by connecting

children and families with services; and

(4) provide a database to help research-

ers better understand causes and

prevent future birth defects and

developmental disabilities.

Physician Reporting
Physicians and other health care

providers are welcome to identify

children to CRCSN. Registration forms

are available, or physicians may call the

Health Department’s 24-hour disease

reporting phone number, 1-800-866-

2759. Because physician reporting is

voluntary (except for Fetal Alcohol

Syndrome which physicians are

required to report), physicians may
inform CRCSN if they prefer families

not be contacted for a home visit and

referral to services based on their

report.

Eligibility and Data
Sources

To be included in the Registry, a

child must be a Colorado resident under

age three and diagnosed as having a

birth defect, developmental disability or

risk factor for developmental delay.

Specific eligibility criteria are listed in

Table 1. Children meeting these criteria

are identified from automated linkage

of information from the multiple

sources shown in Figure 1.

Confidentiality.
The database has been designed to

protect the confidentiality of reports to

the Registry and the privacy of regis-

tered children and their families. Data

included in the CRCSN include

identifying information such as name
and address, plus diagnoses and

medical procedures, reporting sources

and birth certificate information

(variables such as maternal age and

education, birth weight and parents’

occupations). Personal identifiers arc

necessary to ensure unduplicated counts
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Table 1

Colorado Registry for

Children with Special
Needs

Eligibility Criteria

1 . Resident of Colorado
2. Aged birth to 3 years
3. Diagnosed as having one of the

following conditions

EstablishedMedical Diagnoses
Major Congenital Anomalies and Chromo-

somal Abnormalities

Congenital (Perinatal) Infections

Congenital syphilis

Congenital rubella

Cytomegalovirus
Toxoplasmosis/Herpes simplex
Neonatal hepatitis

Sensory Impairments
Hearing loss

Blindness and low vision

Other Disabilities

Specific delays in development
Mental retardation

Infantile cerebral palsy
Genetic and Endocrine/Metabolic Diseases

Hypothyroidism
Disorders of amino acid transport and
metabolism
Disorders of carbohydrate transport and
metabolism
Disorders of carbohydrate transport and
metabolism
Lipidoses
Disorders of copper metabolism
Cystic fibrosis

Other disorders of pruine and pryimidine

metabolism
Mucopolysaccharidosis
Sickle cell anemia

Medical Risk Factors for Delay
Infections

Encephalitis

Meningitis

Injuries

Head
Spinal cord

Other Diagnoses
Amniotic bands
Cerebral cysts

Cerebral lipidoses

Child maltreatment syndrome
Chorioretinitis

Convulsions/seizures
Drug withdrawal syndrome in the
newborn
Failure to thrive

Familial degenerative CNS disease
Infantile spasms
Muscular dystrophies
Noxious influences affecting fetus

(includes Fetal Alcohol Syndrome)
Renal tubular acidosis
Retinal degeneration
Werdnig-Hoffman syndrome
Intracranial hemorrhage

Other Conditions
Birth weight less than 1500 grams
Prematurity less than 32 weeks
gestation

APGAR 3 or less at 5 minutes
Meconium aspiration syndrome
Birth trauma

Environmental Risk Factors for Delay
Maternal age 1 5 years or less

Maternal education — less than 1 2 years
and no prenatal visits

Figure 1

Colorado Registry for Children with Special Needs

Data Flow Diagram

Birth Certificates

Hospital Discharge
Data (CHA)

Handicapped
Children's Program

Death Certificates

Newborn Genetic

Screening Program

Mountain States

Regional Genetic

Services Network

Hospital Discharge
Data (CHA)

Physician Reports

Epidemiology
Reports

BC Statistics

Registry Database
Referral Data Diagnostic Data

New cases are

released to

participating

counties for referral

to services and
outcome data are

returned.

Statistical Data for

Analysis

Table 2
Colorado Registry for Children with Special Needs

Number of Children Registered
by Eligibility Category

Preliminary Data for 1989 and 1990

as of March 1, 1992

Number Percent of

Births

TOTAL BIRTHS 106,188 100%
TOTAL REGISTERED CHILDREN

ELIGIBILITY CATEGORY
Established Medical Diagnoses

1 1 ,595 11%
Percent of

Registered

Children

Congenital Anomalies 6,914 60%
Congenital (Perinatal) Infections 58 1%
Sensory Impairments 252 2%
Other Disabilities 230 2%
Genetic and Endocrine, Metabolic Diseases

Medical Risk Factors for Delay

134 1%

Infections 178 2%
Injuries 181 2%
Other Diagnoses 1,049 9%
Other Conditions

Environmental Risk Factors for Delay

3,297 28%

Maternal Age 1 5 Years or Less

Maternal Education Less than 12 Years

762 7%

AND no prenatal visits 552 5%

Numbers and percents of children by eligibility categories do not sum to total:

15% of children qualify in more than one category.

See Table 1 for specific conditions included in eligibility categories.
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Department of Health

“About 6,000 children (11%

of births) per birth-year are

being registered. . . .Fifteen

hundred registered children

have been referredfrom

CRCSN.”

of children. However, the personal

identifiers can only be linked to

diagnoses and other data through a

unique identifying number. The

Registry is a secondary holder of data,

with a stricter confidentiality protocol

than many of the original sources.

Preliminary Results
About 6,000 children (11% of

births) per birth-year are being regis-

tered. Numbers of children registered

by eligibility category are shown in

Table 2. Sixty percent registered have

congenital anomalies, 41% have

medical risk factors for developmental

delay and 12% have the selected

environmental risk factors for delay;

15% qualify in multiple eligibility

categories.

The first comprehensive data report

from CRCSN is scheduled for distribu-

tion in Fall, 1992. Requests for specific

statistics from the CRCSN are welcome

any time.

Disability Prevention

—

The CRCSN Notification

and Referral Program
The CRCSN includes a service

referral component to meet the goal of

preventing secondary disabilities.

Through this program, families of

children identified by the CRCSN are

connected with services available in

their home community.

In January 1990, the CRCSN
began pilot testing the notification and

referral program through local health

agencies in 14 counties. As representa-

tives of the CRCSN, the local health

agents (usually public health nurses)

visit families and refer them to services

such as developmental screening and

assessment available through local

Child Find programs. The local

representatives observe state confidenti-

ality provisions and obtain a signed

release from parents before sharing any

personal identifying information with

service providers. Also, if parents wish,

their child’s physician is notified of the

referral to such services.

Twelve counties are currently

participating in the CRCSN referral

program; programs in an additional

eight counties are starting this year.

Fifteen hundred registered children

have been referred from CRCSN to

local representatives; about half of the

families are referred on into locally

available services.

For More Information
For more information about the

Colorado Registry for Children with

Special Needs, or to request registration

forms, please contact Sharon Keefer,

CRCSN Program Director at (303) 331-

8353.
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Edie K. Register, Director

Health Care Financing

Health Care Financin g

Visit Codes Revisited
Grant E. Steffen, MD

Medical Director, Medicare Part B
Blue CrossIBlue Shield of Colorado

Early in February, Dee Cole, Cindy

Hoskins and I conducted our 26th

Evaluation and Management Codes

seminars. These all took place in the

Denver Metro area. Members of the

CMS staff presented the same material

throughout the rest of the state, a

demanding task for which I want to

acknowledge them. By this writing,

physicians will have had more than six

weeks experience with the new “visit

codes” and may have more questions

now than before the presentations. I

would like to address one question that

was asked many times and still may be

causing confusion, the question of time.

I will also describe how we will

evaluate physicians’ use of these codes.

On page three of the 1992 CPT
(Current Procedural Terminology—if

you don’t have one, buy one—and read

the guidelines) you will find listed the

seven elements that are used to define

each of the Evaluation and Manage-

ment Service codes. Recall that the first

three (history, exam, medical decision

making) are by far the most important.

The next three (counseling coordination

of care and the nature of the presenting

problem) are less important and, in fact,

may play no role in defining a code.

The seventh, TIME, is the problem. The
time that you spend conducting the

office, hospital or home visit is NOT
the element that you should use when
matching a code to what you did. That

matching is done almost always by

selecting the proper level of intensity of

the three primary elements.

But there’s one exception. When
counseling (please review page two in

the CPT) takes up more than half the

time (defined on page four), then you

should take the total time spent and

match that with the time given at the

end of each code description. Again,

while most code descriptions (ER codes

are an exception) give a typical time,

that is only there to give the physician

an idea of what the people who devel-

oped these codes believed was an

average. Thus, if you develop the levels

of intensity of the history, exam and

medical decision making that character-

ize a code, but take less time than

indicated, (you’re efficient!) you should

still bill that code. Conversely, if you

take more time than indicated to

develop that code, you should not up

code. Only when counseling makes up

the majority of the time is time the

deciding element.

HCFA (the federal Health Care

Financing Administration) has devel-

oped a review program to help the

physician with these new visit codes.

The program has two parts, the first of

which is called Early Claims Review.

Each week, we will select up to 25

claims that list a new visit code. We
will call the physicians concerned and

ask them to send the records for which

the visit codes were billed. I recognize

that this is an inconvenience, particu-

“Current Procedural Termi-

nology—ifyou don’t have

one, buy one—and read the

guidelines.”
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“To live is to change, and to

live well is to change often.”

larly with hospital records, but would

ask your cooperation.

When we get the records, we will

analyze them and decide whether or not

your documentation justifies the code

you billed. We will let you know by

letter if we believed that you billed too

high, too low or just about right. Please

understand that this review has educa-

tion as its goal. We will not ask for

money back if we believe you billed too

high, nor send you money (no surprise

here!) if we believe you billed too low.

The goal, again, is to help you use the

new visit codes correctly. This review

is in process and will end, we are told,

around July 1, 1992.

The second part of the program is

called the Comparative Performance

Report and will generate two sets of

reports, one for the first quarter and

another for the second quarter of 1992.

We will use some sophisticated

statistical calculations to develop lists

on ten visit codes. These lists will

show, for the physicians who used

those codes, how often they were used

per patient. The lists will also be made
up by specialty. Those physicians who
are in the top ten percent of their

specialty for using a particular code

will get a Comparative Performance

Report. Again, these reports are

informational, I hope educational, but

not punitive or disciplinary. We will not

calculate an overpayment such as was

described in my PAL article in the

December 1991 Colorado Medicine.

We have already gotten a few

records back. One physician accompa-

nied one record with a letter describing

how this patient always requires a lot of

time (?counseling time?). His record

did not justify his visit code. TTie

documentation simply did not match

the descriptions of the levels of

intensity for the history and exam.

However, I suspect that if he had used

the counseling time (it was probably

more than half the total time), his code

would have been justified. Please

review the first part of this article and

the introductory chapter to the new visit

codes in CPT 1992.

A second observation from this

very small sample is that the documen-

tation often did not justify the level of

code, even considering the possibility

that counseling was the major element.

Your note should include all the

important points in the history and

positive and negative findings on the

exam. This, of course, is not a new
requirement, but one that follows from

the function of the note; to display as

completely and as accurately as

possible the patient’s clinical state at

that time.

If you get a phone call for the

records or a Comparative Performance

Report and have questions, please call

me at 831-5827. Even if you don’t get a

call or a report, call me if you have any

questions. We are going through the

greatest change in physician payment

since Medicare began paying physi-

cians alx)ut 26 years ago. Change, even

when it might be for the better, still

may be frustrating. But take comfort in

the words of an eastern philosopher

who said, “To live is to change, and to

live well is to change often.”
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Medicaid Hint: Don’t Duplicate

In 1992, the Colorado Medicaid

Program will receive and process more

than 6 million claims. Approximately

160,000 of those claims will be denied

as duplicate submissions— requests for

payment of claims that have already

been paid. Duplicate claim submissions

are the largest single cause of Medicaid

claim denials. Duplicate claim submis-

sions increase provider expense directly

in terms of billing personnel costs,

supplies and equipment, and in related

activities such as increased time for

reconciliation, auditing and remittance

statement posting, shifted resources and

reduced productivity. In addition, the

administrative costs for processing and

denying duplicate claim submission are

paid from tax dollars. Everyone loses

when duplicate claim forms are

submitted.

Medicaid Bulletin B9101 105,

distributed in December, 1991, pro-

vides billing tips and answers to

frequently asked questions about

duplicate claims. Medicaid Communi-
cations Representatives are available by

telephone to answer billing questions.

Please help eliminate duplicate claim

submissions by reviewing your billing

procedures to assure that billing

practices are efficient and cost effec-

tive.

Medicaid Communications:

Practitioner Operations:

(303) 831-0504 or 1-800-443-5747.

Institutional Operations

(303) 831-0214 or 1-800-443-6731.

“Duplicate claim submis-

sions are the largest single

cause ofMedicaid claim

denials”

LOOKING FOR A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY?

CONSIDERING A SECOND RESIDENCY?

* UNLIMITED POSITIONS

* PRIORITY CONSIDERATION FOR RESIDENCY PROGRAMS

* LEARN HOW TO FLY: JETS, HELICOPTERS OR PROPS

* 20/20 VISION NOT REQUIRED

* FAA LICENSE AVAILABLE

* UNLIMITED FLIGHT TIME

* FLIGHT PAY IN ADDITION TO SPECIALTY PAY

Call Wayne Callahan
, Medkal Programs

(303)866-1970/1971 OR 1-800-237-7392.

NAVY FUGHT SURGEON PROGRAM.
FULL SPEED AHEAD.

NAVAL FLIGHT SURGEON
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Letter From The Editor

by Leslie Moldauer, M.D., Denver

Editor: Colorado Psychiatric Society Newsletter

Ed. Note: Thefollowing is reprintedfrom the Colorado Psychiatric Society

Newsletter, Vol. XVII, No. I, March 1992

. .the normal rules of

fidelity in marriage don’t

need to apply to me.”

This week, my usually calming

ritual of viewing the morning news was

constantly assaulted by the breaking

story of a democratic presidential

candidate who was being accused of

having a long-term affair. Why are we
so fascinated and concerned about the

sex lives of presidential candidates,

basketball stars, relatives of senators

and supreme court nominees. Does

one’s sex life have any relationship to

how one does his job? Does it say

something about the person that may be

generalized to their judgment or the

way that they might handle other types

of situations? What do all of these

people have in common? They are all

men, and they are all nationally

recognized. If Bill Clinton wasn’t a

presidential candidate, then most people

wouldn’t care who he was sleeping

with.

Our culture creates and perpetuates

just the kind of behavior that it is so

critical of. We choose a handful of

people (usually men) who generally

have only one hypertrophied talent or

skill, and make them our idols. They

become the object of respect, jealousy

and awe. It is no wonder that there are

thousands of women wanting to climb

on the bandwagon of the adoration of

these “princes” that are larger than life.

It is no surprise to me (and I don’t

understand why it should be to anyone

else), that these “supermen” develop a

sense of narcissism that defies reality.

“I am so handsome, brilliant, talented,

etc. . . that the normal rules of fidelity

in marriage don’t need to apply to me.

My wife should be so grateful to be

married to me that she should tolerate

my indiscretions whether they be

women, gambling, spending money or

drugs.” And in general the wives are

tolerant, either out of loyalty, love or

fear.

I have treated several wives of

sports superstars. I have found them to

be poised, eloquent, beautiful and

intelligent. Unfortunately, they are also

self-deprecatory, insecure, confused

and extremely fearful about their

futures. They present similarly to

someone who has been traumatized or

abused. Their sense of self became

uncertain and largely determined by the

way that they were treated by their

husband. They could not understand

how, if they were truly valuable, they

could be so devalued by their spouses.

Their worth became determined by this

over-valued person’s view of them. If

the whole world respects their hus-

band’s opinion of which tennis shoes or

which cola to buy, then their unstated

opinion of their wife is equally accu-

rate. As a therapist, all the reality

testing and insight that I could offer had

little impact on my patients’ self-

esteem. How could my negative view

of their husband’s actions be accurate,

when the whole world idolized them.

Why do we as a society continue to

perpetuate this system? Why do we pay

men millions of dollars a year because

they have a good throwing arm, a quick

wit or a handsome face? What are we
saying about the role of women in our

culture when we do this? Are we not

perpetuating an abusive relationship?

Finally, how can we be surprised when

men act the way that we’d expect them

to act when they are aggrandized by an

entire nation?
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Following is the report of Copic Insurance Company given the Colorado Medical Society 1 992 Interim

Meeting of the House of Delegates by George O. Thomasson, M.D., Vice President for Risk

Management.

March 7, 1 992

Mr. President, officers, delegates and members:

I'd like to remind you of something that I know many of

you forget. Copic is your company , and I would like for

you to share in the enthusiasm with which we make this

report and which I as one of your officers think you

should receive a lot of credit for having helped us

accomplish.

This, in fact, is Copic's second decade. I want to

show you some statistics we think you're most interested

in. Since I am your risk manager, I obviously can't resist

the opportunity to do a little risk management while

you're here.

Looking at our numbers of insured from 1 988 in

which there were 3,771 ,
1 989, 3,71 7, 1 990 3,653,

1 991 3694, and to 1 992 with 3,736, I can say that we
generally insure about 3,700 physicians in the State of

Colorado. For those of you who have heard Bob (Dr.

Robert Brittain) and I talk to you in your specialty

seminars, you know that represents about 75% of the

practicing physicians in Colorado, and we're very happy
to see that we continue to represent your interest in that

respect.

The fol lowi ng table gives you some idea of the

frequency and severity of claims against physicians in

Colorado

membership of the Physician Insurers Association of

America, in which Copic is a member. Just this last year

St. Paul has also demonstrated this frequency decrease

and then a small frequency increase.

As you can see, claims severity has continued to

increase. This probably reflects better case selection by

plaintiff attorneys and a trend toward larger awards in

personal injury cases.

The most significant factor though in our experience

is for claims (on which we've kept statistical data for

more than ten years) when we analyze those that had

significant records problems. I'm not speaking about

failure to cross a "t" or dot an "i" or to put commas in

the wrong place; I'm talking about significant issues that

presented a problem to the attorneys who were defend-

ing the physicians. Those claims are twice as expensive

even when we win.

Copic has relocated in its own "home office"

building. This means permanent quarters for both Copic

and CMS. Land, building and furniture were purchased

for less than 50% of replacement cost. As an investment

of funds, the building will produce a return better than

anything else currently available in financial markets.

Being co-located with CMS is a significant advantage in

streamlining our communication and planning activities.

Copic Insurance Company Growth and Stability

YEAR ASSETS SURPLUS FREQUENCY SEVERITY
(per 100 doctors) (per closed claim)

1988 $103,201,000 $11,026,000 14.93 $44,444

1989 $133,643,000 $14,462,000 14.66 $57,534

1990 $135,618,000 $21,146,000 15.44 $73,684

1991 $172,441,000 $35,629,000 15.27 $84,614

There was, for a short time, a decrease in frequency

of claims, nationally and in Colorado. In the past, St.

Paul generally had the largest national representation of

physicians. Recently, it was surpassed by the total

The longterm financial benefit of this move is obvious.

Copic has also maintained a solid financial position

and we have continued the trend of returning dividends
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o insured physicians. In 1990, Copic returned $2.5

nillion; in 1 991 , $3.7 million. This year, that dividend

A'ill amount to over $6 million.

When we saw that medical records claims were

twice as expensive as all claims, we developed a records

consultation project to assist you in your practice to

fine-tune your records. Our experience is that most

Colorado physicians are doing an excellent job now
with the general issues that we've always talked to you

about. They are legibility, organization of the record and

informed consent. And for you to reach that next level of

sophistication, we need to be working with you in your

practice because that's where the rubber meets the road,

as they say.

Doctor-patient conflicts are always a significant

issue, as you heard Corky (Dr. Butler) mention earlier.

Physicians are more and more in conflict with one-

another, with the public, with society, with regulatory

agencies, and so on, and we need to improve our

communications skills. Therefore, we have been con-

ducting the Miles Communications Workshops for the

past year. You have received some national recognition

for your willingness as Colorado physicians to partici-

pate in these workshops, and you will continue to do so.

The most expensive group of claims nationally is

also the most expensive in Colorado's experience. It is

'failure to diagnose cancer' claims - claims in which the

physician allegedly has failed to make a timely diagnosis

of cancer. We have a project funded by the Agency for

Health Care Policy and Research (AHCPR) in which
we're participating with Rose Hospital and AMC and
which is just starting. Many of you will have an opportu-

nity to participate in that. We hope it will give us some
extra tools in supporting you, should that allegation be

made against your practice.

And, of course, the most important part is knowing
how to pull together all of those issues we've presented

to you (Bob Brittain, Kathy Gardner and me) in our

seminars. We know that you have a limited amount of

time in your practice. There are a lot of things that

distract physicians these days from their ability to

concentrate on their patients, the reasons we're in this

business. In Risk Management, we're trying to intensify

our time working with you in the office and particularly

in relation to specialty-specific issues. We have re-

viewed 1 ,01 6 physicians in our Records Consultation

Project. 67% of those reviews have resulted in what we
refer to as "compliance," or complying with the criteria.

In 30%, moderate problems were noted. Problem

statements, treatment plans, and legibility were present

in 95%. In those patient record reviews, we found that

80% had an allergy flag present, 60% contained a

medications list, 50% also had an up-to-date problem
list. One of the most rapidly growing areas of claims

these days is the area in which there are drug-related

problems with the patient. Incomplete information

increases that risk. These are the things we have pre-

sented to you most pointedly in the last five or six years.

You're obviously doing a great job because out of the

more than one-thousand, serious problems were noted

in only 3%.

Other things we thought you'd be interested in

knowing about - your ability to review x-ray and labora-

tory data - which was what led us to talk to you about

system failures. You obviously got the message, because

in 99% of the reviews, a lab/x-ray data review system

was in place; 60% of the reviews revealed that the lab/x-

ray review was well documented. It is actually unusual

for us to now find a laboratory/x-ray or consultant report

that slips through without a system being in place.

Unfortunately, the systems aren't quite as precise as we
would like for them to be, but we think that just repre-

sents some inexperience in using the systems. They're

obviously there.

The most consistent findings (and you should think

about this a little) is, first, that the more specialized the

practice the less general health information is obtained.

One of the things we've talked about to many of you

who are specialists is that you still tend to participate in

coverage activities or in sharing patient care with

partners or other people who represent the general level

of your profession, such as endocrinologists who still

cover for general internists. If you fail to collect some of

that other information you may, in fact, face a claim

situation outside your specialty. This is a very important

issue to keep in mind. It's also important as an orthope-

dist, for instance, to know if your patient is a diabetic or

is taking significant long-term medication. Second,

dictated office notes are always more complete, no

matter what the specialty is, and we will continue to

encourage you to move to dictated and transcribed

records for that particular reason.

Communication is going to be our watch-word for

the next few years. You know that the MCAT now
requires a communication component and successful

completion by the applicant. Our first approach is the

Miles Communications Workshops. Twenty-four of

these workshops have been conducted throughout the

state. Three-hundred, seventy-five of you have partici-

pated, along with fourteen non-physician providers. Our

feedback has been uniformly positive. The attention that

you've received has given us an opportunity to partici-

pate in a two-state grant proposal with Oregon. The
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grant will probably be funded by AHCPR to, for the first

time, effectively look at the participating physician and

obtain feedback about useful communication skills. The

study, being constructed by Dr. Wendy Levinson of

Portland, will help determine the degree of actual

learning and behavior change among participants in the

workshops. Both Oregon and Colorado physicians are

expeaed to be included in the sampling.

The Copic Partners for Prevention program (which

we will be conducting with Rose Hospital and AMC
under the AHCPR grant) is just getting started. This is an

attempt to evaluate educational and screening activities.

It's not diagnostic and treatment-oriented. One of the

things we still believe to be the most effective risk

management strategy you can develop is the trust

relationship between yourself and your patients. In

cancer screening, part of that is helping them understand

the importance of their own responsibility for cancer

evaluation and particularly the importance of adhering

to your follow-up instructions. So the key in this study

will be to learn how to do that more effectively and to

motivate patients to follow our advice in a significant

fashion.

One of our major seminar subjects is the Specialty-

specific Risk Management Self-Assessment for all

physicians.

For RECORDS, be sure they're legible, that there is a

clear problem statement for each case, and there is a

well-defined plan of management and program of

education. Then double check to see that your signature

is properly affixed. Included in SYSTEMS, make sure

there is a review system for lab and x-ray reports and

these are well documented. Be sure there is a system to

follow when appointments are missed, and be sure to

schedule and follow through with regular staff meetings.

Under the file heading of PROBLEM PATIENTS, main-

tain an index of suspicions, any unusual diagnosis,

cultural concerns, concerns about behavior, and then

document any transfer decisions made. COMMUNICA-
TIONS should include proper recording of the patient's

expectations as well as the physician's expectations,

any hilling, insurance or language questions or com-
ments.

The specialty-specific seminars we are involved in

incorporate some common data bits for all specialties,

and, of course, the issue of communications.

We've divided the specific medical risk by specialty.

In Family Practice, medical problems include Cancer

(breast, lung, colon, skin and cervix). Myocardial

Infarction, Pregnancy-related (prenatal system). Infec-

tions (meningitis, eppiglottitis), and Drug Related

(combinations, allergies, anticoagulants, long-term

steroids, refills without visits and contraindications).

In Internal Medicine: Cancer, Myocardial Infarction,

Procedure Consent Form (endoscopy, organ biopsy).

System Failure (chest x-ray after subclavian, annual PAP
and breast exams), and Drug Related (combinations,

allergies, anticoagulants, long-term steroids, refills

without visits, contraindications, chemotherapy and

antibiotic side-effects).

Surgery-specific surgical problems include Judge-

ment Errors (intrathoracic mass-meningocele,

tracheostomy - slipped, retroperitoneal tumor-vascular

injury, vascular repair). Informed Consent Errors

(carotid endarterectomy, sigmoidoscopy, C-section,

thyroidectomy, hernia repair, vasectomy). Questionable

Indications (hiatus hernia, acalculus cholecystectomy,

obesity procedures, new procedures). System Failure

(wrong side/site, retained sponges, preoperative data

review errors), and Technical Errors (bovie burns,

laparoscopic procedures, laser procedures).

So these are examples of the issues in specialty-

specific areas which have most frequently resulted in

suits against the FP, internist or surgeon. We have these

for several other specialties, but I use the above to

illustrate what Copic is attempting to do in risk manage-

ment.

Copic understands that our projects are just another

hassle-factor in your practice, and we truly appreciate

your participation and willingness to incorporate these

subjects into your practices. All this is, I believe, re-

flected in the financial information I presented at the

outset.

Thank you.
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Interim Meeting 1992 rMi^

Harrison G. Butler, III, MD, President of the Colorado Medical

Society listens to Patricia A. Nolan, MD, MPH, explain her visionfor

Public Health in Colorado. Dr. Nolan has been appointed by Gover-

nor Roy Romer to head the Colorado Department ofHealth.

James S. Todd, MD, Executive Vice President

of the American Medical Association makes a

point as he addresses the General Member-

ship meeting of the Colorado Medical Society,

held March 7, 1992. Dr. Todd askedfor the

support of the CMS in national issuesfaced by

the AMA, noting that progress is being made

on many concerns vital to the practice of

medicine. He was introduced by President H.

G. Butler, HI, MD who said that the two

physicians had arrived at an understanding

on some of the issues on which Dr. Butler

differs with the AMA.

Auxilian Bunkie Inkret stopped by to inspect the prizes in a drawing

operated by Mary Hanson and Rose Pollard to raisefundsfor AMA-ERF
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Proceedings of the Interim Meeting

Colorado Medical Society

House of Delegates

March 8, 1992

Sheraton Hotel— Englewood, Colorado

PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES

The Colorado Medical Society House of Delegates met at the Sheraton Denver Tech Center, Englewood, Colorado on March

7 & 8, 1992 and took the following actions.:

REFERENCE COMMITTEE ON BOARD OF DIRECTORS/CONSTITUTION & BYLAWS

Adopted a Resolution which requires the Nominating Committee to distribute copies of the President-Elect’s resume to the

Delegates prior to election.

Adopted a Resolution to form a Task Force to review the Medical Practice Act for the purpose of recommending changes

prior to the Sunsetting process in 1994.

Adopted a Resolution encouraging the Colorado Medical Society Leadership and members in general to join COMPAC/
AMPAC.

Adopted a Resolution calling for the American Medical Association to educate the public regarding the meaning of recog-

nized board certification.

Adopted a Resolution inquiring into the possibility of publishing a proactive newsletter for patients.

Adopted a Resolution to form a Task Force which will further define CMS policy on health care reform.

Adopted a Resolution which calls for the American Medical Association to reaffirm its goals to be an unified voice for all

physicians.

Adopted a Resolution to adopt as CMS policy the guidelines Adopted by the American Medical Association on the ethical

obligation to report impaired, incompetent or unethical colleagues.

Adopted a Resolution to adopt as CMS policy the guidelines Adopted by the American Medical Association on conflict of

interest.

Accepted for filing:

Progress Report - Board of Directors,

Progress Report - Executive Director

Progress Report - AMA Delegation

Progress Report - Women in Medicine Section

Progress Report - Young Physician Section
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iEFERENCE COMMITTEE ON PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION/LEGISLATION

rhe following Resolutions were referred:

.^ES-6-A Training Programs for Physicians to Improve Counseling Skills with HIV Positive Patients

RES-7-A Training Programs for Physicians to Improve Counseling Skills with Adult

Survivors of Sexual Abuse

; RES-1 1-P Legislation Prohibiting Nonsale Distribution of Tobacco Products

! RES-12-P Legislation to Prohibit Sale of Tobacco Products in Vending Machines

)

I Accepted for filing:

i

Progress Report - Council on Legislation

Progress Report - Council on Legislation, COMPAC
Progress Report - Council on Professional Education

' reference COMMITTEE ON COMMUNITY HEALTH ISSUES/MEDICAL SERVICE

Adopted a Resolution calling for government officials and legislators to enact ordinances and legislation to prohibit smoking

: in all municipal buildings, open stadiums and other facilities throughout the state.

Adopted a Resolution asking for the Task Force on Domestic Violence to develop a model protocol to assist physicians in

recognizing, reporting, treating and referring victims of domestic abuse.

Adopted a Resolution which calls for the Colorado Medical Society to develop a model job description for Medical Directors

of nursing homes which would include educational requirements, experience or certification in geriatrics.

Adopted a Resolution which calls for the Colorado Medical Society to support accurate and appropriate labeling of so called

“non-alcoholic” beverages and other substances including over-the-counter and prescription medications.

Adopted a Resolution which states that the Colorado Medical Society support the development of a more rational definition

of contaminated waste and rational policy for disposal of contaminated waste associated with delivery of medical care.

Adopted a Resolution which states that the Colorado Medical Society encourage the American Medical Association to

analyze the National Practitioner Data Bank statistical report and share that report at the 1992 Annual Meeting.

Adopted a Resolution which asks that the American Medical Association encourage the development of educational materi-

als which enhance the awareness of the safe and unsafe use of non-powder guns.

Adopted a Resolution which asks that any transportation and disposal of radioactive waste be thoroughly coordinated among
federal, state and local governments as well as potentially involved medical facilities.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society encourages the American Medical Association continue its evalua-

tion of state or other approaches to developing a Basic Benefits package and continue coordination of activities regarding

Health Access America.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society oppose product-specific advertising of prescription drugs directly to

the public.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society urges the AMA to encourage its members to gather signatures from

patients to be presented to congressional delegations demanding that the United States Government discontinue spending tax

dollars in support of the tobacco industry.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society urge the AMA to study the issue of limits on health insurance

benefits for Adopted children and to identify appropriate remedies with a report to the AMA House of Delegates.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society support the AMA position that the appropriate use of animals is

essential to the progress of medical research.
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Accepted for filing: 1

Progress Report - Council on Medical Service 1

Progress Report - Council on Community Health Issues
j

Report of the AMA Board of Trustees, Health Access America
1

The following resolutions were referred:

RES-13-P HIV Testing in Patients

RES-I4-P Changes to Community Health Issues Section of the Policy Manual

RES-I8-P HIV Testing without Explicit Consent

RES-36-P HIV Infection in Health Care Workers

The following resolutions were Not Adopted :

RES-4-P Credentialling of D.O.’s

RES-5-P HIV Testing

RES-29-A Misleading Reference to Animal Research by Encyclopaedia Britannica

REFERENCE COMMITTEE ON PHYSICIAN/PATIENT ADVOCACY COUNCIL

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society educate its members regarding actions taken by congress regarding

medicare reimbursement for EKG interpretation and encourage the Colorado Delegation by letters and personal contact to

support Senate Bill 1810 and House Bill 3373 which will repeal such actions.

Adopted a Resolution which provides for an ongoing study of the impact of managed care on physicians and patients of

Colorado and to report at the Annual Meeting 1992.

Adopted a Resolution which states that the Colorado Medical Society shall adopt as policy that all third party payors be

required to disclose in clear terms to policy holders any restrictions which may affect access to the patient’s choice of physi-

cian.

Adopted a Resolution asking that immediate steps be taken to influence the Secretary of Health and Human Services to allow

an exception to the Stark anti-self-referral law for any private office laboratories that do not “abuse the Medicare program”.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society urges the American Medical Association to work immediately with

specialty societies to clarify the meaning and scope of global fees so that patients will be provided appropriate care and that

appropriate payment will be made for essential professional services.

Adopted a Resolution directing the Executive Director and legal counsel to prepare a response to the Center on Deafness’

interpretation of the Americans with Disabilities Act regarding payment for services of an interpreter during medical treat-

ment.

Accepted for filing:

AMA-4 - Final Rule of the New Medicare Physician Payment System

Progress Report - Couneil on Physician/Patient Advocacy

The following report was referred:

AMA-2 Managed care” Ref>ort of AMA Councils on Medical Service/Long Range Planning

The following resolution was Not Adopted :

RES-30-A Ongoing Study of Managed Care
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Delegate Attendance— 1992 Interim Meeting

MSTRICT I - 5 DELEGATES
EASTERN COLORADO - 1 DELEGATE
;A) Olson, Mark R.

MORGAN - 1 DELEGATE
(D) Thompson, Patrick L.

NORTHEAST COLORADO - 2 DELEGATES
None Present

WASHINGTON-YUMA - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

! DISTRICT II - 6 DELEGATES

j

INTERMOUNTAIN - 2 DELEGATES
None Present

IlAKE - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

MOUNT EVANS - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

MOUNT SOPRIS - 3 DELEGATES
(D) Painter, M. Ray
DISTRICT III - 12 DELEGATES
NORTHWESTERN COLORADO - 2 DELEGATES
None Present

CHAFFEE - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

FREMONT - 2 DELEGATES
(D) Buglewicz, John V.

(D) Gamache, Peter J.

HUERFANO - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

LAS ANIMAS - 1 DELEGATE
(D) McFarland, Douglas M.
OTERO - 2 DELEGATES
None Present

SAN LUIS VALLEY - 2 DELEGATES
(D) Culp, Raymond M.
SOUTHEASTERN COLORADO - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

DISTRICT IV - 6 DELEGATES
CURECANTI - 2 DELEGATES
(A*) Canfield, Thomas M.
DELTA - 1 DELEGATE
(D) Bennett, Robert J.

LA PLATA - 2 DELEGATES
(A) Glann, Alan S.

MONTEZUMA - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

DISTRICT V - 22 DELEGATES
ARAPAHOE - 22 DELEGATES
(D) Bartee, Roy M.
(D) Bartlett, Max D.

(A) Fox, Lisa A.

(D) Jolly, Susan L.

(D) Kruse, Robert L.

(D) Larkin, Thomas P.

(D) Levine, Mark A.

(A*) Lewis, Frederick

(D) Reiner, Seth A.

(D) Stecher, Karl

(D) Thulin, Barbara W.
(D) Truitt, Leigh

DISTRICT VI - 11 DELEGATES
AURORA-ADAMS - 11 DELEGATES
(D) Capin, Leslie R.

(D) Clark, Sallie B.

(A) DiBella, Nicholas J.

(A) Gottula, Roderic D.

(A) Iskander, Laurice

(A) Jacobs, Mary Jo

(D) Kraus, G. Thomas
(A) Soloman, William A.

(D) Sundland, Barry R.

(D) Visconti, Paul B.

(D) Vitanza, Joanne M.
DISTRICT VII - 12 DELEGATES
BOULDER - 12 DELEGATES
(A*) Bedell, Richard F.

(D) Benson, Alan E.

(D) Berg, Kevin R.

(D) Bolles, Gene E.

(A) Curtis, William S.

(D) Farrington, John F.

(D) Rubright, Mark W.
(D) Rupp, Gerald R.

(D) Stjemholm, Melvin R.

DISTRICT VIII - 20 DELEGATES
CLEAR CREEK VALLEY - 20 DELEGATES
(A) Augustitus, V. Karen

(D) Brundige, Richard L.

(D) Campbell, Thomas P.

(A) Chambers, Jodi A.

(D) Cohen, Richard S.

(D) Doig, David J.

(D) Dorr, Lugene A.

(D) Doyle, Herman E.

(D) Karlin, Joel M.
(D) Laubach, Sherri J.

(D) Netz, Howard E.

(D) Oppenheim, Walter H.

(D) Potts, William E.

(A) Rail, Carla J.

(D) Sadler, Dean L.

(A*) Tegtmeier, Ronald E.

(D) Yakely, M. Robert

(A*) Yocum, Harold A.

DISTRICT IX - 42 DELEGATES
DENVER - 42 DELEGATES
(D) Anneberg, A. Lee

(D) Bailey, William C.

(D) Bakemeier, Richard F.

(A) Ballinger, Carter M.

(A) Bogin, Robert M.

(D) Butterfield, Donald G.

(D) Butterfield, L. Joseph
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(D) Campbell, William A.

(D) Carson, Bonita S.

(D) Cochrane, David R.

(D) Cook, William R.

(D) Fink, Donald W.
(D) Foust, Glenn T.

(D) Gottesfeld, Ray L.

(D) Halgrimson, Charles G.

(A) Jacobson, Eugene D.

(A) Kandel, George E.

(D) Karel, James L.

(D) Major, Francis J.

(D) McCartney, Robert D.

(A) McDonald, Louise L.

(D) McElhinney, James P.

(A) Moore, George E.

(D) Nelson, Nancy E.

(A) O’Donnell, Richard S.

(A) Owens, J. Cuthbert

(D) Parsons, Donald W.
(D) Regan, James R.

(D) Safford, H.R.

(D) Sawyer, Robert B.

(D) Schemmel, Janet E.

(D) Sides, Leroy J.

(A) Stigler, Del

(D) Walker, Louise C.

(D) Wiedel, Jerome D.

(D) Zbylski, Joseph R.

LINIVERSITY OF COLORADO STUDENT MEDICAL
SOCIETY - 2 DELEGATES
(D) Batuello, Stephen G.

DISTRICT X - 19 DELEGATES
EL PASO - 19 DELEGATES
(D) Barry, Francis J.

(A) Bengfort, John L.

(D) Brusenhan, J. Richard

(D) Crawford, Lewis A.

(D) Emeis, William E.

(A) Geiringer, Gary V.

(D) Gifford, Marilyn J.

(D) LaVoo, John W.
(D) Lewis, Ted T.

(A) Lloyd, William E.

(A) Murray, Carolyn J.

(D) Muth,JohnB.

(D) Nielson, Peter G.

(A) Pollard, Joseph S.

(A) Rapp, Alan D.

(D) Rubinow, Sidney D.

(D) Spaulding, Duane R.

DISTRICT XI - 10 DELEGATES
LARIMER - 10 DELEGATES
(A) Chase, Jerry A.

(A) Ezell, William W.
(D) Giansiracusa, Richard F.

(A) Hailey, Mark A.

(D) Hammond, Richard O.

(D) Honea, Bertrand N.

(D) Hughes, Andres G.

(D) Kaiser, Dale C.

(A) Tagge, Gordon K.

(D) Wera, Thomas J.

DISTRICT XII - 6 DELEGATES
MESA - 6 DELEGATES
(D) Doran, John H.

(D) Hanna, Robert S.

(D) Jones, Paul B.

(D) Magraw, Bronwen J.

(D) Goiter, Lee B.

(D) Sadler, Theodore R.

DISTRICT XIII - 9 DELEGATES
PUEBLO - 9 DELEGATES
(D) Gaide, Thomas K.

(A) Kessler, Sharon M.
(D) Meeuwsen, James W.
(A*) Puls, Theodore J.

(A*) Nevin-Woods, Christine R.

(D) Ryals, Jarvis D.

(D) Tonsing, Robert E.

(A) Wilz, William P.

(A*) Woods, Phillip H.

DISTRICT XIV - 8 DELEGATES
WELD - 8 DELEGATES
(D) Olds, Kenneth M.
(A) Quinn, Richert E.

MEDICAL STAFF SECTION - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

COLORADO ACADEMY OF FAMILY PHYSICIANS - 1

DELEGATE
None Present

COLORADO CHAPTER, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
PHYSICIANS - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

COLORADO SOCIETY OF INTERNAL MEDICINE -

1

DELEGATE
None Present

ROCKY MOUNTAIN GASTROENTEROLOGIC SOCI-

ETY - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

COLORADO ORTHOPEDIC SOCIETY - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

COLORADO SOCIETY OF ANESTHESIOLOGISTS - 1

DELEGATE
None Present

COLORADO CHAPTER, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

COLORADO CHAPTER, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS - 1 DELEGATE
(D) Lefkowits, Donald J.

COLORADO RESIDENT PHYSICIAN SECTION - 1

DELEGATE
None Present

COLORADO GYNECOLOGICAL & OBSTETRICAL
SOCIETY - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

COLORADO YOUNG PHYSICIANS SECTION -

1
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Medical
i

Auditor to Keep Eye on
DGH
Robert L. Crider, City Auditor, an-

nounced the selection of Ruben

Esquibel, Jr., CPA, to manage the

newly established Office of the Auditor

at Denver General Hospital.

This action fulfills a major promise

made during Auditor Crider’s 1991

Campaign to help with some of the

financial problems that have been

ongoing at Denver General Hospital.

Mr. Esquibel is the first person to serve

in the role of Special Assistant to the

Auditor for Denver Health and Hospi-

tals.

Juvenile Health Standards
Revised
The National Commission on Correc-

tional Health Care (NCCHC) has just

released the revised Standardsfor

Health Services in Juvenile Detention

and Corfinement Facilities. First issued

in 1979 and revised in 1984, this is the

only comprehensive publication

regarding minimum standards of health

care services in juvenile detention and

confinement facilities.

The sixty-five standards, grouped

into administration, health records,

personnel, care and treatment and

medicalAegal issues, address the

specific health needs of a juvenile

population. There are five new stan-

dards, regarding the right to refuse

treatment, sexually transmitted and

bloodbome diseases, medical clearance

upon admission, outside programs such

as Outward Bound and forestry camp
and the forensic role of health care

staff These standards are used in the

accreditation of juvenile detention

facilities.

News

The NCCHC was founded by the

American Medical Association to

improve the quality of health care in

prisons, jails and juvenile detention and

confinement facilities. Accreditation

programs for the county jails in

Colorado are administered by the

Colorado Medical Society through its

Colorado Jail Health Care Project,

coordinated by Ellen Stein, Director of

Health Care Policy. For more informa-

tion, contact the Jail Project at (303)

779-54556 or the NCCHC at (312) 528-

0818.

Disability: The Proactive

Approach
The 1990 “Americans with Disabilities

Act” (ADA) and the regulations which

implement it have given physicians

cause to fear excessive governmental

interference in the physician/patient

relationship. In addition, activist groups

for the disabled have recently made
noise about requirements which would

severely hamper a physician’s ability to

conduct business. While CMS legal

counsel is busy researching the legal

implications of these new regulations

(especially the ones that concern your

disabled patients), there is something

you can do.

A coalition of disability groups and

businesses are sponsoring a workshop

April 30 - May 1 called “Employment

in the 90's Investing in Ability.” While

the ADA is not the prime focus of this

conference, it docs figure prominently,

as it must in any current discussion of

disabilities. The conference really takes

a much more positive approach than

merely explaining how to meet require-

ments. It is designed to promote greater

productivity by actively encouraging

employment of the disabled.

“It sounds like a worthy goal,” you

say, “but how realistic is it? After all,

wouldn’t I have to make major modifi-

cations to my office and practice?”

You’ll have to go the conference to find

out, but it doesn’t look that way. You
may recall in the early 1960’s when a

few far seeing zealots started talking

about a radical new idea called “conser-

vation.” Today, virtually every area of

business and life is affected by environ-

mental concerns. This may be your

chance to get in on the cutting edge of

the new mentality. Hire the disabled

because it’s good for you, good for

them and good for society.

This conference will deal with

issues faced by every employer in

conforming to the standards of the

ADA and in moving constructively into

the future. Though not specific to

physicians, it will give information on

how to hire the disabled and profit from

the experience. Look for more specific

information on physician compliance

with the provisions of the ADA in the

May issue of Colorado Medicine.

Mail in registration deadline for

this conference is April 10. It’s $55 if

you pre-register, $75 at the door, but

there are no guarantees there will be

space. For regisU'ation information

(there is a host of highly qualified

speakers) call 861-0116 (TTY 861-

2734)

.

The conference will be followed by

a Job Fair for the disabled on May 13.

Once you become so excited about the

possibilities of hiring the disabled (and

who better to show this kind of concern

than a physician?) you will want to

make the contacLs necessary to begin

the process. Call 233-1666 (TDD 861-

2735) to find out how to get involved.
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Colorado Gynecological and Obstetrical Society
by Betsy Fox

Sexual and Domestic

Abuse and AIDS
The President’s Symposium on Sexual

and Domestic Abuse and AIDS was

held Friday, March 13, at the Hyatt

Regency Denver Tech Center and was a

resounding success. Over 200 partici-

pants heard Marilyn Van Derbur Atler

give the morning keynote address, Ken
Hamblin give the luncheon address and

other excellent presentations throughout

the day.

Participants included Ob/Gyn
physicians, nurse practitioners, certified

nurse midwives, other physician

specialists, community representatives

and office personnel. The Planning

Committee consisted of Jaime McGre-

gor, Betsy Fox, Cheryl Welch and

Deborah Haack. Pharmaceutical

support came from; Wyeth, Ortho,

Merck, Berlex, Tokos, Care Mark,

Healthdyne and Vital Med.

These two themes are vital to

women’s health care. Experts in both

fields shared information, generating

provocative questions and a desire from

all to work in prevention and solutions,

with a true sense of urgency.

legislators, as well as community

representatives from the Baby Your

Baby program. State Health Depart-

ment, Social Services, State Nursing

Program and State Family Planning

Program. Sixty five people attended.

This dinner was sponsored by Wyeth
and Tokos.

Teen Pregnancy Program
The Teen Pregnancy Initiative spon-

sored by the Society has received an ad

campaign portfolio from the Denver Ad
Federation. This statewide advertising

council has been developing a theme,

logo and strategic plan for an advertis-

ing campaign which will occur in 1992,

with the focus of lowering teen preg-

nancy.

Legislative Breakfast
The Legislative Breakfast was held on

Valentine’s Day, February 14, at the

State Capitol. Many legislators, Ob/

Gyn physicians and staff members

enjoyed good conversation and refresh-

ments featuring a Valentine’s Day
theme. This event was sponsored by

Wyeth and Tokos.

For more information, call

Betsy Fox at 355-8845.

Legislative Dinner
The annual Legislative Dinner was held

on March 1 1 at the Oxford Hotel. This

year, a theme of Women’s Future

Health Care was presented by immedi-

ate past president Harvey Cohen. Alan

Rapaport, Chair of the Legislative

Committee, served as emcee of the

evening.

This special evening was high-

lighted by the attendance of many

Marriott Meeting
The monthly membership meeting will

be held April 6 at the Marriott, 1-25 and

Hampden, cocktails at 5:45, dinner at

6:45. The evening will feature Richard

Schwartz, MD, President of the

American College of Obstetricians and

Gynecologists and Professor and Chair

at SUNY Downstate Medical Center.

The topic will be: Advancing Women’s
Health.
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Classified Advertisin

Publication ofany advertisement in Colorado Medicine is not an endorsement by the Colorado Medical Society of the

product or service. Colorado Medicine magazine is the officialjournal of the Colorado Medical Society, and is

authorized to carry General Advertising.

PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN—
Greater Denver. Weekdays Mon-Fri. Prefer

full time or regularly scheduled part time.

Preventive care, diagnosis/treatment of acute

and chronic illnesses of MR/DD clients. Sal-

ary guaranteed plus paid malpractice. Contact

Steven Parker, MD, Columbus Medical Ser-

vices, 2000 Valley Forge Towers, King of

Prussia, PA 19406. Call toll free 1-800-733-

5116. 1/0492

INTERNISTWANTED: Rapidly expanding,

multispecialty group seeks additional Inter-

nist for an established practice. Guaranteed

salary, incentive bonus plus benefits. Share-

holder status within one year. Send CV to:

Debbie Welle-Powell, Focus Health Services,

PC, 200 West County Line Rd #130, High-

lands Ranch, CO 80126. 2/0492

ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON—Colorado
Springs—Large, multi-specialty prepaid and

fee for serv ice group seekingBC/BE Orthope-
dist. Guaranteed first year salary with ben-

efits, plus incentive arrangements. Please send

CV to: William R. Truitt, MD, Colorado

Springs Medical Center, PC, 209 South Ne-

vada Ave, Colorado Springs, CO 80903

3/0492

FAMILY PRACTICE—Colorado Springs

—

Thirty five physician multi-specialty group is

seeking BC/BE Family Practitioner for branch

office in Colorado Springs. Fee for service

and pre-paid practice. Guaranteed salary.

Please send CV to: William R. Truitt, MD,
Colorado Springs Medical Center, PC, 209

South Nevada Ave, Colorado Springs, CO
80903. 3/0492

FAMILY PHYSICIAN; Community Health

Center seeks BC/BE Family Physician for

group practice north of Denver. Loan Repay-

ment opportunities. Duties include full Fam-

ily Practice (including OB) with staffof seven

physician. Comprehensive benefits, pail mal-

practice, CME, competitive salary, very at-

tractive location. Please send CV or inquiries

to David Myers, 1115 2nd Street; Fort Lupton

CO 80621, or call (800) 388-HEAL. 6/0292

EMERGENCY MEDICINE—Commu-
nity Hospital. Hours: four 12-hour
shifts—6pm-6am Weeknights. 60 hour

shift 6pm Fri-6am Mon. ER Dr. sees av-

erage 5-8 pts/12 hr & 40-45/60 hr. Com-
pensation: Negotiable, pending insurance,

lots oftime for 3 R’s: Rest, Relax & Read/

TV. Contact: Donald P. Ferrell,MD (719)

846-9213, PO Box 930, Trinidad, CO
81082. 4/0292

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICES.
Successfully serving physicians since 1976.

All levels and specialties. Effective. Success-

ful. Confidential. Immediate service avail-

able. CompleteCurriculum Vitae preparation.

Cover letter design and development. Career

planning services. Commitment to product

quality and client satisfaction. Call 1-800-

786-3037 (24 hours). 9/1291

Excellent opportunity for Board Certified or

EligibleOB/GYN PHYSICIAN tojoin twenty

five physician, well established multi-spe-

cialty group. Position available immediately

with full practice due to recent relocation of

one of two associates in the OB/GYN Depart-

ment. Will join a well established Board Cer-

tified OB/GYN physician. Good starting sal-

ary with an incentive program. Excellent cor-

porate fringe benefit program. Practice situ-

ated in medium size city 45 miles north of

Denver, Colorado, in the beautiful front range

of the Rockies. Contact: Administration, Long-

mont Clinic, PC, 1925 Mountain View Av-

enue, Longmont, CO 80501. (303) 776-1234

(collect). 3/0292

VAIL/BEAVER CREEK—Family Practice

based multi-specialty group seeking two BC/
BE Family Physicians for expansion to third

office. Full range of FP, including OB &
sports medicine in beautiful mountain com-

munity. Send CV to Vail Mountain. Medical,

181 W. Meadow Dr. #200, Vail, CO 81657,

Attn: K. Petrie, MD 3/0392

COLORADO SPRINGS GENERAL SUR-
GERY Hospital based practice available. Sale

includes Penrose Hospital office lease, equip-

ment, patient records, managed care contracts

and referral base. Reply to 25 E Jackson Ste

#305, Colorado SpringsCO 80907, (7 19) 636-

0075 c/o Marge Kilgore. 6/1291

BOULDER— AMBULATORY CARE
CLINIC—Family Medicine/Emergent Care/

Occupational Medicine - Busy, two physician

practice seeking full limeBE/BC Family Prac-

titioner to join growing comprehensive medi-

cal practice in prime SE Boulder area. New,
well equipped facility. Minimal call. Flexible

scheduling. Send CV and call Dr Offner, 4800

Baseline, D-106, Boulder, CO 80303. (303)

499-4800. 2/0292

BC/BE INTERNIST—needed to join busy 2

man Internal Medicine practice—Southwest

suburban Denver area — on site treadmill/

Flex sig. Send CV to G. Brown, MD, 6169 S

Balsam Way #240, Littleton CO 80123.

3/0292

Correction

In the article about the Respiteer™ Respite Care Program in the December

1991 issue of Colorado Medicine, it was erroneously reported that the MEDI-

CAL PERSONNEL POOL© offices in Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo

are operated by MEDICAL PERSONNEL POOL, INC.

The Denver MEDICAL PERSONNEL P(X)L office is, in fact, operated by

MEDICAL PERSONNEL POOL, Inc.; however, the Colorado Springs and

Pueblo MEDICAL PERSONNEL P(X)L offices are operated by Medical

Personnel Pool of Southeastern Colorado, Inc.
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Classified Advertising

FAMILY PRACTICE associate, Boulder,

Colorado. Busy Two person practice seeks

third BC/BE full or part time associate. No
OB. Call L. Wood, MD at (303) 444-8835 for

information. 6/0292

LCXTUM TENENS It is not what it used

to be. As a client, your practice goes uninter-

rupted. As a locum tenens, you have the free-

dom and flexibility to work as often or as little

as you like. Physician managed since 1982.

Call for details—Interim Physicians Network
1-800-669-0718 or (303) 691-0718. 12/0192

REDUCE YOUR INCOME TAXES for ‘92

and beyond. Simplified plan not subject to

ERISA. Ideal benefit structure for profession-

als. Call H. A. Kline (303) 850-9775.4/0292

FAMILY PRACTICE—HOSPITAL SPON-
SOREDCLINICOPPORTUNITY. Dynamic,

growth oriented hospital in beautiful North

Central Wisconsin is seeking Family Physi-

cians to respond to growing community de-

mand. The administrative burdens of medical

practice will be minimized in this hospital

managed clinic. The hospital has committed

to an income and benefit package which is

significantly higher than similar opportuni-

ties. Package includes base income, incentive

bonus, malpractice, disability, signing bonus

and student loan reduction/forgiveness pro-

gram. All relocation costs will be borne by the

hospital. Please contact Kari Wangsness,

Associate, The Chancellor Group, Inc.,

France Place, Suite 920, 3601 Minnesota

Drive, Bloomington, Minnesota, 55435,

(612)835-5123. tfn/1190

SITUATIONS WANTED

OTOLARYNGOLOGIST—available as

LOCUM for your practice. BC, Well-

trained, semi-retired. Available on short

notice. Call Nicholas Schenck, MD, FACS,
(213) 654-6400. 6/0192

PROPERTIES FOR SALE OR LEASE

MONTANA RANCH
8,000 acres of spectacular meadows, pine

and aspen forests. Exceptionally furnished

5 BR, 3 BA log house. Excellent for several

families. Located near Big Horn River and

Custer Battlefield. Easy interstate drive. 7

hours from Fort Collins. Horseback riding,

swimming and mountain bikes available.

Stocked trout pond. $ 1 ,750/week. Call (303)

223-8915. 3/0492

WINTER PARK—HIGHLANDS—3 BR
House, 7 miles from ski area. 1,600 sq ft.

Kitchen, Dining Room, Large Living Room.
1,200 sq ft walkout basement, 2 balconies, 2

car heated garage, Um acre of property for sale

by owner. Asking price is less than we paid.

Call owner, Werner or Ruth, 399-8919

12/0491

MEDICALSPACEFOR LEASE—Excellent

location near 1-25 and Hampden. 10 minutes

to Swedish and Porter Hospitals, 15 minutes

to Aurora Hospitals. 1575 sq ft finished space.

Four examining rooms, two private offices,

lab, 2 baths, receptionist area and waiting

room. Available March 1. 770-0436 or 795-

0469. 2/0392

YOUGWEfTTO YOURSELF! Winter Park,

very plush 2 BR Condo with all amenities

including sauna, athletic club, door to ski area

transportation. For sale by owner. Call Werner

or Ruth, 399-8919. 12/0491

EAGLE/VAIL fully equipped luxury town-

house on golf course, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths,

reasonable summer-winter rates. Peter Ge-

hret, MD (303) 771-0456. 12/0492

PRACTICES FOR SALE

Large FAMILY PRACTICE and INDUS-
TRIAL MEDICINE practice for sale in Au-

rora, CO. Marvin N. Cameron, MD, 651 Po-

tomac St, Suite B, Aurora CO 80011. Phone

364-4553. 2/0492

RETIRING PHYSICIAN: Established

Denver Med practice. Take over fully

equipped office (X-Ray in bldg.) Will Intro-

duce patients. Very reasonable terms. (303)

322-7571. 2/0492

SERVICES

HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
LOW DOC PROGRAM available for physi-

cians and other health professionals. Purchase

and refinance. Call Milt, a mortgage banker

with 18 years experience. 753-6262.10/0292

LOCUM TENENS SERVICE
RADIOLOGISTS AVAILABLE

Since 1979, Western Physicians Registry has

been providing radiologists throughout the

Western States. For locum tenens or perma-

nent positions, please call Jim Ellis, Director.

1-800-437-7676. 6/0292

Cash Crunch?
Overhead Rising?

Revenue Dropping?

Let us help lower your costs.YOU special-

ize in patient care.WE specialize in insur-

ance billing. We work with Medicare,

Medicaid, HMO’SjPPO’s, and other third
party carriers.

We don’t get paid until you get paid.

For more information call Advanced Pro-

fessional Services (303) 341-1008.

tfn/0492

INNOVATIONS SHOULD BE PAT-
ENTED ifmarketable. For more information,

call Brian D. Smith of Fields, Lewis, Pittenger

& Rost, Colorado’s leading patent law firm.

Mr. Smith specializes in the medical arts.

(303) 758-8400. 12/0791

MISCELLANEOUS

We are looking for qualified buyers, sellers,

associates, and merger candidates. We also

have excellent practice opportunities through-

out the state. For more information, call AF-
TCO (303) 795-8800. 24/4189
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STACKS

[vlaintaining the Balance

\.mericans with Disabilities Act: (ADA)
Its Impact On Your Practice

I'pecial Supplement: Opinion by CMS legal counsel on how the ADA affects your practice and what

steps are necessary in your office interpretation of the law.

j

By Karen Best, esq., Montgomery Little Young Campbell & McGrexv, P.C.

!

NOTE: Save this magazine supplement for future reference.

idso In This Issue:

Health Care Reform by H. G. Butler, III, M.D., President, CMS
Bloodborne Pathogens: the $821 Million (OSHA) Standard by Myron L. Treber, Human Resources specialist.

Hawaii - its State Health Insurance Plan by Sandra L. Maloney, Executive Director, CMS



Goals Vs. Performance

1981 Goal:
Operate with Insurance Professionals,

Maintaining Physician Control

1992 Assessment:
The Copic Board of Directors currently includes 10 physicians,

one of whom is Chairman of the Board, plus the company's
President, its General Counsel and a Certified Public

Accountant. The Copic Staff is made up of 40 persons from
diverse specialties within the insurance industry and 10 persons

who bring with them specialized health-care experience.

The bottom line for Copic:
provide Colorado physicians and, indirectly, the people

of the state with professional liability insurance which

is affordable, equitable and fair.

Copic Insurance Company • P.O. Box 17540 Denver, CO 80217-0540 • (303) 779-0044 • 1-800-421-1
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Cover Story

Much heat but little light

has been generated so far

on the implications of the

Americans with Disabilities

Act of 1990. See the special

supplement in this issue for

the hard facts.
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Harrison G. Butler, III, MD
President, 1991-1992

The Colorado Medical

Health care reform is a much
discussed topic, especially this election

year. There continues to be significant

legislative effort at both the state and

federal levels.

In Colorado, Senate Bill 4, better

known as ColoradoCare, has received

the blessing of the Senate and House.

There were amendments attached by

the House HEWI Committee, and now
the bill is in joint committee of the

House and Senate to iron out the

differences. I expect this to be for-

warded to the Governor for his signa-

ture. This bill requires the Department

of Regulatory Agencies to study the

feasibility and cost savings associated

with implementing a statewide health

care program. It requires the depart-

ment to conduct a demonstration

project under which counties may
develop and implement a countywide

health care program for citizens within

their respective counties to test some of

the features of the ColoradoCare

program. The bill also provides for

added taxes in various forms.

An ad hoc committee of the

Colorado Medical Society examined in

depth, but did not endorse the bill. The
CMS has endorsed a pilot project to

study reform. A letter was sent to

Governor Romer in support of applica-

tion to the Robert Wood Johnson

Foundation for a grant to fund this pilot

project.

Your Medical Society, meanwhile,

is taking on an ambitious project. We
are conducting at least ten meetings

throughout the state at which members
and the Board of Directors representing

President’s Letter

Society and Health Care Reform

that area of the state will meet. The

purpose of the meetings will be to

provide input from the CMS member-

ship on health care reform and to

develop priorities. The priorities and

comments will then be taken to the

Board of Directors who will meet in

special session to promulgate a defini-

tive policy of the CMS on what we
think should comprise a statewide

health care reform package. I am also

pleased that the CMS Medical Student

Component is formulating its health

care reform agenda. Their contribution

is important and will be considered at

the Board.

There is no question that the

Colorado Medical Society must have a

policy on this important issue in order

that we be organized and credible in the

ongoing negotiations. You can bet the

special interest groups that are driving

this discussion will be organized and

aggressive!

It is obvious that these regional

meetings are enormously important and

your input is critical. The Board of

Directors’ policy is subject to approval

of the House of Delegates and our goal

is to submit this document at the

Annual Meeting in September. The

CMS cannot afford to have the House

refer this back to committee for more

work and, thus, more wasted time.

Therefore, this document bust be

excellent in thought, content and form.

The remaining meetings scheduled

are included here.

I will be looking for you at one of

these regional meetings. Come prepared

to discuss the issue!

CMS Health Care Reform

Task Force

statewide meetings

May 3rd Colorado Springs

Plaza Club - 6:30 pm
May 6th Pueblo

Pueblo Country Club - 6:30 pm
May 29th Durango

Red Lion - 6:30 pm
June 3rd Fort Collins

Marriott Hotel - 6:30 pm
July 12th Grand Junction

Hilton Hotel - 3:00 pm
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But the way some kids treat

her, she might as well be

from another planet. Just

becaue she has epilepsy.

You know that epilepsy

doesn't make her weird. It

doesn't affect her abilities,

her sense of humor, or her

qualities as a friend.

But walls of misunder-
standing, overprotection or

prejudice still keep kids like

Nikki away from other

children—and exclude them

from sports, trips, and other

normal school activities.

Nikki is just like anyone else

except for one thing. She has

epilepsy. While someofyour
epilepsy patients need
special help, they don't need

walls. You can help get rid of

the walls around children

with epilepsy or other dis-

abilities—and count them in.

Let'shelp teardown the walls

around kids like Nikki. Call

the Epilepsy Foundation of

America, I-SOO-EFA-IOOO or

the Epilepsy Foundation of

Colorado (303) 761-2742.

Epilepsy Foundation of America
This space donated by publisher.

I

BEFORE BLOOD PRESSURE

MEDICATION CAN WORK,
ITHASTOGETPAST
AMAJOROBSnClE.

Remind your patients that heart attack and stroke are much harder to

swallow than blood pressure medication. You, as a physician, arc the

main line of defense against the “I forgot to take my pills” syndrome.

You can help prevent heart disease. We can tell you how.

American Heart Association^
This soace provided as a public service.

LOOKING FOR A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY?

CONSIDERING A SECOND RESIDENCY?

* UNLIMITED POSITIONS

* PRIORITY CONSIDERATION FOR RESIDENCY PROGRAMS

* LEARN HOW TO FLY: JETS, HELICOPTERS OR PROPS

* 20/20 VISION NOT REQUIRED

* FAA LICENSE AVAILABLE

* UNLIMITED FLIGHT TIME

* FLIGHT PAY IN ADDITION TO SPECIALTY PAY

Call Wayne Callahan, Medical Programs

(303)866-1970/1971 OR 1-800-237-7392.

NAVY FLIGHT SURGEON PROGRAM.
FULL SPEED AHEAD.

NAVAL FLIGHT SURGEON

I
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CMS Med Fax.
AT PRESS TIME...

..a compilation of medically-related news briefs of immediate interest to the physician community occurring

after COLORADO MEDICINE has gone to press.

CMS Med Fax^

by Montgomery Little Young Campbell and McGrew, P.C.

legal counsel to the Colorado Medical Society

OSHA Information In The Mall

How to comply with regulations on bloodborne pathogens

.
t'---

{May 7, 1992) The first of several deadlines for compli-

ance with new OSHA regulations on bloodborne

pathogens has already passed and many physicians

are concerned over their responsibilities under this law.

The Colorado Medical Society has responded to the

many calls on this subject.

Several consultants have offered guideline compliance

publications to CMS for distribution to the membership.
These publications commonly cost $100 to $150. CMS
has chosen to assemble its own material from various

sources and make it available to the membership. An
outline of the OSHA regulations has already been
mailed to all member physicians as part of this process.

The CMS information packet will include a summary of

the OSHA Regulations on Bloodborne Pathogens, a

compliance manual (used by OSHA inspectors to

determine your compliance with the regulations), and a

draft exposure control plan and associated forms.

These last are to be used in developing your office plan

for compliance.

This full information packet will be sent to physicians for

$25. This is to cover printing and postage costs. You

may mall the order form which came with your outline

or FAX your credit card order to (303) 771-8657. Orders

will be processed immediately upon receipt,

Remember the following deadlines when considering

how to comply with these regulations;

May 5, 1992 Exposure Control Plan

June 4, 1992 Training and Record Keeping

July 6, 1992 Engineering and Work
Practice Controls

Personal Protective Equipment

,
^ Housekeeping

Vaccination Program for Hepatitis B
' Exposure to follow up procedures

Dr. Bonita Carson has generously offered her assis-

tance in the development of this information and is

available as a resource (or further assistance in comply-

ing with the regulations. Dr. Carson can be reached at

266-3689. In addition, CMS is aware of other publica-

tions which provide information on how to comply with

the OSHA regulations. For information on these re-

sources, please call the Health Care Policy Department

at (303) 779-5455 or 1-800-654-5653.



Med Fax: Medico-

Legal News
by Karon B. Best, Esq., an associate

with the firm of Montgomery Little

Young Campbell and McGrew, PC.

This column is not legal ad\/lce, but is for general

information only. For help with specific problems.

readers should consult an attorney.

Medical Records

One question that continues to come up is, how much

can a physician charge for copies of medical records? I

now have more information tor you.

Colorado has regulations and statutory provisions

addressing patient records in the custody of individual

health care providers. 6 OCR 1011-1, 5.3, et seq. and

CRS § 25-1 '802. The Statute does not address the

question, but the regulation does. Here's what it says

about charging for patient records; “The patient or

representative shall pay for the reasonable cost of

obtaining a copy of his/her patient record, not to exceed

$10.00 for the first ten or fewer pates and $.25 per page
for every additional page. Actual postage costs also

may be charged. For one or more specific classes of

records or services, providers may charge additional

sums upon presenting a justification therefor acceptable

to the Department (of Health]."

It must be noted here, however, that the title of this

section of statute is “Patient Records in Custody of

Individual Health Care Providers (Outpatient Recordsy."

Some interpret that parenthetical statement to Imply

that the statute applies only to hospital records whiuli

are in the custody of individual health care providers

after discharge. This impression is strengthened by the

fact that this section follows 6CCR 1011-1, 5.2 "Institu-

tional Records," and repeats virtually word for word the

language of section 5.2 concerning availability of the

record to the patient or representative, timeliness of the

act of providing the records, definition of the records

and exclusion of records concerning treatment for

psychiatric or psychological problems from certain

types of disclosure. The statutory language concerning

charges for records also allows the provider to recover

actual costs of providing records, such as X-Rays,

which cannot be reproduced without special equipment.

If tiie patient is involved In litigation, the patient can

Obtain his or her medical records by subpoena duoes

tecum, requiring the custodian of the records to appear

at a designated location with the original medical

records. The attorney requesting the record would be

responsible for paying the custodian a witness and

mileage fee of a few dollars, but, if the depositiori is in

the attorney’s office, could obtain a copy of the record

at the location of the deposition at little or no cost

(actual copy cost). The "records deposition" procedure

is more costly for both the physician, since a member of

the physician's staff would likely attend the deposition,

and for the patient, who is responsible for the fees and

deposition costs.

The regulation allows for additional sums, if the provider

presents justification to the Department of Health, a

procedure which I have seen used in litigation. Com-
monly the physician and the requesting attorney dispute

the issue of copying fees and resolve the matter without

the intervention of the Department of Health.

Interestingly, both the statute and the regulation ex-

clude the physician’s “office notes" from the description

of documents which must be made available to the

patient.

This statute gives an idea of what Is considered "rea-

sonable" in the provision of institutional records. As

these records are similar to those maintained by

individual physicians, it is likely that these guidelines

will be assumed to be reasonable for those physicians

as well.

Physicians, on the other hand, have noted that these

charges are not reflective of the actual costs of provid-

ing records in many instances. Once a staff member
has to pull the record, make copies and return the

record to the file, overhead costs can easily exceed the

named amounts, which are part of a statute adopted in

1978. In addition, physicians have noted that other

professionals, such as attorneys, have been known to

charge far more for records than the minimal amount
mentioned in the statute.

On the other hand, one attorney who commonly repre-

sents indigent clients points out that any charge a

physician makes for a record requested by an attorney

will be passed on to the client. This means that trying to

compensate for the perceived threat of malpractice

litigation could easily backfire, costing the patient, not

the attorney.

MONTGOMERY
LITTLE
YOUNG

CAMPBELL
& MCGREW

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
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Claims to be denied for

failure to include Unique
Physician Identification

Number (UPIN)

by Edie Register, Director

Health Care Financing

Colorado Medical Society

(May 6, 1992) While in the offices of Blue Crose/Biue

Shield of Colorado I heard some alarming news. In the

claims area, they were preparing to deny some 1 ,200

claims for laboratory services performed in the

physician’s office.

The basis of these denials was failure to Include the

Unique Provider Identification Number (UPIN) on line

17a of the HCFA'1500. Physicians were informed of

this requirement in the Medicare Bulletin dated March
30. 1992. The only services denied should be the lab

services.

If you experience a denial of this sort, just resubmit the

claim for iab sen/ices and make sure to include your
UPIN.

“Your Right to Make Health

Care Decisions”

The Colorado Hospital Association has announced that

a pamphlet by this title is available from Hospital

Shared Services, Inc. In addition, CHA has produced
an audio tape of the same Information in English only.

The pamphlet is in English or Spanish. They will be
revised to Include the latest changes in the law regard-

ing patient’s rights to make decisions during the next

few months.

To order pamphlets, call HSS at (303) 455-1420. To
order the audio tape, call CHA at 758-1630.

Denver Medical Library to

Offer Online Information

(May 7, 1992) The Denver Medical Library has an-

nounced a new gurvlce called PaperChaso, which will

be available to CMS members. PaperChaso gives

anyone with a computer and modem access to

MEDLINE, the world's largest biomedical data base,

PaperChase eliminates many of the problems associ-

ated with obtaining up to date medical information. It

lets you use your own search terms and translates your

words into the exact search terms you should use for

optimum access to the data base. It is designed to keep

you abreast of the latest developments and provide

information fast when you need it. PaperChase Is

available 365 days per year, 24 hours per day.

This Denver Medical Library program will offer institu-

tional passwords, including unlimited access to

MEDLINE at a reduced rate and remote access from

your home or office. The charge for this service will be

$150 per year, For more information, contact Mary

DeMund at the Denver Medical Library, (303) 839-

6670.

Colorado Medical Society provides the following listings

of events as a member service only. Some events are

approved for Continuing Medical Education credits.

Information Is provided by the sponsoring organiza-

tions. For more details, use the telephone contact at the

end of the listing.

Colorado Health Care Association

Nursing Home Week
May 10-16, 1992

Colorado

Arlene Mites (303) 861-8228

Colorado Department of Health

Domestic Violence for Health Care Providers

Gunnison

May 15. 1992

Western Area AHEC 434-5474



CMS Med Fax

World Congrdss on Hoallhcard

World Telecommunications Conlerence (live broadcast)

from New York by satellite

May 20. 21, 1991

Mike Dullioan (BOO) B79-38G7
Ainorican Academy of Pediatrics

PHriuatal Pediatrics Conference

Kauai. Hawaii

May ?1 '24. 1992
L. Joseph Buttefliold, MD (303) 061-8S09 - '

Global Congress on Patient Cards and
Computerisation of Health Records
Cards, Databases and Medical Communication
Derlin, Germany
May 25‘28, 1992

(617) 964-3923

Rush-Presbyterlan-St. Luke's Medical Center
Cytokines and Transplantation

Chicago, IL

May 30, 1992
Suzanne Buss (312) 942-6242
American Medical Association

Financial Strategies for Retirement

Denver, Colorado

June 5, 1992

(312)419-5042 J
American Medical Association

^

Successful Money Management
Denver, Colorado

June 6, 1992

(312) 419-5042

Medical Education Resources
Coronary Heart Disease Update
Cape Cod, MA
June 11-13, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Colorado Department of Health

Domestic Violence for Health Care Providers

Boulder

June 12, 1992
Centennial AHEC 351-0755

Medical Education Resources
Advances in Vascular Diseases

Anaheim CA
June 20‘27, 1992

(303) 798-9662 Or 1-000-421-3766

Colorado Neurological institute

9th international Workshop for the Study of Vascular

Anomalies

Westin Hotol, Denver

July 1-3, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 800-421-3756

Colorado Assist Alliance

How You Can Help Your Patients Stop Srrraking

Grand Junction

June 19, 1992

Phyllis Harris, (303) 242-0731

Medical Education Resources
Advances in Vascular Diseases

Hilton Head island SC
July 10-11, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1 -800-421 -3756

Medical Education Resources
Asthma and Allergy in the 19908
Jackson Hole WY
July 24-25, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources
Coronary Heart Disease Update
Lake Tahoe NV
July 31 -August 1 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources
Neurology tor the Non-Neurologist

Vail. Colorado ^
August 14-16, 1992

Stephen E Mattingly (303) 798-9682 or 800-421 -3766

Assault Survivors Assistance Program/Redlrectlng

Sexual Aggression
Sexual Trauma; A Balanced Approach
Vail. Colorado ^
August 28, 29, 1992

CMS Med Pax is printed on recycled paper # %



From the Executive Director

Sandra L. Maloney

Executive Director

MS

‘JidZVClii: sandy Seacfies, tropical Ireezes and. . .“SHIP”

“The fee scale is based

upon the patient’s ability to

pay.
"

The health care system of

Hawaii recently has generated a great

deal of discussion. Several of you have

asked that I provide information

regarding this plan. This information

may be timely, especially since we are

discussing the merits of the Colorado

health care system. “Reform” has

recently become an overused “buzz”

word. We find it in the media, state

legislatures, the United States Congress

and yes, even at CMS. Webster’s

defines reform in many ways, one of

which is “to amend or improve by

change of form or removal of faults or

abuses.” Appears to carry a negative

connotation, docs it not? In

Hawaii, it seems that reform

made a positive change.

The Prepaid Health Care

Act of Hawaii was enacted in

1974. This legislation established

minimum standards of health care

coverage for the vast majority of

workers in the state. It mandated that

employers with one or more employees

(defined as one who works at least 20

hours per week and has been with the

employer for four weeks) provide

health care coverage for the employees.

Two plans are available; a fee-for-

service plan and a health maintenance

plan. Costs arc shared between the

employer, who is required to pay at

least 50% of the cost of the premiums,

and the employee, who must contribute

the balance, but in no case more than

1.5% of an employee’s monthly wages.

The minimum standards arc as follows:

Hospital inpatient care of at least

120 days per year.

Hospital outpatient care.

Surgical benefits, including anesthe-

siologist services.

Necessary home, office and hospital

visits by a physician.

Intensive medical care while

hospitalized

Medical or surgical consultations

while confined

Diagnostic laboratory services, x-

rays and radio-therapeutic services

Maternity care services.

State

l^ealth

Insurance

Pwyram

Employers who fail to abide

by this law are subject to fines, or may

be required to repay the employee any

health care costs incurred during the

period in which the employer failed to

provide coverage. The most severe

penalty for non-compliance is an

injunction levied against the employer

prohibiting the company from doing

business in the state. (A “play or else”

system!)

(Continued onfollowing page)
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9{azuaii:
(Continued)

State

Health
Insurance

Program

In 1989, Hawaii modified the

original legislation by providing

coverage for those who were not

covered under the original Act. This

affected about 5% of the state’s

population. This new program,

commonly called “SHIP” (State Health

Insurance Program) is directed at

primary care. There is an allowance for

twelve physician visits per year.

Inpatient care is limited to no more than

five days a year with a $2500 limit per

person. Preventive services such as

immunization for children, health

screenings, lab, and other diagnostic

services are covered. Elective surgery

is not covered.

Eligibility requirements for

SHIP are that the person must be a

resident of Hawaii and the person’s

gross family income must be less than

300% of the federal poverty level for

Hawaii at the time of application.

Those individuals who are below the

poverty level and who are unable to

afford private insurance, but with too

much money or too many assets to be

eligible for Medicaid (the “working

poor”) are also covered. Medicaid is

not included in the Prepaid Health Plan;

it is administered separately.

The fee scale is based upon the

patient’s ability to pay. Insurance

carriers directly bill the patient.

Currently, only two insurance carriers

(Kaiser Permanente and Blue Cross

Blue Shield) arc participating in the

program.

As of 1991, the Prepaid Health

Care Act, SHIP, and Medicaid covered

all but about 2% of the population.

98% of the people were provided

varying types of health care benefits.

They have the same philoso-

phy as CMS regarding universal access,

i.c., there should be a state-based

approach to health care reform rather

than universal health care at the

national level.

I am hopeful that this informa-

tion provides some insight as to how
the Hawaii program operates. I would

be happy to provide additional informa-

tion to any of you who may want more

detail.
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Participation ‘92

Targeting 100% Voter Involvement

The past few weeks have witnessed

some rather dramatic events in the

history of Colorado Politics. Colorado’s

Senior U.S. Senator, Democrat Timothy

Wirth, seven months before the general

election, announced that he would not

be a candidate for re-election. At least

for now, this announcement ends a

career in politics spanning 18 years

representing Colorado in the U.S.

Congress.

Mr. Wirth joins approximately fifty

incumbent members of Congress who
have opted not to seek re-election.

Senator Wirth cites his increasing

frustration with the manner in which

the Senate conducts its business as a

prime factor contributing to his

decision. He also cites political paraly-

sis, campaign reform, lack of long-term

policy development and other factors

which have dampened his enthusiasm

and heightened his frustration with his

present position.

Participation ‘92 wilt allow all of

us in medicine to re-evaluate our

relationships with politics and the type

of government we have the right and

privilege to choose. We can all sit on

the sidelines and continue to complain

about government failure or we can

become proactive. We can commit our

time, talent and/or treasure in the

political process to effect change that

we think necessary.

Participation ‘92 is an effort within

organized medicine to educate and

stimulate participation at the grass roots

level by members of the medical

community. This can best be achieved

by active participation in campaigns

within either party for the state legisla-

ture and the US. Congress this summer
and fall as the campaigns prepare for

the November elections.

Recently, while attending a dinner

honoring a leader in the cable TV
industry, I had the privilege of hearing

Lee Greenwood, a popular counu-y

music singer, sing “1 Am Proud To Be

An American.” The audience responded

a thousand strong by standing and

emotionally joining Mr. Greenwood in

singing the final verses. 1 was awed by

the tremendous positive emotion this

audience expressed for our country

during this emotional testimony.

We, as a country, and medicine

collectively, need to transform this

emotional energy into accepting the

challenge. Yes, we have leadership

problems and our institutions of

government are not functioning as we
would always like but we, as a people,

have the energy, desire and commit-

ment to change our direction. Participa-

tion ‘92 is a format allowing all of us to

get involved, to restructure our priori-

ties, and to effect change that we, as a

profession, deem necessary.

In the coming months we will be

providing information relating to the

effects of re-districting state and federal

legislative disiricLs, candidates and their

positions on issues. The Medical

Society is available to answer questions

and provide guidance for your Partici-

pation in 1992. An important first step

is to make sure you are registered to

vote.

Ben Galloway, MD
Chairman, Participation ‘92
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Participation ‘92

Targeting 100% Voter Involvement

Patti Brown,

CMS Auxiliary Legislative Affairs

Chairman, 1991-1992

Co- Chairman, CMSA Participation ‘92

“You don’t get something for

nothing,” is doubly true in politics. /

hope each and every one ofyou will

give ofyourselves in this election year.

Ifyou needfurther information or help

with implementing any of these sugges-

tions, contact me (794-1023) or the

CMS Government Relations office

(779-5455).

By Working Together—We Can
Make A Difference

Players win, victims lose and the time

is now for medicine to become a

player. On November 3, 1992, Ameri-

cans will go to the polls to elect a

President, 35 U.S. Senators, 435

Representatives, 12 Governors and

thousands of state and local officials.

These elected lawmakers on the

Federal, State and Local levels will

continue in their efforts to legislate tlie

future of medicine. Approximately 11%
of a lawmaker’s constituents decide

who is elected. “Unless the people who
make up medicine work to develop

their political and legislative skills as

constituents, control of the profession’s

future will slowly slip out of medicine’s

grasp.”i

Clearly, some kind of Health Care

Reform is looming on the horizon. In

many ways it has already been evolving

with DRG’s, RBRVS, etc. Will YOU
be a Player in the process or its Victim!

In today’s highly competitive political

arena, where many special interest

groups present their cases to the

lawmakers. Medicine Must Make Its

Unified Voice Heard. What better

group is there to work with all the

interested players in designing a quality

health care system than physicians and

physicians’ families?

How can physicians and their

families become involved in the

legislative process and begin to develop

a productive relationship with their

lawmakers? Here are a few suggestions:

1 . Are you registered to vote?

July 17—Last day to register to vote

in the Primary Election

October 9—Last day to register to

vote in the General Election

2. Offer to work on a Political Cam-
paign of your choice, local or

national or both. Interview prospec-

tive candidates and then give of

your time on the telephones or

stuffing envelopes, etc.

3. Attend the County, State and

National Democratic or Republican

Assemblies or Conventions as a

delegate. Use your expertise to help

shape policy. Remember, if you

don’t speak for yourself, someone

else will speak for you.

4. Invite the incumbents and opponents

to speak in your Component
Medical Society meetings. Discuss

the issues (Don’t lecture) with the

candidates and find out their stands.

Remember to say thank you for a

job well done by a Legislator. We
all enjoy positive recognition.

5. Attend Political Functions and

Fund-raisers. Introduce yourself! It

may take at least 4 introductions to

be recognized.

6 . Jo in COMPAC— The Colorado

Medical Political Action Committee

is a voluntary, non-profit, bi-

partisan committee formed to

provide monetary support to state

legislative candidates. Candidates

arc interviewed and monetary

support is given to those candidates

favorable to the goals of organized

medicine.

7. Make political contributions to the

candidates of your choice. Every

lawmaker’s #1 priority is fund

raising! A $200 conhibution is the

minimal amount that is required to

be reported to the government. All

lawmakers have these contributors’

lists and use them!

8. Host a Candidate Fundraiser in your

home!

9. Mini-Internship Program—Volun-

teer to work with lawmakers or their

staff and share a hands-on view of

the practice of medicine.

10. Remember to VOTE:
August 1

1—Primary Election

November 3—General Election

^ Developing Constituent Skills, Chicago,

The American Medical Association 1990
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! Alan D. Rapp, MD, Chairman

\ CMS Council on Legislation

with

Sue Ellen Quam, Director

Department of Government Relations

and

Lorraine Koehn

Program Manager/Lobbyist

The legislative session is nearing the

end. Adjournment sine die is scheduled

for May 6. The legislature still has

much to do in these last days. School

finance funding remains unresolved and

there is uncertainty as to what impact

this will have on the rest of our state’s

budget. Governor Romer, in his State of

the State speech in January, threatened

to veto the entire budget bill if schools

were not adequately funded.

Physicians and patients still have

major legislation left to work on during

this short time period. We have outlined

two of our biggest remaining legislative

efforts.

The State Auditor’s Report on the

Health Data Commission was released

last week. It states that the Commission

should consider stopping the collection

of data directly from hospitals and

instead get the information from the

Colorado Hospital Association. The

audit also says the health data commis-

sion has not clearly defined its mission,

does not have a process to systemati-

cally plan its activities, does not keep

track of its users or know if the infor-

mation it provides is useful, and does

not have information to evaluate

whether it is accomplishing its purpose.

There may be legislation to address

these issues yet this session. Stay tuned.

HB 1306, Concerning the

Delivery of Services Pursuant to

THE “Colorado Medical Assistance

Act” Through Managed Care
(Coffman): The Colorado Medical

Society believes that HB 1306 embod-

ies several very positive principles

which should increase the cost effec-

tiveness and medical appropriateness of

the Colorado Medicaid Program. These

include: (1) implementation of man-

The Lobby [MS

aged care principles; (2) mandatory

selection of a primary care physician;

(3) a feasibility study for capitated

mental health care, and (4) capitation

for other health services.

Section 26-404(b)(l) of the bill

mandates that the Department of Social

Services pay the lower of Medicare/

Medicaid when individuals have dual

eligibility This section is of major

concern to the society because we
believe that the lower reimbursement

rate will seriously impact access to

medical care, especially for nursing

home patients.

Although the differences in

payment may appear minimal if a

health care provider sees only a limited

number of Medicare/Medicaid patients,

the impact on providers with a large

Medicare/Medicaid clientele, such as

primary care physicians and gerontolo-

gists, will be devastating. A good

example is the basic visit code for

nursing home visits, 99311 (page 4 of

the summary) Medicare pays 80% of

the usual and customary fee of $27.15

which equals $21.72. Medicaid pays

only $9.80.

This section of HB 1 306 will

heighten the crisis that already exists in

finding qualified attending physicians

for long-term care patients. Qualified

attending physicians arc needed,

particularly in this setting to assure that

the many available services, including

hospitalization are utilized appropri-

ately. Not only will this impact primary

care physicians but it will also have a

negative effect on specialty care

physicians.

The efforts of Reprcscniativc

Coffman to refine the Medicaid

program via HB 1306 arc greatly

appreciated, but we believe that CM$

Nearing the end of the

legislative session.
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The Lobby

“CMS would be acting

irresponsibly if we failed.”

would be acting irresponsibly if we
failed to bring the problems with this

section of the bill (and our reasons for

opposition) to the Colorado legislature.

A summary of Medicare and

Medicaid codes and the allowable costs

for each program was prepared by staff

of the CMS Department of Health Care

Financing. This summary paints an

excellent picture of the impact that HB
1306 will have on reimbursement levels

for physicians who treat Medicare/

Medicaid patients. The paper was

presented to Representative Coffman,

members of the JBC and the Medicaid

Division of the Department of Social

Services.

The Colorado Medical Society, the

Colorado Academy of Family Physi-

cians, the Denver Medical Society and

the Colorado Chapter of the American

College of Emergency Physicians

support the amended SB92-3 - Con-

cerning Patient Autonomy In

Regard To The Making Or Medical

Treatment Decisions (Senators

Wham and Allison and Representa-

tives F'ish, Agler and Killian): We
believe that the bill supports the

concept of respecting and promoting

patient autonomy while fostering the

well-being of the patient. Individual

values and preferences differ tremen-

dously regarding the extent to which

the preservation and quality of life

should be pursued. The groups believe

these differences should be respected.

SB92-3 has passed the Senate and

will be voted upon on April 16,1992 in

the House Judiciary Committee. Thank

you for responding to the Alerts on this

bill. Strengthening patient autonomy by

use of advance medical directives and

acknowledging the reliance on family

members and close friends when the

patient’s wishes are known, but not in

writing, has been a patient advocacy

goal for CMS for many years. Senators

Wham, Allison, Johnson, Gallagher and

Wattenberg worked very hard to amend

and pass this legislation. Representa-

tives who are working hard for the

passage of this bill are: Fish (House

sponsor), Kerns, Killian and Grant.

Please thank them for their hard work.

What the amended bill does: The

bill recognizes the right of an adult to

accept or reject medical treatment and

artificial nourishment and hydration. It

affirms the patient’s autonomy in

accepting or rejecting medical treat-

ment, including the making of medical

treatment decisions through an ap-

pointed agent under a medical durable

power of attorney. The bill does not

intend to encourage or discourage any

particular medical treatment or to

interfere with or affect any method of

religious or spiritual healing otherwise

permitted by law. It simply reaffirms

that a patient’s wishes for continuing or

ending treatment be respected and

implemented. If a health care provider

or facility docs not wish to comply with

an agent’s medical treatment decision

based on differences regarding moral

convictions or religious beliefs they

shall provide for the prompt transfer of

the patient to another provider or

facility. That way neither the patient’s

or the health care provider’s religious

or moral beliefs will be compromised.

The amended SB92-3 has three

major sections. The first section

recognizes that each adult has the right

to establish an advance medical

directive. An advance medical directive

is a document that enables competent

persons to exercise their right to direct

medical treaunents in the event that

they lose their decision making
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I

capacity. We believe that the use of

j

advance directives assures individuals

i that their interests will be promoted in

the event that they become incompe-

tent. The bill allows for the individual

to designate an individual to be his/her

agent (medical decision maker) or to

specify in writing what sorts of medical

treatment a patient would or would not

want. An advance medical directive is

differentfrom a living will. A living will

is a document you sign telling your

doctor not to use artificial life support

measures ifyou become terminally ill.

Your living will does not go into effect

! until two doctors agree in writing that

you have a terminal condition, as

defined by Colorado law.

The second section recognizes the

use of proxy decision-makers in the

event the patient does not have an

advance medical directive. It is esti-

mated that only 5-10% of our popula-

tion has implemented an advance

medical directive. The bulk of our

population relies on close family

members and friends to speak for them

once they become unable to speak for

themselves. This section acknowledges

what currently takes place under these

circumstances. Close family members

and friends will be asked to relay the

patient’s wishes in regard to medical

treatment decisions. Only these people

should be responsible for decisions that

profoundly affect the patient’s well-

being. In today’s world, family some-

times includes persons with whom the

patient is closely associated. The bill

acknowledges this by including any

close friend of the patient. Family

members and close friends best know
the patient’s philosophical, religious

and moral views; the patient’s values

about life and the way it should be

lived; and the patient’s attitudes toward

The Lobby

sickness, suffering, medical procedures

and death.

The physician, other health care

workers and facilities will be afforded

legal protection for following those

expressed wishes. If the close family

members and friends cannot reach a

consensus the decision may be for-

warded to the courts.

The third section allows people to

sign directives saying that they do not

want to receive cardiopulmonary

resuscitation both before and after they

enter an institutionalized setting. It

would also allow their agent or proxy to

speak on their behalf regarding the use

of CPR. In the absence of one of these

“DNR” orders, it would be presumed

that a person would want CPR. Health

care providers, including paramedics

and emergency medical technicians

would be legally protected when

following such directives.

CMS physicians and staff have

spent the last two years working on

advance medical directives legislation

which would advance patient au-

tonomy. We have worked with many
other like minded associations and

individuals. We would like to publicly

thank the following individuals and

groups who have helped pass the bill to

this point in the legislative process.

Susan Fox Buchanan, Esq.; Dorothy

Hillibrand; David Murphy, MD; the

following CMS/DMS/ACEP physi-

cians: Fred Abrams, Don Parsons, John

Sbarbaro, Mary Jo Jacobs, Meredith

“Bud” Miller, Carla Murphy, John

Muth, Gary Pons, Stewart Greisman;

Colorado Hospital Association;

Colorado Health Care Association; die

Senior Lobby, and AARP.

“We believe that the use of

advance directives assures

individuals that their inter-

ests will be promoted”
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B loodborne Pathogens:

The $821 Million Standard®

Editor’s Note: Much has been said and written about compliance with the new OSHA guidelines on transmission of blood-

borne pathogens. Approaching the issuefrom a different angle, however, is personnel manager Myron L. Treber. Mr. Treber

does consulting workfor Copic Insurance Company and he says that a thorough examination ofpersonnel practices may
reduce the burden of compliance with these standards.

“This is a good time to re-

evaluate all the jobs in your

practice...”

X es, you read correctly. $821 million

is what agency experts for Occupational

Safety and Health Administration

(OSHA) estimate employers will spend

to implement and comply with OSHA's
latest standard, Occupational Exposure

to Bloodborne Pathogens, which was

summarized in last month’s issue of

Colorado Medicine.

In reviewing this new standard, it

occurred to me that many of you may
already have several elements in place

that will help you comply with the

intent of the law. That’s the good news.

In order to be in complete compliance,

however, you must now assure that you

and your employees follow the letter, as

well as the intent of the law. As I

discussed this standard with my wife,

who is responsible for safety in a large

manufacturing plant, she shared this

scenario with me. In accordance with

OSHA regulations, she prepared an

emergency evacuation plan for her

plant. The OSHA inspector arrived to

review the plan. After thoroughly going

over it, he turned to her and said, “It

looks fine except for one thing. You
didn’t consider wind direction during

evacuation.” You sec, they leave no

stone unturned. OSHA expects com-

plete compliance, and their regulations

and standards leave very little (if any)

room for employer di.scretion...and

that’s the bad news! Let’s look at the

provisions for this Standard from a

human resource management perspec-

tive. The Exposure Control Plan (to be

completed on or before May 5, 1992)

should be designed and written to

eliminate or minimize employee

exposure. You probably already have

something in place which at least

minimizes employee exposure. Now
you need to formalize it, put it in

writing and make sure it complies with

the provisions of the Standard [see para.

(c)(ii)(iv)]. Part of your Exposure

Control Plan requires preparation of an

EXPOSURE DETERMINATION.
This is a document which requires three

lists [see para, (c)(2)]. This is a good

time to re-evaluate all the jobs in your

practice, because to comply you will

need to know whether all or just some
of your employees within a certain job

classification have occupational

exposure.

If your evaluation indicates that

only on rare occasion does a person

have exposure, you may want to

consider removing those duties from

his/her job, thus eliminating exposure.

The fewer employees you have with

exposure, the easier it will be for you to

assure compliance with this standard.

Furthermore, if the job has exposure,

you should make compliance with this

standard a requirement of the job,

because now you must assure that

your employees follow the rules of

this standard.

H ere arc some other reasons for

re-evaluating your jobs. Without a well-

defined job description, it will be

difficult for you to comply with many
elements of the Information and

Training requirement. For example,

paragraph (S)(2)(ix)(C) states that, “A
progression of work activities shall be

assigned as techniques are learned and
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by Myron L. Treber

proficiency is developed.” Re-evalua-

i
lion of jobs will help you identify the

I
progression of work activities and

develop standards of performance for

; 1 those activities, allowing you to

i quantify when proficiency is developed.

.A.nother reason is that in order to

'. assure compliance by your employees,

;

they must clearly understand their

duties and the importance of perform-

)i ing their tasks in compliance with this

I' Standard. They must also understand

)! the consequences if they don’t comply
fj with the controls you have in place; that

ii is, what, if any discipline will they

I’ receive? The consequences for non-

i| compliance with OSHA regulations can

I be rather severe for an employer;

' therefore, I would suggest relatively

;

severe discipline for an employee who
i fails to comply.

T' he impending Americans With

, Disabilities Act (ADA) is another

reason for re-evaluating your jobs. It

would be wise to include specific

physical, mental and skills requirements

of the job to assure employees can

perform the required duties. Remember,

the Exposure Control Plan should be

designed to eliminate or minimize

exposure. Depending upon the level of

his or her disability, an employee could

expose you to unnecessary risk, even if

you make reasonable accommodations.

IV^ethods of Compliance (to take

effect on July 5, 1992) generally has to

do with Universal Precautions. Again,

you probably have procedures in place

which address rather comprehensive

infection conU'ol. But now you need to

do it “by the book.” That is, OSHA
now requires compliance with nearly

100 controls in this area alone; as an

employer, you must ensure that your

employees comply with each of them!

Like your Exposure Control Plan, your

Methods of Compliance should be in

writing; and you can use the Standard’s

list [para, (d)(2). Engineering and Work

Practice Controls] as your guide.

our Exposure Control Plan and

Methods of Compliance are critical to

another provision of this Standard.

Information and Training (to take effect

on or before June 4, 1992) requires you

to provide training, consisting of

numerous components as outlined in

para. (g)(2)(vii) through (ix). In

addition to the actual training, compli-

ance with this provision will require an

outline and schedule be made available

in the event of an OSHA audit.

F inally, there is the Recordkeeping

provision (to take effect on or before

June 4, 1992). OSHA has clearly

indicated its recordkeeping require-

ments, and you must assure that your

personnel files are updated and main-

tained accordingly. Obviously, in the

space available, one cannot cover all

the requirements of such a sweeping

standard. Even so, you can see it calls

for a great deal of documentation and

recordkeeping to which you may not be

accustomed. It is not something we can

take lightly. OSHA intends to introduce

special enforcement procedures for the

Standard and may slap violators with

the sU'ictest penalties allowed by law.

“It is not something we can

take lightly.”
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rotecting Your Assets

How to defend yourself

against unfair seizure of

assets.

by Michael P. Thompson

Assistant Managing Editor

It’s a game in which the rules aren’t

always crystal clear and the stakes are

high. You’ll want some hard informa-

tion before you decide to play.

Asset protection is a way to shield

your property from hazards. Those

hazards could involve lawsuits, divorce,

taxation and more. You’ve heard the

horror stories. A physician is named

with a dozen other parties in a lawsuit.

Even if you’re later found blameless,

you still have to deal with legal costs

and time out of the office, not to

mention your own stress.

Malpractice litigation is only one

of the sharks after your assets. One
physician signed over most of his

property to his wife. It sounded good.

Avoid estate taxes, probate court and

keep it off limits to attachment by

courts, all at the same time. The flaw

was revealed when his wife filed for

divorce the next week.

Asset protection strategies are no

less hazardous to the unwary than

leaving yourself bare. One popular

strategy involves placing assets in an

“offshore trust.” The trust, headquar-

tered in a small island nation some-

where, owns the assets. The physician

retains the rights and income from

them, etc. Local laws protect the assets

from U. S. Court proceedings, at least

enough so that plaintiff’s attorneys will

often discuss settlement rather than

pursue expensive litigation to get at

them.

There are dangers, though. The

timing or circumstances of the transfer

of the assets to the trust could open you

to charges of “fraudulent conveyance.”

This is especially true if the court

believes your sole aim was to deny

compensation to a truly injured patient.

It’s no substitute for malpractice

insurance. It should also have other

value, such as avoidance of inheritance

taxes, income for your children, college

tuition, and the like. The expense and

difficulty of setting it up should be

considered.

Besides the offshore trust, there are

dozens of other trusts, deeds, gifts,

wills, and other techniques to protect

your assets from unfair seizure. To help

you chart your way through these

dangerous shoals, the Colorado Medical

Society is sponsoring Asset Protection

in the ‘90s: Prescriptionsfor Your

Financial Health and Well Being. This

day long workshop (June 4—9 am to 5

pm) includes lunch and involves top-

notch experts giving you advice on

everything from estate and financial

planning to keeping your income out of

the hands of the IRS. Call (303) 779-

5455 or 1-800-654-5653, ext. 430 for

more information.

The Colorado Medical Society joins the American Medical Association in

honoring thefollowing physiciansfor their commitment to excellence in medical

practice as demonstrated by their participation in Continuing Medical Educa-

tion.

Carol J Blackard

Ethel M Bonn

Glenn T Foust

Stephen A Goldstein

Lowell H Hansen

Robert J Hoehn

Alexander Jacobs

A T McCullouch

Russel O Settle

Duane R Spaulding
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COLORADO MEDICAL SOCIETY
"Advocating excellence in the profession of medicine"

Officers

[tarrison G. Builer, HI, M.D.

President, 1991-92

Leigh Truitt, M.D.

President-elect

Terrance J. Sullivan, M.D.

Treasurer

! Stuart O. Silverberg, M.D.

I

Speaker of the House

ij
David C. Martz, M.D.

ijj

Vice-speaker of the House
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To the members of the Colorado Medical Society:

At its March, 1992 Interim Meeting, the Colorado Medical Soci-

ety House of Delegates resolved to obtain a legal opinion con-

cerning the “Americans With Disabilities Act, 1990” which
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Here, then, is the opinion from the CMS legal counsel. CMS
hopes this will be helpful to each physician in determining the

impact of this rule on individual practice modalities prior to

court tests or judicial interpretation,

I urge each member to read this document carefully upon re-

ceipt and, if you have questions, contact your own legal coun-

sel. This is not a matter to be handled lightly. As the author of

this opinion, Ms. Karen Best, Esq., states, the act provides

comprehensive rules and “its provisions cannot be ignored.”
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The Americans With Disabilities Act:

Its Impact On Your Practice

By: Karen B. Best, Esq., an associate with the law firm d

Montgomery Little Young Campbell & McGrew, P.(,

Introduction

The Americans with Disabilities Act of

1990 (the “ADA”) is comprehensive

legislation aimed at eliminating

discrimination against individuals with

disabilities and bringing those people

into the economic and social main-

stream of American life.' It establishes

standards against which conduct will be

measured to determine whether

discrimination has occurred, and allows

individuals and the federal government

to enforce those standards.

The ADA contains provisions dealing

with employment (Title I), public

services (Title II), public accommoda-
tions and devices operated by private

entities (Title III), and telecommunica-

tions (Title IV).

Title III has the most direct impact

upon the provision of medical services

to individuals with disabilities by

private hospitals and health care

professionals. This article will focus on

that portion of the ADA as well as on

the interpretive language of the Final

Rule issued by the Department of

Justice, Office of the Attorney General,

and the Report of the Senate Committee

on Labor and Human Resources.^

Title III Public Accommodations and

Services Operated by Private Entities.

Title III prohibits di.scriminatory

practices by public accommodations

and commercial facilities operated by

private entities, whose operations affect

commerce. The general rule is that;

No individual shall be discriminated

against on the basis of disability in the

full and equal enjoyment of the goods,

services, facilities, privileges, advan-

tages, or accommodations of any place

of public accommodation by any person

who owns, leases (or leases to), or

operates a place of public accommoda-
tion.

Definition of Public Accommodations:

Under the ADA, pharmacies, profes-

sional offices of health care providers,

hospitals and other similar service

establishments are included within the

definition of a public accommodation,

if the operation of the entity affects

commerce.'* An effect on commerce

exists if there is travel, trade, traffic,

commerce, transportation or communi-

cation among several States, between

any foreign country or any territory or

possession and any State, or between

points in the same State through

another State or foreign country.^ Thus,

if the hospital or the medical practice

serves patients from different states, if

supplies or equipment are purchased i

from other states and transported acres'

state lines, or if the operation of the

entity involves communication across 'i

state lines, the activity may be found tt!'

affect commerce, making the provi- I

sions of the Act applicable to the
t

entity. The ADA and the Final Rule

will have exU'emely broad application.!

Establishments operated by Federal,

State, and local governments, such as

Denver General Hospital and Univer-

sity Hospital, are not covered by Title

IIF, although those entities would be

governed by similar provisions in Title

II of the Act.’ The receipt of govern- I

ment assistance by a private entity doe:

not by itself preclude a facility from

being considered a place of public !

accommodation.® In other words,

receipt of government assistance does
J

not transform a private entity into a

public entity for purposes of the Act,
j

such that the entity would not be 1

governed by the provisions of Title III.I

Thus, a medical practice which receivej

Medicare or Medicaid payments may
nonetheless fall within the provisions

of Title III, if the physician, practice,

or hospital affects commerce.’

A question not answered by the ADA
itself is whether the receipt of Federal

1

2

42 U.S.C. 12101. et seq. (hereafter referred to by ADA section).

28 C.F.R. Part 36, Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Disability by Public Accommodations and in Commercial Facilities, Depart-

ment of Justice, Office of the Attorney General, Final Rule issued July 26, 1991 (hereafter the “Final Rule”); Report 101-116, Senate

Committee on Labor and Human Resources (hereafter “Report 101-116”)

ADA, Section 302(a).

ADA, Section 301 (7) (F).

ADA, Section 301 (1).

42 use 12181, Section 301 (6).

ADA, Section 201.

Final Rule, § 36.209.
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money alone (payments traveling

across state lines) satisfies the “affect-

ing commerce” requirement, such that

any medical practice receiving medic-

aid payments or other Federal financial

1

assistance would fall within the

provisions of the ADA. That answer

may lie in the Rehabilitation Act of

1973 which already prohibits Federal

agencies and recipients of Federal

financial assistance from discriminating

I against persons with disabilities.'®

;
If a physician and his or her practice do

^ not “affect commerce,” then the

I

ii physician is not considered a “public

0
j

accommodation” and the office is not

li considered a “place of public accom-

5 modation,” subject to the prohibitions

I
I

against discrimination. The Act only

! applies to public accommodations. To
? the extent this article refers to physi-

cians and their offices, or hospitals, it is

I assumed that the entities referred to

constitute public accommodations.

Definition of Disability: A “disabil-

ity” is defined as (1) a physical or

I

mental impairment that substantially

limits one or more of the major life

activities of the individual; (2) a

record of such an impairment; or (3)

being regarded as having such an

ij
impairment.

1

: (a) Physical or Mental Impairment:

, The first group includes individuals

||

with (A) physiological disorders or

I

conditions, cosmetic disfigurement, or

anatomical loss affecting one or more

of the following body systems: neuro-

: logical; musculoskeletal; special sense

^ organs; respiratory, including speech

I organs; cardiovascular; reproductive;

j

digestive; genito-urinary; blood and

lymphatic; skin; and endocrine; or (B)

any mental or psychological disorder,

I

such as mental retardation, organic

brain syndrome, emotional or mental

illness, and specific learning

disabilities."

The Act docs not contain an inclusive

list of all conditions, diseases or

infections that would constitute

physical or mental impairments. It

would, however, include: orthopedic,

visual, speech, and hearing impair-

ments, cerebral palsy, epilepsy,

muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis,

infection with HIV, cancer, heart

disease, diabetes, mental retardation,

emotional illness, specific learning

disabilities, drug addiction, and

alcoholism.'^

The term “physical or mental impair-

ment” does not include simple

physical characteristics such as eye or

hair color, height, or environmental,

cultural or economic disadvantages

such as poverty or a pri.son record.

The ADA docs not prohibit

discrimination based on an individual’s

current illegal use of drugs.'^ Age,

homosexuality, transvestism and other

sexual disorders arc not considered

disabilities within the Act or the

Final Rule.''*

The physical or mental impairment is

not considered a disability unless it

results in a substantial limitation of one

or more major life activities. Those

activities include: caring for one’s self,

performing manual tasks, walking,

seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing,

learning, and working.'^ A person with

HIV is considered disabled under this

section of the definition.'*

(b) A Record of Such an Impairment:

The second group includes individuals

who have a history of, or who have

been misclassificd as having a mental

or physical impairment that substan-

tially limits one or more major life

activities. This provision protects those

who, for example, have a history of, but

have recovered from, mental or

emotional illness, heart disease or

cancer, and those who have been

misclassificd as mentally retarded.

(c) Being Regarded as Having Such an

Impairment: The third area deals with

attitudes and perceptions of others

toward individuals who do not actually

suffer from a physical or mental

impairment that substantially limits life

activities. Congress recognizes that

negative reactions toward people with

impairments (which would not other-

wise substantially limit their function-

ing) may substantially limit that

person’s ability to function in the

mainstream of society.'^ Thus, a person

who is not allowed into a public

accommodation because of the myths,

fears, and stereotypes associated with

the person’s disability, would be

included in the third group, whether or

not die person’s physical or mental

condition would be considered a

disability under the first or second test

in the definition.

Severe burn victims fall in this cat-

egory, as do those with hearing aids.

People who look different - the

“Hunchback of NoU'c Dame” - cannot

be denied service because of the

potentially negative reactions of others

also seeking the service. Those people

are protected from discrimination

Definition of Discrimination: What
is “discrimination?” Discrimination

includes: (1) the imposition or

application of eligibility criteria that

screen out or tend to screen out an

individual with a disabilities from fully

and equally enjoying any goods,

services, facilities, privileges, advan-

’ Report 101-1 16, at p.59.

Report 101-1 16, at p.58.

" 42 use 12102(2); ADA, Section 3(2)

Report 101- 1 16, at p. 22.

ADA, Section 510; Final Rule, Section 36.209.

Final Rule, § 36.104. Other condition.s excluded from the definition of a disability in the Final Rule include: transsexualism, pedophilia,

exhibitionism, voyeurism, gender identity disorders not resulting from physical impairments, oilier sexual behavior disorders, compul-

sive gambling, kleptomania, pyromania, and psychoaclive substance use disorders resulting from current illegal use of drugs.

Report 101-116,

Report 101-116 at 22, citing U.S. Department of Justice, “Application of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act to HlV-lnfccled Individu-

als,” September 27, 1988, at 9-11.
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tages, and accommodations (referred to

as “benefits”), unless the criteria can be

shown to be necessary for the provision

of the benefits being offered; (2) a

failure to make reasonable modifica-

tions in policies, practices or proce-

dures, unless the entity can demonstrate

that making the modifications would

fundamentally alter the nature of the

benefits; (3) a failure to take steps

necessary to ensure that no individual

with a disability is excluded, denied

services, segregated or otherwise

treated differently than other individu-

als because of the absence of auxiliary

aids and services, unless the entity can

demonstrate that taking the steps would

fundamentally alter the nature of the

benefits being offered or would result

in an undue burden; (4) a failure to

remove architectural barriers, and

communication barriers in existing

facilities, where such removal is readily

achievable; and (5) where an entity can

demonstrate that the removal of a

barrier under clause (4) is not readily

achievable, a failure to make such

benefits available through alternative

methods if such methods are readily

achievable.'*

Generally, public accommodations

must take steps to ensure that an

individual with a disability will not be

excluded, denied services, segregated

or otherwise treated differently from

other individuals because of the use of

inappropriate or ineffective auxiliary

aids.

Benefits must be offered to the disabled

in the most integrated setting appropri-

ate to the needs of the disabled indi-

vidual.^” It would be discriminatory to

require individuals with disabilities to

use a separate waiting area, in order to

segregate those individuals from other

patients.

Individuals with disabilities may not be

denied participation in mainstream

activities due to the existence of

separate or different programs or

activities designed for the disabled.^

Moreover, benefits may not be denied

because of a known disability of an

individual with whom the individual or

entity seeking benefits is known to have

a relationship or association.^^

Thus, it may be discriminatory to

exclude a person because he or she is

related to or a friend of an HIV positive

individual.

(a) Patient Screening; Have physicians

been stripped of their ability to choose

who they will and will not treat? Not

necessarily; however, under the Act a

physician cannot legally screen out

patients on the basis of a disability. For

example, an orthopedic surgeon may
violate the Act if the surgeon refuses to

treat a patient with epilepsy who needs

orthopedic services, if the refusal to

treat is based solely upon the fact that

the patieiit has epilepsy. Of course, an

orthopedic surgeon may refuse to treat

an individual with epilepsy, if the

patient is seeking treatment for a

neurological disorder.

Additionally, a health care provider

would not be required to treat an

individual with a disability if the

individual poses a direct threat to the

health or safety of others.

A

“direct

threat” is defined as a significant risk to

the health or safety of others that cannot

be eliminated by a modification of

policies, practices, or procedures or by

the provision of auxiliary aids or

services.

Thus, it may be a violation of the Act

for an orthopedic surgeon to refuse to

treat an HIV positive individual, unless

it can be shown that the patient poses

Report at 23, citing School Board of Nassau County v. Arline . 480 U.S. 273, 283 (1987).
'* ADA, Section 302 (b)(2)(A).

ADA, Section 302 (b)(1)(A).

ADA, Section 302 (b)(1)(B).

ADA, Section 302 (b)l)(C).

ADA, Section 302 (b)(1)(E).

ADA, Section 302 (b)(3).

The test was established by the Supreme Court in Arline . supra .

a significant risk to the health or safety

of others (including the physician), than

cannot be eliminated by a modificalioni

of policies, practices, or procedures, or

by the provision of auxiliary aids or

services.
|

By excluding those who pose a direct

threat, the Act and Final Rule recognize

the need to balance the interests of

people with disabilities against legiti-

mate concerns for public safety. 1

However, the determination that a
|

person poses a direct threat to the health

or safety of others may not be based on
j

generalizations or stereotypes about thel

effect of a particular disability.

The determination of whether an

individual poses a direct threat to the

health or safety of others m.ustbe

based on reasonable judgment that

relies on current medical evidence or on

the best available objective evidence

concerning: The nature, duration, and
j

severity of the risk; the probability that

'

the potential injury will actually occur;

and whether reasonable modifications

of policies, practices, or procedures will;

mitigate the risk.^'*

An individual with a contagious disease

may be considered disabled under the

Act, depending upon the illness.^ If

the contagious illness is short-term,

such as fever, infiuenza, or the common
cold, it probably would not be

considered “disabling” because it

would not “substantially limit” a major

life activity. On the other hand, a

person with tuberculosis or hepatitis

may be considered an individual with a

disability under the Act.

(b) Reasonable Modifications In

Practice: Discrimination also includes

a failure to make reasonable modifica-

tions necessary to afford such goods.
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n

services, facilities, privileges, advan-

tages and accommodations, unless the

entity can demonstrate that making

such modifications would fundamen-

tally alter the nature of the benefits.

Is a physician discriminating against a

i person with disabilities if the physician

refuses to modify his or her practice to

accommodate the disabled individual?

Not necessarily. It depends upon the

reason the physician refuses to treat the

patient. For example, a physician who

II
specializes in treating bum victims

S could not refuse to treat the bums of a

s blind person because of the victim’s

blindness. However, the physician

i need not treat the blind person if he or

she does not have bums. Nor must a

;

physician specializing in burn treatment

provide other types of medical treat-

I ment to individuals with disabilities,

;
unless the physician provides other

i

types of medical treatment to non-

; disabled individuals. Thus, the

j

physician’s refusal to treat a blind

;
person’s hypertension may not violate

i

the Act.

The physician may still provide

'i medical treatment which in the

‘ physician’s judgment is most

appropriate, and may refer an indi-

I
vidual with a disability to another

i physician when the physician would

make such a referral of an individual

who does not have a disability.“The

Final Rule clarifies the point that

!

physicians may refer an individual with

I

a disability to another physician, if the

disability itself creates specialized

complications for the patient’s health

that the physician lacks the experience

or knowledge to address.^’

A drug rehabilitation clinic may refuse

to treat a person who is not a drug

addict, but may not refuse to treat a

person who is a dmg addict simply

because the patient tests positive for

H1V.“

Public accommodations, which include

hospitals and professional offices,

which do not allow dogs must modify

that rule for a blind person with a

seeing-eyc dog, a deaf person with a

hearing-ear dog, or a person with some

other disability who uses a service

dog.^’

Public accommodations may prohibit or

impose restrictions on smoking.^®

(c) Integration of Individuals With

Disabilities:

Discrimination also includes a failure to

take such steps as may be necessary to

ensure that no individual with a

disability is excluded, denied services,

segregated or otherwise treated differ-

ently than other individuals because of

the absence of auxiliary aids and

services, unless the entity can demon-

strate that taking such steps would

fundamentally alter the nature of the

goods, services, facilities, advantages,

and accommodations being offered or

would result in an undue burden.^'

(d) Auxiliary Aids and Services:

Auxiliary aids and services include; (1)

qualified interpreters or other effective

methods of making aurally delivered

materials available to individuals with

hearing impairments; (2) qualified

readers, taped texts, or other effective

methods of making visually delivered

materials available to individuals with

visual impairments; (3) acquisition or

modification of equipment or devices;

and (4) other similar services and

actions, with visual impairments;

A hospital or health care provider

would not be required to provide these

aids or services if it would result in

“undue burden,” which is defined as an

action requiring significant difficulty or

expense. Factors to be considered in

determining whether providing an

auxiliary aid or service would result in

undue burden, include: (1) the nature

and cost of the auxiliary aid or service

needed; (2) the overall size of the

business of the covered entity with

respect to number of employees,

number and type of facilities and size of

budget; and (3) the type of operation

maintained by the covered entity,

including the composition and structure

of the entity’s work force.

The determination of whether the

provision of an auxiliary aid or service

imposes an undue burden on a hospital

or health care provider will be made
on a case-by-case basis. However, a

determination that a particular auxiliary

aid or service would result in an undue

burden does not relieve the hospital or

health care provider from the duty to

furnish an alternative auxiliary aid, if

available, that would not result in such

a burden.

The question of whether physicians

treating deaf patients arc now required

to hire sign language interpreters, to

be in compliance with the Act, has

been hotly debated. No judicial

interpretation exists. The Final Report

states that communications involving

health, legal matters and finances are

sufficiently lengthy or complex to

require an interpreter for effective

communication.^^

However, the Act itself is not so clear

on this point. Whether any given

situation requires the use of an inter-

preter depends upon a number of

factors, including: whether an inter-

preter is necessary to ensure effective

communication with the patient; the

Final Rule, § 36.208. citinp School Board of Nassau Counv v. Arline . 480 U.S. 273 (1987).

See also ADA, Section 302(b)(3).

Report 101-116 at 63.

Final Rule, § 36.302(b).

Id.

Id.

ADA, Section 501(b); Final Rule, Section 36.210.

ADA, Section 302(b)(2)(A)(iii).
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nature and size of the physician’s

practice or the treatment setting; and,

the cost and difficulty of providing the

aid or service, taking into account the

factors listed above. If the individual

with a disability is being seen by a

physician in a small practice with a

modest budget, and the patient is the

only hearing impaired patient, then

hiring an interpreter at $100 per hour,

to be present during a routine physical

examination of that patient, the fee for

which is less than $100, may be

regarded as an undue burden. However,

if the topic of discussion is major

surgery or a terminal illness, the

situation may require the presence of a

qualified sign language interpreter to

ensure effective communication.

The Final Rule clarifies the definition

of “qualified interpreter,” as one who
is able to interpret effectively, accu-

rately, and impartially both receptively

and expressively, using any necessary

specialized vocabulary. A person who
simply knows a few signs or how to

fingerspell probably would not be

considered a qualified interpreter. A
family member or friend who accompa-

nies the individual to the hospital or

office may be asked to interpret.

However, under certain circumstances

those people, even if certified interpret-

ers, may not be qualified to render the

necessary interpretation because of

factors such as emotional or personal

involvement, or considerations of

confidentiality that may adversely

affect the ability to interpret effectively,

accurately, and impartially.

The legislation is not intended to

require individual doctors’ offices to

have telecommunications devices for

the deaf (“TDD’s”), since people with

hearing impairments will be able to

make in-coming inquiries and appxtint-

Report 101-1 16, at 63.

” Vol. 56 Federal Reaister No. 144, at 35567.

^ Report 101-1 16, atp. 64; Vol. 56

Federal Register No. 144 at 35566-67.

Final Rule § 36.303(e)

Final Rule § 36.303(9).

Report 101-1 16, atp. 63.

Final Rule § 36.301(c).

” ADA, Section 302(b)(2)(A)(iv).

ments with the doctor’s office through a

relay system established under Title IV

of the ADA, and outgoing calls would

be made by patients on an incidental

convenience basis only. On the other

hand, hospitals that offer nondisabled

individuals the opportunity to make

outgoing telephone calls on more than

an incidental convenience basis must

provide a TDD on request.^

The fact that providing one auxiliary

aid or service would be unduly burden-

some does not entirely relieve the

individual physician of a duty to

provide alternative means which do not

constitute an undue burden. For

example, under some circumstances,

providing written materials to the

hearing impaired containing the same

information offered to other patients,

may be utilized at little cost to the

provider.

If the patient is being seen in a large

metropolitan hospital, that hospital is

more likely to be required to provide

qualified interpreters or special equip-

ment (telephone handset amplifiers,

telephones compatible with hearing

aids, telecommunication devices for the

deaf, closed captions, and decoders)

for patients with impaired hearing. The

Final Rule requires hospitals to provide,

upon request, a means for decoding

closed captions for use by an individual

with impaired hearing.^^

The same principles would apply to the

provision of auxiliary aids and services

for the blind, including qualified

readers, taped texts, audio recordings,

and materials in braille or large print. A
physician in a small practice probably

would not be required to provide braille

materials to the patient, if the physician

has someone read the written materials

related to the treatment to the patient.

Neither physicians nor hospitals are
i

required by the Act to provide individiij

ally prescribed devices, such as
|

prescription eyeglasses or hearing
,

aids.“

Neither the hospital nor the individual
|

doctor’s office is required to make
i

available the most costly or elaborate

method of communication, so long as
|

the method chosen accomplishes the
j

intent of the Act. The entity should
|

consult with the patient before provid-

ing a particular auxiliary aid or service.'

Frequently, an individual with a
|

disability requires a simple adjustment

or aid rather than an expensive or

elaborate modification envisioned by
|

the covered entity.”
;

The cost of compliance with this
i

portion of the Act may not be financed

by surcharges limited to particular

individuals with disabilities or any

group of individuals with disabilities.^

Thus, the cost of hiring interpreters

cannot be passed along to the individual

hearing impaired patient or spread

among all hearing impaired or disabled

individuals, at the exclusion of non-

disabled patients.

(e) Communication and Architec-

tural Barriers: Discrimination

includes a failure to remove both

communication barriers and architec-

tural barriers that are structural in

nature, in existing facilities.” To
remove such barriers, public accom-

modations arc required to make
structural changes or to adopt alterna-

tive methods that are “readily achiev-

able.” By readily achievable, the Act

envisions a change which would be

easily accomplishable and able to be

carried out without much difficulty or

expense. In determining whether a

modification is readily achievable.
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I actors to consider include: (I) the

J

Dverall size of the covered entity with

'*^'1 respect to number of employees,

number and type of facilities, and the

; size of the budget; (2) the type of

operation of the covered entity,

/including the composition and structure

*1' of the entity; and (3) the nature and cost

i'lof the action needed.'"

' ^1

If a change is not readily achievable, it

|i is not required, even if it does not

i

I impose an undue burden."*^

: The types of barrier-removal envi-

sioned for structures include the

1 addition of grab bars, the simple

ramping of a few steps, the lowering of

I telephones, the addition of raised letters

i and braille markings on elevator

, control buttons, the addition of flashing

1 alarm lights, and similar modest

I
adjustments.'*^ The section may also

ill require rearrangement of moveable

|jl furniture, equipment and display racks,

t but would not require the construction

( of elevators or extensive ramping of a

I flight of steps.""* The readily achievable

;
standard only requires physical access

|i that can be achieved without extensive

: restructuring or burdensome expense."*^

(0 Alternative Methods of Barrier

Removal: Nonetheless, even if an

entity can demonstrate that removal of

a barrier is not readily achievable,

discrimination includes a failure to

make the benefits available through

alternative methods if those methods

are readily achievable."*®

Fixed Route Systems and Demand
Responsive Systems: Private entities

operating a fixed route or demand
responsive system (bus and/or van

ADA, Section 301(9).

Id.

Report 101-1 16, at 65.

Report 101-1 16, at 66.

*"'
Id.

« Id.

ADA, Section 302(b)(2)(A)(v).

ADA, Section 302(b)(2)(B) and (C).

** ADA, Section 303(a)(1).

*’ ADA, Section 303(a)(2).

Report 101-1 16, at 69.

Report 101-116, at 70.

ADA, Section 303(b).

service, for example), as defined in the

Act, are required to ensure a level of

service to individuals with disabilities,

including individuals who use wheel-

chairs, equivalent to the level of service

provided to individuals without

disabilities."*^

New Construction and Alterations in

Public Accommodations: The provi-

sions concerning new construction and

alterations are more stringent than those

concerning existing facilities. Discrimi-

nation includes a failure to design and

construct facilities for first occupancy

later than January 26, 1993 that are

“readily accessible” to and usable by

individuals with disabilities, unless the

entity can demonstrate that it is

structurally impracticable to do so."**

Alterations that affect all or part of an

existing facility must, to the maximum
extent feasible, make the altered

portions of the facility readily acces-

sible to and usable by individuals with

disabilities, including individuals who
use wheelchairs."*^

The intent is to enable people with

disabilities, including mobility, sensory,

and cognitive impairments, to reach,

enter, and use a facility. While the term

“readily accessible” does not necessar-

ily require accessibility to every part of

every area of a facility, the term

contemplates a high degree of conve-

nient accessibility to parking areas,

routes leading to and from the facility,

entrances, usable bathrooms and water

fountains, common use areas, and

access to the benefits offered.®” A
reasonable number of parking spaces,

bathrooms, and drinking fountains must

be made readily accessible.

In a physician’s office, “readily

accessible to and usable by” would

include ready access to the waiting

areas, a bathroom, and a percentage of

the examining rooms.®'

The Elevator Requirement: Under

the Act elevators are required in all

newly constructed buildings of three of

more stories having at least 3,000

square feet per floor. However, newly

constructed buildings housing offices

of health care providers must have

elevators, regardless of square footage

or number of stories.
®^

The rules are different with existing

buildings. What if a psychiatrist moves

into a second floor office previously

occupied by an accountant? There is no

elevator. The general rule is that a

professional office of a health care

provider is required to remove architec-

tural barriers to its facility to the extent

that barrier removal is readily achiev-

able, but is not otherwise required to

undertake new consU'uction or alter-

ations. The Final Rule does not require

the addition of an elevator to an

existing two story building housing a

professional office of a health care

provider.®® However, if alterations to

the area housing the office are under-

taken for other purposes, the installa-

tion of an elevator might be required,

but only if the cost of the elevator is not

disproportionate to the cost of the

overall alteration. ®"* Neither the Act

nor the Final Rule prohibit a health care

provider from locating his or her

professional office in an existing

facility that docs not have an elevator

Examinations and Courses: Any

private entity that offers examinations

or courses related to applications.
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licensing, certification, or credentialing

for secondary or postsecondary

education, professional, or trade

purposes must offer the examinations or

courses in a place and in a manner

accessible to persons with disabilities or

offer alternative accessible arrange-

ments for those individuals.^* SAT tests

fall under this provision. The foregoing

provision of the Act fills the gap

created when licensing, certification,

and other testing authorities are not

covered by section 504 of the Rehabili-

tation Act (private entities receiving

Federal money) or Title 11 of the ADA
(operated by a State or local govern-

ment). Private authorities must make

all programs accessible to people with

disabilities, which includes physical

access and modifications in the way the

test is administered. Modifications may
include: extended time for completion

of the examination; reading the

examination to the hearing impaired

individual or individual with learning

disabilities; use of auxiliary aids and

services such as taped examinations,

interpreters, brailled and large print

examinations, qualified readers and

transcribers to write answers, or other

effective methods of making aurally

delivered materials available to hearing

impaired individuals; and using written

instructions.

A private entity offering an examina-

tion must assure that the examination is

selected and administered in a way that

measures the individual’s aptitude or

achievement level or other factor the

examination purports to measure,

rather than reflecting the individual’s

impaired sensory, manual, or spxjaking

skills.

May an entity offering examinations

for licensing or certification refuse to

provide modifications or aids, on the

basis rather that the disabled individual

would be unable to perform the

essential functions of the profession for

which the examination is given? No.”

The examination must be modified to

ensure that the place and manner in

which the examination is given is

accessible, regardless of whether the

individual will be able to complete

other requirements for licensure or

certification. An action may be brought

by cither a disabled individual or by the

Attorney General.

Actions by Individuals: A private

individual who is being subjected to

discrimination or who has reasonable

grounds for believing that he or she is

about to be discriminated against, may
sue for money damages or to obtain an

order to stop the discrimination,

including temporary or permanent

injunction, restraining and other orders.

The person is not required to engage in

a “futile gesture” if the person has

actual notice that a person or organiza-

tion covered by Title III docs not intend

to comply with its provisions.*® If

successful, the person may be awtirded

attorneys’ fees and costs. The entity

may be required to modify tlic facility

or make available auxiliary aids or

services, to alleviate any discrimina-

tory effect.

Enforcement By The Attorney

General: The Attorney General may
investigate alleged violations of this

title, and may file a lawsuit if the

Attorney General has reasonable cause

to believe that (1) any person or group

of persons is engaged in a pattern or

practice of discrimination under this

title; or (2) any person or group of

persons has been discriminated against

under this title and such discrimination

raises an issue of general public

importance. The Attorney General may
also conduct random compliance

reviews.

** Vol. 56 Federal Register No. 144, at 35584.

Id.

** Id.

** ADA, Section 309; Final Rule, § 36.309(a).

” Vol. 56 Federal Register No. 144, p. 35573.

*» ADA, Section 308(a)(1).

” ADA, Section 308(b)(2).

In a lawsuit brought by the Attorney ^

General, the court may order temporar;

injunctions, permanent injunctions,
j

restraining orders, money awards and/
j

or civil penalties.
j

The civil penalty to vindicate the publitj

interest, for a first violation may not
|

exceed $50,000, and may not exceed i

$100,000 for any subsequent viola-
j

tion.” Multiple violations adjudicated
|

together are counted as a single
|

violation, for purposes of determining
j

the first and subsequent violations.*® :

Punitive damages may not be

awarded.”

Mitigating Circumstances: When the i

court considers the amount of civil

penalty to award, it must consider any

good faith efforts or attempts the entity ;

made to comply with the Act, and

whether the entity could have reason-
;

ably anticipated the need for an

appropriate type of auxiliary aid.*^ !

Effective Date

Title III became effective on January

26, 1992.** However, a lawsuit cannot

be filed against a public accommoda-

tion employing 25 or fewer employees

and having gross receipts of $1,000,000

or less, for any discriminatory act

occurring before July 26, 1992.*^ Suits

against public accommodations

employing 10 or fewer employees and

having gross receipts of $500,000 or

less, may not be brought for any

discriminatory conduct which occurs on

or before January 26, 1993.** However,

lawsuits concerning new construction

and alterations in public accommoda-

tions and commercial facilities may be

brought at any time.**
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Practical Considerations

•f' The ADA establishes concrete stan-

dards of conduct designed to eliminate

^
; discrimination. Congress, through its

i

Committees, the Equal Employment

,

Opportunity Commission, the Depart-

®
I ment of Justice and others have issued

i

their own interpretations of various

I provisions of the Act. However,
i ultimately the courts will decide on a

case-by-case basis whether certain

conduct discriminates against an

I
individual with disabilities. The cases

i. will refine and apply such terms as

i! undue burden, readily accessible,

;) I reasonable modification, readily

)[ achievable, and direct threat. At this

4 point, attorneys, health care providers

j.
and hospitals can only speculate about

I the outcome of any particular set of

I facts. The following examples are

« offered for demonstrative purposes

I only, and are in no way authoritative:

Example #1: A deaf person is referred

i
to a vascular surgeon for evaluation and

I

treatment of thrombophlebitis. When
the patient arrives for his appointment

he finds that the physician does not

I

have a sign language interpreter

available to facilitate communication.

The patient lets it be known that he

intends to sue if the physician refuses to

hire a signer for the appointment and

for any future professional contacts.

Is the physician required to hire a

qualified interpreter? Does hiring a

signer for this patient constitute an
' undue burden? The answer lies, in part,

in whether providing a signer would be

1 significantly difficult or expensive for

j

the physician. The physician should be

aware of the availability and cost of

providing a qualified interpreter, and

I the availability and cost of other forms

of auxiliary aids. The physician should

also consider whether the professional

ADA, Section 308(b)(3).

ADA, Section 308(b)(4)

ADA, Section 308(b)(5)

ADA, Section 310(a).
^ ADA, Section 310 (b)(i)

ADA, Section 310(b)(2)

ADA, Section 310(b).

services can be properly provided

through alternate means (such as

handwritten notes), and whether the

information can be effectively commu-
nicated without the use of a qualified

interpreter. If in doubt, provide a

qualified interpreter.

If possible, explain to the patient why
an interpreter is not present. The

physician may have a pre-prinied

explanation to hand to patients,

although any such form first should be

checked by an attorney familiar with

the rights of the disabled. Ask the

patient what method of communication

he or she would prefer, and attempt to

comply with the patient’s wishes. Offer

to communicate in writing or, if an

option, talk so that the patient may read

lips. Provide all significant information

in written form, particularly informa-

tion necessary to obtain an informed

consent for treatment or surgery. While

making oneself available to treat the

patient, offer to refer the patient, at the

patient’s sole option, to another similar

specialist who does have a qualified

interpreter or other auxiliary aids

available. What if the physician thinks

he or she is offering a reasonable

alternative to a qualified interpreter,

and honestly believes that hiring a

signer would be unduly burdensome

under the circumstances, but is still

sued? What are the chances of being hit

with a big judgment or a $50,000 “civil

penalty?” It depends upon how reason-

able the physician’s conduct has been

under all the circumstances, con-

sidering the size, nature and budget of

the practice, considering the cost and

difficulty of obtaining the service, and

considering the ability to effectively

communicate with the patient about the

treatment without a qualified interpreter

or other auxiliary aid.

Example #2: A general practitioner in

rural Colorado practices alone from an

office in a converted home. Must the

physician modify the residence to

provide access for the physician’s one

wheelchair bound patient? The answer

depends upon whether modifications

are “readily achievable;” that is, easily

accomplishable and able to be carried

out without much difficulty or expense.

If there are a few steps that can be

safely and inexpensively ramped with

plywood, if new hinges on doors will

make the waiting room, bathroom and

an examining room accessible, and if

bars can be installed in the bathroom

with little difficulty or expense, those

actions should be taken to comply with

the ADA. The physician is not required

to carry out extensive renovation of the

property.

If modifications arc not readily achiev-

able, the physician nonetheless has a

duly to make his or her services

available through some other readily

achievable method. For example, a

readily achievable alternative may be

performing the examination or provid-

ing the treatment at a location other

than the physician’s office (a house

call, for example).

Conclusion

The specific application of ADA
provisions to the offices and practices

of health care providers will be largely

determined tlirough judicial interpreta-

tion of the Act. Clearly, however, the

Act was intended, in part, to eliminate

discrimination in the delivery of health

care to individuals with disabilities.

Toward that end, the Act provides

comprehensive rules aimed at making

both health care and health care

facilities accessible to the disabled. Its

provisions cannot be ignored.
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Inside CMS rm^

EMS Physician Advisors: Duties and

Responsibilities
Emergency Medical Care Physician Advisors Committee (EMCPAC)

Stewart Greisman, DO, Chairman

The Emergency Medical Care Physi-

cian Advisors Committee (EMCPAC)
of the Colorado Medical Society (CMS)
meets every other month with represen-

tatives from the Board of Medical

Examiners (BME), the Emergency

Medical Services (EMS) Division of

the Colorado Department of Health, the

Colorado Trauma Institute and others to

review the ongoing issues in the

provision of emergency medical care in

Colorado and the development of a

statewide emergency medical care

delivery system.

Many changes and advancements

have occurred in the EMS system

development area during the last year.

In an effort to keep you apprised of

these issues in general and specifically

of the changes in responsibility for

physician advisors, this is the first in a

series of articles on the EMS system in

Colorado.

System Structure
The governance of emergency medical

services in Colorado is fragmented.

Individual counties throughout Colo-

rado are responsible for the regulation,

inspection and licensure of ambulance

companies. The Colorado BME
regulates physicians. Many of those

physicians supervise the Emergency

Medical Technicians (EMTs) working

for the ambulance services. The EMS
Division of the Colorado Department of

Health regulates and certifies EMTs.

The EMS Division certifies

EMTs and approves EMS training

programs. The EMS Division develops

the EMS training curriculum, which, by

statute, must be approved by the BME.
The Division does not, however,

describe the scope of practice for

EMTs, other than to say that EMTs can

do that which they have been U'ained

and certified to do. The duties and

functions of emergency medical

technicians, including the acts which

they are authorized to perform, are

regulated by the rules and regulations

of the BME. The BME regulations are

entitled Rules defining duties and

responsibilities ofEMS physician

advisors and the authorized medical

acts ofEMTs and paramedics and are

commonly known as the Acts Allowed.

These rules describe what physician

advisors may allow their EMTs to do

and therefore, in essence, define the

scope of the EMTs’ practice.

And we wonder why it is so

difficult to create a state wide EMS
system in Colorado!

The Acts Allowed
The Acts Allowed defines the duties and

responsibilities of physician advisors to

emergency medical care service

agencies and the authorized medical

acts of Emergency Medical Technicians

(including all levels: Basic; Intermedi-

ate and Paramedic). They apply to any

physician who functions as a physician

Many changes and advance-

ments have occurred in the

EMS system development

area during the last year.
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Emergency Medical Services (EMS)

And we wonder why it is so

difficult to create a state

wide EMS system in Colo-

rado!

advisor to an EMS organization and

who authorizxs and directs the perfor-

mance of medical acts by EMTs at all

levels of certification in the state of

Colorado.

The Acts Allowed were revised in

August of 1991. The most significant

changes are:

• Requirement that EMT-Basics must

have a physician advisor by June

29, 1992.

• Addition of Automated External

Defibrination as an allowed EMT
medical act with the accompanying

requirement that:

• physicians supervising EMT-B
defibrillation must develop a

quality control program
The requirement for supervision of

EMT-Basics created a good deal of

controversy, especially given concerns

regarding the difficulty in finding such

supervision in many of the rural areas.

It was felt, however, that the ability to

improve the quality of emergency

medical services depended on strong

medical control and quality manage-

ment. It should be noted that very few

rural areas are currently without such

advisors.

Following is a summary of the key

changes in the Acts Allowed (informa-

tion courtesy of the EMS Division):

1 . The definition of a service agency

has been changed to include a

“rescue unit” which, as defined in

statute, includes search and rescue,

mountain rescue, ski patrol (both

volunteer and professional), law

enforcement posse and civil defense

unit.

2.

The physician advisor “must be

trained in Advanced Cardiac Life

Support according to the standards

of the American Heart Association.”

(emphasis ours)

3. The Physician Advisor must report to

the EMS Division termination of

EMTs (if the reasons for such

termination could lead to disciplinary

actions).

4. An EMT-Basic who is a member of

a service agency and performs

emergency medical service acts must

have the authorization of a physi-

cian advisor to perform such acts.

Previously, EMT-Basics did not have

to have physician advisors.

5. Previously, EMT-Intermediates could

administer authorized drugs only

under direct verbal authorization of a

physician. The rules, as amended,

allow for a waiver, which would

enable standing orders to be

implemented for specific EMT-
Intermediates. The waiver must be

approved by the BME prior to

implementation of the standing

orders.

6. Colorado joins some 40 states that

allow EMTs to perform automated

defibrillation. This is a new section

and includes the following require-

ments:

a. The physician advisor must be able

to demonstrate the use of AED.
b. The EMT-B can only be authorized

after successful completion of an

AED training course.

c. The AED must have voice and

EKG recording capabilities.

d. Only automatic or semi-automatic

capabilities (not fully manual) may
be used by EMT-Basics.

e. Sixty days prior to authorizing

EMT-B’s to perform AED, the

physician advisor must submit to

the EMS Division the following:

1) AED registration form

2) Medical Quality Control

Program, which must be

approved by the Board.

3) The following records (submit-

ted by the physician advisor or a
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designee within 30 days of each

use of the AED):

a) a copy of the AED reporting

form completed by the EMT-B
performing the act and signed

by the physician advisor.

b) a copy of the pre-hospital care

record (trip report).

c) a copy of the electronic media

recorded by the AED (includ-

ing the voice).

The requirement for a medical

quality control program is not new, but

increased emphasis will be placed on it

as a tool to aid the physician advisor.

Support Available
It is just within the last few years that

the BME and EMS Division have

established an ongoing working

relationship in an effort to coordinate

EMS activities. As a result of their

work, there is now a real effort to

develop a state wide EMS system. As

these two agencies and those involved

in EMS throughout Colorado are trying

to develop this system, many changes

are occurring.

• The EMS Division now has a

medical director to provide medical

direction to the division and to be

available as a resource to rural

physicians.

• The Acts Allowed were revised in

August of 1991.

• New emphasis is being put on the old

requirement for quality control

programs.

• Grant money is available through the

EMS Division for use by local EMS
providers in efforts to improve the

state wide emergency medical

network.

The BME and the EMS Division

recognize that meeting the requirements

of the rules will be difficult for some

EMS agencies. The intent of the EMS
Division is to approach the enactment

of these rules in phases and to provide

technical assistance to EMS agencies

in need. The EMS Division is identify-

ing those ambulance services who do

not have physician advisors and

working with them to establish quality

control programs and find physician

advisors. Technical assistance is also

available to fire deparunents and search

and rescue agencies looking for

physician advisors.

The BME and EMS Division have

also developed a training course for

physician advisors. The course objec-

tives arc:

• Development of a medical quality

control program
• Acquiring better quality assurance

methods than just reading ambulance

trip reports

• Understanding and implementing

“medical control” within the political

realities of supervision in an EMS
system

There have been five well attended

presentations to date. An additional

three are possible during this year. The

program is a full day presentation and is

free as it is funded through the EMS
Grant Program. Travel reimbursement

may be available. Physician advisors

are encouraged to bring their EMS
coordinators to the program, which

eliminates the need for the physician to

train the coordinator. Copic supports

this program as well. Physician

advisors are covered under their

existing Copic policies.

In addition, the EMS Division now
has a medical director. Dr. Kathryn

Mueller is available as a resource to

physicians.

Forfurther information, please

contact:

Larry McNatt, Director

Emergency Medical Services

Division

Colorado Department ofHealth

(303)331-8633

Kathryn Mueller, MD
Medical Director, EMS Division

(303)270-8711 or

(pager) 266-4894

Carol Shanaberger, MD, EMT-P
EMS Liaison

Board of Medical Examiners

(303) 894-7705

Stewart Greisman, DO
Chairman, EMCPAC
(303) 779-5455 or 788-6407
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Inside CMS

Prescription Drug Abuse: It Could

Happen to Somebody’s Mother
Lugene A. Dorr, M.D.

Prescription Drug Abuse Task Force

How could this have oc-

curred without a physician

checking more closely?

At a recent meeting of the Grievance

Committee, a letter was presented from

an officer of our Armed Forces in

regards to his mother who lives in

Colorado. He had visited her at

Christmas time 1991 and found his 63

year old mother shuffling around,

barely speaking and almost emotion-

less. In checking for a reason for her

condition, he found over 20 empty

prescription bottles in her medicine

cabinet. He states that the number of

empty prescription bottles found

eventually reached 45.

On checking with the pharmacies

listed, he deduced that his mother was

taking an average of six Restoril, 30

mg. capsules, several Lomotil tablets

and cough medicine daily. During the

time of his visit, his mother did collapse

and with the assistance of his sister and

brothers, his mother was admitted to a

chemical dependency unit in Denver,

where she remained for the next 24

days.

It is estimated that the cost of her

treatment, which continues even now,

will exceed $50,000. He admits that his

mother manipulated the system to

obtain drugs. She used several doctors

and various pharmacies. She phoned in

requests for refills and had them mailed

to her home. She frequently “lost

prescriptions” or reported that she had

dropped the pills down the drain. She

intentionally scheduled doctor office

visits for a time when she knew her

primary doctor would be out of his

office.

The officer asks several penetrating

questions about how this could have

occurred without some physician

checking more deeply into what was

occurring. He jx)ints out from his

investigation that the patient was

receiving Restoril on an average of 5

capsules per day. The doctors were

approving phone prescriptions for 100

capsule bottles of Restoril approxi-

mately every 20 days. She was also

receiving Lomotil and cough syrup, and

he underlines that these drugs were

being given to a 63 year old, 85 Ib.

woman with a driver’s license and an

automobile.

It appears that this is a system

breakdown which could occur, particu-

larly if a patient is seeing multiple

physicians and using different pharma-

cies. This officer gave permission to

use this case as an example and asks

that we alert the members of our

Society to the risks and warning signs

of prescription drug abuse and manipu-

lations that patients are likely to use in

order to obtain the medications.

Enough said.
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Peak Performance
Highest Colorado Dividends Per Capita

No one covers Colorado like The Doctors’ Company. We’re

pleased to reward the efforts of Colorado member physicians. Thanks

to your good work, we are returning dividends for the second year in

a row. And provided you with the state’s highest dividends per capita.

That’s peak performance.

But there’s another kind of performance; staying power. It’s

even more important for the long-term quality of health services our

Colorado member physicians provide: the knowledge that The

Doctors’ Company will always be here, working with you, continuing

to help good doctors practice better medicine.

When Colorado physicians want a trusted name in liability

insurance, they call The Doctors’ Company the largest doctor-owned,

doctor-managed carrier, with over l6,300 members nationwide.

The C)octors Company

For referral to your local representative, call:

1-800-421-2368

Ext. 301
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The Class of

1992 and the

CMS in the

Year 2000
by Nancy Nelson, MD*
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colleges and

universities, while

others came to

medical school

from schools

throughout the

United States and

throughout the

world. Some of the

graduates are

immigrants who
fled political

oppression to come
to this country.

Several have had

professional

careers prior to

medical school —
in nursing, chiro-

practic, pharmacy,

athletics, banking,

engineering and

education. One
senior was a police

detective, another a

commercial airline

pilot and another is

a professional mime. Several are

professional musicians in both classical

and rock music. One graduate is both a

nurse practitioner and the mother of an

Olympic speed skier.

Almost half (44%) of the graduat-

ing class are women. This percentage

has remained steady for about the last

decade, as you will note in the class

composite pictures hanging in the

entrance to the School of Medicine. Our

medical school was a national leader

back in the 1970’s

and 1980’s in

encouraging

women applicants.

This year there are

seven Hispanic

American gradu-

ates and three

African American

graduates. Though

there are no Native

American gradu-

ates this year, there

are several Native

Americans in

medical school

now. Eight of the

graduates are in

Army and Air

Force programs.

Over 90% of the class received

their first or second choice of residency

slots in the Match this spring. Forty-

five percent of the class will slay in

Colorado for residency. It is estimated

that half the others will eventually

return to Colorado to practice.

Over 50% of the class will enter

the generalist physician fields of Family

Medicine (18), Internal Medicine (28)

and Pediatrics (13) and one graduate

will do a joint residency in Internal

Medicine and Pediatrics. The current

national average of those entering

generalist fields is 38%. It is unknown

how many of those doing Internal

Medicine, Pediatrics or Family Medi-

cine residencies will subspecialize.

The continuing high quality of

entering students at the University of

Colorado School of Medicine is a major

reason for the quality of our graduates

and conU'ibutes to their ease in finding

superior residency training programs.

During the 1980’s there was a national

drop in the number of medical school

applicants. Colorado’s pool stayed

strong during that national lean period.

Now the national applicant pool has

expanded again in inverse ratio to

interest rates and other economic and

social factors. Colorado has 1,7(X)

applicants for its 130 seats in the first

year class which will matriculate in late

August, 1992. Dr. Gus Garcia, Dr. Mel

Johnson, Dr. George Curfman, Dr. Jack

Mueller and Dr. Donn Thomas are

members of the Admissions Committee

who can give you more information

You are invited to attend the Hooding

and Oath Ceremony for the graduating

medical school Class of 1992 on

Saturday morning. May 23, 1992, at 10

am in the Quadrangle of the University

of Colorado Health Sciences Center.

Our new physicians will take the

Physicians’ Oath (a modem version of

the Hippocratic Oath). U. S. Surgeon

General Antonia Novello will be the

graduation speaker. You will have the

opportunity to meet the Class of

potential Colorado Medical Society

delegates in the year 2(X)0.

CMS President Harrison G.

“Corky” Butler, III, MD and Medical

Alumni President John DeLauro, MD
are in charge of the hooding with green,

silver and gold hoods. Some of you as

parents and mentors of graduates will

serve as individual hooders. Call the

Office of Student Affairs (270-7678)

for more details.

Who are these 125 graduates?

Some are your actual sons and daugh-

ters. They are all our children, as future

physicians. Most of the graduates came
from Front Range high schools, while a

few (about 3%) came from rural

Colorado high schools. About two

thirds graduated from Colorado
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Class of 1992 and CMS 2000

Who ARE These New
Physicians?

•Over half are "Generalists”

•Nearly half are women
•Many minorities are

represented

about the process.(Stephen Batuello,

MSIV, one of our soon-to-be graduates

sits on the Admissions Committee in

addition to his duties as the first student

member of the CMS Board of Direc-

tors).

The Committee accepts a few non-

Colorado students (at a tuition of

$39,000/year, the highest out-of-state

tuition of any public medical school).

The Admissions Committee could

easily fill the class with out-of-state

students, but then it wouldn’t represent

Colorado, would it? Since the appli-

cants are quite bright, many have

figured out that if they sit out a year

while establishing residency in Colo-

rado before making application, they

can save lots of money. In-state tuition

is about $9,000/year, also high from a

national standpoint. Our graduating

students who have taken out loans will

have a total indebtedness of over

$50,000 when they receive their

diplomas.

Based on the demographics of the

graduating Class of 1992, the Colorado

Medical Society in the year 2000 will

include more women physicians and a

growing number of African-American,

Asian-American and Hispanic Ameri-

can physicians. Because there are still

few Native American medical students,

there will only be a couple of Native

American CMS members in the year

2000, though this will be an increase of

our current count of zero. (Has there

ever been a Native American physician

in the Colorado Medical Society?)

More of the CMS members in the

year 2000 will be generalists. This will

follow Colorado and national trends

pointing toward the blossoming of the

generalist physician. (Generalist is the

new term for what has been called the

primary care physician. Generalist is a

concept more easily understood than

primary care.) “Generalist” is now

applied to Family Medicine, General

Pediatrics and General Internal Medi-

cine. This term is sometimes applied to

physicians practicing Emergency

Medicine, Psychiatry and Obstetrics/

Gynecology. Some physicians in

subspecialties practice as generalists on

occasion.

Our medical students understand

the need for a larger percentage of

generalist physicians, both for the

benefit of society and for the profession

of medicine. Physician payment plans

are headed in the direction of the

generalist. Support from many areas for

generalist physicians promises to

increase. Subspecialists will always be

needed but as a smaller percentage of

the physician population.

Medical scientists, such as the MD/
PhD are also in short supply and will

need to be nurtured for the continued

advancement of the field of medicine.

There is one MD/PhD graduate in our

class of 1992 and more are in following

classes.

Many of the class of 1992 who do

residencies in Colorado will want to

join the CMS as resident physicians.

Others who do residencies out-of-state

will be invited to join medical societies

from which they can transfer back to

Colorado. Our medical future, the Class

of 1992, is strong in accomplishment

and promise. Come to the Hooding and

Oath ceremony to welcome them.

* Dr. Nelson is Associate Dean for Student

Affairs at the University of Colorado School

of Medicine, Past President of the Denver

Medical Society, Past Member of the Board

of Directors of the Colorado Medical

Society and, with Dean Richard Krugman,

Dr. Stuart Gottesfeld and Dr. Eugene

Jacobson, serves as a delegate to the

Medical School Section of the American

Medical Association.
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s unscreen Q & A

The Colorado Division of the American Cancer Society maintains Task Forces to cover four major cancers predominant in the

Rocky Mountain Area. One of those four is skin cancer. Barbara Reed, MD chairs that task force and has prepared an article

answering some of the most commonly asked questions they encounter.

Ronald E. Tegtmeier, MD
Chair, Professional Educational Committee, Jefferson County Unit

American Cancer Society

1. Do sunscreens cause cancer?

There are some reports which are

under study at the present time that

PABA containing sunscreens may
contain undetermined amounts of

nitrosamines as a breakdown product/

contaminant. There is no testing which

has been done to determine whether or

not the nitrosamine is a carcinogenic

agent. Further, it is unclear how the

contaminant or breakdown product is

formed and whether it is even present at

all in most PABA containing formula-

tions.

We know that sunburn has a role in

the production of skin cancer. We know
that ultraviolet B is primarily respon-

sible for sunburn. We know that

sunscreens protect against the produc-

tion of sunburn. What is unclear is

whether or not there are carcinogenic

affects produced by ultraviolet B or low

range ultraviolet A which may not be

prevented by the prevention of sunburn

alone.

Excessive exposure to sun is

therefore, discouraged.

2. Is there a role for sunscreens

in the day to day activities of indoor

workers?

Certainly the risk of sunburn is

minimal in indoor workers. If sunscreen

is being used only for the prevention of

sunburn, it has minimal use during the

winter months in an indoor worker,

however, indoor workers often find

excuses to be out of doors, when
ultraviolet may produce harmful

effects. For example, a ten minute walk

through the park in the presence of nn ^
fresh fallen snow may be sufficient to DCtPOCirCl R. RcCu, MD
induce mile erythema in an extremely

sensitive individual.

A second argument for daily use is

that using sunscreen will easily become

a habit. This minimizes the possibility

of forgetting.

Finally, some sunscreens may
prevent the development of lentigines,

mid dermal elastolysis, coarsening of

the skin and other signs of sun expo-

sure.

3. What is a “broad spectrum”

sunscreen and when should one be

used?

A broad spectrum sunscreen is one

which protects against ultraviolet A,

320-400 nanometers, and ultraviolet B,

290-320 nanometers. Most of the

carcinogenic effects of ultraviolet are

felt to be due to ultraviolet B, although

it is likely that the lower wavelengths of

UVA now known as UVA I may also

contribute to the development of skin

cancer. UVA also contributes to signs

of aging, including guttate hypomel-

anosis, lentigines, senile purpura,

rhytides and loss of elasticity.

Ultraviolet A is present as long as

there is daylight. It passes through

window glass. Ultraviolet B, on the

other hand, exerts most of its effect in

the midday hours.

Many rashes which arc due to

drugs arc also felt to be promoted by

ultraviolet A as well. Therefore, a broad
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Sunscreens

spectrum sunscreen is advisable for

anyone on photosensitizing medica-

tions, anyone with photosensitivity due

to genetic or acquired disease states,

and anyone concerned about minimiz-

ing the adverse effects of ultraviolet.

4. Is the sunscreen in makeup

sufficient to protect skin on a daily

basis?

Cosmetic products labeled as

containing sunscreen contain an SPF of

six or less. The sunscreen is unlikely to

be broad spectrum. For patients who are

photo sensitive, on photo-sensitizing

medications or concerned about aging,

a sunscreen with an SPF 15 (at least) is

advised.

5. Are there indications for use

ofa sunscreen with an SPF over 15?

The Food and Drug Administration

is revising its guidelines on sunscreens

and is expected to issue them within the

next several months. There is definitely

a role for sunscreens with high SPFs.

SPF is determined using an amount of

sunscreen which is much more gener-

ous than the average person uses. Many
sunscreens have very little substan-

tivity; that is, they wash off in water or

rub off. In other words, a person who
applies very little sunscreen is not

likely to have applied the SPF indicated

by the label.

Further, there is evidence that

sunscreens with high SPFs protect

against microscopic damage to cells in

a manner in which sunscreens with low

SPFs do not.

In no way, however, should use of

a high SPF sunscreen promote lengthy

sun exposure, which would permit

excess UVA exposure. UVA is felt to

augment tumorogenic potential of

UVB, thus increasing the risk of basal

cell cancers, squamous cell cancers and

melanoma.

6. How worried should we be

about the ozone layer deficit?

This is a definite problem. A one

percent decrease in the ozone layer

translates into an increase in UVB
which is approximately two percent,

and an estimated three to four percent

increase in the incidence of skin

cancers. This summer, with a three to

four percent deficit in the ozone layer

projected in Colorado, it is possible that

a person extremely sensitive to the sun

may bum in as short a time as ten

minutes.

7. Are there any special tipsfor

sunscreen use on the scalp or around

the eyes?

Many patients complain of eye

burning and irritation with the use of

sunscreens. There are several solutions

to this problem:

First of all, a sunscreen formulated

for children’s use may be very helpful.

Secondly, sunscreen may be

prevented from dripping into the eyes

by the use of waxy lip balm with a sun

protective factor. The lip balm is

applied Just beneath the brow and may
be extended across the bridge of the

nose.

Patients with thinning hair often

object to the use of a cream sunscreen

because of its effect on the hair. For

such people, an alcoholic spray

sunscreen is available. Patients should

be cautioned that such sunscreens are

alcohol based and have less substant-

ivity than the greasier formulations,

thus requiring reapplication frequently.

An opaque hat is often preferable.

It is extremely important to remind

patients to protect their ears and lips as

well. A recent study showed an

extremely high risk of metastases from

cancers beginning on the ears and lips.

8. What about the use of

sunscreen for children under six

months ofage?

There is no reason for children less

than six months of age to be intention-

ally exposed to the sun. It is well

known that a single severe sunburn in a

child under the age of 18 doubles the

risk of skin cancer, including mela-

noma. Children should be kept out of

the sun and well protected by clothing.

For children over six months of

age, the same guidelines apply.

Sunscreens certainly may be applied to

children; however, sun avoidance

during the mid portion of the day is

preferable.

9. How protective is clothing?

The estimated SPF of light,

summer-type clothing varies between 4

and 12.

Loosely woven, gauzy clothing has

a very low sun protective factor. More

tighUy woven clothing may be fairly

protective. There are some commer-

cially available wearing apparel items

which have a sun protective factor of 36

and these are quite well accepted by

patients.

Clothing intended for use as sun

protection may be examined by holding

it to a light bulb. If the light bulb can be

seen through the clothing, its sun

protective factor is inadequate. Sun-

screens must then be worn beneath the

item.

10. What is the best sunscreen?

The best sunscreen is the one

which patients will wear on a regular

basis. It should have a high sun

protective factor and should not cause

irritation.

Because testing of sunscreen

ingredients is standardized, determina-

tion of the best sunscreen must be made

on an individual basis.
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Q: What is the most commonly used medical procedure?

A: Communication!

Did you know that on average, the physician

into the...

What?

interrupts the patient eighteen seconds

In a 1986 survey, patients indicated that 35% of the malpractice suits they filed were directly related to the physician’s

poor communication, and another 35% to the physician’s attitude (at least, as they perceived it). Good communication is good

patient care!

Find out more in the Miles Physician-Patient Communication Workshop, coming soon.

May 20

June 17

JuW9_

C][[^^urday, August
i^igust 19

September 23

C^^Jat^day, OctobeFT^
OctobeTZO^

November 12

December 9

Workshops held from 8:00 am to 12:30 pm at CMS/Copic Headquarters, 7800 E. Dorado Place, Greenwood Plaza,

immediately behind the Hilton Inn South, off 1-25, Orchard Road Exit. Call Copic Risk Management for more information

(303) 779-0044 or 1-800-421-1834.

These workshops are presented by the Colorado Communications Coalition, including the Colorado Foundation for Medical Care,

Colorado Medical Society, Colorado Personalized Educationfor Physicians, Colorado Physician Health Program, Colorado State Board

ofMedical Examiners and the Copic Insurance Company. They are taught by Kenneth A. Kahn, MD and Frederic W. Platt, MD for CMS,
Kathy Gardner, BSN, Richard H. Thompson, Jr., MD and Margaret Cary, MD (BME) for Copic. Participants are eligible for 4 hours

Category 1 CME credit and one Copic EN Point for Preferred Risk Premium Plan. Registrationfee is $100; Copic insured physicians

receive a refund. Maximum enrollment is 25, minimum is 12. If that number is not reserved two days prior to the scheduled date, that

workshop will be cancelled andfees will be refunded.

Special Meetings for Women in Medicine

Health Care Policy for the 90’s and Beyond
In connection with the state wide series of meetings on health care reform, the Women in Medicine Section of the

Colorado Medical Society is offering a significant opportunity for female physicians to have input. Please attend one

of the meetings:

Denver

May 21 — 6 pm
CMS Board Room
RSVP Marilyn Barton, 779-5455

Pueblo

June— To be arranged

Colorado Springs

June 4— 7:30 am
El Paso County Medical Society

RSVP 591-2424 or 591-2481

Grand Junction

July 9 — 6:30 pm
G. B. Gladstone’s (dinner)

RSVP 243-2808
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Medicare Fee Schedule:

Have you read all the infor-

mation?

By the lime you read this article, you’ll

have worked with the Medicare Fee

Schedule for several weeks. Hopefully,

you’ve read and are familiar with all the

information that was sent to you by

your Medicare carrier and by the AMA
and have a working knowledge of the

new system. I won’t rep)eat the parly

line here and rehash the things you

already know. I’ll discuss a few of the

major problems and share with you a

few special pointers and hints on how
to work with the program.

A Double Whammy
Physicians and their offices were hit

with a double whammy with changes in

the Medicare Fee Schedule and CPT
codes, both of which came late last

year. These changes have created a

major challenge for all of our offices.

The combination of the two has

mandated that we modify the way we
do business. Adoption of the CPT codes

by Medicare forces physicians to learn

both systems quickly, and the Medicare

Fee Schedule is the law of the land. If

physicians are inconsistent with that

law, they will either be paid less than

deserved or they may even be found

guilty of fraud. You probably wouldn’t

go to jail for not understanding the

system, but it could cost you a lot in

penalties and fines.

The Good
There is some good in the new system,

such as the upgrading of evaluation and

management (E/M) codes, the new
definitions of consults and new pa-

tients. In addition, the standardization

of some of the rules, e.g., the new
global fee for surgical procedures: will

be good for physicians in some areas

and bad for others.

The Bad and the Ugly
When I think of discussing the bad and

the ugly, it reminds me of the cartoon

where the nurse is standing holding a

smoking gun, and the caption states “so

many doctors and so few bullets.” The

new system leaves one with the feeling

“so many problems and so little space.”

Yes, the long awaited physicians’

review has been implemented. No, it’s

not what we wanted, nor is it what we
should have received. The final results

don’t reflect the original concept. What
happened to fairness and equity in -

reimbursement?

Loss of Income
The loss of income to physicians will

be greater than anticipated. You might

ask why I feel this way (I’m sure

HCFA will). Let me give you some

answers and examples as I see them.

Lowering the Conversion

Factor

To begin with, the final conversion

factor was lowered to achieve “Budget

Neutrality.” A portion of the adjustment

was to compensate for behavioral

offsets.” I know this is old hat to many
since most of us wrote letters of

objection to HCFA, but it should still

make you angry. Let me quote from

page 59512 of the Federal Register,

November 25, 1991:

For physicians predicted to experience

a net loss of Medicare revenues, we

assumed volume and intensity changes

sufficient to offset 50% of the loss of

Medicare revenues that would

otherwise occur. We assumed no

change in volume or intensity by

physicians expected to experience a net

increase in Medicare revenues.

This implies that physicians will

try to game the system. There always

have been and probably always will be

some who do. However, this statement
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The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

refers to all physicians. HCFA didn’t

determine that perhaps 10% or 20% of

the physicians would be guilty, but

simply assumed that all physicians

would be guilty and lowered the

conversion factor accordingly. This is

insulting to me personally and to the

entire profession.

Other Less Publicized Changes
Other, less publicized changes will

also result in lowered income. For

example, the non-payment of supplies,

the change in global fees and the

downcoding of evaluation and manage-

ment (E/M) codes resulting from the

use of the new coding system. These

factors were not taken into consider-

ation by HCFA or the AMA in prepar-

ing simulations to determine who and

how big the winners and losers were. I

feel very strongly that the total impact

on the physician community will be

much greater than those suggested by

the projections we’ve seen. The

American Association of Clinical

Urologists is developing a simulation to

compare actual Medicare reimburse-

ments for a number of urologists in

1991 under the old rules to the simu-

lated projected payments under the new
1992 rules. As stated, I think the loss

will be much greater than predicted for

most physicians. The gain for others

will be less than anticipated.

Supplies

First, let me point out that relative

values were established using the

content of work as their basis without

consideration for supplies. HCFA then

decided that a certain percentage of

each payment was to pay for overhead.

In the final rules, it was determined that

all supplies furnished in the doctor’s

office were reimbursed as a part of the

office visit.

To justify its actions, HCFA stated,

“We computed these payments (for

supplies) in a budget neutral manner by

factoring in when we computed the

conversion factor.” If they’re paying me
for supplies because of an increased

conversion factor, why don’t I feel

good when I insert a Foley catheter for

a payment of $10, and then I have to

pay for the catheter, the cath tray and

other supplies?

Downcoding
The third example is downcoding,

resulting from the use of the new E/M
codes. If you break down the E/M code

components into their elements and

compare the elements of the new codes

to the elements of the old codes, it

becomes apparent that you have to do

more work to justify using the higher

(upper four levels) codes in the new
system than you did in the old. For

example, a level five new patient visit

in the old system may have to be

classified as a level four in the new
system. Only a few of the old classifica-

tion class fives will justify a class five

level in the new system.

The bottom line is that some of the

increase we anticipated receiving on the

E/M codes will be lost in the down-

coding. The examples could go on and

on.

Global Fees
Under the old system, physicians in

some states were able to charge for

post-operative visits and some second-

ary procedures that are now included in

the global fee.

How to Work with the

New System
I won’t continue to bore you with

examples that only serve to reinforce

that sinking feeling you’ve already had.

Let’s talk about a few specifics on how
to work with the new system. I’ll only

comment on a few of the more impor-

tant changes that are necessary to work

within the new system.

M. Ray Painter, Jr., MD
CMS Delegate to the AMA

“Physicians and their

offices were hit with a

double whammy”
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Medicare:

“Document what you do.

Charge what you document.

Ifyou didn’t document it,

You didn’t do it.”

Good, Bad

Know How to Accurately Use

the Rules and Make Coding

Decisions

The standardization and precise-

ness of the new rules and regulations

and the specificity of the new E/M
codes demand a working knowledge of

the new system. You must know how to

accurately use the rules and make
coding decisions. The new E/M codes

should be visualized as a time bomb
sitting in your office ready to explode

within the next seven years. Specificity

allows you to accurately determine the

proper code to describe the service

rendered. At the same time, it allows

someone to retrospectively review your

charts and determine the proper coding

for the service performed.

Specificity not only demands

accuracy, but it also makes proper

documentation a must. Our new motto

should be:

“Document what you do

Charge what you document

If you didn’t document it

You didn’t do it.”

You should code for the work you

do. If you under code, you will not be

paid for services rendered. If you over

code, you’ll risk penalties and repay-

ment.

Determine the Proper Code and

Document Everythmg.
The proper code can be determined

in two ways: 1. examine the descriptors

given in CPT and determine the proper

content of work performed; 2. refer to

the clinical examples given in CPT and

compare your encounter to them. In my
opinion, your accuracy in coding will

be judged by the documentation of the

work you’ve performed. The clinical

examples will be used as a comparison

to determine whether your work was

justified.

&Ugly

In keeping with that theory. I’ve

developed a “cheat sheet” to help

determine which code level to charge. I

don’t have the space to develop all the

information to enable you to fully

understand this. This “cheat sheet”

however, and a complete description of

the steps leading to its development

will be included in the new Urology

coding book update which will be

available soon. The cheat sheet is

copyrighted by Physician Reimburse-

ment Systems, Inc. Feel free to use it as

you wish. However, please don’t copy

and send it to your friends.

Specifically, we have taken the

components in each level of service for

a new patient code and an established

patient code. The descriptors have been

broken down, not only into compo-

nents, but also into the elements of the

components. We sec those elements as

the minimum amount of documentation

needed to charge for that code. If this

doesn’t confuse you, probably nothing

will. Play with it a little bit and,

hopxjfully, it will make sense. I hope

you find it useful.

Consults

Finally, as mentioned above, one

of the better things that has happened in

the change is the new descriptions of

consults. Most of the categories of

services in the CPT book are specific

for location of service, (e.g. office,

hospital, nursing home, etc.). Consider

consults to be the wild card of the

group! Under the new definition, (see

CPT book) you may consider any

encounter a consultant visit (if it meets

the three criteria) regardless of: whether

the patient is new or established; the

problem is new or is a problem you

have evaluated before; the location of

the visit.
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Emergency Care

il

The new emergency codes can be

used by any physician when seeing a

patient in the ER. Therefore, when a

patient is seen in the ER, you have a

choice of three categories of codes to

properly charge for that service:

1. Consult—see discussion

above. If the evaluation is requested by

another physician, this may be your

best choice.

2. Office Visit Codes—The use

of these codes penalizes you in two

ways: First, you must use the estab-

lished patient codes if you have

performed a service for that patient

during the past three years; and second,

these codes are subject to the out-

patient limits, resulting in a decrease in

charge limits and a decrease in reim-

bursements.

3.

Emergency Codes—These

may be your best choice if the encoun-

ter does not qualify as a consult.

Summary
We must learn to work with the system.

Unfortunately, today’s coding is such

that you cannot leave this to your

coding clerk, as many of us have done

in the past. The specificity of the new
system will demand that the physician

be actively involved in coding of all E/

M services. One must consider using all

levels of codes. The person who learns

to correctly work with the system and

charge correctly for services rendered

will be better paid and run less risk of

denials and penalties.

So much to say and so little space

to say it.

“The specificity of the new

system will demand that the

physician be actively in-

volved... today’s coding is

such that you cannot leave

this to your coding clerk.”

;t

BE AN AIR FORCE
PHYSICIAN.

Become the dedicated physician you
want to be while serving your country in

today’s Air Force. Discover the tremen-

dous benefits of Air Force medicine. Talk

to an Air Force medical program manag-
er about the quality lifestyle and benefits

you enjoy as an Air Force professional,

along with:

• 30 days vacation with pay per year
• Dedicated, professional staff

• Non-contributing retirement plan if

qualified

Today’s Air Force offers the medical envi-

ronment you seek. Find out how to quali-

fy. Call -|-Q|| pfgg USAF Health Professions
1-800-423-USAF
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Edie Register, Director

Health Care Financing Department

Health Care Financing

Visit Codes and Dump Codes
Grant Steffen, MD

Medical Director, Medicare Part B
Blue CrossIBlue Shield of Colorado

“This review is based on the

presence or absence of

fairly easily identified ele-

ments.”

I mentioned in a recent article about the

new Evaluation and Management

Codes (visit codes) that we will conduct

an Early Claims Review during the first

half of 1992. We have some figures

from the first two months— January

and February. Recall again that this

review identifies 25 claims each week,

asks the physician to send a copy of the

record on which the claim is based,

involves our reviewing the claim and

finally a determination that the level of

the visit code was too high, just right or

too low. Again, this review is strictly

educational. No penalties will be

issued.

For January and February, we
asked for 64 records (that’s all the E/M
claims we got), got back 58 and

determined that 19 of the 58 (33%)
were coded correctly, 36 of 58 (62%)

were coded too high, and 3 of 58 (5%)
were coded too low. The incorrect level

was almost always a matter of one level

but on two occasions I Judged the

correct code to be two levels below the

level billed.

One was a hospital chart note and

the claim was for 99233, the highest

level of a subsequent hospital visit. This

requires a detailed history, i.e., present

illness, extended review and pertinent

past, family or social history. The note

had a total of seven words, two of

which could be considered “history.”

Code 99233 requires a detailed exam,

an extended examination of the affected

body area(s) and other symptomatic or

related systems. Three of the seven

words described an exam. The remain-

ing two words constituted a recommen-

dation. I hope you will agree with me
that the documentation warrants only a

99231.

Unlike many types of review where

differences of opinion are Justified, this

review is based on the presence or

absence of fairly easily identified

elements. If there is no past, family or

social history recorded, it is not a

detailed history. I believe that the

majority of the overvalued codes

reflect, not an attempt to game the

system, but rather a lack of understand-

ing of the new visit codes.

There were a few records that

suggested that a good deal of counsel-

ing occurred, but this was not recorded

nor was any time recorded, if you find

that counseling took more than half the

“time,” so indicate with a note that

describes the content of the counseling,

the time the counseling took and the

total time. This may well Justify a code

higher than that Justified by the degree

of intensity of the history, exam and

decision making.

I wilt report back to you on how
this review goes for the next four

months. And for a change of subject, 1
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need to mention the “dump codes,”

those codes that end with 99 and are

described as “unlisted procedure,

...system.” Because this code encom-

passes many different procedures, the

system can’t pay one amount, so all

...99 codes must be priced by RN’s,

who bring many of them to me. We call

them dump codes because the physician

or the billing clerk can’t find a code

that describes what is done, so the

procedure is “dumped” into the ...99.

On many of the claims that I have

reviewed, I was able to find a non-

dump code that described the proce-

dure. So please make a vigorous

attempt to find a code— it’s probably

there. Also, be aware that we must have

the operative note before we can

process a claim containing an unlisted

procedure code.

When I get this claim with op note,

I first look for the “true code.” If I can

find it, we pay on that code. If not, I try

to find a procedure that has the same

amount of work. If I find a good match,

we pay on this code. If I can’t find that

match, I refer the claim to a consultant

of similar specialty. This all takes time

and delays your payment. So please try

to find a non-dump code and, failing

that attempt, send us your op note.

National Practitioner

Data Bank (NPDB)
Does the Colorado Foundation for

Medical Care (CFMC) report severity

level I, II, or III quality problems to

the NPDB? That was the question

asked at the last Colorado Medical

Society (CMS) Board of Directors

meeting.

The answer to this question is that

CFMC is not required to report

anything directly to the NPDB. At the

discretion of CFMC, they can report

to the Board of Medical Examiners

(BME), who in turn report to the

NPDB. A representative of CFMC
said that nothing has been reported to

the BME as of March 31, 1992.

For more on the NPDB,
see thefollowing page...

Coded too low

THE PRESERVE.
HERE TODAY. HERE TOMORROW.

Quiet neighborhoods. Family values. Respect for nature’s work.

Some things never change. And never should. The Preserve. 522 custom

ACRES planned FOR 522 CUSTOM HOMES. FROM THE LOW $400,000S.

Open daily, 1 O a.m. - 6 p.m. (303) 689-9700.

THE PRESERVE
AT GREENWOOD VILLAGE

5595 Preserve Drive, Greenwood Village, Colorado 80121

BROKER participation WELCOMED.

Another classic community from Koelbel and Company.

One Mile West Of 1-25 and belleview. South on holly to Preserve Drive.
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Six and a Half Really Good Reasons to

Blow Up the National Data Bank

Thefollowing article is an editorial that originally appeared in Illinois Medicine and is reprinted by permission.

Unlike wine, cheese and

teenagers, the National

Practitioner Data Bank

does not improve with age.

Annual resolutions directing

the AMA to influence and

control it have turned into

impassioned pleasfrom

those who want to dismantle

it. Here are six (and a half)

reasons why they’re right.

1. The only people who support

the Data Bank are employed by the

subcontractor who runs it. The Data

Bank seems to be universally loathed

by almost everyone else. Doctors hate

it. Hospitals hate it. Insurance compa-

nies hate it. Congress probably doesn’t

hate it yet, but they will. Sec No. 2.

2. The program is way over

budget and looks to continue that

way. The program’s cost is scandalous.

Originally projected by be self-

supporting at $2 per hospital inquiry,

the Data Bank U'ipled its fee to hospitals

within the first year, to $6.

3. The Data Bank has never met

a deadline it couldn’t miss, and

4. Its results are riddled with

errors. The program’s execution is

close to criminal. Files are routinely

lost, errors in data input abound and the

turnaround time has stretched far

beyond the promised deadlines. The

bureaucratic swamp that engulfs almost

any government project has found its

primeval source in the Data Bank.

Summed up, it’s a fatally flawed

concept executed at a level of effi-

ciency that makes the Post Office look

good.

5. It could get a whole lot worse.

You ain’t seen nulhin’ yet. The Data

Bank is now considering reporting not

only malpractice settlements and

awards, but also open claims. Informa-

tion in open claims is highly confiden-

tial; it is imperative that it be protected,

to assure the privacy of patients and

physicians alike. And our legal system

is such that anyone can sue anyone else

for anything, no matter how frivolous.

The concept of “innocent until proven

guilty” is compromised by reporting

open claims.

5, (continued). It gets worse. Now
that the Data Bank is “up and running,”

you should pardon the expression,

special interest groups are pushing for

access to its information, however

inaccurate it might be. Chief among
these are the Ralph Nader-like public

action groups that think it would be

swell if the public could access the

data.

The other group that would like

—

desperately—like to get its hands on the

data is our old friend, the plaintiffs’ bar.

These attorneys claim information in

the Data Bank is vital to building cases

and compensating their injured patients.

6. It’s not necessary. In addition

to being hideously inefficient, the Data

Bank is duplicative of state medical

licensing and disciplinary boards. These

agencies already do what the enabling

legislation intended the Data Bank to

do: prevent physicians with records of

negligence or criminal activity from

obtaining new licenses in other states

without revealing their pasts.

So the biggest question about the

Data Bank is not What? or Where? or

even, for the masochistic among us.

How?
It’s Why? Why bother? Why put

ourselves and our hospitals through

this? Why not let the state boards to

their job?

Why not get rid of the Data Bank?
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OFAHEALTH

Health Department

CA Chrvala, MF Crepeau, W Todd, W Math. GA Hurlburi, M Nadel;

Cancer Control Program, Colorado Department ofHealth

Breast Cancer Screening
Results and Follow-up for Colorado Women:

“A total of152 breast can-

cer cases have been identi-

fied since the beginning of

the project
”

The Colorado Mammography
Advocacy Project (CMAP) is a state-

wide breast cancer screening surveil-

lance system operated since November

1989 by the Cancer Control Program of

the Colorado Department of Health.

Funded by the Centers for Disease

Control, CMAP has three primary

objectives: 1) promotion of adherence

to routine breast cancer screening

including mammography and clinical

breast exam; 2) documentation of

diagnostic follow-up for women with

abnormal screening results; and 3)

promotion of state-of-the-art quality

assurance standards for mammography
equipment throughout Colorado.

Women become members of CMAP
when they have a mammogram at one

of 20 participating mammography
centers located throughout Colorado.

All participating centers undergo an on-

site quality assurance evaluation to

assure that the technical quality of all

exams adheres to the standards of the

American College of Radiology.

To date, over 41,000 screenings

have been reported to CMAP and more

than 36,000 women have enrolled In the

project. The number of screenings

exceeds the number of women because

a significant proportion of women have

had more than one mammogram.
Standardized data concerning demo-

graphics, breast cancer risk factors,

screening history, mammographic

results, rescreening recommendations,

and diagnostic follow-up arc collected.

A profile of CMAP members shows

that approximately 15% of the women
are 40 or younger; 33% are 40 to 49;

27% are 50 to 59; and 25% are 60 or

older. Analysis of the data reveals that

13.8% of the women have a first degree

family history of breast cancer and

3.2% have a previous personal history

of breast cancer. Over 16% of the cases

self-report the presence of some kind of

symptom such as a breast lump, breast

pain or swelling.

Standardized categories are used to

record mammographic findings and

radiologists’ recommendations for

follow-up. The four categories of

mammographic findings are; No
Significant Abnormality (NSA),

Abnormality: Probably Benign (APB),

Abnormality: Indeterminant (Indet.),

and Suspiciousfor Cancer (S Ca). The

distribution of mammographic results is

as follows;

81.3% NSA; 14.5% APB; 3.6% Indet;

and 0.58% S Ca. This distribution

varies across the participating facilities

with greatest variation evident for the

NSA and APB categories. Specifically,

the range across mammography centers

for NSA findings is 68.6% to 85.9%

and for APB findings, 10.7% to 25.6%.

A range of 1.5% to 8.1% is observed

between facilities for the Indet. cat-

egory and 0.19% to 2.7% for S Ca.

The majority of the women
(85.2%) receive recommendations for

routine rescreening in 12 or more

months. Diagnostic follow-up recom-

mendations for the remaining 14.8%

include clinical breast exam (31.4%),

repeat mammogram in 4 to 11 months

(36.6%), additional views (12.6%),

ultrasound (21.3%), and surgical

consult (1 1.7%). Recommendations for

follow-up vary according to mammo-
graphic findings, mammography
centers and patient characteristics such

as age and breast cancer risk factors.

)(

n
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Preliminary Analysis of Data From The

Colorado Mammography Advocacy Project;

“...a number ofdiverse

factors...impact the process

of decision-making for

diagnosticfollow-up.”

A comparison of completed

diagnostic follow-up procedures and

radiologists’ follow-up recommenda-

tions demonstrate significant variation

by mammographic findings, type of

screening facility and patient character-

istics. For example, the overall comple-

tion rale for radiologist recommended

ultrasound is 43.2%. Across the four

categories of mammographic findings,

completion rales for recommended

ultrasound is zero for women with S Ca
findings; 26.7% for NSA findings;

43.8% for Indel results; and 51.3% for

women with an APB mammographic

interpretation. Follow-up procedures

completed in lieu of a recommended

ultrasound include: repeat mammogram
(5.9%); clinical breast exam (45.1%)

;

additional views (6.3%); surgical

consult (20.8%); other procedures

(10.3%); and no follow-up (11.6%).

Slightly less than three quarters

(72.1%) of women recommended for

surgical consult received such an

evaluation. Of these, 79.4% were

biopsied and no biopsy was performed

in the remaining 21.6%. Analysis of

surgical consult completion rates by

mammographic findings reveals a

73.4% surgical consult completion rate

for women with NSA findings and

66.6% for those determined to be APB.

Actual biopsy rates of 8 1.8% 'and

63.6% were observed with NSA and

APB findings, respectively. Similarly,

the surgical consult completion rates

were 83.8% for women with Indet

findings and 89.3% for those with S Ca
results. Actual biopsy rates for women
with Indet mammographic findings was

84.7%, and 90.7% for the S Ca group.

For the 124 cases not receiving recom-

mended surgical consult, 11.3% had a

repeat mammogram; 37.1% a clinical

breast exam; 6.4% additional views;

6.4% ultrasound; 6.4% have undergone

other procedures; and 32.3% received

no follow-up.

Almost 20% of the women in

diagnostic follow-up have undergone

biopsy. Of these, 39.1% were recom- .

mended on the basis of initial mammo-
graphic results and 60.9% were based

on clinical findings and/or patient

demand. Positive biopsy rate for

radiologist recommended biopsies is

27.3%. This decreases to 7.1% in those

instances where biopsy was not

recommended on the basis of initial

screening mammogram results.

A total of 152 breast cancer cases

have been identified since the begin-

ning of the project. Less than 5% of

these cases occurred in women 40 years

or younger; 29.8% were in the 40 to 49

year age category; 27.4% were between

50 and 59 years; and 37.9% were 60

and older. Almost 20% of women with

malignancies reported a previous

personal history of breast cancer and

22.1% had a first degree family history.

Analysis of completed treatment

procedures for breast cancer cases

reveals that 67.6% have undergone

mastectomy w'hile 24.8% have under-

gone lumpectomy. Almost 15% of the

breast cancer cases have received

chemotherapy; 22.3% have received

radiation and 16.6% received hormonal

treatment.

These data clearly demonstrate that

a number of diverse factors, in addition

to initial mammogram results, impact

the process of decision-making for

diagnostic follow-up. Further research
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is needed to better understand this

process. The Cancer Control program is

working with an advisory committee

comprised of radiologists, oncologists,

i surgeons, representatives from COPIC

j

and Comprecare, and mammography

I, center personnel to review the data and
' help guide future analyses.

Analyses of the information

provided by CMAP can better help us

understand the role and contribution of

screening mammography in Colorado's

breast cancer control effort. CMAP
supports the efforts of the health care

community to follow-up women with

abnormal screening results and promote

routine breast cancer screening. CMAP

is the only project of its kind in the

country. Results from the CMAP
database have been presented nationally

to the National Cancer Institute and the

Centers for Disease Control and will be

presented at the upcoming 25th

National Breast Cancer Conference

sponsored by the American College of

Radiology.

Colorado Mammography Advocacy Project

Total Number of Biopsies Performed

1012

Mammographic
Results

I

'

1

Recommended Not Recommended

Total Malignancies: 152

*Based on patient self-report
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Alamo Jeaturcs fine General Motors
cars like this Bidck Regal

Which of these three Alamo offers is best for you?
As a member of Alamo’s Association Program, you can enjoy great benefits every time you rent from Alamo. You can start by using the

attached certificate for a free upgrade or $5 to $10 off your next association weekly rental. You’ll also receive unlimited free mileage on every rental

in the U.S. or U.K., discounted daily and weekly rates and a $3000 maximum responsibility for car damage, loss of use or theft if CDW is declined.

Plus, you can earn Frequent Flyer miles with Alaska, Delta and United airlines. So you can see, it really does pay to associate with Alamo.

$5 OFF
Your next rental.

• (In the U.S.) Valid for S5 OFF associaiion weekly rentals (5 days or more

of any compact through premium car category only.

• (In the United Kingdom) Valid for C5 OFF association weekly rentals on

any group B through group E car category only,

• Reservations are subject to availability at time of booking. A 24-hour

advance reservation is required.

• One certificate per rental accepted; must be presented at the Alamo

counter on arrival. Once redeemed, the certificate is void.

• This certificate and the car rental pursuant to it are subject to Alamo's

conditions at the time of rental. May be redeemed for the basic rate of

the Alamo car rental which does not include taxes and other

optional items.

• Offer valtd through 12/18/‘^2 (except 4/16/92 - 4/18/92).

For reservations in the U.S. or United Kingdom call your

Professional Travel Agent or call

Alamo at 1-800-327-9633 (U.S.)

or 1-800-522-9696 (U.K,).

You must request Rate Code BY and

$10 OFF
Your next rental.

» ( In the U.S.) Valid for $10 OFF association weekly rentals (5 days or

more) on a full size or luxury car only.

» (In the United Kingdom) Valid for CIO OFF association weekly rentals on

any group B through group E car categones only.

* Reservations are subject to availability at time of booking. A 24-hour

advance reserx'aiion is required.

* One certificate per rental accepted; must be presented at the Alamo

counter on amval. Once redeemed, the certificate is void.

* This certificate and the car rental pursuant to it arc subject to Alamo's

conditions at the time of rental. May be redeemed for the basic rate of the

Alamo car rental which docs not include taxes and other optional items

» Offer valid through 12/18/92 (except 4/16/92 - 4/18/92).

For reservations in the U.S. or Llniied Kingdom call your

Professional Travel Agent or cal!

Alamo at 1-800-327-9633 (U.S.)

or 1-800-322-9696 (U K )

You must request Rate Code BY and

use your membership ID number
use your membership ID number. Where all the miles

1

1 Where all the miles
1

1

DlOB I D.# BY93238
are free™

1

1

DllB I.D.# BY93238 1

1

U70B

One Free Upgradi
• Valid for one FREE upgrade to next car category, subject to availability all

time of rental.
I

• (In the U.S.) Valid from a compact car or above, excluding luxury' and i

specialty cars I

• (In the United Kingdom) Valid from a group B car category or above,

excluding group E cars and above.

• One certificate per rental accepted; must be presented at the Alamo

counter on arnval. Once redeemed, the certificate is void. A 24-hour

advance reservation is required,

• This certificate and the car rental pursuant to it are subject to Alamo’s

conditions at the time of rental. Applicable toward BY association

rates only.

• Offer valid through 12/18/92 (except 4/16/92 - 4/18/92).

For reservations in the U.S. or United Kingdom call your

Professional Travel Agent or call

Alamo at 1-800-327-9633 (U.S.)

or 1-800-522-9696 (U K )

You must request Rate Code BY and

use your membership ID number

Where all the mile;
are free~



A monthly report of current and on-going activities of the Councils, Commit-

tees and Sections of the Colorado Medical Society. None of the information

herein is meant to indicate a policy or position statement of the Colorado

Medical Society. This report is designed only to inform CMS members of

their organization's activities and study projects at the Council, Committee
or Section level.

May, 1992

COUNCIL ON MEDICAL SER-
VICE is looking for new members.

Chaired by Dr. Mary Jean Berg of

Ordway, the Council is charged with

“studying the social and economic

aspects of medical care which are

influencing the practice of medicine;

and on behalf of the public and the

profession, suggesting means for the

timely development of services in a

changing socio-economic environ-

ment.”

The Council meets 4-5 times per

year on Friday evenings at 5:30. During

the last two years the Council has been

addressing the issue of health care in

rural areas. These meetings have been

held on Fridays to accommodate

members from outside the metro area.

CMS President Harrison G. Butler,

III, MD has asked that this group begin

to study the implications of practice

parameters as recommended by the

AMA and compare them with a

program of “competence testing.”

The following committees serve

under the purview of the Council;

Emergency Medical Care Physicians

Advisors Committee, Committee on the

Medical Indigent and the Data Com-
mission Task Force. Actions of the

committees are referred to the Council

for approval.

If you are interested, please contact

Dr. Berg at (719) 267-3503 or Marilyn

Barton or Ellen Stein at CMS, (303)

779-5455 or 1-800-654-5653.

Straight

Talk

An educational magazine for Teens

about AIDS/STDs

may be ordered by writing:

Colorado Medical Society

PO Box 17550

Denver CO 80217-0550

or by calling Lynn Livingston at

(303) 779-5455

or

1-800-654-5653

$2.75 per copy
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New Members

ARAPAHOE MEDICAL SOCIETY

Lee T Baker, MD
850 E Harvard Ave #355
Denver, CO 80210

Tassilo J Bilka, MD
5405 Red Rock Dr
Larkspur, CO 80118

V Russell Daniel, MD
850 E Harvard Ave #355
Denver, CO 80210

Joseph A Falzone, MD
5050 S Federal Blvd #38
Englewood, CO 80110

Frederick A Foss Jr, MD
799 E Hampden Ave #340
EnglewoocL CO 80110

Lisa K Gidday, MD
7750 S Broadway #100
Littleton, CO 80122

Carol A Goldberg, MD
601 E Hampden Ave #420
Englewood, CO 80110

John C Harris, MD
12150 E Briarwood Ave #105
Englewood, CO 80112

Christopher L Isaacs, DO
651 Potomac St #A
Aurora, CO 8001

1

Jeffrey R Kent, MD
3989 E Arapahoe Rd #7-100

Littleton, CO 80122

Patricia L Litvak, MD
206 W County Line Rd #240
Littleton, CO 80126

Kenneth A Moss, MD
200 W County Line Rd #100
Highlands Ranch, CO 80126

Karen Toth Repine, MD
601 E Hampden Ave #160
Englewood, CO 80110

Randall J Shannon, MD
501 E Hampden Ave
Path Assoc PC
Englewood, CO 80110

Laura J Zoellner, MD
7720 S Broadway #440
Littleton, CO 80122

AURORA-ADAMS COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY

Glenna L Birmingham, MD
3333 E Florida Ave #20
Denver, CO 80210

Keren E Call, MD
4500 E 9th Ave #570
Denver, CO 80220

Mary S Frank, MD
15501 E 13th Ave
Aurora, CO 8001

1

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING, MARCH 27, 1992

CMSA Ms. Diane Duffy-Glismann, President, reported on the many worthwhile projects which the local

Auxiliary organizations have been involved with throughout the state.

AMA Delegation Dr. Robert McCartney, AMA Alternate, discussed the issues which the Reference Committees at

the AMA Interim Meeting in December had debated.

Medical Student

Component Mr. Stephen Batuello reported that membership in the Student Component is increasing and that

the group is working on a Health Care Reform plan.

Board of Directors

Task Force Regional meetings are being planned which will allow for CMS members to participate in the

discussions and help formulate Health Care Reform policy for the Colorado Medical Society. A
total of 8 meetings are planned throughout the state during the months of April, May and June

plus one in July during the Leadership Conference. After obtaining input from these meetings,

the Task Force will prepare a final document for presentation to the House of Delegates in

September.

Appointment Dr. Robert D. McCartney was appointed to fill the vacancy created by Dr. Robert Hartley’s

resignation from the Colorado Health Policy Council.
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ji Michel P Gelinas, MD
I 719 Birch St

[ Denver, CO 80220

I Thomas H Hadduck, MD
I 15101 Elliff Ave #140
I Aurora, CO 80014

I Mary Jo Jacobs, MD
13091 E Ohio Ave
Aurora, CO 80012

i Yechiel Kleen, MD
900 Potomac St

! Aurora, CO 80011

Hilton C Ray, MD
7088 W 67th Ave
Commerce City, CO 80022

I Braden J Reiter, DO
I
8243 E Big Dry Creek Dr
Englewood, CO 80112

j

Jerald L Sisk, MD
Platte Valley Med Ctr

1850 E Egbert

Brighton, CO 80601

John K Stanton, DO
i|

1891 E 84th Ave
>1 Denver, CO 80229

i

Michael G Venrick, MD
1544 York St

Denver, CO 80206

Ned A Wilson, MD
2764 S Monroe St

Denver, CO 80210

BOULDER COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

i

Paul K Brownstone, MD
1000 Alpine Ave #291
Boulder, CO 80304

Robert C Bucknam, MD
400 S McCaslin Blvd #103
Louisville, CO 80027

Joseph Cohen, DO
975 North St

Boulder, CO 80304

New Members

Paul B Cohen, MD
2750 Broadway St

Boulder, CO 80304

Joseph M Sherman, MD
2855 Valmont Rd
Boulder, CO 80301

Rodger C Dickinson Jr, MD
2750 Broadway St

Boulder, CO 80304

Hunter R Smith, MD
1 000 Alpine Ave #254
Boulder, CO 80304

Steve R Ecklund, MD
1925 W Mountain View Ave
Longmont, CO 80501

Ted R Winneberger, MD
1950 Mountain View Ave
Longmont, CO 80501

Jo B Fletcher, MD
1628 Walnut St

Boulder, CO 80302
CLEAR CREEK VALLEY
MEDICAL SOCIETY

J David Grauer, MD
90 Health Park Dr #390
Louisville, CO 80027

Sarah M Beale, MD
4231 E 16th Ave
Denver, CO 80204

Nicholas J Ivan, MD
1925 W Mountain View
Longmont, CO 80501

Joseph T Bednarek, MD
8805 W 14th Ave #110
Lakewood, CO 80215

Teresa L Jarmul, MD
325 S Boulder Rd
Louisville, CO 80027

Daniel J Burke, MD
198 Union Blvd #104
Lakewood, CO 80228

James S Kempa, MD
2525 13th St

Boulder, CO 80304

Marilyn N Carol, MD
8300 N Alcott St #300

Westminster, CO 80030

Spencer M King, MD
1925 Mountain View Ave
Longmont, CO 80501

Michael E Janssen, DO
1805 Kipling

Lakewood, CO 80215

Isabel Horst Koelsch, MD
1850 W Mountain View
Longmont, CO 80501

Susan E Peck, MD
7373 W Jefferson Ave #201

Lakewood, CO 80235

Ross M Leibovitz, MD
90 Health Park Dr #370
Louisville, CO 80027

Amy E Sheedcr, MD
3814 E 120th Ave
Thornton, CO 80233

Valerie E Lipetz, MD
1001 North St

Boulder, CO 80304

Ruth A Vanderkooi, MD
7135 Federal Blvd

Westminster, CO 80030

Jay M Murphy, MD
2800 Folsom St #A
Boulder, CO 80304

James H Weingart, MD
11141 Irma Dr #203
Northglenn, CO 80233

Karl J Schlegel, DO
838 University Ave
Boulder, CO 80302

continued on following page
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CURECANTI MEDICAL SOCIETY

Thomas N Davis, MD
800 S 3rd St

Montrose, CO 81401

Dan L Tullius, MD
PO Box 819
Crested Butte, CO 81224

Richard K Book, DO
11957 E Harvard Ave #201

Aurora, CO 80014

Floyd B Bralliar HI, MD
3525 S Tamarac Dr #222
Denver, CO 80237

Diane K Brown, MD
5955 Carr St

Arvada, CO 80004

Aim T Dickson, MD
2901 E 16th Ave
Denver, CO 80206

Greg J DiLorenzo, DO
8026 Parfet Way
Arvada, CO 80005

Gentry R Dunlop Jr, MD
1220 S Moline St

Aurora, CO 80012

DELTA COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Patrick W Donahue, MD
555 Meeker St

Delta, CO 81416

Drew D Ritter, MD
70 Stafford Ln
Delta, CO 81416

Marvin P Burnett, MD
2005 Franklin St #150
Denver, CO 80205

Mary Chandler, MD
1421 S Potomac St #220
Aurora, CO 80012

David W Claassen, MD
1816 High St

Denver, CO 80218

DENVER MEDICAL SOCIETY

Alice M Abbott, MD
1555 Clarkson St

Denver, CO 80203

Diane Al-Abduljalil, MD
790 S Chambers Rd #203
Aurora, CO 80017

Tarek T Arja, DO
962 S Ivory Cir #A
Aurora, CO 80017

Ronald M Badaro, MD
6629 S Ogden St

Littleton, CO 80121

Louis W Bair Jr, DO
8111 E Yale Ave #6304
Denver, CO 80231

ScotT Blakeman, DO
Pres/St Luke's Med Ctr

Denver, CO 80203

John R Bodenhamer, MD
345 Fillmore St #405
Denver, CO 80206

Lucia L Clover, MD
1168 Forest St

Denver, CO 80220

Jeanine M Compesi, DO
3426 W 97th Ave #49B
Westminster, CO 80030

Anne M Coury, MD
4500 E 9th Ave #220-S

Denver, CO 80220

Emily B Crockett, MD
2250 S Ellis Ct

Lakewood, CO 80228

Firouz Daneshcari, MD
UCHSC
4200 E 9th Ave Box C-319
Denver, CO 80262

Craig M Davis, MD
7426 Upham St

Arvada, CO 80003

Janet C Dean, MD
1455 S Potomac St #150
Aurora, CO 80012

Dina A DiCenzo, DO
1045 Sherman St

Denver, CO 80203

John A Duvall, MD
4200 E 9th Ave
Denver, CO 80262

Waclaw Alex Dymek, MD
12583 W Alameda Dr
Lakewood, CO 80228

Howard J Entin, MD
1221 S Clarkson St

3rd Floor

Denver, CO 80210

David J Farstad, MD
9990 W 51st PI #B-308
Arvada, CO 80002

Deborah Gatzka Fisher, MD
2005 Franklin St #450
Denver, CO 80205

Paul A Foley, MD
7777 E Yale Ave #F-102
Denver, CO 80231

Donald A Forest, MD
9450 E Mississippi Ave
Denver, CO 80231

Mark J Gabriel, DO
3426 S Locust St #E
Denver, CO 80222

Aaron R Gilbert, MD
601 W 11th Ave #605
Denver, CO 80204

Cynthia H Goralnik, MD
3665 Cherry Creek N Dr #350
Denver, CO 80209

Frederick L Grover, MD
4200 E 9th Ave #C-310
Denver, Co 80262
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Stephen W Groves, MD
1227 Ash St

II
Denver, CO 80220

I David B Hahn, MD
:! 2005 Franklin St

i, 5 th Floor

! Denver, CO 80205

' Roberta J Hall, MD
ij 1955 Pennsylvania St #406

j|

Denver, CO 80203

! Tammie C Hand, MD
2121 S Oneida St

Denver, CO 80224

' Terry J Heindel, MD
1020 15th St #26D
Denver, CO 80202

James G Horgan, MD
1820 Gilpin St #210
Denver, CO 80218

Nancy E Joy, MD
1825 Gilpin St

Denver, CO 80218

Gregory A Kaczmarczyk, MD
520 Jackson St

Denver, CO 80206

David N Kahn, MD
1721 E 19th Ave #434
Denver, CO 80218

Martin Kalevik, DO
6717 S Birch Way
Littleton, CO 80122

Tetsuo Kimura, MD
4801 E 9th Ave #710
Denver, CO 80220

Richard I Komfeld, MD
501 28th St

Denver, CO 80205

Gamil S Kostandy, MD
11275 E Alameda Ave
Aurora, CO 80012

Martin A Koyle, MD
1056 E 19th Ave
Denver, CO 80218

New

Joseph E Kupets Jr, DO
1802 S Quintero Way
Aurora, CO 80017

Morel Laronn, MD
4720 Tejon St

Denver, CO 8021

1

Cinda A Liggon, MD
1004 St Paul St

Denver, CO 80206

Matthew R Macha, MD
1925 E 4th PI

Denver, CO 80206

Bruce A Madison, MD
925 S Garfield St

Denver, CO 80209

Jennifer Marshall, MD
1211 S Quebec Way #10-304

Denver, CO 80231

Richard W Martin, MD
2020 S Oneida St

Denver, CO 80224

Thomas P MeAnally, MD
1555 Clarkson St

Denver, CO 80203

Matthew D McCoy, MD
1801 Williams St

Denver, CO 80218

Rajko D Medenica, MD, PhD
PO Box 21569
Hilton Head Island, SC 29925

Laura A Milker, DO
3902 S Pagosa St

Aurora, CO 80013

Howard J Miller, MD
1655 S Syracuse St

Denver, CO 80231

John Mitre, MD
569 Pear! St

Denver, CO 80203

Thomas G Mordick II, MD
1721 E 19th Ave #244
Denver, CO 80218

Members

Kathryn L Mueller, MD
4200 E 9th Ave
Campus Box B-213
Denver, CO 80262

Carl T Newman, MD
2005 E 18th Ave
Denver, CO 80206

Charles E Norton, MD
2636 Clermont St

Denver, CO 80207

Jun-Ichi Ohara PhD, MD
5924 S Akron Cir

Greenwood Village, CO 801 1

1

Donna E Okuda, MD
240 Milwaukee St

Denver, CO 80206

Kenneth V Ostermarm, MD
777 Bannock St

Denver, CO 80204

Leo S Paik, MD
7269 W 84th Way #1918
Arvada, CO 80003

Frank Pelosi Jr, MD
9891 E Jewell Ave #104
Denver, CO 80231

Andrew J Plotkin, MD
1380 S Santa Fe Dr
Denver, CO 80223

Heidi Prather, DO
1825 Joliet Cir #205

Aurora, CO 80012

Malcolm H Purdy, MD
1150 Inca St #90
Denver, CO 80204

Lance W Pysher, MD
741 S Downing St

Denver, CO 80209

Robert A Read, MD
Dept of Surgery

111 Bannock St

Denver, CO 80204

Douglas M Re/nick, MD
1719 E 19th Ave
Denver, CO 80218
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New Members

Stephen R Ruyle, MD
1721 E 19th Ave #510
Denver, CO 80218

Terrence A Stoll, MD
22F S Nome St

Aurora, CO 80012

Ken L Curry, MD
1519 E Boulder Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80909

Carol A Rymer, MD
3665 Cherry Creek N Dr #350
Denver, CO 80209

Thomas D Suby-Long, MD
1820 Gilpin St #210
Denver, CO 80218

Ripley R Hollister, MD
3273 W Carefree Cir

Colorado Springs, CO 80917

John J Ryndfleisz, DO
13070 W 6th PI

Golden, CO 80401

Miho Toi, MD
444 Cook St

Denver, CO 80206

Wiley J Jinkins UI, MD
209 S Nevada Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Jacques A Saari, MD
7536 E Warren Dr
Denver, CO 8023

1

Brian A Tschumper, MD
5252 E Ellsworth Ave
Denver, CO 80222

Julie A Kiley, MD
1400 E Boulder St

Colorado Springs, CO 80909

Richard L Saiz, MD
955 S Benton St

Lakewood, CO 80226

Lome E Weeks HI, MD
3535 Cherry Creek N Dr #301

Denver, CO 80209

James M Kinsman III, MD
2828 International Cir

Colorado Springs, CO 80910

Cynthia V Satchell, MD
50 S Steele St #950
Denver, CO 80209

David B Weiss, MD
1211 S Quebec Way #4-203

Denver, CO 8023

1

Mitchell B Liester, MD
731 N Weber St #203
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Robert D Schmidt, MD
1200 Columbine St

Denver, CO 80206

Irene R Willingham, MD
4500 E 9th Ave #650
Denver, CO 80220

Roberto Masferrer, MD
2301 E Pikes Peak Ave #202
Colorado Springs, CO 80909

Victor L Schramm Jr, MD
501 E 19th Ave #100

Denver, CO 80203

Ellen L Woelfel, DO
1374 St Paul St #6

Denver, CO 80206

Antonio F Mediavilla, MD
1725 E Boulder St #102
Colorado Springs, CO 80909

Cameron Shaw, MD
1 636 S Downing St

Denver, CO 80210

Richard E Wolfe, MD
777 Bannock St

Denver, CO 80204

Brian R Nimer, MD
3360 Springridge Cir

Colorado Springs, CO 80906

D Ty Smith, DO
1145 W 96th PI

Thornton, CO 80221

Kenneth S Young, DO
1355 S Colorado Blvd #C-212
Denver, CO 80222

John S O'Keeffe, MD
1010 Golden Hills Rd
Colorado Springs, CO 80919

Joan E Song-Nichols, DO
1343 S St Paul St

Denver, CO 80210
EL PASO COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Jack L Rook, MD
2215 N Cascade Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80907

Lisa D Staber, MD
2194 S Richfield Way #304

Aurora, CO 80013

Christopher R Bartlett, MD
1400 E Boulder St

Colorado Springs, CO 80909

FREMONT COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Anthony A Stampalia, MD
1053 S Zeno Way #301

Aurora, CO 80017

Charles R Burke, MD
209 S Nevada Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Eric Carlson, MD
616 Yale PI

Canon City, CO 81212

Marc A Steiiunetz, MD
2425 S Colorado Blvd #380
Denver, CO 80222

Joseph T Crepps Jr, MD
525 N Foote Ave #202
Colorado Springs, CO 80909

Gregory M Yasuda, MD
614 Yale PI

Canon City, CO 81215
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INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Shari J Fitzgerald, MD
PO Box 3639
Breckenridge, CO 80424

Suzanne Morris, MD
181 W Meadow Dr
Vail, CO 81657

James E Oberheide, MD
PO Box 38

Keystone, CO 80435

LA PLATA COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Tom G Campbell, MD
1902 E 2nd Ave
Durango, CO 81301

LARIMER COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

William J Bussey, MD
1500 S Lemay Ave
Fort Collins, CO 80524

Norman F Clothier Jr, MD
1500 S Lemay Ave
Fort Collins, CO 80524

Christopher M Eriksen, MD
1040 E Elizabeth St

Fort Collins, CO 80524

Larry J Findley, MD
1808 Boise Ave
Loveland, CO 80538

William R Kammerer, MD
912 Shore Pine Ct
Fort Collins, CO 80525

Gerald C McIntosh, MD
1337 Riverside #1

Fort Collins, CO 80524

Jan E Paisley, MD
1200 E Elizeth St

Fort Collins, CO 80524

New

Jenny Keefer Patrick, MD
2802 Madison Sq Dr #3
Loveland, CO 80538

Robert H Pike, MD
1080 E Elizabeth St

Fort Collins, CO 80524

Jay A Reed, MD
1530 Boise Ave
Loveland, CO 80538

T J Richards, MD
1500 S Lemay Ave
Fort Collins, CO 80524

Mark F Rotman, MD
2001 S Shields St

Bldg I

Fort Collins, CO 80526

Lewis R Strong, MD
1808 Boise Ave
Loveland, CO 80538

Alan L Tomlinson, MD
2802 Madison Square Dr
Loveland, CO 80538

Gregory N Woods, MD
1500 S Lemay Ave
Fort Collins, CO 80524

LAS ANIMAS COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Wilmer Perez, MD
328 Bonaventure

Trinidad, CO 81082

MESA COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Stuart H Ackley, MD
1001 Wellington Ave
Grand Junction, CO 81501

Kurtis M Holmes, DO
249 N Plum
Fruita, CO 81521

Members [MS

Lloyd L Kemena, MD
2121 North Ave
Grand Junction, CO 81501

Garry W Lambert, DO
790 Wellington Ave #105
Grand Junction, CO 81501

Donald E Maier, MD
403 Kennedy Ave
Grand Junction, CO 81501

Timothy C Meilner, MD
2333 N 6th St

Grand Junction, CO 81501

Steven F O'Dell, DO
1060 Orchard Ave
Grand Junction, CO 81501

Anthony W Sheplay, MD
1100 PATTERSON RD
Grand Junction, CO 81501

MONTEZUMA COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY

Felicia A N Stonedale, MD
131 1 N Mildred Rd
Cortez, CO 81321

MT. EVANS MEDICAL SOCIETY

James C Brill, MD
32172 Buffalo Ck Rd
Evergreen, CO 80439

Marjie Grazi Harbrecht, MD
29029 Upper Bear Ck Rd
Evergreen, CO 80439

Christopher H Healey, MD
PO Box 2530

Evergreen, CO 80439

MT. SOPRIS COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Susan J Inscore, MD
1905 Blake St

Glenwood Springs, CO 81601
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New Members

Wei-Lin Jung, MD
PO Box 510
Meeker, CO 81641

David E Melville, MD
511 S White
Rangely, CO 81648

NORTHEAST COLORADO
MEDICAL SOCIETY

Patricia J Johnson, MD
129 Denver St

Sterling, CO 80751

Vincent T Yu, MD
1405 S 8th Ave
Sterling, CO 80751

NORTHWESTERN COLORADO
MEDICAL SOCIETY

John A Doane, MD
100 Park Ave #102
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487

Richard W McGrath, DO
Box 857

Granby, CO 80446

Pamela R Raring, DO
Timberline Med Cine

62801 Hwy 40
Grandby, CO 80446

Laura E Rathe, MD
785 Russell St #100
Craig, CO 81625

OTERO COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

David M Esmail, MD
1100 Carson

La Junta, CO 81050

PUEBLO COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Arthur Egelman, MD
306 Venturi Dr
Pueblo West, CO 81007

Keith E Jenkins, MD
98 Bridle Trail

Pueblo, CO 81005

Steven F Maher, MD
31 Wheatridge Dr
Pueblo, CO 81005

Jack M Markusfeld, MD
1690 N Greenwood St #304

Pueblo, CO 81003

James F Pagel, MD
1402 N Grand Ave
Pueblo, CO 81003

Gary Parks, MD
1925 E Orman Ave #A-535
Pueblo, CO 81004

Charles M Potestio, MD
1930 E Orman Ave
Pueblo, CO 81004

Andrew M Reibach, MD
So CO Family Med
1008 Minnequa Ave
Pueblo, CO 81004

Jack J Seeburger, MD
1008 Minnequa Ave
Pueblo, CO 81004

Grady King Snyder Jr, MD
So CO Fam Med
1008 Minnequa Ave
Pueblo, CO 81004

Mark T Stevens, MD
60 Douglas Ln
Pueblo, CO 81001

William D Wilcox, MD
1008 Minnequa Ave
Pueblo, CO 81004

SAN LUIS VALLEY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Kirk A Higgins, MD
1847 2nd St

Alamosa, CO 81101

Joel Kaufman, MD
10th & Dahlia

Antonito, CO 81120

Richard M Ruiter, MD
404 Morris St

Monte Vista, CO 81144

SOUTHEASTERN COLORADO
MEDICAL SOCIETY

Edward S Umlauf, DO
2201 S Memorial Dr
Lamar, CO 81052

UCMC STUDENT MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Verena H Coenen
7777 E Yale Ave #N-205
Denver, CO 80231

Michael A Duey
1225 Garfield St

Denver, CO 80206

Robert Hamilton

665 Manhattan Dr #107

Boulder, CO 80303

Brian L Johnson

1150 Syracuse St #3-40

Denver, CO 80220

Holly Lewis

4025 Evans Dr
Boulder, CO 80303

Steven A O'Brien

2017 Ogden St

Denver, CO 80205

Safia Rubaii

1542 MacArthur Dr
Boulder, CO 80303

Tom M Schossau

1285 Albion St #202
Denver, CO 80220

Shaun Thompson
809 Dexter St #201

Denver, CO 80220
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New Member

Carolyn J Wepman
1069 Berea Dr
Boulder, CO 80303

WELD COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Linford D Beachy, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631

Julia L Bruce, MD
900 14th St

Greeley, CO 8063

1

Scott A Corliss, MD
1650 16lhSt

Greeley, CO 80631

Victor S Dreicer, MD
1802 16th St #1

Greeley, CO 80631

Marj M Heare, MD
1624 17th Ave
Greeley, CO 8063

1

Mark R Helm, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631

Christine E Jensen-Fox, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631

Paul D Moore, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631

Karen H Nelson, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631

Patricia K Powell, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631

David P Rakel, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631

Fernando A Riveron, MD
1802 16th St #1

Greeley, CO 80631

An expensive charting system

is one that doesn'tmA,
^ubjective: “The Plaintiffs husband had his first embolism

21 months ago."

“Doctor, please show the COURT that

record in your chart.”

Assessment: "0h,.,#@*$#@*

I can'tfind it!"

Call BIBBERO!!!

Contact Sue Lewis or Tom Rothgeb at (303) 969-9997 or (800) 358-8240 Ext. #83
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Small Area Analysis

Project
The Colorado Hospital Association and

the Colorado Medical Society are

working cooperatively on the Codman
Small Area Analysis project. This

project utilizes CHA’s discharge data in

conjunction with the Codman software

to look at variations in medical service

utilization across geographic areas, in

this case, hospital market areas. The

Colorado Medical Society has primary

responsibility for implementation of

this project. An Advisory Committee

has been developed to provide direction

for the project.

Small Area Analysis is an educa-

tional tool for beginning to explore

variations in utilization of medical

services. It is hoped that the medical

community, in cooperation with the

project’s advisory board and perhaps

future study groups, will work together

in the analysis and understanding of

this information.

The Codman software gives us

access to an incredible range of data.

We can address variations in utilization

at the level of major diagnostic catego-

ries, DRG’s and procedures. We can

explore access issues and rural vs.

urban differences and their impact on

services. The project Advisory Com-
mittee is in the process of determining

where to initially focus our efforts and

how to best involve the medical

community.

While there are many issues to be

addressed, this project has tremendous

potential to assist the medical commu-
nity in achieving a better understanding

of practice patterns throughout the

News

state, why variations exist, and, when

appropriate, changes that may be

indicated.

If you have suggestions or ques-

tions regarding participation in and

development of this project, please call

Ellen Stein or Sandra Maloney at the

Colorado Medical Society, 779-5455 or

1-800-654-5653. Thank you.

Immunization Booklets
Last February, the Colorado Medical

Society received a limited supply of

camera-ready copies of the new

Vaccine Information Pamphlets for

MMR, DTP and OPV. We sent forms to

physicians who had previously received

immunization consent forms from us.

They are to be duplicated for use in the

offices.

We recently learned that Hospital

Shared Services is offering copies of

the completed booklets at a cost of $15

per hundred, plus applicable freight

charges and sales tax. The minimum
order is 100. To place an order, call

(303) 455-1420. All orders will be

shipped within 3 days of receipt.

To receive one free camera-ready

copy, call Lynn Livingston at CMS
(303) 779-5455 or Nedra Freeman at

the Colorado Department of Health

(303) 331-8323.

Colorado Health

Professions Loan
Repayment Program now
fully implemented

Richard L. Cali, DMD, MS
Executive Director, SEARCHIAHEC

program

The University of Colorado Health

Sciences Center Health Professions

Loan Repayment Program is now fully

operational and has begun granting

awards to communities and health

professionals throughout the state. With

approximately $200,000 of resources

available, the program is intended to

assist communities in the recruitment

and retention of needed health person-

nel. As previously reported, physicians

who wish to take advantage of this

funding to repay educational loans,

must meet the following criteria:

1. Practice primary care (family

physicians, general internal medicine,

OB-GYN, pediatrics) on a full-time

basis in a federally designated Health

Professional Shortage Area.

2. Be willing to participate in the

Medicaid/Medicare program in

Colorado and,

3. Be willing to practice in the

community for at least two years.

A dollar-for-dollar community

match must also be provided by the

sponsoring public or non-profit

community affiliate. Physicians

interested in participating in the

program should contact the SEARCH/
AHEC Program at the University of

Colorado Health Sciences Center (303)

270-5885, or their regional AHEC
office.

Help for Hospital Patients

Who Smoke
The American Association for Respira-

tory Care (AARC) has developed a

bedside smoking cessation treatment

program for hospitals called the

Nicotine Intervention Kit (NIK).

Respiratory therapists evaluate patients

for the medical diagnoses of nicotine
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dependency and nicotine withdrawal.

The patient’s physician then determines

if the patient meets the criteria for

dependence. The service must be

ordered by a physician in order to

recover costs. Treatment for nicotine

dependency is considered part of the

patient’s program for treatment of

admitting diseases.

Louise Nett, a Respiratory Thera-

pist at Presbyterian/St. Luke’s Medical

Center was instrumental in the develop-

ment of the Kit. Contact her for more

information at 839-6817. The NIK is

available from AARC for $50.

AMA Wants to Oversee
CME
The American Medical Association has

proposed that it take over operation of

the Accreditation Council for Continu-

ing Medical Education (ACCME). The

Council oversees most accrediting of

organizations who offer CME. It is

currently operated by the Council of

Medical Specialties (CMSS) on behalf

of the seven member organizations that

run it, including the AMA.
CME activities have come under

scrutiny recently, in view of charges

that large corporations, especially

pharmaceutical manufacturers, skew

the information process by sponsoring

CME events or paying physicians to

speak on topics which would benefit

sales of their products. Other questions

have arisen over gifts to physicians,

ranging from pens and prescription

pads to cruise “conferences” and other

large promotional items.

ACCME has begun taking steps to

Medical News

curb excesses in this area. In March, it

approved a random monitoring system

for CME programs. This received

impetus from Food and Drug Adminis-

tration concerns about the distinct line

between education and promotion. The

Council has also formed a long range

planning committee.

Hearing of the AMA proposal,

CMSS Chairman Robert Taylor, MD
asked the AMA to “let the ACCME
carry out its own planning process

before we take any precipitate action.”

AMA Executive Vice President

James S. Todd, MD told other ACCME
parents, “We have an immature

mechanism to monitor and enforce our

standards.”

AMA Senior Vice President for

Medical Education and Science, M.
Roy Schwarz, MD defended the AMA
against charges of arrogance saying,

“Arrogance is not the intent of the

proposal. We see a need and we’re

willing to help meet it. It’s not an

ultimatum, it’s an offer.”

Those charges stem largely from

the content of the AMA proposal,

which calls for AMA to contribute

$250,000 per year for two years, office

space in the AMA Headquarters

building, assistance from AMA
personnel, AMA media coverage of

CME and establishment of a CME
Institute.

Dr. Todd even offered to have

AMA CME Director Dennis Wentz,

MD work with the accreditation

council, though some “CME insiders,”

according to a story in American

Medical News, saw this as an attempt to

move Dr. Wentz into the power vacuum

created by the recent resignation of

CMSS Executive Vice President

Richard Wilbur, MD.
Whatever the decision on this

proposal, it is likely to have far reach-

ing consequences for CME in the

United States. ACCME Chairman

Stephen Jay, MD took a balanced

approach, “CME should get input from

a lot of sources and shouldn’t have one

organization dominating CME. [But]

the AMA’s proposal deserves attention.

We shouldn’t underestimate the role of

the AMA in CME and graduate and

undergraduate medical education.”

FDA Revising Draft

Concept Paper
Major revisions are being made to the

original draft concept paper affecting

CME programs supported by pharma-

ceutical companies. The FDA received

over 200 responses to the original

document. We understand that the new

version will be more flexible. Although

the updated version was to be published

by March, we have learned recently that

it will not be available until June. For

those interested in receiving a copy of

the new guidelines, contact;

ATTN; Regulation of Drug Company
Sponsored Activities in Scientific or

Educational Contexts

Division of Drug Marketing, Advertis-

ing and Communications (HFD-240)

Food and Drug Administration

5600 Fishers Lane

Rockville, MD 20857
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CM]^ Classified Advertising

Publication ofany advertisement in Colorado Medicine is not an endorsement by the Colorado Medical Society of the

product or service. Colorado Medicine magazine is the officialjournal ofthe Colorado MedicalSociety, and is authorized

to carry General Advertising.

PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Position open for a hospital based INTERNIST
in acatastrophiccare program.Thejob involves

providing compassionate and competent

primary care to patients with multiple medical

problems who require prolonged hospital-

ization. Salary above the median for the Denver

area. Contact John Oliver, at Vencor Hospital,

1920 High Street, Denver CO 80218.2/0592

DENVER OPPORTUNITIES:
FAMILY PHYSICIAN •

CARDIOLOGIST
ENT* PEDIATRICIAN • UROLOGIST

These specialties needed for busy associate

practices in Denver suburbs. Send CV to

Gordon Crawford, Professional Relations,

Humana Inc., Dept. CM5-2L, POBox 1438,

Louisville KY 40201-1438, or call TOLL
FREE 1-800-626-1590, ext. 198. 1/0592

INTERNIST WANTED: Rapidly expanding,

multispecialty group seeks additional Internist

for an established practice. Guaranteed salary,

incentive bonus plus benefits. Shareholder

status within one year. Send CV to: Debbie

Welle-Powell, Focus Health Services, PC,

200 West County Line Rd #130, Highlands

Ranch, CO 80126. 2/0492

ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON—Colorado

Springs—Large, multi-specialty prepaid and

fee for service group seeking BC/BE
Orthopedist. Guaranteed first year salary with

benefits, plus incentive arrangements. Please

sendCV to: William R. Truitt, MD, Colorado

Springs Medical Center, PC, 209 SouthNevada

Ave, Colorado Springs, CO 80903. 3/0492

FAMILY PRACTICE—Colorado Springs

—

Thirty five physician multi-specialty group is

seeking BC/BE Family Practitioner for branch

office in Colorado Springs. Fee for service

and pre-paid practice. Guaranteed salary.

Please send CV to: William R. Truitt, MD,
Colorado Springs Medical Center, PC, 209

South Nevada Ave, Colorado Springs, CO
80903. 3/0492

REDUCE YOUR INCOME TAXES for ‘92

and beyond. Simplified plan not subject to

ERISA. Ideal benefit structure for profes-

sionals. Call H. A. Kline (303) 850-9775.

4/0292

VAIL/BEAVER CREEK—Family Practice

based multi-specialty group seeking two BC/
BE Family Physicians for expansion to third

office. Full range of FP, including OB &
sports medicine in beautiful mountain

community. Send CV to Vail Mountain.

Medical, 181 W. Meadow Dr. #200, Vail, CO
81657, Atm: K. Petrie, MD 3/0392

EMERGENCY MEDICINE-Community
Hospital. Hours: four 12-hour shifts

—

6pm-6am Weeknights. 60 hour shift 6pm
Fri-6am Mon. ER Dr. sees ave 5-8 pts/12

hr & 40-45/60 hr. Compensation: Negot-

iable, pending insurance, lots of time for 3

R’s: Rest, Relax & ReadAfV. Contact:

Donald P. Ferrell, MD (719) 846-9213, PO
Box 930, Trinidad, CO 81082. 4/0292

Excellent opportunity for Board Certified or

Eligible OB/GYN PHYSICIAN tojoin twenty

fivephysician, well established multi-specialty

group. Position available immediately with

full practice due to recent relocation of one of

two associates in the OB/GYN Department.

Will join a well established Board Certified

OB/GYN physician. Good starting salary with

an incentive program. Excellent corporate

fringe benefit program. Practice situated in

medium size city 45 miles north of Denver,

Colorado, in the beautiful front range of the

Rockies. Contact: Administration, Longmont

Clinic, PC, 1925 Mountain View Avenue,

Longmont, CO 80501. (303) 776-1234

(collect). 3/0292

FAMILY PHYSICIAN; Community Health

Center seeks BC/BE Family Physician for

group practice north of Denver. Loan
Repayment opportunities. Duties include full

Family Practice (including OB) with staff of

seven physician. Comprehensive benefits, pail

malpractice, CME, competitive salary, very

attractive location. Please send CV or inquiries

to David Myers, 1 1 15 2nd Street; Fort Lupton

CO 80621, or call (800) 388-HEAL. 6/0292

FAMILY PRACTICE associate, Boulder,

Colorado. Busy Two person practice seeks

third BC/BE full or part time associate. No
OB. Call L. Wood, MD at (303) 444-8835 for

information. 6/0292

LOCUM TENENS It is not what it used

to be. As a client, your practice goes

uninterrupted. As a locum tenens, you have

the freedom and flexibility to work as often or

as little as you like. Physician managed since

1982. Call for details—Interim Physicians

Network 1 -800-669-07 1 8 or (303) 691-07 1 8.

12/0192

PROFESSIONAL RESUMfi SERVICES.
Successfully serving physicians since 1976.

All levels and specialties. Effective. Success-

ful. Confidential. Immediate service available.

Complete Curriculum Vitaepreparation. Cover

letter design and development. Careerplanning

services. Commitment to product quality and

client satisfaction. Call 1-800-786-3037 (24

hours). 9/1291

COLORADO SPRINGS GENERAL SURG-
ERY Hospital based practice available. Sale

includes Penrose Hospital office lease,

equipment, patient records, managed care

contracts and referral base. Reply to 25 E
Jackson S te#305, Colorado SpringsCO 80907,

(719) 636-0075 c/o Marge Kilgore. 6/1291

FAMILY PRACTICE—HOSPrfAL SPON-
SORED CLINIC OPPORTUNITY. Dynamic,

growth oriented hospital in beautiful North

Central Wisconsin is seeking Family

Physicians to respond to growing community

demand. The administrative burdens of

medical practice will be minimized in this

hospital managed clinic. The hospital has

committed to an income and benefit package

which is significantly higher than similar

opportunities. Package includes base income,

incentive bonus, malpractice, disability,

signing bonus and student loan reduction/

forgiveness program. All relocation costs will

be borne by the hospital. Please contact Karl

Wangsnes.s, Associate, The Chancellor

Group, Inc., France Place, Suite 920, 3601

Minnesota Drive, Bloomington, Minnesota,

55435, (612) 835-5123. tfn/1 190
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Classified Advertising

SITUATIONS WANTED

OTOLARYNGOLOGIST—available as

LOCIIMS for your practice. BC, Well-

trained, semi-retired. Available on short

notice. Call Nicholas Schenck, MD, FACS,
(213) 654-6400. 6/0192

PROPERTIES FOR SALE OR LEASE

FULLY EQUIPPED CLINIC SE Aurora.

Excellent exposure, high income, high density,

high traffic residential area. Equipment for

sale or lease separately. Rent negotiable.

Immedi ate occupancy . 690- 1 5 15 or 740-2269.

1/0592

OFFICE SPACE—Available June 1, 1992.

1170 sq ft in attractive, well maintained one

story midtown multispecialty building. $10

per sq ft. 1800 High St, Call C. Arnold,MD
388-4393 3/0592

SAN FRAN NOBHILL Timeshare—Powell

& CA. Sleep 4, full kitchen, can reserve from

3-7 nights, $175/ Call Doree, 499-1595.

6/0592

MONTANA RANCH
8,000 acres of spectacular meadows, pine

and aspen forests. Exceptionally furnished 5

BR, 3 BA log house. Excellent for several

families. Located near Big Horn River and

Custer Battlefield. Easy interstate drive. 7

hours from Fort Collins. Horseback riding,

swimming and mountain bikes available.

Stocked trout pond. $ 1,750/week. Call (303)

223-8915.

3/0492

WINTER PARK—HIGHLANDS—3 BR
House, 7 miles from ski area. 1,600 sq ft.

Kitchen, Dining Room, Large Living Room.
1,200 sq ft walkout basement, 2 balconies, 2

car heated garage, Um acre of property for sale

by owner. Asking price is less than we paid.

Call owner, Werner or Ruth, 399-8919.

12/0491

EAGLE/VAIL fully equipped luxury

townhouse on golf course, 4 bedrooms, 3

baths, reasonable summer-winter rates. Peter

Gehret, MD (303) 771-0456. 1 2/0492

MEDICALSPACEFOR LEASE—Excellent

location near 1-25 and Hampden. 10 minutes

to Swedish and Porter Hospitals, 15 minutes

to Aurora Hospitals. 1575 sq ft finished space.

Four examining rooms, two private offices,

lab, 2 baths, receptionist area and waiting

room. Available March 1. 770-0436 or 795-

0469 . 2/0392

YOU OWEITTO YOURSELF! Winter Park,

very plush 2 BR Condo with all amenities

including sauna, athletic club, door to ski area

transportation. For sale by owner. Call Werner

or Ruth, 399-8919. 12/0491

SERVICES

MEDICAL CLAIMS PAPERWORK?
—We Take Care of it All

—

Medicare and other Health Insurance

Claims

*Electronic Claims Processing HMI
*Fast and Accurate Healthcare

*Follow-up Management, Inc.

*Payment made to Doctor or Patient

*Patient billing and paperless insurance

processing

MEDICAL CLAIMS SHOULD NOT BE A
BURDEN

798-3966, 6008 W. Fair Dr., Littleton, CO
2/0592

MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION and general

word processing services. Confidentiality,

timely turnaround, everything proofed twice.

Autotype (founded in 1977), 717 17th St.,

#1510,298-1676. 3/0592

PRACTICES FOR SALE

Large FAMILY PRACTICE and INDUST-
RIALMEDICINE practice for sale in Aurora,

CO. Marvin N. Cameron, MD, 651 Potomac

St, Suite B, Aurora CO 80011. Phone 364-

4553. 2/0492

RETIRING PHYSICIAN: Established

Denver Med practice. Take over fully

equipped office (X-Ray in bldg.) Will

introduce patients. Very reasonable terms.

(303) 322-7571. 2/0492

HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
LOW DOC PROGRAM available for

physicians and other health professionals.

Purchase and refinance. Call Milt, a mortgage

banker with 18 years experience. 753-6262.

10/0292

LOCUM TENENS SERVICE
RADIOLOGISTS AVAILABLE

Since 1979, Western Physicians Registry has

been providing radiologists throughout the

Western States. Forlocum tenens or permanent

positions, please call Jim Ellis, Director. 1-

800-437-7676. 6/0292

Cash Crunch?
Overhead Rising?

Revenue Dropping?

Let us help lower your costs. YOU
specialize in patient care. WE specialize

in insurance billing. We work with

Medicare, Medicaid, HMO’s, PPO’s, and

other third party carriers.

We don’t get paid until you get paid.

For more information call Advanced
Professional Services (303) 341-1008.

tfn/0492

INNOVATIONS SHOULD BE PAT-
ENTED if marketable. For more information,

call Brian D. Smith of Fields, Lewis, Pittenger

& Rost, Colorado’s leading patent law firm.

Mr. Smith specializes in the medical arts.

(303) 758-8400. 12/0791

MISCELLANEOUS

THE DOCTOR’S ORDER— What every-

body needs, a mini-vacation in Lake City,

“Colorado’s Best Kept Secret.” Stay at

Ryan’s Roost Bed and Breakfast or our

remote Mt. cabin. Bring your own horse.

For brochure call or write PO Box 218,

Lake City CO 81235, (303) 944-2339.

4/0592

We are looking for qualified buyers, sellers,

associates, and merger candidates. We also

have excellent practice opportunities through-

out the slate. For more information, call

AFTCO (303) 795-8800. 24/4189
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(def: to chew again what has been chewed slightly and swallowed; to REFLECT)

William S. Pierson <

Managing Editor

Government's View of the Practice of Medicine

Excerpts from remarks of Newton Minow, Esq., in his report on the litigation of the American

Medical Association v. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) re. the FTC complaint challenging the

ethical principles applicable to advertising and solicitation by physicians.

(presented before the AMA House of Delegates, December 3, 1978)

"Before I give my report, however, I believe you will see a theme in it, and that is that some government officials

do not see the practice of medicine as either a science or an art, which reminds me of a story—

It seems that a company chairman had been given a ticket for a symphony performance of Schubert's Unfinished

Symphony. He could not go that evening and passed the ticket on to his management consultant. The next morn-

ing the Chairman asked how he enjoyed the performance. Instead of a few plausible observations, he was handed

a memorandum which read as follows:

'For a considerable period, the four oboe players had nothing to do. The number should be reduced and the

work spread over the whole orchestra, thus eliminating peaks of aaivity.

All twelve violins were playing identical notes. This seems unnecessary duplication and the staff of this section

should be drastically cut. If a large volume of sound is really required it could be obtained through an electric

amplifier.

Much effort was observed in the playing of demi-semi-quivers of eighth notes. This seems an expensive refinement

and it is recommended that all notes should be rounded up to the nearest demi-semi-quiver. If this were done, it

should be possible to use trainees and lower grade operators.

Further, no useful purpose is served by repeating the passage that has been played by the horns with the strings. If

all redundant passages were eliminated, the concert could be reduced from two hours to two minutes.

In fact, if Schubert had paid attention to these small matters, he probably would have been able to finish the

symphony.'

As men and women trained in a nobel and learned profession, you are now on notice that parts of our government

claim that the medical profession is not a profession but a business — and that health care is now the Federal

Trade Commission's business. At a time when the President and many members of Congress are saying that our

country is over-regulated, the FTC wants to regulate the practice of medicine. I read you one ominous sentence

from the decision of the FTC Administrative Law judge; ‘Respondents will be permitted to participate in setting

ethical guidelines for the conduct of their members after first obtaining permission and approval of the Federal

Trade Commission.

'

1 984 has arrived in 1 978. You, the members of an ancient and honored profession, are not even to participate in

setting your own ethical standards without first getting the permission and approval of the federal government. I

don't have to tell you how much is at stake here, fundamental principles far beyond this particular case."
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CMS Annual Meeting Golf Tournament
ut Copper Mountain Resort

September 10, 1992

Kntry Form

Name __

Address

Omcc Phone

While 01 Copper Moonuiin I will be slaying

I will be Ollcnding Ihc meeting in the eapocily of (ehcck one)

Physician Cl Exhibilor Spouse Other

My golf handicap is — 2 ,

Olher

1 will require rental clubs @ $20 u Left handed Right handed

Foursomes will be arranged according to various levels of ability by the golf professional. If you have a preference of who

you arc teamed with, please specify below. Prizes will be awarded for a vricty of categories to include closest to tltc pin and

longest drive. To ensure tournament entry, registration form and advance payment of S5 1 must be received no later than

September 1. 1992.

I prefer to the teamed with,

Mail Entry Form and check forSSl to Specialty Media, P. 0. Box 36357, Denver, CO 820236. For additional infation, call

Tim Jackson at 303-986*5926.

Tennis anyone?

John Winn, head tennis professional at Copper Mountain, will conduct a two-hour tennis clinic for CMS Annual

Meeting attendees starting at 1:00 p.ni. on Thursday, September 10. Mr. Winn brings 26 years of teaching experience to the

aid of your tennis game. His teaching philosophy is: Perfect practice equals improved technique equals success, and success

in tennis is more than just winning matches. It's learning to play the game with skill and honor, In this way you can always

plan WINNing tennis.”

At the clinic you’ll have an opportunity to meet omcr CMS players and arrange matches following the clinic or

through Sunday. Outdoor court fees arc SlO/hour. Mr. Winn will gladly set up a round robin tournament if there is sufficient

interest.
, . .

.

The cost for the clinic is S20/pcrson with a minimum of four and a maximum of eight players, Additional pros are

available if we have more than cighL Clinics can also be conducted for children. Rental racquets arc available through the

Copper Mountain Athletic Club.

Yes! Enroll me (us) in the September 10 tennis clinic at Copper Mountain.

Component Sociciv

Physician Spouse Child Medical Executive Exhibitor Q Other

Please mail this entry form and your check for S20/pcrson by August 21, 1992, to Specially Media, P. O. Box 36357. Denver,

CO 80236 For additional information, call Tim Jackson at 303-986-5926.

IS' Meeting

Hotel reservat"'"'"
M„u„,.rn Resor,

atihbl®
“b™ August "'“'inTif ^bovc

10

TosxcdiceJgSSadtr
hoiBc dressing

“ ^ lomalocs, cucumbers and

S™c-S»2cT "T'*
“''"“‘I *"‘0

Hoi DogsSI
*gs", and ''Cheesy dogs'"*

“ Coney dogs". "Chili

^Wci" French fries

Conlciti-comoffthccob
Lnci carved meatloaf
Hoi lodge sundaes and rool beer Hoals

FmiiAy, Skptember 11

i«ncAeon - All tickets S15 each
Garden salad, fresh baked rolls
one css, skinless chicken breast, char-broiled, topped with a

chc«?"
guacamolc and monlcrrcy jack

Sirved with blackbcan nachos and sour cream
Dessert

Hospital Medical StaffSection Luncheon • Complimcntarv
ockei for member/guest - additional tickets (S> $15

^

'janJen salad, fresh baked rolls

Boneless, skinless chicken brcasl, char-broilcd. mpped with a

Menus for Annual Meeting Events

eter *”'“"'’'0 0"“ ihomcreyjact

Served wilh blackbcan nachos and sour creamDessen

Satuhdav, September 12

Chilled juice selections^
additional Cickets@ $10

Sliced seasonal fruit tray
Fresh baked assonmem of muffins noe. •

and fruit breads P^bics. cinnamon bun

C-^oau.»ipas,„disp.ayor“e^d*ml,sa,^,,„,^,^

Bccflasagna
"'“i Sariic breadsticks
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COLORADO MEDICAL SOCIETY
TENTATIVE 1992 Annual Meeting Schedule

Copper Mountain, CO
September 10-13, 1992

Activity

Thursday, Sept. 10

9:00 am
1:00 pm 2:30 pm
2:30 pm 4:30 pm
3:00 pm 6:00 pm
5:00 pm 10:00 pm
6:00 pm 7:00 pm

5:{X) pm
8:45 am
8:45 am
8:30 am
12:00 N
9:00 am
10:00 am
9:30 am
11:45 am

' 10:30 am
11:30;

7:30 ar

8:00 ai

8:30 ai

8:30 ai

9:00 ai

9:30 ai

10:00a

10:00 a

12:00 N 1:30 pm
12:00 N 1:30 pm

l:30pm 4:15 pm

1 :30 pm 7:00 pm
1:30 pm 2:30 pm
1:30 pm 2:30 pm
1:30 pm 4:00 pm
1:30pm 4:00pm
2:30 pm 3:30 pm
2:30 pm 3:30 pm
3:30 pm 6:00 pm
3:30 pm 6:00 pm
5:30 pm 7:00 pm
6:30 pm 7:30 pm
6:30 pm 7:30 pm

7:00 pm 8:30 pm

1 8 hole Golf Tournament

Finance Committee

Board of Directors

CMS Office open

Exhibilor Set Up
Reception: Political Convention

Roaring 70s Style

Dinner: Political Convention Roar-

ing 70s Style

CMS Office opens

Registration

Congress of Medical Specialties

Unified Grievance Committee
Reference Committee Breakfast

Exhibits open

Credentials Committee

CMSA BOD Breakfast

Opening Session HOD
General Membership Meeting
Coffee break

CMSA General Meeting

COMPAC/CMSA Luncheon
Hospiial Medical Staff Section

Luncheon

Shopping trip to Silvcrihomc for

spouses

ExhibiLs open (refreshments)

Copic Risk Management
Copic Risk Management
Reference Committee
Reference Committee
Copic Risk Management
Copic Risk Management
Reference Committee
Reference Committee
Exhibitor Reception
Colorado Socioly of Inlcmal Medicine
Women in Medicine Rcccptionall
attendees invited

"Gone But Not Forgotten" Dinner
for CMS past presidents, past members
01 the Board of Directors (1982-83
tagh 1991-92) and Ihcir spouses-

SaTI-'HIIA^

7;(X) am
7:00 am
7:00 am
7:00 am
8:00 am

1:30 pm

4:00 pm
4:30 pm
6:00 pm
7:00 pm
8:30 pm

,.SEpr. 12

1:30 pm
7:50 am

12:(X) pm
1:30 pm

6:(X) pm
6:00 pm
7:00 pm
11:30 pm
1 1:30 pm

CMS Office opens

Rcgislralion

Continental Breakfast

ExhibiLs open

Educational Program includes break

and lunch

Recreational Activities (golf,

tennis, horseback riding, biking,

fishing, walking, etc.)

Exhibits open

Hosted Bar

Inaugural Address

Presidents' Dinncr/D.incc

Copic Dessert Rcccpuon

SfNDAY, Sept. 13

7:00 amCMS Office opens

7:00 am 12:00 N Rcgislralion

8:307:00 a

8:30 a.n

9:00 a

Component Caucusc v

Arapahoe

Aurora Adams

Boulder

Clear Creek Valley

Denver

El Paso

Larimcr/Wcld

PucbloAVcsicm Slope

Credentials Commiitcc

CMSA Gavel Club Breakfast

1 2:00 N Closing Session House of Dcicgaies

11:00 am CMSA Program

NOTE: Dress for Annual Meeting

Tliursday evening rcccplion/dinncr:

Roaring 70s or casual

Friday: business attire

Saturday morning; casual

Saturday rcccplion/dinncr: coat and tic/

dressy business attire or cockuul dressw

Sunday; casual

by invitation

Name *' *

Component Society
QMD QDO Other_

Del n ^

STATUsIplease SidTiiTthai ^ppl^y)>*gale 0 25 yr^ys,Clan AMAMe.be,
AlternafP n /- Q 40 yr physician Q Women in

OAMAOelegale

CMS Past nr- u

Ra(«»mah've Physicians
a rast u Grievance Non-Member 1-, n Serrinn

President Review p,,. ^ ^ Alternate ° Compac ^neview u Program Only n qou. Resident

CMS Board Crern'iiaTs QProgL. q
° ''“'’AC

Comminee Phigram Speaker
Other

Name_ AUXILIARY REGISTRATION
County

Office H Id

charge, » L.we

Complimenlary
Addilional

..
Member ""'"""SSestm

2:00 pm Dtnner'polltfrai^* style an
Sserw,,, 11

C;°"wnbon-Roaring 28's Style § ZZ::! 1|7

2;IS am Reference
Committee Breakfast qMO am CMSA nnS "I®®

'2 noon rnr.lr?,'’
'2nwn HM« !

Mofm (Shuttle) ° ° * ®«'5

P'b Si b;!! Nm o s
—

C (Past Prec^L^^^
Forgotten" Dinner q q

StpiEMBiR 12
HosiH Membets, and outgoing 1992 Board Members-by invitation)

g g ! if I:

T«ale ,

(dulch.reat)

$

Grit A

'=°''Lard
MasterCard VISA

'^^'^^count Number .

'"^oWeesna,,
~

7^
'/S50, Denver, CO 80217) fAX^(fo3/771-8657), or phone (303/779-5455 or

UU-6S4-S6S3, ext 430 or 427), your registration to CMS by August 25, 1 992.
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Cover Story

You and the entire family

can find your special inter-

est during this most beauti-

ful time of the year in

Colorado'sRockies. Tennis,

hiking, golf, fishing, loung-

ing in the autumn sun and

colors. Bring the family and

make it a memorable trip to

combine your professional

association with family re-

laxation.

Hn This

• All of the necessary details of the Colorado Medical Society

Annual Meeting of the House of Delegates and special

planned activities and programs of the CMS Auxiliary.

You'll find hotel reservation details, meeting registration,

the preliminary schedule and the many activities offered by
Copper Mountain Resort and the surrounding countryside.

Colorado Medical Society has, for many years, published the

Annual "Physician's Directory" as an integral part of

Colorado Medicine magazine. Thanks to the use of the book

and the continued growth of the CMS membership, the

"Physician's Directory" has outgrown the maga ine

parameters.

CMS membership will be receiving, by a separate mailing,

the 1992 Resoiuce Book and "Physician's DiVec .ry" within

a matter of days. This year's edition will be more helpful

than past issues for a host of reasons.

Remember, each CMS member receives a copy ot the

Resource Book at no cost; however, additional copies of the

publication can be purchased by members for $15.00 addi-

tional. You can order the additional copies through the CMS
offices.

COt.ORADOMEDICINE(ISSN.Ot99.7J431i, k|\K^

to ** and bu.in«. ''OSTMASTER, changes to CoISRADO MEWON^P.

San*, L Maloney, Eeecwtv, EdUoc; Will^
iZ.y

^ PuHished articles re,5e.entopinkx,.oltll«aoth£«anddo
not n«*.»

jt's That Time of Year

Again

Sandra L. Maloney

Executive Director

Colorado Medical Society

"Already?" you say, "It can't be!" But it is. Time to register for the Annual Meet-

ing.

We have lots of educational and fun activities scheduled for you this year, in addition to the

business meetings that set CMS policy and drive all our activities for the year.

r.- J Unrsw that almost everything the CMS staff, Councils, Committees and Task Forces do is

D,d you know that almos
, ^ot only that, but

ber driven organization.

Look over the enclosed information, select *ose actMtie^and rne^^^

to participate and fill in your registration
^g^t 430 or 427) or even FAX it to us

Denver, CO 8021 7-0550), phone it to us (at 303/779-5455, ext.

(at 303/771 -8657).

Get your registration in quickly. There are
must rematfSy responsible by

also that you will need tickets for all
flc ions,

getting an accurate count of those who w,ll attend these functro

I look forward to seeing you in Copper Mountain.

Sandra L. Maloney



w hat to do at Copper Mountain

Activitiesfor the whole

family at the 1992 Annual

Meeting

September 10th thru 13th has been

reserved for The Colorado Medical

Society Annual Meeting. Please plan to

attend and enjoy the beautiful surround-

ings. During the month of September

the Colorado Rockies are alive, and

opportunities for fun in the sun are

limitless. This year's gathering will be

held at the Copper Mountain Resort.

The facility provides spacious meeting

rooms, exhibit areas, comfortable

sleeping rooms, as well as the Copper

Mountain Racquet & Athletic Club. A
swimming pool, exercise room, sauna,

basketball court and aerobics instruc-

tion are provided free of charge. The

resort also has indoor and outdoor

tennis available at a rate of $16.00 and

$10.00 per hour respectively. Racquet-

ball courts are also available at a cost of

$8.00 an hour. After a long day of

meetings or exercise, treat yourself to a

relaxing rub. The resort has a massage

therapist on duty at the rate of $45 per

hr, or $25 per half hr.

Hiking and Mountain bike enthusi-

asts please take note. The Copper

Mountain area provides an abundance

of territory to be explored. Trails for

both activities range from moderate and

easy to very advanced. A paved trail is

also available for roller blade enthusi-

asts. In addition to the activities

mentioned, the Copper Mountain

Resort can provide or arrange a number

of ways to spend free time. Here are a

few examples:

Jeep tours. Free Chairlift Rides,

Free Paddleboating/Kids Fishing, Fly

Fishing Lessons, Bike Rentals, Hot Air

Balloon Rides, Canoe Trips, Volleyball,

by Gil Maestas, //

for Colorado Medicine

Horseshoes, Leadville Train Rides, and

Golf on the Copper Creek Golf Course.

For more information please contact the

Resort Activities Desk (ext. 6322).

For those bringing children, the

Copper Mountain Resort has started the

Copper Adventure Mountain Program

(CAMP).This summer camp has been

designed specifically for kids ages 5-

12. It is a high energy program,

providing a full day of supervised

activities. Kids will swim, go on hikes

and nature walks, or play softball or

capture the flag. Other activities may
include fine arts, chairlift rides, field

trips to a museum or water park. Tennis

or golf lessons may be arranged upon

request at an additional charge. This

program normally runs thru the summer
months and concludes on August 28th.

If at least 10 kids are interested, the

resort has offered to extend the program

for The Colorado Medical Society

meeting at the price of only $20.00 per

day. Reservation deadline is Aug. 21. In

room evening child care, and group

sitting is also available: $6/hr 1st child

- $l/hr for each additional child per

family. For more information please

contact Sandy Finney at The Colorado

Medical Society, 779-5455 (ext. 406).

We hope that your stay in Copper

Mountain will be an enjoyable experi-

ence. If we can help in any way please

don’t hesitate to ask.
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Goals Vs. Perfomiance

1981 Goal:
Work Toward Eventual Resolution of the Major

Professional Liability Problems in Colorado

1 992 Assessment:
Goal not yet reached, but we're well on the way. Item:

• We were a major organizer of and participant in coalition efforts

which resulted in passage of the Health Care Availability Act of 1988

and several other tort reforms. Many now believe that it was the most
comprehensive package of health-care-related tort reforms in the nation

The bottom line for Copic:
provide Colorado physicians and, indirectly, the people

of the state with professional liability insurance which

is affordable, equitable and fair.

Copic Insurance Company • P.O. Box 17540 Denver, CO 80217-0540 • (303)779-0044 • 1-800-421-1834
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President's Letter

Harrison G. Butler, III, MD
President, Colorado Medical Society

1991-1992

Health Care Reform:
Let's put control at the state level!

One of every four born in

Colorado is a Medicaid

baby.

Health care reform continues to be

the "hot topic" in Colorado. 1

recently had an interesting conversa-

tion with State Rep. Scott Mclnnis (R

- Dist. 57) when he "hitched" a ride

with me on my flight back to Du-
rango. He is running for Congress in

the spot vacated by Ben Campbell

and wanted to discuss health care

reform.

There is absolutely no question

that there will be some type of

reform of health care. From the

legislator's standpoint, there's no

choice. In Colorado, medicine is

second only to education as the most

costly budget item. However,

according to Rep. Mclnnis, the

school budget is fairly predictable

and, therefore, plans can be made to

accommodate growth.

The costs incurred by Medicaid are

totally out of control. This theme was
echoed Thursday at the last meeting

of the Health Data Commission by

State Rep. Tony Grampsas (R - Dist

25). Rep. Grampsas feels a Medicaid

crisis is here. I know the word
"crisis" is overused when applied to

health costs, but he told us that one

of every four babies born in Colo-

rado is a "Medicaid" baby With the

changes being discussed by "da

feds," one of every two births in

Colorado will be a "Medicaid
"

baby. One of the favorite habits of

"da feds" is to mandate health

coverage for increasing numbers of

people, but NOT provide funds to

cover these people. This places an

intolerable burden on our legislators,

who are faced with balancing the

state budget. Federal legislators, of

course, are not bothered by small

details such as balancing a budget

(and judging by their recent behavior

they won't do so soon!).

Physicians have to be part of their

reform process. If we are not in-

volved, the outcome may well be

disastrous. I can personally attest that

other special interest groups such as

the trial lawyers, the elderly, the

chiropractors and others are wading

in with political influence and plenty

of money.

The Colorado Medical Society is

now a major player in this process.

Sandi Maloney and I have now met

nine times with physicians over the

state, providing them an opportunity

to give their ideas and opinions on

health care. I was impressed by the

quality and quantity of their

thoughts, but was disappointed in

the attendance at these meetings,

especially in the Denver area.

However, the physicians who
attended were quality people, and I

thank them. For those of you who
chose to stay away, my condolences.

I was surprised and impressed that

the reimbursement issues were not as

important to physicians as quality

care issues. Also, a "basic care

package," universal coverage and

portability were major concerns.

Personally, I hope that through this
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Health Care Reform

(from previous page)

process we can convince "da feds"

to allow local control of health care

programs. We must keep the control

at least at the state level. The federal

bureaucracy is simply not able to

manage a program as important as

health care of individuals. A case in

point is a patient I have cared for: the

patient asked me for help dealing

with Medicare. She received a letter

(see below); as you can see, she has

been declared "dead" by Medicare

and was then urged to call an "800"

number if she had any questions. As

you can probably guess, the phone
calls and letters have only yielded

referrals to other departments,

excuses and brain flatus. I called

Grant Steffen, M.D. at the Blue

Cross-Blue Shield, the fiscal interme-

diary for Colorado Medicare. He was
also shocked and dismayed by this

process. He was very helpful, but he,

too, has found it difficult to deal with

those who oversee "da master file" in

Maryland.

As of this writing, this patient

remains officially "dead." I hope she

points out that she is "officially

dead" next April 1 5, time to file her

income tax return.

In order for any health care

program to be effective, it must at the

very least be humane. Mistakes will

be made, but obviously the system

must be able to correct mistakes

without an act of God!
Stay tuned to Colorado Medicine

as the results of the health care

reform meetings will be published

for your information.

^ ^Wledicare
Con(r«cior lor M«dicaf« Blu« Crott end Blo« Shwid ol Cotoidde

P«ri B

06/03/92

CORRESPONDENCE CONTROL NO:
RE: PATIENT'S NAME:

MEDICARE CLAIM NUMBER:
INTERNAL CLAIM NUMBER:

DEAR MS

YOUR LETTER HAS BEEN REFERRED TO ME FOR RESPONSE.

OUR "HEALTH INSURANCE MASTER RECORD" SHOWS THAT YOUR MEDICARE
PART B COVERAGE WAS TERMINATED FEBRUARY 15, 1992. OUR CURRENT
MEDICARE RECORDS UPDATE HAS YOU AS BEING DECEASED.

IF YOU BELIEVE THIS INFORMATION IS NOT CORRECT, PLEASE CONTACT SOCIAL
SECURITY AT 1-800-772-1213.

SINCERELY,

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL OUR OFFICE.

SINCERELY,

medicare services
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CMS Med Fax.
AT PRESS TIME...

...a compilation of medically-related news briefs of immediate interest to the physician community occurring
after COLORADO MEDIOME has gone to press.

CMS Med Fax^

by Montgomery Little Young Campbell and McGrew, P.C.
legal counsel to the Colorado Medical Society

IPhysicians To Face Lower
Reimbursement
Legislative Changes Affect Your Practice

Over the strong opposition of the Colorado Medical

Society, the 1992 Legislature passed (and Governor
Roy Romer signed) HB92-1306, Including a controver-

sial section on Medicare/Medicald reimbursement. The
CMS Council on Legislation points out that this bill will

likely make It harder for elderly and low income Colo-

rado residents to find adequate, affordable health care.

Section 26-404 (b) (1) of the bill mandates tlial the

Department of Social Services pay the lower Medi-

care or Medicaid reimbursement for patients with dual

eligibility. Since Medicare reimbursement does not even

cover the physician's cost to treat the patient in many
instances, and Medicaid usually pays even less, many
physicians will be forced to stop subsidizing the medical

care of these patients.

Until now the small Medicaid reimbursement acted

as a sort of oo-payment in these dual eligibility in-

stances. With the passage of this measure, that small

amount, or the Medicare amount, If It Is even smaller,

will be considered payment in full. Without dramatic

cost shitting (not a palatable option to most) there will

certainly be physicians who can no longer afford to

provide quality medical care at cut-throat prices. This

means that the elderly and poor who participate In

these programs will face the Increasingly difficult

challenge of obtaining health care.

Of course, the CMS tias encouraged its members
to provide care to these unfortunate patients and most

physicians recognize a sort of public trust to help

patients from all walks of life, regardless of age or

economic status. However, the medical community

finds it increasingly difficult to bear the burden of

indigent health care without some assistance from other

sectors of society. This legislation puts even more of

that burden on physicians, while reducing the amount
they are able to recover from social programs.

The CMS repeatedly expressed these concerns to

the Department of Social Services, but to no avail.

Another controversial measure, which would have

reformed methods for providing medical assistance to

the Indigent In Colorado, was SB92-65. The CMS
lauded provisions of this legislation which would have

guaranteed the poor and disadvantaged of Colofado

subsidized help from the state and the provider commu-
nity tor legitimate medical needs. There were also good

provisions for a study to develop a sound alternative

state medical care plan. However, that would have

required a waiver from the federal government because

of changes in Colorado's participation in Medicaid, and

CMS was very concerned that it also mandated with-

drawal from the Medicaid program if that waiver was
denied.

This would have placed the entire burden of

providing for the increased number of poor mothers and

children who have recently been added to the program

on the taxpayers and physicians of Colorado. The

estimated loss of federal funding Is from $500 to $600

million. That cost would have to be shifted to the

Insured community and subsidized by the physician

providers. Those physicians currently receive less than

fifty cents on the dollar of their usual and customary

fees from Medicaid anyway. Governor Romer avoided

the throngs of angry constituents who might have

jammed his office by vetoing this bill.

See Inside this issue for more information on 1992

legislative matters, particularly redistricting and medical

decision making legislation.



Med Fax: Medico-
Legal News

by Karen B. Best, Csq., an Associate

with Montgomery Little Young Camp-
bells MoGrew, PC

This column Is not legal advice, but Is for general

Information only. For help with apeclflc problems,

readers should consult an attorney.

In the News:

Social Services Policy Upheld. The Oolorack)

Supreme Court recently held that denying Colorado's

low income mentally III citizens access to Home and
Community-Based Services, funded In part by the

federal government through federal funds obtained

under Medicaid waivers, and made available to elderly,

blind, and disabled persons, does not violate equal

protection or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act.

Thus, Colorado Social Services is not obligated to

provide these services to the low income mentally III of

this state. Due Van Le v. Ibarra, No 91 SCI 89, Colorado

Supreme Court, April 20, 1992.

Joint ventures Targeted by ihs. Not-for-profit

hospitals must terminate certain joint ventures with their

medical staffs by September 1 , 1992 or risk loss of their

tax-exempt status. IRS Announcement 92-70.

Haldon stays on Market. An FDA advisory panel

voted 7-1 to allow Halcion to remain on the market with

stronger warning labels. The recommended dose is not

0.25 milligrams.

Heart Valve Claims. Pfizer, Inc. has offered $500

million to settle all claims arising from defective Shiley

heart valves, several hundred of which have fractured.

Lawsuit Warning. California law now requires

malpractice plaintiffs to give potential malpractice

defendants 90 days notice of the plaintiff’s intent to file

suit. Godwin V. City of Bellflower, No. B055905, Cal. Ct,

App., 2d App. D., May 5, 1992.

Antitrust Action

A federal district court awarded a hospital and

members of Its medical staff more than $450,000 In

attorney’s fees under the Health Care Quality Improve-

ment Act of 1986 and Rule 1 1 of the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure (providing sanctions for filing unfounded

claims), in a physician’s unsuccessful antitrust chal-

lenge to the hospital's peer review activities. Wei v.

Bodner, No. 89-1137 (AET). USDC tor DNJ, April 13.

1992.

Puerto Rico: Foreign or

Domestic?

A California ayi^^eals court upheld the decision of

the California Board of Medical Quality Assurance
denying the application for a medical license of a
graduate of an unaccredited medical school In Puerto

Rico. The applicant argued that she should have been
licensed under statutory provisions (which Colorado
also has) allowing licensure of graduates of

unaccredited foreign medical schools. However, the

court held the Puerto Rican medical schools are not

foreign medical schools and that graduates of those

institutions would have to meet the same criteria for

licensure as graduates of medical schools in the US.
Lopez V. BMQACHo. B061468. Cal. Ct. App,, Second
App. D.. May 13, 1992.

Pharmacist with HIV

A DHHS administrative law judge upheld the

Department's decision to terminate all federal funding

(Medicare and Medicaid) to the Westchester County

Medical Center, finding that the Medical Center had

violated Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act by
discriminating against a pharmacist who had tested

positive for HIV, and finding that the violation was the

result of Medical Center policy rather than an isolated

incident. The Medical Center was willing to hire the

plaintiff on the condition that he not prepare Intravenous

solutions and that he work at a satellite facility. The
Court ordered the hospital to hire the pharmacist

without placing restrictions on him or forfeit $107 million

in federal funds. The hospital is appealing. In re

Westchester County Medical Center, Decision No. 91-

504-2, DHHS, D. App. Board, April 20, 1992.

DHHS Can Fix Prices

A US District Court In New York upheld, on recon-

sideration, the dismissal of claims filed by hospital-

based anesthesiologists against the Secretary of

DHHS, challenging the implementation of the resource-

based relative value scale (RBRVS) methodology for

physician reimbursement. Under RBRVS, effective

January 1 , 1992, physicians who do not accept assign-

ment of Medicare may not charge more than 1 20% of

the recognized payment amount under RBRVS, and not

more than 1 15®/<> after 1992. The Court again held that

the reimbursement scheme does not constitute a taking

without due process of law. The court also concluded

that, although hospital-based anesthesiologists may not

be able to avoid serving Medicare patients, they do

have a choice between practicing In hospitals and

MONTGOMERY
LITTLE
YOUNG

CAMPBELL
& MCGREW

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
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serving Medicare patients at fooG timited by the Modi'

care law, cr not praotioing in a hospital at all and
charging fees that are not subject to the lee ceiling.

GSfOlick \/. Sullivan. 91 CV 4524, USDC S. Dist. NY,.

March 24, 1992.

Income & Expense

Last but not least: According to the AMA, the average

earned by physicians in 1992 was $164,300. Surgeons

($236,400), radiologists ($219,400), anesthesiologists

($207,400) and OB/GYNs ($207,300) made thejirost,

while pediatricians ($106,500), and general and family

practitioners ($102,700) made the least. One quarter of

the general practitioners made less than $65,000. The
average malpractice premium in 1991 ,

for self-em-

ployed doctors was $1 4,500, within a range from

$34,300 for OB/GYNs to $4,500 for psychiatrists.

Women in Medicine

The American Medical Association has designated

September, 1992 as Women in Medicine Month, to

honor women physicians practicing In the United

States.

Women form an ever increasing portion of those in

medical practice, yet their specific needs and desires

are not yet fully addressed by a system designed by

and for male physicians. To help correct this inequity,

Rose Medical Center is hosting its second annual

"Finding a Balance” conference for women physicians,

August 14-16, 1992 in Vail, Colorado. The conference

seeks to help female physicians find tne balance

between professional issues and personal choices.

The conference will bring together prominent

women professionals to heighten awareness regarding

health issues, relationships and professional develop-

ment. Martha Illlgd^Saucler, MD, a Family Practitioner

from Denver, Colorado, will be the Course Director. The

faculty also includes Judith Briles, PhD, a Denver

author and consultant. Prances Conley, MD, Professor

of Neurosurgery at Stanford University School of

Medicine and Chief, Section of Neurosurgery at the

Veterans Administration Medical Center In Palo Alto,

California, Joan Shapiro, MD, a Psychiatrist in private

practice In Denver, and author of Men, A Translation for

Women, and Loretta LaRoche, a consultant In fitness,

wellness and personal development from Plymouth.

Massachusens.

For more information on the conference, call 1-800-

526-0278.

Notice

El Paso County Medical Society has endorsed the

educationai seminars put on by the Copic Insurance

Agency. Seminars on such topics as estate pianning

and retirement strategies will be presented in the

Colorado Springs area.

For more Information, call the Copic Agency at

(303) 779-0044 or 1-800-421-1834 or Carol Walker at

the El Paso County Medical Society, (719) 591-2424.

Changes In Immunization

Requirements

Effective July 1 , 1992, according to the Colorado

Department of Hearth, there will be changes in the laws

regarding Measles, Mumps and Rubella vaccinations.

Children In day care, seventh graders and college

freshmen will be required to prove they have been

Immunized. There is also a new requirement for infants

in day care to be vaccinaled agairjst Haemopfjilus

Intiuenzea as a protection against meningitis.

Effective July 6. 1992, the federal Occupational

Safety and Hearth Administration requires employers

(including physicians) to make a hepatitis B Immuniza-

tion series available to their employees.

Watch Colorado Medicine in August for additional

Information on changes in vaccination requirements.
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Colorado Medical Society provides the following listings

Of ev9nt$ ss a membef sorvico only. Some events are

approved for Continuing Medical Education credits.

Information Is provided by the sponsoring organiza-

tions. For more dotails, use the telephone contact at the

end of the fisting.

Medical Education Resources
Asthma and Allergy In the 1990s

Jackson Hole WY
July 24-25, 1992

(309) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources
Coronary Heart Disease Update

Lake Tahoe NV
July 31 -August 1 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources
Advances in Vascular Diseases

Gatlinburg TN
August 6-8, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

U. S. Public Health Service

The Hidden Epidemic (HIV In low prevalence Western

states)

Red Lion Hotel, Denver

August 12-14, 1992

(303) 290-6476

Medical Education Resources

Neurology lor the Non-Neurologist

Vail, Colorado

August 14-16, 1992

Stephen E Mattingly (303) 798-9682 or 800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources

Asthma and Allergy in the 1990s

Monterey, CA
August 14-15, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Rose Medical Center

Finding a Balance for Women In Medicine

Vail, Colorado

August 14-16, 1992
1-800-526-0278

Assault Survivors Assistance Program/Redirecting

Sexual Aggression

Sexual Trauma: A Balanced Approach

Vail, Colorado

August 26. 29, 1992

Lovelace Medical Foundation

Mammography Seminar

Santa Fe, NM
September 7-i l

,
1 992

Dawne RyalS, (404) 641-9773

Medical Education Resources

Arrhythmias: Interpretation, Diagnosis and Manage-

ment
Las Vegas NV
September 25,26, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1 -800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources
Advances In Vascular Diseases

Atlantic City NJ
September 25 ,26, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1 -800-421 -3756

Rocky Mtn College Health Association

Annual Fall Meeting _ v

^

University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY
September 25-26, 1992

1-800-448-7801 Or (307) 766-2124

Colorado Fetal Alcohol & Substance Abuse Coali-

tion

Prenatal Exposure to Alcohol & Drugs

Colorado Convention Center, Denver, CO
October 2.3. 1992

Heather Jones (303) 661-6638

Medical Education Resources

Advances In Vascular Diseases

Orlando FL

October 9-10. 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Univ. of Calif. Med School Dept, of Radiology

Radiology in Africa

Nairobi, Samburu, Kenya. Masai Mara

October 10-24, 1992

Dawne Ryals (404) 641-9773

CMS Med Fax Is printed on recycled paper



"[T]he essence of due

process is fairness in

procedure."

May 8, 1 992

Harrison G. Butler, III, MD, President

Colorado Medical Society

Dear Dr. Butler:

On behalf of the Board of

Medical Examiners, I extend my
thanks to the CMS leadership for

taking time to meet with representa-

tives of the BME to discuss complaint

review procedures.

We read with interest your

reflections on the meeting that

appeared in the April, 1992 issue of

Colorado Medicine. You express the

opinion that "there should be some
measure of due process" at the

investigative stage, suggesting that no

due process exists at the present. In

addition, you appear to be in favor of

allowing both the physician and the

complainant to appear before the

Board's investigative panel before a

decision is reached whether to go

forward with formal proceedings.

For the record, and for the

benefit of your readers, the Board

has asked me to reiterate its feelings

on this issue. First, the essence of

due process is fairness in procedure.

The Colorado Medical Practice Act

and the Board's procedures are

recognized nationally as a model

with respect to due process. A
physician who is the subject of a

complaint, or whose conduct is

otherwise on review by the Board, is

promptly notified via the "20 day

letter," and is offered an opportunity

to submit whatever information he or

she desires the Board to consider.

The Board's only request is that those

submissions be in writing, both to

minimize opportunities for later

misunderstanding and to create a

record of the proceedings which

establishes the basis for the ultimate

decision reached by the Board. We
would note that physicians disci-

plined by the Board frequently

challenge the Board's decisions in

the courts, and the courts regularly

find that the Board has in fact

provided due process to physicians

beyond the minimum. Thus, the

Board does not agree with any

inference that its investigatory

procedures lack due process.

Second, we would point out that

allowing the complainant and

responding physician to appear

before the Board during the investi-

gative stage, in effect, amounts to an

informal hearing, with all of the

pitfalls and none of the due process

benefits that attend the current

procedure set forth in the Medical

Practice Act and the Colorado

Administrative Procedure Act. In the

Board's view, such informal hearings

have great potential to undermine,

rather than enhance, due process

afforded to physicians.

In addition, there is the question

of additional burden on Board

members. Nine of the eleven mem-
bers of the Board of Medical Examin-

ers are practicing physicians; and the

two public members have their own
professional endeavors in addition to
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ETTERS

their volunteer service to the Board.

We very much appreciate your

acknowledgment of the tremendous

work load of the Board of Medical

Examiners, along with the personal

sacrifices Board members make in

order to meet their obligations in

service to the people of Colorado. If

the investigative committees of the

Board were to conduct several dozen

"informal hearings" in a year's time,

the demands on individual Board

members would skyrocket astro-

nomically. Such a procedure would

stretch our system beyond its limits,

to the point where it simply would
not be feasible for a practicing

physician to serve as a Board

member. In effect, we would be

taking a step toward the direction

where only retired physicians or

those not engaged in the active

practice of medicine would have the

time to serve on the Board; or

perhaps the General Assembly
would move toward a model where-

in physician Board members are full

time civil servants, rather than

practicing physicians who also serve

as citizen Board members. Is that

what the CMS really wants?

We appreciate your consider-

ation of our position, and we very

much appreciate your interest in the

Board. Thank you for your support.

Very truly yours,

FOR THE BOARD OF MEDICAL
EXAMINERS

Janice j. Ugale, MD, President

Procedures of the

Colorado Board of Medical Examiners
Provided for your information by the staffof Colorado Medicine

Insurance Report

To BME

— Dismiss (LOC)

20 D ay Letter

Insuran

Resp
ce Report with

onse to BME

DORA
(for investigation)

Dismiss

(LOC)

Information Received

by Board of Medical Examiners

office

Consumer Complaint
Pharmacy Report

20 Day Letter

IZZ
Complaint with

Resfxjnse to BME

To BME For Review

BME Initiated Complaint

20 Day Letter

1

Response to BME

A
One Act

& Hold

Response to BME

1

To AG LOA

LOA To AG Dismiss

(LOC)

If Previous

then to AG

One Act

& Hold

If Previous

then to AG

Key:
BME>Board of Medical Examiners

LOC-Letter of Concern

DORA-Department of Regulatory Agencies

AG-Attorney General

LOA-Letter of Admonition
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Executive Director's Update

Sandra L Maloney
Executive Director

Efforts to establish a national health

care reform strategy remain a matter

of strong debate. CMS, along with

other Colorado policy-makers, is

tackling sticky issues of access and

financing. I believe that physician

leadership can forge a better under-

standing of the ne^ to address three

principal issues: 1) quality of care, 2)

the assessment of technology, and 3)

the streamlining of administrative

costs. If we can reach consensus on

these topics, perhaps we can avoid

wholesale rationing of services or a

government takeover of the health

care delivery system.

Some states, including Florida,

Minnesota and Vermont, have

enacted universal access plans, and

other states are considering various

reform proposals.

In California, the governor, the

state insurance commissioner and

the California Medical Association

each has proposed different health

care reform plans. It appears that

consensus is a long way off.

Minnesota's ''HealthRight"

program, which was signed last

month by the Governor, requires

hospitals, physicians and other

providers to pay a 2% tax on gross

revenues. The tax is estimated to

cost Minnesota's 1 58 hospitals about

$50 million annually. This tax will

help subsidize a universal health

insurance program for 400,000 poor

and uninsured residents. When fully

implemented in 1 995, annual

administrative costs to the state of

Minnesota will be approximately

$200 million. The acquisition of

new technology that has not been

proven cost effective or clinically

necessary, will be monitored care-

fully. Medicare mandatory assign-

ment will be phased in over several

years.

Doctor Butler and I have con-

vened nine meetings throughout

Colorado to obtain input from CMS
members. These meetings have not

been well attended; however, good
ideas were presented. These ideas

clearly indicate that a physician's

primary concern is for their patients,

not how much physicians will be

paid. In late August, we will be

convening a special meeting of the

Board of Directors to review all the

input gathered from membership.

The outcome of this two day meeting

will be to formulate a policy state-

ment to be considered by the House
of Delegates at the 1 992 Annual

Meeting.

The Colorado Medical Society

needs to be prepared to articulate a

position, identify allies, lobby

vigorously and seek grass-roots

support. We may also have to

prepare ourselves to make reason-

able concessions.

NOTE: The CMS-conducted

"Health Care Reform" meetings

conclude with the final session to

be held Sunday afternoon , July

12, immediately following the

Leadership Conference.

Western Slope physicians

are urged to attend. For more
information, call 1-800-654-

5653 and ask for Sandi

Maloney's office..

Universal Access
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The All-Payer Alternative: Controlling

Costs Through Competition

"For the first time, insurers

would know what other

insurers would pay . .

.

Some lawmakers, it seems, have already made up their minds. Many in

Congress think a system of mandatory and binding rates for physician

services is the best way to control rapidly rising health care costs. As a result,

proposals to mandate so-called "all-payer" rates are now part of larger health

care reform bills in both the House and Senate.

The cost controls of an all-payer system would prove costly for health

care providers. One version of all-payer legislation would force physicians

and hospitals to accept Medicare rates from the private sector, a move that in

some cases would cut physician's incomes in half, according to the AMA.
But all-payer rates pose an even greater threat to our entire health care

system. Under an all-payer system, quality of care would decline because

physicians would have no incentive to improve their skills or service. With-

out hope of reasonable financial rewards for training and experience, many
physicians would leave the practice of medicine. Others would be forced out

if all-payer rates did not meet their costs in terms of overhead and practice

setting. Fewer physicians means areas that already have trouble attracting

health care providers would face even greater difficulties. In short, an all-

payer system would create more problems than it solved.

Protesting that all-payer rates would be a disaster is not enough to keep

them from being enacted. The more constructive approach is to offer an

alternative that meets the legitimate cost concerns of all-payer proponents,

while maintaining a physician's right to contract freely with the patients to

provide services at a mutually agreed upon price. A new proposal from the

American Society of Internal Medicine (ASIM) does just that.

ASIM's all-payer alternative would create a competitive market for both

physician services and health insurance. The proposal is based on fundamen-

tal economic principles and is predicated on the belief that true market forces

are more effective than regulation in controlling costs.

Under ASIM's plan, ail-payers— public and private — and physicians

would be required to use a uniform method — the resource-based relative

value scale (RBRVS)— to set their own payment and charge schedules. In

calling for use of the RBRVS, ASIM is not advocating an extension of Medi-

care to the private sector. True, the RBRVS methodology would be adopted,

but without the controversial add-ons such as limiting charges or geographic

adjustments.

With the RBRVS in place, each private insurer would establish its own
single conversion factor on an annual basis. The conversion factor, when
multiplied by the RBRVS, would create the maximum charge schedule for

each plan that the insurer offers to purchasers. Likewise, each physician

would also set a single conversion factor on an annual basis that, when
multiplied by the RBRVS would create the maximum charge schedule for all

services rendered by the physician.

To create true competition, which would in turn control costs, full

disclosure of the conversion fartors of all insurers and physicians would be

mandatory. For the first time, insurers would know what other insurers would

pay, physicians would know what other physicians charge, and consumers
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by y. Stephen Kroger, MD
American Society of Internal Medicine Trustee

Longmont, CO

would have all of the information they need to make cost-conscious choices

about their health care insurer and provider (for example, to create a simple

means of comparing physician charges, all of the conversion factors for

physicians in a particular community could be listed in a directory published

by insurers).

By comparing the conversion faaor of their insurer against that of their

chosen physician, patients would be able to determine their percentage of

out-of-pocket costs in advance of any given procedure. As an example,

assume an individual covered by an insurance plan with a $35 dollar conver-

sion factor chooses a physician with a $40 conversion factor. The individual

knows in advance of any covered procedure that his or her out-of-pocket

costs will be limited to a maximum of 1 4 percent of the total bill (1 4 being

the percentage difference between 35 and 40).

As a result, patients would be spared the sticker shock they now experi-

ence when they get a bill they think is too high and a reimbursement they

think is too low.

By setting their own conversion factor, physicians still would be setting

their own charges. But those with higher conversion factors would have to

prove their worth, or face the prospect of losing patients to a neighboring

physician who could provide the same or better level of service for a lower

price. Similarly, competitive pressures would force insurers to offer better

deals to employers and other purchasers in terms of premium cost, out-of-

pocket expenses and availability of services. The bottom line is that the

marketplace would drive payments and charges for physician services to the

lowest rate that meets the needs of the purchasers in each community.

Low-income patients and individuals with no choice of physician (those

needing true emergency care, for example) would be protected under ASIM's

plan by balance billing limits.

As for any public insurance plan that may emerge from the current

national health care debate, the conversion factor and geographic adjust-

ments for that plan would be established through negotiations between the

government and the medical profession, under the auspices of an indepen-

dent board. Costs for the public plan would be kept in line by negotiating

expenditure goals (not caps).

With the nation's health bill expected to double by decade's end, the

need to control costs will undoubtedly take on a new urgency. An editorial

in a recent journal of the American Medical Association predicted that

within the next five years Congress will take drastic action, perhaps even

nationalize the entire health care system, if costs continue to rise at an

unsustainable rate.

If we are to preserve the current multiple-payer system, we must show
policymakers that the system can be retooled to work with greater efficiency.

We must come to the table with proposals, like ASIM's, that promote cost-

control through competition rather than by coercion. It is not too late to head

off all-payer legislation and other heavy-handed regulatory remedies, but the

time to promote a workable alternative is now.

. . those with higher

conversion factors would

have to prove their

worth."
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ait! What

Reform?

Is It We're Trying To

.

.

we must develop

consensus of what the

root problems are;"

The Colorado Health Policy Council was asked by Governor Romer to

evaluate "ColoradoCare." This concept represents a possible starting point in

building a comprehensive health care system for Colorado, but as a stand-

alone concept it will not provide comprehensive reform. Many problems are

not addressed in "ColoradoCare."

Many governmental entities and other organizations have invested a great

deal of time and resources attempting to address comprehensive health care

reform. We should draw on their experience.

The "crisis in health care" is perceived primarily as a "cost problem."

Concern is expressed that 1 3% of GNP is going to "health care," but (1 ) little

effort is being expended in defining why costs are at that level and climbing

and, (2) no effort is going into defining the proper percentage of GNP that

should be assigned to health care. If comprehensive reform is to be under-

taken, these two basic problems must be addressed. To answer these two
areas will interject complexities into the deliberations.

If comprehensive health care reform is to be accomplished, we must (1)

develop consensus of what the root problems are, (2) determine how we will

attack the root problems, (3) develop a timetable to accomplish reform, and

(4) accurately evaluate the cost of a new comprehensive health care system.

The United Nations defines health as a "state of complete physical, mental,

and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity."

This definition takes into consideration the parameters that must be addressed

if we are to truly reform the health care system.

In addressing the two major problems stated above, we must address a

series of wide-ranging issues that have/will impact the health of our state.

These include:

• Lack of a long-term planning process

• Cost/income shifting due to underfunded Federal and State programs.

• Erosion of other "social programs" leaving health care as the last

safety net for many people.

• Drug abuse, alcoholism, smoking and other self-destructive behavior.

• Air, water, solid waste, toxic and radioactive contamination in our

environment.

• A weak economy/unemployment/underemployment.
• Nutrition/malnutrition

• HousingAiomeless
• Transportation barriers in accessing care

• Prioritizing of health care
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John F. Farrington, MD
Boulder, Colorado

• Public education as it affects health and access to health care

• Medical education as it affects maldistribution and preventive ser-

vices

• Capitalization/recapitalization of health care facilities/return on

facility investment

• Insurance and government administrative costs overload

• Excess capacity/maldistribution/allocation of health care resources

• Tort system/defensive medicine

• Conflicting federal and state laws, regulations and goals

• Standard basic benefit package
• Employment-based insurance

• Federal/State mandated benefits/programs

• Implementation of new technology

• Pharmaceutical pricing

• Outmoded reimbursement system

If comprehensive reform is to be undertaken, it must be comprehensive.

We must look for innovative new ways of providing and financing health

care, protecting the health of all citizens, and preventing disease.

In the deliberations of the Colorado Health Policy Council and in address-

ing the concerns of the elected leaders of Colorado, we can leave no doubt

that all issues affecting health must, over time, be addressed. The most

important consideration is that we make a start, and that we can build a truly

"comprehensive" health care program from this point.

Ed. Note: John Farrington, MD, is past president of the American Society of

Internal Medicine, past president of Colorado Medical Society, and currently

serves as vice-chairman of the Colorado FJealth Policy Council. A major

thrust in Dr. Farrington's presidency of Colorado Medical Society was to

cause the Colorado Governor's office to develop a long-term state health care

strategy. Dr. Farrington noted in his appeal to Governor Roy Romer (Colo-

rado Medicine, Vol 87, No. 7; 1 990: 1 76- 1 89) that members of the Society

"are anxious to be of help ... in such planning, and eagerly await your

response and direction.

"

"We must look for

innovative new ways of

providing and financing

health care..."
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ini-internships: A Vital Role

Mini-Internships continue to fulfill a vital role in patient and public health education. The latest, sponsored by the

Clear Creek Valley Medical Society, was held April 27-30, 1992.

John Hall (rt) shown observing Dr. Lugene Dorr during carpal tunnel proce-

dure.

Dr. Dorr (I) talking with patient about arm

and shoulder movement during examina-

tion. John Hall (r) said he was very im-

pressed with Dr. Dorr's patient relation-

ship and relaxing manner ("more like talk-

ing with friends than with patients").

Photos by Gil Maestas M

Colorado Medicine

Clear Creek Valley Medical Society

Spring *92 Mini-Internship

Bill Lindsey, intern

Benefit Mgmt. & Design, Inc.

Faculty: Darnell Martin, M.D.

Rene Hawthorne Sh river. Intern

Clear Creek Valley Med. Society

Faculty: Charles Gartner, M.D.

Todd Skoda, Intern

Sierra

Faculty: Thomas Colbert, M.D.

Tom Brown, Intern

The Alliance

Faculty: Malcolm Tarkanian, M.D.

Jane Berg, intern

Jefferson County Dept, of

Health & Environment
Faculty: John Vacant!, M.D.

Mark Holland, Intern

Sierra

Faculty: Jeffrey Sabin, M. D.

Judy McCreary, Intern

Sierra

Faculty: Harold Yocum, M.D.

Lisa Gomez, Intern

MCI
Faculty: Nicholas Besch Jr., M.D.

John Hall, Intern

United (Norwest) Banks

Faculty: Lugene A. Dorr, M.D.

Jodi Bratton, intern

Sierra

Faculty: Wayne Conner, M.D.
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"Ambassadors of Medicine"

On April 27-30, The Colorado

Medical Society and the Clear Creek

Valley Medical Society conducted

the "Spring Mini-Internship Pro-

gram." This program has been

developed to educate healthcare

policy makers, community leaders,

and decision makers about the

practice of medicine. The "intern" is

allowed to follow one or more
physicians during a two-day period

and have a first hand view of how
medicine is praaiced on a day-to-

day basis.

After completing the program,

many participants have expressed a

new understanding of the inner-

workings of medical practice.

As one past participant stated "I

would say that in the 20 patients I

saw, the issue which stood out in my
mind was that what doctors want to

do is just practice medicine. They
want to be a doctor, they don't want
to be a bookkeeper. They don't want
to have to be a financial analyst; they

don't want to have to shoot craps on
who they fix and who they don't.

They just want to serve people. And
where they're frustrated is in soc-

iety's desire to give quality health

care to everybody."

The Mini-Internship Program

continues to develop friendships and

"Ambassadors for Medicine."

The Clear Creek Valley session

included business leaders from MCI,

Norwest Bank, Sierra, Jefferson

County Dept, of Health & Environ- i

ment. The Alliance, Benefit Mgmt.
and Design, Inc. and Clear Creek

Valley Medical Society. Dr. Eugene

Dorr and John Hall,Vice President of

Norwest Bank Denver allowed

Colorado Medicine to follow and

photograph their day's events. The

morning of April 30th was spent in

Dr. Dorr's offices examining patients

with various orthopedic ailments.

Mr. Hall commented that when a

physician spends so much time

dealing with the business aspects of

medicine it is easy for a doctor to

forget the human element. He added

that Dr. Dorr's rapport with and

concern for his patients was refresh-

ing, to say the least. The afternoon

was spent at Saint Anthony Central.

Mr. Hall observed Dr. Dorr perform

carpal tunnel surgery. He stated that

he would highly recommend the

"Mini-Internship Program" to his

colleagues. He said the program

allows an opportunity to observe

medicine from an entirely new
perspective.

After the day's experience,

"interns" were invited to a debriefing

dinner hosted by Colorado Medical

Society. Interns are encouraged to

speak openly and frankly about their

"day with a doctor." The purpose of

the debriefing is to compare precon-

ceptions with actual exfjeriences

while encouraging positive as well as

negative responses. As expected, this

program was a success.

by Gil Maestas, II

for Colorado Medicine

. . they don 't want to

have to shoot craps on

who they fix and who
they dont."
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utonomous Medical

Treatment Decisions

by Karen B. Best, esq., an

Associate with

Montgomery Little Young

Campbell & McGrew, PC

Note: This is not legal

advice, but is for general

information only. For help

with specific problems,

readers should consult an

attorney.

On June 4, 1992, Governor Roy
Romer signed into law Senate Bill

92-3, Concerning Patient Autonomy
in Regard to the Making of Medical

Treatment Decisions. (CMS worked
hard on this legislation, influencing

its final form.) The legislation is

based upon the premises that adults

have a fundamental right to make
their own medical treatment deci-

sion, including decisions regarding

medical treatment and artificial

nourishment and hydration, and that

a patient's lack of decisional capac-

ity to provide informed consent to or

refusal of medical treatment should

not preclude those decisions from

being made on behalf of a person

who lacks decisional capacity and
who has no known advance medical

directive, or whose wishes are not

otherwise known.

The Colorado Patient Autonomy
Act (CRS 1 5-14-503, et seq.) recog-

nizes the right of each adult to

establish, in advance of the need for

medical treatment, any directives

and instructions for the administra-

tion of medical treatment in the

event that the patient later is unable

to consent to or reject medical

treatment, including the right to

make medical treatment decisions

through an appointed agent by

means of a Medical Durable Power
of Attorney (MDPA). Other portions

of the legislation provide for the

selection of a proxy decision-maker

when there is no MDPA or other

designation of an alternate decision-

maker. (CRS 1 5-1 8.5-1 01 , et seq.)

Article 1 8.5 attempts to remedy the

uncertainty when a patient, who is

no longer able to make decisions

about his own care, has not ap-

pointed another to aa on his or her

behalf or has not made his wishes

known. The final portion deals with

cardiopulmonary resuscitation

directives. (CRS 1 5-1 8.6-1 01 , et seq.)

Medical Durable Power
of Attorney

what is a medical durable

power of attorney? An MDPA signed

by an adult (1 8 years or older)

specifies an agent to act on behalf of

the principal (patient) when the

principal lacks the ability to provide

informed consent to or refusal of

medical treatment. An MDPA may
also include any terms, directive,

condition or limitation upon an

agent's authority, by which the agent

must abide. If the agent knows the

principal's wishes he must act in

conformance with them. If the

MDPA contains no guiding terms,

directive, condition or limitation,

and the principal's wishes are not

otherwise known, the agent must

determine what is in the best inter-

ests of the principal and act accord-

ingly.

What tri^ers the involvement

ofan agent? "Decisional incapacity"

of the principal, which is defined as

the inability to provide informed

consent to or refusal of medical

treatment.

What can the agent do? Gener-

ally, but subject to the terms of the

MDPA, the agent's authority extends

to the following: (1) Provide in-

formed consent to or refuse "medical

treatment" on behalf of a principal

who lacks decisional capacity; (2)

Make any medical treatment deci-

sions the principal could have made;
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• Medical Durable Power of Attorney

• Proxy Decision-Makers for Medical Treatment

• CPR Directives

(3) Have access to the principal's

medical record; (4) Confer with the

principal's attending physician; and

(5) Transfer the patient if the health

care provider or health care facility

does not wish to comply with an

agent's decision for any reason other

than policies based upon moral

convictions or religious beliefs.

What is considered ''medical

treatment"? Me6'\ca\ treatment

includes the provision, withholding,

or withdrawal of any health care, or

medical procedure, including

artificially provided nourishment and

hydration, surgery, cardiopulmonary

resuscitation, services to

maintain, diag-

nose, treat, or

provide for a

patient's physi-

cal or mental

health or personal

care.

Can an agent's

appointment be
revoked? Yes, by

several means: (1) The

principal may revoke

an agent's authority at

any time. Moreover, an

agent may not consent to

or refuse medical treat-

ment for a principal over

the principal's objection.

(2) Unless otherwise

specified in the MDPA, appointment

of a spouse is revoked upon divorce,

annulment or legal separation;

however, the remaining provisions of

the MDPA remain in effect. (3) The
appointment is revoked if the agent

is unwilling to serve; however, the

remaining provisions of the MDPA
remain in effect.

Must a physician or facility

abide by the terms of a MDPA? Not

necessarily. (1 ) The statute does not

compel or authorize a health care

provider or health care facility to

administer medical treatment that is

otherwise illegal, medically inappro-

priate, or contrary to any federal or

state law. (2) Providers and facilities

are required to notify a principal and

agent of any policies relating to

withholding or withdrawal of

medical treatment, which are based

upon moral convictions or religious

beliefs, if the policies conflia with

the principal's or the

agent's medical

treatment decision,

the patient and agent

must be notified and

care promptly

transferred. Trans-

fers in accordance

with the Colorado

Patient Au-

tonomy Act do
not violate the

federal "anti-

dumping"

statute, 42

use. Section

1394dd.

Immuni-

ties: Agents and

proxy decision-makers acting in

good faith when making medical

treatment decisions pursuant to the

terms of a MDPA are immune from

civil or criminal liability. Health care

providers and facilities must in good

faith comply, in respective order,

with: (1 ) the wishes of the principal,

(2) the terms of an advance medical

directive (AMD), or (3) the decision

of an agent arting pursuant to an

The patient's wishes come
first.
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Medical Treatment Decisions:

The attending physician

determines that the patient

lacks decisional capacity

and selects one interested

person to serve as proxy

decision-maker.

AMD. Providers and facilities

complying with a medical treatment

decision of an agent acting in

accordance with an AMD, are

immune from civil and criminal

liability and regulatory sanction.

Effective date: Applies to

MDPA's executed on or after July 1

,

1992.

Proxy Decision-Makers
who now has the authority to

make medical treatment decisions?

(1 ) The patient, so long as the patient

has the capacity to provide informed

consent to or refusal of medical

treatment. However, if the patient

lacks the decisional capacity to

provide informed consent to or

refusal of medical treatment, then (2)

an agent designated by the patient in

a MDPA, executed pursuant to 1 5-

1 4-506 of the Colorado Revised

Statutes, on or after July 1 , 1 992, (3)

a guardian with medical decision-

making authority to provide consent

or refusal on the patient's behalf, (4)

another known person with legal

authority to provide consent or

refusal on the patient's behalf, and

(5) a proxy decision-maker for

medical treatment.

Who can decide whether the

patient lacks decisional capacity to

provide informed consent to or

refusal ofmedical treatment? (1 ) A
Court or (2) the attending physician.

The determination that the patient

lacks decisional capacity must be

documented in the patient's medical

record, along with findings regarding

the cause, nature and projected

duration of the patient's lack of

decisional capacity.

Who can be a proxy decision-

maker? Almost anyone who has an

interest in the patient. "Interested

persons" include the patient's

spouse, either parent of the patient,

any adult child, sibling, or grand-

child of the patient, or any close

friend of the patient.

How is a proxy decision-maker

selected? The attending physician or

his/her designee must locate and

inform one ("an") interested person

that the patient lacks decisional

capacity and that a proxy decision-

maker should be selected for the

patient. The interested persons must

try to reach a consensus as to whom
among them will make medical

treatment decisions on behalf of the

patient. The person selected should

be a person who has a close relation-

ship to the patient and is most likely

to know the patient's wishes regard-

ing medical treatment decisions. If

they cannot agree on who should be

the proxy decision-maker or if

anyone disagrees with the selection

or a decision of the proxy decision-

maker, then any "interested person"

can seek guardianship of the patient

through the Court.

Does the patient have any say in

the determination of his/her deci-

sional capacity or the selection ofa

proxy? Yes. The attending physician

or another health care provider must

make reasonable efforts to tell the

patient about (1 ) the determination

that the patient lacks decisional

capacity, (2) the identity of the proxy

decision-maker, and (3) the patient's

right to object pursuant to section

1 5-14-506 (4) (a). Under section 506

(4) (a) the patient retains the right to

revoke an agent's authority, or the

agent's right to consent to or refuse
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who makes them when the patient can't?

f

I any proposed medical treatment, and
no agent may consent to or refuse

,

medical treatment for a patient over
' the patient's objection.

Can the proxy decision-maker

I decide to withhold or withdraw
artificial nourishment or hydration?

Only if the following conditions

exist; (1) The attending physician and

a second independent physician

trained in neurology or neurosurgery

certify in the patient's medical record

that (2) the provision or continuation

of artificial nourishment or hydration

is merely prolonging the act of dying

and (3) is unlikely to result in the

restoration of the patient to indepen-

dent neurological functioning. The
facility's medical ethics committee
may be called upon when the proxy

is considering or has made a deci-

sion to withdraw or withold medical

treatment.

How can a patient regain

decisional capacity? If an interested

person, the attending physician or

the guardian believes the patient has

regained the capacity to make
medical decisions, the attending

physician must reexamine the patient

and determine whether or not the

patient has regained decisional

capacity. The attending physician

then enters the determination and
the basis for the determination on the

patient's medical record and notifies

the patient, the proxy decision-maker

and the person initiating the redeter-

mination of decisional capacity.

Immunities: Providers and
facilities making reasonable attempts

to locate and communicate with a

proxy decision-maker are immune
from civil and criminal liability and
regulatory sanction.

Directive Relating to

Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR)

what is a CPR Directive? It's an

AMD pertaining to the administra-

tion of CPR. By January 1 , 1 993, the

State Board of Health will formulate

rules and protocols for implementa-

tion of CPR Directives by Emergency
Medical Service Personnel (EMSP).

Who can sign a CPR Directive?

(1 ) Any adult (over 1 8) with deci-

sional capacity; (2) any other person

authorized to make medical treat-

ment decisions on behalf of an adult

lacking decisional capacity.

What happens to the CPR
Directive upon inpatient admission?

It is implemented as a physician's

order concerning resuscitation as

directed by the person in the CPR
Directive, pending further physi-

cians' orders.

Revocation ofCPR Directive: It

may be revoked at any time by the

patient, the patient's agent or the

proxy decision-maker.

Presumed consent: In the

absence of a CPR Directive, a

person's consent to CPR must be

presumed.

Immunities: Health care provid-

ers, EMSP, and health care facilities

must comply with any "apparent and

immediately available" CPR Direc-

tive, and are immune from civil and

criminal liability and regulatory

sanction for their compliance.

To ensure conformance with

statutory requirements for a Living

Will, Advanced Medical Directive,

Medical Durable Power of Attorney,

or CPR Directive, consult an attor-

ney.

"To ensure conformance

with statutory

requirements for a Living

Will, Advanced Medical

Directive, Medical

Durable Power of

Attorney, or CPR
Directive, consult an

attorney."
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Health Care Financing

Edie K. Register, Director

Health Care Financing Department

"In the future Medicare

will be denying and not

just notifying."

Medicare Denies 37,340
Claims

This could have been the

headline if the Health Care Financ-

ing Administration (HCFA) had

instructed the Medicare Carrier to

start denying claims that do not

contain appropriate 4 and/or 5 digit

diagnosis codes.

A recent report from Medicare

indicated that in a one month period

37,340 claims would have been

denied for the above reason. This

figure represents 1 8.3 % of the

claims processed for one month. The

Carrier has published numerous

bulletins containing information

about ICD-9-CM diagnosis codes.

The latest bulletin was dated Febru-

ary 14, 1992.

In the future Medicare will be

denying and not just notifying

physicians of an invalid diagnosis

code. Please review the February

bulletin and make your billing staff

aware of this problem.

Please contaa Edie Register or

Debra Jones at the Colorado Medical

Society with any questions. You may
also contact Blue Cross Blue Shield

of Colorado, the Medicare Carrier.

Pilot project for

telephone reviews
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of

Colorado (BCBSC) announces they

are participating in a Health Care

Financing Administration (HCFA)

study which could be of significant

value to Colorado providers.

Effective May 1 5, 1 992 you can

call the Medicare Appeals staff to

request a review of a Medicare

claim. The review will be conducted

while you are on the telephone. At

the close of the telephone conversa-

tion you will be notified of the

review decision and will subse-

quently receive a written decision.

The telephone review process

eliminates the requirement for you to

file a written review request and

wait for their response.

To qualify for a telephone review

you must be a participating Medi-

care provider and/or must have

submitted an assigned electronic

claim. The date of service must be

on or after January 1 ,
1 992.

Certain services are excluded

from the telephone review study.

Excluded services are:

*oncology

*waiver of liability issues

*co- and team surgery

*durable medical equipment

(DME)
To request a review of a

claim by telephone simply call

(303) 831-3287 during the

following hours:

*9:00 AM until 1 1 :00 AM
*1:00 PM until 3:00 PM
A member of the Medicare

Appeals staff will be available to

assist you Monday through Friday.

When you call please have all

information available, including any

additional information, you want

considered. Telephone reviews

requested for multiple claims may be

limited due to call demand and

availability of staff.

Your comments are very impor-

tant to the success of this study.

BCBSC has agreed to condua this

study for one year unless the project

proves unsuccessful.

*Please limit your calls to

telephone review requests only. All

other requests for information should

continue to be direaed to Medicare
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Provider Telephone service represen-

tatives at (303) 831-1221.

Prescription for Durable
Medical Equipment

by Grant Steffen, MD
Medical Director, Medicare Part B

Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Colorado

Most physicians do a good job

when writing prescriptions for drugs

because drug therapy is a big part of

their training. However, the same is

not always true for prescriptions

written for durable medical equip-

ment (DME). Physicians get minimal

training in prescribing wheelchairs,

home O^, prostheses, orthotics, TENS
units and the like. The result of this

lack of training is, many DME pre-

scriptions that are either justified but

filled out incorrectly or unjustified.

An example is home O^. The

prescription or certification will

almost never be approved unless it

contains the results of blood gases

done with the patient at rest and on
room air, yet the most frequent

reason for the reviewers to refer

these certificates to me is because

they fail to include that information.

If you have strong reasons that

prevent your supplying that informa-

tion, you must state those reasons on

the certificate.

I have seen prescriptions for

TENS units where the physician

didn't state where on the body that

unit was to be applied. Physicians

have ordered motorized wheelchairs

when the patient didn't even need a

regular wheel chair (the patient was
ambulatory). For the patient with a

BK amputation, the prescription will

often read, "prosthesis, BK amputa-

tion." This unrestrictive prescription

gives the supplier license to provide

Health Care F I N A N C I N

many attachments that have mar-

ginal value, if any.

Another example is durable

medical equipment prescribed for

the nursing home patient. This is

often done without the attending

physician's evaluation. Recently a

self-employed occupational therapist

came to a nursing home and asked

to be allowed to evaluate all the

patients concerning need for physi-

cal restraints. The nurse got phone

orders for this evaluation from the

attending physicians who also

approved via phone orders the

orthotics recommended by the O.T.

The problem was that she furnished

wheel chair pads, not orthotics

(something applied directly to the

body), these pads were not medically

necessary and they cost Medicare

(the taxpayer) $1 ,000 per set. Take

comfort in knowing that the Inspec-

tor General's office is investigating.

Do not approve any durable medical

equipment unless you bring to that

approval the same knowledge that

you bring to approving — prescrib-

ing— a drug. If you don't have the

knowledge necessary to prescribe

such equipment, please consider

getting a consultation from an

orthopedist, physiatrist, or neurolo-

gist. These specialists will usually

have the required knowledge.

I make this strong recommenda-
tion because it makes for better

medical care and it avoids the

unnecessary purchase of very costly

equipment. The government esti-

mates that for durable medical

equipment alone, it pays for unnec-

essary or fraudulent prescriptions,

over one million dollars per day. So

please take time with that prescrip-

tion and refer when necessary.

The Government pays a

million dollars per day for

unnecessary or fraudulent

prescriptions.
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At recent meetings the COUN-
CIL ON COMMUNITY HEALTH
ISSUES has chosen the following

public health concerns as the most

important for the Colorado Medical

Society to address:

(1) Wellness Care

(2) Reproductive Health

(3) Domestic Violence

(4) Care of HIV + patients

(5) Environmental Health

(6) Immunizations

It was decided that the following

committee structure will be used to

address these issues:

(1) Environmental Health

(2) HIV Committee (to replace

the AIDS Task Force)

(3) Environmental Health

(4) Family Health and Safety

(this committee will include the

former Maternal and Child Health

and Seniors Health Issues Commit-
tees and will broaden its scope to

include reproductive health and

injury prevention. Wellness care will

be addressed in each of the commit-

tees as it relates to the focus of the

committee.

Access to care and the financing

of medical care were also deter-

mined to be high priority issues for

the Society; these are being ad-

dressed by other Councils and

Committees.

Dr. William Miller, chair of the

former MATERNAL AND CHILD
HEALTH COMMITTEE has agreed to

co-chair the new FAMILY HEALTH
AND SAFETY COMMITTEE. A co-

chair is being sought to assist him. If

you are interested, please contact

Ellen Stein or Marilyn Barton at CMS.

A monthly report of current and on-going activities of the Councils,

Committees and Sections of the Colorado Medical Society. None of the

information herein is meant to indicate a policy or position statement of
\

the Colorado Medical Society. This report is designed only to inform CMS
|

members of their organization's activities and study projects at the
j

Council, Committee or Section level.
|

I

July, 1992 I

THE PRESERVE.
HERE TODAY. HERE TOMORROW.

Quiet neighborhoods. Family values. Respect for nature’s work.

Some things never change. And never should. The Preserve. 522 custom

ACRES planned FOR 522 CUSTOM HOMES. FROM THE LOW $400,000S.

OPEN DAILY, lO A.M. - 6 P.M. (303) 689-9700.

THE PRESERVE
AT GREENWOOD VILLAGE

5595 Preserve Drive, Greenwood Village, Colorado 80121

Broker participation welcomed.

Another classic community from Koelbel and Company.

One Mile West Of 1-25 and Belleview, South on holly to Preserve Drive.
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AMA moves to take over

CME accreditation

The AMA says CME program quality

has been too loosely monitored to fit

with its increasingly important role in

assuring high professional standards.

But the Accreditation Council for

Continuing Medical Education

(ACCME), which now relies on

complaints and reaccreditation to

control quality, notes it already is

moving to improve monitoring.

The ACCME is the main quality

assurance body for CME programs

nationwide. It accredits about 500
CME sponsors, including medical

schools, medical and specialty

societies, hospitals and the health

care industry.

Concerns over monitoring CME
quality have been heightened of late

by reports of abuses in industry-

funded CME programs. The Food

and Drug Administration has made it

clear it wants the line between

education and promotion carefully

drawn and heeded.

In March, the council approved

a random-monitoring system for

CME programs, to be phased in over

several years.

The AMA is proposing to take

over operation of the ACCME. AMA
Executive Vice President James S.

Todd, MD, wrote in a March 1

0

letter outlining the proposal, saying

that "We have an immature mecha-
nism to monitor and enforce our

standards." Todd went on to say that

"Continuing Medical Education is a

key frontier of medicine today."

Currently, the Council of Medi-

cal Specialty Societies (CMSS) has

the contraa to administer the ACC-
ME. The Council has held the con-

Medical

tract for the past ten years, and its

agreement runs through December
1 993. The CMSS says it won't relin-

quish the contract unless the five

other ACCME parents want it to do
so. They are the American Board of

Medical Specialties, American Hos-

pital Association, Association of Am-
erican Medical Colleges, Federation

of State Medical Boards and the As-

sociation for Hospital Medical Edu-

cation.

If awarded the contract to run

the ACCME, the AMA would give the

accreditor a half-million dollars, free

office space at the AMA building and

use of AMA officials over the first

two years. The AMA would also help

found a CME institute, which would

undertake detailed long-range

planning to anticipate the kind of

CME courses physicians would need.

M. Roy Schwarz, MD, AMA's
senior vice president for medical

education and science, said "We
see a need and we're willing to help

meet it. It's not an ultimatum, it's an

offer." Schwarz said better planned

CME would help contribute to

quality assurance. Schwarz is former

Dean of the University of Colorado

School of Medicine.

BME Rules & Regs for

Athletic Trainers and

Physician Assistants

The Colorado Board of Medical

Examiners issued rules and regula-

tions concerning athletic trainers,

effective May 30, 1 992. The rules

specify types of services which can

be offered by a trainer who is duly

accredited by authorized national

athletic training standards accredita-

tion organizations.

The BME also announces a

rulemaking hearing concerning

certification of and practice by

Physician Assistants (PAs). The
hearing will be held on Thursday,

July 1 6, 1 992, at 1 ;30 p.m. in the

Radisson Hotel, 1 550 Court Place,

Denver. The purpose of the rules is to

clarify the form in which a physician

assistant may issue a prescription

medication order. The rules were first

promulgated in 1953, and the new
rulemaking is to reflect the evolution

in clinical practice that has taken

place during this 39 year period.

If the reader wishes to receive

printed copies of either of these

notices, please contact the Colorado

Medical Society at (303) 779-5455 or

1-800-654-5653 (toll-free number

outside the Denver calling area).

Copic's Thrower Elected Secretary-Treasurer of PIAA

Larry W. Thrower, President and Chief Operating Officer of Copic

Insurance Company, has been elected Secretary-Treasurer of the Board of

Trustees of Physician Insurers Association of America. He has been a

member of the PIAA Board since 1 990.

The association consists of 44 physician-owned medical professional

liability insurance companies which collectively provide malpractice

insurance for nearly two-thirds of all practicing physicians in the U.S.
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Medical NEWS

Kathy Gardner, BSN, MA, Sterling Physician

Elected to Spalding Board Runs For CU Regent Post

Kathy Gardner, BSN, MA, John E. ElIiff, MD

Kathy Gardner, BSN, MA, Risk

Manager of Copic Insurance

Company, has been elected to the

Board of Directors of Spalding

Rehabilitation Hospital in Denver.

Ms. Gardner, a member of the

Copic staff since 1 986, previously

served 8 years as Head Nurse, and

one year as Director, Education/

Non-Clinical Services of Swedish

Medical Center in Englewood, CO.
Prior to that she worked as staff

nurse, charge nurse and supervisor

in hospital settings in Hawaii, South

Carolina and in Denver.

Ms. Gardner is a graduate of the

St. Louis Hospital School of Nursing

where she received her R.N. in

1 965, the University of South

Carolina with a B.S.N. in 1 976, and

her M.A. from Webster University in

Webster Grove, Missouri in 1983.

Elected to the Spalding Board

with Ms. Gardner were Elena

Draznin, M.D., Medical Director of

Spalding Hospital South, Pasquale

Marranzino Jr., President of Karsh &
Hagan Advertising, and W. Peter-

son Nelson, President of Nelson,

Benson & Zellmer, Inc.

John E. Elliff, MD, a Sterling, Colo-

rado Ophthalmologist, has announ-

ced his candidacy for the position of

Regent of the University of Colorado

from the Fourth Congressional

District.

Elliff, a member of the CMS Board

of Directors, is a life-long resident of

Eastern Colorado. He is a 1 953

graduate of CU, and received his

MD in 1 956 and MS in Surgery in

1 960. He has been a member of the

Volunteer Faculty of the University

of Colorado Medical School since

1 960 and is now an Associate

Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology.

Dr. Elliff has also served on the

Colorado State Board of Health

under two governors.. He has been a

Republican County Chairman and as

a National Presidential Delegate.

Dr. Elliff said of his candidacy that,

if elected, "the presence of a Regent

with a medical background will, I

believe, be impotant to the balance

of the Board of Regents."

The Colorado Medical Society and

Colorado Medical Political Action

Committee (COMPAC) have en-

dorsed Elliff's candidacy.

Workers' Compensation

Level II Physician

Accreditation Seminar

The Division of Workers' Compensa-
tion will hold its first Level II Physi-

cian Accreditation Seminar on

August 21,1 992 at Arapahoe

Community College in Littleton.

Physicians who render impairment

ratings as Independent Medical

Examiners or provide impairment

evaluation for workers injured on or

after July 1 , 1 991 are required to

successfully complete this course by

January 1, 1993. Participation is

limited to the first 1 00 registrants.

The Level II Physician Accredita-

tion Seminar is designed to provide

physicians with an understanding of

the administrative, legal and medical

aspects of the workers' compensa-

tion system. It will also instruct

physicians in the uniform use of the

American Medical Association

Guides to the Evaluation of Perma-

nent Impairment, 3rd Edition Revised

in a manner which conforms to the

Colorado Statutes.

The Division plans to offer this

seminar in Durango, G.-'and Junaion,

Greeley and Colorado Springs later

this year. For additional information

or registration forms, please contact

Faye Boyd at 764-4355

HAVE YOU REGISTERED
for the 1 992

CMS Annual Meeting?

Bring the family and enjoy the

Colorado Rockies at their finest . .

.

September 10- 13,1 992 at Coppr

Mountain Resort. Call CMS for

details (303) 779-5455.
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You didn’t
spend

umpteen
years in
schcx)lin
order to
become a

bill

collector.

Collecting money from
slow paying patients is critical

to your practice. But you didn’t

spend all those years in school

to become a bill collector.

And that’s where I.C.

System can help.

First of all, we have the

resources and expertise to do

the job. And while we’re

tenacious, we treat your

delinquent patients with

courtesy and respect.

In fact, our work is en-

dorsed by over 1,200 profes-

sional associations and societ-

ies, including the Colorado

Medical Society. And no

matter where you’re located or

where your debtors live, we
have local representatives to

service your account.

But most important, we
guarantee results, by collect-

ing at least ten times the

amount of our retainer.

To find how the I.C.

System approach can work for

you, call toll free (800) 824-

9469, ext. 330.

^IC System
riu- SvMcniy Works.

An expensive charting system

is one that doesn't work.

^ubjective:
‘

The Plaintiffs husband had his

first embolism 21 months ago."

^bjective: “Doctor, please show the

^ court that record in your chart”

Assessment; “Oh

han’tfind it!”

CallBIBBERO!!!

Contact Sue Lewis or Tom Rothgeb at (303) 969-9997 or (800) 358-8240 Ext. #83

Attention

Doctors.

There are two big advantages

to Navy Medicine:

1. Ideal professional

practice. Superior

facilities. Professional

support.

2. Desirable personal

lifestyle. Officer fringe

benefits. Travel. Salary

and other benefits

To find out more about the opportunities

in today's Navy

call (303) 866-1968

NAVY PHYSICIAN
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Ruminations

(def: to chew again what has been chewed slightly and swallowed; to KEFLECT)

William S. Pierson

Managing Editor

The Art of Medicine

Norman Cousins, Author, at graduation ceremonies, Tulane University, July, 1982.

"Many patients have a growing sense of impersonal ization and fragmentation. They go to their doctors' offices

seeking refuge from their fears and loneliness and do not adjust easily to new encounters, either with those who
preside over separate domains in medical science or with highly sophisticated marvels of diagnostic technology. The

conclusion is clear: doctors who spend more time with their patients may have to spend less money on malpractice

insurance policies."

CREATE A MEDICAL
BREAKTHROUGH.

Become an Air Force physician and find

the career breakthrough you’ve been

looking for.

• No office overhead
• Dedicated, professional staff

• Quality lifestyle and benefits

• 30 days vacation with pay per year

Today’s Air Force provides medical

breakthroughs. Find out how to qualify

as a physician or physician specialist.

Call

USAF Health Professions

TOLL-FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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An Open Letter to Colorado Physicians

e BELLE BONFILS
MEMORIAL BLOOD CENTER

Since 1976, the nation, as well as all of the blood centers in Colo-
rado, have been on a Volunteer Donor Program. This means that blood
donors are recruited and blood obtained only as an altruistic gift.

This has increased the safety of the nation's blood supply signifi-
cantly. Additionally, with the devastation of the AIDS epidemic, blood
centers seek donors with no recognizable high risk activity such as IV

drug abuse, sexual promiscuity, male homosexuality, etc.

With these tenets in mind, it appears to us that there is an increase
in the activity of some physicians to encourage their patients to be-
come blood donors in order to have their HIV status obtained free of

charge. In view of the above blood donor philosophy, this activity is

totally inappropriate. First of all, these people are not "volunteer"
blood donors, and secondly, if they need to know their HIV status,

they more likely have some kind of high risk behavior that concerns
them. I would simply ask if you would want a unit of blood from such a

donor to be given to one of your other patients or would you rather
have it come from a potentially safer donor?

I would appeal to all physicians in the State to refrain from suggest-
ing blood donation as a way of getting HIV tests. There are alternate

test sites available through the State Health Department and all com-

mercial labs offer HIV testing at nominal charges.

Sincerely,

W. C. Dickey, M.D.

CEO/Medical Director
Belle Bonfils Memorial Blood Center
Denver, Colorado
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PARTICIPATION

PARTICIPATE IN 1992 !

Your "Participation '92" Chair-

men want to know if you are work-

ing in a campaign - we urge you to

write the CMS Government Relations

Office, PO Box 1 7550, Denver

8021 7-0550 or call the office at 779-

5455 or 1-800-654-5653.

Colorado's Primary Election is

August 1

1

. Don't take the chance

that you may be detained in your

office and not make it to the polls.

Vote by Absentee Ballot. You may
obtain an absentee ballot by calling

your County Election Commission
or, in the smaller counties, your

County Clerk of Courts by August

7th!

Redistricting

State House and Senate district

lines are drawn by the 1 1 -member
Colorado Reapportionment Commis-
sion. The Commission comes into

existence once every 1 0 years, after

each federal census, pursuant to an

initiated amendment to the Colorado

Constitution approved by the voters

in 1974.

The State constitution, federal

law, and court cases impose a long

list of requirements for reapportion-

ment plans.

(1) Equal population. Each

district must have population "as

nearly equal as may be", and the

total deviation from the smallest

district to the largest cannot exceed

5%.

(2) Preservation of minority

voting strength. Under the federal

Voting Rights Act, a reapportionment

plan must not interfere with the

ability of a minority group to elect

representatives of its choice.

(3) Compactness. Each district

must be "as compact in area as

possible," and the aggregate linear

distance of all district boundaries

must be as short as possible.

(4) Contiguity. Districts must

consist of contiguous territory; a

district cannot include an enclave

completely surrounded by another

district.

(5) Preservation of whole
counties and municipalities. Dis-

tricts should include whole counties

except where necessary to meet

equal population requirements.

(6) Preservation of communities

of interest. Communities of interest,

including ethnic, cultural, economic,

trade area, geographic, and demo-
graphic factors, shall be preserved

within a single district whenever

possible.

Major Changes in State Senate

Districts

District 4: This seat is currently

held by Harold McCormick (R),

Canon City. The district has been

greatly expanded. Senator McCor-
mick has represented Custer County
and a portion of Pueblo county as

well as Fremont, Lake, and Park.

Custer & Pueblo counties now fall in

Senate District 5 which is repre-

sented by Senator Bob Pastore (D),

Monte Vista). The counties of

Chaffee, Delta, Gunnison, Hinsdale,

and Pitkin have been added to

Senator McCormick's district. Not
only does this substantially increase

the geographic area of the district -

the voter profiles change dramati-

cally with the addition of Delta,

Gunnison and Pitkin counties. As

you know. Aspen is located in Pitkin

county and that population alone

could greatly impact an election.

Richard Hamilton (D), Fairplay and

Linda Powers (D), Crested Butte will

compete in the Democrat primary to

determine who will face McCormick
in the general election.

Senators Sam Cassidy (D),

Pagosa Springs; Bob Pastore (D),

Monte Vista, and Jim Rizzuto (D),

La junta, will represent the entire

southern portion of Colorado.

Senator Cassidy's district did not

change and he will continue to

represent the counties of Archuleta,

southern Delta, Dolores, La Plata,

Montezuma, Montrose, Ouray, San

Juan and San Miguel. Senator Pastore

lost the counties of Chaffee, Delta,

Gunnison and Hinsdale to Senator

McCormick. The counties of Custer,

Huerfano, Las Animas and a portion

of Pueblo have been added to

Senator Pastore's District 5. Previ-

ously, Senator Rizzuto represented

Huerfano and Las Animas Counties.

His district was increased with the

addition of the southern portion of El

Paso County, and the counties of Kit

Carson and Lincoln. Senator Don
Ament (R), Iliff, represented Kit

Carson County in the past; Senator

Ray Powers (R), Colorado Springs,

serves as the representative to Kit

Carson County.

Breakdown of El Paso County

Senatorial Districts:

District 9 (northern El Paso):

Mike Bird (R)

District 1 0 (east and southeast

Colorado Springs): Ray Powers (R)
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I Ben Galloway, MD
! Chairman,

j

CMS Participation '92

I

District 1 1 (central and south

I Colorado Springs): Jeff Wells

I

District 12 (southwest El Paso and

Teller counties): Mary Anne Tebedo
I (R).

The terms of Senators Bird and Wells

do not expire until 1995; Senators

Powers and Tebedo are running

unopposed.

Senator Sally Hopper's District 13

changed only in the ski areas she

represents - she lost Pitkin County to

Senator McCormick and picked up

Eagle County from Senator Watten-

berg.

The growth in Arapahoe County is

reflected in the fact that there will

be six senators representing this

county: Tom Blickensderfer (R),

Englewood; Bill Owens (R), Aurora;

Elsie Lacy (R), and Richard Doby (R),

Aurora will be vying for the District

28 seat in a primary - this is the seat

being vacated by jack Fenlon (R),

Aurora; former state representative,

Steve Ruddick (D), Aurora is being

challenged by David Rowberry (R),

Englewood, and Joseph Daniluk (R),

Aurora, for the new District 29 seat;

Dick Mutzebaugh (R), Highlands

Ranch, has add^ Elbert county to

his district which currently consists

of portions of Arapahoe, Douglas,

and Jefferson counties, and Senator

Dottie Wham will compete with

Mike Johnson (D) for a newly-carved

Senate District 35 which includes

Arapahoe County and Southeast

Denver County.

Due to a decrease in population

Denver County lost a senate seat.

Senator Pat Pascoe's current District

34 has been incorporated into

Districts 32 and 35. Senator Pascoe

does not reside within the param-

eters of Senate District 35 so she

cannot challenge Senator Wham for

that seat. She does reside in District

32 but that seat is held by Senator

Ray Peterson who is not eligible for

re-election until 1994.

Senate Races

#4: Harold McCormick (R), Canon
City vs Richard Hamilton (D),

Fairplay, and Linda Powers (D),

Crested Butte.

#8: Dave Wattenberg (R), Walden -

Unopposed
#1 0: Ray Powers (R), Colorado

Springs - Unopposed
#12: Mary Anne Tebedo (R),

Colorado Springs - Unopposed
#14: Bob Schaffer (R), Ft. Collins -

Unopposed
#1 7: David Leeds (R), Louisville vs.

Paul Wiseman (D), Louisville

#1 8: Jana Mendez (D), Boulder -

Unopposed
#1 9: Al Meiklejohn (R), Arvada vs

Evie Hudak (D), Arvada

#21: Bonnie Allison (R), Edgewater

vs Lynn Watwood (R), Lakewood,

-Primary race

#23: Ted Strickland (R), Westminster

vs. Lloyd Casey (D)

#25: Bob Martinez (D), Commerce
City vs Thomas F. Todd (R)

#26: Tom Blickensderfer (R), Engle-

wood vs Lloyd Covens (D), Engle-

wood
#27: Bill Owens (R), Aurora vs Paul

Rosenberg (D), Aurora

#28: Elsie Lacy (R), Aurora vs.

Richard Doby (R), Aurora - primary

race

#29: Steve Ruddick (D), Aurora vs

Patti Brown
CMS Auxiliary Legislative Affairs

Chairman 1991-1992
Co-Chairman CMSA Participation '92

the winner of the Republican

primary between David Rowberry

(R), Englewood and Joseph Daniluk

(R), Aurora.

#31 : Don Mares (D), Denver -

unopposed

#33: Regis Groff (D), Denver vs John

Dates (R), Denver

#35: Dottie Wham (R), Denver, vs

Mike Johnson (D), Denver

House of Representatives

The population changes can be

easily recognized in the changes in

seats in the House districts - Denver

and the southern portion of the state

came up losers while Arapahoe,

Boulder, Douglas and El Paso

Counties gained in population.

Many changes were made in the

numbering of House districts so we
advise voters to forget their old

House district numbers and begin

familiarizing themselves with the

new numbers. The changes are most

noticeable in the counties that are

listed above with the major popula-

tion increases and decreases.

House District 3: Redistricting pits

two current legislators against each

other - Wayne Knox (D), Denver

and Chuck Henning (R), Englewood.

Representative Henning currently

holds the seat in House District 37

which was vacated by Repr. Tom
Blickensderfer when he moved from

the House to the Senate upon the

resignation of Senator Terry Consid-

ine.

House District 6 (East Central

Denver & Glendale): The reappor-

tionment process incorporated
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District 9 (now held by Pat Grant)

and the southwestern portion of

District 6 (now held by Jerry Kopel)

to form the new District 6. Both

Grant and Kopel are retiring from

the legislature. Candidates are:

Clarke Houston (R), Denver vs the

winner of a Democrat Primary

between Diana DeCette (D),

Denver, and Barbara Elliot (D),

Denver.

House District 37 - Greenwood
Village, Cherry Hills, Englewood: A
portion of District 40 currently

represented by Jeanne Adkins (R),

Parker, has been woven into District

37 due to the population explosion

in Douglas County. Martha Kreutz

(R), Littleton and Scott Levin (D),

Englewood, are competing for the

District 37 seat. Jeanne Adkins (R),

Parker, will now represent District

65 - Douglas County. Chuck
Henning (R), Englewood, who
replaced Tom Blickensderfer now
has District 37, but the loss of

population in Denver moves Chuck
to House District 3 where he will

compete against Wayne Knox (D),

Denver.

House District 44 - Custer, Fremont,

Pueblo & Teller Counties: Now a

combination of portions of Steve

Arveschoug's District 44, and Ken

Chlouber's District 61 . Candidates

are: former legislator Bob Shoe-

maker (D), Canon City, and Larry

Schwartz (R), Wetmore.

House District 47 - Baca Bent,

Crowley, Las Animas, Otero, &
Pueblo: Repr. Mike Saiaz now
represents Huerfano, Las Animas,

Otero & a portion of Pueblo coun-

ties. Redistricting extends his distria

to the southeastern border of Colo-

rado. He is being challenged by

Dan Hyatt (D), a newspaper pub-

lisher from La Junta who was de-

feated by Brad Young in the 1 989

elections.

House District 61 - Chaffee, Gunni-

son, Hinsdale, Lake, Park, Pitkin &
Teller: Seat currently held by Ken

Chlouber (R), Leadville,- Pitkin and

Hinsdale counties have been added.

Hinsdale county was included in

Lewis Entz' old district and Scott

Mclnnis currently represents Pitkin

County.

House District 63 - Arapahoe,

Cheyenne, Elbert, Kiowa, Kit Carson,

Lincoln, Prowers & Yuma Counties:

This is the area where reapportion-

ment takes its toll since it incorpo-

rates counties currently being

represented by two fine legislators -

Bud Moellenberg and Brad Young.

Unfortunately, these two candidates

will be pitted against each other in

Republican primary.

House District 64 - Douglas County:

This district is now #40 which
includes the Greenwood area of

Arapahoe County - Repr. Jeanne

Adkins' district is running unopposed
for the District 64 slot.

House District 65 - Logan, Morgan,

Phillips, Sedgwick & Washington

Counties: The counties of Phillips

and Washington have been added to

Bob Eisenach's district. Repr.

Eisenach is a Democrat who is being

challenged by former state senator

Jim Brandon (R), Akron.

CANDIDATES BY COMPONENT SOCIETY

Arapahoe County
Medical Society

Democrat Republican

Congressional District 6 Dan Schaefer, Lakewood

State Senate Candidates:

Senate District 22 -

Jefferson County

Bill Shroeder -Term Expires in '95

(Property Acquisition Officer)

4420 S. Braun Court, Morrison 80465

(H) 697-8321 (B) 688-3100

Senate District 26 -

Arapahoe & Jefferson

Counties

Senate District 27 -

Arapahoe

Tom Blickensderfer

9 Parkway Drive
,
Englewood 801 10

(H) 758-0146 (B) 320-61 00

Bill Owens
1 5928 E. Mercer Circle, Aurora 8001

3

(Assoc. Director)

Senate District 30 -

Arapahoe, Douglas, Elbert

& Jefferson

Dick Mutzebaugh
9965 S. Wyeclife Dr.,

Highlands Ranch 80126

(H) 791-4063 (8) 795-4639
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Senate District 35 -

I Arapahoe, Southeast

Denver

I
House Distria 3 - South

5
Denver, Englewood,

I

Sheridan

I
House Distria 37 - Green-

wood Village, Cherry Hills,

Englewood

i
House Distria 38 - Little-

f
ton

House Distria 39 - South

Arapahoe

Aurora/Adams County

House Distria 64 - Dou-
glas

Sixth Congressional

Distria

Senate Dist. 24 - Adams

Senate Dist. 27 - Arapahoe
(Aurora)

Senate Dist. 28 - Arapahoe
(Aurora)

Senate Dist. 29 - Arapahoe
(Aurora)

CANDIDATES BY COMPONENT SOCIETY

Democrat

Wayne Knox
761 South Tejon, Denver
934-8707

(Retired Teacher)

Republican

Dottie Wham
2790 S. High, Denver 80210
(H) 757-0615

(Legislator)

Chuck Henning
2951 S. Franklin, Englewood 801 1

0

781-8754

(Writer/Consultant)

Martha Kreutz

(Hank Brown staffer)

Jim Varner

(AT & T Exec)

Phil Pankey

5763 Shasta Circle, Littleton 80123
798-5873

(Business Consultant)

John Trujillo

(Restaurant Owner)

Paul Schauer

7255 S. Jackson Court, Littleton 80122
(H) 770-3872 (B) 744-5638

(Cates Public Relations)

Jeanne Adkins

6517 N. Pinewood Dr., Parker 801 34

841-8829

(Freelance journalisO

Dan Schaefer

Bob Martinez

Steve Ruddick Attorney

1031 Sable Blvd.

Aurora 8001

1

360-0715 or 360-7406

Thomas F. Todd
6462 E. 63rd Avenue Commerce City 80022

H) 287-81 1

1

Bill Owens
15928 E. Mercer Circle, Autora 80013

(Association Director)

Elsie Lacy

(Aurora Councilwoman)

Richard Doby
(Former Colo. State Banking Comm.)
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Aurora/Adams
County Medical
Society (Cont'd.)

Senate Dist 33 * Adams &
Northeast Denver

House Dist. 7

House Dist. 36

Regis Groff

2079 Albion

Denver 80207
(H) 320-0495 (B) 764-3578

School Administrator

Gloria Tanner

Rochune Scogins

Jacqueline Patterson

Don Armstrong
(Labor Representative)

Don Hamstra
(Brighton Mayor - Health Official)

House Dist.40 - South

Aurora
Ron Anderson Mike Coffman

PO Box 440740
Aurora 80044
(H) 766-0918 (B) 671-6402

House Dist. 41

House Dist. 42 - Aurora

Peggy Kerns

1 1 24 S. Oakland Court

Aurora 8001

2

696-7178

Businesswoman

House Dist. 43 - Aurora

House Dist. 64 - Douglas

Eugene Hogan
Teacher

Roy Reger

1 1 684 Bayaud Drive, Aurora 8001 2

343-3331

(Educator)

Debbie Allen

Jeanne Adkins

6517 N. Pinewood Dr., Parker 801 34

841-8829

(Freeland journalist)

Please note: Repr. Adkins is listed under Aurora/Adams Medical Society because CMS staff believes there are a

number of A/A Medical Society members who reside in Parker. If this is not the case, we should remove her name
from the listing.

Participation '92 is a call for your active participation in the political process.

COMPAC (CoSorado Medical Political Action Committee) is one avenue of involvement.

Contact your CMS Government Affairs staff person today and join COMPAC... you can have a

decisive part in selection of the candidates you know will be strong medical representatives.

Call the CMS Government Affairs Office at (303) 779-5455 or

(outside the Denver calling area) 1-800-654-5653
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But the way some kids treat

her, she might as well be

from another planet. Just

becaue she has epilepsy.

You know that epilepsy

doesn't make her weird. It

doesn't affect her abilities,

her sense of humor, or her

qualities as a friend.

But walls of misunder-
standing, overprotection or

prejudice still keep kids like

Nikki away from other

children—and exclude them

from sports, trips, and other

normal school activities.

Nikki is just like anyone else

except for one thing. She has

epilepsy. While someofyour
epilepsy patients need
special help, they don't need

walls. You can help get rid of

the walls around children

with epilepsy or other dis-

abilities—^and count them in.

Let' shelp teardown the walls

around kids like Nikki. Call

the Epilepsy Foundation of

America, 1-800-EFA-1000 or

the Epilepsy Foundation of

Colorado (303) 761-2742.

Epilepsy Foundation of America
This space donated by publisher.

Legislation that will move Medicare business to a totally

paperless environment is already in the draft stages. So

there’s no question that electronic processing is the

future of claims submission. Fortunately, it’s a future we
can look forward to. Here’s why:

1. You can save money.
Faster clcdms turnaround time can significantly improve

cash flow. And that means the interest accrual works

in your favor.

2. You can save time.
Electronic processing eliminates hours of claims sorting

and handling, proofing, mailing, and other time-

consuming tasks.

3. You can avoid frustration.
Electronically submitted claims are exceptionally accu-

rate, so your resubmittals will be greatly reduced.

reason
now.

FREE Software!
Between nowand August 15, the software

you need to develop an electronic

media claims program is available

free* So a good idea just got

even better.

For more information, talk with a

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Colorado

representative at (303) 831-2626.

Electronic claims will benefit your practice

for many years to come. But this special offer

only lasts until August 15.

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
of Colorado

"Some restrictions apply.
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CLIA
by fudy Donaldson, M.S., M.T.

Division of Laboratories

Colorado Department of Health

CLIA Seminar schedule:

The Colorado Department of Health, Division of Laboratories, is presenting

a series of training sessions, "Introduction to CLIA '88." These seminars will

provide an overview of the organization and contents of the regulation.

Frequently asked questions wi 1 1 be add ressed and time I i nes wi 1 1 be discussed.

Persons who should attend are laboratory directors, managers, consultants

and testing personnel (especially in previously unregulated sites), physicians,

nurses, assistants and laboratory personnel.

July 23, 7pm, Denver, Marriott, Hampden & 1-25

July 29, noon, Colorado Springs, Red Lion, Circle & 1-25

July 30, noon, Greeley, Ramkota Inn, 701 8th Ave
August 3, noon, Durango, Red Lion, 501 Camino Del Rio

August 5, noon, Denver Regency, 38th & 1-25

August 6, noon. Fort Collins, Holiday Inn, 425 W. Prospect Rd.

August 7, noon, Pueblo, Hotel Pueblo, Hwy 50E & 1-25

Fee: $15.00.

Registration deadline: Form and payment must be received five working

days prior to course.

For information or registration packet, call: Judith Donaldson, Coordina-

tor and Trainer (303)331-4712.

Congress passed the Clinical

Laboratory Improvement Amend-
ments of 1988 (CLIA) to set standards

for all laboratory testing which

examines human specimens for

diagnosis, treatment, prevention or

health assessment. On Feb. 28, 1 992

the Health Care Financing Adminis-

tration (HCFA) published the final

rules to implement this law effective

Sept. 1 , 1 992.

Laboratory tests are regulated by

complexity. Eight visually read tests

fall in the waived category: DUri-

nalysis-dipstick, 2) fecal occult

blood, 3) ovulation test, 4) urine

pregnancy test, 5) erythrocyte

sedimentation rate, 6) hemoglobin

by copper sulfate, 7) spun hematocrit

and 8) blood glucose-using FDA
device cleared for home use. Sites

conducting any of these eight tests

must apply for a certificate of

waiver. These tests are not subject

to the rules imposed on all remain-

ing tests that are divided into

moderate to high complexity

categories.

The rules include specifications for

personnel, record management,
quality control, proficiency testing,

inspection, fees and penalties. It

will be illegal to conduct testing

after Sept. 1 , 1 992 without a

certificate of waiver or certificate

of registration. Colorado does not

have state laboratory regulations

and will not te eligible to apply for

a state exemption. Laboratories will

be inspected by a HCFA agent, a

contracted state agency or an

approved professional accreditation

organization.

The first step in obtaining a CLIA

certificate is to mail an information

form (HCFA-1 09). Based on the

information supplied, a bill or

"cou^n" (HCFA-35A) for certificates

of waiver or registration will be

mailed. Over 1 0,000 forms were

mailed to Colorado addresses by

HCFA. If you have not received or

completed the information form you

may request one by calling HCFA's

Denver office at 844-4726 or the

"CLIA Inquiry Hotline" in Baltimore

at 41 0-290-5850. This hotline also

has a menu of electronically re-

corded messages available 24 hours

a day about the regulation and

forms; it will accept voice-mail

messages after business hours.

The following questions take you

through the steps you need to check

to assure compliance.
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Questions Frequently Asked About CL I

A

Q. Since i only perform a few simple medical tests, do CLIA regulations apply?

A. Yes. If you perform only the waived tests, you must obtain a certificate of waiver. If you do any other tests, you must comply with the

moderate or high complexity requirements. It is estimated that most newly regulated sites will only perform waived and moderate
tests. You must have a CLIA certificate by Sept. 1, 1992 to legally conduct testing.

Q. Must moderate complexity tests be under a director who is a pathologist?

A. No. The personnel regulations allow a variety of options for the education and experience combinations to qualify as director. A
physician with at least one year experience directing or supervising moderate or high complexity testing can continue to do so; if you

do not have this experience you may obtain 20 CME hours in laboratory practice within one year to qualify. Also, doctoral, master's,

or bachelor's degrees in the sciences with appropriate training and experience can qualify.

Q. Can nurses and medical assistants continue to perform laboratory testing?

A. Yes, in most cases. For moderate complexity testing, personnel must have, at minimum, a high school education and documentation

of satisfactory training appropriate to the tests performed; this training may be on the job or formally obtained. For high complexity

testing, specific formal education is required.

Q. Do I have to change the way I perform laboratory tests?

A. Perhaps. If you have not been performing adequate quality control you will need to begin doing so and documenting the results. For

the first two year phase-in period, if you are performing moderate tests with kits or devices cleared by the FDA, you must at mini-

mum, follow the manufacturer's instructions, prepare a procedure manual, run two level of controls each day of use, document
calibrations at least every six months, and take remedial action when indicated. By 1994, the FDA will be clearing manufacturer's

instructions for QC compliance and you will be able to meet the requirements by following those approved instructions.

Q. What is proficiency testing and how does it apply?

A. Proficiency testing (PT) is an external evaluation of laboratory test performances. Approved commercial programs provide sets of

unknown specimens for you to evaluate in the same manner as you test patient samples. You will receive five samples in each of

three shipments per year. Your result will be evaluated against a taiget range or consensus answer. Generally, you must obtain a

grade of 80% to pass. You will not be penalized for a single failure, but must take steps to identify or correct problems to avoid future

penalties. Newly regulated labs must enroll during 1 993 and begin to participate by 1 994.

Q. How much do proficiency test programs charge?

A. It depends. If you perform very few of the PT regulated tests, your annual costs will be in the hundreds of dollars range; labs perform-

ing most of the PT regulated tests will be in the thousands of dollar range.

Q. What are the fees for a certificate?

A. Initially, all laboratories will have to pay $100 for a certificate of waiver or $1 00-600 for a certificate of registration (varies due to test

volume and specialties). Inspection fees vary from $300 to several thousand dollars dependant on test volume and specialties.

Inspection and waived fees will be assessed every two years.

Q. What are the test specialties that influence the inspection fees?

A. Test specialties and some test examples are:

• Microbiology - cultures, rapid strep, wet mounts for yeast

• Serology — RPR, mono-test, rubella

• Chemistry — glucose, thyroid profiles, pregnancy, drugs

• Hematology — hematocrit, red and white cell counts
• Immunohematology - ABO group, Rh type

Q. How do I count my tests to determine annual volume for fee purposes?

A. Waived test volume is not counted for a waived certificate or when performed at a site also conducting moderate or high complexity

tests. Each moderate or high test procedure is counted. If, for example, you run a profile of chemistry tests that includes six proce-

dures, each is counted separately.

Q. How do I get started?

A. Obtain an information form and return it to HCFA. You may request one through the Denver HCFA office at 844-4726 or the Baltimore

"CLIA Inquiry Hotline" at (41 0) 290-5850.
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• Pathology - Pap smears, tissue studies

• Radiobioassay - in vivo isotope studies. Schillings

• Histocompatibility - HLA typing

• Cytogenetics - chromosome analysis
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Physician Employers and the

Employers should start now reviewing employment procedures, recruiting, job

descriptions, benefits and accommodations

. .the ADA prohibits

discrimination in all

employment practices ..."

"The Americans With Disabilities Act

gives civil rights protection to

individuals with disabilities similar to

those provided to individuals on the

basis of race, sex, national origin and

religion. It guarantees (emphasis

added) equal opportunity for indi-

viduals with disabilities in public

accommodations, employment,
transportation, state and local

government services, and telecom-

munications." So says Dick Thorn-

burgh, Attorney General, in a

publication distributed by the U. S.

Department of Justice, Civil Rights

Division, Office on the Americans

with Disabilities Act.

As you can see, the ADA has far-

reaching implications. And rather

than try to cover all aspects of the

Act, only the most common issues

regarding the area of employment
will be addressed.

First of all, private employers, state

and local governments, employment
agencies and labor unions are all

covered by the Act. Employers with

25 or more employees must comply
beginning July 26, 1 992, and

employers with 1 5 or more employ-

ees must comply two years later,

beginning July 26, 1 994.

Compliance in the context of

employment means the ADA prohib-

its discrimination in all employment
practices including job application

procedures, hiring, firing, advance-

ment, compensation, training, and

other conditions of employment. It

also applies to other employment-

related activities such as recruitment,

advertising, seniority, layoff, leave

and benefits.

In order to comply, you will want
to review each of the areas men-
tioned above to assure that protected

individuals are not discriminated

against. The ADA defines an "indi-

vidual with a disability" in three

ways... as a person who: 1) has a

physical or mental impairment that

substantially limits one or more
major life activities; 2) has a record

of such an impairment; or 3) is

regarded as having such an impair-

ment. These must be impairments

that limit major life activities such as

seeing, hearing, speaking, walking,

breathing, performing manual tasks,

learning caring for oneself, and

working. In other words, an indi-

vidual with epilepsy, paralysis, a

substantial hearing or visual impair-

ment, mental retardation, or learning

disability will be covered.

Examples of a "record of impair-

ment" are a person who has had

cancer that is currently in remission,

or a person with a history of mental

illness. "Regarded as having such an

impairment" protects individuals

who are regarded and treated as

having a substantially limiting

disability, even though they may not

have such an impairment. For

example, a severely disfigured

person could not be denied employ-

ment because an employer feared

the "negative reactions" of others.

Furthermore, individuals who have

a known association or relationship

with a disabled person are also

protected. That is, this provision

protects a person with a disabled

spouse from being denied employ-

ment because an employer fears the

applicant would have excessive

absenteeism in order to care for the

spouse.

Next, there is the issue of who is a

"qualified" individual with a

disability. The Act defines it this way.
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I

i! Americans With Disabilities Act: Are You Ready?

!

I
by Myron L. Treber

Director, Human Resorces

Copic Insurance Company

i

It is a person who meets legitimate

skill, experience, education or other

!
requirements of a job, and who can

:

perform the "essential functions" of

the job with or without reasonable

accommodation. And this leads to

i one of the most important elements

! of compliance: job analysis. As an

! employer, you will want to clearly

I
identify the essential functions of

ji each job, in addition to other job

: criteria. The importance of this

i process cannot be over-emphasized.

Why? Because if a written job

; description has been prepared prior

to advertising or interviewing

applicants for a job, this will be

considered evidence, although not

necessarily conclusive evidence, of

the essential functions of the job.

Of course, requiring the ability to

perform "essential functions" does

not relieve the employer of consider-

ing a disabled person for employ-

ment. Recall the point made earlier

about performing the "essential

functions" with or without reason-

able accommodation. Basically, here

is what "reasonable accommoda-
tion" means. It is any modification or

adjustment to a job or the work
environment that will enable a

qualified applicant or employee with

a disability to perform essential job

functions. A few examples might be:

making your facility readily acces-

sible to, and usable by an individual

with a disability; restructuring a job;

modifying work schedules; acquiring

or modifying equipment; and

providing qualified readers and

interpreters, to name a few.

Finally, what about the question,

"Does the ADA take safety issues

into account?" The answer is yes.

Employers may establish standards

that will exclude individuals who
pose a direct threat or significant risk

to the health and safety of others, if

that risk cannot be lowered to an

acceptable level by reasonable

accommodation. One brief word of

caution, however: As an employer,

you cannot assume that a threat

exists; you must establish through

objective, medically supportable

methods that a threat or genuine risk

could occur in the workplace.

There are those who fear increased

litigation as a result of enforcement

of the Act. And I'm certain that some
is inevitable, as it will require some
test cases to establish precedent.

That's why I encourage you to use

this time before the effective date of

the Act to adjust your jobs, policies

and procedures to conform to the

ADA requirements.

In Rotary, we have 4 questions we
ask of the things we think, say and

do. They are called the Four Way
Test. One of the questions asks: "Is it

FAIR to all concerned?" And another

asks: "Is it BENEFICIAL to all con-

cerned?" The ADA assures all

qualified disabled employees of

being treated fairly with regard to

their employment. It is fair to the

employer because we have the

opportunity to clearly delineate the

essential functions of the job. I

believe the Act is beneficial to all

concerned because it allows quali-

fied disabled persons to be gainfully

employed. It also motivates employ-

ers to re-evaluate how a job may be

done which may result in improved

efficiency. Will you be able to

answer "Yes" to these two questions

as you prepare for compliance with

the ADA?

"
. . . one of the most

important elements of

compliance: job analysis."
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N Ew Members

ARAPAHOE MEDICAL SOCIETY

William H Alexander, MD
851 5 E Orchard Rd
EnglewocxJ, Co 801 1

1

Elected 04/1 9/92

Ellen M Burkett, MD
7720 S Broadway #400
Littleton, CO 80122
Elected 04/21/92

John C Riccio, MD
Littleton Hospital ER
Littleton, CO 80122
Elected 04/21/92

AURORA-ADAMS COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY

Kenneth T Bing, MD
500 Glencoe St

Denver, CO 80220
Elected 05/05/92

Barry A Martin, MD
15501 E 13th Ave
Aurora, CO 8001

1

Elected 05/05/92

BOULDER COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Richard J Rupp, MD
1925 W Mountain View
Longmont, CO 80501
Elected 03/1 2/92

Pelham P Staples III, MD
975 North St

Boulder, CO 80304
Elected 04/16/92

CLEAR CREEK VALLEY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Debra H Bowman, MD
9950 W 80th Ave
Arvada, CO 80005
Elected 05/18/92

Donald F Massey, DO
9191 Grant St

Thornton, CO 80229
Elected 05/18/92

Bruce j Waring, MD
3640 HoytCt
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
Elected 04/21/92

CURECANTI MEDICAL SOCIETY

Roger S Sherman, MD
707 N Iowa
Gunnison, CO 81 230
Elected 02/21/92

DENVER MEDICAL SOCIETY

Usha Varma Arora, MD
3865 Cherry Creek N Dr #320
Denver, CO 80209
Elected 05/01/92

Kit K Brekhus, MD
6632 E Brown PI

Denver, CO 80222
Elected 05/1 9/92

Kevin R Fitzgerald, MD
5190 Tejon St

Denver, CO 80221
Elected 04/01/92

Scott J Hompland, DO
125 E Hampden Ave
Englewood, CO 801 1

0

Elected 04/01/92

Harvey Lee Marcoux III, MD
4800 Hale Pkwy #507
Denver, CO 80220
Elected 05/01/92

James R Metzger, MD
2595 Stanford

Boulder, CO 80303
Elected 05/01/92

Nadine S Nakazono, MD
1 865 Foothills Dr S

Golden, CO 80401
Elected 04/01/92

Jerry K Popham, MD
1 825 Gilpin St

Denver, CO 80218
Elected 04/01/92

Nancy Hudgens Reese, MD
4567 E 9th Ave
Anes Dept
Denver, CO 80220
Elected 05/01/92

Jon Senkowsky, MD
2253 Downing St

Denver, CO 80205
Elected 04/01/92

A William Stark, MD
303 Ivanhoe St

Denver, CO 80220
Elected 04/01/92

Lawrence I Wolk, MD
1 830 S Newport St

Denver, CO 80224
Elected 04/01/92

Andrew B Ziller, MD
1 369 S Columbine St

Denver, CO 80210
Elected 04/01/92

EL PASO COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Larry D Dillon, MD
209 S Nevada Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
Elected 05/1 8/92

Rick D Haterius, MD
31 1 N Union Blvd

Colorado Springs, CO 80909
Elected 05/14/92

Jeffrey P Long, MD
1400 E Boulder St

Colorado Springs, CO 80909
Elected 05/14/92
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New Members

FREMONT COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Jacob F Patterson, MD
614 Yale PI

Canon City, CO 81 21

2

Elected 05/1 5/92

LARIMER COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Jack H Akmakjian, MD
2500 E Prospect Rd
Fort Collins, CO 80525
Elected 05/1 3/92

Timothy J Maly, MD
375 E Florsetooth Rd
Fort Collins, CO 80525
Elected 05/1 3/92

Maryalice Martinez, MD
1 024 Lemay Ave
Fort Collins, CO 80524
Elected 05/1 3/92

Christopher M Tsoi, MD
6818 Chester Dr
Madison, Wl 53719
Elected 05/1 3/92

Todd B Whitsitt, MD
1 020 Luke St

Fort Collins, CO 80521
Elected 05/1 3/92

MT. SOPRIS COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Irvin A Ebaugh Jr, MD
632 E Hopkins Ave
Aspen, CO 8161

1

Elected 01/01/92

NORTHEAST COLORADO
MEDICAL SOCIETY

Walter S Sanford, MD
620 Tris Dr
Sterling, CO 80751
Elected 04/21/92

PUEBLO COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Ashokkumar R Patel, MD
31 1 6 N Elizebeth St

Pueblo, CO 81 008
Elected 05/1 9/92

UCMC STUDENT MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Joseph T Batuello

1121 Albion St #506
Denver, CO 80220
Elected 05/23/92

Paul D Bonacci

955 Eudora St #1602
Denver, CO 80220
Elected 05/23/92

Debra A Cada
9085 E Mississippi Ave #A-102
Denver, CO 80231
Elected 05/1 1/92

Stephen B Goldberg
1140 Colorado Blvd #209
Denver, CO 80206
Elected 05/1 1/92

Richard R Harris

1237 Ash St

Denver, CO 80220
Elected 05/23/92

William M Hilty

820 Harrison St

Denver, CO 80206
Elected 05/20/92

David L Hurt

1170 Bellaire St #104
Denver, CO 80220
Elected 05/11/92

Tammy I Kang
800 Dexter St #303
Denver, CO 80220
Elected 05/23/92

Marzena E Krawiec
1111 Ash St #401
Denver, CO 80220
Elected 05/20/92

Maura J Lofaro

1 1 1 1 Ash St #604
Denver, CO 80220
Elected 05/23/92

Luisaana B Macdonald
1630 30th St #290
Boulder, CO 80301
Elected 05/20/92

Stephen H Meersman
750 Glencoe St

Denver, CO 80220
Elected 05/23/92

Paula Munger
1300 30th St#E1-34
Boulder, CO 80303
Elected 05/20/92

Stephen Popejoy
8798 C Allison Dr
Arvada, CO 80005
Elected 05/1 1/92

Theresa A Scholz

6039 Wright St

Arvada, CO 80004
Elected 05/23/92

John-Paul Trautman
1 280 Cherry St

Denver, CO 80220
Elected 05/20/92
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Classified Advertising

Publication ofany advertisement in Colorado Medicine is not an endorsement by the Colorado Medical Society

of the product or service. Colorado Medicine magazine is the officia Ijournal ofthe Colorado Medical Society, and
is authorized to carry General Advertising,

PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

PHYSICIANS NEEDED forconsultingwork

in various types of litigation. Excellent

compensation. All replies confidential.

Medicomm Consultants, Inc. (719) 473-

9432. 3/0792

URGENT CARE physician needed forpart-

ti me coverage of U rgentCa re Center within

multi-specialty clinic. 1-2 evenings/week,

plus occasional full-day coverage. Flexible

schedule. Send CV to Administration,

Longmont Clinic, 1 925 W Mountain View
Ave, Longmont, CO 80501 . 2/0792

MONTANA AND IDAHO. PRIMARY
CARE PHYSICIANS needed in rural

communities where you will make a

difference. No crime, drug, air, or traffic

problems. Outdoor recreation awaits you.

Call or send CV to FHS, 4656 S Utah Ave,

Butte, MT 59701 . Ph: (406) 494-1448.

2/0792

BOULDER—AMBULATORY CARECLINIC
— Family Medicine/Emergent Care/

Occupational Medicine - Busy, two
physician practice seeking full time BE/BC
Family Practitioner to join growing
comprehensive medical practice in prime

SE Boulder area. New, well equipped
facility. Minimal call. Flexible scheduling.

Send CV and cal! Dr. Turnbow, 4800
Baseline, D-1 06, Boulder,CO 80303, (303)

499-4800. 2/0792

Join the Nation's largest health care team.

Two open ings exist at th is 204 bed Veterans

Administration Medical Center for BC/BE
Internists. Licensure any state. Must meet
English proficiency requirement. Comp-
etitive salary with excellent benefits. Enjoy

Grand Island Nebraska, named one of the

50 best towns in America and three time

recipient of the All-American City award.

Contactor send CV to: Stephen W. Maks,

MD, Chief of Staff, VA Medical Center,

2201 N. Broadwell, Grand Island, NE
68803, (308) 389-5 1 06. "Equa 1 Opportunity

Employer" 1/0792

Position open for a hospital based
INTERNIST in a catastrophic care program.

The job involves providing compassionate

and competent primary care to patients

with multiple medical problems who
require prolonged hospitalization. Salary

above the median for the Denver area.

Contact John Oliver, at Vencor Hospital,

1 920 High Street, Denver CO 8021 8.

2/0592

ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON—Colorado
Spri ngs—La rge, m u I ti-specia I ty prepa id a nd

fee for service group seeking BC/BE
Orthopedist. Guaranteed first year salary

with benefits, plus incentive arrangements.

Please send CV to: William R. Truitt, MD,
Colorado Springs Medical Center, PC, 209
South Nevada Ave, Colorado Springs, CO
80903. 3/0492

FAMILY PRACTICE—Colorado Springs-
Thirty five physician multi-specialty group

is seeking BC/BE Family Practitioner for

branch office in Colorado Springs. Fee for

service and pre-paid practice. Guaranteed
salary. Please send CV to: William R. Truitt,

MD, Colorado Springs Medical Center, PC,

209 South Nevada Ave, Colorado Springs,

CO 80903. 3/0492

FAMILY PHYSICIAN; Community Health

Center seeks BC/BE Family Physician for

group practice north of Denver. Loan
Repayment opportunities. Duties include

full Family Practice (including OB) with

staff of seven physician. Comprehensive
benefits, pail malpractice, CME, competitive

salary, very attractive location. Please send

CV or inquiries to David Myers, 1115 2nd
Street; Fort Lupton CO 80621 , or call (800)

388-HEAL. 6/0292

FAMILY PRACTICE associate, Boulder,

Colorado. Busy Two person practice seeks

third BC/BE full or part time associate. No
OB. Call L. Wood, MD at (303) 444-8835
for information. 6/0292

LOCUMTENENS ..... It is notwhatitused

to be. As a client, your practice goes

uninterrupted. Asa locum tenens, you have

the freedom and flexibility to work as often

or as little as you like. Physician managed
since 1982. Call for details—Interim
Physicians Network 1-800-669-0718 or

(303)691-0718. 12/0192

PROFESSIONAL RESUMS SERVICES.
Successfully serving physicians since 1976.

All levels and specialties. Effective.

Successful. Confidential. Immediate service

available. Complete Curriculum Vitae

preparation. Cover letter design and
development. Career planning services.

Commitment to product quality and client

satisfaction. Call 1-800-786-3037 (24

hours). 9/1291

FAMILY PRACTICE — HOSPITAL SPON-
SORED CLlN 1C OPPORTUN ITY. Dynamic,
growth oriented hospital in beautiful North

Centra! Wisconsin is seeking Family
Physicians to respond to growing com-
munitydemand. The administrative burdens

of medical practice will be minimized in

this hospital managed clinic. The hospital

has committed to an income and benefit

package which is significantly higher than

similar opportunities. Package includes

base income, incentive bonus, malpractice,

disability, signing bonus and student loan

reduction/forgiveness program. All reloc-

ation costs will be borne by the hospital.

Please contact Kari Wangsness, Associate,

The Chancellor Group, Inc., France Place,

Suite 920, 3601 Minnesota Drive,

Bloomington, Minnesota, 55435, (61 2)835-

5123. tfn/1190

SITUATIONS WANTED

MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION 1ST—7 years

experience (Orthopedics, OB/GYN, ENT,

4 years surgery center handling plastic

surgery, genera! surgery, etc.) Needs part-

time employment, flexible hours. Phone:

329-6572, Mrs. Dorcas Philfeo Sommer.
2/0792
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his Issue:

Special Insert, 1992 Annual Meeting— Complete program
d

Decadeof the Child-Special Section: by Mildred Doster, MD; Richard E. Hoffman, MD, MPH; Robert McCurdy ID, MPH

Immunization - New Requirements by Lynn Livingston, Staff, Health Care Pohey D.v,s|on

ADA; Can you comply? Some help from Colorado Department of Social Services . by Sandra Burns f^DA Ccrordrn^
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Goals Vs. Performance

1981 Goal:
Work Toward Eventual Resolution of the Major

Professional Liability Problems in Colorado

1992 Assessment:
Goal not yet reached, but we're well on the way. Item;

• Because of our determination to defend non-meritorious
claims the plaintiffs' bar has come to understand that

"nuisance" claims or suits will no longer be profitable to them.

The bottom line for Copic:
provide Colorado physicians and, indirectly, the people

of the state with professional liability insurance which

is affordable, equitable and fair.

Copic Insurance Company • P.O. Box 17540 Denver, CO 80217-0540 • (303) 779-0044
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Cover Story

For the 122nd time, the

House of Delegates meets

in Annual Session, but there

is more to the meeting than

just business. See the en-

closed insert.
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Harrison G. Butler, III, MD
President, 1991-1992

President's

More Doctor Bashing

Events of the last month rein-

force the need for a state medical

society. These events also show the

breadth and depth of the enmity for

physicians held by many, if not most

of the state bureaucrats. These same
individuals are Johnny on the spot

when it comes to asking for our

cooperation when it suits them, but I

have seen little recent reciprocal

cooperation. All we seem to get is

the bureaucratic run around, smokey

room deals and double talk disguised

as concessions.

Let's discuss just one example:

House Bill 1 306. This was a bill

passed during the last legislative

session and signed by Governor

Romer, despite vigorous opposition

by the Colorado Medical Society,

other specialty societies, ambulance

companies and vendors. HB 1 306

affects Medicare/Medicaid patients

and the practical results is that the

co-pay which was once picked up

by M^icaid will no longer be paid.

In case you did not notice, for these

patients, you just took another 20%
cut. This comes on top of steadily

decreasing reimbursement for

Medicaid patients, so that it actually

costs more to see the patient than

you are being reimbursed. In one

sense, we can actually make money
by not seeing Medicaid patients.

Take for example, routine nursing

home visits for Medicaid patients

being reimbursed at the ridiculously

low sum of $9.84.

The Colorado Medical Society

provided position statements and I

personally testified against this bill,

pointing out that at these rates, there

would be an access problem. Don't

lose that thought as I will return to in

a moment.
I was told by the staff of the

HEWI committee that they under-

stand our concerns and they asked

us to submit changes, which we did.

We were also assured that this matter

would not be considered again that

day. However, Medicaid was able to

pull a shenanigan and get this

reconsidered and had our amend-
ments thrown out without any

chance for us to state our side of the

story. The Senate then rushed this

bill through and got it passed. The

Senate leadership stated "The

doctors will just have to understand."

It is clear that neither the Senate

nor Medicaid realizes it is not the

doctors, but the PATIENTS who have

to understand. They also do not

grasp the fact that the physicians

who care for these patients cannot

be expected to underwrite the state

program. These leaders and "crats"

apparently hold physicians (as well

as patients) in such low esteem that

they act as if they prefer not to be

distracted by the facts. This is not the

first time that the effects of legislation

on patients have been ignored in an

attempt to balance the budget and

also "get the rich doctors".

Remember how we warned that

this piece of legislation would cause

access problems? Lo and behold, we
received a call at the CMS from

Medicaid asking us to discuss a crisis

caused by an access problem.

Apparently, there were patients in

acute-care hospitals that could not

be admitted to nursing homes

because physicians were not avail-

able. We attended this meeting and

"Let's discuss just one

example: House Bill

1306."
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Doctor Bashing... cont

"The only true influence

that physicians appear to

have and the only true

way to influence policy

making entities is in our

numbers, speaking with

one voice."

were told by Medicaid how physi-

cians were abusing them and their

program. Further, we were pointedly

told that an example of this abuse

was how physicians had many
patients on 1 5-20 different medica-

tions. This in spite of the fact that the

CMS has supported and is participat-

ing in the Medicaid Drug Utilization

Review Committee. We continue to

be supportive of that concept, but of

course, this was conveniently

overlooked.

After an hour and a half, of

mostly wasted time, a deal was
struck with a single group of physi-

cians in a classic divide and conquer

maneuver. That deal is as follows:

three codes, affecting only Medicare/

Medicaid nursing home patients, will

by reimbursed at their previous

levels, but only until September 1,

1992. This way, Medicaid cynically

postponed this crisis but only with a

small group of physicians, who
admit and care for these patients in

nursing homes. Do not misunder-

stand my position. I support these

physicians in that I feel they should

be fairly reimbursed for the care that

they give. But this begs the larger

issue of fairly reimbursing all

physicians who take care of Medi-

care/Medicaid patients. Although the

CMS agreed to accept this too little,

too late short term partial "code

adjustment," it remains adamantly

opposed to the root cause of the

problem.

This is simply another form of

doctor bashing. The legislature is

attempting to balance the budget on
the backs of the sick and the poor,

then trying to blame the physicians

for the suffering it causes. Make no
mistake, the CMS will be back at the

next legislative session and will

attempt with all the resources we
con muster to get this bad legislation

repealed. The CMS will also con-

tinue to cooperate in the most

effective manner that it can with

those government entities that con

benefit from our assistance. How-
ever, we will not be manipulated or

bullied by politicians and the "crats",

especially when it involves quality

of care issues.

The CMS will continue to resist

divide and conquer tactics. These

issues demand and will get unanim-

ity of opinion and effort by all of

organized medicine.

The only true influence that

physicians appear to have and the

only true way to influence policy

making entities is in our numbers,

speaking out as one voice. We are

now entering into the hardball big

leagues. Physicians and medicine are

under unprecedented attack and we
have few, if any, allies. Until physi-

cians are willing to commit to fight

for what we believe in and what is

fair, with the same tenacity and

ruthlessness as our adversaries, we
will continue to lose miserably. Most

importantly, our patients will con-

tinue to be sacrificed to the God of

political, bottom-line medicine.
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AT PRESS TIMI
..a compilation of medically-related news briefs of immediate interest to the physician community occurring

after COLORADO MEDICINE has gone to press.

CMS Med Fax^

by Montgomery Little Young Campbell and McGrew, P.C.
legal counsel to the Colorado Medical Society

ALERT!
IF YOU HAVE A LARGE MEDICARE/MEDICAID PRACTICE, HB 1306, CONCERNING th® Delivery of Service®

Pursuant to the “Colorado Medical Assistance Act” Through Managed care, affects you!

i: HB 1306 was proposed by the Department of Social

i Services to alleviate the shortfall in Medicaid funding

i and is now law.

: CMS recognized the problems faced by the Joint

i Budget Committee and the legislature in dealing with

the state's large budget deficit and agreed that portions

of HB 1306 Should increase the cost ettectiveness and

medical appropriateness of the Colorado Medicaid

Program. These include: (1) the implementation of

managed care principles, and (2) mandatory selection

of a primary care physician. The medical society

supported these sections, but voiced strong op^sltlon

to Section 26-40-404 (b) (1) of the bill which mandates
that the Department of Social Services pay the lower of

Medicare/Medicaid reimbursement therefore, eliminat-

ing the co-insurance payment by Medicaid, when
individuals have dual eligibility.

CMS leadership and staff argued that the lower

reimbursement rate would seriously impact access to

medical care, especially for nursing home patients. We
repeatedly stated our fear that this action would

heighten the crisis that already exists by further dimin-

ishing the number of qualified physicians who are

willing to treat Medicare/Medicaid patients.

There were unsuccessful attempts made to amend
this section out of the bill which passed during the final

days of the 1992 legislature. At this point, CMS re-

quested a veto by Governor Romer. He signed the bill

on May 21. 1992.

Our worst fears were realized during the past month
when a large geriatric and rehabilitation services group

faced a major crisis. These physicians determined that

they could not afford to accept new dual eligible pa*

tients due to the decreased reimbursement levels. The
Department of Social Services was gravely concerned

and agreed to Increase reimbursement for three nursing

home codes to 100% of Medicare’s current rates as a

temporary measure need to restore access. This

increase will only cover the period of July 1 through

September 30, 1992 and is intended to allow the

department, CMS, and other interested parties to

consider a long term solution to the problem.

Has your practice been negatively impacted? If so,

we recommend you enlist the assistance of your

patients in contacting our state legislators to request

their help in addressing this problem during the coming

year.

Please do not hesitate to contact the CMS Depart-

ment of Government Relations if you have questions or

would like a copy of HB 1306,

(779*5455 or 1-800-654-5653).

You will find below a sample letter to patients. You

may copy this In your office for distribution or write your

own letter to your patients.

Dear Patient:

Help me continue as your physician

I want to continue as your physician and I need

your help! I am currently facing a 20% reduction in

payment when I treat patients with both Medicare and

Medicaid insurance. This reduction in payment is due to

legislation passed by the Colorado State Legislators via

House Bill 1306. In most instances Medicare and

Medicaid dollars, eliminated by HB 1306, acted as a co-

payment to try to help reduce the gap between the tme

cost of providing care and what was actually paid by

Medicare.

I recognize my responsibility to care for my patients,

but I also feel that the State of Colorado should share In

that responsibility and make fair payment for my
services. Please feel free to discuss this issue with me.

I am asking for your support. It Is crucial to bring our
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concerns to the attention of those who have the Outhot*-

ily to change tills unfotiunate situation. Following Is a

list of Colorado Legislators active in this new legislation.

Governor Roy Romer
Governor's Mansion

400 E, 8th Ave.

Denver, Co 60203

(303)866-2471

Senator Michael C. Bird

5810 Spurwood Ct.

Colorado Springs, CO 6001

6

(303)866-4866

Senator Jamaa Rizzuto

Box 215

La Junta, CO 81050

(303) 866-4865

Senator Claire Traylor

4045 Field Dr.

Wheat Ridge, Co 80033

(
303

)
866-4866

Representative Tony Grampeae
3237 S. Hiwan Dr.

Evergreen, CO 80439

(303) 866-2957

Representative Betty Neat

759 S. Hudson St.

Denver, CO 80222

(303) 866-2937

Representative Gilbert Romero
1128 Catalpa St.

Pueblo, CO 81001

(303) 866-2587

If you are unable to contact the above listed legisla-

tors, it is always effective to contact your local Senator

or Representative. To obtain the names of your legisla-

tors, contact your County Clerk (listed in the blue

Government Listings In the phone book under County
Government.)

Daniel Ellsberg to Keynote
Conference

Daniel Ellsberg of “Pentagon Papers" fame will keynote

a conference sponsored by Physicians for Social

Responsibility. (PSR)

The conference will take place at Denver’s

Children’s Hospital on September 26. 1992.

Ellsberg Is a former State Department and Defense

official. During this period of time, he drafted the

Kennedy administration guidance for nuclear war plans.

At the present time, Mr. Ellsberg is director of Manhat-
tan Project II at PSR. the Manhattan Project II is an

action that specifically calls for the following.

1) For President Bush and President Yeltsin to end

nuclear testing permanently.

2) To commit to a mutual celling of 1 ,000 warheads or

less.

3) To adopt a “no-first-use" policy.

4) 10 veriiiably eliminate all tactical weapons.

5) End production of fissionable materials for weapons.

An additional lecture will be given by Dr. H . Jack

Geiger. Dr. Geiger is a Logan Professor of Family

Medicine, at City University of New York Medical

School and is the principal author of “Dead Reckoning”

a critical review of the Department of Energy's epide-

miologic studies on the health of workers at nuclear

weapons plants.

An Informative discussion will conclude the day’s

events. Panelists include former Colorado Governor

Dick Lamm, Dr. William J. Weida of Colorado College

and nationally recognized expert of economic conver-

sion, Terry Vaeth, U.S. Department of Energy, Rocky

Flats and Dr. Patricia Nolan, Executive Director,

Colorado Department of Health.

Cost for the full day Including lunch is $12.50 per

person.

For additional information call Jody Taylor, execu-

tive director. Physicians For Social Responsibility.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Med Fax: Medico*

Legal News
by KarenBest, Bsq., an Associate

with the firm of Montgomery Little

Young
Camp-bell & McGrew, PC

This column Is not legal advice, but Is for general

information only. For help with specific problems,

readers should consult an attorney.

THE ADA OF 1990: QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

because of the ADA'S recent effective date (January

1992 for Title III)
,
we have no case law to consult for

Interpretation of Its provisions. For now we can only

apply the basic terms of the Act and the legislative

history, to different scenarios and predict the outcome.

This requires some crystaFball gazing.

Q. Does a deaf patient nave the right under the

ADA to bring his own interpreter to the doctor’s office

for an appointment and demand the doctor pay for the

Interpreter’s services during the office visit?

A. There are two questions here. First, does the

patient have the right to choose the type of auxiliary aid

or service to be provided? No. The ADA does not give

the patient that right. The doctor determines what aid or

service will result in effective communication between

doctor and patient, based upon the factors described in

the ADA (complexity of information, undue burden,

fundamental alteration of the service offered). The
circumstances may not require the presence of a

qualified interpreter at all. The goal is effective commu-
nication. If the decisions made by the doctor does not

result in effective communication, there has been a

violation of the Act. Second, if the circumstances do
warrant the services of an interpreter, must the doctor

pay? The doctor will end up paying for the interpreter

used, who may or may not give the patient the right to

choose the interpreter.

A. The ADA doos not answer this question dirootly.

However, the Act prohibits charging disabled patients

for aids or services provided because of the disability, it

challenged l predict the court would consider the nature

of the service rendered, not the time taken to provide

the service, In determining whether the billing practice

disoriniinates against the disabled. Using this analysis, I

predict the court would find a violation. This Is an area

to watch.

Q. Can Doctors charge a blind patient extra for the

additional expense of providing brailled written materi-

als? How about spreading the cost over all blind

patients? How about spreading the expense of all

auxiliary aids and services among all patients with

disabilities?

A. No. To spread the cost at all. it must be allo-

cated equally to all patients.

Q. Would asking a family member or close friend to

act as a qualified interpreter, when the doctor explains

to a deaf patient major surgery or other serious of

complicated matters, be acceptable under the act?

A. The Act does not prohibit this practice. How-

ever, the doctor must consider whether emotional or

personal involvement with the patient, or corrfidentiality

concerns, will adversely affect the ability to interpret or

communicate effectively, accurately, and Impartially.

Q. Can a doctor maintain an office on the second

floor of an old (existing) building even though there is

no elevator?

A. Yes. However, all newly constructed buildings

housing a doctor’s office must have an elevator.

Q.Does the Act require doctors to provide written

informed consents in braille to blind patients?

A. No. if an alternate aid or service is available

brailled materials are not necessary. For example, the

doctor or a staff member could read the Information.

Q. The examination of a disabled patient takes

twice as long as the examination of other patients. May
the doctor bill the disabled patient extra because it

takes longer to carry out the examination? May the

doctor bill Medicare, Medicaid or private insurance for

an extended visit, or must the doctor limit his charges to

the amount billed non-disabled patients for the some
type of examination?

Q. Does the Act require a telephone in doctor’s

offices which would allow deaf patients to call out?

A. No. Telephones in doctor’s office are incidental

and are not part of the services provided. However, in

hospitals where calling out is a service offered to all

non-disabled patients, the Act would require aids or

services for the hearing impaired; for example, tele-

phone handset amplifiers, telephones compatible with
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hearing aids, telecommunication devices for the deaf

(Ootittnuad fro/ti proctxilng f>Ag«)

(TDD)
, closed captions or decoders.

Q. Does referring an alcoholic to a doctor specializ-

ing in alcoholism and its consequences violate the Act?

A. No. Referral is proper when the disability itself

creates specialized complications tor the patient's

health that the physician lacks the experience or

knowledge to address.

Q. Would a physician’s refusal to treat a drug

addict, based upon the patient’s present use of illegal

drugs, violate the ADA?

A. No. Drug addicts who are currently using illegal

drugs are not protected by the Act, while those who are

in a rehabilitation program or who are former addicts

are protected.

Q. Is refusing to treat an HIV positive patient

“discrimination" under the Act if the doctor believes that

treating the patient poses a direct threat to his/her

health or safety?

A. HIV positive individuals are protected by the Act.

Whether refusing to treat would violate the Act depends

upon several factors: The nature of the treatment — Is

the patient requesting hip replacement surgery or

treatfiierit for a cold? Would treating ttie patient pose a

significant risk to the health or safety of the doctor? The
answer must be based upon reasonable medical

judgment which relies on current medical evidence or

the best available objective evidence concerning the

severity of the risk, the probability that a potential injury

will actually occur, and whether reasonable modification

of practices or procedures substantially reduce the risk.

Generalization and stereotypes about the effects of any

particular disability are not enough.

Q. Can a doctor refuse to allow a blind patient to

bring hic/hor seeing eye dog Into the examining room

because the dog carries germs?

A. Prohibiting service dogs from entering public

accommodations, such as doctors’ offices, violates the

Act. However, the dog need not accompany the patient

to the examining room. An office member could escort

the patient to the examining room and provide whatever

service necessary to ensure the safety of the patient.

Whether the dog would pose a direct threat to the

health or safety of others Is another consideration, but

not a strong peg to hang your hat on.

Q. A hospital or health care provider offers

parenting classes specially designed for mentally

retarded, emotionally ill or learning disabled patients.

Does this violate the ADA?

A. No. However, they cannot at the same time

prohibit the disabled from attending parenting classes

offered to other patients.

Q. Is a person with the flu considered disabled

under the Act?

A. No, because the flu is transient and does not

substantially limit a major life activity. However, some
disabilities do come and go ,

such as back problems.

Each case brought under the ADA will serve as a

test case refining and defining its terms, i he Act both

directs and challenges physicians to establish practices

that will allow disabled individuals equal access to their

essential services.
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Robert Wood dohnson Foundation

Approves Colorado Universal Health

Care Study Grant*

‘Information provided by Governor’s Press Office

Governor Roy Romer announced August 3rd that

Colorado is one of 12 states which have been awarded
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation grants to study

innovative approaches to providing universal health

care and containing the escalating cost of care.

Romer said that Colorado has received a two-year,

$566,999 planning grant to study the feasibility of

providing universal health care tor all residents of the

state. The grant was announced at a news conference

held during the summer meeting of the National Gover-

nors' Association.

The Colorado Trust earlier announced Its intention

to provide an additional $100,000 of support.

"This grant is very important to Colorado and to its

future." Homer said, "it will provide us with the financial

support necessary to begin to work toward providing

affordable health care to every Coloradan and to begin

to work toward the possibility of controlling health care

costs at the same time. "I am convinced that health

care is one of the most critical issues facing this state

and this nation. We must find workable solutions and I

believe that states can take the lead and work effec-

tively toward this goal."

The Governor said that the grant was sought as a

result of the cooperative work of the Colorado Legisla-

ture, the Governor's Office and the state's health care

community.

The study, to be conducted out of the Colorado

Governor's Office, will be based on groundwork laid in

the ColoradoCare proposal, developed by the Colorado

Coalition tor Health Care Access.

The ColoradoCare proposal would pool all existing

public and private funds now used to pay for health

care for residents of the stale. The study will investigate

whether that money then could be used to contract with

a limited number of health care insurers and HMOs to

provide a range of health care benefit options. Each

year, every eligible Colorado resident would be able to

select from among the qualified plans.

Romer said competlon among the private providers

would be expected to create strong incentives to control

costs. However, the study will examine addtional cost

containment mechanisms.

A total of 35 states competed for the grants. After

the first two years, Colorado can apply for a three-year

continuation of the grant for implementation purposes.

Women's Health Issues 1992

Congresswoman Patricia Schroeder will present a

free public forum on women's health Saturday October

24, 1992. Medical professionals and health care

advocates will present current medical Information on

the following topics:

Mental Health

Menopause
Aging

Chronic Disease

Health Care Reform

Your Adolescent's Health Care Needs

Mid Life Health Issues and The Legislative Process

Saturday. October 24, 1992

9:00 A.M.-2:00 P.M,

University College at University of Denver

General Classroom/Building Auditorium

2040 Race Street

Denver, Colorado

State and federal Issues will be discussed as well

as strategy tor a national women's agenda.

Lunch will be provided and space is limited. RSVP

by phone or fax.
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Colorado Medical Society provides the following listings

of events as a member service only. Some events are

approved for Continuing Medical Education credits.

Information Is provided by the sponsoring organiza-

tions. For more details^ use the telephone contact at the

end of the listing.

Lovelace Medical Foundation
Mammography Seminar

Santa Fe, NM
September 7*11, 1992
Dawne Ryals, (404) 641-9773

Medical Education Resources
Arrhythmias: Interpretation, Diagnosis and Manage-
ment

Las Vegas NV
September 25,26, 1992

(303) 798*9682 or 1-800*421*3756

Medical Education Resources
Advances In Vascular Diseases

Atlantic City NJ
September 25,26, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1*800*421*3756

Rocky Mtn College Health Association

Annual Fall Meeting

University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY
September 25-26, 1992
1*800*448*7801 or (307) 766-2124

Colorado Fetal Alcohol & Substance Abuse Coali-

tion

Prenatal Exposure to Alcohol & Drugs

Colorado Convention Center, Denver, CO
October 2,3, 1992

Heather Jonas (303) 861 *6838

Medical Education Resources
Advances in Vascular Diseases

Orlando FL

October 9-10, 1992

(303) 798*9682 or 1-800*421*3756

Univ. of Calif. Med School Dept, of Radiology

Radiology in Africa

Nairobi, Samburu, Kenya, Masai Mara
October 10*24, 1992
Dawne Ryals (404) 641-9773

Lactation Program- Prcsbyterlan/9t. Luke*a

Contemporary Igsuog in Broad Feeding

October 16, 17, 1992

Radisson Hotol, Denver

Elaine (SOO) 633 6824

Colorado Rural Health: Creating Our Future

sponsored by Colorado Rural Health Resource Center

and Colorado Rural Health Consortium

October 16, 17& 18*. 1992

Hotel Colorado

Glenwood Springs, Colorado

(303) 331 - 8401 Fax; (303) 322-7588

Medical Education Resources
Asthma and Allergy in the 1990s

Las Vegas NV
October 30-31, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources
Advances in Vascular Diseases

Orlando FL
November 20*21 , 1992

(303) 798*9682 or 1*800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources

Asthma and Allergy in the 1990s

Orlando FL

November 20-21, 1992

(303) 798-9682 Or 1-800-421-3766

Radiological Society of Nonh America
78tn Scleniilic Assembly & Annual Meeting

Chicago. IL

November 27 - December 4, 1992

(708) 571-2670

Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center

Rush Sympos2qium on Hepatic & Biliary Disease

Chicago, IL

October 30, 1992

Suzanne Buss, (312) 942'-6242

Prosper Meniere Society

Diagnostic & Rehabilitative Aspects of Balance &
Movement Disorders

December 2*6, 1992
Denver, CO
Jane Wells (303) 788-4230
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Executive Directo

.to help the society

keep up with the changing

needs of medical

practice . .

To the best of my knowledge,

the 1992 CMS Leadership Confer-

ence (Grand Junction, July 1 0-1 2,

1 992) was one of the best attended

and participatory conferences we
have had for some years. The

program was moderated by Dr. Leigh

Truitt, CMS President-elect, and

moved vigorously through the variety

of subjects with ample discussion

and input. The program also stayed

on schedule.

Much thought concerning the

medical future ("Physicians in the

Year 2000") was provoked by two

well-known speakers.

Keynoter was Richard Lamm,
former Colorado Governor, speaking

on demographics. Be assured that

the address stirred up comment and

exchange. Dr. Daniel "Stormy"

Johnson, AMA Speaker of the House

told attendees about AMA's role in

organized medicine and how the

AMA is preparing for the year 2000.

What did all this do for us? First,

the conference gave CMS leaders a

much better perspective of what's on

the members' minds. Second, the

comments and exchanges allowed

the incoming president and the CMS
staff to focus on issues that seem to

reoccur from practice to practice and

from one region of the state to

another. As we review these materi-

als we can find or develop ways to

make the CMS efforts more focused.

Third, fellowship and peer exchange

helped understanding and even

introduced some new ideas; typi-

cally, western slope physicians were

able to talk about problems germaine

to their area and how they were

dealing with the problems. Solutions

were expressed which might not

have been readily obvious to the

eastern slope doctor (the difference

between small town and large town

thinking). Drs. Roger Schenkle and

Jack Berry gave excellent insight into

eastern-western, rural-urban prac-

tices. Fourth, dialogue took place

concerning medical students and the

present role of CU Med School. CMS
President Harrison Butler spoke

about the current CMS efforts to aid

in rural health matters, such as the

planning underway to develop a

CMS locum tenens program.

One of the suggestions made by

panel member Dr. Gilbert Maestas of

Denver was for CMS bylaws to be

changed to allow for appointment of

delegates to the house rather than

the nomination /election process. Dr.

Maestas stressed that the organiza-

tion needed new and young blood,

and shorter terms of office, to help

the society keep up with the chang-

ing needs of medical practice and to

encourage more minority participa-

tion.

Dr. Louise McDonald, CMS
Women In Medicine Section,

emphasized that women are playing

a rapidly-increasing role in medical

practice, citing statistics showing the

growing number of female medical

students, and the enlarging scope of

female medical practice in Colorado

and the U.S.

Our three panels and all the

panelists (individually) were excel-

lent. Speakers were interested and

interesting. Dr. Truitt's summary and

moderation of the program were

both good, and we'll be having a

detailed published report on his

overview soon. Old friendships were

renewed, and some new friendships

were established. That's a good

result for any conference.
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Good News for Health Promotion in Schools

by Mildred Doster, M.D., Denver, Colorado

Colorado Medical Society representative to the Colorado Department of Education's Advisory Council to develop

rules and guidelines for comprehensive health education in schools..

"We can no longer afford

to ignore the fact that . .

prevention is the single

most important factor in

maintaining good health"
Louis Sullivan, M.D.

Secretary of Health and Human Services

Another milestone!

The slow track towards full programs

in health education occurred Jule

1 990 when the state legislature

passed the Colorado Comprehensive

Health Education Aa. Senator Dottie

Wham (R-Denver) led the efforts

along with the Junior League of

Denver and other strong advocates

for better health and living for our

half-million school-age children and

youth. The Colorado Medical Society

and many other health-oriented

groups lent their support to the

efforts,. This time even some funding

(about a third of a million dollars)

went with the legislation.

Guidelines for planning the new
curriculae have gone out to all

school districts directing them to

move towards specific plans to meet

their needs. They are to involve

families and community leaders,,

etc. in the plans and classroom

activities. Student participation is to

be optional with parental notifica-

tions to be required prior to class

participation.

The goal of the new Comprehen-

sive Health Education Act is to

enhance the current programs and

promote efforts toward K-1 2 inte-

grated (but age-focused) instruction

to achieve optimum health choices

and behavior for every student.

The CMS has advocated this for

many years and can now participate

more directly in the school planning

or direct classroom activities. If your

schooKs) is thinking of exepanding or

starting more health education

programs this year, please helkp

meet their needs.

Our profession has much to

offer. "Wellness is fashionable now.

The Federal government has recog-

nized the impact of health promotion

for everyone and health education

particularly in schools. Dr. Louis

Sullivan, Secretary of Health and

Human Services said, "We can no

longer afford to ignore the fact that

individually, and as a nation,

rprevention is the single most

important factor in maintaining good
health" and - "the U.S. death rate

has begun to drop for the first time in

twenty years,m and most of the

progress is attributed to improved

lifestyle habits. Declines in smoking

rates alone have saved an estimated

750,000 lives during the past twenty

years. However, we are now learn-

ing that changiong people's lifestyle

habits is just as difficult as curing

their diseases through traditional

medical practices."

School health instruction

reinforces healthy lifestyles in the

home and community and can

accomplish much for a halthier

nation.

Ed. Note: Since Dr. Doster submit-

ted this article, several changes have

been made, which further improve

the status of school health education.

Updates on the issue will be forth-

coming in Colorado Medicine.
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Decade of the Child in Colorado

Excerpts reprinted from Colorado Children Campaign newsletter. Volume 4, Numbers, Winter, 1992

In 1990, the Colorado Children's

Campaign launched the Decade of

the Child in Colorado, a ten-year

initiative designed to make Colorado

the most child-friendly state in the

nation by the year 2000. A coalition

of 500 businesses, community action

groups, child service providers,

government agencies and founda-

tions mobilized to increase public

awareness and facilitate long-term

improvements in the areas of pov-

erty, health, early childhood care

and education, child support,

education (K-12) and child welfare.

This group set specific, quantitative

goals to measure the progress of

children in Colorado.

The Children's Campaign
monitors the state's progress toward

attaining the Decade of the Child

goals and recently released its

findings in the 1992 Annual Report.*

The report card provides an insight-

ful look at how children are faring in

Colorado and a poignant picture of

the problems confronting thousands

of Colorado's youngest citizens.

Poverty and teen pregnancy are the

common threads linking many
children's issues. National estimates

are that the number of children living

in poverty in Colorado has increased

from 8% in 1 980 to about 1 7% in

1989.

There has also been a simulta-

neous rise in the teenage birth rate.

Dennis Brimhall, 1992 president of

the Children's Campaign board and
president of University Hospital

concludes. "Teenage births relate

directly to problems including late

prenatal care, infant mortality, low
birthweight babies, children in

poverty and failure to graduate from

high school. Lowering the teenage

birth rate will cause improvement in

many other areas."

Behind each of the statistics

included in the report are two
stories. The first story is about real

people, real children, and real

families. Every number represents a

family unable to realize its dream of

a better life for its children.

The second story concerns the

complex, interconnected political

and policy options. The numbers
represent important decisions that

must be made to ensure that every

child in Colorado gets a healthy,

educated start in life.

"The Report tells two

stories. .

1992 Decade of the Child
Annual Report Card

1988 1989 1990

Goal for

2000

Early Prenatal Care 77.7% 76.4% 77.8% 90%
(care received in first trimester)

Infant Mortality 9.5% 8.7% 8.8% 7%
(deaths in first year per 1000 live births)

Low Weight Births 7.8% 7.8% 8.0% 5%
(less than 5.5 pounds)

Births to Teens 47% 53.6% 54.9% 25%
(per 1000 women age 15-19)

Paternities Estabiished 167 188 162 600

(per 1000 out-of-wedlock births)

Children in Poverty 17.6% 8%
Youth Unempioyment 14.3% 1 4.0% 13.4% 7%
High School Graduation NA 80.0% 78.9% 90%
Deaths Due to Child Abuse 26 23 28 <12

Confirmed Child Abuse Reports 5,617 5,929

Teenage Suicides 9.3% 1 1 .0% 1 0.2% 3.5%

(per 1 00,000 teens age 1 0-1 9)

AFDC Grant as % of Poverty Level 44.1% 42.5% 40.5% 75%
Enrollment in Preschool Programs 11,777

(Head Start, CO Preschool Program,

Chapter 1 & Special Education)

'Individual copies of Volume 1 of The Annual Report, including an executive summary of the

report, arc available from the Colorado Children's Campaign at no charge. Volume 2 contains

county-specific information and detailed topical analysis and is available for $10. Either report

can be ordered from the Colorado Children's Campaign, 1600 Sherman Street, Suite B300,

Denver, CO 80203-1604, (303) 839-1580.
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Recommendations for Assessing Children's Lead Exposure and Screening for Lead
Poisoning

Reprinted from the Colorado Disease Bulletin, Volume No. XIX, Issue No. 12, June 26, 1992

By Richard E. Hoffman, M.D. MPH
State Epidemiologist

.
.
pediatric health care

providers take a lead

exposure history for every

child ages 6 to 72

months.

"

In October 1 991 the Centers for

Disease Control (CDC) Published

the 4th revision of its statement

entitled Preventing Lead Poisoning in

Young Children. The October 1 991

statement differed from the 1985 (3rd

revision) CDC statement in two
principal ways: (a) the 1985 blood

lead intervention level of 25 pg/dL

in this state should be universally

screened for lead poisoning. As pre-

viously reported in the Colorado

Disease Bulletin (July 19, 1991 ),

surveys conducted in 1 989 of

selected children 9 months to 6 years

of age in Denver, Grand Junction,

and Pueblo found 4.1 % to 7.7% had

blood lead levels > 1 0 pg/gL. The

Sample Questionnaire

Does your child

—

1 . Live in or regularly visit a house with peeling or chipping paint built

before 1 960? This could include a day care center, preschool, the

home of a babysitter or a relative, etc.

2. Live in or regularly visit a house built before 1 960 with recent,

ongoing, or planned renovation or remodelling?

3. Have a brother or sister, housemate, or playmate being followed or

treated for lead poisoning (that is, blood lead > 1 5 ug/dD?

4. Live with an adult whose job or hobby involves exposure to lead

(hobbies such as furniture refinishing: making stained glass; making

potterty; using indoor firing ranges; or employment in industries

such as storage batteries; automotive repair shops; secondary

smelting; bridge, tunnel, and elevated highway construction)?

5. Live near an active smelter, battery recycling plant
,
mining tailings

piles, or other industry likely to release lead?

was revised downwards to 1 0 pg/dL,

and a multitier approach replaced

the previous single, all-purpose

definition of childhood lead poison-

ing; and (b) universal screening of

children was recommended using a

blood lead measurement (rather than

erythrocyte protoporphyrin level),

except in communities where large

numbers or percentages of children

have been screened and found not to

have lead poisoning.

The CDC statement, however,

did not define "large percentage,"

and many Colorado health care pro-

viders have asked if young children

Department of Health recommended
at that time that pediatric health care

providers take a lead exposure

history for every child ages 6 to 72

months. The purpose of this article is

to provide further guidance to

practitioners in Colorado.

The Department recommends
that starting at 6 months of age,

pediatric health care providers

should discuss childhood lead

poisoning with parents and assess

every child's risk for high-dose

exposure. We have provided the

CDC's sample questionnaire for

assessing risk, but the questions
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i asked should be tailored to the likely

! sources of exposure in the commu-
nity. Children's blood lead levels

|i increase most rapidly at 6-1 2 months

II
and peak at 1 8-24 months. We

I

recommend that the questionnaire

should be repeated at regular well-

child office visits, i.e. 1 year, 2 years,

' 3-4 years, and 5-6 years of age.

i If answers to the questionnaire

I

indicate that the child is at risk for

high-dose lead exposure, the child

should have a blood lead measure-

: ment. For children previously at low

I
risk, any history suggesting that

' exposure to lead has increased

should be followed up with a blood
' lead test.

In the January 24, 1 992 issue of

The Colorado Disease Bulletin, four

commercial laboratories in Colorado

which perform blood lead analysis

and participate in CDC's laboratory

proficiency testing program were
listed. The laboratories are: (a)

Advantage Labs, Denver, (303)271-

0484; (b) Analytitox Inc., Denver,

(303)792-2869., (c) MetPath Lab

Inc., Denver, 303-758-2655; and (d)

National Health Laboratories,

(303)792-2600. The ubiquity of lead

in the environment makes contami-

nation of specimens during collec-

tion a major source of error, espe-

cially when measuring blood lead at

low concentrations. Since blood

collected by venipunctrure has low
likelihood of contamination com-
pared to blood collected by finger-

stick, venous blood is the preferred

specimen for analysis; however,

venipuncture is not always practi-

cable. Fingerstick or heel stick

collection methods have been

developed, although there is greater

potential for environmental contami-

COLORADO
DEPARTMENT
OFAHEALTH

nation with these methods than

venipuncture. Before selecting

equipment for use in blood collec-

tion, consult with the laboratory

about its requirements. In some
cases, the laboratory or instrument

manufacturers may supply collection

materials that are pretested for lead

content.

If the blood lead level is 10-14

pg/dL, the child should be screened

every 3-4 months; once two con-

secutive measurments are <1 0 pg/dL

or three are < 1 5 pg/dL, the child

should be assessed and/or retested in

a year. If the blood lead level is 1
5-

1 9 Pg/dL, the child should be re-

screened every 3-4 months, the

family should be given education

and nutritional counseling (for

further information, contact the

Epidemiology Division at 331-8330),

and a detailed environmental history

should be taken to identify any

obvious sources of lead exposure. If

venous blood measurements on two
consecutive tests 3-4 months apart

are in the range of 1 5-1 9 pg/dL,

environmental investigation and

abatement should be conducted. If

the blood lead level is > 20 pg/dL

and a repeat test confirms the initial

measurement, the child should

receive medical evaluation by an

experienced provider. Children with

blood lead !evels_>;45 pg/dL should

receive urgent medical and environ-

mental follow-up. Symptomatic lead

poisoning or a venous blood lead

concentration > 70 pg/dL is a

medical emergency, requiring

inpatient chelation therapy. For

further information, contact the

Epidemiology Division of The

Colorado Department of Health at

331-8330.

. .the child should

receive medical

evaluation by an

experienced provider."
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Prevention of Low Birthweight Births by

Reduction of Behavioral Risks

During Pregnancy
by Robert McCurdy, MD, MPH

Director, Medical Affairs

Colorado Department of Health

The low birthweight (less than 2,500

grams) rate in Colorado is among the

highest in the nation, at a level of

8.0% in 1 990. Four types of risk

factors are associated with low

birthweight (LBW); prematurity, high

altitude, medical risks and behavioral

risks. Prematurity does not explain

Colorado's high rate of LBW since the

prematurity rate (less than 37 weeks

gestation) in Colorado is much lower

than in the U.S. (8.4% vs. 10.6% in

1989). Altitude and medical risks are

contributing factors but they cannot

always be altered for most Colorado

women. Furthermore, high altitude

does not provide an adequate

explanation: neighboring Utah,

another high altitude state, consis-

tently has very low LBW rates, e.g.,

5.7% in 1989.

The Colorado Department of

FHealth made a commitment in 1 983

to reduce the state's high LBW rate

through reduction of behavioral

risks. The Department conducted a

demonstration project which ad-

dressed changes in high risk behavior

of pregnant women. The project

tracked 988 pregnant women, at

behavioral risk but without medical

risk, to determine whether there was
a difference in LBW rates in women
who resolved or decreased their

behavioral risks and those who did

not. Women enrolled in the project

smoked or used alcohol in any

amount, or were underweight at the

time of conception, or gained weight

inadequately during pregnancy. All

women received prenatal services

and counseling on behavioral risks.

The most common risk of the women
in the project was smoking (63%
smoked at the time of their first visit).

48% of the women did not gain

weight adequately at some time

during the pregnancy and 30% were

underweight at the time of concep-

tion. 30% reported using alcohol at

the time of their first prenatal visit.

77% of the women were white non-

FHispanic, 1 8% were Flispanic, 5%
were Asian or Black, and 87% were

1 8 years or older. Most women had

at least two behavioral risks; smoking

and prepregnancy underweight were

common.
Large proportions of the women

eliminated or reduced their behav-

ioral risks of LBW, despite the fact

that they began prenatal care

relatively late (only 25% had their

initial visit during their first trimes-

ter). 29% of the women who smoked
quit completely, 79% of the women
using alcohol quit completely, 53%
of the women who were under-

weight at conception gained ad-

equately during pregnancy, 65% of

the women who had weight gain

problems during pregnancy reached

their target weight at the end of

pregnancy, and 38% of the women
eliminated all of their behavioral

risks.

Complete risk information

through the entire pregnancy was
obtained on 632 women. The
women who resolved their behav-

ioral risks had LBW rates lower than

those who did not resolve their risks.

Women who resolved all risks had

an LBW rate of 3.7%; those who did

not resolve all risks had a rate of

11.1 %. Women who overcame
prepregnancy underweight had an

LBW rate of 5.4%; those women
who overcame prepregnancy

underweight and smoking had an

LBW rate of 0.0%; while those who
did not overcome both of these risks

had a rate of 1 2.8%. Women who
had the risks of inadequate weight

gain during pregnancy and were

underweight at conception and

resolved these risks had a rate of

4.5%; those who did not had a rate

of 21 .9%. All of these differences

were statistically significant (p < .05).

Women who resolved their smoking

risk had a rate of 6.8%, those who
did not a rate of 1 0.0% (p < .01 ).

The LBW rate for women who
resolved the risk of alcohol use was

5.8%; for those who did not 1 0.2%
(not statistically significant, probably

due to low numbers).

Logistic regression analysis

identified the following behavioral

risk factors as being statistically

significant predictors of LBW:
smoking at either the first or last

clinic visit, not resolving pre-

pregnancy underweight by the final

prenatal clinic visit, and not resolv-

ing inadequate weight gain during

pregnancy. Women without any of

these behavioral risks had an LBW
rate of 3.2%. Women with one of the

risks had a rate of 7.6%. Women
with two of the risks had a rate of

1 5.2%. Women with all three of the

risks had a rate of 30.8%
(p< .001).

These data from the Colorado

Low Birthweight Prevention Project

demonstrate that among women with

no medical risks, reduction of

behavioral risks for LBW births is

associated with reduced low birth-

weight rates. Additional information,

educational pamphlets, consultation

and training for staff in couselling

pregnant women to resolve their

behavioral risks are all available

from staff at the Colorado Depart-

ment of F3ealth. Please contact

Nancy Salas at 331 -8572 or Dr.

Robert McCurdy at 331-8373.
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Highest Colorado Dividends Per Capita

No one covers Colorado like The Doctors' Company. We’re

pleased to reward the efforts of Colorado member physicians. Thanks

to your good work, we are returning dividends for the second year in

a row. And provided you with the state’s highest dividends per capita.

That’s peak performance.

But there’s another kind of performance: staying power. It’s

even more important for the long-term quality of health services our

Colorado member physicians provide: the knowledge that The

Doctors’ Company will always be here, working with you, continuing

to help good doctors practice better medicine.

When Colorado physicians want a trusted name in liability'

insurance, they call The Doctors’ Company, the largest doctor-owned,

doctor-managed carrier, with over 16,300 members nationwide.

For referral to your local representative, call:

1-800-421-2368

Ext. 301

The Doctors'Company



Additional Changes to

"...a new pertussis

vaccine, DTaP, became
available"

The August 1991 issue of

Colorado Medicine contained an

article outlining changes to immuni-

zation requirements which were

approved by the Colorado Board of

Health in May of 1 991 . Since that

time, additional changes have been

adopted in Colorado and nationally.

New Acellular Pertussis

Vaccine Available for

Fourth and Fifth Shots

At the national level, the Centers

for Disease Control have recom-

mended an acellular pertussis

vaccine for the fourth and fifth shots.

After the 1991 pamphlet Diphtheria,

Tetanus, and Pertussis: What You

Need To Know was prepared by the

US Department of Health and

Human Services, Public Health

Service, Centers for Disease Control,

a new pertussis vaccine, DTaP,

became available for the fourth and

fifth doses. This new acellular

pertussis vaccine is made of only a

few parts of the pertussis cell and

combined with diphtheria and

tetanus vaccines, whereas the DTP
vaccine is made from killed whole
pertussis cells and mixed with

diphtheria and tetanus vaccines. The
DTaP vaccine is licensed only for

use as the fourth and fifth doses

which are usually given to children

1 5-1 8 months old and 4-6 years old

respectively; it is not licensed for use

among children age <1 5 months, on

or after the seventh birthday, or for

the initial three-dose series in infants

and children, regardless of their age.

The following excerpt, reprinted

from the Supplement to the above

mentioned DTP pamphlet provides

more details.

Whole-cell DTP vaccine should

still always be used for the first

three shots, and can still be used

for the fourth and fifth DTP shots,

although most experts will prefer

to use DTaP vaccine.

Compared with the DTP vaccine,

after DTaP shots fewer children

will be cranky or drowsy, have

fever, or have soreness or swelling

where the shot was given. Con-

vulsions that occur after receiving

DTP vaccine are usually caused

by fever. With DTaP, there is less

chance of fever, so convulsions

probably occur less often. Experts

do not know whether unusual,

more serious problems which

have been reported after DTP
vaccine happen less often after

DTaP shots than after DTP shots.

If the health-care provider deter-

mines that a whole-cell DTP shot

should not be given, DTaP also

should not be given. In that case,

the child should usually get DT
vaccine instead. ’

Additions to School Entry

Immunization
Requirements

In November of 1 991 , The
Colorado Board of Health approved

further changes to school entry

immunization requirements. These

changes mandate that mumps and
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olmmunization Requirements

by Lynn Livingston

Health Care Policy Staff

rubella doses be given to 7th graders

and college freshmen. Additionally,

;

Senate Bill 122, which became law

in April, 1 992, set forth exclusions to

I the school entry rule for certain types

' of non-traditional colleges and

universities.

The most current school entry

immunization requirements appear

below with the November 1991 and

April 1992 additions in bold type.

School/Child Care/College Affected

In the rules, "school" is defined

as a public, private or parochial

nursery school, day care center,

child care facility, family care home,
head start program, kindergarten,

elementary school, secondary school

through grade 1 2, or college or

university. "School" does not

include college or university courses

of study which are offered off-

campus, or are offered to non-

traditional adult student, as defined

by the governing board of the

institution, or are offered at colleges

or universities which do not have

residence hall facilities.

Effective July 1, 1991:

I. Haemophilus influenzae type b

(Hib) vaccine: The minimum
number of doses required by age

group is:

0 for children < 2 months

1 for children 2-3 months

2 for children 4-1 4 months

1 for children 1 5 mo.- 4 years

0 for children > 5 years

II.A disease history for measles,

mumps or rubella is not acceptable

for certification; however, written

evidence of a laboratory test

showing immunity is acceptable.

Effective July 1, 1 992
I. 7th graders and college freshmen

who were born since January 1

,

1 957 must have had two measles

doses, two mumps doses and two
rubella doses; if the student

received a second measles dose

prior to July 1, 1992, the second

rubella and mumps dose are not

required. The measles, mumps,
and rubella doses must have been

administered on or after the first

birthday, and at least one month
apart. By July 1, 1 995 all college

students born since January 1

,

1 957 must comply. By July 1

,

1997 all students in grades 7-12

must comply.

II. One dose of MMR (measles,

mumps and rubella vaccine) must

have been administered at age 1

5

months or older to be acceptable

for certification for students who
enroll for the first time in a nursery

school, day care center, child care

facility, family care home or

school grade K-1 2.

The Supplement to the DTP
pamphlet which contains informa-

tion on the DTaP vaccine will be

sent to physicians who have previ-

ously received immunization forms

from us.

For further information contact

Nedra Freeman at the Colorado

Department of Health, (303)331 -

8323 or Lynn Livingston at CMS,
(303)779-5455 or 1 -800-654-5653.

’ US Department Of Health And
Human Services, Public Health

Service, Centers for Disease Control.

Supplement to the pamphlet. Diph-

theria, Tetanus, and Pertussis: What

You Need to Know. 1991.

"The most current school

entry immunization

requirements"
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Medical Training In Costa Rica

by Git Maestas II

( Material provided by military public affairs staff in Latin America)

" It's not often you get an

opportunity to give so

much of yourself to some-

one in need.
"

Col. Thomas Canfield M.D.

Col. Thomas Canfield M.D.
Commander,
147th CombatSupport Hospital

Cobrado Army Natbnal Guard

Over the past two years, U.S.

involvement in the Middle East and

Latin American countries has

increased. With this involvement,

regardless of war or peacetime

activities, many opportunities for

hands-on medical training have

become available.

Military exercises in Latin

America are important to all Ameri-

cans and to the people of Colorado

in particular. Recently, members of

the 147th Combat Support Hospital,

Colorado Army National Guard,

traveled from Aurora, Colorado by

land, sea and air to take the "Help

Wanted" sign out of Costa Rica's

window. Their arrival in Golfito,

Costa Rica began two-weeks annual

training and marked the beginning of

a Medical Readiness Training

Exercise or MEDRETE.
MEDRETE is becoming a well-

known term throughout Central and

South America as more and more

U.S. National Guard and Reserve

members are sent there to train and

work . MEDRETE involves three

areas: medical, veterinary and

dental. Due to transportation

problems (such as no automobiles or

roads), many Costa Ricans can't get

to locations where medical care is

available. Costa Rican physicians are

only able to visit these remote

communities about twice a year.

Medical care provided by the United

States government and the 1 47th

Combat Support Hospital is available

at no cost to the residents. It is

estimated that they will treat over

8,000 patients and 4,000 animals.

The MEDRETE program is a

joint- nation assistance project in

cooperation with the Costa Rican

Ministry of Health. Similar exercises

have been held in several other

Central and South American coun-

tries such as Belize, Bolivia and

Guatemala. This type of program

gives our military men and women
unique hands-on work experience

that isn't readily available in the

United States, and it often results in

the human interest aspect of vastly

improving the lives of the people

who live there.

Col. Thomas Canfield M.D.,

147th commander and Colorado

Medical Society member, said he

and unit members were thrilled to be

in Costa Rica. " Just knowing that we
are helping people to feel better

makes me happy," he said with a

smile. " It's not often you get an

opportunity to give so much of

yourself to someone in need. And
there is definitely a need here,"

Canfield said.

Capt. David Hendrick, MD, ofDenver

examining a patient in Costa Rica field

support hospital excercise.
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Colorado National Guard Doctors in Latin America

Colorado Army National Guard

I Capt. David Hendrick also took part

, in training with the 147th Combat
Support Hospital. Capt. Hendrick is a

surgery resident at St. Joseph's

Hospital in Denver. During this

training period he worked in the

small village of Drake, located near

Golfito, Costa Rica. Due to the

remoteness of the area, members of

the 1 47th were flown to the site by

helicopter. Costa Rican citizens

traveled by horseback or foot to

arrive at a local school, which had

temporarily been converted into a

hospital. "It is obvious that the

message about our mission here

spreads quickly by word of mouth,"

said Hendrick. " These people are

very proud and seem to have a lot of

religious values. Most had to travel

several miles in the heat, over

mountains and through valleys, but

they still wore their Sunday best

here."

Hendrick was primarily involved

in the medical division where he

treated many common illnesses such

as fungal infeaions, parasites and

pin worms. "In the United States you

rarely see such a wide variety of

infections, which appear to be

common here. However, it didn't

affect our ability to treat the prob-

lems. We have a lot of talented

people in our unit." Dr. Hendrick

claims the free services they pro-

vided will make for his most memo-
rable annual training. "I don't think

anyone back in the states can begin

to imagine what type of situation

these people live under. If they did.

I'm positive they would volunteer

right and left to help," he said. "The

National Guard should be given a lot

of credit for participating in this type

of exercise."

Capt. David Hendrick, MD (right), from Denver's St.

Joseph's Hospital, examines a patient during a Medical

Readiness Training Exercise near Drake, a small hamlet

near Golfito, Costa Rica. Staff Sgt. Dean Farrar, a prac-

tical nurse from Montrose, Colorado, assists. Both are

members ofthe 147th Combat Support Hospital, Colo-

rado Army National Guard.

Costa Rica photos by Sgt. Ron Pettus, 147th Public Atlairs Detachment
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w.
hen you practice with

FHP, you can be sure

that a qualified

physician is covering your

practice while you're away. In

fact, 95% of our doctors are

board-certified. So when you

enjoy the extra time off you'll

have as an FHP physician, you
can relax knowing that your

patients are receiving top-notch

Of course, that's just one
advantage of joining FHP.

Because we're a physician-

guided organization, you'll also

find that our administrators

understand your concerns —
because they're doctors, too. So
your work environment comes

ith noticeably less paperwork
more time to care for your

own panel of patients.

Find out more by calling

1-800-283-8884, ext. 631. Or
send your C.V. to FHP,

Professional Staffing, Dept. CM,
35 West Broadway, Salt Lake

City, UT 84101-9933.

Opportunities also available in

AZ, CA, NM, NV and Guam. An
equal opportunity employer.

“I know a

competent doctor

is covering for

me. That lets me

sleep at night.”

—Dale Tate, M.D.

Giving Physicians More

of What They Want.

PHP
health care

SPECIALIZE IN
AIR FORCE MEDICINE.

Become the dedicated physician you
want to be while serving your country in

today’s Air Force. Discover the tremen-

dous benefits of Air Force medicine. Talk

to an Air Force medical program manag-

er about the quality lifestyle
,
quality

benefits and 30 days of vacation with pay
per year that are part of a medical career

with the Air Force. Find out how to quali-

fy. Call

TOLL-FREE
USAF Health Professions

1-800-423-USAF
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Provider Billing Services
A full service accounts receivable
management firm offering:

• individualized billing methods and reports via flexible

custom software updated by in-house programmers
• insurance tracing enhanced by automated account

maintenance
• efficient account collection activity via “predictive

dialer” campaigns
• ICD-9 and CPT-4 coding for maximum
reimbursement

• purchasing of current accounts receivable

• a commitment to keep pace with the ever changing

rules and regulations in patient account billing

Please call for more detailed information,

reference lists and an overview of our extremely

competitive fees.

7401 N. Broadway #400, Denver CO 80221

(303) 430-8003 (800) 326-0998

APd A HEW PIMBHSlOH
TO yOUR AtEPtCAl CAREER///

Adventure & Excitement

^ Prestige & Position

^ Added Income as Medical Officer

^ Full Retirement Benefits

BECOME A PROUD MEMBER OF THE
COLORADO ARMY NATIONAL GUARD MEDICAL CORPS 1

CONTACT 2LT JOHN CLIFFORD
(303)367-4397 OR 1-800-762-4503

COMPAC
WINS!

During 1990, the Colorado Medical

Political Action Committee enjoyed

a success rate for COMPAC support

and contributions totaling 84%.
This figure includes only candi-

dates with opposition.

Representative Dan Prinster (D)

from Mesa County, is a recipient of

COMPAC support. Dan expressed

his feelings on PAC support in a

recent telephone interview with

CMS. He stated " COMPAC support

has opened my eyes to a variety of

different issues. The money is helpful

but the support by word of mouth is

also very important. The medical

community doesn't always support

my stand on various issues, but

through COMPAC it has opened

doors and developed a rapport with

physicians to at least listen to what I

have to say. COMPAC is valuable, it

not only shows support from the

medical community, but it's also an

important component of the legisla-

tive process".

COMPAC recommended that the

American Medical Political Action

Committee ( AMPAC) provide

$53,000 to Colorado Congressional

Candidates. The recommendations

were accepted and the funds were

disbursed.

In 1 990 there was a total of 82

legislative races. The Colorado

Political Action Committee stayed

out of eight races, but contributed to

74 of these races. With a total of 74

candidates running, 16 were unop-

posed. Funds were sent to assist

these candidates in communications

with their constituents.

COMPAC continues to success-

fully represent the voice of Colorado

physicians in the legislative arena.

Let your voice be heard! For

more information contact; Depart-

ment of Government Relations,

Colorado Medical Society. (303)

779-5455.
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Americans With Disabilities Act:

by Sandra D. Burns

ADA Coordinator Colorado Department of Social Services

Note: The State of Colorado has no enforcement authority in relation to the Americans with Disabilities Act. The information in

this article is offered as guidance and to stimulate thought by presenting some relevant examples. It should not be relied 'upon in

lieu of an interpretation by a qualified legal advisor.

Background - Since it was
signed into law on July

26, 1 990, the Americans

with Disabilities Act

(ADA) has been the

subject of numerous

articles, some explaining

its provisions and others

speculating about its

impact. This article is

intended to address issues

that could come up in the

treatment of patients. It is

intended to assist

physicians in complying

with the law, by

recommending steps to

take in meeting the new
requirements.

Purpose of ADA - The ADA is a civil

rights law. Its intent is to eliminate

discrimination by promoting attitudi-

nal changes. Under the ADA, the

guiding principles to consider

relative to the needs of Individuals

with disabilities are equal opportu-

nity to participate, equal opportunity

to benefit, and receipt of benefits in

the most integrated setting appropri-

ate.’ Persons with disabilities are

entitled to the "full and equal

enjoyment of the goods, services,

facilities, privileges, advantages, or

accommodations of any public

accommodation. . . The ADA
does not guarantee that an individual

with a disability must achieve an

identical result or level of achieve-

ment as persons without disabilities.^

Under Title 111 of the ADA, busi-

nesses open to the public, including

the professional offices of physicians

and other medical service providers,

have several obligations. Steps can

be taken in advance, to be prepared

for'these obligations and head off the

possibility of a complaint.

I. Do an assessment of your

physical facility for architectural

barriers and remove them if it is

readily achievable to do so.** Al-

though a self-evaluation is not

required of public accommodations,

it can diminish the threat of litigation

and save resources by identifying the

most efficient means of providing

required access.® A useful tool in

reviewing your facility for accessibil-

ity is the Existing Facilities Checklist.

It is available, at no cost, through the

ADA Technical Assistance Center in

Colorado Springs. Once you have

identified any architectural barriers,

you need to determine which ones it

is "readily achievable" to remove.

The "readily achievable" standard is

defined as "easily accomplishable,

able to be carried out without

significant difficulty or expense".^ If

your offices occupy leased space,

you and your landlord each have full

responsibility for assuring that the

facility is accessible, unless the lease

agreement defines the responsibility

in some other way.^ Tax incentives,

may be available to you for remov-

ing architectural barriers. Check with

your accountant or obtain IRS

Publication 907 for further guidance.

You have a continuing obligation to

remove barriers, as it becomes
"readily achievable" to do so.®

Therefore, if all barriers cannot be

removed at once, it is advisable to

develop a plan for removing them

over time.®

2. Identify alternatives to barrier

removal. If it is not readily achiev-

able to remove all the physical

barriers immediately, you must use

other means to make your services

available, if such means are readily

achievable.’® An example of an

alternative to barrier removal is to

arrange with a colleague with offices

in the same building to make an

accessible examination room
available when you need to examine

a patient that cannot be accommo-
dated in your offices. Explain any

such arrangements to your staff, so

that they will not inadvertently

discriminate against an individual

with a disability who calls for an

appointment and cannot be accom-
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Steps Toward Compliance

modated in your offices.

3. Be prepared to make written

materials available in alternate

formats or to provide someone to

read them aloud. Under the ADA,
individuals with blindness or visual

impairments may ask that written

materials be made available in an

alternate format (tape recorded, large

print, braille). If this is not available,

staff may read the material to them.”

Individuals may also ask for assis-

tance in completing medical history

or insurance forms. Establish a

policy for your office staff so that

they know it is their obligation to

provide these services. If you
regularly provide informational

materials in writing to your patients,

you may wish to have tape recorded

or large print copies made in ad-

vance. Various volunteer organiza-

tions, including the American Red

Cross, will do tape recording. Large

print can be produced on most word
processors and on some copy
machines. The number of braille

readers is not large. However, If you
receive a request for braille, several

organizations offering braille tran-

scription services are the Boulder

Public Library or the American Red

Cross. The cost ranges from ten cents

per page to several dollars per page.

4 . Be sure your office staff has a

list available of qualified interpreters

for individuals who are deaf. Under
the ADA, "Qualified interpreter

means an interpreter who is able to

interpret effectively, accurately, and

impartially both receptively and

expressively, using any necessary

specialized vocabulary".! 2 Inter-

preters are usually required for

complicated consultations, such as

discussions of impending surgery or

explanation of a medical diagnosis of

conditions. For less complex
interactions, lip reading, note

writing, or taking turns typing on a

computer console may be sufficient.

You can generally rely on your

patient to make his/her preferences

known. However, you may make the

decision of what service to provide,

as long as the method chosen results

in effective communication.”

Contact your local Center on Deaf-

ness, your local office of Colorado

Rehabilitation Services, or the

Interpreter Training Program at Front

Range Community College to obtain

the names of qualified interpreters.

The cost for all interpreter generally

ranges between $20 and $40 per

hour.

5.

Be sure staff know how to use

Relay Colorado to communicate
with individuals who are unable to

use a regular telephone. Relay

Colorado is a service which allows

someone who uses a text telephone,

or TT, (formerly called a telecommu-

nications device for the deaf, or

TDD) to speak with someone who
communicates by voice. The Relay

operator has a text telephone and

serves as the intermediary between

the two parties, reading aloud what

the TT user types and typing into the

TT whatever the voice caller says.

This service can be used by anyone

who cannot use a regular telephone,

whether the condition is temporary

or permanent. Laryngectomy patients

or patients who have undergone

About the author:

SANDRA BURNS' professional career

spans over twenty years. During that

time, she has worked with economi-

cally disadvantaged workers, as well

as persons with disabilities. She has

been with Colorado Rehabilitation Ser-

vices in a variety of capacities; as a

counselor with persona with blindness

or visual impairments, supervising a

unit aserving persons with psychiatric

disabilities, and as Director of a pro-

gram providing rehabilitation to indi-

viduals receiving Worker's Compen-

sation. Her current assignment is as

Coordinatorofthe Americans with Dis-

abilities Act for the Department of So-

cial Services. In that capacity, she is

taking a leadership role in coordinat-

ing the implementation ofthe require-

ments oftheADA in all state agencies.

Sandra has a bachelor's degree in Jour-

nalism from the UniversityofColorado

at Boulder and a master's degree in

Guidance and Counseling from the

University of Colorado at Denver.
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ADA: Steps Toward Compliance

. .accommodate the

needs of individuals with

disabilities and convey to

your staff the need to

comply with the law."

(Continued from pg. 271)

surgery to their jaws could also

benefit from its use. Your office does

not need to have a text telephone on

site, unless you allow patients to

make calls on more than an inciden-

tal basis.’'* For those incidental

situations such as calling a taxi, staff

can provide the needed assistance.

6. Make sure materials provided in

an audio or video format are usable

by persons with deafness or hearing

impairments. Some drug companies
offer informational or instructional

materials in videotaped formats.

Contact the company and request

that they provide copies that are

captioned for patients with deafness

or hearing impairment. Any materials

you offer in a videotape or audiotape

format should also be available in

print.

7 . Consider in advance how you

will handle a service animal accom-
panying an individual with a disabil-

ity. "Service animals include any

animal individually trained to do
work or perform tasks for the benefit

of an individual with a disability.

Tasks typically performed by service

animals include guiding people with

impaired vision, alerting individuals

with impaired hearing to the pres-

ence of intruders or sounds, provid-

ing minimal protection or rescue

work, pulling a wheelchair, or

retrieving dropped items."’' A service

animal must be allowed to accom-
pany its owner, unless it poses a

direct threat to health or safety. The

regulations do not require a public

accommodation to supervise or care

for a service animal.’^ If there are

situations in which the animal would
pose a direct threat to the health or

safety of others or could be at risk

itself, such as during an X-ray

examination, it is the responsibility

of the individual with a disability to

arrange for the care and supervision

of the animal.’^

Surcharges

Although provision of some services

may result in some additional costs,

you may not place a surcharge only

on particular individuals with

disabilities or groups of individuals

with disabilities to cover these

expenses.’®

Conclusion
These are intended to be examples of i

accommodations that may need to
|

be made for individuals with disabiii-
,

ties. They may not all be necessary
'

or applicable to your setting. Like-

wise, you may receive requests that

are not covered here. The most

important point is that you give some
thought in advance to the need to

accommodate the needs of individu-

als with disabilities and convey to

your staff the need to comply with

the law. An insensitive statement by

yourself or a member of your staff

could result in an individual with a

disability taking action, either by

filing a complaint with the Depart-

ment of Justice or by filing a civil

action.

Re^ences:

1 . The Americans wish DisabiSiSies Acf Title III Technical

Assistance Manual, U. S. Depaftment of justice, Qvil

Rights Division, Office on the Americans with

Disabilities Act, |>sge IS.

2. Am&icans wish Disabilities Act Handbook, pobiished by

the Equal Employment C^portunity Commission and the

U.S. Department of Justice, October 1991, United States

Government Printing Office #EEOC-8K"19, page IIM1,

3. Op Ot., Title IIS Technical Assistan^^ Manual, page 13.

4. Op Cit, Americans with Disabilities Handbor^k, page HI-

SS.

5. Op Gt„ Title IIS Technical Assistance Manual, page 34.

6. Op Cit, Americans with Disabilities Handbook, page

111-B5,

7 Ibid., page 111-37

8. Op Cit., Title III Tedmicai Assistant Manual,

9. M., page 37.

10. Ibid,, page 37.

1 1 . Ibid., page 26.

1 2. Op Cit, The Americam wi^ Disabilities Handbook,

page yS-34.

13. Op Cit, Op Cit, Title III Technical Assistance Manual,

page 26.

14. Op Cit, The Am&scans with Disabilities Handbook,

page liU79.

1 5. Op Cit, Title III Technical Assistance Manual, page 23.

1 6. Op Cit, Americans with Disabilities Handbook, page Hi*

75.

17. Ibid, page yh77.

18. Op Cit, Title III Technical Assistance Manual, page 22.
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Americans with Disabilities Act Resource

Directory

Information and Resources

Meeting the Challenge, Inc. 3630 Sinton Road BRAILLE OR RECORDING FOR THE BLIND
Colorado Springs, CO (800) 949-4232 Contact:

Patrick Going or Randy Dipner (can provide written American Red Cross

information, including the Checklist for Existing 1 70 Steele

Facilities, and maintains a computerized listing of Den ver, CO 80206
available resources). (303) 399-0550

Disability Information and Referral Service (DIRS) Boulder Public Library

Rocky Mountain Resource and Training institute 6355 1 000 Canyon
Ward Road, #310 Denver, CO 80214. (303) 420- Boulder, CO 80303
2942 (303)441-3098

Assistive Technology Project State Library for the Blind

Rocky Mountain Resource and Training Institute 1 80 Sheridan Blvd.

6355 Ward Road, #310 Denver, Co 80214 (303) 420- Denver, CO 80226
2942 (303) 727-9277

Contact: Bill West

Your local Independent Living Center

Colorado Rehabilitation Services

Rehabilitation Center

Check your local telephone directory or call Colorado 2211 W. Evans Ave.

Rehabilitation Services for complete list (303) 866- Denver CO
5196 (303) 937-1226

INTERPRETERS FOR THE DEAF

Center on Deafness

1 900 Grant St. Denver, CO 80203

Contact: Candy Leathers

GUIDANCE FOR MEDICAL PROVIDERS

National Rehabilitation Hospital

(303) 539-8022 Health Care Facility Access Project

Contaa: Mourine Tessler 1 02 Irving Street, NW
(also offers a service to add captioning to videotapes) Washington, D.C. 20010

Northern Colorado Center on Deafness

800 8th Avenue, Suite 323

(202) 877-1974

President's Committee on Employment of Persons

Greeley, CO 50203 (303) 352-8682 with Disabilities

Contact: Cheryl Lewis-Martinez Medical Concerns Subcommittee

Pikes Peak Center on Deafness

1331 F Street, NW
Washington, D. C. 20004-1 1 07

21 33 N. Academy Contact: Ruth Ellen Ross

Colorado Springs, CO
(719) 591-2777 RELAY COLORADO

Front Range Community College For Voice Users: 1-800-659-3656

3645 W 1 12th Avenue Westminster, CO 80030
(303) 466-881 1 Interpreter Training Program For TDD/TT Users: 1 -800-659-2656

Contart: Elaine Woody

Local School District Special Education Offices

For Information: (303) 894-2291

Contact: Van Scheppach, Executive Coordinator
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on-Physician Medical Care

Mary Jean Berg, MD, Chair

Council on Medical Service

"Current regulations and

statutes do not adequately

define the relationships

between the supervising

physician and the non-

physician medical

provider.

"

The Council on Medical Service has

devoted considerable time and effort

over two years to learn how non-

physicians (specifically physician

assistants and nurses in expanded

roles) are utilized in the delivery of

medical care. This effort was
prompted by a concern that, while

rural areas in the state would benefit

from the medical services of non-

physicians, these providers have

practiced medicine in a maze of

rules, regulations, customs, and

supervision which is lacking in

consistency, clarity, and oversight. It

has become clear during our evalua-

tion that these identified problems

are not limited to rural non-physician

medical providers, but are statewide

problems.

Current regulations and statutes

do not adequately define the rela-

tionships between the supervising

physician and the non-physician

medical provider. The scope of

practice is not clearly defined for

both physician assistants and nurses

in expanded roles. Guidelines for

the formulation and review of

protocols are not utilized. There is

no single oversight body or agency

charged with the specific responsibil-

ity of monitoring physician/non-

physician medical provider relation-

ships. There exist federal rules and

regulations which are inconsistent

with state regulations regarding the

manner in which non-physician

medical providers practice. These

problems and others make it incum-

bent on organized medicine to take a

leadership role in the development

and implementation of clear guide-

lines for the delivery of medical care

by non-physicians in the state.

The Council strongly believes

that the following resolution on Non-
Physician Medical Practice is a

critical first step toward correcting

the problems that exist in the utiliza-

tion of non-physicians to provide

medical care in Colorado. The state

lags far behind most states in effec-

tively managing non-physician

medical practice. The Council asks

the CMS membership to become
informed about this issue, and to

carefully consider the importance of

providing leadership to correct

identified problems. The Council

asks for your assistance in moving

this resolution through the process of

adoption and implementation.
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Introduced by:

Subject:

Referred to:

Colorado Medical Society

Council on Medical Service

Non-Physician Medical Providers in Colorado

Reference Committee on Community Health Issues/Medical Service

WHEREAS, non-physicians provide medical care under a variety of statutes, rules and
regulations in Colorado, and

{

WHEREAS, the education and training of non-physician medical providers varies, as does
their allowable scope of practice and their requirements for physician supervision, and

WHEREAS, non-physician medical providers should be supervised by physicians, and

WHEREAS, there is currently no comprehensive mechanism for defining, registering, or

monitoring non-physician medical practice provided in conjunction with a licensed physician,

and

WHEREAS, physicians have a responsibility to assure oversight of medical care delivered

by non-physician providers, therefore be it

RESOLVED, that representatives of the Colorado Medical Society meet with the Boards of

Medical Examiners and Nursing to develop comprehensive guidelines for the oversight of all

non-physician medical providers in Colorado. Such guidelines should include the following

concepts:

1) All physicians licensed in Colorado associated in a supervisory relationship with non-physi-
cian medical providers (physician assistants or registered nurses in expanded roles) should
register with the Board of Medical Examiners their name, address and the address(s) of all

non-physician medical providers for whom they provide supervision. All changes in such
supervisory relationships should be sent to the Board at the time of their occurrence.

2) All physicians who supervise non-physician medical providers should periodically provide

evidence to the Board of the total number of non-physician medical providers supervised,

the extent of on-site supervision and the extent of review of patient care. The physician

should be on-site a minimum of once per week.
3) No physician should supervise a non-physician medical provider whose scope of practice is

different than his/her own.

4) No physician should supervise a non-physician medical provider outside the geographic
area in which the physician regularly practices.

5) Written practice agreements between the physician and the non-physician medical provider

should accompany the physician’s registration and identify 1) the settings within which the

non-physician medical provider is authorized to practice, 2) the agreed scope of practice of

the non-physician medical provider, consistent with the Colorado Medical and Nurse Prac-

tice Acts, and 3) the quality assurance program to be utilized, including the network of

medical care into which the non-physician medical provider is connected should the super-

vising physician be unavailable or a greater level of care be required, and 4) the medical

protocols to be utilized by the non-physician medical provider, and be it further

RESOLVED, that the Colorado Medical Society should encourage and support the Boards
of Medical Examiners and Nursing in the pursuit of rules and regulations for expanded or ad-

vanced nursing practice, with the development of a conjoint Board which would oversee non-

physician medical practice in this state.

FISCAL IMPACT:None
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Health Care Financing

Edie K. Register, Director

Health Care Financing Department

More on E&M Codes
Grant Steffen, MD

Medical Director, Medicare Part B
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Colorado, Inc.

"First, at what intensity

levels were the history,

exam, and decision

making^ Second, from

which family of E/M codes

do you select the code?"

On June 9, I received a 37 page

document from HCFA headquarters

that contained updates on several

important policies concerning the

Evaluation and Management (E/M)

codes. I want to share some of these

with you because they may either

clarify some unclear policies or

indicate a significant change in

policy.

There are two questions you

need to answer when choosing the

right E/M code. First, at what inten-

sity levels were the history, exam,

and decision making? Second, from

which family of E/M codes do you

select the code; e.g. a consultation

code or an initial hospital visit? The
first question is certainly the most

difficult just because the definitions

in the CRT manual do not always

help to discriminate between

neighboring codes. FHCFA has made
this clarification for a comprehensive

history.

"The comprehensive history

must include a review of all the

systems and a complete past (medi-

cal and surgical) family and social

history obtained at that visit. In the

case of an established patient, it is

acceptable for a physician to update

the existing record, to reflect only

changes in the patient's medical

family and social history from the

last encounter." Implied but not

mentioned in this paragraph is the

obvious need to note the chief

complaint and an extended history of

the present illness.

Note that this description of a

comprehensive history makes no

mention of a single system special-

ist's history. For the generalist or the

specialist, a comprehensive history

must include the elements listed

above.

FHCFA did not clarify what for

me is a more problematic issue, a

way to distinguish between the four

levels of an exam. Note that a

detailed exam carries the motion of

an "extended examination," but CRT
fails to define extended. Except for

that word, the description of an

expanded problem focused exam is

very similar to that for the detailed

exam.

Here's how I sort these levels

out. The problem focused exam
involves one system or area, e.g. an

exam for a patient with a sore throat.

A complete exam involves the entire

body and, depending on how you

count, ten or so systems or areas. I

consider a comprehensive exam to

include most of those systems or

areas, eight or so, but not necessarily

all since the clinical situation may
prevent your doing a complete

exam.
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Health Care

An expanded problem focused

exam involves two and perhaps three

areas or systems and a detailed exam
involves five (plus or minus) systems

or areas. This rough separation of the

four levels of exam is justified in part

by the progression of the work

elements of the relative value units

assigned to the visit codes. For

example, the established patient

office codes 9921 2 through 9921

5

have a work RVU spread of 1 .06 and

9921 4 (requiring a detailed exam)

has a work RVU .53 above 9921

2

and .53 below 99215. Because the

detailed exam is placed midway
between the minimal (problem

focused) exam and the comprehen-
sive exam, I believe that it is reason-

able to expect a detailed exam to

include alx)ut half of the comprehen-
sive exam.

I apologize for this complex
analysis of a problem area, but don't

know any way to avoid complexity

when analyzing an inherently

complex and infinitely variable

event, the physical exam.

To add to this complexity, the

comprehensive exam includes, in

addition to a complete multi-system

exam, a complete single system

specialty exam. I don't know what
this means! The AMA, creator of the

CRT and its definitions, does not

offer what seems logically necessary.

namely a problem focused single

system specialty exam, an expanded

problem focused single system

specialty exam, and a detailed single

system specialty exam. If any of you
have recommendations on how to

sort out four levels of a single system

specialty exam, please share them
with me.

For those of you who do critical

care, the following change of policy

should be welcome. The CRT
definition of critical care "bundles"

together many procedures that have

their own CRT number, e.g. thora-

costomy and intubation. HCFA how
recognizes that the RVUs assigned to

the two critical care codes 99291

and 99292 were too low and have

accordingly unbundled some of the

procedures from the critical care

services. Still included in the critical

care codes are venipuncture, arterial

puncture, chest x-rays, temporary

transcutaneous pacing, cardiac

output measurements, ventilator care

and pulse oximetry. Excluded are

tube thoracostomy, control of

gastrointestinal hemorrhage, electri-

cal conversion of arrhythmia,

endotracheal intubation, and other

procedures not mentioned above.

Next month I will discuss some

of the issues that surround the

admission H&R as well as some

global surgical policy clarifications.

"" If any of you have

recommendations on how
to sort out four levels of a

single system specialty

exam, please share them

with me."
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\bu didn’t
spend

umpteen
years in
school in
order to
become a

bin
collector.

Collecting money from
slow paying patients is critical

to your practice. But you didn’t

spend all those years in school

to become a bill collector.

And that’s where I.C.

System can help.

First of all, we have the

resources and expertise to do

the job. And while we’re

tenacious, we treat your

delinquent patients with

courtesy and respect.

In fact, our work is en-

dorsed by over 1,200 profes-

sional associations and societ-

ies, including the Colorado

Medical Society. And no

matter where you’re located or

where your debtors live, we
have local representatives to

service your account.

But most important, we
guarantee results, by collect-

ing at least ten times the

amount of our retainer.

To find how the I.C.

System approach can work for

you, call toll free (800) 824-

9469, ext. 330.

^LC System
The System J Works,

An expensive charting system

is one that doesn't work.

Cubjective: “The Plaintiff’s husband had his

^ first embolism 21 months ago.”

Abjective: “Doctor, please show the

^ court that record in your chart.”

kssessment: “Oh ...

I can'tfind it!"

plans; ..CallBIBBERO!!!

Contact Sue Lewis or Tom Rothgeb at (303) 969-9997 or (800) 358-8240 Ext. #83

Wve Helped Hundreds

el Decters Keep Their

Practices Prefitabie.

As a full-service practice management company, we provide

the single best business resource for physicians and their

practices. Our goal is to maximize the time you spend with
your patients - while we maximize your cashflow!

A tradition of excellence in medical management since 1976.

• Computerized billing for • Expertise in regulatory and
all specialties reimbursement issues

• Electronic claims submission • Effective collection and follow-up
• On-line access to practice • Practice specific management reports

information from your office • Accounts payable/payroll

For a FREE practice analysis and for more information on
how we can help you.call us today! 303-759-0400.

Colorado medical
consultants

an AdvaCare. Inc. Company
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Abraham Lincoln: Malpractice Defense Attorney

by Gwilym B. Lewis, MD

Reprinted with permission from the February, 1 992, issue ofthe Alamcda-Contra County Medical Society Association Bulletin

The "chicken bones case,"

During his twenty-five years of law

practice in Illinois, Abraham
Lincoln's reputation was primarily as

an attorney for the defense. His

retention by the Illinois Central

Railroad as one of their chief coun-

sels and his successful defense of

many murder cases are well-known

to Lincoln buffs.

Then as now, 1 9th century

America, particularly in rural and

pioneer areas, was remarkably

litigious. Suits against physicians

were common; A case defended by

Lincoln, known to legal historians as

the "chicken bones case," has been

documented.

On October 1 6, 1 855, one Samuel

Fleming was a curious onlooker at a

livery stable fire in Bloomington,

Illinois. He was struck by a falling

chimney, breaking both legs. The

fractures were treated by setting and

by the application of splints by Drs.

Rogers and Crothers of Bloomington.

The right leg healed with angulation

and shortening. The doctors recom-

mended refracturing and resetting

the leg. This was attempted, using

chloroform anesthesia. The patient

awakened during the procedure in

great pain and demanded that the

operation be terminated. He stated

that he would prefer his disability to

enduring further suffering. The

doctors urged him to go through with

the procedure but the patient was
adamant. Months later he could

walk, but the bones were perma-

nently malunited.

He hired a team of lawyers who.

on March 28, 1 856, filed suit of

malpractice against Drs. Crothers

and Rogers in the McClean Circuit

Court alleging the defendants " not

regarding their said duty but intend-

ing and contriving to injure said

plaintiff did not use due and proper

care, skill or diligence." The defen-

dants engaged four Bloomington

lawyers who then brought in Lincoln

of Springfield to bear the main

weight of the argument.

In the course of the trial Lincoln

used pliant bones from young pullets

and hard brittle bones from chickens

to demonstrate to the jury, problems

of fraaure healing in older people.

In his cross examination of the

plaintiff Lincoln said: "Well! What I

advise you to do is to get down on

your knees and thank your Heavenly

Father, and also these two doctors

that you have any legs to stand on at

all."

The trial was protracted. After

eighteen hours deliberation, the jury

was deadlocked. The case was put

over to the next court term. After

further postponements, on March 1 5,

1 858, the case was dismissed by

agreement of the parties.

As we reflect on the honor of our

past presidents this February, it is

perhaps of some consolation to our

beleaguered profession to know that

our most esteemed President would

probably be on our side.

Reference: Duff, John "A. Lincoln,

Prairie Lawyer" Bramwell House (1960):

327-329.

..our most esteemed

President

would probably be on our

side.

"
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A monthly report of

current and on-going

activities of the Councils,

Committees and Sections

of the Colorado Medical

Society. None of the

information herein is

meant to indicate a policy

or position statement of

the Colorado Medical

Society. This report is

designed only to inform

CMS members of their

organization's activities

and study projects at the

Council, Committee or

Section level.

August, 1 992

New Family Health and
Safety Committee

The COMMUNITY HEALTH
ISSUES COUNCIL has recently

created a new committee that is

charged with addressing the issues of

maternal and child health, reproduc-

tive health, injury prevention and

geriatric care.

Dr. William Miller has agreed to

co-chair this committee and another

co-chair is being sought. Initially this

committee will meet on Wednesdays
at 6 pm.

If you are interested in being a

member of this committee or would
like to act as co-chair, please contact

Marilyn Barton at CMS.

New Advance Directive

Booklet
As a result of actions by the

legislature it has become necessary

to revise the booklet Your Right to

Make Health Care Decisions. This

new law puts into statute what has

been accepted practice in regard to

medical durable powers of attorney

and living wills.

The new booklet should be

available by early fall. Until that time

you or your patients may continue to

use the original booklet. Copies are

still available by calling CMS offices.

Medical Informatics
The MEDICAL INFORMATICS
COMMITTEE of the Colorado

Medical Society has recently en-

dorsed the workshop Medical Office

Computing, sponsored by the

University of Colorado School of

Medicine's Office of Continuing

Medical Education. The third in a

series of hands-on workshops on

medical computing, this newly

expanded program will take place in

Aspen September 18-20, followed by

optional, focused workshops Sep-

tember 21, 22, 1992.

The workshop will provide

instruaion in the general use of the

computer, and in its use in the

clinical setting. Issues to be ad-

dressed include the hardware and

software available today and its

appropriateness in the home and

office. The program is designed to

accommodate all levels, from those

with no experience to those well

versed in the use of the computer.

Call Joann Bauer at the University, 1-

800-882-91 53 or (303) 270-51 95 for

more details.

PaperChase is a new service

offered by the Denver Medical

Library for access to Medline, the

world's largest biomedical database.

Physicians may access the service

from any computer with a modem,
define search parameters and obtain

medical information 24 hours per

day, any day of the year. Estimate

subscription cost will be $150.

Contaa the Denver Medical Library

at 839-6670 for more information.

The American College of

Cardiology COMPUTER APPLICA-

TIONS COMMITTEE is accepting

abstracts of computer programs for

possible presentation at its 42nd
Annual Scientific Session March 14-

18, 1993 in Anaheim, Calif. Dead-

line for submissions is September 9,

1 992. Contact the Committee at 1 -

800-257-4738 for more details. The

ACC also publishes the Cardiovascu-

lar Software Directory on Disk. Call

1 -800-253-4636 for a copy.

The UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
has designed a new certificate

program called Healthcare Informa-

tion Systems. The program is targeted

toward health care managers who
need additional computer training to

meet the needs of the day in relying

on computer-based information to

make decisions. Call University

College at 871-3155 for more
information.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING, MAY 22, 1992
CMSA Mrs. Pam Laman, newly installed President of the Colorado Medical Society Auxiliary,

indicated that her theme for this year would be "Partnership", emphasizing the partnership

between the county, state and national levels as well as with spouses.

AMA Delegation Dr. Ray Painter reported on the resolutions being taken to the AMA Annual Meeting in

Chicago in June. The resolutions are dealing with the Americans with Disabilities Act,

Physician Payment Reform, AMA Unified Voice for All Physicians, Waste Management/
OSHA regulations and the Patient's Right to Know issues.

Executive Committee The Board ratified the actions of the Executive Committee which directed CMS Staff to

develop a policy on membership parameters for all CMS Councils and Committees. Also,

agreed to assist the Colorado Rural Health Scholars Program with a contribution.

Finance Committee The Board ratified the actions of the Finance Committee in approving a change in the

current investment management for CMS and approved a request for financial support to

help produce a training video for hospital staff in dealing with victims of spousal and elder

abuse.

Resolutions from IM '92 The Board took the following actions on the Resolutions referred for action.

RES-1 4, changes to the Community Health Issues Section of the Policy Manual, was referred

to the Council on Community Health Issues for clarification.

RES-1 5, membership in COMPAC/AMPAC, is considered complete.

RES-27, publishing a Pro-active newsletter for patients, was considered as not a reasonable

activity at this time, although the Board agrees with the concept of improving the image of

the medical profession.

HIGHLIGHTS OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING ON July 24, 1992
Executive Committee Dr. Leigh Truitt introduced representatives from the Chase Manhattan Investment Ser-

vices, Inc. who presented a brief outline of services available for CMS members.

CMS Auxiliary Mrs. Pam Laman, President, reported on actions taken at the AMAA Annual Meeting

where Mrs. Mary Hanson,CMSA member, was installed as President-Elect.

AMA Delegation Dr. Richert Quinn reported that the five resolutions submitted by the Colorado Medical

Society to the AMA House of Delegates were adopted. In addition. Dr. Quinn reported

that Dr. Robert Bogin had been elected to the AMPAC Board of Directors, a position of

considerable influence.

Dr. Quinn announced that he will be seeking a seat on the AMA Council on Constitution &
Bylaws.

UC School of Medicine Dr. Richard Krugman, Dean, was present and reported to the Board on the future plans

and goals for the School of Medicine.

Finance The Fiscal 1993 Budget was approved.

Action Items The Board approved a Locum Tenens proposal from the Council on Medical Service in

which CMS would act as a matching service. Details will be published at a later date.

The Board approved the establishment of a yearly cash award to be given to the graduat-

ing medical student who demonstrated leadership qualities. The award will be given in

accordance with guidelines developed by the Medical Student Component.

The Board approved several resolutions which will be presented to the House of Del-

egates in September.
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EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Fort Carson - Three civilian ED positions for 126-bed military

hospital. Annual ED volume of 45,000. Located at the foot of

Pikes Peak, 20 miles south of Colorado Springs. Physicians

need to be BC/BE in primary care or pediatrics.

Fort Morgan - ED staff opportunity available at this small

community hospital. Located in northeastern Colorado, this

40-bed facility has an annual volume of 4,000. Fort Morgan is

75 miles northeast of Denver.

Spectrum Advantages:

• Guaranteed competitive fees

• Occurrence-based malpractice insurance program

• Flexible scheduling

For more information contact:

Marlene Milner

1-800-288-8044

Or FAX your CV to Marlene at 719-590-1759.

You’ve Got Your

\ Professiooal f

Reputatioo To

Protect

So depend on the expertise

of The St. Paul and our knowledge

of your profession.

Select The St. Paul for stable, high limits coverage that

travels with you. Comprehensive coverage backed by a company

with $1 3 billion in assets and 40 years of experience in Colorado.

You con depend on us.

We^re Building Our Reputation By

Protecting Yours

Call your independent insurance agent and ask about The St. Paul,

Or call Lisa Good in our Denver Office at (303) 696-7500.

IStAul
St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Campany and its property and liability ^

offiliates, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55102

Thanks Go To Physicians

Who Served As Special

Judges at Successful '92

Colorado State Science Fair

Nearly 400 middle- and high-schcx)l

students participated in the April 9-

1 1 Fair. Of these, more than 25

entries were judged under the

medical science criteria. The win-

ners, Warren Gasper of Fort Collins

and Diann E. Miyake of Englewcxxl.

Three special judges for Colo-

rado Medical Society were Drs.

James Regan of Denver, Thomas
Flower of Greeley and Russell Bobo
of Fort Collins.

Drs. Regan and Flower are CMS
members. Dr. Regan is the Chairman

of the Young Physician Section. Dr.

Flower has been active since its

inception in the CMS Correctional

(Jail) Health Care Program. Dr. Bobo
is an Anesthesiologist.

Winners of the Junior and Senior

Divisions in the medical sciences

competition will display their

exhibits at the CMS Annual Meeting

in September at Copper Mountain.

Each winner will receive a $1 00 US
Savings Bond.

Drs. Regan, Flower and Bobo
interviewed each of the contestants.

Each contestant is interviewed about

the experiment exhibit as the judges

base their decisions on both the

personal knowledge of the entrant as

well as the physical exhibit.

One of the Colorado State

Science Fair pioneers, Dr. H. Calvin

Fisher (Ret) of Colorado Springs was
on hand as well. The special judging

was an excellent opportunity to bring

these physicians together, all of

whom have special interests in

promoting the natural sciences in our

schools at an early age. Dr. Regan, in

recent years, has been promoting the

CMS "Natural Science Ambassador"

program, finding physicians to

become classroom ambassadors for

natural science studies in grade

school and up. Dr. Fisher continues

to urge CMS members to play a

major role in the Science Fair which,

he says, forms an excellent relation-

ship with this important sector of the

patient/public.
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COMMENT

1992 Series

Copic Lawsuit Stress Rap Sessions
For those who've experienced the personal ordeal which attends being named a defendant in a malpractice suit,

here's an opportunity to explore that experience with peers and resource friends in a largely unstructured setting.

All sessions: 7:00 - 9:30 pm with light refreshments

PUEBLO Thursday, August 1 3, 1 992

St. Mary Corwin Hospital, Minnequa Room

AURORA Tuesday, September 1 5, 1 992

Aurora Presbyterian Hospital, Oak Room

COLORADO
SPRINGS Tuesday, October 6, 1 992
Cheyenne Mountain Conference Resort

FORT COLLINS Arrangements pending

BOULDER Tuesday, September 22, 1 992

Boulder Country Club, Green Room

If you plan to attend a session, please

call Ms. Pat Schultz, Copic's Director

of Marketing and Professional Rela-

tions, at (303) 779-0044 or (800) 421 -

1 834, so that appropriate arrange-

ments can be made for the session.

The Lawsuit Stress Rap Sessions are

being held in cooperation with the

Pueblo County, Aurora-Adams

County, Boulder County, El Paso

County, and Larimer County Medical

Societies.

PRACTICE MEDICINE THE WAY
YOU INTENDED TO.

Navy medical professionals make the most of practicing medicine. For

them, the emphasis is on the patient— not paperwork.

Navy doctors are part of an active and challenging group practice. You
work with state-of-the-art equipment at some of the best facilities

available.

Highly trained physician's assistants, hospital corpsmen, nurses and

hospital administrators assist with the paperwork. As a result, doctors are

freer to look after the needs of the patients.

The benefits don't stop there... you also enjoy the lifestyle of a Navy
officer. This includes comparable medical salaries and 30 days paid

vacation each year.

To learn more about the Navy's practice made perfect, send your

curriculum vitae or call: 1 -800-237-7392

NAVY PHYSICIAN You and the Navy.
Full Speed A.head.
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Medical News

CPtP
Colorado Personalized Educa-

tion for Physicians (CPEP) is now in

new quarters:

5575 DTC Parkway, Suite 350-A
Englewood, CO 80111

(303) 773-0440

FAX 796-0334

Concurrent with the new location,

CPEP Executive Director Roxanna

Fredrickson announced that Patrick

Moran, M.D. and Richard H.

Thompson Jr., M.D. will serve CPEP
as co-medical directors. CPEP,

formerly located in the Colorado

Hospital Association building, is the

collaborative effort of seven state-

wide organizations: Colorado

Alliance for Continuing Medical

Education, Colorado Foundation for

Medical Care, Colorado Hospital

Association, Colorado Medical

Society, Colorado Physician Health

Program, Colorado Society of

Osteopathic Medicine, and the

University of Colorado School of

Medicine.

CPEP provides personalized

assessmrent and education programs

for physicians in their scientific

knowledge, technical skills and

interpersonal skills as they relate to

the practice of medicine.

If you or a colleague is interested

in assessment of your current

medical practice or personalized

training, please call CPEP.

Trust Fund Awards Child-

Abuse Prevention Grants

The Colorado Children's Trust Fund

recently awarded $200,721 to fund

1 5 Colorado agencies that offer

child-abuse prevention programs.

Colorado State University's

department of social work in the

College of Applied Human Sciences

administers the trust fund. It is

supported by a $1 0 surcharge on
marriage license fees, federal grants

and contributions.

The fund provides grants to

Colorado organizations that deal

with primary and secondary child-

abuse prevention programs focused

on strengthening families.

In Colorado, a record 29 chil-

dren died during 1 990 as a result of

child abuse and neglect. Last year,

2.5 million cases of child abuse and

neglect were reported nationally,

and there were more than 1 ,200

confirmed fatalities due to abuse.

Joyce Jennings, program director

for the Colorado Children's Trust

Fund, says "Most of our programs are

directed toward strengthening

families before abuse and neglect

occurs by reaching out to parents at

the time of birth."

Agencies awarded one-year

grants are:

Valley-Wide Health Services, the parent to

five primary care clinics in the San Luis

Valley.

Valley School District of Logan County

Community Options of Montrose

Developmental Opportunities of Fremont

County

Family Visitor Program in Garfield, Eagle

and Pitkin counties.

The Effective Parents Project of Mesa
County

The Rape Assistance and Awareness

Program of Denver

Colorado Coalition for the Protection of

Children

Mental Health Center of Boulder

Arapahoe House (Healthy Options for

Women program) in Denver.

Clear Creek County Youth Services

Tri-County Health Department

Summit County Youth and Family Services

Jefferson County Department of Health

and Environment, and

Families abnd Friends of Convicts United

for Support.

Last week, the
Arthritis Foundation
helped Jennifer Adams

get ready for A
a date.

ARTHRITIS
FOUNDATION *
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Social Services "Band-

Aids" Revenue Loss
The Colorado Department of Social

Services (DSS) has made a partial

attempt to remedy some of the

revenue loss created by the passage

of HB-1 306, the Colorado Medical

Assistance Act. After a large group of

geriatric physicians informed the

department that they would no

longer accept new Medicare/

Medicaid patients, the department

considered that this would result in a

"loss of access to primary medical

care to these patients." It therefore

agreed to pay three procedure codes

at 1 00% of the Medicare rate

through September 30, 1 992.

DSS made this offer to allow "the

Department, in consultation with

[the geriatric group and its] physi-

cians, the Colorado Medical Society

and other interested parties to

develop a long term solution that is

consistent with the intent of HB
1 306." However, CMS was not

contaaed in regard to this matter,

nor were any other physicians

outside the geriatric group, as far as

we know.

HB-1 306 mandated that DSS
would pay either ihe Medicare or

Medicaid amount on a particular

procedure, whichever is lower,

rather than both, as was previously

done in cases where a patient was
eligible for both. Since Medicare

doesn't usually cover a physician's

cost of providing services and

Medicaid is often lower, it appears to

be the intent of HB 1 306 to signifi-

cantly reduce the amount of reim-

bursement physicians will receive for

services to Medicare/Medicaid

Medical News

patients. The small Medicaid pay-

ment often aaed as a "co-payment"

in dual eligibility cases which helped

the physician avoid a substantial loss

on the service. It would appear that,

in effect, the physician will be paid

less for a patient with both Medicare

and Medicaid than he or she would

be paid for a patient who is only on

Medicare.

Look for more information and

an action plan in Med Fax with this

issue.

Smoke Free Dining
The Group to Alleviate Smoking

Pollution (GASP) of Colorado has

released its updated Guide to

Smoke-Free Dining in Colorado, one

of the most comprehensive directo-

ries of its kind in the country. The

guide, free to the public, lists more

than 300 restaurants in the state

which are 100% smoke free.

Peter Bialick, president and

founder of the Colorado chapter of

GASP, said, "The number of smoke

free restaurants in Colorado has

tripled since our last guide was

published in 1 989. We see the trend

toward more smoke free restaurants

as a positive step toward the day

when all restaurants are smoke free."

Since the EPA has classified

environmental (second-hand)

tobacco smoke (ETS) as a Class A
carcinogen, this is a significant

health problem. Class A substances

are proven to cause cancer in

humans. Exposure to ETS causes lung

cancer, and heart disease, and is

especially dangerous to children. Mr.

Bialick says, "Separate smoking areas

in restaurants do not provide ad-

equate proteaions for the public. A

nonsmoking area can only be smoke
free if it is completely enclosed and

is independently ventilated.

For a copy of the guide, which

covers five geographic regions in

Colorado, call (303) 444-9799.

Bogin Joins AMPAC Board
Robert M. Bogin, MD, former chair

of the American Medical Associa-

tion's Young Physicians Section,

(AMA-YPS) has been appointed to

the American Medical Political

Action Committee board of directors.

Dr. Bogin is a Denver Internist

specializing in pulmonary diseases

and has long been active in the

Young Physicians Section and in

representing Colorado on the

national level.

Joy A. Maxey, MD, current chair

of the AMA-YPS, said. The appoint-

ment of this 35-year-old displays the

continuing commitment of the AMA
to mainstreaming young physicians."

Congratulations, Dr. Bogin, from

your colleagues in the CMS.

New Mammography
Equipment Guidelines
Since mammography is crucial to the

early detection and treatment of the

breast cancer that will strike one out

of nine women in her lifetime. Bob

Quillin, director of the Radiation

Control Division at the Colorado

Department of Health says new rules

will help reduce unnecessary

radiation exposure for women
having mammograms and will also

help improve their quality.

The new rules were issued by

the Colorado Board of Health in

response to consumer, health
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Medical News

professional, legislator and other

concerns about the safety of mam-
mography equipment and quality of

mammography services in the wake
of increased use of these services for

screening and diagnosis, partly as a

result of new laws requiring third

party payors to provide coverage for

some mammography services.

Director of the CDH Division of

Prevention Programs, Walter "Snip"

Young said the regulations are "a

significant step forward in dealint

with mammography equipment." He
said the National Cancer Institute

recommends that women seek a

facility which performs at least ten

mammograms per week with a

dedicated mammography machine
calibrated at least once a year,

operated by a technician certified by

the Registry of Radiological Tech-

nologists. They also advocated

interpretation by a radiologist who is

board certified and specifically

trained in mammography.
For more information, contact

the Radiation Control Division at the

CDH, (303) 331-8407.

Reportable Health

Conditions
The Colorado Board of Health has

issued list of health conditions which
must be reported by law. They
include many vaccine preventable

diseases, contagious diseases,

environmental, occupational and
chronic conditions and other condi-

tions which are of interest to public

health officials. Call (303) 331-8330
for more information during daytime

hours, (303) 370-9395 for after hours

and weekend emergencies.

Newborn Manual
Available
Copies are still available of the

Newborn Screening Practitioner's

Manual (1990), published by the

Mountain States Regional Genetic

Services Network (MSRGSN).
The MSRGSN is a fvederally

funded, multi-state forum created to

enhance communication and

utilization of services in the field of

genetics.

Topics covered in the manual

include Hypothyroidism, PKU,
Galaaosemia, Homocystinuria,

MSUD, Cystic Fibrosis, Biotinidase

Deficiency, Hemoglobinopathies,

proper screening and follow-up

practices, optimum timing of initial

and confirmatory tests, how to obtain

an adequate specimen, and the

names, addresses, and telephone

numbers of medical and laboratory

consultants for assistance with

follow-up of abnormal tests.

Copies may be obtained at no

charge by contacting Joyce Hooker,

(303) 331-8376.

Advance Medical
Directives
The American Medical Association

(AMA) has published two companion
booklets on Advance Medical

Directives. Subtitled A Guide to

Living Wills and Powers of Attorney

for Health Care, one book is directed

to physicians, the other to patients.

The booklets deal not only with the

issues surrounding medical direc-

tives, powers of attorney, living wills

and the like, but also federal laws on
the subject. They invite the reader to

refer to specific state laws for more

information. Call the AMA for free

single copies or ordering information

at 1-800-621-8335.

Diabetes Clinical Trials

Participants are needed to help the

International Diabetes Center of

Colorado research the effects of a

new, more potent hypoglycemic

agent. Volunteers will receive

medical examinations, lab tests and

EKG at no cost. Certain criteria must

be met. Call Honora Caldwell, RN,

MSN, at 425-2792 if you think any

of your patients might qualify.

Daniel Ellsberg to

Keynote Conference
Daniel Ellsberg of "Pentagon

Papers" fame will keynote a confer-

ence sponsored by Physicians for

Social Responsibility (PSR) at Den-

ver's Children's Hospital on Septem-

ber 26, 1992.

Ellsberg is a former State Depart-

ment and Defense official who
drafted the Kennedy administration

nuclear war plans. Today, Mr.

Ellsberg is director of Manhattan
Project II at PSR, an anti-nuclear

effort.

An additional lecture will be

given by Dr. H . jack Geiger. Dr.

Geiger is a Logan Professor of Family

Medicine, at City University of New
York Medical School and is the

principal author of Dead Reckoning,

a critical review of the Department

of Energy's epidemiologic studies on

the health of workers at nuclear

weapons plants.

For additional information call

Jody Taylor, executive director.

Physicians For Social Responsibility.
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by Bill Pierson

Managing Editor

(def; to chew again what has been chewed

Where Health Care Reform Will Take Medicine:

the destructive larva syndrome or the gallows theory

Given as I am to ruminating, I was
wondering the other day about

"health care reform" when it was last

discussed with fervor in Washington

and elsewhere. That was about ten

years ago. In fact, in 1982, the

Washington reform concept was
taking on some pretty firm lines and

a number of Capitol Hill luminaries

thought they finally had the ans-

wer(s). But what has happened as a

result of 1 982 Washington reform?

And what lessons should we have

learned about massive health care

reform?

Legislators and administration

alike thought the reform answer was
deregulation and free market or

increased competition.

I asked Rachelle Kaye, Ph.D.

(then Director of Program Planning

and Evaluation, Colorado Founda-

tion for Medical Care) to report on
the meeting of legislators with the

American Association of Foundations

for Medical Care and the National

Council of Hospitals. Her article

was published in the March, 1982.

{"The Age of Competition in Health

Care. " Colo. Med., Vol 79, Number
3;! 13-1 15).

The article begins: "Discussions

these days about health care 'on the

hill' in Washington, D. C. are

frequently punctuated with the

current buzzwords 'competition' and

'consumer choice.' " The objective

of the meeting was to discuss 'pro-

competition' legislation for health

care." In other words, the flood-

gates were about to open and we

were about to be pushed along by a

wave which has since crested and is

now petering out, sinking into the

sandy beaches of time. It didn't

work; the "buzzword" competition

became a "buzzsaw," chopping up

the U.S. health care delivery system.

The destructive larva syndrome:

Competition turns out to be a

variegated cutworm whose destruc-

tive larva continues to do its damage
long after the plague of moths has

flown.

In her report, Rachelle went on

to say: "Three pro-competition

proposals which have been or will

be introduced to Congress during

this session were discussed:

1 . The Administration's proposal

2. The House of Representatives

proposal (H.R. 850)

3. The Senate proposal

Health and Human Services

Secretary Richard Schweiker and

Senator H. John Heinz III (R-Pa)

discussed the Administration's

proposal. Both noted that the

purpose of competition and the

competition legislation being

considered was to counteract rising

costs. The current outlay of federal

dollars is somewhere in the neigh-

borhood of $200 billion and it is

projected that it will be $438 billion

by 1 985. Schweiker observed that

the incentives in the present health

care system are contrary to cost

containment efforts:

° the third party payer system

. . .the "buzzword" -

competition - became a

"buzzsaw/' chopping up

the U.S. health care

delivery system."
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. .GMENAC predicted

there would be a surplus

of 69,750 physicians by

1990. We've not been

able to nail down this

number [+ or - ]."

* Source: Health Care Financing Administration

insulates people from the real costs

of health care, consequently,

there is no incentive to keep

costs low.

° there are no incentives for

employers and employees to

choose lower priced benefit

packages."

We needn't reprint any more of

the article, considering that the

administration (and whomever else

has had a finger in the pie) has

driven us to a federal health care

expenditure of $666.2 billion in

1990* with a projected expenditure

of $1 .6 trillion (1 6A% of GNP,
$5,71 2 per capita) in the year 2000.

So, what did pro-competition do
for us? Whatever it did and is doing,

besides costing us our worldwide

model health care delivery system

and billions of dollars, it is obviously

not the health care reform answer to

cost-containment and accessibility.

Two years before Dr. Kaye's

report, GMENAC (Graduate Medical

Education National Advisory Com-
mittee) was believed to have the

answer: the United States had too

many doctors in some specialties

and not enough in others to make
competition work effectively;

therefore, cap the number of new
medical schools, graduates and

residencies to control the imbalance.

GMENAC may have died for lack of

medical or any other care. But from

that committee's report came
sustenance for the competition larva.

Dr Kaye's report, noted that

Representative Richard A. Gephardt
(D. Mo) spoke to the House pro-

posal (H.R. 850 sponsored by

Gephardt and others), which would
1) establish actuarial categories

based on age, sex, marital status,

dependents and disability in order to

determine healthcare contributions

and premium charges; 2) divide the

country into urbanized and non-

urbanized healthcare areas; 3) entitle

all U.S. residents to a healthcare

contribution which can take several

forms; 4) place a cap on the em-
ployer's contribution to employees'

purchase of health care plans that

may be excluded from the em-
ployee's gross income; 5) require the

Secretary of Health and Human
Services to certify health plans as

qualified. Gephardt added that

competition in healthcare is already

growing, despite political inaction,

as a result of the growing physician

surplus, too many beds and cost

concerns. (GMENAC predicted there

would be a surplus of 69,750

physicians by 1990. We've not been

able to nail down this number [-t-or-]

because the parameters of health

care keep changing, principally due

to changes in Medicare and Medic-

aid programs. Medicare has moved
from 1 5% of the yearly expenditure

in 1 980 to 1 9% in 1 990; Medicaid

jumped from 1 0% in 1 980 to 1 1 % in

1 990, and is expected to increase to

1 6% by 2000.)

Gephardt wound up his com-
ments, saying that "competition does
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not necessarily contain costs and

I therefore competition needs to be

I structured legislatively so that it

I

I will." I believe that Gephardt's views
^ have come to fruition, and now he

can see what legislatively structured

competition has done for the system

(the destructive larva syndrome).

The third major health care

j

initiative before Congress in 1982

I

was the Senate plan, which would:

1 ) amend the Internal Revenue Code
to provide that any employer contri-

butions to an employee's health or

dental benefit plan which exceeds

the limitations established by the

legislation would be included in the

employee's gross income; 2) require

that any employer having more than

1 00 employees covered under a

heatih benefit plan must provide at

least three options, each covered by

a separate carrier, that meet require-

ments pertaining to continuity of

coverage, coverage for employees'

family, minimum benefits and

catastrophic expense protection; 3)

provide that the amount of the

employer's contribution could not

depend on which option an em-
ployee chooses; 4) provide that in

order for an employer's contribution

to be qualified, the contribution must

be to a plan or plan option that

a. provides continuity of coverage

in case of death, separation from

employment, or divorce

b. covers an employee's spouse

and qualfied children

c. at least provides coverage for the

same types of services covered

by Medicare

d. provides for payment of 1 00% of

the cost of minimum benefits

provided to a covered individual

during a catastrophic benefit

period.

To cap the whole proceeding,

Minnesota's Republican Senator

David Durenberger represented the

Senate proposal and he talked, not

about the specific legislative propos-

als., but about government's relation-

ship with health care in general. As

an alterntive to the proposals and

other forms of "controls," Duren-

berger suggested a new framework

for thinking about the way in which

government attempts to meet the

needs of people. This framework can

be expressed in eight guiding

principles:

1 . Choices are good; monopolies

should be avoided.

2. Government is a better

purchaser of services than a provider

of them. Government does not

allocate resources as well as the

private sector does. Consequently,

government should get away from

directly providing services, including

peer review services, and should

contract for them.

3. Consumer choice is enhanced

as information increases. Compara-

tive information should be available

to consumers for physicians, hospi-

tals and health care plans based

upon which consumer choice can

then be made.

4. The price of a good or service

should be a true measure of its cost.

Government should not facilitate

hidden costs or cross subsidization.

5. Government should guarantee

access to necessary care; however,

standards of access cannot be open

ended.

6. A responsive market will have

"Government is a better

purchaser of services than

a provider of them."
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. .the role of the

national government in

meeting the needs of the

people needs to be

changed. .
/'

fluctuations in capacity. There

will be temporary shifts and in-

creases in capacity as the market

adjusts. Government should not be

tempted to interfere with it. For

example, Certificate of Need, which

is an attempt on the part of govern-

ment to interfere with capacity,

should be eliminated.

7. Government should establish

guidelines for quality but recognize

that quality will ultimately be judged

by the individual.

8. The government's role in

stimulating competition should be to

insure fair market conditions, not to

install its own brand of competition.

This can be accomplished by cost

sharing of utilized services and/or

cost sharing of premiums.

Senator Durenberger concluded

by expressing his convicition that the

role of the national government in

meeting the needs of the people

needs to be changed and this cannot

be accomplished by simply changing

the way in which money is spent.

Decisions have to be made about

income security and health policy

must be given a positive direction.

Did we learn anything from all

this talk and legislative posturing?

Yes, I think we did. Victor Hugo said

"No army can withstand the strength

of an idea whose time has come."

We might add a footnote that some
ideas come and go, but in their wake
leave untouched the real kernel of

motivation: survival. That kernal is, I

believe, about to be popped, and

when it does give way to the heat the

kernel will reveal the fact that

mankind (the U.S. variety) is about to

consume itself. Maybe this is the

idea whose time has come.

The gallows theory: With each

passing day, public hue and cry,

political and editorial opinion, all

become more strident for health care

reform. When someone challenges

you, the professional care-giver, to

describe health care reform or what
health care should be, draw your

lines carefully, be pragmatic but

protracted in your opinions. Look

back and see what has gone before.

Seek counsel with your fellow

practitioner and speak from consen-

sus. Measure your steps carefully and

think before you speak. The phys-

ician's path of (inner) good inten-

tions, if improperly or incorrectly

expressed, might well lead profes-

sional fee-for-service practice

directly to the gallows. Health care

reform advocates are out to hang

somebody!

As another noted person (source

proteaed) once said, "Nothing better

gathers a man's thoughts than the

realization that he's about to be

hanged."
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1 PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

fi'EMERGENT/URGENT CARE PHYSICIAN
li Full and part time position in Lafayette.

^Flexible scheduling. Send CV or Contact

i'lDr. Coryell, Community Medical Center,

2000 W. S. Boulder Rd., Lafayette, CO

I

80206, (303) 666-4357. 1 2/0892

I

COLORECTAL SURGEON: Diagnosis and

treatment of all diseases of the colon &

I

rectum, including a wide variety of

intraabdominal diseases. Assess patient's

illness, establish risk-benefit ratio of surgery

. vs. medical therapy, w/ appropriate

counseling to patient of the choices

involved. Skillfully apply surgical tech-

niques to correct disease process, repair

injury & improve patient function. Perform

sigmoidoscopy, colonoscopy (with polyp-

ectomy), surgery w/ latestknown techniques

(e.g. staplers, laparoscopy). Teach surgical

residents. Conduct clinical research, using

statistics & computers. Develop anorectal

physiology laboratory. Must have: MD
degree, 4 yrs exp. in job offered, 5 yrs

training as General Surgeon, 1 yr training

as Colorectal Surgeon, Certification in

General Surgery by the American Board of

Surgery, Certification in Colon & Rectal

Surgery by American Board of Colon &
Rectal Surgery, & Colorado State Medical

License. 40+ hrs/wk, 9 am -5 pm, $1 1 9,000/

yr. Send resume to Colorado Dept, of Labor

& Employment, 600 Grant St, Ste 900,

DenverCO 80203-3528, Attn: Employment
Programs. JO# C041 55887. Must have

proof of legal authority to work in the US.

1/0892

FAMILY PRACTICE OPPORTUNITY IN

CANON CITY

We need at least two more family physicians

to practice in the Climate Capital of

Colorado. Privileges at St. Thomas More
Hospital, obstetric services desirable but

not required. Unlimited opportunities for

recreation. Growing community. For more
information, please call or write Gary Alan

Mohr, MD, FAAFP, 730 Macon Avenue,
Canon City, CO 81 21 2, (71 9) 275-1 61

8

/0892

FAMILY PHYSICIAN; Community Health

Center seeks BC/BE Family Physician for

group practice north of Denver. Loan

Repayment opportunities. Duties include

full Family Practice (including OB) with

staff of seven physician. Comprehensive

benefits, pail malpractice, CME, comp-
etitive salary, very attractive location. Please

send CV or inquiries to David Myers, 1115

2nd Street; Fort Lupton CO 80621 , or call

(800) 388-HEAL. 6/0292

WANTED—Respected physician to speak

for national training and exercise program.

Should be BC/BE in Sports Medicine,

Orthopaedic Surgery or Orthopaedic

Rehabilitation. Successful applicant will

represent the program on national TV talk

shows. Excellent compensation package

with opportunity to travel and promote

good health and exercise. Call Morri at

Anatomy Specialists, an enduring Denver

company specializing in exercise and

health for more than 7 years. (303) 758-

5631. 1/0892

URGENT CARE physician needed for part-

time coverage of Urgent Care Center with in

multi-specialty clinic. 1 -2 evenings/week,

plus occasional full-day coverage. Flexible

schedule. Send CV to Administration,

Longmont Clinic, 1925 W Mountain View
Ave, Longmont, CO 80501 . 2/0792

MONTANA AND IDAHO. PRIMARY
CARE PHYSICIANS needed in rural

communities where you will make a

difference. No crime, drug, air, or traffic

problems. Outdoor recreation awaits you.

Call or send CV to FHS, 4656 S Utah Ave,

Butte, MT 59701 . Ph: (406) 494-1 448.

2/0792

BOULDER—AMBULATORY CARECLINIC
— Family Medicine/Emergent Care/

Occupational Medicine - Busy, two

physician practice seeking full time BE/BC

Family Practitioner to join growing

comprehensive medical practice in prime

SE Boulder area. New, well equipped

facility. Minimal call. Flexible scheduling.

Send CV and call Dr. Turnbow, 4800

Baseline, D-1 06, Boulder, C080303)(303)
499-4800. 2/0792

PHYSICIANS NEEDED for consulting work
in various types of litigation. Excellent

compensation. All replies confidential.

Medicomm Consultants, Inc. (719) 473-

9432. 3/0792

FAMILY PRACTICE associate, Boulder,

Colorado. Busy Two person practice seeks

third BC/BE full or part time associate. No
OB. Call L. Wood, MD at (303) 444-8835

for information. 6/0292

LOCUM TEN ENS It is not what it used

to be. As a client, your practice goes

uninterrupted. Asa locum tenens, you have

the freedom and flexibility to work as often

or as little as you like. Physician managed
since 1982. Call for details—Interim

Physicians 1 -800-669-071 8 or (303) 691 -

0718. 12/0192

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICES.
Successfully serving physicians since 1 976.

All levels and specialties. Effective.

Successful. Confidential. Immediate service

available. Complete Curriculum Vitae

preparation. Cover letter design and

development. Career planning services.

Commitment to product quality and client

satisfaction. Call 1-800-786-3037 (24

hours). 9/1291

FAMILY PRACTICE—HOSPITAL SPON-
SOREDCLINIC OPPORTUNITY. Dynamic,

growth oriented hospital in beautiful North

Central Wisconsin is seeking Family

Physicians to respond to growing com-

munity demand. The administrative burdens

of medical practice will be minimized in

this hospital managed clinic. The hospital

has committed to an income and benefit

package which is significantly higher than

similar opportunities. Package includes

base income, incentive bonus, malpractice,

disability, signing bonus and student loan

reduction/forgiveness program. All reloc-

ation costs will be borne by the hospital.

Please contact Kari Wangsness, Associate,

The Chancellor Croup, Inc., France Place,

Suite 920, 3601 Minnesota Drive,

Bloomington, Minnesota, 55435, (61 2)835-

5123. tfn/1190
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1

SITUATIONS WANTED

LOCUMSA'ACATION COVERAGE: Family

practitioner available in September. Board

certified ER and anesthesia physicians and
CRNAs available now. Call 1-800-241-

STAT. 1/0892

MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION 1ST—7 years

experience (Orthopedics, OB/GYN, ENT,

4 years surgery center handling plastic

surgery, general surgery, etc.) Needs part-

time employment, flexible hours. Phone:

329-6572, Mrs. Dorcas Philleo Sommer.
2/0792

ANESTHESIOLOGY CHIEF RESIDENT
seeks a career in Colorado. Interests include

cardiovascular and obstetrical anesthesia

as well as pain management. Completing
residency June '93. Call Dr. Engon (913)

432-8603. 3/0892

PROPERTIES FOR SALE OR LEASE

MAUI, HAWAII. Luxurious 2BR/2BA,
2,1 00 sfcondominium in Kaanapali Beach

Resort, 1 0Oyardsfrom beach. Everything's

new! Pool, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Lighted Tennis

Courts, Maids. On 16th fairway Royal

Kaanapali Golf Club. Special Fall/Winter

Rates. Call 985-9531 . 6/0892

MEDICAL OFFICE SPACE for lease

*Lakewood Village Center, 1 bik west of

Jewell & Wadsworth. Retail exposure, 2000
sqftavailable. High ceilingand lotsofglass

in this free standing building. ‘Tenant finish

available. Call Billy Halax 973-1380 or

979-4521. 3/0792

Professional Office Space
Excellent location in Wash Park/DU area.

Share common pt. waiting room w/ 2

internists and 1 DDS. Three 1 0' X 1
0' ops,

reception area. Very reasonable. Call Russ,

688-8976. 12/0792

OFFICE SPACE—Available Immediately.

1 1 70 sq ft in attractive, well maintained

one story midtown multispecialty bui Iding.

$10 per sq ft. 1 800 High St, Call C. Arnold,

MD 388-4393 3/0592

SAN FRAN NOBHILL Timeshare—Powell

& CA. Sleep 4, full kitchen, can reserve

from 3-7 nights, $175/ Call Doree, 499-

1595. 6/0592

WINTER PARK—HIGHLANDS—3 BR
House, 7 miles from ski area. 1,600 sq ft.

Kitchen, Dining Room, Large Living Room.
1 ,200 sq ft walkout basement, 2 balconies,

2 car heated garage, 1 acre of property for

sale by owner. Asking price is less than we
paid. Call owner, Werner or Ruth, 399-

8919. 12/0491

YOU OWE ITTO YOURSELF! Winter Park,

very plush 2 BR Condo with all amenities

including sauna, athletic club, door to ski

area transportation. Forsale by owner. Call

Werner or Ruth, 399-8919. 12/0491

EAGLE/VAIL fully equipped luxury

townhouse on golf course, 4 bedrooms, 3

baths, reasonable summer-winter rates.

Peter Gehret, MD (303) 771-0456.

1 2/0492

SERVICES

PRACTICE VALUATIONS $350. Out of

Denver metro, include travel expenses.

Call 3-Minute Reader, 756-61 08 or 1 -800-

779-6108. 3/0892

TAKE ANY BILLING CLASSES IN MED
SCHOOL? Let the specialists at

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL BILL-

ING take care of your billing. We have

collected at least 96% of all allowable

charges for our clients every month, so

you can practice medicine with no bill-

ing headaches. Call Linda at (303) 469-

1111 for a free brochure. 3/0892

DEAR DOCTOR: Is your cash flow ebbing

away? Are your insurance claims making
you sick? Does Medicaid/Medicare give

you headache pains? Is your staff using

excessive time processing claims and
patient billings? Quick Claim may be your

Rx!! Give us a call. (303) 399-3190. Quick
Claim* a patient and electronic claims

billing service. 3/0792

MEDICAL LITERATURE RESEARCH —
Want to review literature for clinical or

legal problem, presentation orpublication?

Experienced physician/author/educatorwill

do customized multiple database search at

reasonable rates. Call: Bill Milburn, MD at

823-5083; 1-800-828-9259 (outside

Boulder/Longmont). 12/0792

MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION and general

word processing services. Confidentiality,

timely turnaround, everything proofed

twice. Autotype (founded in 1977), 717
17th St., #1510, 298-1676. 3/0592

HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
LOW DOC PROGRAM available for

physicians and other health professionals.

Purchase and refinance. Call Milt, a

mortgage banker with 1 8 years experience.

753-6262. 10/0292

LOCUM TENENS SERVICE
RADIOLOGISTS AVAILABLE

Since 1979, Western Physicians Registry

has been providing radiologists throughout

the Western States. For locum tenens or

permanent positions, please call Jim Ellis,

Director. 1-800-437-7676. 6/0992

Cash Crunch?
Overhead Rising?

Revenue Dropping?

Let us help lower your costs. YOU
specialize in patient care. WE special-

ize in insurance billing. We work with

Medicare, Medicaid, HOMs, PPOs, and
other third party carriers.

We don't get paid until you get paid.

For more information, call Advanced
Professional Services (303) 341-1008.

tfn/0492

INNOVATIONS SHOULD BE PATENTED
if marketable. For more information, call

Brian D. Smith of Fields, Lewis, Pittenger &
Rost, Colorado's leading patent law firm.

Mr. Smith specializes in the medical arts.

(303)758-8400. 12/0791
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Medicine
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Susan Anderson, MD, Pioneer Physician Photo courtesy of the Colorado Historical Society
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September; Honoring Women in Medicine

Physicians Must Take Risks, rather than Blame!

1 992 Leadership Conference—Hope for the Future

Americans with Disabilities Act—Even More Information

by Gil Maestas, II, Colorado Medicine Staff Writer

Harrison G. Butler, III, MD, President, CMS
by Leigh Truitt, MD, President-Elect, CMS

by Joel M. Karlin, MD with help from CMS legal counsel



Goals Vs. Performance

1981 Goal:
Work Toward Eventual Resolution of the Major

Professional Liability Problems in Colorado

1992 Assessment:
Goal not yet reached, but we're well on the way. Item:

• Asa result of being the first malpractice carrier in Colorado - - if not

the nation - - to institute meaningful risk management programs, claims

in most specialties are leveling off. The trend is most pronounced in

anesthesia, pregnancy and delivery, and most surgical specialties.

The bottom line for Copic:
provide Colorado physicians and, indirectly, the people

of the state with professional liability insurance which

is affordable, equitable and fair.

Copic Insurance Company • P.O. Box 17540 Denver, CO 80217-0540 • (303)779-0044 • 1-800-421-1
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Harrison G. Butler, III, MD
President, 1991-1992

President's L

: '-H

As I come to the end of

this year as president of the

!

i Colorado Medical Society, I

have time to reflect on my
nine consecutive years of

'• participation in the leadership

of CMS.
Ii

i' Six years as a director,

j

one year as a delegate to the

House, one year as president-

I

elect and this past year have

given me a continuing close-

up view of the factors impact-

ing the medical profession.

It's remarkable how the

state of medicine has changed

over those nine years.

Not only has physician income
diminished, even more serious than

that is the steady erosion of the

authority and reputation of the

physician. Though many things have

contributed to this decline, I feel

that physicians' reluctance to fight

for justice for the profession stands

out as one of the largest contributors.

Admittedly, it's easier to fight

amongst ourselves, to criticize, to

undermine individuals and groups of

physicians. And I have learned that

most doaors are disinterested in the

political process. We are the worst

contributors to election campaigns,

with all other para-medical profes-

sionals out-spending and out-

working us for the last several years.

Many are disdainful of the medical

political action committee, saying

they "don't believe in PACs." This is

usually a code indicating they don't

want to give money to any cam-
paign. As a result of this disinterest,

physicians have had their political

influence steadily eroded. You can

plainly see the results. I do not

blame the physician for the apathy

and malaise, or for becoming a

disinterested observer in the process,

when I reflect on just how little good

our efforts have done during my nine

years on the inside. With each

accomplishment on our part comes
another fussilade from the regulator's

side. However, we must not quit

trying. It is not too late! It's the very

spirit of trying and continuing the

struggle most physicians do sustain

which gives the profession its

standing and its pride as advocates of

the patient. The Colorado Medical

Society continues to work hard

despite the lack of much-needed
support by non-member physicians.

The Society is currently fighting

several battles that directly affect

your business future and your

scientific authority. Colorado

Medical Society also continues to

defend doaors in their struggle

against greedy and arrogant insur-

ance companies. A good example of

this is our disagreement with auto-

mobile insurance companies who
have decided, unilaterally, to use the

Colorado Workers' Compensation

relative value fee as compensation in

automobile accident injury cases.

Dr. Jim Crawford of Pueblo

recently received a letter which is

typical of many letters coming to

physicians all over the state. The

letter from an employee of

ALLSTATE (we'll call her Ms. Smith,

though it's probably a computerized

pseudonym) accuses Dr. Crawford of

"directly affecting insurance

premiums" by charging what her

company considers "high prices."

My reply to Ms. Smith is:

Physicians are not building extravagant

skyscrapers and offices that make the Taj

Majal look second rate. Physicians do

not have CEOs who are paid millions of

dollars in compensation. Further, no in-

surance company has ever treated a sick

child or ailing elderly person and, there-

fore, no insurance company has a clue

about what it takes to treat patients. In

addition, physicians arc subject to the

same inflation as everyone else. We have

seen our office costs skyrocket over the

last five to six years - much of it due to

increased cost for insurance of all kinds

- life, disability, office overhead, office

liability and, yes, health insurance for
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He's right!

. .physicians must be

ready to take some risks!"

our employees. Our premiums on all

typesof insurance are rapidly escalating,

and not because of physicians.

I think we all know that by your

company using these reimbursement rates

that have been set (artificially low) by the

state government, insurance companies

are cynically burdening the insured with

the unpaid part of the bill, pocketing the

difference, then blaming the physician

for gouging the patient.

So, Ms. Smith, don't give physicians

the self-righteous line that rising costs are

all our fault. Shame on you and your

greedy employer. The Colorado Medical

Society is actively investigating legal and
legislative solutions to this kind of behav-

ior and, rest assured, you will be hearing

from us on this subject.

Roger Shenkle, MD, in Grand

Junction stated it eloquently at the

CMS Leadership Conference when
he said "physicians must be ready to

take some risks!" He's right! We
can't continue to be expected to

underwrite government charity

health programs and then be casti-

gated when these underfunded

programs run into the red. Leigh

Truitt, MD, (CMS president-elect)

said it at the July Leadership Confer-

ence when he called for physicians

to take their rightful role in quality

management. Leigh pointed out that

he found little opportunity for

physicians to be involved in quality

management in hospitals, HMOs and

outpatient settings. Leigh also

remarked at the Leadership Confer-

ence that hospitals in Denver are

implementing quality management
programs without any physician

input whatsoever.

My own bias is that each

individual physician will have to

face the possibility of withholding

services in order to be heard. This is

a most onerous step and one that, as

a healing professional, is abhorrent.

Withholding services, in effect,

punishes the wrong person. How-
j

ever, without this step how are
|

physicians going to be heard? How .

will physician concerns be taken

seriously? The other alternative is to

continue to be bashed and ridiculed

or to quit the practice of medicine. 'i:

This is not just my own belief, but a
'

belief held by many other physi- I

dans. There have been several good
friends and excellent physicians who

|

have opted out of medicine recently,
j

This represents a great loss for us all.
'

I have often heard good doctors say

they "love to take care of people, but
;

hate the practice of medicine." ’

This is not a threat, but a simple !

statement of fact reflecting the

frustration and helplessness felt by

most physicians in Colorado.

Physicians and the practice of

medicine are being victimized, and

this must be heard. Colorado Medi-

cal Society is listening and will

continue to strive with all its might to

represent the thoughts and concerns

of its membership.

At least in the aspect of medical

care, we need to be in a manage-

ment role, directing the course of

health care. Are we willing to take

that step and assume the mantle of

responsibility, or should we lie down
and accept the inevitable and the

blame?

As I step down from office, I

fervently hope that Leigh Truitt can

step up the campaign, with the help

of the CMS membership. He will

need the support of all Colorado

physicians.
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CMS Med Fax.
AT PRESS TIME...

a compilation of medically-related news briefs of immediate interest to the physician community occurring

[ter COLORADO MEDICINE has gone to press.

CMS Med Fax^

by Montgomery Little Young Campbell and McGrew, P.C.
legal counsel to the Colorado Medical Society

Free Immunizations

The Children's Hospital and the Colorado Children's

jimmunization Coalition are sponsoring free childhood

i

immunizations in The Children’s Hospital mail lobby

October 10 from 10 am to 2 pm.

All childhood immunizations will be available except

hepatitis. Other free clinics will be held throughout the

area at sites to be announced. For more Information,

contact Julia Fitzhughes Randolph at 861-88B8.

Are Your Workers
Vaccinated?

Beginning In July, the Occupational Safety and Health

Administration (OSHA) required employers, including

physicians and hospitals, to offer a hepatitis B immuni-

zation series to their employees who may come in

contact with blood and other infectious materials in the

course of their work,

Employers are also required to provide gloves,

gowns or face shields for employees to wear when they

are at risk tor exposure. Inspectors are authorized to

visit a work place without advance notice. The AMA
informs us that they have been told OSHA will only

Investigate violations in response to employee com-

plaints.

Mile High Transplant Bank
Breaks Ground for New
Facility

The non-profit, community-based, Mile High Transplant

Bank broke ground this summer for its new $2.5 million

headquarters building in unincorporated Arapahoe

County. Construction of the 16,500 sq. ft. building at

8175 E Harvard Ave is scheduled to be completed by

late 1992.

The Mile High Transplant Bank, established In

1981 ,
when bone and tissue banking was in its Infancy,

recovers, stores and distributes bone and soft tissue for

transplatilation. The new facility will double the labora-

tory capacity for handling human tissue.

Jeffrey A, Sandler, Executive Director, said, “We

will not only expand our technical capabilities, but we
will be able to provide a higher level of quality and

service."

More than 300,000 people nationwide received

transplants last year, several thousand of them getting

bone, saphenous veins, heart valves, cartilage or soft

tissue through the Transplant Bank. Ross M. Wilkins,

MD, Medical Director, says, "The gift of donation makes

death a little easier for family members. Through our

ongoing research and the new facility's increased

capacity for handling tissue tor transplantation, we hope

to substantially increase the number of people who are

able to receive this give of life.”

PaperChase Now On Line

CMS members can sign up for the PaperChase medical

information access through the Denver Medical Library.

PaperChase gives access to Medline, the world's

largest biomedical database. Organizers says this is a

very user triendly system, designed to keep physicians

up to date with the latest medical literature. Unlimited

searching is available for $150 per year. Call 839-6670

for more details.

Rainer Honored at Alma

Mater

W. Gerald Rainer, MD, Past President of the Colorado

Medical Society, was honored with the 1992 Distin-

guished Alumnus Award by the University of Tennes-

see Medicine Alumni Association recently. The Asso-

ciation said Dr. Rainer had "achieved distinction in

active medical practice." Look for more information in

Colorado Medicine ior October, 1992.



Colorado Medical Society provides

the following listings of events as a

member service only. Some events

are approved for Continuing Medical

Education credits. Information is

provided by the sponsoring organize-

tions. For more details, use the

telephone contact at tho end of the

listing.

Medical Education Resources
Arrhythmias: Interpretation, Diagnosis and Manage'-

ment

Las Vegas NV
September 25,26, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources
Advances in Vascular Diseases

Atlantic City NJ
September 25,26. 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Rocky Mtn College Heaitn Association

Annual Fall Meeting

University of V^yoming, Laramie, WY
September 25-26, 1992
1-800-448-7801 or (307) 766-2124

Colorado Fetal Alcohol & Substance Abuse Coali-

tion

Prenatal Exposure to Alcohol & Drugs

Colorado Convention Center, Denver, CO
October 2,3, 1992

Heather Jones (303) 861-6636

Medical Education Resources
Advances in Vascular Diseases

Orlando FL

October 9-10, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Univ. of Calif. Med School Dept, of Radiology

Radiology in Africa

Nairobi, Samburu, Kenya, Masai Mara

October 10-24, 1992

Dawne Ryals (404) 641-9773

Lactation Program—Presbyterlan/St. Luke's

Contemporary issues In Breast Feeding

October 16, 17, 1992

Radisson Hotel, Denver

Elaine (800) 633-6824

Colorado Rural Health Resource Center & Consor-

tium

Colorado Rural Health: Creating Our Future

October 16-18, 1992

Glenwood Springs, CO
(303)331-8794

Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center

Rush Symposium on Hepatic & Biliary Disease

Chicago, IL

October 30, 1992

Suzanne Buss, (312) 942-6242

Medical Education Resources
Asthma and Allergy in the 19908
Las Vegas NV
October 30-31, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources
Advances In Vascular Diseases

Orlando FL

November 20-21, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1 800-421-3766

Medical Education Resources
Asthma and Allergy In the 1990s
Orlando FL
November 20-21, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Radiological Society of North America

78th Scientific Assembly & Annual Meeting

Chicago, IL

November 27 - December 4, 1992

(708)571-2670

Prosper Meniere Society
j

Diagnoslic & Rehabilitative Aspects of Balance &
j

Movement Disorders
jj

December 2-6, 1992
|j

Denver, CO |-

Jane Wells (303) 788-4230
|

Medical Education Resources
Coronary Heart Disease Update

Las Vegas NV
j

December 4-5, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3766

Medical Education Resources
Asthma and Allergy in the 1990s
Key West FL

December 4-5, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources

Asthma and Allergy in the 1 990s
j

New York NY
December 11-12, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1 -800-421-3756

Stanford University Medical Center

Holiday Imaging Update

Aspen, CO
December 28. 1992— January 1 , 1993

Dawne Ryals, (404) 641-9773

American College of Cardiology

24th Annual Cardiovascular Conference

Snowmass, CO
January 11-15, 1992
1-800-257-4739

Prosper Meniere Society

Symposium & Workshops on Surgery of the Inner Ear

July 20-25. 1994

Snowmass, CO
Jane Wells (303) 788-4230
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Executive Director's

Sandra L Maloney
Executive Director

Thankfully, this is not my "swan

song," but I do have to sing... sing

the praises of our leadership and the

members for their participation

during CMS's 1 991 -92 year.

For starters, let me remind you of

a couple of highlights which Colo-

rado physicians can be proud and

motivated to do more in '92-93.

Colorado Medical Society was

more vocal during this past year than

I can remember any years past

(without going to court, that is). And
the results have been positive. As

some of the long-term people around

here indicate, it's the first time in 20

or 30 years that the Governor of

Colorado has publicly asked Colo-

rado Medical Society to be a part of

state planning. Why, you ask?

• Because the Governor's office was
aware that CMS was a resource not to

be forgotten when the new President

commenced his term by speaking out

and making Coloradans aware that

CMS was a body of professionals with

divergent opinions and not afraid to

express them.

• Because CMS had a President who
followed through with his agenda and

found consensus on some pretty

darned hot topics, despite the fact that

his own professional views did not

agree with others. Yes, he was able to

take his lumps and come back

swinging, but he got the wheels

turning among the members.
• Because that same President set the

stage for this political year and wasn't

afraid to use his best judgment (right or

wrong by member standards) on a

number of issues and move the Society

off dead center.

• Because he was a "learner" and

continued to bring his opinions

forward, no matter that they were
voted down or up, and was willing to

change his position, attitude or

expression (the term "mandatory"

comes to mind).

• Because through all the threatening

squalls and tumultuous storms he

maintained his sense of humor and

was continually a delight to work for

and with.

Membership voices were heard

on many issues, leading to a spirited

and healthy exchange of personal

and professional views. That's what

an association like this needs.

And I genuinely believe that

much of this excitement about and in

organized medicine is due to Dr.

Butler and his spirit and manner of

leadership.

Well, what can you say to a guy

who came in swinging and is going

out swinging. As my spouse said,

after asking a friend about getting his

wife a gift: In his words, "what can

you get a woman who has every-

thing?" His friend replied "A di-

vorce!"

This is not a divorce between

"Corky" Butler and CMS, just

because he relinquishes the gavel to

Leigh Truitt; it is sort of like "separate

vacations." And I insist he doesn't

stop swinging, because I can look

back and can say, with confidence,

that this has been one of the healthi-

est years CMS has had on a lot of

fronts. If nothing else, this is one

president who knew how to get the

blood circulation up; there was no

hardening of CMS arteries in its one-

hundred, twenty-first year. CMS got

an infusion of excitement and "doing

things" that is always needed. Corky

Butler picked up the tools and

positions he had inherited from the

John Sbarbaro administration and set

out running. Leigh Truitt is already

busy reviewing the past and looking

to the future (see his summary of the

Leadership Conference in this issue)

and will continue the good health,

high profile society positions.
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1992 Colorado Medical Society

Leadership Conference

The physician in the year

2000 is more likely to be

younger, female,

employed in a group

practice, and reimbursed

by a pre-pa id, capitated

plan.

The focus of the 1 992 Leadership

Conference was The Physician in the

Year 2000. That physician is more
likely to be younger, female, em-
ployed in a group practice, and

reimbursed by a pre-paid, capitated

plan. Unfortunately, minority

representation will probably not

increase by much. All of these

constituencies are less likely to join

the Colorado Medical Society.

We went to Grand Junction to

listen. To hear the special concerns

of those under-represented in our

membership. To learn how we can

become more meaningful in their

professional lives. To understand

how our organizations— compo-
nent, state and national — can

provide benefits to ail physicians, not

just the "old boys club."

And did we hear! Some of the

participants felt obliged to apologize

for telling us how the Colorado

Medical Society was not meeting

their needs. But that was what we
came for and I think we will be

better for this exercise.

Our keynote speaker was
Richard Lamm, former Governor of

Colorado, who summarized demo-
graphic trends as they affect health

care. He was eloquent on the

problems. His solutions were correct,

but not sufficient, in my opinion.

From the Women in Medicine

Section, Louise McDonald, MD
challenged us to develop new and

creative policies on parental leave

and job sharing. I believe that most

of us, both men and women, work

too many hours. This trend is

accelerating with changes in the

economics of medical practice and

other professions. Juliet B. Schor, in

The Overworked American, has

documented that we are working

longer and spending less time in

leisure artivities. Women still bear

the major burden of house work and

child care. We need realistic model

parental leave and job share policies

to accommodate all physicians.

Steve Batueilo, MD, from the

Resident Physicians Section, told us

that his colleagues feared not only

the loss of economic potential in

their profession but also declining

professional status. I personally

believe that the solution to this

problem is to encourage physician

involvement at all levels of manage-

ment of health care systems. If we
negatively react to change and refuse

to participate, we will be ignored. By

joining the discussions with enthusi-

asm and creativity, we can maintain

leadership in health care. From that,

professional status will flow.

jim Regan, MD, of the Young
Physicians Section, spoke of unful-

filled economic expectations of

physicians. All of those in primary

share his disappointment at the

outcome of RBRVS. However, we
have not seen the final results.

Organized medicine has made a

strong and continuing stand in

support of primary care.

Gilbert Maestas, MD made a

moving plea to mainstream so-called

minority physicians. I believe that we
are doing this successfully. Our
failure is in recruitment to both the
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medical schools and the allied health

professions that are often a prelimi-

nary step to advanced degrees. We
intend to work with the University of

Colorado to address this problem.

Our next topic was practice settings

— where and how we actually set up

shop, jack Berry, MD gave us the

recipe for a successful rural practice.

Roger Shenkle, MD manages a

primary care group practice. In

addition, he described Rocky

Mountain HMO, a managed care

organization with strong physician

input that has incorporated both

i

Medicare and Medicaid patients.

Don Parsons, MD of the Colorado

Permanente Medical Group, told us

of physician satisfaction in a pre-paid

health care plan. We will look more

I

like Kaiser in the future than they

will look like us.

Terry Sullivan, MD, of Blue

Cross/Blue Shield, made some
suggestions for health care reform

from the viewpoint of a major

insurer. As he talked, I could not

help but think of the Blues as an

opportunity lost. Perhaps they never

were the "doctors' plan." Certainly,

physicians don't have a good record

as the sponsor of IPA's, PPO's, or

HMO's. I do see a future in which

we might want to achieve more

control over our own destiny by

establishing our own managed care

plan.

The last day was devoted to

representatives from organized

medicine: Carol Walker, from the El

Paso County Medical Society; John

O. Cletcher, MD, representing the

Leigh Truitt, MD
President-Elect, Colorado Medical Society

American Academy of Orthopaedic

Suregons; Sandi Maloney from the

Colorado Medical Society; and

Daniel Johnson, MD, Speaker of the

House of the American Medical

Association. They each told us what

they offered to their membership in

the way of assistance and opportu-

nity. I believe organizations at each

level make a unique contribution to

our profession.

The weekend was a success. We
learned a lot and will put this

knowledge to use during the coming

year. ! am determined that the

Colorado Medical Society will justify

its claim to speak for all physicians

by providing meaningful services

and representation to all physicians,

not just its members.

Our last lesson was that there is

a lot going on outside Denver. The

Mesa County Medical Society

showed us outstanding hospitality.

There is also a level of medical

organization and sophistication in

certain areas, such as managed care

and continuous quality improve-

ment, that surpasses the metropolitan

region. Our plan is to bring that

expertise to Denver, as well as hold

more of our conferences and meet-

ings away from the Front Range.

1 would like to thank all of the

speakers and other participants. This

was a learning experience for the

leadership and staff of the CMS. We
appreciate the sharing of your

concerns and ideas.

""
/ am determined that the

Colorado Medical Society

will justify its claim to

speak for all physicians."

\
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September: "Women In Medicine"

Photo courtesy of the Colorado Historical Socieiy

Issues Often Identified by

Women Physicians as

Important

• Child care

• Maternity leave

• Balancing family and

professional life

• Need for increased

representation in

organized medicine

Ed. Note: Information in this article referring to

Dr. Susan Anderson comes from the book,

"Doc Susie, The true sory ofa country

physician in the Colorado Rockies" (Cornell,

V.; Doc Susie, Carpinteria, CA: Manifest

Publications).

Pboto of Dr. Susan Anderson,with this article

and on the magazine cover, courtesy of the

Colorado Historical Society.

Statistical information provided by tbe

American Medical Association

At the beginning of the Twentieth

Century very few women were

involved in the practice of medicine.

However there were a few brave

individuals who chose to fight the

system, and rise above the rest in

their desire to provide medical care.

While researching the history of

medical practice in Colorado, I came
upon many individuals who have

paved the way and proven that

barriers of any kind, racial or sexual

can be overcome.

Susan Anderson was born in

Indiana in 1 870. During the years of

her youth, caring for people came
naturally. In 1897 she graduated

from the University of Michigan

Medical College. That same year she

received her Colorado license and

began a medical practice in Cripple

Creek Colorado during the city's

Gold Rush. Ten years later she

moved to Fraser, Colorado.*

For nearly fifty years she was the

only licensed physician in the area.

She was known as "Doc Susie" and

practiced pioneer medicine in a

primitive country. Several times she

used an old corset for a rib belt and

performed surgery in a log cabin’-

Susan Anderson M.D. was truly a

"Medical pioneer of Colorado,"

The science and practice of

medicine has changed drastically

since the days of "Doc Susie" and so

have the number and specialties of

women physicians.

September, 1 992, marks the

third AMA celebration of women
physicians' history and accomplish-

ments. The AMA points up the

tremendous progress made by

women in medicine.

Currently the position of Surgeon

General of the United States is held

by Dr. Antonia Novel lo. The total

number of women physicians more
than doubled between 1970-1980;

by 1 990, the number had increased

over 300% to approximately

1 04,000, or 1 6.9% of all physicians.

Future projections presented by the

AMA state that by the year 201 0,

30% of physicians will be women.
Two-thirds of women in residency

training are found in five specialties;

internal medicine, pediatrics,

obstetrics/gynecology, family

practice and psychiatry. Efforts

should be made to encourage gender

diversity in all specialties and to

eliminate any specialty selection

barriers that may exist.

Women are widely accepted and

respected in medicine today. They

are represented at all levels of the

profession and have assumed top

roles in public health, health policy,

administration, science, research and

academia. Neverthjeless, women
continue to report instances of sexual

discrimination/ harassment and

gender-based stereotyping particu-

larly in medical school and resi-

dency training. Eighty-one percent of

females responding to a 1 988 AMA
survey of a third-year medical school

class reported that they had been

subjected to sexist slurs. Other

respondents reported sexual ad-

vances, denied opportunities, and
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I'Month
I

ij

I
I

Other forms of sexual discrimination.

During an interview, Maura
Lofaro, Medical School Component
Delegate to the CMS Board of

Directors, shared her feelings and

experiences on becoming a physi-

cian in the '90s. Becoming a physi-

cian is hard work. Being a woman
physician may present situations that

male counterparts might not experi-

ence. While undergoing the process

of interviewing for medical school,

Maura recalls a male professor who
was really not interested in her

I

background and experience. She felt

j

that she was being looked at as a
' woman, and not as an individual

with a strong desire to practice

medicine.

She was also interviewed by a

female professor at the same institu-

tion. The feeling was different, and

attention was given to the specifics

of her education. Maura also stated

that she feels attitudes will change as

time passes. Many of the older male

physicians were raised in a time

when sexist attitudes were not only

accepted but encouraged. As far as

experiences with fellow students and

mentors, all have been positive.

Maura plans to receive her license to

practice medicine within the next

two years. She will specialize as an

Obstetrician/Gynecologist.

As stated previously. By the year

2010, 30% of physicians will be

women. There are many issues that

must be dealt with. It is important to

regard women as physicians first

—

concerned about the same profes-

sional and health care issues as are

their male colleagues— but at the

same time, recognize that there are

some key issues primarily of concern

to women physicians.

Issues Often Identified by Women
Physicians as Important

- Child care

- Maternity leave

- Balancing family and professional

life

- Need for increased representation

in organized medicine

Deborah Bublitz M.D., Pediatri-

cian and CMS member, offered a

look into her personal experiences

while studying medicine in the 50's

at John Hopkins University. Dr.

Bublitz explains that while most of

her friends were getting married and

starting families, she was entering

medical school. Her family always

provided full support and encourage-

ment. Society did not. At that

particular point in time, the medical

school had a quota for female

applicants that had to be filled.

Women were expected to stay within

boundaries and not show emotions.

As Dr. Bublitz expressed, "These

attitudes never upset me. I was

where I wanted to be, studying

medicine. It helps to have a sense of

humor and make the best of any

situation."

During the 70's Dr. Bublitz

started a family. She took approxi-

mately six years away from a full-

time practice. This period proved to

be a learning experience that has

Gil Maestas, II

Staff Writer, Colorado Medicine

Maura J. Lofaro, MSIV

Deborah K. Bublitz, MD

References

'Rocky Mountain News, Denver, Colorado,

April 21, 1960.
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Women in Medicine

continued...

Louise L. McDonald, MD

Photos by Gil Maestas II

Colorado Medicine

enriched her practice of Pediatrics.

"Having children of my own gave

me a new perspective. All previous

theories went out the window. Now I

feel what a parent is going through

with their children and it enables me
to offer practical as well as scientific

solutions. Motherhood was a hum-
bling experience." She went on to

say "All individuals are unique.

Regardless of gender everyone has

something to offer. Women in

medicine offer different perspectives,

and bring a needed change. Medi-

cine loses when women are not

respected".

A recent interview with Louise L.

McDonald, M.D., Medical Director

of Student Health Services for the

University of Denver, and CMS
Board of Directors representative

from the Women in Medicine

section, offered some valuable

insight. Dr. McDonald has practiced

medicine for over thirty years. She

says that not becoming involved in

organized medicine alienates the

physician from the main stream.

"When you wait until your children

are grown up before you get in-

volved, the whole setting becomes
more intimidating," she explains," It

is still ingrained in women that it's

still the man's job to lead. This is

simply not the case." Dr. McDonald
feels that increased visibility through

high leadership positions, manage-

ment training, and programs that

utilize affirmative action will in-

crease the number and leadership

power of women in medicine. "The

day will come," she says, "when
female physicians will be judged

solely on the manner in which they

care for patients. But before it does,

there's still a lot of work to do to

overcome sexist attitudes. We female

physicians have to participate on our

medical staffs, get involved in

organized medicine, get active in our

communities. We cannot 'leave it up

to the men.' Indeed, we should

spend quality time at home, but we
should make appropriate arrange-

ments for our children and then stop

feeling guilty about our time away
from them. That's hard, and it may
always be harder for women in

medicine than for men because we
may always be ultimately respon-

sible for child care and home care.

But if we don't make our voices

heard, we'll be ignored. Few female

wimps go into medicine—we're up

to the challenge!"
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For referral to your local representative, call:

1-800-421-2368

Ext. 301

Peak Performance
Highest Colorado Dividends Per Capita

No one covers Colorado like The Doctors’ Company. We're

pleased to reward the efforts of Colorado member physicians. Thanks

to your good work, we are returning dividends for the second year in

a row. And provided you with the state’s highest dividends per capita.

That’s peak performance.

But there’s another kind of performance: staying power. It’s

even more important for the long-term quality of health services our

Colorado member physicians provide: the knowledge that The

Doctors’ Company will always be here, working with you, continuing

to help good doctors practice better medicine.

When Colorado physicians want a trusted name in liability

insurance, they call The Doctors’ Company, the largest doctor-owned,

doctor-managed carrier, with over 16,300 membei's nationwide.

The Doctors Company



Lobby
Alan D. Rapp, MD, Chairman

Council on Legislation

with

Sue Ellen Quam, Lobbyist/Director

CMS Government Relations

and
Lorraine Koehn

Program Manager/Lobbyist

The Colorado Medical Society actively

supported the amended SB92-3 - Concerning

Patient Autonomy In Regard To The Making
Of Medical Treatment Decisions and spent

the majority of the session advocating its

passage.

Colorado Medical Society also hosted a

"Thank You, Legislature" party at the Univer-

sity Club, just to say thanks for a job well done
in this session.

On hand were members of the CMS
Council on Legislation, Alan Rapp, MD,
Chairman, and CMS staff members of the

Director's Office and Government Affairs

Department.

Louise D. C. Walker, MD,
(right) member of the CMS
Legislative Council.

Pictured above is the group principally reponsible for working SB92-3

through the legislature and its signing into law. They are (I to r) Lorraine

Koehn, Gary Davis, Sue Ellen Quam, Fredrick Abrams, MD, Judge Field

Benton, Dorothy Hillbrand, Garth Grissom, Sen. Dottie Wham,DavidMurphy,
MD, unidentified, Stewart Griesman, MD, Peter Pons, MD, and Nell Tramp

ofAARP. Seated in wheelchair is Mildred Stanley, eloquentspokesperson for

SB92-3.

Governor Romer prepares to sign SB92-3, the "Death with Dignity" bill, as Mildred

Stanley d-seated) looks on. Also pictured were key players in the bill's passage, (I to

r) Rep. Bonnie Allison, Sen. Dottie Wham, Robert Steenrod, Stewart Griesman, MD,
Peter Pons, MD, Fredrick Abrams, MD, Judge Field Benton, Rep. Marlene Fish (laehind

Rep. Fish, Donaidd Murphy, MD, Sue Ellen Quam,) Nell Tramp, AARP, David

Murphy, MD, and Dorothy Hillbrand. Not in the picture but an important player on
hand was Edith Sherman, MD.

Alan Rapp, MD, talks with Representa-

tive Donald Mares

Legislative Council

memtaer Richard O.

Hammond, MD, of

Larimer County.
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I
W. Ben Galloway, MD, "Participation ‘92 co-chairman, talking

li; with Rep. Charles Henning and Sen. Paul Schauer

Approximately 35 legislators attended the CMS Council on Legislation/

Government Affairs "Thank You" party . It was a time to review the session

and to speculate on what would be in the making for the coming session. In

addition to SB92-3, there were other highlights of the session, including:

Representative Betty

Neale can smile, now
that the session is sine

die

Judge Field Benton enjoys

a chuckle with one of the

reception guests

SB92-65 Concerning the reform of methods for providing medical assistance

to indigent persons in Colorado. CMS does endorse the concept of studying

and revising the current Medicaid program and would like to be an integral

player in this process.

Representatives Bonnie Allison (!) and
Marlene Fish talking with ColoradoMGMA
Government Affairs staff member Frank

Dingier.

HB92-1340 Access to Workers' Compensation files. CMS believed that this

bill will prove to be detrimental to injured workers because it negated the

protection provided in the limited waiver of dortor-patient confidentiality

HB92-1306 Concerning the delivery of services pursuant to the "Colorado

Medical Assistance Act through managed care." CMS voiced its strong

opposition to Section 26-404(b) (1) of the bill which mandated that the

Department of Social Services pay the lower of Medicare/Medicaid reim-

bursement when individuals have dual eligibility.

Rep. Phil Pankey can

smile through the harsh-

est of receptions

In 1 992, CMS followed 49 state legislative proposals. This year CMS
supported 1 6 bills -1

1
passed; 5 were killed. CMS opposed 5 bills - all 5 were

killed. CMS monitored 26 bills but many of the bills which were monitored

were amended by CMS lobbyists and physicians. This allowed CMS to

change its original position of "oppose" to a "monitor" stance. CMS also had

to say goodbye to three good friends in the legislature: Representatives Betty

Neale (not running for re-election), Marlene Fish and Bonnie Allison, (both

defeated in the primary).

Rep. Pat Sullivan, MD,
is about to (or has just

said) something of con-

siderable bearingon this

(or the next) session

State Representative Bill Martin and Senator Dottie Wham enjoying a few

reflections on the session with Dr. Alan Rapp, Legislative Council

Chairman
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Physician Participation is'

Critical

Time to Get Involved!

Call your County Clerk's

Office or County Elections

Comnmission to find out

what district you are in.

Actually, it has been time to get involved for several months. However, the

time has come for a more direct role in political activities. The primaries are

over, the candidates have been chosen. The "real" campaigns are now
underway.

In many races, there are now two candidates, one Democrat, one

Republican (After August 24, the Secretary of State's office will have certified

some Independent candidates as well). Some are incumbents, many are not.

The redrawing of district boundaries earlier this spring has made many cases

of "a whole new ball game." Ignore your old district number and call your

County Clerk or Elections Commission to find out your new one.

It is more important than ever that you get involved in the campaign of

your chosen canclidate(s). First, we trust that you will want to see the candi-

dates elected who already believe as you do about health care. Working in

the campaign will help get those sympathetic people elected.

Secondly, your participation in the campaign will give you a receptive

ear when issues of importance to the medical community arise. Your legisla-

tor will be more likely to respect your opinion since you helped in the

election campaign.

Legislative races are largely won on a local level. Here are the names
and addresses of the candidates (Note: Several of these races were very close.

It is not yet known how any recount may affect the outcome.). Pick out the

ones who want to represent your district and get involved in the campaign

today. There's no better way to ensure good relations between physicians

and legislators.

us Senate

Democrat
Ben Nighthorse Campbell
PO Box 480166
Denver 80248
(303) 837-0565

Republican
Terry Considine
2135 S Cherry Ste310
Denver 80222
(303) 757-2567

us Congress—1st District

Democrat
Pat Schroeder
1 600 Emerson
Denver 8021

8

(303) 866-1230

Republican
Raymond Diaz Aragon
11/7 Race St Apt #1 007
Denver 80206
(303) 320-6607

US Congress—2nd District

Denwcrat
David Skaggs
9109 Harlan Room 130
Westminster 80030
(303) 650-7886

Republican
Bryan Day
9032 W 88th Ave
Westminster 80005
(303) 422-8692 F 727-6631

US Congress—3rd District

Democrat
Mike Callihan
PO Box 54
Gunnison 81230
(303) 320-3918

Republican
Scott Mclnnis
PO Box 1

Clenwood Springs 81601
(303) 832-4900
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Ben Galloway, MD
Chairman

CMS Participation '92

Patti Brown
CMS Auxiliary Legislative Affairs Chairman 1991-1 992

Co-Chairman CMSA Participation '92

us Congress—4th District

Republican
Colorado Senate District 1

8

Democrat Boulder
Tom Redder Wayne Allard Democrat Republican

PO Box 96216 1 34 W Flarvard Jana Mendez
Fort Collins 80525 Fort Collins 80525 3015 24th St

(303) 224-9767

US Congress—5th District

(303) 226-2226 Boulder CO 80304
(303)442-7110

Democrat Republican Colorado Senate District 1

9

Charlie Oriez Joel Hefley Jefferson
Republican7975 S Datura Cir W 1 625 Woodmen Rd Democrat

Littleton 801 20 Colorado Springs 80919
(719) 520-0055

Evie Hudak Al Meiklejohn

(719) 633-2559 or 7649 Flarlan Way 7540 Kline Dr
(303) 798-3236

US Congress—6th District

or (303)969-7791 Arvada 80003
(303) 421-2155

Arvada 80005
H (303) 422-2092 B 573-1600

Democrat Republican Colorado Senate District 21

Tom Kolbe Dan Schaefer Jefferson

3822 E Costilla PO Box 1 654 Democrat Republican

Littleton 801 22 Englewood 80150
(303)989-2100

Michael F Feel^
866-G S Reed Ct
Lakewood 80226

Lynn Watwood
(303) 850-9867 1 4083 W Alaska Dr

Lakewood 80228
CcM-ORADO Senate District 4
Chaffee Delta Fremont Gunnison Hinsdale Lake Park Pitkin

(303) 936-9680 (303) 988-0897

Democrat Republican Colorado Senate District 23
Linda Powers Harold McCormick Adams
PO Box 665 927 Greenwood Ave Democrat Republican

Crested Butte 801 24 Canon City 81 21

2

Lloyd Casey Ted Strickland

(303) 349-5798 (719) 275-9518 10434 Carmela Ln
Northglenn 80234

9361 Knox Ct
Westminster 80030

Colorado Senate District 8
Eaele GarField Grand Jackson Moffat Rio Blanco Routt

(303) 452-8515 (303) 426-7676

Democrat Republican
Dave Wattenberg

Colorado Senate District 25
Adams

RepublicanDrawer 797 Democrat
Walden 80480 Bob Martinez David Mitchell

(303) 723-4577 or 6462 E 63rd Ave 6641 E 64th Ave

Colorado Senate District 1

0

723-4326 Commerce City 80022
(303)287-8111

Commerce City 80022
B(303) 287-0300 F 287-0236

El Paso (East and Southeast Colorado Springs) Colorado Senate District 26
Democrat Republican Arapahoe Jefferson

RepublicanRay Powers Democrat
5 N Marksheffel Rd Lloyd Covens Tom Blickensderfer

Colorado Springs 80929
(719) 596-1055

PO Box 3362 9 Parkway Dr

Colorado Senate District 1

2

Southwest El Paso and Teller

Littleton 801 61

(303) 797-9523 797-7201

Colorado Senate District 27

Englewood 80110
H (303) 758-0146 B 320-6100

Democrat Republican Arapahoe
Republican
Bill Owens
1 5928 E Mercer Cir

Aurora 8001

3

(303) 693-3092

Colorado Senate District 1

4

Larirrter (Fort Collins)

Mary Anne Tebedo
1916 Snyder Ave
Colorado Springs 80909
(719)471-2561

Democrat

Colorado Senate District 28

Democrat Republican Arapahoe (Aurora)
RepublicanWilliam F Steffes Bob Schaffer Democrat

PO Box 1 1 53 3723 Gunnison Dr Belle Miran Elsie Lacy

Fort Collins 80522 Fort Collins 80526 2886 S Wheeling Way 1 1637 E Mexico Ave
(303) 223-7805

Colorado Senate District 1

7

Boulder (Longmont Louisville Lafayette Niwot)
Democrat Republican
Paul Wiseman David Leeds
822 Lafarge Ave PO Box 442
Louisville 80227 Louisville 80227
(303)673-0191 (303)673-0282

Aurora 80014
(303) 752-3975

Aurora 8001 2

(303) 750-5943
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Colorado Senate District 29
Arapahoe (Aurora)
Democrat
Steve Ruddick
1031 Sable Blvd
Aurora 9001

1

(303) 360-0715 360-7406

Colorado Senate District 31
West Denver
Derrwcrat
Donald Mares
2441 Perry St

H (303) 433-3559 B 433-5037

Colorado Senate District 33
Adams Northeast Denver
Democrat
Regis Groff
20/9 albion
Denver 80207
H (303) 320-0495 B 764-3578

Colorado Senate District 35
Arapahoe Southeast Denver
Democrat
Mike Johnson
1 581 S Krameria
Denver 80224
(303) 758-5735

Colorado House District 1

Southwest Denver
Democrat
Marion Thornton
1573 S Alcott

Denver 8021

9

Colorado House District 2

West Denver
Democrat
Tony Hernandez
1285 SC lay

Denver 80219
(303) H 922-4388 B 773-5000

Colorado House District 3
South Denver Englewood Sheridan
Democrat
Wayne Knox
761 S Tejon
Denver 80223
(303)934-8707

Colorado House District 4
Northwest Denver
Democrat
Rob Hernandez
4600 W 36th Ave
Denver 8021

2

(303) 456-101 1

Colorado House District 5
North Denver
Democrat
Cellna Benavidez
2825 W 34th Ave
Denver 8021

1

(303) 477-2867

Colorado House District 6
East Central Denver Glendale
Democrat
Diana DeCette
290 Elm St

Denver 80220
(303) 388-6399 839-3767

Colorado House District 7
Northeast Denver
Democrat
Gloria Tanner
2 1 50 Monaco Pkwy
Denver 80207
(303) 355-7288 388-2260

Republican
David Rowberry
1 7842 E Wyoming PI

Aurora 8001 7

(303) 268-2336 220-7945

Colorado House District 8
North Central Denver
Democrat
Glenda Swanson Lyle
2080 Emerson
Denver 80203
(303) 894-0608

Republican
Stuart McPhail
1 133 Race St (14N)
Denver 80206
(303) 321-2082 839-1738

Republican

Colorado House District 9
South Denver Southeast Denver
Democrat
Ken Gordon
977 S Ogden
Denver 80209
(303) 733-1363 759-3000

Republican
Dick Bettinger
1 820 S Columbine
Denver 8021

0

(303) 733-2266

Republican
John Dates
1 285 Roslyn St

Denver 80220
(303) 377-491 1

Colorado House District 1

0

Southeast Denver
Democrat
Doug Friednash
3371 S Magnolia St

Denver 80224
(303) 321-3132 H 832-1900

Republican
Kathy Finger
4035 S Niagara Way
Denver 80237
(303) 756-5893

Republican
Dottie Wham
2790 S High
Denver 8021

0

H (303) 757-0615

Colorado House District 1

1

North Boulder
Democrat
Ruth Wright
1 440 High St

Boulder 80304
(303) 443-8607

Republican
Bib McDonald
8187 N 73rd St

Longmont 80503
(303) 772-2221

Republican
Jeanne Faatz
2903 S Quitman
Denver 80236
(303) 935-6915

Colorado House District 1

2

Boulder (Longmont)
Democrat
Mary Blue
37 Princeton Cir

Longmont 80503
(303) 772-3890

Republican
Bonnie Finley
50 Cornell Dr
Longmont 80503
(303) 772-1243

Republican
Ted Harvey
1 250 Galapago #805
Denver 80204
(303) 534-401 1

Colorado House District 1

3

Boulder Louiseville

Democrat Republican
Drew Clark
876 Dearborn
Boulder 80303
(303) 494-1251

Republican
Chuck Henning
2951 S Franklin
Englweood 80110
(303) 781-8754

Colorado House District 1

4

South Boulder
Democrat
Dorothy Rupert
680 Yale Rd
Boulder 80303
(303) 494-0568

Republican

Republican
Ron Vertees
2534 W 40th Ave
Denver 8021

1

(303) 477-7528

Colorado House District 15 (new)
El Paso
Democrat
Bruce Hoppe
6485 Luther Rd
Colorado Springs 80915

Republican
Ron May
730 Citadel Dr E

Colorado Springs 80909
(719) 591-8620

Republican
Tom Knorr
950 Pearl St

Denver 80203
(303) 830-2109

Colorado House District 16
El Paso
Democrat
James Coakley
2322 Kent Ln
Colorado Springs 80909
(719)633-1156

Republican
Bill Martin
3110 Lees Ln
Colorado Springs 80909
(719) 634-8729

Republican
Clark Houston
71 5 Franklin

Denver 8021

8

(303) 322-8976

Colorado House District 1

7

El Paso
Democrat
Daphne Greenwood
31 5 N Prospect St

Colorado Springs 80903
(719) 444-0115

Republican
Victor Mote
2025 Eddington Way
Colorado Springs 8091 6
(719) 597-2789 B 596-8212

Republican
Athena Eisenman
5180 Deephaven Ct
Denver 80239
(303) 373-1445

Colorado House District 18
El Paso
Democrat
Jim Pierson
4525 Del Verde Dr
Colorado Springs 80918
(719) 598-6020

Republican
Tom Ratteree
7312 Bell Dr
Colorado Springs 80920
B (719) 528-6457
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COIORADO HcXJSE DISTRICT 1 9
El Paso
Democrat
Don Davidson
6725 Sullivan Ave
Widefield 80911
(719) 392-4091

Republican
Mary Ellen Epps
2 1 7 Dexter St

Colorado Springs 8091

1

(719) 392-3861

Colorado House District 30
Jefferson

Democrat
Alice White
1958 S. Taft St.

Lakewood 80228
(303)969-9241

Republican
Norma Anderson
10415 W. Hampden
Lakewood 80227
(303) 986-0397

Colorado House District 20
Douglas El Paso
Democrat Republican

Charles Duke
1 71 1 Woodmoor Dr
Monument 80132
H (719) 481-9289

Colorado House District 31
Adams, Boulder, Weld
Democrat
Robert (Dutch Shindler
609 Avante Ct.

Lafayette 80026

Republican
Faye Fleming
12424 N. Ash St.

Thornton 80241
(303) 450-2248

Colorado House District 21

El Paso
Democrat Republican

Chuck Berry
314 Pine Ave
Colorado Springs 80906
(719) 634-632f

Colorado House District 32
Adams
Democrat
Jeannie Reeser
9883 Pearl St.

Thornton 80229
(303) 482-1838

Republican

Colorado House District 22
El Paso
Democrat
Mike Duncan
3427 W Kiowa
Colorado Springs 80904
(719) 633-9977

Republican
Marcy Morrison
302 Sutherland PI

Manitou Springs 80829
(719) 685-5929

Colorado House District 33
Adams
DeiTKLcrat

Carol Snyder
11756 Elati Ct.

Northglenn 80234
(303) 452-7043 B 592-5900

Republican
Carol Pool
1 1420 Quivas Way
Northglenn 80234
(303) 469-6394

Colorado House District 23
Jefferson

Democrat
Lance Wright
1326 Allison #3
Lakewood 802 1 5

(303) 237-7403

Republican
Penn Pfi finer

38 S Zinnia Way
Lakewood 80228
H (303) 988-3717 B 650-9239

Colorado House District 34
Adams
Democrat
Alice Nichol
891 E. 71st
Denver 80229
(303) 288-1319

Republican
Tim McClung
9941 Winona Ct.

Westminster 80030
(303)466-8206

Colorado House District 24
Jefferson

Democrat
Maryanne (Moe) Keller

4325 Iris

Wheat Ridge 80033
(303) 425-0130

Republican
Rod Hayes
3450 Estes St

Wheat Ridge 80033
H (303) 231-9981 B 238-0566

Colorado House District 25
Jefferson

Democrat
Don Parker
305 LookoutView Dr.

Golden 80401

Republican
Tony Grampsas
323/ S. Hiwan Dr.

Evergreen 80439
(H) (303) 647-7883 B 277-2311

Colorado House District 26
Jefferson

Democrat
Chris Randall
1 1 249 W. Oregon Dr.
Lakewood 80232

Republican
Shirleen Tucker
61 5 S. Eldridge
Lakewood 80228
(303) 988-0118

Colorado House District 27
Jefferson

Democrat
Jim Pierson
6833 Welch Ct.

Arvada 80004
(303) 431-8459

Republican
Pat Miller
7325 Tabor St.

Arvada 80005
(303) 421-2261

Colorado House District 28
Jefferson

Democrat Republican
Vicki Agler
10289 W. Burgundy Ave.
Littleton 801 2/
(303) 937-1987

Colorado House District 29
Jefferson

Democrat
Samantha (Sam) Dixion
931 7 Ingalls

Westminster 80030
(303) 426-1202

Republican
Michelle Lawrence
6362 Depew
Arvada 80003
(303) 420-7654 B 424-6640

Colorado House District 35
Adams
Democrat
Vi June
7500 Wilson Ct.

Westminster 80030
(303)429-1161

Republican
Steve Wi liner

5395 Quitman
Denver 8021 2

(303) 458-8873 B 480-1956

Colorado House District 36
Adams
Democrat
Don Armstrong
1 757 Galena St.

Aurora 8001

0

(303) 366-7074

Republican
Don Hamstra
556 S. 15th Dr.

Brighton 80601
(303)654-0732 B 659-1531

Colorado House District 37
Greenwood Village,Cherry Hills, Englewood
Democrat Republican
Scott Levin Martha Kreutz
631 2 S. Florence Way 6023 S. Bellaire Way
Englewood 801 1 1 Littleton 801 21

(3(J3) 740-7232 B 850-7887 B 779-1 01

9

Colorado House District 38
Arapahoe (Littleton) and Jefferson

Democrat
Robert Haines
7903 South Franklin Ct.

Littleton 801 22
(303) 798-3902

Republican
Phil Pankey
5763 Shasta Cir.

Littleton 801 23
(303) 798-5873

Colorado House District 39
South Arapahoe
Democrat
Mary Pal ley Gruber
7009 S. Valencia
Englewood 801 1 2

(3(B) 220-8122

Republican
Paul Schauer
7255 S. Jackson Ct.

Littleton 801 22
(303) 770-3872 B 744 5638

Colorado House District 40
South Aurora
Democrat
Ron Anderson
4068 S. Fundy Way
Aurora 80013
(303) 680-5620

Republican
Mike Coffman
P.O. Box 440740
Aurora 80044
(303) 766-0918 B 671-6402
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Colorado House District 41
South Aurora
Democrat
Peegy Kerns
1 1^ S. Oakland Ct.

Aurora 8001

2

(303) 696-7178

Colorado House District 42
Aurora
Democrat
Bob Hagedorn
11633 E;6th PI.

Aurora 8001

0

(303) 343-1758 B 321-4588

Colorado House District 43
Norhteast Aurora
Democrat
Roger Henderson
71 5 Mobile St.

Aurora 8001

1

(303) 364-0964

Colorado House District 44
Custer, Fremont, Pueblo, Teller

Democrat
Bob Shoemaker
6484 County Rd. 9
Canon City 81 21

2

(719) 275-6232

Colorado House District 45
Pueblo
Democrat
Bill Tbiebaut
P.O. Box 262
Pueblo 81002
(719) 544-3822

Colorado House District 46
Pueblo
Democrat
Gil Romero
1 1 28 Catalpa St

Pueblo 81001
(719) 544-2420 B (719)543-9591

Colorado House District 47
Baca, Bent, Crowley, Las Animas.,
Democrat
John Singletary

58332 Elderberry Rd.
Boone 81 025
(719) 846-2523

Colorado House District 48
Weld
Democrat
Mel Foxhaven
2100 26th Ave.
Greeley 80631
(303) 330-5292

Colorado House District 49
Weld, Larimer (rural)

Denwcrat
David Morgan
409 Bothun Rd.
Berthoud 80513
(303) 523-3249

Colorado House District 50
Weld,
Democrat
Sue Schulze
1 81 4 Reservoir
Greeley 80631

Colorado House District 51
Larimer (Loveland)
Democrat

Republican
John Fritschler

2822 S Oakland Circle East

Aurora 8001

4

(303) 324-0699

Colorado House District 52
Larimer (East Fort Collins)

Democrat
Bernie Strom
525 ^ring Canyon Ct.

Fort Collins 80525
(303) 223-9900 B 225-0055

Republican
Dan Nygaard
1 609 Snenandoah Cr.

Fort Collins 80525
(303) 226-0773 B 493-4054

Republican
Eugene Hogan
1 063 Fairplay St.

Aurora 801 1 1 -7025
(303)364-8376 B 340-0060

Republican
Debbie Allen

923 S Ouray St.

Aurora 8001

7

(303) 695-4920 B 695-0588

Republican
Larry Schwartz
686 Custer County Road 297
Wetmore 81 253
(719) 784-3315 B 372-6390

Republican
Mike Occhiato
1 1 Harrogate Terrace
Pueblo 8T001

Republican

Otero, Pueblo
Republican
Mike Salaz
1 24 East 2nd
Trinidad 81 082
(719) 846-9527

Republican
Dave Owen
2722 Buena Vista Dr.

Greeley 80631
B (303)330-9600

Republican
Bin jerke
23003 WCR 39
La Salle 80645
(303) 284-6061

Republican
Pat Sullivan
241 1 1 9th Ave.
Greeley 80631
(303) 352-5066

Sublican
T Irwin

3334 Bent Dr.

Loveland 180538
(303) 669-0317

Colorado House District 53
Larimer (West Fort Collins)

Democrat
Peggy Reeves
1 9Tl Sandalwood Lane
Fort Collins 80526
(303) 482-8952 B 229-9200

Colorado House District 54
Delta, Mesa
Democrat
Bill Baird

929 E. Laura
Fruita 81 521
(303) 858-3989

Colorado House District 55
Mesa
Democrat
Dan Prinster
P.O. Box 3884
Grand Junction 81501
(303) 241-5015

Republican
Dave Goff
2625 Pampas Dr.

Fort Collins 80526
(303) 493-8662

Republican
Tim Foster
593 Village Way
Grand Junction 81 503
(303) 245-8440 B 245-8021

Republican

Colorado House District 56
Eagle, Garfield, Grand, Jackson, Routt
Democrat Republican
Jamison Smith Jack Taylor
P.O. Box 31 26 Box 5656
Vail 81 658 Steamboat Springs 80477
(303) 827-4274 B 476-563 1 (303) 879-3^00

Colorado House District 57
Garfield, Moffat, Pitkin ,Rio
Democrat
Dan Arrow
3966 Lower Creek Rd.
Snowmass Village 81 654
(303) 923-3627

Blanco
Republican
Russ George
1 20 Weat 3rd St.

P.O. Box 907
Rifle 81650
B 625-1887

Colorado House District 58
Delta, Dolores, Montezuma,
Democrat
Dave Williams
P.O. Box 585
Norwood 81423

Montrose, Ouray ,San Miguel
Republican
Steve Acqufresca
2290 Road S

Cedaredge 81413
(303) 856-6358

Colorado House District 59
Archuleta, La Plata, Montezuma, San Juan
Democrat Republican
Jim Dyer
Box 5225
Durango, 81 302
(303) 259-1 942 B. 247-1 777

Colorado House District 60
Alamos, Conejos, Costilla, Huerfano, Las Animas, Mineral, Rio
Grande, Saguache
Democrat
Silver Jaramillo

P.O. Box 333
Ft. Garland 81 133
(719)379-3677

Republican
LewEntz
101 6 North 1 1 Lane
Hopper 81 136
(719) 754-3750

Colorado House District 61
Chaffee, Gunnison, Hinsdale, Lake, Park, Pitkin, Teller

Democrat Republican
Ken Chlouber
220 W. 8th
Lead vi He 80461
(719) 486-0008
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lOLORADO House District 62

I

lear Creek, Cilpin, Jefferson, Summit
iemocrat Republican

'am Wiliams Leona Hemmerich

I

ox 21 59 6757 Highway
1982 High Point Dr. idaho Springs 80452
' reckenridge 80424 (303)567-4800
103) 453-1586 B 453-2863

(•'oioRADO House District 63
' irapahoe, Cheyenne, Elbert, Kiowa, Kit Carson, Lincoln, Prowers,

'uma
Iemocrat Republican
i.B. Smith Bud Moellenberg

I’.O. Box 1117 6946 County Road R
.12 S. Banner Kirk 80824

j

lizabeth 80107 (303) 362-4391
303) 646-3209

CoioRADO House District 64
Douglas
Democrat Republican

Jeanne Atkins
651 7 N. Pinewood Dr.

Parker 801 34
(303) 841-8829

Colorado House District 65
Logan, Morgan, Phillips, Sedgwick, Washington
Democrat
Bob Eisenach
1 4750 Road 1

6

Fort Morgan 80701
(303)867^7094

Republican
Jim Brandon
621 Elm
Akron 80720
(303) 861-1560

YOUR RIGHT

VOTE
in the General Election

November 3, 1992
Polls are open
7 am to 7 pm

Oct. 19 Absent voters’

precinct open
Oct 30 Last day to

apply for

absentee ballot

Oct. 30 Last day to vote

absentee

%

PRICE CLUB.
Merchandise Expo

A Colorado Consumer Extravaganza!

Colorado Convention Center • 700 14th Street

Friday, October 2 from 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Saturday, October 3 from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Hundreds of

Price Club

suppliers

manufacturers

under one r.«f.

infortnabveand

^ely business

Uvt

'Sample

hundreds of
name brand
products.

mus/ca

''n/nent.

You’re Invited

All Price Club members and passholdens are

invited to our Denver deltut of our famous

Merchandise Expo at the Colorado Convention

Center. Just present your Price Club card or this

pass to gain admission for you and your gue.sts.

The Original

Price Club is the original membersliip

vvareliou.se. and the Price Club Merchandise

Expo is the original warehouse manuhicturers'

showcase. Don't mi.ss this special event. Join

us at the Colorado Convention Center -

October 2nd and 3rd.

For more information Call:

1 -800 -788-7458

PRICE CLUB.
The Original Membership Warehouse Club

Talk To Us

After seeing the many demonstrations and

sampling hundreds of products, give us your

tlioughts. Price Club greatly values its

members' opinions. Ihice Cluli Merchandise

Expo '92 is a perfect opportunity for you to tell

us what you want in products and senices.

Price Club Expo
Guest Member Pass

N:imc .

Adclres,'

I >(* Ihi.t pass Id allciid ihc /'me (.'liih Kxpo al ih,

Cohitido Oauviilitui Caller. (\IiJk i _• i- _>

I I

FHlCn CLl'lkW i,*; a rcgisicrccl irailciuark ofilic Price Ciiinpaiiy. N- the njihi /<> c/uiiijn's inlhimt
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I feel better already.

My doctor took the time to

really explain my medicines.

atient surveys make it clear. Your patients want to know more

about their medicines, e.g., how and when to take them, for how
long, precautions and side effects. Don’t disappoint them.

The National Council on Patient Infomiation

and Education (NCPIE) has free materials

to help you "Communicate Before You
Medicate.’'

Write to: NCPIE
666 Eleventh Street, NW
Suite 810D
Washington, DC 20001

To fax your request— (202) 638-0773

Smoke Free Dining Guide

The Group to Alleviate Smoking

Pollution (GASP) of Colorado has

released its updated Guide to

Smoke-Free Dining in Colorado,

one of the most comprehensive

directories of its kind in the

country. The guide, free to the

public, lists more than 300
restaurants in the state which are

1 00% smoke free.

Peter Bialick, president

and founder of the Colorado

chapter of GASP, said, "The

number of smoke free restaurants

in Colorado has tripled since our

last guide was published in

1989. We see the trend toward

more smoke free restaurants as a

positive step toward the day
when all restaurants are smoke
free."

Since the EPA has classi-

fied environmental (second-

hand) tobacco smoke (ETS) as a

Class A carcinogen, this is a

significant health problem. Class

A substances are proven to cause

cancer in humans. Exposure to

ETS causes lung cancer, and

heart disease, and is especially

dangerous to children.

Mr. Bialick says, "Separate

smoking areas in restaurants do
not provide adequate protections

for the public. A nonsmoking

area can only be smoke free if it

is completely enclosed and is

independently ventilated.

For a copy of the guide,

which covers five geographic

regions in Colorado, call (303)

444-9799.

BE THE DOCTOR
YOU WANT TO BE.

IN THE NAVY.

WE WANT YOU
TO COMPARE
What the Navy oficrs [)hysiciaiis:

• an excellent beneUl.s package
• .30 days of paid vacation earned
each year

• bonuses and tax-free allow-

ances

• cost-free liability protection
• the latest technology
• continuing education
• opf)ortunity to practice in

foreign lands
• specialized research
• relocation without restarting
• specialty tiaining

• world travel

• unparalleled career security

Consider the opportunity to

expand your career by becoming a

Navy physician and officer. Navy
Medical Corps physicians enjoy all

of the above, and more.
For more information, call:

1
-800 -237-7392

NAVY PHYSICIAN
You and the Navy.
Full Speed Ahead.
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IRS Becomes More Liberal for

Profit-Sharing Retirement Programs

In 1991, the Internal Revenue

Service (IRS) authorized the approval

of a new formula for profit-sharing

programs. Previously, profit-sharing

programs required a uniform per-

centage of the participants' annual

earnings as a contribution to the

program. The Service now takes into

account older owners/employees

have fewer years to accumulate

funds for retirement

and the IRS is now
permitting an in-

creased percentage

of contribution for

older employees, as

opposed to younger

employees. The chart

(below) indicates the

differences of the

traditional method of

the consistent

percentage of pay,

with the integrated

Social Security formula (both of

which have been approved for many
years) and the new method which is

referred to as an age-weighted

average profit-sharing formula.

To determine which formula is

the most attractive requires various

calculations to detrmine the impact

of the formulas. It is possible to

utilize the new formula for Keogh

Plans (HR1 0) and it is also suitable to

use for corporate (PC) profit-sharing

programs. The formula is not avail-

able on SEP plans. It is reported that

401 K plans would also be eligible for

the new profit-sharing formula. The
only way to determine the best

program is to run the calculations for

all three plans based upon the

specific employees, their dates of

birth and their annual earnings.

For help in preparing cost figures

for your plan, contact Mr. Dick

Martley, CLU, ChFC, at The Copic

Agency. Phone 779-5455 or 1-800

421-1834.

* A pay to pay allocation method
gives each member a share of the

total contribution based on a ratio

of the member's pay over the total

pay of all plan members.

** An integration allocation method

gives each member a share of the

total contribution based on the

member's pay, but gives higher-

paid members a greater percent-

age of the contribution for wages

above the current social security

wage base.

*** "Age-weighted average profit-shar-

ing formula"

. .the IRS is now permit-

ting an increased percent-

age of contribution for

older employees. .
.

"

Member Age Pay

Traditional Allocation Methods

Pay to Pay* Integrated**

Age-weighted

Method***

A 50 $100,000 $14,222 $15,697 $23,592

B 40 40,000 5,689 5,217 4,174

C 35 30,000 4,267 3,913 2,082

D 30 30,000 4,267 3,913 1,385

E 25 25,000 3,555 3,260 767

Total Contributions $32,000 $32,000 $32,000
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Six Honest Servingmen
by Myron L Treber, Executive Vice President

Vour Personnel Manager, Inc.

Note: Mr. Treber is Human Resources consultant to Copic Insurance Company

"Warning: RETIRED!

Knows everything and has

plenty of time to tell you

about it.

"

I saw a T-shirt the other day that

said, "Warning: RETIRED! Knows
everything and has plenty of time to

tell you about it." It caught my
attention, because my wife and I had

just returned from a weekend in the

mountains during which we did

some pre-retirement planning with a

little different twist. We spent our

time answering the question, "What
are we going to do when we retire?",

not "How are we going to afford

retirement?" Important as that

question is, we had already spent

time answering it and implementing

our plan. What we need now is a

plan on how to spend our time... not

our money... in retirement. Spending

money will probably take care of

itself! And we don't want to fall into

the trap the T-shirt alluded to.

We spend a great deal of time

and effort preparing ourselves for a

lifetime of work. We spend 2 or 3

decades working in our profession or

career. We may even engage the

services of a financial planner to

help with investments so we will

have financial security when we
retire. Unfortunately, most people

give only cursory thought to what
they will do when they retire.

Retirement is changing dramati-

cally, and that's the reason it is so

important to give thought to what

you will do when you retire. Let's

take a quick look at what is taking

place.

There is a change in when
retirement occurs, brought about by

the "down-sizing" of so many
organizations. As you know, it's not

uncommon to hear of early retire-

ment occurring at age 55 (or sooner)

in some cases. That immediately

adds ten years of retirement to the

equation. Ten years is a long time

when you are no longer employed or

involved in your practice! Further-

more, the "golden parachutes"

offered by some organizations to

early retirees generally relieves them
of immediate financial concerns.

There is also a change in when
retirement occurs brought about by

the high level of stress in today's

workplace. Burnout is occurring at

virtually every level within many
organizations. And this results as

well in individuals taking early

retirement.

Then there's the fact that we are

living longer. A quick glance at the

Ordinary Mortality Table taken from

a publication of The National I

Underwriter Company indicates that, .1

currently, a 55 year old male can i

expect to live to just over 76 years of

age. A female of the same age can
;

j

expect to live to over 80 years. ij

This means that if one took early
j

retirement, he or she could expect to ,!

have between 20 and 25 years to fill

with some meaningful activity. That's ,•

not many years less than a person
i;

would have worked!
j;

In 1 968, my father retired at age i

65 after 50 years of working. Having
|

his own business, retirement for him
^

meant changing his work day from
j

1 0 to 12 hours to 4 or 5 hours. He
j

did this for another 1 0 years and

then finally quit working. He en-

joyed a reasonably good quality of
‘

life for another 1 0 years, and died
'

when he was 87.

The point is simply this. In many
ways, my father's could be consid-

ered a "typical" retirement 25 years

ago: work as long as you could, then

retire and enjoy another 1 0 years or

so. Yes, retirement has changed

dramatically!

When answering the question,

"What will I do when I retire?" I

would suggest considering

Six Honest Servingmen made
famous by Rudyard Kipling's

The Elephant's Child:

"I keep six honest serving men,

(They taught me all I knew),

Their names are What and Why
and When,

And How and Where and Who.

"
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Whhat... will you do? The

typical answer I get when I ask this

question is "I'm going to do all the

things I couldn't do while I worked."

A reasonable answer, I suppose, but

not very realistic. There are only so

many projects... so much fishing,

golf and tennis... so much traveling

you can do. Remember, if you

retired today at age 55, you've got

over 20 years to fill. Why not

consider volunteering part of your

time, using the skills you've ac-

quired? There are numerous organi-

zations (such as Rotary, Kiwanis and

Lions) which have programs where

your time could be put to good use.

Churches, hospitals, mission organi-

zations... all can use your skills. Or
consider something entirely different

from what you're doing today. A
friend of mine is the Chairman of the

Board of Trustees at his church. He
retired a few years ago, and now
spends 3 or 4 half days a week at

church doing maintenance work and

the like. A far cry from his manage-
ment position where he travelled

around the country conducting

training classes.

HY... are you consid-

ering retirement? People retire for

many different reasons. They are

tired of working, have reached age

65 and they're ready for retirement.

They want to do "those things

they've always wanted to do."

Others are "burned out" in their

present situation, so they retire.

Unfortunately, many have given little

thought to retirement and they have

no idea how to spend their time. For

many of these, life literally goes to

waste. Then there are those who are

forced into early retirement by their

company or organization. They still

have many years in which to be

productive. These people need to

give particular attention to answering

the question of what to do. Other-

wise, they can easily fall into the trap

of the "burned-out" person.

Consider a person we'll call Fred.

Fred is 56 years old and was recently

asked by his employer if he was
interested in early retirement. After

working for the firm for 30 years,

Fred decided to accept their offer. I

was talking to him the other day, and

asked how he was doing. He said he

was really enjoying himself. He and

his wife were travelling a lot, and he

was getting caught up on several

projects around the house. But when
I asked him what his long range plan

was, he had no answer. Knowing
Fred, he will keep himself occu-

pied... occupied, perhaps, but

probably not very happily so.

W.HEN... to retire is not

always up to the individual. As

mentioned earlier, "down-sizing"

sometimes dictates the "when" of

retirement. That's why I don't look at

retirement as quitting work. Rather, I

look on it as a career change. My
"career" as a retiree will include

writing and some volunteer work,

along with some of the typical

"retirement things."

OW... you retire is up

to you. You can either retire with a

well thought-out plan, or you can

retire and hope for the best. When
we think of retirement in financial

terms, we don't say "I'm going to

retire and hope for the best." Rather,

we carefully think through what are

our financial needs so as not to

burden others. We need to be just as

sure we don't burden ourselves and

those around us by depending on

them to keep us occupied. Or, like

the T-shirt suggests... knowing

everything and having plenty of time

to tell others about it.

.. you spend

retirement is another critical ques-

tion. My wife and I have always

planned on retiring to our home in

Breckenridge. But a few weeks ago
we had my mother up for the

weekend. She's nearly 87 years old

and in exceptional health. As I saw
her struggle with just a short walk, I

realized that while we may be able

to retire there for a while, we will

probably have to settle on another

place in later years. My point is this:

remain flexible... enjoy what you
can when you can. Then be pre-

pared to make adjustments as age,

physical condition and other factors

dictate.

HO... should be

considered as you contemplate

retirement? Is your spouse ready to

retire with you? Are your children

raised? Do you have an aging parent

to care for? Are there other individu-

als for whom you are responsible? As

I talk to recent retirees, this is

generally the last thing they think

about. I'm not suggesting you build

your decision to retire around all the

people in your life; I am suggesting

you give it appropriate thought and

discuss your plans with them.

WHO, WHAT, WHEN,
WHERE, WHY AND HOW?

These are six of the most important

questions you can ask yourself as

you contemplate retirement. Be sure

to think through your answers

carefully, develop your plan and

then go ahead... enjoy your retire-

ment to the fullest!
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Americans with Disabilities Act

Update
by Joel M. Karlin, MD

Alternate AMA Delegate

"Unfortunately, our

federal government has

seen fit to interfere with

our doctor-patient

relationship"

In accepting the trust society has

placed in each of us when we
became physicians, we have cared

for all of our patients throughout

time with caring, dignity and empa-
thy. Unfortunately, our federal

government has seen fit to interfere

with our doctor-patient relationship,

oftentimes to the detriment of our

patients and our ability to provide

such care. Although the intent of the

newly enacted Americans with

Disabilities law was noble, the

posture recently taken by attorneys

representing a segment of deaf

patients created a potential schism in

the doctor-patient relationship. After

receipt of such information from one
of our colleagues, the Colorado

Medical Society House of Delegates,

at the recent Interim session, passed

a resolution to obtain legal advice for

our physicians in complying with the

new law. This information was
printed in the May, 1992 issue of

Colorado Medicine. Unfortunately,

our attorney's advice still left the

individual physician uncertain as to

how to proceed. Your AMA Delega-

tion took this issue to the just

completed meeting of the AMA
House of Delegates in Chicago. The

House passed our resolution asking

the AMA to provide physicians

information required for compliance

with the law. At the time of the AMA
meeting, information was provided

to us by the American Society for

Physical and Rehabilitation Medi-

cine. In a letter dated June 23, 1992,

Mr. Dick Verville of the law firm of

White, Verville, Fulton & Sanes of

Washington, DC wrote the follow-

ing:

Regu I ation 2 8 Code of Federal

Regulations, §36.303 specifies a

range of auxiliary aides and ser-

vices covered by Act and it sets

forth requirementthatcannotdeny

service, segregate, or otherwise

treat differently (regarding the ser-

vice) because of lack of "auxiliary

aids or services" unless the fur-

nishing of aid or service would
fundamentally alter the service or

result in undue burden. Undue
burden, similar to undue hardship

in employment area, means sig-

nificant expense or difficulty look-

ing at overall financial available

resources and number of people

employed (28 CFR 36.104). The

aid or service used needs to be

"effective." The customer/patient

should be consulted with but the

regulation and legislative history

are clear that the choice of what is

effective is that of the public ac-

commodation. The deaf specifi-

cally argued and lost the case that

the aid or service reflect the ex-

press choice of the deaf person.

The test is what is an effective

communication that doesn't alter

the nature of the service and is not

an undue burden. The regulation

states in the accompanying narra-

tive that the "auxiliary aid require-

ment is a flexible one. A public

accommodation can choose
amongvarious alternatives as long

as the result is effective communi-
cation."

The list of auxiliary aids and

services includes not only "quali-

fied interpreters," but also "written

materials, computer aided tran-

scription services, video text dis-

plays." The regulation included
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How to comply

'f|j

I specific discussion of signage and

health care. The Justice Depart-

i

ment indicated that a note pad and

j

written material were insufficient

i to permit effective communication
I in a doctor's office when the issue

!

was "major surgery." In the final

i regulation, the Department of Jus-

j

tice said "other situations may re-

quire the use of interpreters de-

:
pending on the facts where the

I matter might be sufficiently lengthy

I or complex but a terminal for type-

written exchange may also be an

: effective substitute for a note pad.

j

Conclusion: The choice is that of

I

the doctor as to what is an effective

j

aide or service including hand-

;

writing, computer typing, and in-

;

terpreters, but the method must be

objectively "effective" and the

Department of J ustice ind icates th at

note pads are not enough for mat-

ters like decisions about major sur-

gery or similarly complex, lengthy

and serious matters.

To me, clear, expeditious, writ-

ten communication could be more
effective than using a middle per-

son because it is direct patient to

doctor. The method of communi-
cation must also not alter the ser-

vice fundamentally and not be an

undue burden either in terms of

expense or difficulty.

We are hopeful that between this

most recent information and that

information previously printed in

Colorado Medicine, you will be able

to deal more adequately with the

provisions of the Americans with

Disabilities Act. It is our hope that

such a new law will not interfere

with what has previously been caring

service provided by physicians to all

patients.

*Note: Because this is such a critical

issue to Colorado physicians, we asked
the CMS attorneys to comment on the

material Dr. Karlin brought back from the

AMA and to clarify Mr. Verville's

statement that "the deaf specifically

argued and lost the case that the aid or
service reflect the express choice of the

deafperson." Here is the reply by Karen
B. Best, Esq., an Associate with Mont-
gomery Little Young Campbell &
McGrew, whose practice emphasizes
health care law.

"The choice is that if the doctor as to

what is an effective aid or service..." If the

question is whether the patient can, in the

first instance, demand or require the doctor

to provide a certain type of auxiliary aid or

service, then Mr. Verville's conclusion is

correct. The doctor may choose which
auxiliary aid or service to provide; how-
ever, keep in mind that the patient can
challenge the decision if he or she dis-

agrees with the choice.

What happens of the disabled patient

challenges tne doctor's choice? The re-

viewing body will ask these questions: Did
the doctor make the decision after consul-

tation with the patient? The Act strongly

urges consultation with the disabled per-

son. What auxiliary aid or service, if any,

would result in "effective communication"
between the doctor and patient? The Act
offers alternatives, ranging from note pads,

typewriters or computer terminals, video

text displays, written materials, and inter-

preters. Is the doctor required to provide
the aid or service? Yes, so long as providing

the aid or service would notresultin undue
burden in terms of either economic burden
or practical feasibility, and would notfun-

damentally alterthe nature of the service. If

providing the aid or service would result in

undue burden orfundamental alteration of

the service, then the doctor is not required

to provide the aid or service. However, if

another non-burdensome means of effec-

tive communication is available it must be
employed. Did the chosen aid or service

result in effective communication between
doctor and patient? If not, the doctor has

violated the Act and will be subject to its

penalties.

The bottom line is this: The Act docs

not require the doctor to adhere to a patient's

desire or demand for a particular auxiliary

aid or service. The doctor can make the

choice; however, if challenged, a court

could determine that the choicewas wrong,
that it resulted in discrimination, and that it

was therefore in violation of the Act.

The choice of aid or

service belongs to the

physician, but the method
of communication must

be effective and not

discriminatory.
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OLOR ADO Department of Health

Communicating Environmental Risk

Patients look to you for information

Risk is a part of everyday life. Health

care providers discuss risk with

patients, and public health officials

promote programs to reduce the risk

of disease and/or injury. Communi-
cating about risk is an important tool

in health care.

One of the concerns of the

public is environmental hazards from

chemicals, particularly the hazards

from living or working near a

hazardous waste site. The federal

Agency for Toxic Substances and

Disease Registry (ATSDR) estimates

that 4.1 million people live within a

Knowledgable

Trust

Amount of Information Received

one mile radius of 725 National

Priorities List (NPL) sites where
population data were available. In

Colorado there are ten Superfund

sites in the Denver metro area; four

mountain mining communities are

the sites of heavy metal contamina-

tion; and two Superfund sites contain

radionuclide contamination. Patients

may bring to health care providers

such questions as;

Is my water safe?

Are the cases of cancer in my
neighborhood caused by toxic

chemicals?

Will I get sick in the future

because I live near a Superfund site?

Public health officials and

environmental health specialists deal

with the concept of an acceptable

level of risk for exposure to a hazard-

ous chemical. Regulatory agencies

such as the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) and Colorado Depart-

ment of Health (CDH) use a risk

assessment process to develop the

levels of acceptable risk for Super-

fund site cleanup. The risk assess-

ment process estimates the potential

that a chemical can cause disease

and determines if people are suffi-

ciently exposed to the chemical to

result in illness. These risk assess-

ment numbers are derived from data

that involves many assumptions and

only estimate the likely health effects

in a population For example, a

cancer risk of one in one million to

one in ten thousand (1 ^ to 1 is used
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as the maximum risk at hazardous

waste sites, and exposure to non-

carcinogens should be below the

hazard index determined for each

chemical at each site.

Health care providers are then

called upon to interpret or communi-

cate this risk to their patients. The

' public is increasingly aware and

concerned about hazardous chemi-

I cals. The combination of scientific

I technology, which has identified

many environmental and health

i hazards, and regulatory programs

such as Superfund, which are

working to remediate the hazards,

have heightened the public's aware-

ness and often fear of chemicals.

Information from the news media
and government may confuse or

frighten the public. Health care

providers are seen as a highly

credible source of information

According to a study sponsored by

EPA in six US cities, health profes-

sionals received the highest trust

rating but they are used by the fewest

respondents as an information

source, and they are seen as about as

knowledgeable as news reporters on

chemicals in the community.
Health care professionals will

continue to get questions from

patients. It may be frustrating for

both the patient and the health care

provider to discuss science in the

context of exposure to hazardous

substances. Some of the difficulties

include:

• Risk perception has many
components, in addition to the

science of the numbers. For instance,

the higher the perceived benefit from

the risk, the lower the perceived risk.

People generally view the risk as

Sallie Thoreson, MS
Colorado Department of Health

COLORADO
DEPA RTIVI ENT
OFAHEALTH

higher when the hazard is forced

upon them; is artificial, as opposed

to naturally occurring; may cause a

dreaded disease; or if the chemicals

are unfamiliar or exotic substances.

• There are limits to our

knowledge. Saying "I don't know"
may be one of the most difficult risk

communication lessons. For ex-

ample, cancer risk is often based on
animal testing in the absence of

adequate data on humans. The
effects of chronic, low levels of toxic

exposure are often not clear, it may
be possible to measure chemicals in

the environment, but not possible to

adequately detect the chemical in

people.

• The perception of risk can

be quite different from the scientific

risk estimate used by governmental

agencies. A one in a million risk of

death may be acceptable as a

cleanup standard, but to people

living near a Superfund site this risk

translates to one death. And similar

to the lottery, the question may be

"will that be me or my child?" A
trusted health care provider may be

able to explain that all people

exposed to low levels of a cancer

causing pesticide may have an

increased risk of cancer, but that not

every one exposed will develop

cancer. Any cancer risk from the

pesticide would be in addition to the

200,000 cases of cancer from other

causes expected in a population of

one million.

Health care providers need to

follow the familiar steps of: history,

physical examinations, appropriate

laboratory tests, review of results,

and therapy as needed. For chemical

hazards, the involvement with the

Superfund Sites in

Colorado
South Adams County

Broderick Wood Products,

Chemical Sales, Sand Creek, and

Woodbury Chemical; pesticides

volatile organic chemicals

(VOCs), heavy metals in soil and

ground water.

ASARCO-Clobe: heavy metals

from cadmium smelter

Rocky Mountain Arsenal:

pesticides, nerve gas, other

toxins in soil and ground water

Denver Metro

Rocky Flats (Golden): Radioac-

tivity, VOCs, heavy metals in

soil, ground water

Denver Radium (Denver):

Radon, radionuclides at 44 sites

Air Force Plant PJKS (Jefferson

County): VOCs, rocket fuel in

ground water

Marshall Landfill (Boulder

County): VOCs, inorganics in

ground water

Lowry Landfill (Arapahoe

County): Chemicals, radionu-

clides in soil, ground water,

surface water

Mining Sites

Eagle Mine (Minturn)

Smuggler Mine (Aspen)

Clear Creek/Central City/

California Gulch (Leadville) and

Idarado (Telluride/Ouray): Lead,

zinc, arsenic as by-produas of

mining and milling in soil in and

water.

Other Sites

Lincoln Park (Canon City):

Radionuclides, heavy metals in

wells and ground water

Uravan (Montrose): Radionu-

clides, heavy metals in soil.
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Environmental Risk

from previous page. .

.

Who to call:

Colorado Department of

Health (303) 331-4830

Environmental Protection

Agency (303) 294-1100

patient will include communication

about risk. This can start during the

history taking when the practitioner

inquires about environmental

exposures, including questions about

work, hobbies and the environmen-

tal surroundings, including location

of hazardous waste sites in the

neighborhood. A patient's concerns

may be about symptoms or future

health problems, but often the

concerns include questions about

declining property values, frustration

at not being able to control the

situation, or anger that a Superfund

site is located in their neighborhood.

Useful risk communication guide-

lines might include:

Be careful about comparing

chemical risks to more familiar risks.

People-get angry when Superfund

risks are compared to the health risks

of say, smoking, since smoking is a

voluntary activity under individual

control, versus the possibility of

cancer from an abandoned waste site

in the neighborhood. It is better to

discuss the quantities of chemicals

found, the risk levels for the indi-

vidual chemicals and how this risk

compares to other communities.

Be sensitive to the issues that

may be more important to people

than the risk itself. Often the values

and feelings need to be addressed

first. A trusted physician can ac-

knowledge the patient's concerns

and fears and then discuss the actual

risk information.

Admit the uncertainty of risk

assessment and the fact that there

are limits to our abilities to diagnose

and treat environmental illness.

Patients generally want the health

care providers to run some tests to

determine if exposure has occurred

and to instigate appropriate treat-

ment. This is difficult to do for most

chronic low level exposures to

chemicals. Treatment may actually

involve discussing how the risk

numbers are determined and what

this means to the individual. It also

means discussing health concerns

when there are no tests or treatments

available.

Help patients locate a source of

further information about chemicals

and risk and ways they can become
involved in the control of hazardous

risks in their neighborhoods. The

Superfund process includes a

mechanism for individual involve-

ment through community meetings,

review of documents, and access to

the decision making process. People

are more comfortable about what is

happening in the neighborhood if

they have some control in input.

Locate sources of information

for health care providers to keep

informed about the environmental

health hazards that affect patients.

The Disease Control and Environ-

mental Epidemiology Division of the

Colorado Department of Health has

a program to provide health profes-

sionals with resources and informa-

tion on environmental health

hazards and patient management.

This program is funded through a

cooperative agreement with ATSDR.
For further information on the

written materials or availability of

seminars, contact Sallie Thoreson,

MS, in the Grand Junction Regional

Office, 222 S 6th St Rm 232 Grand

Junction CO 81 501 , (303) 248-71 61

.
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New members

ARAPAHOE MEDICAL SOCIETY

David A Baer, MD
950 E Harvard Ave #420
Denver, CO 80210
Elected 06/1 6/92

David Bar-Or, MD
3601 S Clarkson St

Englewood, CO 80110
Elected 06/16/92

Andrew T Bauer, MD
1354 Eudora St

Denver, CO 80220
Elected 07/01/92

Lan-Anh S Bui, MD
850 E Harvard Ave #355
Denver, CO 80210
Elected 07/01/92

Wendy K Carter, MD
8200 E Belleview Ave #204
Englewood, CO 801 1

1

Elected 07/01/92

Steven M Grover, MD
799 E Hampden Ave #240
Englewood, CO 801 1

0

Elected 06/01/92

Judy C Lane, MD
701 E Hampden Ave #420
Englewood, CO 801 1 0

Elected 07/23/92

Howard M Metzger, MD
71 80 E Orchard Rd #202
Englewood, CO 801 1

1

Elected 06/1 6/92

Todd D Pilch, MD
850 E Harvard Ave #355
Denver, CO 80210
Elected 07/01/92

Seth D Reiner, MD
2525 S Downing St

Denver, CO 8021 0

Elected 07/23/92

Jan H Stahl, MD
2480 S Downing St #G-30
Denver, CO 80210
Elected 07/23/92

Claire M Tenny, MD
1 91 9 S University Blvd

Denver, CO 80210
Elected 07/01/92

Walter B Vernon, MD
601 E Hampden Ave #470
Englewood, CO 801 1

0

Elected 04/21/92

AURORA-ADAMS COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY

Marc G Cote, DO
Fitzsimons Army Med Ctr

Dept Nuclear Med
Aurora, CO 80045
Elected 06/30/92

BOULDER COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Jane E Brock, MD
2750 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80304
Elected 12/01/91

William W Howland, MD
PO Box 4247
Boulder, CO 80306
Elected 07/01/92

Madeleine C Meyer, MD
637 B S Broadway #1 39

Boulder, CO 80303
Elected 07/01/92

Herbert G Ogden Jr, MD
1422 Kingwood PI

Boulder, CO 80304
Elected 04/1 6/92

Wayne L Wittenberg PhD, MD
1111 Ash St #805
Denver, CO 80220
Elected 06/03/92

CLEAR CREEK VALLEY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Robert S Kantor, MD
8805 W 14th Ave #102
Lakewood, CO 80215
Elected 07/10/92

Douglas W Kaplan, MD
5774 Yates Dr #300
Westminster, CO 80030
Elected 07/22/92

Lisa K Lewis, DO
3555 Lutheran Pkwy #21 0

Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
Elected 06/1 8/92

Cynthia A Riegel, MD
1 203 Harrison St

Denver, CO 80206
Elected 07/01/92

Tamara S Wilson, MD
5677 Xenon Ct

Arvada, CO 80002
Elected 07/21/92

James M Yeash, DO
1 022 Depot Hill Rd
Broomfield, CO 80020
Elected 07/01/92

CURECANTI MEDICAL SOCIETY

Glenn E Oren, MD
904 S 4th St

Montrose, CO 81401

Elected 05/1 5/92

Christine B Turley, MD
947 S 5lh St

Montrose, CO 81401

Elected 05/1 5/92

Mary L Vader, DO
947 S 5th St

Montrose, CO 81401

Elected 05/15/92
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N EW MEMBERS

Sterling B Walker, MD
BOOS 3rd St

Montrose, CO 81401
Elected 06/19/92

DELTA COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

John C Sinclair, MD
70 Stafford Ln

Delta, CO 81416
Elected 07/02/92

DENVER MEDICAL SOCIETY

Daniel R Ambruso, MD
4200 E 9th Ave
Denver, CO 80262
Elected 04/03/92

James E Bodenhamer, MD
6 Green Spruce
Littleton, CO 80127
Elected 06/01/92

Guillermo H Davila, MD
1721 E 19th Ave #434
Denver, CO 80218
Elected 06/30/92

Lowell J Greenwall, MD
1259 S University Blvd

Denver, CO 80210
Elected 06/01/92

Linda L Hanson, MD
955 Eudora St #1006
Denver, CO 80220
Elected 07/01/92

Nancy J Kemp, MD
2045 Franklin St

Denver, CO 80205
Elected 06/01/92

Richard D Krugman, MD
4200 E 9th Ave
Denver, CO 80262
Elected 02/05/69

Cynthia A Lung, DO
7874 E Colgate PI

Denver, CO 80231
Elected 07/01/92

Robert Henry Meier III, MD
4200 E 9th Ave #C-243
Denver, CO 80262
Elected 07/01/92

Arlen D Meyers, MD
4200 E 9th Ave
B-205
Denver, CO 80262
Elected 07/01/92

Susan E Myers, MD
1200 E 9th Ave
Denver, CO 80218
Elected 07/01/92

Janet S Schmidt, MD
141 0 Sheridan Blvd

Denver, CO 80214
Elected 07/01/92

Brett C Sheridan, MD
1150 Galapago St #91

1

Denver, CO 80204
Elected 06/01/92

Robert E Shubinski, MD
6999 Estes Dr
Arvada, CO 80004
Elected 06/01/92

Everett K Spees Jr, MD
1955 Pennsylvania St #406
Denver, CO 80203
Elected 07/14/92

Linda J Yamamoto, MD
1 001 E Bayaud Ave #1901
Denver, CO 80209
Elected 07/01/92

John D Zilis, MD
850 E Harvard Ave #505
Denver, CO 80210
Elected 07/01/92

EL PASO COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Michael L Dunn, MD
825 E Pikes Peak Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
Elected 06/1 1/92

James E Loveless, MD
625 N Cascade Ave #210
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
Elected 06/1 1/92

Marisa MacNelly Moritz, MD
41 Hwy 67 N
Woodland Park, CO 80866
Elected 06/08/92

James R Spadoni, MD
875 W Moreno Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80905
Elected 06/1 1/92

INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Edwin R Noordewier, MD
PO Box 3285
Dillon, CO 80435
Elected 01/01/92

LA PLATA COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Mary H Gerodetti, MD
326 Hillcrest Dr
Durango, CO 81 301
Elected 07/01/92

LARIMER COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Steven D Broman, MD
1221 E Elizabeth St #4
Fort Collins, CO 80524
Elected 07/1 5/92
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MESA COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

IVIICIIdCrt I l_/UMIII/ IVIL-/

790 Wellington Ave #204
Grand Junction, CO 81 501

Elected 05/01/92

William E Ellinwood, MD
2525 N 8th St

Grand Junction, CO 81 501

Elected 04/01/92

Stephen S Kelly, DMD
2530 N 8th St #103
Grand Junction, CO 81 501

Elected 04/07/92

Carl A Malito, MD
345 Walnut Ct

Grand Junction, CO 81 501

Elected 04/01/92

Richard A Moore, MD
1 120 Wellington Ave #206
Grand Junction, CO 81 501

Elected 03/01/92

Ronald D Ridgley, DO
1 060 Orcharo Ave #M
Grand Junction, CO 81 501

Elected 01/07/92

John E Sadler Jr, MD
3002 Bookcliff Ave
Grand Junction, CO 81 501

Elected 03/01/92

Cindy L Wickline, MD
2525 N 8th St

Grand Junction, CO 81 501
Elected 07/01/92

MONTEZUMA COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

NORTHWESTERN COLORADO
MEDICAL SOCIETY

G Edward Kimm Jr, MD
80 Park Ave #C
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
Elected 07/01/92

PUEBLO COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Michael Aasen, MD
1 61 9 N Greenwood St #304
Pueblo, CO 81 003
Elected 07/01/92

Pamela Parks, MD
1 79 Encino Dr
Pueblo, CO 81 005
Elected 03/10/92

UCMC STUDENT MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Allegra Class

860 Clermont St #903
Denver, CO 80220
Elected 06/1 8/92

John M Lefovsky

601 Humboldt St

Denver, CO 80218
Elected 06/1 8/92

Christopher G McLaughlin
9856 E Loouisiana Dr #107
Denver, CO 80231
Elected 06/1 8/92

M Joan Sheetz

350 Crape St

Denver, CO
Elected 06/18/92

Dianna L Fury, MD
33 N Elm
Cortez, CO 81321
Elected 07/01/92

WELD COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

James H Beckmann, MD
2020 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631
Elected 07/01/92

Tod L Berg, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631
Elected 07/01/92

Hector J Brignoni, MD
145 1st St

Fort Lupton, CO 80621
Elected 03/30/92

Stacey L Garber, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631
Elected 07/01/92

Ralph W Hart, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631
Elected 07/01/92

Rebecca L Mashburn, MD
1 650 1 6th St

Greeley, CO 80631
Elected 07/01/92

Patricia A Mayer, MD
1 500 1 6th Ave Ct
Greeley, CO 80631

Elected 06/04/92

Daniel P Pfiieger, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631
Elected 07/01/92

Kirk L Scofield, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631
Elected 07/01/92

Janice D Sheufelt, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631

Elected 07/01/92

Karin E Thron, MD
1650 16th St

Greeley, CO 80631

Elected 07/01/92
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GETTHEADVAMGE
MEMBERS' LONG DISTANCEADVANTAGE

The Colorado Medical Society's Buying Power Pays OffFor You

MEMBERS' LONG OISTANGE

ADVANTAGE

As a member of CMS, you can now save up to

10% on all of your long distance telephone calls

through our Members' Lx)ng Distance Advantage

program. You'll receive guaranteed savings on

every call plus the quality of the nation's only

100% digital fiber optic network, with this new

member benefit program.

SUPPORTFOR CMS

Through this special program we are able to

generate funds to support our goals and

programs ... at no cost to you! Not only will you

save up to 10% on your long distance bill, but

you will also be supporting CMS with very call

you make.

COMPARE US TO ANY MAJOR
CALLING PLAN AND SEE

THE SAVINGS

We offer you significant everyday savings that

can beat AT&T Reach Out America, MCI
Friends and Family or any other nationally

advertised long distance plan depending upon

your calling patterns.

Support CMS at No Cost to You

Guaranteed Savings on Every Call

No Monthly Charge

No Cost to Join

I Free Calling Card Features Our Logo

BEST OFALL IT'S FREE

We charge you nothing to join the CMS
Members' Long Distance Advantage. The

program pays the standard switch-over fee

charged by your local phone company and there

are no monthly participation fees or minimum

usage requirements.

CALLNOW TO SAVE

1 -800-435-6832
24 houLS-a-day, 7 days-a-week

Keycode ACCY



Medical News

Prescription drugs for

needy patients
The Pharmaceutical Manufacturers

Association (PMA) has started a new
program to facilitite the provision of

prescription drugs to needy patients.

This program includes a directory of

59 corporate programs for the

distribution of prescription medica-

tions to needy patients and a toll free

hotline, both targetargeted toward

physicians.

The directory is broken down by

pharmaceutical manufacturer and

gives details of programs that

company operates, including

eligibility requirements, products

covered and a contact person. The

hotline provides up to date informa-

tion. Physicians should call 1-800-

PMA-INFO for more details.

Class on Health Care
Financing
The University of Denver has put

together a class on current trends in

health risk and financing, examined

from many different perspectives.

The instructor is John Kezer, former

Colorado Commissioner of Insurance

and confirmed speakers include

Steve O'Dell, President of Take Care

of Colorado, Inc.; Tim McGill,

Regional Manager with Mutual of

Omaha; Christine Pon, Director of

the Colorado Uninsurable Health

Insurance Plan, Christel Szczesniak,

Chief of the Market Conduct Exami-

nation Section for the Colorado

Division of Insurance; Timothy

O'Donnell, President of the Health-

care Initiative, Inc.; Gerald Peters,

Vice President of Byerly and Co., an

employee benefits consulting firm;

and Liz Leif, Consulting Actuary with The class starts September 1

6

Hewitt and Associates. and runs on Wednesday evenings.

Call 871 -3155 for more details.

Physician Recognition Awards
The Colorado Medical Society joins with the American Medical Associa-

tion in recognizing the following physicians for their committment to

excellence in the profession of medicine through continuing medical

education.

Daniel S Berliner

Francesco G Beuf

Randall j Bjork

Mary A Blattner

Marcus B Bond
Charles O Brantigan

Phil C Cambe
Donald A Cerrone

Thomas C Chiavetta

Foster W Cline

David H Collier

Marcia L Collins

John D Cooper
Lester M Cramer
E Randy Craven

George F Cresswell

Richard A DiAsio

Thomas M Dieringer

RobertW Enzenauer
Edward M Fitzgerald

Steven P Gardner
Thomas J Gargan
Donna F Gibson
Scott D Cillogly

Milton F Cipstein

Ingrid M Hagen
Lee R Halfmann
Donna J Hailing Larson

Daniel L Hamilos

John C Harris

Stanley W Henson
Murray S Hoffman

James C Holmes
William Inkret

William R Kammerer
Joel M Karlin

Suzanne E Kerney

Aziza O Keval

Dale C Kistler

Eric O Kortz

Ronald E Kramer
Kenneth J Kutalek

Frederick A Lewis

Joanne MacEachen
Winona R Mackey
William A Malabre
Galen D Marks
George H Maxted
Edward G Merritt

Jeffrey M Morse

John D Newell

Martin E Nowick
Brian D Olivier

James H Peterson

Jacob M Protas

Gerald E Puls

William C Rainer

Alan D Rapp
Michel A Reynders

Floyd O Ring

Irving C Ringdahl

Elnora C Rint-Cambe

Joseph F Serota

Raymond H Smith

Harry S Spaulding

Howard N Straub

James M Swinehart

Gene E Tullis

Stephen J Weddel
Ronald E Wheeler
Roger C Wiggins

Don E Wilson
William B Wilson

John F Wolz
Harold D Young
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Publication ofany advertisement in Colorado Medicine is not an endorsement by the Colorado Medical Society i

of the productor service. Colorado Medicine magazine is the officialjournal ofthe Colorado Medical Society, and i

is authorized to carry General Advertising.

PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

INTERNAL MEDICINE/FAMILY PRACTICE
— Incredible opportunity to practice in

Northern Colorado! Established 3 person

practice in Loveland, Colorado. Beautiful

surroundings and recreational activity.

Modern 100-bed hospital with subspecialty

coverage. Lucrative Family Practice/Internal

Medicine Practice for sale, since one
physician is retiring. One hour North of

Denver, situated between three larger cities.

Excellent school system. Greatopportunity

at the foot of the Rockies. Contact Edward
Crosboll at: (303) 667-3565. 1/0992

BEAUTIFUL BOULDER, COLORADO!
Position available for BE/BC family practice

physician to join two other MDs in busy

family practice setting. Competitive salary

and excellent benefits package which
includes malpractice insurance coverage.

Send CV to: K. Lewis, Assistant Office

Manager, 1600 28th St, Ste 262, Boulder

CO 80301, cjo HealthWatch Medical

Center. (303) 444-6400

ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON—COLORADO
SPRINGS— Large, multi-specialty, pre-paid

and fee -for-service group seeking BC/BE

Orthopedist. Guaranteed first year salary

with benefits, plus incentive arrangements.

Please send CV to: Bruce B. Minear,

Colorado Springs Medical Center, PC, 209
S Nevada Ave Co lorado Spri ngsCO 80903

.

3/0992

EMERGENT/URGENT CARE PHYSICIAN
Full and part time position in Lafayette.

Flexible scheduling. Send CV or Contact

Dr. Coryell, Community Medical Center,

2000 W. S. Boulder Rd., Lafayette, CO
80206, (303) 666-4357. 1 2/0892

LOCUMTENENS It is not what it used

to be. As a client, your practice goes

uninterrupted. Asa locum tenens, you have

the freedom and flexibility to work as often

or as little as you like. Physician managed
since 1982. Call for details—Interim

Physicians 1 -800-669-071 8 or (303) 691 -

0718. 12/0192

FAMILY PRACTICE OPPORTUNITY IN

CANON CITY
We need at least two more family physicians

to practice in the Climate Capital of

Colorado. Privileges at St. Thomas More
Hospital, obstetric services desirable but

not required. Unlimited opportunities for

recreation. Growing community. For more
information, please call or write Gary Alan

Mohr, MD, FAAFP, 730 Macon Avenue,

Canon City, CO 81 21 2, (719) 275-1 61 8

/0892

PHYSICIANS NEEDED for consulting work
in various types of litigation. Excellent

compensation. All replies confidential.

Medicomm Consultants, Inc. (719) 473-

9432. 3/0792

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICES.
Successfully servingphysicianssince 1 976.

All levels and specialties. Effective.

Successful. Confidential. Immediate service

available. Complete Curriculum Vitae

preparation. Cover letter design and
development. Career planning services.

Commitment to product quality and client

satisfaction. Call 1-800-786-3037 (24

hours). 9/1291

FAMILY PRACTICE— HOSPITAL SPON-
SOREDCLINIC OPPORTUNITY. Dynamic,
growth oriented hospital in beautiful North

Central Wisconsin is seeking Family

Physicians to respond to growing com-
munity demand. The administrative burdens

of medical practice will be minimized in

this hospital managed clinic. The hospital

has committed to an income and benefit

package which is significantly higher than

similar opportunities. Package includes

base income, incentive bonus, malpractice,

disability, signing bonus and student loan

reduction/forgiveness program. All re-

location costs wil I be borne by the hospital.

Please contact Kari Wangsness, Associate,

The Chancellor Group, Inc., France Place,

Suite 920, 3601 Minnesota Drive,

Bloom ington, Minnesota, 55435, (61 2) 835-

5123. tfn/1190

SITUATIONS WANTED
j

ANESTHESIOLOGY CHIEF RESIDENT-
seeks a career in Colorado. Interests include

‘

cardiovascular and obstetrical anesthesia i

as well as pain management. Completing

residency June '93. Call Dr. Engon (913)
'

432-8603. 3/0892
j

PROPERTIES FOR SALE OR LEASE
^

MEDICAL OFFICE SPACE (800 sq. ft.)
|

available on a time-share basis at 8402 !

Clay St in Westminster. Diagonally across I

from St. Anthony's North Hospital. I

Negotiable lease. Call 757-4507 for more ;

information. 2/0992

MAUI, HAWAII. Luxurious 2BR/2BA,
'

2,1 00 sfcondominium in Kaanapali Beach
Resort, 1 00 yards from beach. Everything's 1

new! Pool, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Lighted Tennis

Courts, Maids. On 16th fairway Royal

Kaanapali Golf Club. Special Fall/Winter
j

Rates. Call 985-9531 . 6/0892 ;

MEDICAL OFFICE SPACE for lease

*Lakewood Village Center, 1 bik west of

Jewell & Wadsworth. Retail exposure, 2000
sqftavailable. High ceiling and lots of glass

in this free standing building. *Tenant finish

available. Cal! Billy Halax 973-1380 or

979-4521. 3/0792

Professional Office Space
Excellent location in Wash Park/DU area.

Share common pt. waiting room w/ 2

internists and 1 DDS. Three 1 O' X 1 0' ops,

reception area. Very reasonable. Call Russ,

688-8976. 12/0792

SAN FRAN NOBHILL Timeshare—Powell

& CA. Sleep 4, full kitchen, can reserve

from 3-7 nights, $175/ Call Doree, 499-

1595. 6/0592
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WINTER PARK—HIGHLANDS—3 BR
House, 7 miles from ski area. 1,600 sq ft,

!) Kitchen, Dining Room, Large Living Room.

,1,200 sq ft walkout basement, 2 balconies,
' 2 car heated garage, 1 n* acre of property for

sale by owner. Asking price is less than we
paid. Call owner, Werner or Ruth, 399-

8919. 12/0491

YOU OWE ITTOYOURSELF! Winter Park,

very plush 2 BR Condo with all amenities

including sauna, athletic club, door to ski

area transportation. For sale by owner. Call

Werner or Ruth, 399-8919. 1 2/0491

EAGLE/VAIL fully equipped luxury

townhouse on golf course, 4 bedrooms, 3

baths, reasonable summer-winter rates.

Peter Gehret, MD (303) 771-0456.

1 2/0492

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE OR LEASE

1937 Wood Art Deco ENT Positive-

Negative Pressure Unit, fine condition;

matching metal chemical Sterilizer &
storage shelves; N. McCoy, MD, W 933-

8170, H 770-5239. 1/0992

SERVICES

PRACTICE VALUATIONS $350. Out of

Denver metro, include travel expenses.

Call 3-Minute Reader, 756-61 08 or 1 -800-

848-4912, ext 4401. 3/0892

TAKEANYBILLINGCLASSESINMED
SCHOOL? Let the specialists at

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL
BILLING take ofyour billing. We have

collected at least 96% of all allowable

charges for our clients every month,
so you can practice medicine with no
billing headaches. Call Linda at (303)

469-1 111 for a free brochure.

3/0892

NANNY—HOUSEHOLD MGR
Competent Nanny will love your children

and perform all household duties: Shopping,

budgets, housekeeping, plan & prep meals,

much more. Live out. XInt refs. 671 -6005

1/0792

DEAR DOCTOR: Is your cash flow ebbing

away? Are your insurance claims making

you sick? Does Medicaid/Medicare give

you headache pains? Is your staff using

excessive time processing claims and

patient billings? Quick Claim may be your

Rxl! Give us a call. (303) 399-3190. Quick
Claim* a patient and electronic claims

billing service. 3/0792

MEDICAL LITERATURE RESEARCH —
Want to review literature for clinical or

legal problem, presentation or publication?

Experienced physician/author/educator will

do customized multiple database search at

reasonable rates. Call: Bill Milburn, MD at

823-5083; 1-800-828-9259 (outside

Boulder/Longmont). 12/0792

MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION and general

word processing services. Confidentiality,

timely turnaround, everything proofed

twice. Autotype (founded in 1977), 717

17th St., #1510, 298-1676. 3/0592

HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
LOW DOC PROGRAM available for

physicians and other health professionals.

Purchase and refinance. Call Milt, a

mortgage banker with 1 8 years experience.

753-6262. 10/0292

LOCUM TENENS SERVICE

RADIOLOGISTS AVAILABLE
Since 1979, Western Physicians Registry

has been providing radiologists throughout

the Western States. For locum tenens or

permanent positions, please call Jim Ellis,

Director. 1-800-437-7676. 6/0992

Cash Crunch?

Overhead Rising?

Revenue Dropping?

Let us help lower your costs. YOU
specialize in patient care. WE
specialize in insurance billing. We
work with Medicare, Medicaid,
HMO's, pro's, and other third party

carriers.

We don't get paid until you get paid.

For more information call Advanced
Professional Services (303) 341 -1 008.

tfn/0492

INNOVATIONS SHOULD BE PATENTED
if marketable. For more information, call

Brian D. Smith of Fields, Lewis, Pittenger &
Rost, Colorado's leading patent law firm.

Mr. Smith specializes in the medical arts.

(303)758-8400. 12/0791

MISCELLANEOUS

LIGHTTWIN ENGINE PLANE AVAILABLE
for any use, up to 4 people with pilot, on

call, 200 mph, $1 20/hr, nice plane, will

pick up. Call Tony at 347-9382 3/0892

THE DOCTOR'S ORDER — What every-

body needs, a mini-vacation in Lake City,

"Colorado's Best Kept Secret." Stay at

Ryan's Roost Bed and Breakfast or our

remote Mt. cabin. Bring your own horse.

For brochure call or write PO Box 218,

Lake City CO 81235, (303) 944-2339.

4/0592

Weare lookingfor qualified buyers, sellers,

associates, and merger candidates.We a Iso

have excellent practice opportunities

throughout the state. For more information,

call AFTCO (303) 795-8800. 24/41 89
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Ruminations

(def: to chew again what has been chewed slightly and swallowed; to REFLECT)!

William S. Pierson]

Managing Editor]

He tolled the bell, but did

anyone responds The

revolt is no longer Tying

in wait. ' It has arrived!

And. .

.

"Corporate Medicine" is

back.

The Denver Post Friday. Sept. 24, 1982

Health-Care Cost
Revolt ’Lying in

Wait,' Says Lamm
'Corporation Medicine' Isn't

Answer, Medical Society Told

By SHARON SHERMAN
Denver Post Capitol Bureau

COLORADO SPRINGS — A citizen

revolt against rising hospital and health

insurance costs is “lying in wait out

there,” Gov. DickLamm told the Colo-

rado Medical Society Thursday.

Lamm saidgovernmentand the medi-

cal community need to work together to

cure the “disease” of escalating health-

care costs, but he warned that “corpo-

rate medicine” isn't the answer.

The Governor noted that angry tax-

payers in California revolted by pass-

ing Proposition 13, and said a similar

backlash to rising medical costs could

occur in Colorado and elsewhere.

Although Lamm took pains to note

that he wasn’t giving a political speech

Thursday, the governor is running for

re-election and the Colorado Medical

Society meeting at the Broadmoor Ho-
tel was a desirable showcase.

Lamm opened his speech with praise

for the society and its work on various

laws. He also said twice, as he talked

about rising health-care costs, that the

doctors weren’t to blame for the prob-

lem.

The governor said health-care facili-

ties are being purchased by large cor-

porations at an alarming rate.

While such consolidation may lower

costs in some instances, Lamm said,

the trend is making health care an “eco-

nomic entity (which is) moving away
from community involvement.”

Lamm warned that if hospital and

physician corporations take over the

health-care industry, small independent

hospitals and independent doctors may
be forced out of the system.

If that happens, he predicted, health

programs for the poor may dwindle as

the medical industry turns more and
more to a concern formaximum profits

and minimum losses.

The govemor’sRepublican opponent,
John Fuhr, later told The Denver Post

in an interview that Lamm's attacks on
corporate medicine don’t offer any so-

lutions to the problem of health-care

costs.

Fuhr, a veterinarian, said he hadn’t

developed a specific plan of what he

would do about that problem. But he

said he would beef up the review pro-

cess for health programs paid forby the

government— such as Medicaid— so

that those who truly need care are get-

ting it and that waste is eliminated.
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President's Letter

^ Leigh Truitt, MD
i President, 1 992- 1 993

Health Care Reform
Questions for Patients, Physicians and Society

(The following is the text of the inaugural address delivered by President Leigh Truitt, MD to the Annual Meeting of

the Colorado Medical Society September 12, 1992.)

;f

I would like to thank you for the

I
opportunity to serve you as President

{

of the Colorado Medical Society this

I

year. During the last year, our

leaders held forums throughout the
' state to discuss health care reform. I

I

would like to continue this timely

! theme by encouraging critical

I
examination of health care in general

and our role in particular.

There are aspeas of our health

care that do not meet expectations of

quality, cost of access. You are

familiar with the problems. Rather

than discuss specific proposed

solutions— play or pay, vouchers,

single payor, universal health — I

will suggest some questions that we
must answer before we make
choices. Some questions are obvious

and others are not. From your

answers, you may see the implica-

tions for the praaice of medicine

under each solution. We must

ultimately achieve a consensus if we
hope to participate in determining

the course of health care reform.

Is health care a right? We have

defined many rights beyond the "life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness"

in the Declaration of Independence.

Some of these are in the Constitution

and others in legislation. Health care

is nowhere guaranteed as a right.

There is also legal precedent to say

that it is not.1 Nevertheless, most of

us believe that access to some sort of

health care should be available to

all.

This is one of those subtle

questions. We all agree that anyone

bleeding to death in the street should

have access to life saving care. What
we really need to ask ourselves is

should everyone have insurance

coverage, whether they pay for it or

not? I believe in universal coverage,

at least for a basic tier of health care.

For every right, there is an

obligation. Whose obligation is it to

pay for health care? Doaors and

hospitals? The employer? Or society

as a whole? When no one had

insurance, providers of health care

did provide care of the indigent by

cost shifting to paying patients.

Employers now fund most health

insurance. However, we have

decided that society should finance

many services such as fire and police

protection, defense, education,

roads. If health care is a right, it is an

obligation of us all.

Again, we should look deeper at

the issues here. Should those who
pursue unhealthy life styles be

subsidized by those who try to

preserve their health? The Casualty

Insurance Model assumes that

premiums can be set according to

the expected loss, as in automobile,

household, and life insurance.^

Theoretically, such rate setting

encourages healthier life styles and

more cost conscious decisions about

use of health care. However, there

are problems such as pre-existing

conditions, exclusions, and poor

health care a right?

continues...
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"[W]ith every grant of

complete security to one

group the insecurity of the

rest necessarily increases/'

predictability. The alternative is the

Social Insurance Model, with

extensive cross-subsidization among
different risk groups, ignoring

expected losses in allocating costs.

This brings some efficiencies in the

form of lower administrative and

sales costs since everyone partici-

pates. It also more fairly distributes

the burden since no one can opt out

and take their chances on a free ride.

33.6 million people were

already covered in 1 989 at a cost of

$98.3 billion by a single payor— the

Federal Government — in an almost

universal coverage, social insurance

system for those over 65 — Medi-

care. ^ Since 1 965, health care has

been de-stabilized by the enclosure

and isolation of one segment of our

society under Medicare and Medic-

aid. Those covered by private

insurance have suffered tremendous

inflation in health care costs. Others

have no insurance at all. F. A.

Hayek, the noted free market

economist, deplored social planning

except as a last alternative when a

free market solution could not meet

the need. In his words:

The reason for this is that with

every grant of complete secu-

rity to one group the insecurity

ofthe rest necessarily increases.

If you guarantee to some a fixed

part of a variable cake, the share

left to the rest is bound to fluc-

tuate proportionally more than

the size of the whole.'*

Abolish Medicare? Unlikely!

Place everyone under a single payor

national health care system such as

Medicare? Difficult and undesirable

in this country with our existing

health care system. Single payor

systems work most efficiently in !

countries, such as Canada and Great I

Britain, with de facto rationing as a
j

i

result of severe capacity constraints,
j

I

In the United States with its exces-
|

I

sive capacity in hospital beds, .

diagnostic facilities, and specialists, >

health care inflation would acceler-
'

ate without draconian utilization
^

review and micro-management. !

Must everyone have the same
health care? You hear much about '

health care rationing, basic benefits
’

packages, and prioritization. We
!

accept that tiers in health care exist, !

based on fee schedules and free

choice of physician. The Oregon
Plan restricted "what" was provided

— a limited benefit package or

explicit rationing. Ftowever, we
f

could also focus on "how" care is
"

provided and "who" provides it.

There is evidence that an organized

primary care based system is cheap-

er. Free choice of providers with

open access to specialists costs
*

more. 5 Perhaps, instead of guarantee-

ing access to a basic benefits pack-

age provided anywhere in the

system, we need to provide a basic

system of health care.

Think of transportation. Some of

us may drive downtown in a Mer-
[

cedes. Others may arrive in a Ford

Escort. Still others take a taxi. The

lowest tier of transportation in

Denver is the Regional Transporta-

tion District or RTD. We all arrive

downtown. There is a difference in

time, convenience and luxury. The

cost also varies significantly. But the

outcome is the same. The RTD is

subsidized by society, although it is

not free. We have decided that some
form of public transportation is
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AT PRESS TIME...

.a compilation of medically-related news briefs of immediate interest to the physician community occurring

fter COLORADO MEDIOT^ has gone to press.

CMS Med Fax^

by Montgomery Little Young Campbell and McGrew, P.C.
legal counsel to the Coiorado Medical Society

HCFA Forces CFMC Cutbacks
' Jack L. Berry, MD. President of the Colorado

Foundation for Medical Care (CFMC), has announced

’he closure of CFMC’s four regional offices by Novem-

ber 1 , 1992. Dr. Berry said this move was caused by a

Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) move to

reduce the level of funding the CFMC’s six month

extension of the PRO (peer review organization)

contract for October 1 , 1992 to March 30, 1993. In

addition to the funding outbacks, Dr. Berry said, HCFA
has decreased emphasis on on-site reviews.

In order to operate under the decreased level of

funding, CFMC was forced to consider drastic program

changes, says Dr. Berry. The decision was made to

close the regional offices in Colorado Springs, Grand

Junction, Greeley and Pueblo. Nurse reviewers will be

maintained in the regions and the closures will not

affect Involvement of regional physicians, Regional

Councils, or the communication network that CFMC has

provided in the past. Administrative functions will be

handled out of a centralized review program office

located in Denver.

Dr. Berry said, “This type of change, as well as

continued reduction in private activity, have brought to

CFMC the hard recognition that a system put into place

in 1974 needs to change due to the changing health

care review environment," Dr. Berry wished to assure

physicians that “CFMC plans to maintain its lead in

providing the best response to HCFA’s Scopes of Work.

CFMC will use Its knowledge of the Colorado health

delivery system in order to be as well prepared for the

future as possible."

For more information, contact CFMC at (303) 695-3300.

Amendment 1 Alert!

Colorado Medical Society Members should carefully

review Amendment 1 - Constitutional Amendment
Initiated by Petition, otherwise known as the Tabor

Amendment By Douglas Bruce. If Amendment 1 were

to pass this November 3, 1992 It could have far reach-

ing ramifications regarding the ability to adequately fund

state and local healthcare programs, including putting

the slate at risk in its ability to continue its participation

in the Medicaid and the Medically Indigent programs.

If Mr. Bruce's tax limitation were to pass this

November it would limit the annual growth In most state

government spending to the rate of inflation plus the

percentage change In state population. For the past

five years the population growth and Inflation has been:

3.3% in 1986-87; 2.85% in 1987-88; 2.2% in 1988-89;

5.2% in 1989-90; and 4.1% In 1990-91. Our State

currently has spending limitations on general fund

appropriations and a balanced budget mandate

This proposal may be counterproductive to promot-

ing the state’s economic climate by limiting

government’s ability to raise revenue and expend funds

at those times when demands for government services

increase. A prime example Is the Increased utilization of

Medicaid resources and Medically Indigent funding.

Further restricting the legislature’s ability to ad-

equately fund healthcare programs, roads, education,

and other services hinders government’s ability to

engage in those activities required for further economic

development. Long-term uncertainty about Colorado's

ability to adequately fund programs important to com-

merce and citizens will have a chilling effect on its

business climate and may place low-income patients,

and the hospitals, nursing homes and physicians that

serve them at risk.

We urge you to contact the CMS Government

Relations Department at 779-5455 or 1-800-654-5655

for copies of the 1992 Ballot Analysis prepared by the

Council on Legislation. This Ballot Analysis contains

arguments for and against all stale ballot proposals. At

this time, we urge you to formulate your own decision

on this issue but strongly encourage you to carefully

review the Impact this Amendment could have on

healthcare delivery in this state.
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Colorado Medical Society provides the following listings

of events as a member service only. Some events are

approved for Continuing Medical Education credits.

Information Is provided by the sponsoring organiza-

tions. For more details, use the telephone contact at the

end of the listing.

Th9 Children's Hospital

Colorado Alcohol & Substance Abuse Coalition

Second Annual Regional Conference

Prenatal Exposure To Alcohol And Drugs

October 2-3, 1992

Denver Colorado

(303) 86V6946
Univ. of Calif. Med School Dept, of Radiology

Radiology In Africa

Nairobi. Samburu, Kenya, Masai Mara

October 10-24, 1992

Dawn© Ryals (404) 641-9773

Lactation Program—Presbyterlan/St, Luke’s

Contemporary Issues In Breast f-eeding

October 16, 17, 1992

Radisson Hotel, Denver

Elaine (600) 633-6824

Colorado Rural Health Resource Center & consor*

tium

Colorado Rural Health; Creating Our Future

October 16-18, 1992

Glenwood Springs, CO
(303) 331-8794

Ru3h-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center

Rush Symposium on Hepatic & Biliary Disease

Chicago, IL

October 30, 1992

Suzanne Buss, (312) 942-6242

Medical Education Resources
Asthma and Allergy in the 19908

Las Vegas nv
October 30-31, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Porter Memorial Hospital Foundation

1992 Heart of Hearts Gala XII

Hyatt Regency Tech Center

Englewood Co
November 21, 1992

(303) 761-0186

Medical Education Resources
Advances in Vascular Diseases

Orlando PL
November 20-21, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources
Asthma and Allergy in the 10909
Orlando FL

November 20-21, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Radiological society of North America

78th Scientific Assembly & Annual Meeting

Chicago, IL

November 27 - December 4, 1992

(708) 571-2670

Prosper Meniere Society

Diagnostic & Rehabilitative Aspects of Balance &

Movement Disorders

December 2-6, 1992
Denver, CO
Jane Wells (303) 788-4230

American Medical Association Hospital Medical

Staff Section Twentieth Assembly Meeting

December 3-7, 1992 Opryland Hotel

Nashville, Tennessee

(312) 464-4754 or 464-4761

Medical Education Resources
Coronary Heart Disease Update

Las Vegas NV
December 4-5, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421 -3756

Medical Education Resources

Asthma and Allergy in the 1990s

Key West FL
December 4-5, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources

Asthma and Allergy in the 1990s

New York NY
December 11-12, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

university of Colorado School of Medicine

Advances in Pelvic Surgery

Denver Co
December 11 -12 , 1992 cme credit

1 -800-882-91 53 or (303) 270-6761
^
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necessary. In many countries, taxes

on automobiles and gasoline are

punitive, and public transportation is

cheap and convenient.

We do not guarantee everyone a

Mercedes because we cannot afford

to. In health care, we cannot provide

everyone with open access to

specialty care, free choice of provid-

ers, single bed rooms and unlimited

diagnostic testing. Unfortunately, we
do not even guarantee everyone a

ride on the health care equivalent of

the RTD. In the future, I think we
will.

Can only the government

provide a basic tier of health care?

Will only public facilities such as

a Denver General or the Veterans

Administration provide the guaran-

teed health care? Not necessarily.

Most rural areas have a hard time

supporting one health care system,

let alone two. In metropolitan areas,

if 40% of the health care market is in

the basic tier, private providers will

compete for this business. It will be

difficult to run two systems, one

competing with other providers for

those who choose to pay for an

upscale system, and one offering the

basic tier. In time, small scale

networks will probably specialize in

one or the other. Large scale systems,

that is, the General Motors of health

care, may be able to do both.

Will there be only one system of

health care? We in the United States

are in love with health care. We are

willing to spend 1 3% of our Gross

National Product for the highest

technology, most innovative, luxuri-

ous, patient friendly health care in

the world. In the United Kingdom,

Sweden, and other countries with

national health care, there exist

private systems for those who wish to

buy more convenience, shorter

waiting times, and nicer hospital

rooms. In these countries only a

small percentage of the population

opt out of the public system or basic

tier. I see the majority of Americans

paying extra for private health care.

Can there be competition in

health care? I certainly hope so. My
favorite thought is "Life is Capitated."

This means that resources are limited

and must be allocated— there must

be "global budgeting" at some level.

Someone must distribute resources.

There are private, prepaid systems in

existence that do this and do it well,

efficiently and with high quality care.

Those of us who practice in an

uncoordinated, unorganized manner

are at a competitive disadvantage.

On the other hand, a public, globally

budgeted system at a state or na-

tional level for all would be a

mistake. Think of the Defense

Department or Post Office! Auto

manufacturers competing with one

another offer a diversity of high

quality vehicles with a rate of

inflation less than the consumer

price index.

6

A few years ago, Garrett Hardin

wrote about "The Tragedy of the

Commons" in ScienceJ He was

discussing population issues. How-

ard Hiatt later applied this concept to

health care in The New England

Journal of Medicine in "Protecting

the Medical Commons: Who is

Responsible?"®

In medieval England, every vil-

lage had a commons. This was

a large open field on which all

ofthe villagers could graze their

"Life is Capitated."
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"Freedom in a commons
brings ruin to all."

livestock and farm in common.
We have all seen the Boston

Commons, a relicofthis way of

life. As long as the number of

villagersandtheir livestock was
such that the land could sup-

port this usage, all was well.

As the population grew, how-
ever, each villager had a per-

sonal incentive to add another

animal to his herd. And an-

other; and another.... This isthe

conclusion reached by each and

every herdsman sharing a com-
mons. Therein is the tragedy.

Each man is locked into a sys-

tem that compels him to in-

crease his herd without limit.

Ruin is the destination toward

which all men rush, each pur-

suing his own best interest in a

society that believes in the free-

dom of the commons. Freedom

in a commons brings ruin to

all.9

Hardin states that:

It is our considered professional

judgment thatthisdilemma has

no technical solution.

A technical solution may be

described as one that requires a

change only in the techniques

ofthe natural sciences, demand-
ing little or nothing in the way
of change in human values or

morality. ’0

Political solutions, that is,

changes in human values and

morality, as opposed to technical

solutions, did occur. During the 1 7th

and 1 8th centuries, improved

methods of agriculture required more
control over the land than the " old

village system of open fields, com-
mon lands, and semicollective

methods of cultivation."”

The old common rights of the

villagers were part of the com-
mon law. Only an act of Parlia-

ment could modify or extin-

guish them. It was the great

landowners who controlled

Parliament, which therefore

passed hundreds of " enclosure

acts," authorizingtheenclosure,

by fences, wall, or hedges, of

the old common lands and un-

fenced fields.’^

I see an analogy here to what is

happening to us today. We have had

a commons in health care upon
which we all lived. The commons is

no longer able to support the de-

mands being made upon it. Certain

of us are attempting to "enclose" part

of the commons for ourselves— the

good risks, the insured, the urban

population. This "enclosure" leaves

some out — the bad risks, the

indigent, the rural inhabitants.

Moreover, with the rise of PPOs,

HMO's, and EPO's, not only patients

but physicians and hospitals will be

left out. The opportunity to provide

care to certain patients is no longer

available to all providers.

We have exhausted the technical

solutions to this problem. Every sort

of withhold, co-pay, deductible, risk

arrangement, utilization review, and

pre-certification has been tried. No
improvements in underwriting,

reimbursement schemes, organiza-

tional structures, or the like, will

solve this dilemma. There will have

to be a political solution — a method

of allocation of resources that

involves a consensus of providers

and patients, supported by legisla-

tion.
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Senate Bill 4 was passed by the

Colorado Legislature and signed into

law by Governor Romer this year.

This proposes that Colorado study a

political solution for the problems of

health care access and cost control.

This will be funded from a Robert

Wood Johnson Foundation Grant

and directed by the Governor's

Office. We will determine the

feasibility of enrolling all Colorado
i citizens each year in a limited

number of health care programs. A
- combination of payroll and other

I

taxes will be collected by the State

and then paid to the sponsors of

these health care programs on behalf

I of the enrollees.

* The critical elements of this

j

concept are:

— The number of provider

health care systems will be

limited, reducing the number
of insurers or other provider

systems from over four

hundred to eight to twelve.

— Reimbursement will be

prepaid, that is, the amount
will be determined in

advance, probably by an

independent health care

board.

— Reimbursement will be

capitated — so much per

member per month will be

provided to the health care

systems. The insurance

sponsors or the providers will

be at risk.

— Provider systems will be

community rated. There will

be a single premium for

everyone, and the sponsors

will have to take any Colo-

rado citizen that signs up.

There will be no opportunity

for underwriting or managing

risk by limiting enrollment

(this is social insurance ).

— The program will be univer-

sal, except for Medicare, if

appropriate waivers can be

obtained for Medicaid and

ERISA Self-Insured Trusts.

— Insurance will be portable

and not linked to employ-

ment so that, no matter who
the employer or where the

place of employment, the

insurance will always be in

effect.

In the health care reform lan-

guage of today, this is "managed

competition." There is a single

payor, the State of Colorado. How-
ever, that payor does not reimburse

providers directly but through a

limited number of sponsors and does

not assume risk. The sponsors

assume risk. Who may be a sponsor?

Only someone willing and able to

manage risk would want to be a

sponsor.

Insurers assume risk. HMO's
assume risk. They pass risk back to

providers in the form of capitated

reimbursement or withholds. They

also manage risk by tightening their

networks, by limiting or enclosing

their panels of providers, and by

better management of these smaller

panels. ColoradoCare will hasten a

trend to smaller, more tightly orga-

nized, closed panel provider net-

works in order to survive with

prepaid, capitated reimbursement.

Large HMO's in Colorado would

undoubtedly be sponsors under

ColoradoCare. National insurers

already in managed care would

"We will determine the

feasibility of enrolling all

Colorado citizens each

year in a limited number

of health care programs.'
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"No country has a system

without flaws, but most

have a system with

un iversa I coverage.

"

probably also sign up although this

would require significant consolida-

tion of their networks of physicians

and hospitals. Some providers,

meaning hospitals and physicians,

might create their own networks for

direct contracting. No matter what,

we would see a significant expansion

of "contract practice" —payment of

a fixed fee per annum for all care.'^

Fee-for-service reimbursement would
significantly decline.

HMO's, or contract practice, in

the form of closed panel, prepaid,

capitated health care, are not a new
concept in the United States or

internationally. Where there is true

competition on the basis of price,

this has been the usual solution.

Even if the price is the same for all,

the ability to manage costs at that

price is a form of competition on

price.

Physicians do not welcome
competition on the basis of price in

the form of contract practice. In

countries that achieved a high

percentage of HMO market penetra-

tion, medical associations have

fought back on three issues:

1. The right of the patient to

have free choice of physi-

cian.

2. The right of free entry for

physicians, that is, access to

all patients, and the estab-

lishment oftenure—the right

to remain in insurance-cov-

ered practice unless some
very grave breach of defi ned

regulations has been proven

before some tribunal.

3. The preservation of price dis-

crimination according to the

income group of the pa-

tient.’^'

There are those who believe

competition and the market will

distribute resources fairly among
both providers and patients. We
have only to look around us to see

the failure of these mechanisms in

health care. In fairness, we must

recognize that the emergent nature

of most health care needs and the

distortions of insurance reimburse-

ment mean that a true market does

not exist. None of us — either as

providers or recipients of health care

—would like a competitive market

with all care awarded to the lowest

bidder.

Do we want competition? We
must ask ourselves how will we
choose. Do we want to be part of a

network, a contract practice, a

closed panel, and compete on price?

Or do we want to accept a fee

schedule, utilization review and

micro-management, and then

compete by other means?

Throughout the world, societies

are examining the costs of health

care. The United Kingdom, with a

national health care plan costing a

very low percentage of GNP, is

introducing a competitive market to

some aspects of health care. Careful

analysis of the single payor Canadian

system suggests that there would not

be substantia! savings if that were

instituted here.

No country has a system without

flaws, but most have a system with

universal coverage. Ask yourselves

these questions. Your answers may
differ from mine. Your answers will

define the system that you think best.

You may, for example, chose

between a single payor with access

to all patients and "managed compe-
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tition" with loss of free entry to

practice.

We are faced with political

solutions such as ColoradoCare. If

we are to be significant players in the

new game, we must understand that

we must make choices. Those

choices will have profound implica-

tions for the future of medical

practice. Let us choose in the best

[)
interests of our patients, the future

I members of our profession, and

society as a whole.

In closing, I bring to you a

famous quotation that seems appro-

priate for a medical society that

hopes to speak for all those in need

of health care and for all physicians:

No man is an island, entire of

itself; every man is a piece of

the continent, a partofthe main;

... any man's death diminishes

me, because I am involved in

mankind; and therefore never

send to know for whom the bel I

tolls; it tolls for thee.’^

As the Colorado Medical Society

we must strive to protea the interests

of all —patients, physicians, and

society.

^ William J. Curran, "LAW-MEDICINE
NOTES: The Constitutional Right to Health

Care. Denial in the Court, "The New England
Journal ofMedicine, 320: 788-789, March 23,

1989.
^ This discussion is based on Victor R. Fuchs,

"National Health Insurance Revisited," Health

Affairs, 10:7-17, Winter, 1991.
^ Statistical Abstract of the United States 1991,

Table 145, p. 96.
^ F. A. Hayek, The Road to Serfdom: A classic

warning against the dangers to freedom
inherent in social planning, (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1 944)

, p. 1 28.
^ Roger A. Rosinblatt, "Specialists or

Generalists: On Whom Should We Base the

American Health Care System," Journal of the
American Medical Association, 267: 1 665-

1666, March 25, 1992.
^ Regina Herziinger, "Healthy Competition: A
third approach to the medical-insurance

crisis," The Atlantic Monthly, pp. 69-81,

August, 1991

.

^ Garrett Hardin, Science, 1 62:1 243-1 248,
December 13, 1968.
® Howard H. Hiatt, The New England Journal

of Medicine, 293:235-240, July 31, 1975.
^ Hardin, p. 1 244.
^ ^ Hardin, p. 1 243.
^ ^ R. R. Palmer, Joel Colton, A History of the

Modern World, ( New York: Alfred A. Knopf,

1984 ) , p. 428.

12 Palmer, p. 428.
1 2 Paul Starr, The Social Transformation of
American Medicine, ( New York: Basic Books,

1982 ) , p. 63.
1 'l Brian Abcl-Smith, "The Rise and Decline of

the Early HMOs: Some International Experi-

ences, " The Milbank Quarterly, 66:694-719,

1988.
1 ^ John F. Shcils, Gary J. Young, and Robert J

.

Rubin, "O Canada: Do We Expect Too Much
from Its Health Care System," Health Affairs,

1 1:7-20, Spring, 1992.
1 ^ John Donne, Devotions upon Emergent
Occasions, 1 624.

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
UPDATE

for

PRIMARY CARE
PHYSICIANS

Embassy Suites • Denver Southeast

November 21, 1992

8:00 am— 3:30 pm

• Practical information on everyday ear, nose and throat

questions

• Hands-on use of Nasopharyngoscope
• Complete course syllabus

• This educational activity has been designated for 6 credit

hours by the Arapahoe Medical Society Division of

Medical Staff Services

For more information, call or write:

Course Directors, Paul H. Dragul, M.D. or Alan F. Lipkin, M.D.

950 E. Harvard Ave., Suite 500, Denver, CO 80210.

(303)744-1961
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. You’ve Got Your

\ Professiooal f

Reputatioo To

Protect

So depend on the expertise

of The St. Paul and our knowledge

of your profession.

Select The St. Paul for stable, high limits coverage that

travels with you. Comprehensive coverage backed by a company

with $1 3 billion in assets and 40 years of experience in Colorado.

You can depend on us.

We"re Building Our Reputation By

Protecting Yours

Call your independent insurance agent and ask about Tbe St. Paul

Or call Lisa Good in our Denver Office at (303) 696-7500.

IStAul
Si. Paul Fire and Morine Insurance Campnny and its property and liability ^

affiliates, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55102

ProvicJer Billing Services
A full service accounts receivable
management firm offering:

• individualized billing methods and reports via flexible

custom software updated by in-house programmers
• insurance tracing enhanced by automated account

maintenance
• efficient account collection activity via “predictive

dialer” campaigns
• ICD-9 and CPT-4 coding for maximum
reimbursement

• purchasing of current accounts receivable

• a commitment to keep pace with the ever changing

rules and regulations in patient account billing

Please call for more detailed information,

reference lists and an overview of our extremely

competitive fees.

7401 N. Broadway #400, Denver CO 80221

(303) 430-8003 (800) 326-0998

What the Navy orCers physician.s:

• an excellent benefit.s package
• .'50 days of paid vacation earned
each year

• bonuses and tax-free allow-

ances

• cost-free liability protection
• the latest technology
• continuing education
• opportunity to practice in

foreign lands
• specialized research
• relocation without restarting

• specialty training

• world travel

• un[)aralleled career security

Consider the opportunity to

expand your career by becoming a

Navy physician and officer. Navy
Medical Corps physicians enjoy all

of the above, and more.
For more information, call;

1-800-237-7392

NAVY PHYSICIAN
You aud the Navy.
Full Speed Ahead.

WE WANT YOU
TO COMPARE

BE THE DOCTOR '

YOU WANT TO BE.

IN THE NAVY.
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Executive Director's

Sandra L. Maloney

Executive Director

The 122nd Annual Meeting is

‘ now history, and 1 think it will make
the history books as an outstanding

meeting. There are several reasons

;
for my conjecture.

First, the meeting proved that

when CMS leadership and members

,
are given a challenge as major as

L health care reform, the system still

* works. Following nearly nine months

I of gathering opinion and discussion

I

on the issues, the House of Delegates

proved itself by bringing to agreeable

|l conclusion a reform proposal that

! met with the majority opinion of the

; physicians. Dr. Butler successfully

i took the issues to the membership
? through the long series of meetings
! around the state and brought these

1 issues to the House where, after

serious debate in the reference
' committee, they were formed into a

solid representative resolution. Yes,

after laboring for nine months, we
delivered a healthy product!

As a result of this resolution

there should be no question in the

mind of the Governor that physicians

will be at the table to work out a

Colorado health care plan.

Second, there was much discus-

sion about the matter of whether a

person can be invited to speak

before this House, on issues not

pertinent to the proceedings, without

the membership's majority approval.

Such was the case with the Presi-

dent-elect inviting Governor Roy
Romer to speak to the House con-

cerning his "Children First" initiative

involving raising the state sales tax

for education. Dr. Leigh Truitt

brought this matter to the executive

committee and it was then referred

to the Board. After much discussion,

the Board grudgingly approved and

the Governor was added to the

House agenda for Sunday morning,

September 1 3. It didn't stop there;

the matter was brought up in the

Constitution/Bylaws/Board of

Directors Reference Committee on
Friday and a serious debate fol-

lowed. The matter was referred back

to the House and the House went
into executive session on Sunday

morning to settle the matter.

In a nutshell, the subject boiled

down to the fact that 1 ) the House of

Delegates still establishes policy for

this organization, 2) the Board of

Directors sees to the administration

of that policy, 3) the President or

President-elect (or any other mem-
ber) can still make recommendations

to the Board, but when it is a prece-

dent-setting question, the House of

Delegates is the body that will make
the policy decision.

This may sound like a large flap

over a small matter (don't tell the

Governor I said that), but it truly

wasn't. It was an issue of democracy

in which the society's system of

governance was questioned... and

the question was properly answered

in the majority voice. This is why the

system is still good.

Third, large discussion over

small words; that is to say, the floor

debate on wording of resolutions can

be tiring, especially to the outsider,

but when it is all boiled down it

means that the total membership...

every individual... has a voice in

what this whole society says and

stands for.

Yes, the system still works, and

very effectively. You'll hear more

about it in other reports and other

actions in coming months. If you

missed the meeting, I'm sorry. You

missed a very good meeting.

"[W]hen it is all boiled

down it means that the

total membership... every

individual... has a voice in

what this whole society

says and stands for.
"
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EFORM

Scientific Order
Factoring
If:

HCR = Health Care Reform
pia

=z The Players (CMS Members)
P™ = The Program (CMS Proposal)

CoCa*= The Governor

1 00** = Constant (100 Colorado General Assembly members)

CC***= The Citizens of Colorado

CHIP = Colorado Health Insurance Program

Equation
Therefore:

(pia ^ pro
/ (CoCa / 100 - CC )) = CHIP (HCR)

Question
Can there be scientific order in development of a health care reform

plan?

Summary
The only known factor in the equation is the expression by the CMS
House of Delegates, on following pages. The rest of the factors

are fluid.

* “Colorado Care”
** Colorado General Assembly's disparate votes means there is a

constant of 100 separate and distinct opinions about ‘diealth

care” based on each legislator's constituency.
*** Each citizen also has an opinion of what health care should be.
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Colorado Health Care Reform
Prepared By CMS Board of Directors, August 21, 1992

Approved by the CMS House of Delegates, September 13, 1992

iThe Colorado Medical Society (CMS) believes that a universal health insur-

ance proposal is needed which would provide coverage for all Coloradans.

Benefit packages would be provided by private insurers, who would bear all

financial risk for covered services. The program would be financed by

multiple sources and privately administered. The goal of health care reform

:
must be to allow all residents access to the most appropriate site of care.

' In developing the following statements, CMS has taken into consideration

what it believes are a number of fundamental issues that should underscore

the discussion on improving the health care system. We have identified six

basic categories, 1) Benefit Package, 2) Funding, 3) Administration, 4) Quality

Control, 5) Cost Control, and 6) Externalities. Each of these categories is

listed below, followed by the relevant specific points which build upon each

category. These points are designed to accomplish the goal of expanding

access to affordable quality health care to all Coloradans, to preserve the

strengths of our current system, and most importantly, to remain as patient

advocates rather than as agents of the government or other third parties.

Some elements require further developmental work, e.g., definition of a basic

benefits package. This work will be continued by the CMS Board of Directors

and/or the FHouse of Delegates as appropriate.

UNIVERSAL COVERAGE: All Colorado residents should be assured of

affordable coverage of their appropriate health care costs. The term "resi-

dent" must be precisely defined, and then extend the coverage to all resi-

dents, regardless of whether they seek the benefit or not. Such definition

must include solutions to the difficult questions of part-time residents, tran-

sients, new residents, residents whose employers are located out-of-state,

federal employees, and residents who are difficult to identify because they file

no regular forms with a state agency. Attention must be paid to those indi-

viduals moving to the state for the purposes of obtaining health care cover-

age.

PREAMBLE

BENEFIT PACKAGE

BASIC BENEFITS: The identification of a basic core of minimum benefits to

be available to all Colorado residents is a necessary element in any compre-

hensive health system reform. The package should include the following:

Preventive Medicine: Coverage for preventive medicine should be empha-

sized and included. Preventive medicine would include but not be limited

to prenatal care, immunizations, well-baby care and routine screening.

Multi-Tier System: A multi-tier system should be made available. This

system would provide for a basic benefit package for all Coloradans with an

option for the citizens to purchase, with their own funds, additional ben-

efits.
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"We must ultimately reach a consensus if we are to achieve health-care reform.

If we are to be included, we must understand that we must make choices."

Leigh Truitt, President

Colorado Medical Society I

1992-1993

Freedom of Choice: Discussion on this topic centers around two fundamen-|
tal issues. A cornerstone in our current system is the individual patient's

freedom of choice to select his or her own physician and to pursue services ^

which meet his or her health care needs. Freedom of choice can also be

defined as the right of any physician, who meets the requirements of any :

authorized plan, to participate in that plan. CMS is concerned about i

physicians being inappropriately excluded from participation in plans.

Portability: It is imperative that employees be allowed to keep their cover-

age if they move from job to job within the state. Any plan, however,
should include definitions for the treatment of coverage when residents

travel out of the state. The treatment of employees of interstate business

must also be addressed.

Pre-existing Conditions: The current insurance industry practice of exclud-

ing coverage to individuals because of pre-existing conditions must be

eliminated.

FUNDING
The Colorado Medical Society is very concerned about the ability to

achieve appropriate and adequate funding for any health care reform

proposal. Any universal health plan should cease to exist if it operates on

a deficit budget. There are uncertainties as to the level of taxation and the

kind of taxes to be used as the revenue sources. We must know more
about costs before we can assume that any health care reform proposal

will v/ork well.

CMS believes that a universal health plan for the citizens of Colorado must

address the Medicare eligible popu!ation,Medicaid, automobile insurance.

Workers' Compensation, and other coverage.

IMPLEMENTATION: CMS encourages an incremental implementation

(phase-in) of any health care reform proposal.

HEALTH INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS (IRAs): The tax code
should be amended to allow for penalty-free and tax-free health IRAs and

basic health insurance premiums.

"SIN" TAXES: The federal government must stop subsidizing the tobacco
industry. Colorado must place extra taxes on alcohol and tobacco. These

funds would be used to off-set the cost of a universal health care plan.

MULTI-SOURCE REVENUE BASE: Funding for any proposal should not fall

direaly on any one group, especially the employers. There must be a broad

base of revenue sources. These revenue sources may include existing state

and local medically indigent funds; employer and employee payroll tax; a

new tax on cigarettes and alcohol; federal matching dollars to pay for care for

those under 1 00% of the federal poverty level; and Medicare trust funds.
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"We've got to find a way to reduce the administrative costs of this. We must re-

strain these costs. How do we restrain these costs?"

Governor Roy Romer

September 13, 1992

' ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS/HASSLES: Administrative costs must be made
reasonable. A universal claim form must be implemented. This would

include establishing uniformity in the requirements for submitting electronic

' claims. CMS supports a move toward a paperless system. A single proce-

I dural coding system must be implemented by all third party payers. Utiliza-

li tion controls should be uniform and periodically evaluated for demonstrated

j

effectiveness. Purchase of optional supplemental coverage from the same

i insurance company would be encouraged.

ADMINISTRATION

MULTI-PAYER SYSTEM: CMS does not support the concept of a single payer

I or the limitation in the number of payors. CMS believes that the individual is

! responsible for selecting a plan that will meet his/her needs. The market-

place should determine the number of payors. The role of state government

: should be to insure the compliance with regulations.

' OUTCOME RESEARCH: The provision of medical care should be based on

: outcome research and the application of continuous quality improvement

! techniques. Quality care should conform to standards developed by, and

! acceptable to, the medical profession.

QUALITY CONTROL

MEDICAL ETHICS: Physicians should continue to practice in accordance

with the highest ethical standards. CMS encourages physicians to continue

to treat their patients as individuals and to use their best professional judg-

ment in every case.

The Colorado Medical Society understands the need for cost control. We
also recognize that the patient has a responsibility in cost control, techniques

of which may include co-payments, deductibles and education. We do not

believe that inconvenience or administrative delay of the patient or physician

is appropriate cost control. Methods of cost control may include the follow-

ing:

COST CONTROL

REIMBURSEMENT: CMS supports the establishment of a uniform, statewide,

resource-based relative value schedule. The reimbursement levels would be

negotiated and agreed upon periodically by physicians. The physicians'

ability to balance bill should continue to be an accepted practice provided

patients are informed in advance. It is imperative that insurance payments be

made directly to the provider, not the patient.

MEDICAL VERSUS "SOCIAL" COSTS: Study should be given to a rational

policy for long term domiciliary care. One suggestion is that coverage be

provided for the medical/nursing component of domiciliary care, whether

delivered as home care or as nursing home care. The room and board

component, whether delivered as home care or as nursing home care, could

then be financed through other social agencies.
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"I think that there's excessive costs in our medical malpractice system. I'm ready

to abolish the whole damn thing if somebody can get me an alternative to it."
i

Governor Roy Romer\

September 13, 1992

HEALTHY LIFESTYLES: Patients/consumers should be provided incentives

and disincentives based on their lifestyles. Co-payment amounts should vary

according to lifestyles. For example, patients who smoke should be required

to pay a higher co-payment amount. Emphasis must be placed on the

individual's responsibility for his or her own health.

APPROPRIATE LEVELS OF CARE: Physicians and patients must continue to

be educated on the appropriate use of medical care. Cost-conscious deci-

sions must be made by both physicians and patients.

ADVANCE DIRECTIVES: CMS believes that the use of advance directives

should be expanded. To accomplish this, physicians and consumers must be

provided with educational opportunities to learn more about the appropriate

use of advance directives.

EQUIPMENT AND PHARMACEUTICAL COSTS: Methods of controlling the

costs of durable medical equipment, medical supplies and pharmaceuticals

must be devised.

EXTERNALITIES PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY: CMS strongly encourages continued strengthen-

ing of Colorado's tort reform laws and other alternative dispute resolution

procedures. This might include further study of reduction of medical liability

premiums, the elimination of contingency fees, the impact of "defensive"

medicine, and establishing an administrative versus tort system. We must be

aware that national tort reform may not improve what we currently have in

our state.

HEALTH EDUCATION: We must emphasize health education of the public

to include the hazards of substances known to be harmful to public health.

Also included could be K-12 comprehensive health curriculum to promote

healthy lifestyles. CMS will continue to promote programs to eliminate

smoking, discourage alcohol and drug abuse, reduce cholesterol, encourage

better adolescent health, and other similar programs that are all aimed at

improving health and reducing costs of health care.

ANTI-TRUST LAWS AND REGULATIONS: Appropriate peer review activi-

ties must be protected from anti-trust litigation. CMS supports revision of

anti-trust laws and regulations to allow the negotiation and review of fees.

Other revisions should be made to allow cooperation between health care

providers to improve quality and/or reduce costs, e.g., to avoid duplication of

services.
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"I am respectful enough of the difficulty and the complexity of the problem that

we have to have the very best minds of Colorado on it, and we must include all

jlthose who are critical to its execution: those of you who are providing these

ifservices."

Governor Roy Romer
September 13, 1992

CMS believes that a statewide dialogue must take place to address the CONCLUSION
1 challenges and critical issues regarding health care reform. The problem

^ facing the health care system cannot be solved by any one organization. A
I collaborative process should be pursued. CMS is committed to the process of

: debate and discussion. Colorado physicians are committed to delivering

j

quality care and want to work with other decision-makers toward positive

solutions.

Colorado Governor Roy Romer joins CMS members at the Annual

Meeting, September 13, 1992.

CompHealth, the nation’s premier locum tenens organization, now provides local

primary care coverage and flexible, part-time opportunities tor physicians in the

greater Denver area. Call today to discuss daily, weekly, weekend, evening, or

monthly coverage tor your practice, or to tmd out more about building a flexible

locum tenens practice right here in the greater Denver area.

303-777-8002
P.O. Box 100218, Denver, CO 80260

CompHealth/Denver
Local Staffing Network
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Highlights of the

1992 Annual Meeting
Photos by Git Maestas, tl

Awards
Robert McCartney, MD was presented

with the Colorado Medical Society

Certificate of Service, the highest award

given to a physician member by the

society, for his industrious work on
behalf of patients and the medical

profession.

Edie K. Register was named CMS staff

member of the year for her salutory

work as Director of Health Care

Financing.

Both Dr. McCartney and Ms. Register

have demonstrated their expertise in

interpreting and even explaining

Medicare regulations.

E. Haavi Morreim, PhD was one of

the many highlights of the 1 992

Educational Program. Her keynote

speech and her part in the sessions

on Medical Ethics were well re-

ceived by all attendees; so much so

that she was roundly applauded

when introduced to the crowd at

President Leigh Truitt's inauguration.

She got to be on a first-name basis

with fellow Scandinavian Sandi

Maloney and was constantly sur-

rounded by a cloud of admiring

questioners.

A letter from Brad Darley

illustrates the reception afforded this

year's educational efforts: "The

Delegates of the Arapahoe Medical

Society heartily commend the CMS
staff, physician leadership and

participants in Saturday morning's

educational program at the CMS
Annual Meeting. The program was
by far the best program in memory.

Congratulations!"

A. Lee Anneberg, MD, President of the Denver Medical Society, presents

DMS Past President Wm. Carl Bailey, MD to outgoing CMS President,

Harrison G. Butler, III, MD and the House of Delegates after Dr.

Bailey's selection as CMS President-Elect. Yes, Dr. Bailey informed the

CMS staff at his first meeting with them, he is quite familiar with a

certain old song, but looks forward to a fruitful term.
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Community Service and Science
Education
H. Calvin Fisher, MD was honored with the A. H. Robins

Award for community service by a physician by the Wyeth-
Ayerst Company. Beth Osthmund of Wyeth-Ayerst joins

CMS President Harrison G. Butler, III, MD in presenting the

award, which was accepted on Dr. Fisher's behalf by John

Muth, MD, President of El Paso County Medical Society. Dr.

Fisher resides in Colorado Springs.

Dr. Butler said, in a letter to Dr. Fisher, "Your contribu-

tions to the Colorado State Science Fair in the name of the

medical profession is an outstanding accomplishment and

you have graciously shared that credit with other physicians

by working on their behalf to encourage the young people

] in their pursuit of the natural and mechanical sciences. If it

weren't for your many years of volunteer effort and devotion

I to the Science Fair I feel sure the Science Fair would be a

' thing of the past. I have heard many stories of your experi-

' ence in guiding this program and keeping it in existence

while maintaining the support of so many others, including

the Colorado Medical Society."

Here, Dr. Fisher was photographed while serving as one

of several volunteer judges representing the Colorado

!
Medical Society at the Colorado State Science Fair in Fort

Collins. (Photo by Bill Pierson, Colorado Medicine)

Each year, the Colorado Medical Society honors the winners in the

Junior High and Senior High medical categories of the State Science Fair

and invites them to display their projeas at the Annual Meeting.

Warren Gasper of Fort Collins examined the relationships between

radiation generated

by Computer

Display Terminals

and incidence of

cancer among
computer users.

Diann E.

Miyake of Engle-

wood researched

the possible conta-

gion that might

result from spills of

blood or blood

products associated with medical facilities.

Both winners were presented with Savings Bonds and given

the opportunity to display their research projects in the Registra-

tion Area of the Conference Center in order to discuss their

research with the physicians in attendance. This is part of the

medical society's attempts to promote science education and

awareness.
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122nd Annual Meeting

Proceedings of the House of Delegates

The Colorado Medical

Society House of

Delegates met at the

Copper Mountain Resort

Center, Copper Mountain,

Colorado, on September

11-13, 1 992 and took the

following actions:

REFERENCE COMMITTEE ON BOARD OF DIRECTORS/CONSTITUTION &
BYLAWS

I

Adopted a Resolution which calls for the removal of any reference to gender in the
^

Colorado Medical Society Bylaws.
|

Adopted a Resolution which asks that the American Medical Association explore the
|

feasibility of redesigning Federal medical education loan programs to include the

option of serving in rural areas to help reduce the indebtedness.
,

Adopted a Resolution to undertake the legislative action necessary to increase the ji

cap on the surcharge that funds the Physician Peer Health Assistance Fund to $25.
,

Adopted a Resolution for the Colorado Medical Society to study ways and means of
j

decreasing the cost of a medical education.
(

Adopted a Resolution to change the Colorado Medical Society Bylaws to allow those
ij

members who are serving as AMA Delegates and Alternates to be also allowed to

serve as Officers of the Society. j-

Adopted a Resolution to increase the Medical Student Component Dues to $20. ij

Adopted a Resolution for the Board of Directors to determine the amount of dues
j

paid by Active Emeritus Members who elect to receive Colorado Medicine and other :

CMS mailings.

Adopted a Resolution establishing guidelines for Health Care Reform which would
i

be supported by the Colorado Medical Society.

Adopted a R^olution changing the Bylaws to allow for the formation of an Execu-

tive Committee for the Council on Ethical and judicial Affairs.

Accepted for filing:

Progress Report - Board of Directors

Progress Report - Executive Director

Progress Report - AMA Delegation

Progress Report - Grievance Review Committee

Progress Report - Physician Health issues Committee

Progress Report - Women in Medicine Section

REFERENCE COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION/PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

Adopted a Resolution stating the CMS strongly oppose any state legislation or

constitutional amendment which would legalize marijuana.

Accepted for filing:

Progress Report - Council on Professional Education

Progress Report - Council on Legislation

Progress Report - COMPAC

REFERENCE COMMITTEE ON COMMUNITY HEALTH ISSUES/MEDICAL
SERVICE

Adopted a Resolution which sunsets current policy on HIV Infection in Health Care

Workers and provided a revised version.

Adopted a Resolution to encourage medical schools, residency training programs,

specialty boards, medical societies and medical group practices to develop parental

leave policies.

Adopted a Resolution that representatives of the Colorado Medical Society meet with

the Board of Medical Examiners and Nursing to develop comprehensive guidelines for

the oversight of all non-physician medical providers in Colorado.
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Proceedings of the House of Delegates

REFERENCE COMMITTEE ON COMMUNITY HEALTH ISSUES/MEDICAL SERVICE
(Continued)

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society provide information

regarding persons who are qualified to conduct mock office inspections in preparation

forOSHA inspections.

Adopted a Resolution to support all efforts to make Colorado tobacco free, including
‘ the passage of legislation which would ban the sale of tobacco products in vending

machines.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society should participate as the

voice of organized medicine in appropriate discussions on practice parameters/guidcs.

Adopted a Resolution to recommend to legislators that the Colorado State Capitol

Building be declared smokefree.

Adopted a Resolution that reaffirms the need for adolescents to receive

I confidential care consistent with their developmental and physical needs.

!
Adoptod a Resolution for the Colorado Medical Society to encourage communities

i and responsible government agencies to develop guidelines and techniques to use

I advanced technologies to discourage, eliminate or replace high-speed chases by law

j

enforcement officers.

!
Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society support efforts to pass

increased excise taxes on tobacco products.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society call upon Congress to ensure

that safety considerations are given prominent attention and high priority throughout

CAFE policy debate.

Accepted for filing:

Progress Report - Council on Community Health Issues

Progress Report - Council on Medical Service

REFERENCE COMMITTEE ON PHYSICIAN/PATIENT ADVOCACY

Adopted a Resolution proposing several recommendations intended to improve and

encourage the line of communication between insurance companies, physicians and

patients as well as establishing parameters which would regulate insurance companies

more stringently and protect patient and physician rights.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society encourage the American

Medical Association and other state societies to use every means available to force

HCFA to divulge the actual financial information used to determine the conversion

factor for Medicare.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society be a leader in efforts to

correct the unreasonable reduction in reimbursement created by the "lesser of"

provision of HB 1306 involving Medicare/Medicaid patients.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society urge its legislators to support

H.R. 4507 and S.2362 to repeal the reduction of Medicare Payments for new physi-

cians.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society supports the AMA policy

that medically necessary referrals by a physician to an off-site facility in which the

physician has a financial interest is ethical if the patient is fully informed of the

ownership interest as well as the existence of any available alternate facilities.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society work with all appropriate

entities to develop guidelines for a standardized system of verifying eligibility for

health benefits.

Adopted a Resolution that the Colorado Medical Society use all the means at its

disposal to reverse the policy of automobile insurance companies using the Colorado

Workers' Compensation RVS as the method of payment for medical care rendered as

the result of non-work related automobile accidents.

Accepted for filing:

Progress Report - Council on Physician/Patient Advocacy (PPAC)

RES-59-P - Certain Sections - PPAC report on Managed Care
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Delegate Attendance - 1 992 Annual Meeting
LEGEND (D) Elected Accredited Delegate (A) Elected Accredited Alternates (A*) Substitute Accredited Alternates

DISTRICT I - 5 DELEGATES
Eastern Colorado - 1 DELEGATE

(A) Olson, Mark R.

Morgan - 1 DELEGATE
(D) Thompson, Patrick L.

Northeast Colorado - 2 DELEGATES
(D) Yu, Vincent T.

Washington/Yuma - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

DISTRICT II - 6 DELEGATES
Intermountain - 2 DELEGATES

(D) Armour, Ross W.
Lake - 1 DELEGATE

None Present

Mount Evans - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

Mount Sopris - 3 DELEGATES
(D) Painter, M. Ray

DISTRICT 111-12 DELEGATES
Northwestern Colorado - 2 DELEGATES

(A*) Rathe, Laura E.

Chaffee - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

Fremont - 2 DELEGATES
(D) Buglewicz, John V.

Huerfano - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

Las Animas - 1 DELEGATE
(D) McEarland, Douglas M.

Otero - 2 DELEGATES
(D) Morse, Jeffrey M.
(D) Berg, Mary Jean

San Luis Valley - 2 DELEGATES
(D) Eirth, Michael G.

(A) Brownrigg, Richard L.

Southwestern Colorado -1 DELEGATE
None Present

DISTRICT IV - 6 DELEGATES
Curecanti - 2 DELEGATES

(D) EHopple, Lynwood M.
Delta - 1 DELEGATE

None Present

La Plata - 2 DELEGATES
None Present

Montezuma - 1 DELEGATE
(D) Bloink, Steven W.

DISTRICT V - 22 DELEGATES
Arapahoe - 22 DELEGATES

(D) Bartee, Roy M.

(D) Bartlett, Max D.

(D) Boulder, Joel C.

(D) Brenneman, Janice K.

(D) Burks, Jack S.

(D) Capek, Richard B.

(D) Loss, Erederick A.

(D) Heyman, Philip

(D) Jolly, Susan L.

(D) Knize, David M.
(D) Kruse, Robert L.

(D) Larkin, Thomas P.

(D) Levine, Mark A.

(A*) Lewis, Erederick

(A) Palmquist, David L.

(D) Price, Jerry G.

(A) Ratner, Karen N.

(D) Reiner, Seth A.

(D) Stecher, Karl

(D) Steffen, Grant E.

DISTRICT VI - 11 DELEGATES
Aurora-Adams - 1 1 DELEGATES

(A) Ashkar, Louis

(D) Capin, Leslie R.

(D) Heaton, Angeline D.

(A) Heaton, Carl E.

(D) Gottula, Roderic D.

(D) Kraus, G. Thomas
(D) Rich, John D.

(D) Solomon, William A.

(D) Sundland, Barry R.

(D) Visconti, Paul B.

DISTRICT VII - 12 DELEGATES
Boulder - 12 DELEGATES

(D) Benson, Alan E.

(D) Berg, Kevin R.

(D) Bolles, Gene E.

(D) Earrington, John E.

(D) Kelley, Severance B.

(D) Mooney, Herbert S.

(D) Rubright, Mark W.
(D) Rupp, Gerald R.

(D) Stjernholm, Melvin R.

(A) Wherry, Harry L.

(D) Williams, William J.

DISTRICT VIII - 20 DELEGATES
Clear Creek Valley - 20 DELEGATES

(D) Brundige, Richard L.

(D) Cedars, Chester M.
(A) Chambers, Jodi A.
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Delegate Attendance - 1 992 Annual Meeting
EGEND (D) Elected Accredited Delegate (A) Elected Accredited Alternates *(A) Substitute Accredited Alternates

(D) Daneshbod-Skibba, Ghodsi

(D) Dorr, Eugene A.

i (D) Doyle, Herman E.

(D) Colbert, Thomas M.
(D) Henbest, Philip M.
(D) Karlin, Joel M.
(D) Laubach, Sherri J.

j

(D) Mozia, Nelson I.

(D) Netz, Howard E.

(D) Oppenheim, Walter H.

I

(D) Potts, William E.

I (D) Sadler, Dean L.

j

(A*) Tegtmeier, Ronald E.

I

(D) Yakely, M. Robert

!

(A*) Yocum, Harold A.

[DISTRICT IX - 42 DELEGATES
iDenver - 42 DELEGATES

I

(D) Anneberg, A. Lee

(D) Bailey, William C.

I
(D) Bakemeier, Richard F.

i

(A) Ballinger, Carter M.

j

(A) Barmatz, Hirsh E.

(A) Bogin, Robert M.
(A) Bumgarner, Frank E.

(D) Carson, Bonita S.

(D) Cochrane, David R.

(D) Cook, William R.

(D) Foust, Glenn T.

(A) Gibbs, Charles P.

(D) Hedberg, John

(A) Hutchison, David E.

(A) Jacobson, Eugene D.

(A) Kandel, George E.

(D) Karel, James L.

(D) Kelble, David L.

(A) Kinzie, Jeannie J.

(D) Major, Francis J.

(D) Manart, Frank D.

(D) McCartney, Robert D.

(A) Moore, George E.

(D) Nelson, Nancy E.

(A) Owens, J. Cuthbert

(D) Parsons, Donald W.
(D) Reed, Barbara R.

(D) Rhodes, Edward A.

(D) Safford, H.R.

(D) Sawyer, Robert B.

(D) Schemmel, Janet E.

(D) Sides, Leroy J.

(A) Stigler, Del

(D) Walker, Louise C.

(D) Wiedel, Jerome D.

(D) Zbylski, Joseph R.

University of Colorado Student

Medical Society - 2 DELEGATES
(D) Batuello, Stephen G.

(D) Laforo, Maura
DISTRICT X - 19 DELEGATES
El Paso - 19 DELEGATES

(D) Barry, Francis J.

(A*) Bengfort, John L.

(D) Brusenhan, J. Richard

(D) Crawford, Lewis A.

(D) Emeis, William E.

(D) Feldman, Laura L.

(D) Goldmuntz, Barry M.

(D) Lewis, Ted T.

(A) Lloyd, William E.

(D) Moore, Larry A.

(D) Muth, John B.

(D) Nielson, Peter G.

(A) Pollard, Joseph S.

(A) Rapp, Alan D.

(D) Spaulding, Duane R.

(A) Struck, Teresa H.

DISTRICT XI - 10 DELEGATES
Larimer - 10 DELEGATES

(A) Chase, Jerry A.

(D) Danforth, James C.

(A) Ezell, William W.
(D) Giansiracusa, Richard F.

(D) Hammond, Richard O.

(D) Honea, Bertrand N.

(D) Kaiser, Dale C.

(A*) Shachtman, William A.

(A) Tagge, Gordon K.

(D) Wera, Thomas J.

DISTRICT XII - 6 DELEGATES
Mesa - 6 DELEGATES

(D) Doran, John H.

(D) Goiter, Lee B.

(D) Jones, Paul B.

(A*) Linnemeyer, Robert F.

(D) Magraw, Bronwen J.

(D) Sadler, Theodore R.

DISTRICT XIII - 9 DELEGATES
Pueblo - 9 DELEGATES

(A*) Fowler, James B.

(D) Gaide, Thomas K.
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Delegate Attendance - 1 992 Annual Meeting
LEGEND (D) Elected Accredited Delegate (A) Elected Accredited Alternates (A*) Substitute Accredited Alternates

(A*) McCaffrey, Paul P.

(D) Meeuwsen, James W.
(D) Morgan, Alethia E.

(A) Proctor, Carla R.

(D) Ryals, Jarvis D.

(D) Snyder, Charles E.

(A) Wilz, William P.

DISTRICT XIV - 8 DELEGATES
Weld - 8 DELEGATES

(A*) Corona, Joe A.

(D) Kemme, Richard J.

(D) Sullivan, Patrick J.

(A*) Peterson, James H.

(A*) Quinn, Richert E.

Medical Staff Section - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Academy of Family

Physicians - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Chapter - American
College of Physicians - 1 DELEGATE

None Present

Colorado Society of Internal Medi-

cine - 1 DELEGATE
(D) Bush, James F.

Rocky Mountain Gastroenterologic

Society - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Orthopaedic Society -

1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Society of Anesthesiolo-

gists - 1 DELEGATE
(D) Hyde, Edwin G.

Colorado Chapter, American
College of Surgeons - 1 DELEGATE

(D) Hildebrand, Jan S.

Colorado Chapter, American
College of Emergency Physician -

1 DELEGATE
(A*) Phelps, Dwight S.

Colorado Resident Physician Section -

1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Gyencological & Obstetri-

cal Society - 1 DELEGATE
(D) Thorne, Jack

Colorado Young Physician Section -

1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Ophthalmological Society-

1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Psychiatric Society -

1 DELEGATE
None Present

Women In Medicine Section -

1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Child & Adolescent

Psychiatric Society - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Neurosurgical Society -

1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Otolaryngology &
Maxilofacial Society -

1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Dermatological Society -

1 DELEGATE
None Present

Rocky Mountain Academy of

Occpational Medicine -

1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Society of Clinical Pa-

thologists - 1 DELEGATE
(D) Stienmier, Richard H.

Colorado Radiological Society -

1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Society of Dermatological

Surgery - 1 DELEGATE
None Present

Colorado Allergy Society-

1 DELEGATE
(A*) Vedanthan, P.K.
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September 20, 1992

Dear Editor:

I.

I The recent action of the president

(

and board of directors with regard to

!
Governor Romer's initiative, "Chil-

1 dren First," was the topic of debate at

the recent annual meeting of the

Colorado Medical Society at Copper

Mountain. As a result of this debate,

a resolution was introduced, am-

ended and adopted to direct the

Legislative Council to develop

guidelines for the president and

I board, restricting their activity to

"medically related political issues."

The implication of this action was

I that the response of the president

and the board to Governor Romer's

request was inappropriate as it lay

outside the scope of "medically

I

related political issues." How do we

I

now define what constitutes "medi-

cally related political issues"?

include many facets. Let us also

hope that the Legislative Council

does not define prerogatives of the

president and the board so narrowly

that these issues cannot be ad-

dressed.

Donald G. Eckhoff, MD
Member, CMS Board of Directors

Member, DMS Board of Directors

Governor Roy Romer as he spoke to the assembled delegates at Copper

Mountain in September, explaining"Children First," an educational

finance initiative he is advocating to solve a budget crisis .

The delegates expressing their

displeasure with the board action

apparently define medically related

issues as those related only to the

daily practice of medicine. They

have forgotten that they practice

medicine only because others had

the foresight and concern demon-
strated by Governor Romer to

provide an education system that

trained not only future doctors, but

nurses, technicians and other

personnel that make the practice of

medicine possible.

Let us hope that as the heat of debate

dies and we consider these issues

carefully, we recognize that we
practice in a community where

medically related political issues

August 26, 1 992

Sandra L. Maloney, Exec. Director

Colorado Medical Society

Sandi — My "yardstick" of how good

Colorado Medicine is each month is

measured by how many articles I

tear out to share with committees,

etc. There are only a few pages left

in the August issue! I've also been in

two meetings where doctors referred

to articles they'd read.

Thought you should know;

somebody out there does appreciate

all the work.

Carol Walker

El Paso County Medical Society
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Ambassadors of

Science
Colorado Medical Society member and chair of the CMS Medical

Service Council Mary J. Berg M.D. has presented the National Ambassa-

dor Science Project award for excellence as a teacher in the area of

science to Sheila Thruston. Sheila is an elementary science teacher in

Ordway Colorado. The National Ambassador award is sponsored by the

Colorado Medical Society in conjunction with the American Medical

Association. It is designed to recognize teachers who are truly commit-

ted to broadening their students' horizons and stimulating an active

interest in the area of scientific study. Sheila received her degree in

teaching from the University of Northern Colorado in Greeley. Sheila

has been a teacher for 1 9 years. She is originally from Hugo, Colorado

were she was instrumental in starting the local science fair which has
Mary Jean Berg, MD (left) presents the been active for the past 1 5 years. When asked what gives her the most
National Science Ambassador award to satisfaction as a teacher Sheila stated, "I take a hands on approach to

Ordway science teacher Sheila Thruston teaching. It's gratifying to see the excitement and enthusiasm expressed

by the kids when they see a project or experiment unfold before their

eyes. Almost all the children look forward to science class."

Exposing young students to science and instilling in them a hunger for knowledge is the key to our future. The

Colorado Medical Society congratulates Sheila Thruston on this award and commends her for excellence in teaching.

$

1 ;

I

i‘

Photo & story by Gil Maestas, II for Colorado Medicine

FLIGHT SURGEONS
WANTED.

Discover the thrill of flying, the end of

paperwork and the enjoyment of a gener-

al practice as an Air Force flight surgeon.

Take flight with today’s Air Force and dis-

cover quality benefits, 30 days of vaca-

tion with pay each year and the support

of a dedicated staff of professionals.

Enjoy a true general practice on the

ground, with the kind of stimulating chal-

lenge that will get your medical skills air-

borne. Talk to an Air Force medical pro-

gram manager about becoming an Air

Force flight surgeon. Call

1-800-423-USAF
USAF Health Professions
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Ben Galloway, MD p^ffj g^own
Chairman CMS Auxiliary Legislative Affairs Chairman 1 991-1992
CMS Participation '92 Co-Chairman CMSA Participation '92

1

Thank you for your encouraging

response to our listing of the candi-

dates in last month's issue. There are

two additional candidates who were
not known at press time. Vern
Tharpe will run as an independent

candidate in the 2nd Congressional

District against David Skaggs and
Bryan Day and Peggy Lamm (D)

from Boulder will run for House
District 13 against Republican Drew
Clark.

In addition, we have taken the

suggestion to print the phone
numbers of the county elections

offices below. Contact them if you
have any questions about what

district you are in, or where to vote.

Your vote may be more impor-

tant this year than ever before. Don't

take the chance and allow your

office hours or an emergency keep

you from the polls - Vote by absen-

tee ballot! You may request an

absentee ballot by contacting your

local election commissioner or

County Clerk. In certain special

locations, you may cast an absentee

ballot in person on October 19. Call

the County elections office to find

out where.

Adams 303-659-7850

Alamosa 719-589-6681

Arapahoe 303-795-451 1

Archuleta 303-264-5633
Baca 719-523-4372

Bent 719-456-2009

Boulder 303-441-3516
Chaffee 719-539-4004

Cheyenne 719-767-5685

Clear Creek 303-534-5777

Conejos 719-376-5422

Costilla 719-672-3301

Crowley 719-267-4643

Custer 719-783-2441

Delta 303-874-9792

Denver 303-640-2351

Dolores 303-677-2381

Douglas 303-660-7444

Eagle 303-328-8710

Elbert 303-621-2080

El Paso 719-520-6225

Fremont 719-275-7521

Garfield 303-945-2377

Gilpin 303-582-5321

Grand 303-725-3347

Gunnison 303-641-1516

Hinsdale 303-944-2228

Huerfano 719-738-2380

Jackson 303-723-4334

Jefferson 303-271-8806

Kiowa 719-438-5421

Kit Carson 719-346-8638

Lake 719-486-1410

La Plata 303-259-4000

Larimer 303-498-7820

Las Animas 719-846-3314

Lincoln 719-743-2444

Logan 303-522-1544

Mesa 303-244-1662

Mineral 719-658-2440

Moffat 303-824-5484

Montezuma 303-565-3728

Montrose 303-249-3362

Morgan 303-867-5616

Otero 719-384-8701

Ouray 303-325-4961

Park 719-836-2771

Phillips 303-854-3131

Pitkin 303-920-5180

Prowers 719-336-4337

Pueblo 719-546-6000

Rio Blanco 303-878-5068
Rio Grande 719-657-3334

Routt 303-879-1710

Saguache 719-655-2512

San Juan 303-387-5671

San Miguel 303-728-3954

Sedgwick 303-474-3346

Summit 303-453-2561

Teller 719-689-2951

Washington 303-345-6565

Weld 303-356-4000

Yuma 303-332-5809

A total of 1 3 referendums and

initiatives will appear on the ballot.

The CMS has copies of the ballot

analyses which are prepared each

election year by the Colorado

Legislative Council. We recommend
that you obtain a copy of the ballot

analysis by contacting the CMS
Government Relations Department

(1-800-654-5653 or 779-5455), then

carefully review the pros and cons of

each amendment prior to casting

your vote.

The Colorado Medical Political

Action Committee (COMPAC) has

completed its review of congres-

sional and state legislative candi-

dates based on four criteria: 1) past

voting records of incumbents; 2)

personal interviews; 3) recommenda-
tions of COMPAC members; and 4)

statistical analysis of the district. The

results been forwarded to all compo-
nent society presidents and medical

executives. If you need information

on candidates, we urge you to

contact your CMS Government

Relations staff. They will be happy to

share their knowledge of most all

Colorado candidates with you.

(telephone number listed above)

VOTE on November 3!!
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Ck> 7^ /yVdUJ^'

As a University of Colorado Regent candidate and CMS mem-
ber, I have been campaigning in the twenty three Eastern Colo-

rado counties of the Fourth Congressional District. There is a

definite health benefit to walking in parades, attending county

fairs, shaking hundreds of hands and explaining over and over

what Regents of the University of Colorado are supposed to do.

I continue to hear support for further expansion and provi-

sion of primary care providers from the University's Medical

School. Also the need for greater access to the University's

programs at a more affordable price is frequently mentioned.

It seems apparent that the University Health Center can

provide a better service to the state and its people by attempting

to put physicians-in-training and other health professionals into

supervised situations in the rural and underserved areas of the

state. These professionals would have the backup and adminis-

trative help of the University of Colorado Health Sciences Cen-

ter.

Why am I running for Regent? As a Colorado native with

over three decades of volunteer faculty participation and three

degrees from CU, I am well aware of the importance of having a

practicing physician on the board. I could not let the retirement

of Dr. Roy Shore of Greeley pass without meeting that need.

A great deal of the University's activities are centered around

the Health Sciences Center. With my medical and business

background, I hope to give input on budgeting and policy

decisions that are unique to the medical profession. Besides, Dr.

Pat Sullivan, Colorado Representative from Greeley, thinks it's a

good idea, and who am I to argue with him?

I am grateful for the endorsement of the Colorado Medical

Society, but nevertheless, I cannot improve your football seats. I

do solicit the continuing support of the medical community and

appreciate the aid 1 have received from the CMS.
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Thanks Go To Physicians Who Served

As Special Judges at Successful '92

Colorado State Science Fair

Drs. James Regan and Thomas Flower examine

some of the exhibits at the Colorado State

Science Fair in Fort Collins.

Nearly 400 middle- and high-school

students participated in the April 9-

:
1 1 Fair. Of these, more than 25

entries were judged under the

i
medical science criteria. The win-

ners, Warren Gasper of Fort Collins

i and Diann E. Miyake of Englewood.
I Three special judges for Colo-

rado Medical Society were Drs.

i James Regan of Denver, Thomas
|i Flower of Greeley and Russell Bobo

I
of Fort Collins.

Drs. Regan and Flower are CMS
members. Dr. Regan is the Chairman

of the Young Physician Section. Dr.

I Flower has been active since its

inception in the CMS Correctional

(jail) Health Care Program. Dr. Bobo
is an Anesthesiologist.

Winners of the junior and Senior

Divisions in the medical sciences

competition will display their

exhibits at the CMS Annual Meeting

in September at Copper Mountain.

Each winner will receive a $1 00 US
Savings Bond.

Drs. Regan, Elower and Bobo
interviewed each of the contestants.

Each contestant is interviewed about

the experiment exhibit as the judges

base their decisions on both the

personal knowledge of the

entrant as well as the

physical exhibit.

One of the Colorado

State Science Eair pioneers.

Dr. H. Calvin Fisher (Ret)

of Colorado Springs was
on hand as well. The

special judging was an

excellent opportunity to

bring these physicians

together, all of whom have

special interests in promot-

ing the natural sciences in

our schools at an early age. Dr.

Regan, in recent years, has been

promoting the CMS "Natural Science

Ambassador" program, finding

physicians to become classroom

ambassadors for natural science

studies in grade school and up. Dr.

Fisher continues to urge CMS
members to play a major role in the

Science Fair which, he says, forms

an excellent relationship with this

important sector of the patient/

public.

Dr. Russell Bobo, here balancing the

paperwork with inspection of the

exhibits, discovers many factors to

judging a science project.

Volunteer judge Tbomas Flower, DO, confers with long time science fair

supporter FI. Calvin Fisher, MD. Dr. Fisher's advocacy of this effort at science

education was cited as a major reason he was awarded the 1 992 A. FI.

Robins Award for Community Service by a physician.
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Parent-Professional Partnership

"All physicians caring for

children in Fremont

County have agreed to

participate."

A Parent-Professional

Partnership is Underway in

Fremont County

In Fremont County the Medical

Society, Project ECF^O and the

Department of Pediatrics of the

University of Colorado School of

Medicine are co-sponsoring a

program titled "Partners in Preven-

tive Health Care". The partners are

parents, health providers and a

community coordinator. The coordi-

nator, Martha Lankford, works under

the general direction of local physi-

cians, tracks the children enrolled in

the program and provides computer-

ized feedback to physicians to

ensure that the children receive all

appropriate services and that suspect

findings are followed up.

A major emphasis of the pro-

gram is to assure that children reach

school age physically and emotion-

ally healthy and ready to learn, a

goal emphasized by U. S. Surgeon

General Antonia C. Novel lo. The

program includes specific measures

such as immunizations, screening to

identify disease and disability early

in life, and parent education to

prevent injury and stimulate devel-

opment.

The Partners project involves the

Denver Child Health Passport, a

parent-held health record covering

the first six years of life. Developed

by William K. Frankenburg, M.D.,

the colorful 6X9 inch spiral-bound

book provides a comprehensive

record of delivery and nursery data,

family history, well child visits,

immunizations, and growth and

development.

Women delivering at St. Thomas I

More Hospital in Canon City are I

invited to participate in the program; i

those who agree receive a free

Passport. Prior to each well child

visit, parents fill out their infant's

history and indicate any concerns;

the physician records findings from

the examination and provides

parents with health education

prompted by the Passport.

Self-copying paper generates

three copies of this information at

each visit. The original stays in the

Passport which is retained by the

parents. The second copy is removed

for the physician's records. The third

copy goes to the coordinator who
tracks children by computer to

ensure that they receive all check-

ups, immunizations, and other

important services such as develop-

mental screening. If non-compliance

is found or if a problem is suspected,

the coordinator notifies the child's

physician so that appropriate steps

can be taken.

All physicians caring for children

in Fremont County have agreed to

participate. The Fremont County

Medical Society has donated $900 to

purchase Passports for parents, and

additional support has come from

Copic Insurance Company, The

Department of Education, St. Thomas
More Hospital and County Health.

The initial trial of the Passport in

Fremont County in 1 990 involved

200 newborns; 96% of the parents

agreed to participate. Suggestions

from parents and health providers

were used to revise the Passport. A
second trial is currently underway to

study whether compliance with
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jin Fremont County

I

y.D: Gary Mohr, M.D., is a board certified family physician in private practice in Canon City, and is president of the

fremont County Medical Society.

1
'

I

sfimmunizations is improved, and

I whether developmental disabilities

; Fare identified at an earlier age. Initial

I
response to this second field test

ifrom both parents and professionals

»has been better than hoped. It is

!!
anticipated that the Passport will

soon be available for statewide and

national use.

;
Dr. Mohr said, in discussing the

project with Colorado Medicine,

said "I am proud that Fremont
' County was chosen for the trial,

which has been extremely success-

ful. All doctors in the county who
care for children participate, remark-

able in itself for such an intransigent

group. Not only do we use and

promote Passport, we donated

money to buy Passport for the trial."

Dr. Mohr also told us that Dr. Wm.
Frankenburg reported on the success

of the program at an international

pediatric meeting in Portugal on

August 25th.

CMS was pleased to have

sponsored an August reception for

Rosalynn Carter, Betty Bumpers (wife

of Ark. Sen. Dale Bumpers) and Bea

Romer to thank participants in

Colorado's effort to update legisla-

tion requiring child immunization

(see Changes to Immunization

Requirements, Colorado Medicine,

Vol 89, No. 8: 264-265). Mrs. Carter,

Bumpers and Romer have been

active over the pat decade in their

efforts nationwide to standardize

state and federal laws pertaining to

early immunization. Members of a

CMS Task Force on Immunization

played an active and major role in

passage of the new legislation.

Former First Lady in Colorado about Childhood Immunization

Dr. Gary A. Mohr is shown discussing the Denver Child Health Passport

with former First Lady Rosalynn Carter during her recent visit to Colorado

to promote routine immunizations for all children. On the left is Sarah

Smith with her son, Jordon, who along with older brother Ian, is in the

Passport program.

(Photo courtesy of the Canon City Daily Record.)
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Health Care Financing

Edie K. Register, Directo

Evaluation and Management Codes
Grant Steffen, MD

Medical Director, Medicare Part B

Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Colorado, Inc.

~i! ,

y,

"To help me with those

guidelines, please share

your thoughts about how
you think HCFA should

define this exam."

In a previous issue, I quoted HCFA's
definition of a comprehensive history

and then gave you my analysis of the

four levels of a physical exam,

acknowledging that 1 did not know
what a "complete single system

specialty exam" was. Since I wrote

that article, HCFA has direaed all

Carrier Medical Directors to make no

new policy regarding the single

specialty exam. The analysis of and

recommendations for this exam will

be the subject of our semi-annual

meeting. From this meeting should

come some workable guidelines on

how we should understand the

contents of a single system specialty

exam.

To help me with those guide-

lines, please share your thoughts

about how you think HCFA should

define this exam. Remember, since

this specialty exam is given the same
level of intensity as the complete

multi-system exam, the specialty

exam should entail about the same
amount of work as the multi-system

exam.

The HCFA document that I

quoted also instructed us on other E/

M code issues, an important one
being the admission H&P. Note that

the initial hospital care codes have

three levels, and all three require

both a comprehensive history and a

comprehensive exam. The difference

in the three levels depends entirely

on the level of the medical decision

making. So, the question is: What do
you bill if you didn't do a compre-

hensive exam? There are, of course,

many situations when that level of

history or exam is not needed.

The answer is, bill 99221, the

lowest of the three initial visit codes.

Also, if you did an office comprehen-

sive evaluation some days prior to

admission, you may bill that visit at

whatever level its contents indicate

in addition to the 99221 for the less

than comprehensive re-evaluation on

the day of admission. These com-
ments refer to a medical admission.

Things get a bit more complex
when it is an elective surgical

admission. A basic rule here, a rule

that comes from the CPT description,

is that the initial hospital care codes

can be used only by the admitting

physician. So, if the surgeon is the

admitting physician, the admitting

H&P is not billed at all, since it is

part of the global surgical fee. The

exception is, if the decision to

operate is made at the time of that

admitting evaluation, it can be billed

separately.

If the surgeon asks the patient's

primary care physician to do the

admission H&P for "surgical clear-

ance," that physician cannot bill

using an initial hospital code.

Remember, those three initial

hospital visit codes are available

only to the admitting physician. So

the primary care physician bills for
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the admission H&P using a subse-

quent visit code, even though the

service was performed the day of

admission.

If the surgeon asks a physician

who is not the patient's primary care

physician to do the admission H&P,
and that physician has not seen the

patient for three years (a "new"

patient), that physician may use a

consultation code to bill for the

admission H&P. The primary care

physician should not use the consult-

ant code since the initial hospital

evaluation can be considered a part

of ongoing care.

If the surgeon is a limited license

practitioner, (podiatrist, dentist) and

can admit to the hospital, but needs

to have an MD/DO do the H&P,
again, that physician should bill a

subsequent hospital visit if the

physician is the patient's primary

care physician, or bill a consultation

code if not. Again, the MD/DO
cannot use the initial hospital visit

codes. Those are available only to

the admitting "physician."

However, if hospital regulations

do not permit the podiatrist or dentist

to admit, then the MD/DO will be

the admitting physician and use the

initial visit code.

To summarize, the primary care

physician should usually not use

consulting codes, and only the

ac/m;Yt/ng physician can use the

initial hospital care codes.

THE PRESERVE.
HERE TODAY, HERE TOMORROW.

Quiet neighborhoods. Family values, respect for nature's work.

Some things never change. And never should. The Preserve. 522 custom

ACRES planned FOR 522 CUSTOM HOMES. FROM THE LOW $400,000S.

Open daily, I O a.m. - 6 p.m. (303) 689-9700.

THE PRESERVE
AT GREENWOOD VILLAGE

5595 PRESERVE Drive. Greenwood village, Colorado 80121

BROKER PARTICIPATION WELCOMED.

ANOTHER CLASSIC COMMUNITY FROM KOELBEL AND COMPANY.

One Mile West Of 1-25 and Belleview. south on holly to Preserve Drive.
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Specialties

Colorado Gynecological and Obstetrical Society
by Betsy Fox

For information about

membership meetings and
toRSVP, call 693-6127.

For information about

other Society Community
Programs, call Betsy Fox

at 355-8845.

September Membership
Meeting
The September membership meeting

was held September 14, with

Marilyn Van Derbur Atler as the

Keynote Speaker. Ms. Atler, Out-

standing Woman Speaker of Amer-

ica, spoke on "How the Medical

Community Supported and Violated

Me, A Story of Hope." This was the

kick-off meeting for the Colorado

GynOb Society's Fail and Winter

activities.

US. Also in July, Westword selected

the Colorado GynOb Society as

"Best OB/GYNs" for the community
activism, including increasing

Medicaid physician coverage,

collaboration with prenatal care

advocacy groups, and receipt of the

Wyeth Award. A letter was received

in July from Representative Patricia

Schroeder, congratulating the Society

on receipt of Westword's accolade.

Health Care Access

Symposium
Teen Pregnancy

Prevention
The Teen Pregnancy Prevention

Program has received ten poster

concepts from the Denver Advertis-

ing Federation. The posters were

reproduced and made available in

September. Each one says "One
Moment Can Change Your Life" with

a different visual presentation. For

information and availability, call

355-8845.

Positive Publicity
In July, the Rocky Mountain News
printed a letter to the editor from

President Jamie McGregor, which
listed some of the many contribu-

tions the Society has made in recent

years to increasing access to health

care for Colorado women, including

receipt of the prestigious Wyeth
Award as outstanding chapter in the

The Third Annual Health Care

Access Symposium will be held on

October 30, 1992. This "think tank"

meeting is entitled "Creating a

Model: Health Care Coverage for

Women, Children, and Families."

The Symposium will be held at the

Denver Hilton South. Registration

begins at 8:00 am and the Session

will begin at 8:45 with a Keynote

presentation by Representative

Schroeder. The halfday session will

include lunch and adjourn at about

1 :30 pm. Individuals representing a

broad spectrum of the community
will be invited to discuss the special

problems women, children, and

families face in obtaining quality

health care coverage, and will then

be asked to develop concrete

proposals that can be translated into

a model state Health Care Coverage

package. To RSVP, call 355-8845.
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IHighlights: Board of Director's Meeting

Iseptember 1

0

,
1 992

[

, Medical Student Component: Maura Lofaro, Student Representative, reported that she spoke at the Freshman
t Student orientation and several students indicated an interest in joining the Component. Ms. Lofaro also stated that

\

the Women in Medicine Section is planning a mentorship program.

: Executive Committee: The Board ratified the following actions of the Executive Committee, 1 ) to support the

Children First Tax Initiative by funding the mailing of letters to CMS members, contributing a $1 000 to the campaign

and to invite the Governor to speak at the Annual Meeting, 2) to withdraw the monetary support and in-kind services

to the Colorado Health Careers Council, and 3) to submit the resolution on Health Care Reform to the House of

Delegates.

Finance Committee: The Board ratified the action of the Finance Committee in denying a request for additional

monies from the Colorado Domestic Violence Coalition but to continue to provide in-kind services as appropriate.

Board of Directors: Dr. Butler presented the outgoing Board members, Drs. Sbarbaro, Hanson and Klein with

plaques in recognition of their service as Board members. Dr. Doig was not present but will be receiving a similar

plaque for his service as well.

An expensive charting system

is one that doesn't work.

Cubjective: "The Plaintiffs husband had his first embolism

^ 21 months ago."

Abjective: “Doctor, please show the COURT that

record in vour chart."

kssessment: "Oh ...

I can't find it!"

Call BIBBEROIII

Contact Sue Lewis or Tom Rothgeb at (303) 969-9997 or (800) 358-8240 Ext #83
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etter Communication

It comes in many forms

"I didn't realize that

patients were having

difficulty understanding

"Could you repeat that. Doctor?"

How many times have you heard

this question? Perhaps not as often as

you should have. Ravi Paul, MD, a

native of India and director of

Adolescent Medicine at St. Luke's

Hospital in Cleveland, says, "I didn't

realize that patients were having

difficulty understanding me." He
needed help with his foreign accent,

but didn't know it.

It's not a matter of changing your

cultural identity or demeaning your

intelligence and ability. It's a matter

of communicating more clearly with

patients and others. Some foreign

born physicians have studied English

for years, starting in elementary

school. And they have achieved an

excellent mastery of the grammar
and syntax. But their examples on
pronunciation were from other

natives of their home countries.

According to Colorado Commu-
nication Consultants, "A foreign

accent is the mixing of sounds and

inflection patterns from one's native

language with those of English." The

severity of the accent is determined

by how much it distracts a native

listener from the content of the

message.

Dr. Paul, for example, before

enrolling in a program on accent

modification, said, "I would say I

didn't have a problem." After his

wife pointed out some words he had

difficulty with, he tried to correct his

own accent, with frustrating results.

Then he took a course in accent

modification. "It took me two hours

to make that 'th' sound," he con-

fesses, identifying one of the most

Michael P. Thompson
Assistant Managing Editor-

difficult sounds for non-English

speakers to make. Susan Saltzman,

who taught the course, says "As far

as I'm aware, this sound doesn't exist

in any other language, anywhere."

In fact, one writer to Dear Abby
told the story of an emergency room
physician who apparently asked if

she was still "breathing." After some
consternation, it was realized that it

was "bleeding" he was concerned

about, and that "th" sound was the

culprit.

Ms. Saltzman says that the "r"

sound is actually the most difficult to

master, as many languages have it,

but each does it differently, from the

Spanish trilling "r" to the German
one that comes from the back of the

throat. Substituting "v" for "w" and

"z" for "s" are other problems (Ve

vent to de store to get zome zizzors.)

One of the big difficulties when
a physician is pronouncing words in

a manner consistent with another

language is that patients are often

intimidated by them and reluctant to

ask them to repeat things. Given the

chance, many will ask the nurse to

explain later, but not all have that

chance. You know what problems

this could cause with adherence to

medical instructions.

In fact, Shellie Bader, a West Los

Angeles Speech Therapist, says "A

person can be very competent in his

field and assumes that others under-

stand him. He may have no idea that

he isn't communicating clearly." And
because of the proliferation of

physicians in many areas, the patient

may not even bother to tell the

physician that he or she is not being
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understood. The patient may merely

find another physician. This should

make a great deal of difference to the

I estimated 1 8% of physicians who
were born outside this country.

One of the difficulties is the old

I
adage, "When in doubt, mumble."

I

Many foreign born practice this,

5
making communication even more

II

difficult. A good, scientific accent

j

modification course can help.

j!
"The goal is not to turn people

j

into television announcers," says

Terrel! J Evans, MA, a speech and

!

language pathologist in Denver, "but

I

to modify the accent to improve

clarity." Ms. Evans and her associate,

Poorna Crampton, MA, a native of

India who speaks with no discernible

accent, teach several courses on

accent modification, apparently with

marvelous success. Tuoc Huu Do,

MD, of Rochester MN took this same

course, and said, "I still can't believe

how much my speech has changed."

The courses do not remove or

eliminate an accent. One writer said,

"You learn to speak more clearly, yet

still retain the charming hint of

foreign shores in your speech." A big

obstacle in learning any foreign

language (and English is one of the

most difficult), according to Ms.

Evans, is the fact that our speech

patterns are fixed by adolescence,

"When learning languages at an

older age, you hear through your

mind's ear of your native language."

Thus, you may not even be able to

hear the sounds you are pronouncing

incorrectly, at least not without help.

Add to this the fact that Ameri-

cans are not well acquainted with

foreign languages, at least compared

to other countries. We don't have the

regular intercourse with people who
speak a language other than our own
which would familiarize us with

different pronunciation patterns.

Good communication has been

proven to increase patient adherence

to a treatment regimen and lessen

the chance of malpractice litigation.

Accent modification is an excellent

way to enhance communication. For

more information, contact Colorado

Communication Consultants at (303)

758-8090.

Terrie Evans and Poorna Crampton demonstrate their

technique with CMS staff member Sandra Finney.

Photo by G<l Moosiat. it
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News

Lupus is Hard to Detect
Veronica Dolan

Lupus Foundation of Colorado

A Castle Rock woman whose life

was irrevocably altered when she

was stricken with lupus understands

the importance of early detection of

the incurable auto-immune disease.

Vicki Shaw's diagnosis was late in

coming. Now 33, she believes the

serious afflictionshe contracted when
she was thirteen was not pleurisy, as

diagnosed by her physician, but

lupus.

"At that time I had to curtail

school sports because of inflamma-

tion of my knees," she says, "and I

had periodic problems with swelling

and joint pains until I was eighteen.

Doctors later thought I had multiple

sclerosis, then a brain tumor. They
also suggested I might have psycho-

logical problems and sent me to a

psychiatrist, who definitely deter-

mined the problem was physical.

"I was finally diagnosed with

lupus when I was 20. Doctors told

me I had a mild case and symptoms
would probably go away and I

would not have the disease any-

more."

Many physicians have trouble

diagnosing systemic lupus erythe-

matosus (called SLE or lupus for

short) because symptoms of the

chronic inflammatory disease of the

connective tissues vary greatly,

mimic those of other diseases and

wax and wane as patients go into

remission.

The average patient may suffer

for three to ten years before getting a

proper diagnosis, which is why the

Lupus Foundation of Colorado (LFC)

works to educate the medical

community about signs and symp-

toms of the disease and holds an

annual symposium for physicians,

patients and their families, set this

year for Saturday, October 1 7 from

11 am to 4 pm at Craig Hospital,

3425 S Clarkson St in Englewood.

Speakers and topics include

Kenneth Classman, MD — "Over-

view of Lupus & Medications Used
for Treatment," Michael Schiff, MD
— "Effects of Lupus on the Brain and

Nervous System," Stuart Kassan, MD
— "The Many Faces of Sjorgren's

Syndrome," and J. Woodruff Emien,

MD — "Understanding Laboratory

Tests."

Doctors Classman and Schiff

serve on the LFC medical advisory

board.

Because of the lupus, Vicki Shaw
had several strokes and she contin-

ues to experience periods of confu-

sion and memory loss. She is now
divorced and on full disability, but

remains optimistic.

"Lupus hasn't stopped me," she

says, "I'm very active. I drive, I walk,

manage my home, do volunteer

work for my church, the children's

schools, and for the Lupus Founda-

tion."

Vicki says her big problems now
with the disease are fatigue and joint

pains, which make her more frus-

trated than depressed. She says

having good friends and a good LFC
support system have helped her

survive.

The Lupus Foundation of

Colorado is a not-for-profit agency

dedicated to improving the quality of

life of people affeaed by lupus and

to promote efforts for the education.

diagnosis, treatment, prevention and
;

cure of the disease, for which there is

no known cause. It is estimated that

some 5,000 people in Colorado have^

lupus, which strikes women nine

times more frequently than men,

especially women of child bearing

age. The disease is three times more
prevalent among African-American

women than white women and also

affects Hispanics and Orientals.

Further information about the

symposium and the Lupus Founda-

tion of Colorado is available by

calling (303) 922-5259.

The Lupus Foundation of

Colorado urges people to

seek medical help if they

experience any of the

following symptoms:

• Joint pain and/or swelling for

more than three months
• Mouth sores that persist for

more than two weeks
• Prominent rash on the

cheeks for more than one

month
• Skin rash other than sunburn

after exposure to the sun

• fingers that become pale,

numb, or uncomfortable in

the cold

• Pain when taking deep
breaths that lasts for more
than a few days (pleurisy)

• Rapid and significant hair

loss

• Episodes of seizures or

convulsions

• Extreme, persistent fatigue,

along with two of the above

symptoms
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Medical News

d Rainer Honored at Alma
Mater

W. Gerald Rainer, MD, Past-

President of the Colorado Medical

Society, was honored with the 1 992

Distinguished Alumnus Award by

the University of Tennessee Medi-

cine Alumni Association for "distinc-

tion in active medical practice" at a

recent meeting in

Memphis.
The Association

said Dr. Rainer is

"considered an

expert in the field of

thoracic and cardio-

vascular surgery." He
has been a visiting professor at

medical centers in the United States

and Canada, and has been guest

lecturer in the Soviet Union, En-

!

gland, the Philippines, Romania and

Czechoslovakia. In addition to his

term as President of the Colorado

Medical Society, Dr. Rainer has been

President of the American College of

Chest Physicians, the Association for

Advancement of Medical Instrumen-

tation, the Colorado Heart Associa-

tion and the Society of Thoracic

Surgeons. He has held other offices

in numerous organizations.

Animals in Research
The American Medical Association

(AMA) is pleased to have Colorado

Medical Society and the University

of Colorado Health Sciences Center

as co-sponsors of a one-day work-

shop (10:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.) on

Monday, November 1 6, 1 992. This

session is designed to build grass

roots support for the use of animals

in research via physicians, research-

ers and students — individuals

viewed by Americans as trusted and

balanced sources of medical and

scientific information.

The AMA is accredited by the

Accreditation Council for Continuing

Medical Education to sponsor

continuing medical education (CME)

for physicians.

The AMA designates this CME
activity for 6 credit hours of Category

1 credit of the Physician's Recogni-

tion Award of the AMA.
Registration is free to all medical

and graduate students and residents;

$25 to members of the AMA,
Colorado Medical Society and

University of Colorado Health

Sciences Center and $35 to non-

members. The fee includes conti-

nental breakfast, a coffee break,

lunch and a comprehensive resource

kit that includes background infor-

mation, speeches with corresponding

slides, video, sample letters, etc.

To pre-register, please call the

AMA on or before November 1 0,

1 992, between 9 a.m - 4:45 p.m.

Central Standard Time at 312/464-

4574.

dPP A HEW WAtENSfON
TO yOUR MEPICAL CAREER//!

H< Adventure & Excitement

^ Prestige & Position

^ Added Income as Medical Officer

^ Fuli Retirement Benefits

BECOME A PROUD MEMBER OF THE
COLORADO ARMY NATIONAL GUARD MEDICAL CORPS I

CONTACT 2LT JOHN CLIFFORD
(303)367-4397 OR 1-800-762-4503
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Medical News

ALAC Honors
Distinguished Physicians
The American Lung Association of

Colorado and the Colorado Trudeau

Society will honor two physicians at

a reception dinner October 21 in

Lakewood. Roger Mitchell, MD and

Jack Durrance, MD will be honored

for "their tremendous contributions

in the area of respiratory health." Dr.

Mitchell is a member of the Colo-

rado Medical Society.

Call 388-4327 for more details.

Community Prevention of

Influenza in Colorado
Steven R. Mostow, Rose Medical

Center

Prior to 1 983, Colorado averaged

approximately 16,000 reported cases

and 900 reported deaths from

influenza. Then a public awareness

campaign was begun. During the

past eight seasons, the number of

persons immunized in public clinics

has increased from 32,000 to

1 40,000, while the number of cases

of reported influenza has declined

from an average of 1 6,000 to 7,000.

The number of influenza related

deaths reported by the Colorado

State Health Department has also

dropped.

During the past season (1991-

1992), there was an especially severe

epidemic of A/Beijing influenza in

the United States. Colorado was one

of only three states which did not

experience excess mortality. Medi-

care has recently announced that the

state of Colorado is the most highly

immunized state in the U.S.A. Thus,

the awareness program has encour-

aged high risk persons to ask for

vaccinations in their physicians'

offices.

Colorado experiences epidemic

influenza and related flu and pneu-

monia mortality on an annual basis.

Influenza vaccine is an effective way
to prevent epidemic disease and

mortality, yet few high-risk patients

were being immunized. To increase

the awareness of influenza's impact

and those at risk for complications,

this community-wide awareness

program was developed by creating

a committee known as the Influenza

Alert Committee of the American

Lung Association of Colorado. The

committee is comprised of physi-

cians, public health nurses, the

Visiting Nurses Association, a major

health maintenance organization, the

American Lung Association of

Colorado, grocery stores, pharma-

cies, and representatives from print

and electronic media, as well as

representatives of the state and

county health departments. Through

this committee's activities, influenza

vaccine has been provided at low

cost in non-traditional sites, such as

grocery stores, pharmacies, public

health clinics and work places.

The committee provides infor-

mation to the public about influenza

vaccine, the disease and its preven-

tion, by advertising on grocery bags,

milk cartons, and even food trays for

home-bound citizens. Information is

also posted in pharmacies and

available in prescription bags. Press

conferences are held, frequent

television and radio appearances are

made, a letter is sent to primary care

physicians and nursing home
directors, and public service an-

nouncements are provided during

prime-time television. A telephone ^

"hot-line" was installed, providing

taped information regarding avail-
1

ability and location of vaccine
j

delivery programs, and the progress '

of the epidemic nationally. Sources
'

of funding include donations from a i
^

variety of local and national firms.
'

This project has demonstrated

that a community-wide approach to
|:

influenza can increase awareness of
j

the disease, its complications, and its
|

prevention. In addition, the safety

and efficacy of providing vaccines in
jj

readily accessible locations for the
j

public has proven extremely success-
;

ful in reducing the impact of influ- '

enza A by increasing the utilization I

of vaccine in high risk groups at both
i

public clinics and physician offices.

Please ask your office staff to remind

patients that October and November
are the perfect months to receive

their annual influenza vaccinations

in your office.

Communicate before you
medicate
October is Talk About Prescriptions

Month. Call the National Council in

Patient Information and Education at

(202) 347-671 1 to find out more.

Smoking Ban Shaky
Americans for Nonsmokers' Rights is

rallying support to retain the smoke-

free atmosphere in Denver's Airport.

They are urging citizens (and physi-

cians are well respected citizens) to

write Mayor Wellington Webb to

counteract pressure by tobacco

companies. Call GASP of Colorado

at 925-8990 to find out how you can

help.
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Cramped and tongue-tied writers

Must we be eternally doomed to

the meaningless cliches now in

universal fashion with bureaucrats

and some writers of the news?

f
Columnists and editors want to scare

j

me by saying my proposal would

i| "throw out the baby with the bath

||

water." Maybe that baby should be

thrown out. Recycle the water.

Let's throw out the bath water

full of "nature, cases and basis."

We're all for nature, but if poisons

can kill you, why not say they're

lethal poisons, not "poisons of a

lethal nature"? Death from poison

ain't natural. Can't we just say "in

i Lebanon" or "for Ross Perot" instead

: of "In the case of Lebanon" or "In the

case of Ross Perot"? Does everything

I have to be encased? In discussing

sales taxes, should we have one "in

the case of beer"? After a bombing
were there really "eighty-five cases

of people dead on arrival"?

Must there be a "basis" for

everything? We could do something

daily instead of "on a daily basis."

Why not sell tickets to first come,

first served, without doing it on that

"basis"?

Would headline writers please

decide whether they want a "level

playing field" for George Bush and

the Congress, or a "slippery slope"

because they are "comparing apples

with oranges"?

In speaking of doctors and

illness, do we have to clutter the text

with "see your doctor for his or her

advice and do what he or she says?"

If we must be frightened of gender

gaffes, let's not slash the sexes apart

with "he/she" and "him/her." A
woman writer could use her pro-

nouns, a man could use his. If it

would make they/them feel better.

While we are cutting slashes we can

eliminate "and/or" (and/or the writers

who use it).

An art critic said a sculpture had

no importance "in and of itself." just

say it was not important, without the

garbage. I don't need to hear that a

restaurant is "arguably the best in

town." Best is good enough without

an argument.

Will we ever be free of " ize"

and "-wise"? A specialist consultant

actually wrote "this patient does not

have any problem ear nose and

throatwise."

Can we reduce anything or make

something smaller without down-

sizing it, or do it first instead of

prioritizing the project? At some

point in time, that is? And then

there's this other "scenario." People

are not either joyful or hurting, they

are experiencing joy or pain. It is

also "impacting" them. Painful

indeed.

Last and least are the deadly

philosophers and sages., stunning us

with "The more things change the

more they are the same" usually

written (but rarely spoken) in French,

or that tiresome wisdom "What goes

around comes around." And please,

let's never again say it's never over

"until the fat lady sings."

My exclusionary rules will

cramp and tongue-tie a lot of writers

and speakers. Maybe that's the

trouble. There are not enough

parameters in the time frame.

Perhaps what we need is, y'know, a

"sea change," whatever that is, I

mean, whatever. But will it resonated

Ciao man!

by Thomas H. Coleman, M.D.

"... why not say they're

lethal poisons,

not "poisons of a lethal

nature'"

Ed. Note: The editor has nothing to

add /subtract.
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R U M I N AT

(def: to chew

IONS

again what has been chewed slightly and swallowed; to REFLECT)

William S. Pierson

Managing Editor

. . their performance

was "extremely poor/'

according to the authors

of the study published in

the Journal of the Royal

College of Physicians."

There are those who'd argue that the British health care system is the way all

national, socialized health care should go... including the United States. The ‘

reprint (below) from the London T/mes gives pause for thought. Granted, it's

worth a laugh, but might there be some deeper or underlying meaning?

No one has checked on the "kiss of life" in Canada. This could be a

worthy subject for future research, since recently we've been talking more
about adapting the Canadian-style nationalized health care system.

Reprint from the London Times ofJuly 10, 1992

In case of emergency, don’t call for a doctor
By Jeremy Laurence

Health Services Correspondent

London Times

If you are going to collapse, it may be

thought the best place to do so would be in

hospital. But a new study of consultants'

skills in giving the kiss of life suggests

most people would stand a better chance if

found comatose by a passer-by in the

street.

Of 24 consultants at Bedford General

hospital who volunteered to demonstrate

how they would attempt to revive a

collapsed patient, 42 percent performed so

poorly they scored zero marks. None was

judged “adequate” in giving mouth-to-

mouth resuscitation and compressing the

chest, when measured against the standard

laid down by the Resuscitation Council of

the UK.
The consultants, with an average 20

years medical experience, were asked to

carry out basic life support, on a manikin

laid on the floor, with the help of a non-

medical “passer-by.” They were scored on

a range of factors including the rate of

compressions of the chest and whether the

breaths given ventilated it properly. But in

every case their performance was

“extremely poor,” according to the authors

of the study published in the Journal of the

Royal College of Physicians.

“What this shows is that if a consultant

came across a collapsed person in the

street they would be very little better, and

may even be worse, than a lay member of

the public,” said Dr. Jeremy Saunders,

consultant physician at the Bedford

General and one of the authors of the

study. “Sometimes a bit of knowledge

can be harmful.”

Dr. Saunders said only half the

consultants in the hospital had responded

to the invitation to demonstrate their skills

but the rest were “unlikely to be better.”

The level of performance was likely to be

the same elsewhere, he said.

In hospitals, junior doctors are mainly

involved in resuscitation because they are

on the spot when most crises occur. Their

performance, however, is little better. A
study of 31 newly qualified doctors last

year showed that fewer than half were

capable of reviving someone who had

collapsed effective.

But there is hope. After two hours

training, two thirds of the Bedford

General consultants had improved their

skills so much they scored maximum
marks and none scored zero. Regular

refresher courses are needed, the study's

authors say.
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I

Publication of any advertisement in Colorado Medicine is not an endorsement by the Colorado Medical Society

ofthe productor service. Colorado Medicine magazine is the officialjournal ofthe Colorado Medical Society, and
is authorized to carry General Advertising.

PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

O'CONNOR & ASSOCIATES—Medical
Management Consulting. Services

include: free initial consultation;

financial, personnel and contract

management; planning & implementing.

William J. O'Connor, PhD, 7436 S

Clarkson Cir Littleton CO 80122 (303)

797-8611 3/1092

BOLDER—AMBULATORY CARE CLINIC-

Family Medicine/Emergent Care/ Occu-
pational Medicine - Busy, two physician

practice seeking full time BE/BC Family

Practitioner to join growing comprehensive

medical practice in prime SE Boulder area.

New, well equipped facility. Minimal call.

Flexible scheduling. Send CV and call Dr.

Turnbow, 4800 Baseline, D-1 06, Boulder,

CO 80303 (303) 499-4800. 3/0992

PHYSICIAN TO STAFF BUSY OCCU-
PATIONAL/INDUSTRIAL health facility.

Work for Denver's premiere provider of

occupational health services. Excellent

salary and benefits. BC/BE preferred. Send
CV to Corporate Medical Director, 1380
South Santa Fe Drive, Denver Colorado

80223. 3/0992

PEDIATRICIAN NEEDED IMMEDIATELY,
BC/BE, part time or full time. Lakewood
(suburb of Denver) Flourishing practice

includes newborns through adolescents.

Excellent benefits and salary. Call (303)

237-5331. 1/0992

PHYSICIANS NEEDED forconsultingwork

in various types of litigation. Excellent

compensation. Ail replies confidential.

Medicomm Consultants, Inc. (719) 473-

9432. 3/1092

LEMERCENT/URCENTCARE PHYSICIAN
Full and part time position in Lafayette.

Flexible scheduling. Send CV or Contact

Dr. Coryell, Community Medical Center,

2000 W. S. Boulder Rd., Lafayette, CO
80206, (303) 666-4357. 1 2/0892

OCUM TENENS COVERAGE and Op-
portunities in the greater Denver area:

CompHealth, the nation's premier locum
tenens organization, now provides daily,

weekly, weekend, evening, or monthly

coverage for your practice with physicians

from the local area. Or we offer you the

opportunity to build a flexible practice

right in the Denver area. Call today for

more information, (303)777-8002, orwrite,

P.. Box 1 0021 8, Denver CO 80250.

12/1092

BEAUTIFUL BOULDER, COLORADO!
Position availablefor BE/BC family practice

physician to join two other MDs in busy

family practice setting. Competitive salary

and excellent benefits package which
includes malpractice insurance coverage.

Send CV to: K. Lewis, Assistant Office

Manager, 1600 28th St, Ste 262, Boulder

CO 80301, c/o HealthWatch Medical

Center. (303) 444-6400

ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON—COLORADO
SPRINGS— Large, multi-specialty, pre-paid

and fee-for-service group seeking BC/BE
Orthopedist. Guaranteed first year salary

with benefits, plus incentive arrangements.

Please send CV to: Bruce B. Minear,

Colorado Springs Medical Center, PC, 209

S Nevada Ave Colorado Springs CO 80903.

3/0992

FAMILY PRACTICE OPPORTUNITY IN

CANON CITY

We need at least two more fam ily physicians

to practice in the Climate Capital of

Colorado. Privileges at St. Thomas More
Hospital, obstetric services desirable but

not required. Unlimited opportunities for

recreation. Crowing community. For more

information, please call or write Cary Alan

Mohr, MD, FAAFP, 730 Macon Avenue,

Canon City, CO 81212, (719) 275-161

8

/0892

PHYSICIANS NEEDED forconsultingwork

in various types of litigation. Excellent

compensation. All replies confidential.

Medicomm Consultants, Inc. (719) 473-

9432. 3/0792

LOCUM TENENS It is not what it used

to be. As a client, your practice goes

uninterrupted. Asa locum tenens, you have

the freedom and flexibility to work as often

or as little as you like. Physician managed
since 1982. Call for details—Interim

Physicians 1 -800-669-071 8 or (303) 691 -

0718. 12/0192

FAMILY PRACTICE—HOSPITAL SPON-
SORED CLIN 1C OPPORTUNITY. Dynamic,
growth oriented hospital in beautiful North

Central Wisconsin is seeking Family

Physicians to respond to growing com-
munity demand. The administrative burdens

of medical practice will be minimized in

this hospital managed clinic. The hospital

has committed to an income and benefit

package which is significantly higher than

similar opportunities. Package includes

base income, incentive bonus, malpractice,

disability, signing bonus and student loan

reduction/forgiveness program. All re-

location costs will be borne by the hospital.

Please contact Kari Wangsness, Associate,

The Chancellor Group, Inc., France Place,

Suite 920, 3601 Minnesota Drive,

Bloomington, Minnesota, 55435, (612)

835-5123. tfn/1190

SITUATIONS WANTED

ANESTHESIOLOGY CHIEF RESIDENT
seeksa career in Colorado. Interests include

cardiovascular and obstetrical anesthesia

as well as pain management. Completing

residency June '93. Call Dr. Engon (913)

432-8603. 3/0892

PROPERTIES FOR SALE OR LEASE

MEDICAL OFFICE SPACE (800 sq. ft.)

available on a time-share basis at 8402

Clay St in Westminster. Diagonally across

from St. Anthony's North Hospital.

Negotiable lease. Call 757-4507 for more

information. 2/0992

SAN FRAN NOBHILL Timeshare—Powell

& CA. Sleep 4, full kitchen, can reserve

from 3-7 nights, $175/ Call Doree, 499-

1595. 6/0592
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L A S S I F I E D

MAUI, HAWAII. Luxurious 2BR/2BA,
2,1 00 sfcondominium in Kaanapali Beach
Resort, 1 00 yards from beach. Everything's

new! Pool, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Lighted Tennis

Courts, Maids. On 16th fairway Royal

Kaanapali Golf Club. Special Fall/Winter

Rates. Call 985-9531 . 6/0892

MEDICAL OFFICE SPACE for lease

*Lakewood Village Center, 1 bik west of

Jewell & Wadsworth. Retail exposure, 2000
sq ftavailable. High ceiling and lotsof glass

in thisfree standingbuilding. *Tenantfinish

available. Call Billy Halax 973-1380 or

979-4521. 3/0792

Professional Office Space
Excellent location in Wash Park/DU area.

Share common pt. waiting room w/ 2

internists and 1 DDS. Three 1 O' X 1 O' ops,

reception area. Very reasonable. Call Russ,

688-8976. 12/0792

YOU OWE ITTO YOURSELF! Winter Park,

very plush 2 BR Condo with all amenities

including sauna, athletic club, door to ski

area transportation. For sale by owner. Cal I

Werner or Ruth, 399-8919. 12/0491

EACLE/VAIL fully equipped luxury

townhouse on golf course, 4 bedrooms, 3

baths, reasonable summer-winter rates.

Peter Cehret, MD (303) 771-0456.

1 2/0492

EAST VAIL CONDO 2 BR + loft. Sleeps 6,

3 full baths, fully equipped kitchen—TV
VCR fireplace- excellent condition great

view, free shuttle to slopes weekly winter

rentals. Arthur Waldbaum MD.. (303) 298-

0222 4/0992

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE OR LEASE

FOR SALE; Hewlett-Packard color Echo-

cardiographic machine. Sonos - 500 K-

revision. Perfect condition service

contract. Attractive price. (303) 333-4273

3/0992

Advertising

SERVICES

DEAR DOCTOR: Is your cash flow ebbing

away? Are your insurance claims making
you sick? Does Medicaid/Medicare give

you headaches? Isyourstaffusingexcessive

time processing and reprocessing claims

and patient billings? Are your claims

rejected? Quick Claim maybe your Rx. We
can Help!! (303) 333-8666. QuickClaim a

patient and electronic claims processing

service. 12/0992

PRACTICE VALUATIONS $350. Out of

Denver metro, include travel expenses.

Call 3-Minute Reader, 756-61 08 or 1 -800-

779-6108. 3/0892

TAKE ANY BILLING CLASSES IN MED
SCHOOL? Let the specialists at

HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL
BILLING take of your billing. We have

collected at least 96% of all allowable

charges for our clients every month, so

you can practice medicine with no
billing headaches. Call Linda at (303)

469-1 111 for a free brochure. 3/0892

MEDICAL LITERATURE RESEARCH —
Want to review literature for clinical or

legal problem, presentation or publication?

Experienced physician/author/educator will

do customized multiple database search at

reasonable rates. Call: Bill Milburn, MD at

823-5083; 1-800-828-9259 (outside

Boulder/Longmont). 12/0792

HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
LOW DOC PROGRAM available for

physicians and other health professionals.

Purchase and refinance. Call Milt, a

mortgage banker with 1 8 years experience.

753-6262. 10/0292

LOCUM TENENS SERVICE
RADIOLOGISTS AVAILABLE

Since 1979, Western Physicians Registry

has been providing radiologists throughout

the Western States. For locum tenens or

permanent positions, please call Jim Ellis,

Director. 1-800-437-7676. 6/0992

Cash Crunch?
Overhead Rising?

Revenue Dropping?

Let us help lower your costs. YOU
specialize in patient care. WE specialize

in insurance billing. We work with

Medicare, Medicaid, HMO's, PPO's, and

other third party carriers.

We don't get paid until you get paid.

For more information call Advanced
Professional Services (303) 341-1008.

j

tfn/0492

MISCELLANEOUS

LIGHTTWIN ENGINE PLANE AVAILABLE
for any use, up to 4 people with pilot, on
call, 200 mph, $1 20/hr, nice plane, will

pick up. Call Tony at 347-9382 3/0892

EXPERIENCEDSECRETARIALSERVICESfor
the medical professional. Dictation,

manuscripts, insurance reports, large or

small projects. Computer and laser

equipped. Confidential and reliable. SE

Metro area. Call Administrative Support

Personnel (303) 770-4948.

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
UPDATE

for

PRIMARY CARE
PHYSICIANS

Embassy Suites - Denver Southeast

November 21, 1992

8:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

• Practical information on everyday

ear, nose and throat questions

• Hands-on use of

Nasopharyngoscope
• Complete course syllabus

• Approved for 6 credit hours

For more information, call or write:

Course Directors,

Paul H. Dragul, MD or

Alan F. Lipkin, MD,
950 E. Harvard Ave., Suite 500,

Denver, CO 80210. (303) 744-1 96

1
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HEALTH SCIENCES LIBRARY

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

In the age of corporate takeovers...

What about Copic?
CMS members and staff get answers to tough questions and

dispel rumors (see pg. 404)

In This Issue:

Living With Health Care Reform Leigh Truitt, MD, CMS President

CMS Leadership Conference—The Future Physician Carol Walker, El Paso County Medical Society

Good Medical Records Reduce Risk Bruce C. Richards, MD, and

George O. Thomasson, MD
What is the Procedure Code for Pedioscopy? Roger C. Shenkel, MD



The Copic bottom line: provide Colorado physicians and,

indirectly, the people of the state with professional liability

insurance which is affordable, equitable and fair.

"Vsle believe that we were successful in that pursuit in our

first decade. But few things in this world are static, and we
pledge tMt we will he true to the original goals, plus some

new ones as the times dictate, in this our second decade.

K. Mason Howard, M.D.

Chairman and CEO

Copic Insurance Company • P.O. Box 17540 Denver, CO 80217-0540 • (303)779-0044 • 1-800-421
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President's

Living With Health Care Reform

i

On October 6th ! responded to an

i invitation to present to the Mountain

j States Employers Council the physi-

jcian perspective on ColoradoCare.

Present were Governor Romer, his

health policy advisor, a representa-

tive of a large employer and a small

employer, an actuary, an insurance

broker, a third-party administrator

and the CEO of the Colorado

Hospital Association. A feasibility

study is just beginning in Colorado

for the implementation of this

"managed competition" health care

reform. Everyone present at this

meeting had concerns of one form or

another about this plan.

I recounted how Colorado Medical

Society had held ten health care

reform forums throughout the state. I

described how these discussions had

been distilled into CMS Resolution

74-P, modified by the Board of

Directors, further refined by a

Reference Committee and finally

approved as CMS policy by the

House of Delegates at the Annual

Meeting in September.

After outlining this CMS policy at

the Mountain States Employers

Council seminar, I specifically

pointed out those aspects which
conflict with the structure of Colo-

radoCare. They are substantial.

Almost every major health care

association has created a health care

reform proposal. Some CMS mem-
bers have suggested that we need to

create our own.

I believe this would be difficult

and, ultimately, pointless. Our
course so far has been quite valu-

able. We have created a benchmark:

positions on specific aspects of

health care reform that our members
think important. Some of them are

quite radical; for instance, the

statement that our country should

have universal health insurance

coverage. Others reflect the majority

philosophy that independent medi-

cal practice, fee-for-service reim-

bursement, free choice of physician,

and access to all patients must be

retained.

We are realistic. We know that the

forces driving health care reform

may override our legitimate con-

cerns and restructure medical

practice in ways that are unaccept-

able to us at this time. I believe that

our best chance to preserve those

features of our profession which we
value — those incorporated in

Resolution 74-P - is to reserve our

options. This is not a passive posi-

tion. We must be alert to every

significant proposal; to analyze not

only the stated features of these

proposals, but also to understand the

implications of structural changes in

medical practice.

To this end I will be proposing at

the November 20th Board meeting

that the CMS create a task force,

under the direction of the Board, to

evaluate all serious health care

reform suggestions (especially all

"We have created a

benchmark: positions on

specific aspects of health

care reform that our

members think

important.

"
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legislative proposals) that have the

potential of implementation. This

evaluation will include not only the

specific features that affect medical

practice, but also an analysis of how
they might change our profession in

the long run. It will also include a

comparison with our benchmark —

Resolution 74-P. Corky Butler, Sandi

Maloney and everyone else who
participated in this process have

served us well.

We may need to use outside

experts to help us understand how
proposals will affect our practice.

Most definitely we will need to have

a broad range of our membership on

this task force, including representa-

tives from fee-for-service, managed
care, workers' compensation, public

service, teaching and other forms of

practice. We must not only react to

significant health care reform

proposals, but must also continue to

refine our own policy.

We will have to make choices. It is

unlikely that we will agree with all

aspects of health care reform, just as

we do not agree with all features of

ColoradoCare. At the same time, we
cannot refuse to play if this is the

only game in town. If we join the

discussion we can significantly

influence the rules of the game. Our
best chance is to determine what we
value in our profession, to under-

stand the implications of any pro-

posed health care reform on our

profession and our patients' well-

being, to participate in all delibera-

tions, to present our views forcefully,

and to make the right choices when
necessary. These choices must be in

the best interests of patients, physi-

cians and society.

I hope you will have read this

before the next Board of Directors

meeting. Please communicate your

views to your Board members so that

you may be properly represented.

THE PRESERVE.
HERE TODAY. HERE TOMORROW.

Quiet neighborhoods. Family values. Respect for nature’s work.

Some things never change, and never should. The Preserve. 522 custom

ACRES PLANNED FOR 522 CUSTOM HOMES. FROM THE LOW $400,0003.

OPEN DAILY, I O A.M. - 6 P.M. (303) 689-9700.

THE PRESERVE
AT GREENWOOD VILLAGE

5595 Preserve Drive, Greenwood Village, Colorado 80121

Broker participation welcomed.

Another classic community from Koelbel and Company.

One Mile West Of 1-25 and Belleview, South on Holly to Preserve drive.
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CMS Med Fax
AT PRESS TIME...

a compilation of medically-related news briefs of immediate interest to the physician community occurring

ter COLORADO MEDICINE has gone to press.

CMS Med Fax^

by Montgomery Little Young Campbell and McGrew, P.C.
legal counsel to the Colorado Medical Society

seminar On Continuous
luality Improvement

)e Colorado Medical Society is pleased to sponsor an

lormative seminar focusing on Continuous Quality

iprovement, (CQI). This one-day event is titled CQt- A
ospltal/Physfclan Joint Venture and will take place

1 Friday, January 15, 1993 at the Hyatt Regerxiy DTC
)m 9:00am - 4;00pm.

The CQI seminar will feature presentations of CQI
ograms currently in place at St. Mary's Hospital and
edical Center (Grand Junction), Parkview Episcopal

ledical Center (Pueblo) and Penrose Hospital In

dorado Springs.

Lunch and a wine/cheese reception following the

eminar are included in the $75.00 registration fee. For

lore information see the December issue of Coiorado

ledicine. An Informative seminar brochure will also be

ent to all CMS members.

liolorado Physician Gets
Mationai LeadershipAward

3mce H. Wiieon, MD, Medical Director of Rocky

i^ountain HMO, headquartered in Grand Junction, has

^een awarded the 1992 Medical Director Leadership
Award by the American Medical Care and Review
Association (AMCRA). The award was presented at the

AMCRA annual conference in San Diego. The award

recognizes a medical director who has demonstrated

leaership and commitment to the goals of managed
health care.

Dr. Wilson has served as the full-time Medical

Director at Rocky Mountain HMO since 1986. He also is

the Vice President of Rocky Mountain Health Manage-

ment Corporation. Before joining Rocky Mountain HMO,
Dr. Wilson was in private practice in internal medicine.

He also served on the Colorado Board of Medical

Examiners in the 1980s. He is now the President of the

newly formed Grand Valley Hospice.

PMA Drug Program For

Indigent Patients

On July 24, 1992 the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers

Association (PMA) implemented a pilot program to help

physicians more easily identify and contact prescription

drug company programs that provide free medicine to

needy patients.

The PMA is a nonprofit scientific and professional

organization of about one hundred member conpanies

who disc.over and develop most of the prescription

drugs used in the United States. PMA stresses that the

program is designed as “an indispensable safety net for

the neediest patients" and is not Intended “to solve the

larger national problem of access to medical care,

including prescription dnjgs.”

Since prescription dmgs will only be supplied based

on medical information from doctors, patients in need

may apply only through a physician.

The PMA program is the formalization of a long-

standing tradition within Americd's pharmaceutical

research industry of providing free medicjnes to physi-

cians whose patients might not otherwise have access

to necessary medicines, according to Gerald J.

Mossinghoff, President of PMA.
All of the 59 pharmaceutical companies with on line

programs are listed in the PMA handbook, available to

physicians only, 1992 Directory of Prescription Drug

indigent Programs. Copies may be obtained by writing

to; 1992 Directory of Prescription Drug indigent

Programs, Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Associa-

tion, 1100 Fifteenth Street, N.W„ Washington, D.C.

20005. Alternatively, physicians may call the hotline

number; 1-800-PMA-INFO,

When physicians provide the operator with the

name of the prescription medicine they require, the

operator will refer physicians to the appropriate com-

pany programs.



Med Fax: Medico-

Legal News

by Karen B Best Esq., an associate

with Montgomery, Little, Young,

Campbell and McGrew, P.C.

This column is not legal advice, but is for general

information only. For help with specific problems,

readetS Slwuld consult an attorney

MONTGOMERY
LITTLE
YOUNG

CAMPBELL
& MCGREW

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

OSHA Inspections:

Rights of the Physician

Office Lab

If the OSHA Inspector comes knocking, do you have to

let him in? No, not unless he has a search warrant.

Physician office labs (POL) are entitled to the same
constitutional protection from warrantless searches as
ordinary citizens. As the Agency steps up its surprise

POL inspections, knowing this right and others may
save you.

An OSHA inspection Is not necessarily for all

purposes. You can ask the inspector to specify exactly

what he wants to look for, and the inspector may agree

to limit his investigatbn to those areas. However, if you
resist, the inspector may seek search warrant allowing

blanket Inspection. Although the inspector may agree to

a limited Inspection, he can nonetheless cite violations

uncovered during the inspection, even If the violation is

not specified in the pre-inspection agreement. For

example, If an inspector agrees to search the premises

for bioodborne pathogen regulation violations and
discovers an overbaded electrical outlet, you can and
will be cited for the safety vblation.

The physician-patient privilege has not been
eroded. OSHA regulations relate to the health and
safety of POL empbyees and are not directed at patient

care, per se. If an inspector asks to look at confidential

patient records of non-employees, you may and in fact

must refuse. Only if the Inspector has a subpoena for

the inspection of non-employee patient records should

these records be made available. Even when the

inspector presents a subpoena, you may have grounds
to resist the inspectbn, as ordinarily inspectors have no
reason to look at this information. Inspectors do,

however, have every right to review employee medbal
records.

You may accompany the inspector while he carries

out his inspiection. If you are too busy to accompany the

inspector on his inspectbn, you may ask the inspector

to schedule a return visit at a time when you are not

busy. The inspector is not required to, arb probably w
not, honor your request for a scheduled visit. OSHA'S
right to oonduct unscheduled, surprise vIsHs is a
powerful weapon In Hs enforcement efforts. Even if tht

inspector agrees to return at a time when you are

available to accompany him on Iho Inspedbn, the

inspector will probably request interviews with employ
008 in private. If eo. you cannot be present for the

Interviews under any circumstances.

You have the right to ask an empbyee to accom-
pany you and the inspector. Good Idea. You now have

two witnesses to the inspector’s one. Pick someone
who will be able to present your side of any dispute in i, *

credible, knowledgeable and intelligible manner. The 1 1

word Of a third-party witness will carry more weight tha^ J

your word abne against that of the inspector. If the lab'

is unbnized. a union worker would want to observe the

inspectbn, and would hold the interests of the empby- i

ees paramount to the interests of the lab. That person >

would present as an unbiased witness, which Is what i

you want. i

Take rbtes. Ask questions. Write down what the t

inspector says. Better yet, make sure your iab is in i

compliance with OSHA reguiatbns so you woni have \

to worry about your rights during the Inspection. If you

are a party to a discussion with the inspector, you may ii

tape record the conversation without vblating state or l

federal laws. If you obtain consent from the inspector i

before recording the conversation, you will have fewer r

problems later when you try to use the tape and won’t f

have to worry about whether you are vblating any laws.

Record the Inspector’s acknowledgment and consent io<

the recording. It may or may not be used at a later ij

hearing, depending upon other factors.
jj

Ask to copy the inspectors report before he leaves
{

the lab. It will come in handy if the inspector contempo-

1

raneously records no violatbns. Most likely the inspec- I

tor will meet with you at the end of the Inspectbn to

discuss any preliminary findings. There may not be a i

report available at that time because test samples and

documents may have to be reviewed before the inspec-

tor can reach final conclusions. A clean bill of health at

the end of the visit is no guarantee.

A word for the wise: if the inspector points out a

vblatbn, fix it during the inspection If at all possible.

OSHA reguiatbns allow reduction of penalties when
empbyers use good faith in their efforts to comply.

Fixing a vblatbn on the spot shows good faith.

Continued on following page...
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lloodborne Pathogen Regs,

1ps on Compliance

'J; SNA'S bioodborne pathogen regs are Intended to

iVotect employees from exposure to hepatitis B and

'W. They apply to hospitals and other facilities, inciud-

dig physician office labs. Here are some tips on how

I ou can comply with the regs, ptoteci your employees

!

d avoid stringent penalties:

Keep food and drink away from areas where they

ght become contaminated with blood or other body

ids. Donl put drinks or food In the same refrigerator

cabinet used for blood specimens. Don’t allow

ipioyees to take their food or drinks into treatment or

sting areas, even If there are no patients present.

Take steps to change employees' habits. Require

3m to wear face shields and other protective gar-

ants when they draw blood from children. They tend

move when studt with needles, increasing the

lance of free blood splashing onto the employee,

squire enployees to wear full protective clothing when

Itching up wounds.
The regs say that it's time to change clothes when

DOd or other fluids seep through the employee's lab

i coat or other outer wear. Ask employees to keep an

i

I

extra uniform or change of clothes at the office so they

jcan change when this happens. Some consultants

i recommend using the "squeeze" test in determining

I,
whether it's time to change clothes: Change K blood or

J
liquid drips off the clothes when squeezed. Frankly,

although I'm not an OSHA inspector or consultant, I

(
would prefer the "seep" test: If It seeps through, the

! Clothes come off.

Consider all employees when deciding who Is at

i risk of exposure and should be Included In the exposure

I plan. For example, If the receptionist Is sometimes

asked to clean up vomit in the waiting room, make sure

' he or she Is vaccinated against hepatitis B and trained

in handling infectious material. Some will argue that

I

OSHA does not require vaccines and other pmtectlon

CMS Med Fax

for employees who only receive "incidental exposure"

on rare occasions. This is true. You are not required to

provide vaccines ar»d other protection to these employ-

ees, Jl you can prove that the exposure Is “Inoldontar

and rare. You can make a good case of showing only

incidental exposure H you can document that no one

threw up In the waiting room during the last six months.

Consider different scenarios when deciding who is

at risk of exposure artd should be irtcluded in the

exposure plan. If a secretary handles vials that can be

dropped onto a hard floor, that secretary Is more likely

to be exposed than a secretary working In a carpeted

Office where vials are kept In styrofoam containers.

Consider the likelihood that the vial could break, or the

infectious material would otherwise come In contact

with workers.

Document your reasons for including or not Includ-

ing each employee or class of employees in the expo-

sure plan. Be able to show OSHA that you've thought

about It and tried In good faith to comply with the regs.

Although not required by the regs, good sense

would dictate that you notify other employers If their

employees are at risk of exposure. For example, If the

building janitor is called to clean up when a patient

vomits in your waiting room, notify the janitor's em-

ployer of Its obligation to protect Its employees by

offering vaccines and other protection. Offer temporary

help training In your on-site procedures, and notify the

temporary agency that Its employees need vaccines.

Go the extra step to prevent exposure of others who

may be unwittingly exposed.

Ask new employees to provide copies of their

vaccination/medical records. If the employee has

already had some or all of the series of hepatitis B

vaccines, you can cut your vaccine costs.

Keep in mind that OSHA Inspectors looking for

violations Of bioodborne pathogen regs can fine you for

r>on-compliance with other OSHA rules, such as failure

to keep a record of workplace Injures.

Be careful out there.
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Colorado Medical Sooiety provides the following listings

of events as a member service cniy. Some events are
approved for Continuing Medical Education credits.

Information Is provided by the sponsoring organira'

Hons. For more details, use the telephone contact at the

end of the listing.

Colorado Department of HeaRh
Hispanic Health Issues Conference
December 4&5. 1992
Sheraton Hotel

Colorado Sprtngs, CO
Deadline for registration is November 16, 1992
(LARASA) (303) 839-8300

Prosper Meniere Society

Diagnostic & Rehabilitative Aspects of Balance &
Movement Disorders

December 2-6, 1992

Denver, CO
Jane Wells (303) 788-4230

American Medical Association HospRai Medical
Staff Section Twentieth Assembly Meeting
December 3-7, 1992 Opryiand Hotel

Nashville, Tennessee

(312) 464-4754 or 464-4761

Medical Education Resources
Coronary heart Disease Update
Las Vegas NV
December 4-5, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3766

Medical Education Resources
Asthma and Allergy In the 1990s
Key West FL
December 4-5, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources
Asthma and Allergy in the 1990s
New York NY
December 11-12, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

universRy of Colorado School of Medicine
Advances in Pelvic Surgery

Denver Co
December 11-12.1 992 CME credit

1-800-882-9153 Or (303) 270-6761

Stanford UniversRy Medical Center
Holiday Imaging Update ^

Aspen, CO
December 28, 1992— January 1 , 1993
Dawne Ryals, (404) 641-9773

American College of Cardiology
24th Annual Cardiovasouiar Conference

Snowmass, CQ
January 11-15, 1992
1-800-257-4739

USD School of Medicine
Nephrology Update In Clinical Practice

January 14-15, 1993
|

Rushmore Plaza Holiday Inn

Rapid City, SD
(605) 339-6790

|

UniversRy of Colorado HeaRh Sciences Center
Reconstmctive Surgery Of The Hip and Knee
CME credit

Tamarron Resort, Durango Cobrado
January 23-30, 1993
Joann Bauer 1-800-882-9153

American Diabetes Association, Colorado Affiliate,

Inc.

30th annual Colorado Diabetes/Endocrine institute

Presenting Highly Scientific DIadactic Lectures and
Panel Discussions on Diabetes and Endocrinology

January 23-30. 1993

Aspen-Snowmass, Colorado

(303) 778-7556

Michigan state Medical Society

Risk Management-Safeguarding the Future

Keystone Resort, Colorado
February 2-6, 1993

(517) 336-5757

UniversRy of Colorado School of Medicine

Principles Of Anesthesia Technology

February 26-March i
,
1993

Radisson Resort Vail, Vail, Colorado

CME credit

Joann Bauer 1-800-882-9153

UniversRy of Colorado school of Medicine
Crash ‘93- Colorado Review of Anesthesia

February 27 -March 5, 1993
Radisson Resort Vail, Vail, Colorado CME credit

Joann Bauer 1-800-882-9153

Printed on recycled paper,



Executive

Sandra L. Maloney
Executive Director

Colorado Medical Society

Director's

Health Care Reform and Workers' Comp: the Odd Couple?

Workers' Compensation!

Sometimes the subject is enough to

make you want to go home and go

to bed (and sleep). Other times, it's

as if a light goes on and things begin

to happen with seeming reason.

That's sort of the way it was at

the October 1 3 meeting of the CMS
Workers' Compensation Advisory

Committee. The committee reached

a consensus on a recommendation
to the CMS Board of Directors

regarding a state-wide uniform fee

schedule, employer designation of

providers and the declaration of

temporary and permanent disability;

which of these aspects need to stay

in a separate program and which

should be blended into the larger

system? There was, of course, much
discussion of the cost of the system,

principally that 5% of the cases

represent 85% of the total cost. As

committee chair. Dr. Tash Bernton,

said, "About half of those patients

you cannot readily identify the

physical cause of their ills. We've
got about 40% of the total cost of the

system in delayed-recovery types of

patients without identifiably related

causes for their problems." Bernton

went on to say, "I think we've done
a pretty fair job in educating our-

selves and other physicians in this

state who deal with occupational

medicine and how to effectively take

care of these patients." He added
that if the worker's compensation

system just disappears, these patients

will simply be integrated into the

larger medical population
,
and "are

they going to get better care or worse

care, more expensive care or less

expensive care?"

Dr. Leigh Truitt pointed out that

under the CMS Res 74-P which deals

with health care reform all such

programs, with the exception of

Medicare, will be included under

the CMS proposal. He stated that the

economics of health care are such

that you cannot separate out areas of

care (typical of what Medicare has

done, taking up 30% of the health

care budget) without further compli-

cations in a reform proposal. There-

fore, Dr. Bernton felt it reasonable

that the Workers' Compensation

Advisory Committee bring forth a

proposed policy to the Board of

Directors which would (we hope)

clarify the physicians' position on

what should be maintained if the

present Workers' Compensation

program is integrated into a larger,

statewide system. That's a mouthful,

but it is meaningful information.

The Committee selected Drs.

Bernton and Fred Groves to present

this policy to the CMS Board No-

vember 20th, and Dr. Henry Roth

was selected to serve on the Health

Care Reform Task Force being

proposed by Dr. Truitt.

What does all this talk mean? It

means that CMS membership is

coming to grips with putting realistic

terms to the proposed health care

reform program. Congratulations to

you all! Outside influences have

kept warning you, threatening you,

attempting to bribe you, chewing

away at your professional status and

your ability to make independent

clinical decisions. It is this kind of

reality process which must be

practiced within organized medicine

to preserve the proudest profession

and the health and safety of your

patients. Please... Keep it up!

"! think we've done a

pretty fair job in educating

ourselves and other

physicians in the state...

3S4Colorado Medicine for November, 1992
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Nephrology
Update in

Clinical

Practice
January 14, 15, 1993

Rushmore Plaza

Holiday Inn

Rapid City, SD

Fourth Annual

Conference Sponsored

By:

Department of Internal

Medicine,

USD School of Medicine

and

Rapid City Regional

Hospital

Program includes:

1.

Acid/base symposium
2. Common nephrology lab

tests review

3. Symposium on renal

diseases in the extremes of

age
4. Symposium on dialysis and

transplantation

5. Clinical/pathologic review of

common glomerular

diseases

6. New drugs in renal patients/

detoxification

Physicians, Nurses,

Pharmacists, Students,

Dialysis Nurses &
Technicians, Dieticians

Welcome

Contact:

Pat Sivesind, Registrar

Department of Internal Medicine

USD School of Medicine

PO Box 5046
Sioux Falls, SD 57117-5046

Phone (605) 339-6790

You’ve Got Your

^ Professiooal /

Reputatioo To

Protect

So depend on fhe expertise

of The St. Paul ond our knowledge

of your profession.

Select The St. Paul for stable, high limits coverage thot

travels with you. Comprehensive coverage backed by a company

with $1 3 billion in assets and 40 years of experience in Colorado.

You can depend on us.

We're Building Our Reputution By

Protecting Yours

Call your independent insurance agent and osk about The St. Paul.

Or call Lisa Good in our Denver Office at (303) 696-7500.

IStftuI
ins Insuronce Company ond its prof

affiliates, Soint Poul, Minnesota 55i02

STARTYOURPRACTICE
ATOUREXPENSE

Getting started in the Navy is

smooth sailing. No burdens of

establishing a practice. No
overhead or business expenses.

Concentrate on what you were
trained to do: practice medicine
right away.

Enjoy:
• A professional experience

with opportunities for advance-

ment, variety, challenge and real

responsibility.

• A practice offering profes-

sional development, discretion-

ary leisure time and excellent

benefits.

• An important and valued role

enriched with a sense of patrio-

tism, prestige, and accomplish-

ment.

If this is what you’ve been
looking for in your future, the

Navy Medical Corps is the place

for you. To find out more, call:

1-800-237-7392

NAVYPHYSICIAN You and tire Navy.
Full Speed Ahead
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CMS announces new

. Effective October 1 ,
1 992, the

'Colorado Medical Society began a

'relationship with the Chase Manhat-
tan Bank through the Physician’s

Financial Program. This program

brings the power of Chase Manhat-

tan to the individual physician

members for personal and business

finances. You will see, in this issue,

a description of the program with a

reply card for further information on
’ the variety of services included in

the Physicians Financial Program.

Colorado Medical Society

Member Services went out into the

market seeking the best financial

program offered by a commercial

bank, and this program was chosen

for its all-round service and low

costs.

The Physician's Financial

Program is not an annual fee or

subscription program; if you are a

member in good standing of CMS
you are eligible to use the Physicians

Financial Program and many of the

financial services provided are free

or at a substantial discount from

market prices. The purpose of this

program is to provide members of

CMS with qualified, unbiased

financial advice, superior service

and reduced costs in the areas of

home mortgages, equity lines of

credit, educational debt refinancing,

tax planning and strategies, financial

planning, estate planning, trust

services, portfolio analysis/invest-

ments, retirement plans, auto

financing and advice and service in

all areas of finances.

member financial service

The program will be providing

CMS members with regular financial

seminars and reports; each physician

participant will be able to access the

system for inquiries and program

information 24 hours a day, seven

days a week by telephone to the

Chase Manhattan information center;

all inquiries will be handled by the

Chase professionals based in Den-

ver.

The F^ome Mortgate/Equity Fines

of Credit program (loan amounts of

$300,000 to $1 million) includes

free mortgage analysis consultation,

72-hour loan approvals, pre-approv-

als on mortgage applications,

preferential interest rates, reduction

in closing costs, no tax and insur-

ance escrows, free home equity line

of credit (behind Chase first mort-

gages) if equity permits, and free

Gold Visa card (no annual fees).

This member service program

has taken nearly a year to be as-

sembled and approved by CMS.
CMS Executive Director Sandi

Maloney said "It's like having a

branch of Chase Manhattan at CMS,
devoted solely to our member's

needs."

Watch for the information and

offers in the mail; look for the

seminar announcements and if you

have immediate questions, call

1 -800-223-2140 for the CMS
Physician's Financial Program.

"It's like having a branch

of Chase Manhattan at

CMS, devoted solely to

our member's needs.

"
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CMS Leadership Conference

The Role of the Component Society
Carol A. Walke

July I2ti\
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Component Societies are

the "Elmers'"

I've been a local medical exec

for over 1 5 years and we always call

ourselves county or component
societies. Never during that time

have I heard us called Elmers. ..But,

that's what I think the name for a

local society should be. Component
medical societies are the glue that

holds organized medicine together.

Each piece of this federation has to

contribute what they do best for the

mutual benefit of all. Elmers are

where the bonds of the profession

are proven each and every day.

Component societies provide many
intangible benefits

In no other organization do all

the varying interests of medicine and

types of practice come together as

equals; where issues of mutual

concern are hammered out by fee for

service physicians, salaried &
contract physicians, private practice/

public practice physicians, clini-

cians/administrators/academicians in

every major specialty by every age

category, both genders, American

trained and EMGs.
In other words, components are

the greatest common denominator of

the profession.

In all levels of the federation a

few members do a lot of work for all

of medicine. We have a very viable

and energetic society in El Paso

County. I believe our great member
participation makes it that way. But,

did you know that physicians

comprise less than one quarter of

one percent of the total population?

That's not a lot of people to do all

the work that we expect to get done!

Especially when you consider

assortment of entities petitioning for

your time and attention. In fact, can
j

you personally remember the last 1

time that the only thing you had to i

do was to practice your profession?
1

More and more you're frag- i

mented by hospital medical staffs, i

competing clinics, managed care

plans, medical specialties, and sub- i

specialties. Now payment systems
i

are starting to drive wedges between i

specialties which can then be used
j

to everyone's advantage except I

yours.
I

County medical societies are the
!

personal and most closely tied
j

gatherings of physicians. It's the only !

place all physicians can come
together as equals on a day to day

basis without being put in a competi-

tive situation.

Components provide a lot of tan-

gible benefits

You'll need to take a deep breath

here if you want to keep up cause to

get through just a partial list of all the

benefits I'm aware of I'm going to

have to really accelerate!, worker's

comp insurance programs, payroll

service, practice management
seminars, referral service, negotia-

tions, telephone answering/radio

paging services, placement service,

monitoring & reporting of Medicaid,

Medicare & EHCEA issues, insfitu-

tional review boards, newsletters &
magazines, you have the ability to

register to vote at general member-
ship meetings, some great meals (and

maybe some not so good), central-

ized credentials verification, dis-

counted medical, surgical, capital

equipment and office products,

medical employee contract leasing,

auto leasing/banking services

,
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"The Physician in the Year 2000"

: cellular phones, employee hand-

books, safety prescription pads,

insurance plans of all types, we
address labels and provide an-

nouncements, and physician directo-

ries are always in demand.
In fact, in a national survey

they've found that county medical

society rosters are used far more
often than all other reference sources

for referrals, consults and other

business and social networking and,

we have libraries and meeting rooms
for your use.

Medical execs have two wonder-
ful avenues for networking. These

help us tremendously to be as

effective as possible. One is through

our national organization, called

AAMSE, and the other is our own
statewide execs organization. As you
can tell from the list above, we share

a lot of great ideas ... Now if we only

had the time and money to take

advantage of all the creative think-

ing!

The Colorado Medical execs

organization is probably the best

intangible member benefit you
receive. We share ideas, problems

and lots of solutions and when we
face one more irritated patient,

disappointed doctor, or frustrated

staff member we know we'll remem-
ber why it's all worthwhile the next

time we have one of our meetings.

County societies do for members
what they individually can't do for

themselves

we are physician advocates with

the Wews media, local employers,

community organizations, other

health related organizations, hospital

medical staffs, city and county

government, school districts, legisla-

tors, office managers, state, national

and other county societies and

sometimes even with your spouses

through the great auxiliaries we
have.

As an example of this advocacy;

the members of our society got fed

up with hearing that they didn't

contribute to their community. In

order to begin to modify this image

they formed the EPCMS Eoundation.

Each member is expected to contrib-

ute $100. Their contributions are

then used to fund grants to local

organizations. In this way we can

help our community and also the

doctor image in our area.

Local societies are patient advocates

through referral services, grievance

committees, mini-internship pro-

grams, speakers bureaus, adopt a

school programs, disaster assign-

ments, team physician work, immu-
nization clinics, child safety pro-

grams & child protection programs,

AIDS committees, medically indigent

programs, blood banking & trauma

resources, and even county health

departments

We Elmers provide a place

where new doctors can become
acquainted with the practicing

community and we give long time

members a convenient place to meet

friends, share information and find

answers to their practice questions

and problems (around our office my
staff tells me that they receive

hundreds of calls each day from

doctors, patients and medical office

staffs; I think that might be stretching

it a little, but I do know we get lots of

fascinating and unique calls!)

"[W]e can help our

community and also the

doctor image in our area.

Look tor more of this exciting storv in

next month's issue...
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atient surveys make it clear. Your patients want to know more about theii

medicines, e.g., how and when to take them, for how long, precautions ant

side effects. Don’t disappoint them.

I feel better already.

My doctor took the t

reMy explain my mt

TTie National Council on Patient Information and Education (NCPIE) has free

materials to help you “Communicate Before You Medicate.”

Write to: NCPIE
666 Eleventh Street, NW
Suite 810 D
Washington, DC 20001

To fax your request— (202) 638-0773

Name

Organization

Address

City Slate Zip



Letter from the Members

We just want to say "thank you"

to a member of CMS who has

probably contributed as much or

more of his per-

sonal time (without

remuneration) to

the Colorado

Medical Society as

any member in the

CMS history.

Donald W. Parsons, MD, has been

on the spot when CMS needed him

in a public, legislative, council,

committee, participant, panel

member, and a wide variety of tasks.

Don Parsons has been an extremely

effective leader in a variety of

council and committee positions. He
has been a member of his local and

state medical societies for the past

nineteen years. During that time,

Don served on the Medically

Indigent (Ml) Committee of the

Denver Medical Society until 1985,

and then went on to become a

member of the CMS Ml Committee
in 1986 ,

and then chairman until

his departure. During that same time

he was active in the DMS Legislative

Council and was a member and

Chairman of the CMS Council on

Legislation.

We thank Dr. Parsons for

testifying on behalf of the DMS and

CMS policy before countless legisla-

tive reference committees.

Dr. Parsons becomes the

national legislative representative for

Kaiser Permanente in Washington,

D. C., this month, but will maintain

his CMS membership. Colorado

Medical Society wishes Dr. Donald
W. Parsons "bon voyage".

Bon Voyage, Don!

Ouch!
“My bookkeeper neglected to back up the office computer’s hard disk,

and a power surge wiped clean our patient master file. It cost us

$5,000 to re-input all the data ...”

“Backups were performed diligently every night in our office, but no
one knew that the backup device was not working properly — until a

computer ‘virus’ destroyed all our billing records ...”

“While trying to format a floppy disk, a new employee accidentally

reformatted our hard disk instead. We had to spend over $3,000 for a

high-priced computer consultant to re-install our software and retrieve

all our lost data . .

.’’

MOST DOCTORS DON’T REALIZE THAT THESE COSTS
ARE NOT COVERED BY ORDINARY INSURANCE POLICIES

OR COMPUTER MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS.

The Supplemental Data Insurance Policy costs as little as $75/year

and pays you when data is lost due to any reason — including

mechanical breakdown, power surges, theft of equipment, and even

accidental erasure.

DAWA
/SECURITY
/INSURANCE

1 -800-822-0901
To receive all the details and our free flyer, "How To Protect

Your Valuable Data," leave your name and address on our

voice mail. Call anytime: 24 hours, 7 days.
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S’

/4 monthly report of current and
on-going activities of the

Councils, Committees and
Sections of the Colorado Medical

Society. None of the information

herein is meant to indicate a

policy or position statement of

the Colorado Medical Society.

This report is designed only to

inform CMS members of their

organization's activities and study

projects at the Council,

Committee or Section level.

November, 1992

The next meeting of the COM-
MITTEE ON ACCREDITATION will

be held on Thursday, November 5,

1 992, at 4:00 p.m. at the CMS
offices.

The COUNCIL ON PROFES-
SIONAL EDUCATION will meet on

Thursday, November 19, 1992, at

4:00 p.m. at the CMS offices.

Here are the tentative meeting

dates for the coming year. These

have not yet been confirmed.

Committee on Accreditation

November 5, 1 992

February 4, 1 993
May 6, 1993

August 5, 1 993
November 4, 1 993

Council on Professional Education

November 1 9, 1 992

February 1 8, 1 993

May 20, 1993

August 1 9, 1 993

November 1 8, 1 993

1992-1993 Practice Management Workshop
Schedule

November 1 6 Animals in Research

one-day workshop presented by AMA, co-sponsored by CMS and

UCHSC
December 4 Transition from Training to Practice

one-day workshop designed especially for interns, residents, fellows

presented by Practice & Liability Consultants

January 14 Improved Collection Practices in the Health

Care Office

one-day workshop (half-day general session; half-day technical session)

presented by I C System, Inc.

February 24 Retirement Planning - How to Close Your
Practice and Enjoy Financial Security

one-day workshop presented by Practice & Liability Consultants

February 25 Buying and Selling a Practice

one-day workshop presented by Practice & Liability Consultants

March 1 8 HMO/PPO Contracting: Avoiding Pitfalls...

Attaining Profits

one-day workshop presented by Practice & Liability Consultants

March 19 What Medical School Didn't Teach You About
the Business Side of Your Practice

workshop presented by Practice & Liability Consultants

Improving Third Party Coding & Reimburse-

ment
workshop presented by Conomikes Associates

Fee Analysis and Claims Analysis

workshop presented by Conomikes Assoc.

Maximize Your Profits - A Blueprint for

Effective Billing and Coding in the Medical

Office

workshop presented by Practice & Liability Consultants

Marketing in Health Care - Internal and

External Strategies

workshop presented by Practice & Liability Consultants

Reception and Patient Flow Techniques

workshop presented by Conomikes Associates

Better Collections, Billing and Insurance

Techniques

workshop presented by Conomikes Associates

Protecting Your Medical Practice: The Em-

bezzlement Problem - Controlling Internal

Fraud and Abuse
workshop presented by Conomikes Associates

Medical Office Management Institute (MOMI)
discounts available for one person attending all four or four people from

the same office attending one workshop

August 1 7 Effective Personnel Management Techniques

one-day workshop presented by Conomikes Associates

August 1 8 Improving Your Managerial Effectiveness

one-day workshop presented by Conomikes Associates

August 1 9 Patient Flow Management
one-day workshop presented by Conomikes Associates

August 20 Financial Management
one-day workshop presented by Conomikes Associates

one-day

April 21

one-day

April 22

one-day

May 19

one-day

May 20

one-day

June 8

half-day

June 8

half-day

June 9

half-day
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Highest Colorado Dividends Per Capita

No one covers Colorado like The Doctors’ Company. We’re

pleased to reward the efforts of Colorado member physicians. Thanks

to your good work, we are returning dividends for the second year in

a row. And provided you with the state’s highest dividends per capita.

That’s peak performance.

But there’s another kind of performance; staying power. It’s

even more important for the long-term qualih' of health services our

Colorado member physicians provide: the knowledge that The

Doctors’ Company will always be here, working with you, continuing

to help good doctors practice better medicine.

When Colorado physicians want a trusted name in liability

insurance, they call The Doctore' Company, the largest doctor-owned,

doctor-managed carrier, with over 16,300 members nationwide.

For referral to your local representative, call

1-800-421-2368

Ext. 301

The Doctors'Company
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Medical Records Figure Prominently

in Malpractice Cases
A Closed Liability Claims Analysis

Bruce C Richards, MD, anc

George O. Thomasson, MD

"[T]he 40 highest-paid

claims (11 .3%) accounted

for 88.7% of the total

dollars spent. . . . Five

doctors represented the

top 13 claims among
those highest 40.

"

An analysis of 353 closed claims

involving obstetrician-gynecologists

revealed that the 40 highest-paid

claims (1 1 .3%) accounted for 88.7%
of the total dollars spent. Newborn
obstetrics, maternal obstetrics, and

clelayed-diagnosis claims represented

80%. Five doctors represented the

top 1 3 claims among those highest

40. Only one of these physicians is

still in good standing with the

insurance company. Twelve claims

(30%) were judged to be nonmerit-

orious, resulting in indemnity in five

cases. Most of these claims illus-

trated either deficits with the medical

record or system failures and not

regarding the medical record as a

legal document. Lawsuits occasion-

ally resulted in an unfair distribution

of dollars to injured parties and led

to justifiable restriction of few

physicians. It is critical that there be

a record of why something was
clone. If the record is silent, there is

no defense. An erroneous decision

may be defensible if the reasons

leading to it are recorded in the

chart. (Obstet Gynecol 1992;

80:313-6)

In 1987, tort costs in the United

States were $117 billion. This dollar

amount has increased 300 times

during the past 57 years and repre-

sents 2.5% of the gross national

product. This is three to eight times

the cost of tort systems in other areas

such as major European countries,

Australia, and japan {Tort cost trends:

An international perspective, 1 985,

Tilling-hast, a Towers Perrin Com-
pany; original study by R. W. Sturgis

presented to the American Insurance

Association). These runaway tort

costs in the United States are re-

flected in the large insurance premi-
j

urns paid by obstetrician-gynecolo- i

gists and the "malpractice crisis."
i

In 1990, an ACOG survey

showed that 77.6% of obstetrician-

gynecologists have been sued at least

once.1 Although it is obvious that

most of these doctors are not incom-

petent, the results of this litigation

have been devastating. Because of

the high rate of lawsuits, 1 2.2% of

the survey respondents no longer

practice obstetrics and 24% have

decreased the level of high-risk

obstetric care, leaving many patients

without adequate care. In 1 986, 1

9

Colorado counties were without

obstetric care, 1 1 74 women traveled

an average of 32 miles for their

appointments.

1

During the past 1 5 years, many
insurance companies stopped writing

malpractice insurance policies.

Physician-owned mutual insurance

companies emerged, including

Copic (originally Colorado Owned
Physicians Insurance Company). In

1 986, there would have been no

malpractice insurance coverage for

the majority of Colorado physicians

had it not been for Copic.

Materials and Methods
This analysis is derived from the

records of Copic. From January 1 983

to April 1991, there were 353

obstetric and gynecologic closed

claims in Copic's files. Forty claims

with payments over $25,000 are

included, representing 88.7% of the

total dollars spent but only 1 1 .3% of

the total claims. This suggests that

malpractice insurance is a very low-

frequency, high-risk endeavor. Eighty

percent of the claims in the highest-
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paid group involved obstetrics or

delayed diagnoses, representing 92%
of all claims expenses (Figures 1 and

2 ).

Of the 353 claims, 247 (70%)
l| were closed with no payment of

indemnity, 1 38 with no payment of

: indemnity or expenses, and 1 09 with

\

payment of expenses only.

In the highest-paid group, 24

(60%) were resolved with a compro-

mise settlement, suggesting a lack of

confidence to go to trial; nine claims

(22.5%) were prepared for trial and

resulted in indemnity payments with

judgments of pre-trial compromises;

and seven (1 7.5%) had no indemnity

payment because of a jury verdict,

voluntary dismissal, or judgment for

the physician. These seven were in

the highest-paid claims group only

because of expenses.

Of 147 obstetric delivery claims,

23 (57.5%) were in the highest-paid

group and represented $5,343,991

(76.5%) of the total expense. In the

highest-paid claims group, 1 5 of the

first 23 were related to newborn
compromise, and 1 7 of the first 20

were obstetric.

Of 19 claims resulting from

therapeutic abortion, only one, a

hysterectomy following perforation,

was in the highest-paid claims group

and cost $79,936.

Of 61 gynecologic surgery

claims, only two were in the highest-

paid claims group. These included a

post-operative infection with colos-

tomy and a neurogenic bladder

following a radical hysterectomy,

both of which resulted in no indem-

nity. The rest involved ureteral,

bladder, and rectal injuries.

There were 1 5 tubal sterilization

and 12 laparoscopy claims, which
included three bowel injuries (one

temporary colostomy), one aortic

perforation, one postoperative

bleeding episode, one other artery

laceration, and one abscess. One
tubal ligation claim with a subse-

quent ectopic pregnancy was in the

highest-paid claims group and was
dismissed with no indemnity.

Of the total claims, there were
62 related to delayed diagnoses, 1 7

with breast cancer and the remainder

with lung cancer, cervical cancer,

Hodgkin's disease, cholecystitis,

ectopic pregnancy, ovarian cyst,

obstructed ureter, and others. In the

highest-paid claims group, there

were nine claims (22.5%) accounting

for $1 ,1 69,943 (1 5.9%) of the total.

There were five delayed diagnoses of

breast cancer and one each of

cancer of the cervix, cancer of the

lung, choriocarcinoma, and endo-

metriosis.

There were nine medication

claims. Three in the highest-paid

group included a Stevens-Johnson

syndrome reaction to trimethoprim-

sulfamethoxazole, administration of

oxycodone-aspirin to a patient

allergic to aspirin, and enterocolitis

after amoxicillin.

Twelve (30%) of the highest-paid

claims were judged by the authors to

be proper treatment (nonmeritor-

ious). 5even of the 12 settled without

indemnity costs, including four that

went to trial with a defense verdict

and three that were dismissed,

leaving five others in this group with

proper treatment and indemnity

costs. Expenses to defend all! 2

cases of proper treatment totaled

over $500,000.

"Most of these claims

illustrated either deficits

with the medical record or

system failures and not

regarding the medical

record as a legal

document."
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Malpractice Litigation and the Medical

Record

Continued...

"It is critical that there be

a record of why
something was done. If

the record is silent, there

is no defense. An
erroneous decision may
be defensible if the

reasons leading to it are

recorded in the chart."

Address reprint requests to:

Bruce C. Richards, MD
2020 Wadsworth #16
Lakewood, CO 80215

In the amoxicillin case, the

Copic doctor had no indemnity but

two other doctors and the hospital

had very high indemnity. In the case

of a death from pulmonary embolus

after cesarean delivery and a volun-

tary uncharged delivery, Copic

doctors had no indemnity but the

primary care doctors had high

indemnity.

There were several system

failures. For example, a 27-week

pregnant patient with preeclampsia

saw doctor, who insisted on hospital-

ization. She refused and promised to

return the next day. That night she

became eclamptic. F^er husband

telephoned the doctor on call, who
had not been told of her status and

gave an inappropriate response. This

sequence was not in her records.

Had the doctors had a system

informing each other of potentially

dangerous cases, the medical

outcome would not likely have

changed, but an appropriate caring

response may have prevented

litigation.

Failure to diagnose breast cancer

is another system failure, e.g., a

dominant breast mass is not biopsied

or further evaluated because of a

negative mammogram. There were

other system failures: A choriocarci-

noma was not followed with B-hCG;

the radiologist's report of lung cancer

was not noticed by the gynecologic

surgeon until 9 months later; and

report of a positive Papanicolaou test

for cancer of the cervix in a prenatal

clinic was overlooked until the

patient appeared at another clinic

months later.

There was probably no malprac-

tice involved in the care of the

patient with the trimethoprim-

sulfamethoxazole Stevens-Johnson

syndrome. However, inadequate

documentation of the patient's

urinary symptoms led to the highest

gynecologic indemnity costs.

Another record clearly showed that a

pregnant patient with premature

rupture of the membranes was put to

bed. She was delivered 9 days later

of a double footling breech with Erb

palsy. Nothing in the record indi-

cated any attempts to determine fetal

maturity or position or any advance

preparation for this high-risk deliv-

ery.

Another prenatal record con-

firmed severe preeclampsia with no

recorded recognition of adequate

treatment, and perhaps altered

records, resulting in adult respiratory

distress syndrome, disseminated

intravascular coagulation, sepsis, and

death.

Discussion

Good doctors do make mistakes

and there are errors of omission.

However, there are also instances of

malpractice. Of the doctors involved

in the top 1 3 claims, five had one or

two other claims in the highest-paid

claims group. Only one of these

doctors is still in good standing with

Copic. Nevertheless, the legal system

may penalize competent doctors

who have not constructed their

charts to serve as legal documents.

The medical chart is no longer a

medical document, but a legal

document. Chief Justice Oliver

Wendell Holmes said, "Don't be

foolish, boy. We practice law, not

justice. "2

Previous analyses have empha-
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sized standard of care or the amount
of recovery for jury verdicts versus

settlements. '3 The emphasis here is

omissions from the medical record

and blatant system failures. The

medical record is important in nearly

every medical liability claim. Details

of patient care may never be known
and the doctor's testimony will

frequently not be believed. Years

later, plaintiff, defense attorneys, and

expert witnesses will have only the

medical record on which to base

their conclusions as to whether the

standard of practice was met.

When involved in a high-

exposure case, the plaintiffs attorney

may demand settlement for limits of

insurance or threaten punitive

damages. Avoiding such demands
requires excellent records and

provision of the best patient care.

Humanistic concern for the patient

of lack of it may be reflected in the

record. A good record will abort

demands that blackmail physicians

and insurance companies to settle at

limits.

Study of the Copic data base

with cost analysis of 3205 multi-

specialty claims showed an average

cost per claim of $22,584. When
there were medical-record deficits,

e.g., inadequate instructions, delayed

entries, inadequate notes, and

consent-form issues, these claims

were more than double the average

cost. When there were system

failures, these claims nearly tripled

the average cost.

Attorneys and the media some-

times contend that the malpractice

crisis is due to a small number of bad

doctors. Is this correct when 77.6%
of all obstetricians and gynecologists

are sued? Nevertheless, there are

instances of substandard care, and

these data showed that five doctors

in the top 1 3 claims had 30% of the

other suits in the highest-paid group

resulting from malpractice. This

analysis showed that 12 patients

(30%) had proper treatment. The tort

system is often ineffective for differ-

entiating between these groups. It is

an inefficient compensation system

when only 28 cents of every pre-

mium dollar goes to injured patients.

An average delay of 4.9 years to

dispose of a case benefits neither the

patient nor the physician. Judges and

attorneys are trained in the adver-

sarial nature of the tort system;

physicians are trained to be patient

advocates. American medicine is

one of the last bastions of advocacy

and humanistic concern for the

patient. This bulwark is being

eroded.

The standard of care is no longer

what was done, but why, according

to the record, something was done. If

the record is silent, there is no

defense. If an error was made but the

decision was reached through a

thought process recorded in the

chart, there is a defense. Many
attorneys contend that if an event is

not noted in the chart, it did not

happen. The chart must be timely,

accurate, and unchanged.

The physician should make his

or her systems as foolproof as

possible. The record will document

whether treatment responses were

timely and showed interest, concern,

and caring.

"In 1 987, tort costs in the

United States were $117
billion. This dollar amount
has increased 300 times

during the past 57 years

and represents 2.5% of

the gross national

product.

"

NOTES:
^ American College of Obstetricians and

Gynecologists. Professional liability and its

effect: Report of 1 990 survey ofACOG
membership. Washington, DC: American

College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists,

1990.
2 Bader L. The justice from Beacon Hill: The

life and times of Oliver Wendell Holmes. New
York: Harper Collins, 1 991 :608.

3 Whitelaw JM. Hysterectomy: "A medical-

legal perspective, 1975 to 1985". Am I

Obestet Gynecol 1 990: 1 62:1 45 1 -8.

Rosenblatt RA. "An analysis of closed

obstetric malpractice claims." Obstet Gynecol

l989;74:7i0-3.
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Health Care Policy

"CMS will act as a

matching service. .

.

Locum Tenens Project -

Locum Tenens
Application

Physicians practicing in rural

Colorado quickly describe a list of

difficulties which come along with

the joys of practicing in a rural

setting. While the commitment of

CMS alone can not create all of the

changes necessary to assist rural

health care, there are some things we
can do.

CMS is starting a locum tenens

project. We hope you will find it of

service.

CMS will act as a matching

service between host physicians and

locum tenens. We are in the process

of developing a pool of physicians

interested in serving as locum

tenens. If you are interested in

working as a locum tenens, and have

not already completed an applica-

tion, please complete the form

provided in this issue of Colorado

Medicine and return it to CMS. Feel

free to photocopy the form for others

who might be interested.

HOW THE PROJECT
WILL WORK -

The application form provides

the basic information necessary to

match the credentials of potential

locum tenens with the requirements '

of host physicians. Physicians in
{

need of the services of a locum :

tenens are invited to contact CMS.
|

After receiving some basic informa- i

tion from the host physician, CMS
will provide a list of potential locum

tenens who meet the basic require-

ments as described. In addition, we
will provide a packet of information |

to guide host physicians through the 1

process of establishing locum tenens

coverage for their practices. The rest

is between the host physician and

the locum tenens. All negotiations

re: fees, lodging, practice arrange-

ments, etc is up to the participating

physicians, thereby eliminating the

costly overhead and administrative

fees which make other locum tenens

service agencies so expensive. There

is no cost to CMS members for these

services.

Please photocopy and fill out the

form at right, then return it to CMS if

you are interestd. You may mail your

application to:

Locum Tenens Program

Colorado Medical Society

PO Box 17550
Denver, CO 80217-0550

or FAX it to (303) 771-8657.

If you have any questions about

the program, please call (303) 779-

5455 (in the Denver area) or 1 -800-

654-5653 (outside the metro area).

CMS staff will be glad to assist you.
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Colorado Medical Society—Locum Tenens Project

Application to Serve as Locum Tenens

vJame: Phone No.

\ddress:

Date of Birth: Are you a CMS Member?

5peciaity(s):

Medical License No. Malpractice Insurer:

,ln what specialties are you residency trained?

In what specialties are you board certified?

Are you willing to assume responsibility for an OB practice?

Are you willing to supervise non-physician health care providers (e.g., PAs, Nurse Practitioners, etc.)?

Do you have any health problems which might interfere with your ability to practice medicine effectively?

Professional Practice History:

Location Type of Practice Dates

Your requirements for placement:

Type(s) of practice:

Scope of Practice (on-call nights or weekends, EMS physician advisor, etc.)

Length of Assignment (Are you interested in 1 day a week on a regular basis; long term (2 3 months); 1 week/ 1 2

times per year, etc.)

Other:
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In the age of corporate takeovers...

Editor's note: The makeup of

the physician community in

Colorado constantly changes,

as does the populace as a

whole. Questions arise,

particularly from physicians

and those they work with who
are relatively new on the

scene, about Copic's statutory

foundation, ownership,

vulnerability to takeover by

outsiders, et cetera.

In order to provide an

efficient way to surface those

legitimate questions, Copic

Topics met with and otherwise

communicated with a panel of

experts. Included were Dr. K.

Mason Howard, Chairman of

the Board of Copic; Larry

Thrower, President of Copic;

and George Dikeou, General

Counsel and a Copic Director.

Sandra Maloney, Executive

Director of the Colorado

Medical Society, along with

the Editor of Copic Topics

posed the questions.

Maloney: I have a general knowl-

edge about Copic's origins, but

would someone please start from the

beginning?

Dikeou: In 1977 the Colorado

General Assembly enacted a statute,

C.R.S. 1 1 -70-101 et. seq., which

allowed any group of physicians to

establish a trust for the sole purpose

of insuring against malpractice

losses.

Pursuant to this statute physician

insureds make annual premium
payments to the Trust in exchange

for malpractice insurance. These

accumulated premiums become the

corpus of the Trust, to be used to pay

losses.

The trustees of the Trust, as

fiduciaries and not as "owners" in

any sense, hold legal title to the

corpus and must manage it to protect

physician insureds against loss.

Dr. Howard: In a limited sense,

Copic goes back even before that. In

1 973 the Colorado Medical Society

initiated a program with one of the

major commercial insurance carri-

ers, The Hartford, to pool insurance

premiums, maximizing buying

power and establish a premium
credit plan. That program continued

with CMS sponsorship through

1981, providing liability coverage to

the vast majority of Colorado

physicians and surgeons.

In 1981 something called The

Hartford/CMS Professional Liability

Trust was established in an attempt

to give physicians more control over

their professional liability insurance

destiny, but that wasn't the outcome,

and so some of us began investigat-

ing the feasibility and advisability of

forming a truly physician-driven

insurance company.

On June 26, 1981, under the

authority of existing Colorado

statute, Copic Trust, a single-state,

doctor-controlled company was
launched, and the following year

began functioning with support from

CMS of approximately $400,000,

which has been repaid.

Then, in 1984, Copic Insurance

Company, wholly owned by Copic

Trust, received a charter from the

Colorado State Insurance Commis-
sioner as a multi-line insurance

company.

Maloney: Does Copic Trust still

exist?

Dikeou: Very much so. Copic Trust

might be compared to a bank's trust

department which manages assets as

a fiduciary.

Those assets are held for the

payment of malpractice judgments

and settlements and all costs associ-

ated with those payments, including

defense costs, administrative costs,

etc. Among the assets held to meet

those obligations, current and future,

are 1 00 percent of the stock in Copic

Insurance Company, 1 00 percent of

the stock in Copic Insurance Agency
and title to the Copic Building at

7800 E. Dorado PI., Greenwood
Plaza.

It obviously is anticipated that the

Trust assets will be more than

sufficient to pay for all losses and

expenses incurred on behalf of

physicians who are or have been

insured by the Trust and Copic

Insurance Company.
Since the Trust still has open cases

which date to 1 981 it can reason-

ably be expected that cases relating

to our 1 991 policies will be open
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\lWhat about Copic?

! (Part I of two parts)

I' vvell into the first decade of the next

e; century. If, at the end of insurance

business by the Trust directly, there

! are assets remaining in the Trust, its

trustees are obligated to use such

I

assets in a manner which shall

j

benefit physicians in Colorado.

I
It is important to recognize that the

trustees of Copic Trust have an

' ongoing fiduciary responsibility to

' manage Trust assets to carry out the

j

purpose of the Trust; this is an

! obligation keenly felt and strongly

held by them.

Maloney: How are the Trust and

Copic Insurance Company governed

today?

Dr. Howard: The membership of

Copic Trust has, by ballot on re-

peated occasions, named a Board of

Trustees to provide that governance,

and has amended the Trust bylaws

in a fashion which permits the Board

to govern and to fulfill its fiduciary

responsibilities to all policyholders.

In 1 990 physicians who had been

Copic Trust insureds voted nearly

unanimously in a mail ballot that

henceforth the Board of Directors of

Copic Insurance Company would
appoint the Board of Trustees of the

Trust. In practice the two boards

have the same members, and they

act variously for the two closely

related entities.

Our intent in the early 1980s was
that the Trust would cease writing

new policies, and that Copic Insur-

ance Company would provide all

coverage.

However, in 1986 Copic's princi-

pal competitors suddenly quit the

state in the face of spiraling malprac-

tice judgments and settlements,

leaving 1,200 Colorado physicians

in desperate straits, and we reacti-

vated the Trust as an insurance

writer to accommodate them.

As of January 1 ,
1 992, the Trust is

once again in the process of gradu-

ally winding down its insurance

operations, eventually to be left only

as the holding company parent of

Copic Insurance Company and

Copic Insurance Agency.

Editor: It has just come to light

that controlling interest in one of

Copic's "sister" Physician Insurers

Association of America carriers in

Ohio suddenly, and without prior

knowledge of the company staff, let

alone the insureds, was being sold to

another company. What about

Copic? Is any Copic entity for sale?

Thrower: No. It is true that as Copic

has grown in strength, assets and

expertise, overtures have come from

several sources which expressed

interest in purchase or merger. Each

has been firmly and flatly rejected by

the Board and management.

Our company was established to

solve a single problem within

Colorado only, and it is not looking

to being subsumed by some non-

Colorado carrier, or anyone else.

The Ohio PIAA company was

vulnerable because, not only was it

for profit, but its stock is traded and

is on the NASDAQ index.

(Part II will appear in the December,

1 992 issue of Colorado Medicine)

Maloney: How are the

Trust and Copic Insurance

Company governed

today?
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Special AMA Report: (NDBRA)

If you've received a solicitation... Take another closer look!

"The membership

application requests

highly sensitive

information...
"

j
M'

AMA Staff Meets with "Data
Bank Response Assn."

A number of state and specialty

medical associations and individual

physicians were part of a mass

mailing this summer from an organi-

zation calling itself the "National

Data Bank Response Association".

The organization promotes itself

as a "counterbalance" to the feder-

ally-operated National Practitioner

Data Bank (NPDB). For a $250
membership fee, the organization

will forward its physician members
explanations of adverse actions

(such as loss of hospital privileges)

and malpractice claims to entities

like hospitals that request informa-

tion from, or "query" the NPDB
regarding the physician.

These explanations are to be in

addition to those that are allowed in

the federally authorized NPDB
forms.

Members of the AMA staff

recently met with representatives of

the Data Bank Response Association

and learned that not all is as repre-

sented by the mailed solicitation.

The mailing claims that the

NDBRA offers as part of the mem-
bership fee: a newsletter, lobbying

support, specialty claims tracking,

insurance placement assistance,

quarterly tracking of any entities that

query the member's NPDB file and

an option of appointing the organi-

zation as the physician's "authorized

agent," thereby giving the organiza-

tion access to the physician's NPDB
file.

For an additional fee, the

organization offers a "claim/action

rating" service, which purports to

offer the services of a physician, trial

attorney and malpractice insurance

underwriter to evaluate settled or

pending cases.

AMA staff were advised by

NDBRA representatives that:

•The NDBRA is not currently, as it

holds itself out to be, an associa-

tion.

• Some of the features the organiza-

tion promotes are not in existence;

i.e., it does not have currently a

newsletter and does not offer

lobbying support.

• The organization offers a "rating"

or "analysis" of members' mal-

practice claims, however, the

"rating" is based primarily on

information received from its

members, and may not be deemed
credible by entities receiving it, as

it may be viewed as unverified or

self-serving.

Based on the meeting and a

review of the organization's materi-

als, AMA legal staff has further

concerns including the following:

• It is not clear that the state peer

review statute in Tennessee, in

which the organization is located,

offers protection for confidential

information held by the organiza-

tion regarding its physician

members. Both the NPDB report,

which the organization obtains on

behalf of its members, and the

information that is requested on

the application require adequate

confidentiality safeguards. The

membership application requests

highly sensitive information asking

such things as whether the physi-

cian applicant has ever been

charged with DWI (driving while

intoxicated), has ever oeen

investigated or charged with a

feiony or misdemeanor.
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National Data Bank Response Association

It is not what it appears to be.

from the AMA FedNet

Under federal law, the informa-

tion in a physician's NPDB file

j

cannot be disclosed in response to a

I

subpoena. However, federal law

does not otherwise prohibit the

disclosure of NPDB information that

is "otherwise authorized" under state

law. Thus, information could be

subject to discovery requests (as well

as subject to a subpoena in the case

of information included in an

application) in, for example, a

lawsuit alleging medical negligence.

• The organization provides an

"authorized agent form" for

members to "appoint" the organi-

zation as their authorized agent to

obtain a copy of the physician's

NPDB report, as well as to find out

if other entities have requested a

copy of the physician's NPDB file.

This form, however, does not

comply with the requirements of

the federal government. Physicians

who wish to use an authorized

agent are required to themselves

register the agent with the NPDB.
The practitioner must send a letter

of notification to the NPDB
containing a number of specified

items of information. Virtually

none of the information required

by the federal government to

designate an authorized agent is

contained on the organization's

form, so it is uncertain whether the

organization's authorization form

will even be accepted by the

NPDB.
• It is questionable whether entities

that receive the additional expla-

nations of adverse actions and

malpractice claims from the

organization will deem them to be

credible, since they are not

verified with the primary source.

i.e., the hospital that takes an

adverse credentialing action.

• The federal government already

provides an authorized dispute

resolution process by which

physicians can dispute the accu-

racy of information in a NPDB
report. The NPDB encourages

physicians to attempt to resolve

the dispute with the reporting

entity. If the dispute cannot be

resolved, the physician can ask the

Secretary of the Department of

Health and Human Services to

review the dispute. If the dispute is

decided in favor of the physician,

the original report will be voided.

If the dispute is resolved against

the physician, the physician can

place a brief statement in the

NPDB report describing the

disagreement.

Recently, the Health Resources

and Services Administration (HRSA)

Bureau of Health Professions re-

leased its Interim Report to the

NPDB Executive Committee. The

report provides current information

on topics of interest regarding the

NPDB. The Bureau responded to

requests for information about the

organization (NDBRA) by stating:

"The Bureau's assessment of NDBRA
is that it appears to be a gimmick to

identify high-risk physicians to sell

them high-risk insurance".

Physicians who are interested in

these types of services are urged to

request that their attorney obtain

information regarding confidentiality

safeguards as well as any other

information deemed necessary to

protect the physician's interests.

"The Bureau's assessment

of NDBRA is that it

appears to be a

gimmick. .

.

"

For further information,

contact

llene Davidson Johnson,

AMA Office of the

General Counsel,

(312) 464 -4606 .
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Access to Food
Constitutes
a Human Right

World hunger is an

ever-present scourge that

claims 35,000 lives each day.

Access to food constitutes a human right.

In 1 976, the United States Congress

passed a Right to Food Resolution which

declared the sense of the congress to be

"that all people have a right to a

nutritionally adequate diet".

Physicians Against World Hunger (PAWN), a non-profit, tax-

exempt organization was founded so that physicians could

collectively defend this human right by raising funds to support

well-recognized, reputable organizations that are directly

engaged in working with the poor primarily for the purpose of

ending death by starvation.

Please join us—together physicians must help bring an end to

world hunger.

Physicians AgainstWorld Hunger
#2 Stowe Road, Peekskill, NY 1 0566

YES I wish to join PAWH in the struggle to end world hunger

— enclosed is my contribution.

$50 OSIOO ^$250 OSSOO Other

NAME P[£ASE PRINT

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

SIGNATURE

Please forwardyour tax deductible contribution to

Physicians Against World Hunger
#2 Stowe Road, Peekskill, NY J 0566

m
BE AN AIR FORCE

PHYSICIAN.
Become the dedicated physician you
want to be while serving your country in

today’s Air Force. Discover the tremen-

dous benefits of Air Force medicine. Talk

to an Air Force medical program manag-
er about the quality lifestyle and benefits

you enjoy as an Air Force professional,

along with:

• 30 days vacation with pay per year
• Dedicated, professional staff

• Non-contributing retirement plan if

qualified

Today’s Air Force offers the medical envi-

ronment you seek. Find out how to quali-

fy. Call prgg uSAF Health Professions
1-800-423-USAF



Pedioscopy:

(The Time Has Come
I

I

In our small community we have

struggled with reimbursement reform

among our medical and surgical

specialties. My impression is that we
will never be able to get pediatricians

to adequately charge for their services

under our current fee systems. 1 would
propose that we make a major shift in

order to bring pediatrics up to par. I

suggest pedioscopy.

Pedioscopy— here's how it

would work. We construct a pedio-

scope - an apparatus that would be

worn whenever examining children

up to the age of eighteen. Training in

the use of the pedioscope will become
n of every pediatric residency. This

.w scope must be expensive, about

$6,000.00, and it will need to have

both a highly technical light source

and variable magnification. Repairs

must be hard to arrange and expen-

sive.

Evaluation and management of

children will now become a proce-

dure. As with all procedures, pedios-

copy will have to be in the back of the

CPT code book. The billing code will

begin with a golden "8" instead of the

more mundane "9". The mystique

around our new instrument will

require a slight fee increase. If a 1
5-

minute office visit with a child goes for

$35.00, I would set a 1 5-minute visit

with the pedioscope at about $ 1 40.00

(extra training, more liability, more
overhead - you have all heard the

rationale).

How can a pediatrician afford a

$6,000.00 pedioscope, all the ex-

penses of a procedure room and the

staff to clean it? No problem. We
arrange a 99070 supply code that

allows him or her to buy a new scope

every year - even though the scope

will last for three years.

How does pedioscopy solve any
problems? Let me explain. Pediatri-

cians now will be able to double their

income while working four days a

week and going home at 4:30 p.m.

The specialty will instantly become
more genteel, more relaxed.

Who will take over the load when
pediatricians no longer need to work
their 70-hour week? No problem.

Magically, more residency slots will

appear and fill rates will skyrocket.

We will soon have pediatricians

looking for places to practice.

How will the public benefit? It

may not be evident now, but soon we
will know. The companies that

manufacture pedioscopes will gener-

ously fund research projects to identify

the amazing benefits of the new
technology. We will be seeing things

on kids that have never been seen

before and will keep the news media

in awe. "P" values will plummet.

How to convince the academia?

Please re-read the last paragraph and

remember who will be doing the

research.

There will be some disadvantages.

First of all, family physicians may start

attending pedioscopy seminars and

decide that they, too, should be able

to perform and bill for pedioscopy.

There may be some negative repercus-

sions from the government. H.C.F.A.

will likely initiate unfavorable press on

a national scale. But the biggest risk

may be the financial trap of too much
time and too much income. Pediatri-

cians may even begin to believe they

can invest their funds well. If history

repeats itself, they may end up in

worse financial shape than they are in

today.

But regardless, the time has come
to give pedioscopy a try.

by Roger C. Shenkel, M.D.
Family Physician

Grand Junction, Colorado

A family physician in

Grand Junction, Colorado,

who got his tongue stuck

in his cheek while

struggling with

reimbursement reform as

president of a 140-

physician multi-specialty

IPA.
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The Interview
A short story

(Part I of three parts)

Alex Bookman
had a difficult time

choosing a medical

specialty. Like many
students, his inter-

ests ebbed and
flowed depending
on the clinical rota-

tion he found him-

self in at the mo-
ment. As the dead-

line forhis residency

applications approached, he was per-

plexed. All he knew for sure was that

he did not want to be an OB/GYN,
owing to some experiences in which

he became woozy and had to be as-

sisted from the examining room.

In trying to sort through the various

mailings, advice from friends, and other

well-meaning counseling, Alex ran

across a brochure from an obscure

California program that offered the

nation's first residency in thanatology.

Not really knowing what thanatology

was, other than the vague description

that he read in the brochure, Alex

decided to take a chance. He slapped

together a personal statement and just

managed to have his application for-

warded before the deadline.

Some weeks later, Alex was invited

for an interview. He made the neces-

sary arrangements, borrowed his

brother's brown suit, and boarded a

plane for California. Upon touching

down in the seasonless desert, Alex

rented a car and set off to meet Dr. Erno

Zykion, founder and director of the

thanatology program at Mercy Hospi-

tal.

Alex pulled into the parking lot just

outside the Lucrezia Borgia Pavilion

where the "Compassion Sciences" pro-

gram was headquartered. As Alex

sought a suitable parking space, the

'Whether tis nohCer in the mind to suffer

Ihhe stings andarrows ofoutrateousfortune,

Or to take arms against a sea of trouhtes,

dlndhy opposing endthemFdb die; to steep. .

.

— Shakgspeare

car radio delivered some arcane ad-

vice from David Bowie: "...Run for the

shadows/Run for the shadows in these

golden years."

The grounds of the hospital were

pleasant, not unlike those of most

branch banks. The main walkway into

the building was lined with saplings,

all carefully staked so that they would
grow properly and not be an embar-

rassment to the hospital. Off in the

corner of the parking lot, Alex noticed

a lone demonstrator propped up against

a trash can, asleep. Against her chest

she held a hand-lettered cardboard

sign, the substance of which Alex rec-

ognized as being from Dylan Thomas:

Do not go gentle into that good
night

Old age should bum and rave at

the close of the day

Rage, rage against the dying of

the light.

Alex continued through the auto-

matic doors into the spacious lobby of

the pavilion, his shoes slipping on the

carpet. He noticed that his palms were

a little sweaty as he boarded the eleva-

tor, rechecked the room number on his

letter of invitation, and pressed the

button for the third floor. The elevator

intercom played the soothing strains

from M*A*S*H, "Suicide is Painless."

As the elevator doors opened, Alex

stepped into the reception area, which

he thought was a bit impersonal, with

glaring white lights, like in a Stanley

Kubrick movie. There were plastic trees

in pots in the corners, and on the wall,

a poster ofthe roadrunner being chased

by Wile E. Coyote, except that the

cartoon predator was wearing a stetho -

scope and carrying a syringe. Alex

didn't bother to read the caption.
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I

II

by foe Batuello, MSI
;i Denver, Colorado
\

j

After a few minutes Dr. Zykion

emerged and offered his hand to Alex.

Alex thought Dr. Zykion looked some-

|What familiar, and after a few moments
"it occurred to him that the doctor bore

*a vague resemblance to Grandpa
Munster, except that he wore green

I

plaid pants, a white belt and white

shoes.

Alex was led into Dr. Zykion's office

where he was introduced to a rather

scary looking fellow named Vinny

Xarlucci, one of the directors of the

program. The man was introduced as

"mister" rather than "doctor" so it was

assumed that he was not a physician.

As he sat down, Alex wondered if Mr.

Carlucci was the last man to see Jimmy
Hoffa alive.

Dr. Zykion launched into an enthusi-

astic description of the program. "This

is the specialty of the future. Bookman.

Think of it: thousands of terminally ill

patients facing a life of what? Pain,

machines and Medicare!"

The doctor suddenly became dra-

matic. "We offer an alternative, the

right alternative,...the compassionate

alternative."

Alex noticed Mr. Carlucci leaning

back in his chair, cracking his knuck-

les. Dr. Zykion continued: "Face it.

Bookman, death is messy, it's unpleas-

ant, and it's downright inconvenient.
|

We allow people to choose how and

when it's time to go, when the time is

right for them. This way they can work

around major holidays, school vaca-

tions and things of that nature. We're

innovative, committed," Dr. Zykion
i

continued, patting Mr. Carlucci on the

shoulder, "and experienced."
I

Any questions?"

(Continued in Part II, December, 1 992)

Legal Representation before the

Colorado State Board of

Medical Examiners

Jeffrey M. Laski

Attorney at Law
337-1400

liniCIIIB DEIIVEI BIIEt lOCUIII lEBEIS!

CompHealth, the nation’s premier locum tenens organization, now provides

primary care coverage and flexible, part-time opportunities for physicians m the

greater Denver area. Call today to discuss daily, weekly, weekend, evening, or

monthly coverage for your practice, or to find out more about building a flexible

locum tenens practice right here m the greater Denver area.

303.777-8002 CottipHealHi/Denver
P.O. Box 100218, Denver, CO 80250 LOCAL STAFFING NETWORK

Provider Billing Services
A full service accounts receivable
management firm offering:

• individualized billing methods and reports via flexible

custom software updated by in-house programmers
• insurance tracing enhanced by automated account

maintenance
• efficient account collection activity via “predictive

dialer” campaigns
• ICD-9 and CPT-4 coding for maximum
reimbursement

• purchasing of current accounts receivable

• a commitment to keep pace with the ever changing

rules and regulations in patient account billing

Please call for more detailed information,

reference lists and an overview of our extremely

competitive fees.

7401 N. Broadway #400, Denver CO 80221

(303) 430-8003 (800) 326-0998
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Health Care Financing

Edie K. Register, Directoi

Health Care Financing^

Proper Use of Modifier -25

Grant Steffen, MD
Medical Director, Medicare Part B

Colorado Medicare Carrier

"The recommendation

here is 'Document—
Document— Document'".

Many physicians send me copies of

claims that were denied by Medicare

and that the physicians believe

should have been paid. For the most

part, I agree with their belief and

then try to figure out why the claims

were denied. On occasion the fault

lies with the "System" here at the

carrier's office (By the way, we deal

with close to 400,000 claims per

month.) I have found, however, that

the majority of the time, the claim

was the problem and many times,

the problem was a failure to use

modifier -25.

The AMA, through its CRT
manual, developed modifier -25 as

part of the new set of visit or evalua-

tion/management codes. This

modifier is used to identify a "Signifi-

cant, Separately Identifiable Evalua-

tion and Management Service by the

Same Physician on the Day of a

Procedure" (CPT, p. 564). Please

note two aspects of this definition.

First, the modifier identifies an E/M

code and therefore should be

appended to that code and not the

code for the procedure.

Second, the CPT manual identi-

fies both services and procedures.

The E/M codes are obviously identi-

fying services. Most of the other

90000 codes (Medicine) and almost

all of the surgical codes (10000-

69999) identify procedures. In the

Medicine section, the introductory

paragraphs to the families of codes

identifies them as either services or

procedures. Anesthesia codes 00100
to 01999, identify services. Radiol-

ogy codes, 70010 to 79999, identify

both services and procedures.

Laboratory codes, 80002 to 89399,

identify services.

If you do a procedure and on the

same day perform a significant

separately identifiable evaluation

and management service, you must

attach -25 to the E/M code. If you

don't. Medicare's system will not

recognize that service as separately

payable. Please review the definition

of this modifier and all the modifiers

that pertain to your specialty. These

definitions make up Appendix A in

the CPT manual

You should also know that

HCFA will ask the carrier to monitor

the use of -25 on a post-payment

basis. The recommendation here is

"Document—Document—Docu-

ment".
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[department
OFAHEALTH

Health D E PA RTM E N

El Paso County: Breaking the Chain
by Ken Gerhart, MA

and Renee Johnson, BS
Spinal Cord Injury Early Notification System

People with mild spinal cord

injuries, including those who "walk

out of the hospital", still face a chain

of significant health and psycho-

social problems. One Colorado

county recently took steps to break

that chain.

Individuals with incomplete and

\
resolving spinal cord injuries may

' not have access to the benefits,

interventions, and resources offered

' their more severely disabled counter-

parts who participate in rehabilita-

tion programs. As a result, El Paso

County, using disability prevention

funds provided to the Colorado

Department of Health by the U.S.

Centers for Disease Control, devel-

oped a pilot program aimed at these

particular spinal cord injury survi-

vors.

Patients wishing to participate in

the program were referred to El Paso

County's public health nurses. All

received in-home visits and compre-

hensive needs assessments.

The nurses helped these spinal

cord injury survivors identify bowel,

bladder, and skin problems; adjust-

ment, financial and employment
problems; depression; and alcohol

and drug problems. They provided

health and medical education, made
referrals to vocational rehabilitation

and drug treatment programs, helped

individuals learn about entitlements

and benefits, and helped initiate

necessary return visits to physicians.

Prior to beginning their pilot

program, the public health nurses

participated in an instructional

program offered by the Spinal Cord

Injury Early Notification System

(ENS) in the Colorado Health

Department. The ENS discussed

spinal cord injury complications,

identified local resources, and

described problem-solving tech-

niques. Even though the nurses were

not specifically experienced in spinal

cord injury management, they

quickly became adept in assessing

clients, identifying needs, and

making the necessary referrals— all

on the survivors' own home turf.

Although the initial seed money
which got this program operational

has been used, El Paso County

continues to offer similar support to

newly-injured residents. Other

counties interested in this program

should contact the ENS. Support can

be offered in the form of technical

assistance, training, and help in

identifying patients and local re-

sources. Also, El Paso county's

nurses are willing to share their

experiences and insights.

For more information about the

ENS, contact Renee Johnson at the

Colorado Department of Health, at

(303) 692-2637.

'Individuals with

incomplete and resolving

spinal cord injuries may
not have access"
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New home for the

Colorado Department of Health
COLORADO
DEPARTMENT
OFAHEALTH

All of the Department's health and environmental program offices in the Denver Area (except the laboratory)

have moved from four locations to one new headquarters at 4300 Cherry Creek Drive South.

The Laboratory Division remains at the East 1 1th address. Listed below are general information numbers for all

divisions. Please use this as an update to page 234 of your 1992 Medical Office Resource Book.

New main Department Address:

4300 Cherry Creek Drive South

Denver, CO 80222-1530

Main switchboard: (303) 692-2000

Program

Administrative Services Division

Administration & Support

Air Pollution Control Commission

Air Pollution Control Division

Alcohol & Drug Abuse Division

Consumer Protection Division

Disease Control & Env. Epidemiology Division

Emergency Medical Services Division

Emergency response Line (environmental emergencies)

Environment, Office of

Executive Director, Office of

External Affairs, Office of

Eamily & Community Health Services Division

Hazardous Materials & Waste Mgmt. Division

Health Eacilities Division

Health, Office of

Health Statistics & Vital Records Division

Laboratory Division

Prevention Programs Division

Public Relations

Radiation Control Division

Water Quality Control Commission

Water Quality Control Division

Laboratory Division Address:

4210 E. 1 1th Ave

Denver, CO 80220-3716

General number (303) 691-4700

Number

692-2100

692-2100

692-3180

692-3100

692-2930

692-3620

692-2700

692-2980

756-4455

692-3000

692-2100

692-2020

692-2310

692-3300

692-2800

692-2100

692-2200

691-

4700

692-

2500

692-2020

692-3030

692-3520

692-3500
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An expensive charting system

is one that doesn't work.

Cubjective: “The Plaintiffs husband had his first embolism

^ 21 months ago,”

Abjective: “Doctor, please show the COURT that

roonrA in \;niir nhort ”

A

P

record in your chart.’’

ssessment: “0h...#@*$#@*

Ians: Call BIBBERO!!!

Contact Sue Lewis or Tom Rothgeb at (303) 969-9997 or (800) 358-8240 Ext. #83

COLORADO COMMUNICATIONS COALITION* PRESENTS
The Miles Program

For Physician-Patient

Communication

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
8:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. - By reservation only.

Enrollment: 25 maximum/12 minimum. If the minimum number is not reserved two weeks prior to a scheduled date,

that workshop will be cancelled, enrollees so notified and the fee will be refunded.

Registration fee: $100.00. Copic-insured physicians receive a refund of the fee.

Contact: Copic Risk Management Department, 779-0044/1-800-421-1834.

Location: CMS/Copic Offices, 7800 E. Dorado Place, Greenwood Plaza

Thursday, November 12, 1992

Wednesday, December 9, 1992

Wednesday, January 13, 1993

Wednesday, Eebruary 3, 1993

Tuesday, March 2, 1993

Saturday, March 27, 1993

Wednesday, April 7, 1993

Wednesday, May 5, 1993

Wednesday, June 2, 1993

Tuesday, Jul;y 13, 1993

Wednesday, August 1 1, 1993

Faculty: Kenneth A. Kahn, M.D./Frederic W. Platt. M.D., for CMS.

Kathy Gardner. BSN, MA/Margaret Cary, M.D., (B.M.E.) for Copic.

Four credit hours Category 1 Continuing Medical Education. One Copic EN Point for Preferred Risk Premium Plan.

* The coalition includes the Colorado Foundation for Medical Care, Colorado Medical Society. Colorado Personalized Education tor Physicians,

Colorado Physician Health Program, Colorado Society of Osteopathic Medicine, Colorado State Board of Medical Examiners & Copie Insuranee Co.
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Medical News

Over two million dollars

given to Colorado EMS
services.

Many communities in Colorado

are in need of improvment to

existing funding provided to Emer-

gency Medical Services. Funds for

these grants come from the $1 .00

surcharge on all motor vehicle

registrations. The General Assembly

passed the original legislation in

1 989 and renewed it for another five

years in the 1992 session.

This program provides upgrades

in medical equipment, vehicles,

communications and training for

EMS providers. In the past, rural

communities have been the most

deficient in the area of emergency

medical services. Two years ago

when this program began, Colorado

was ranked 38th in the nation for

funding of EMS. This year Colorado

ranks 1 6th.

The Colorado Department of

EHealth's Emergency Medical Ser-

vices (EMS) Division awarded the

funds to 1 23 agencies. Over the next

several months EMS providers

throughout the state will receive $2.5

million in grants to help improve

their services for Colorado citizens

and visitors.

"Again this’year, special empha-
sis is being given to agencies that

service the gambling areas," says

Earry McNatt, director of the EMS
Division in th Colorado Department

of Health. "With the extra traffic

going to Cripple Creek, Black Hawk
and Central City, this year funds

have been awarded to Northeast

Teller County Fire Protection District

for an emergency vehicle; and to

Golden Volunteer Fire Department,

which services Highway 6, an access

road to Blackhawk and Central City,

for an emergency vehicle."

In the past two years over

$400,000 has been given to the

services in the gambling areas.

With the introduction of limited

gambling in the state of Colorado

and the projected influx of visitors

and income to the state these funds

are a welcome addition to the saftey

and well being of our citizens and

visitors.

Scholarships Available to

Needy Physicians
Applications are currently being

accepted for three scholarships

worth more than $4,500 each for

physicians to attend management
education programs offered by The

American College of Physician

Executives. The annual awards are

provided to physicians who are

employed in health care organiza-

tions that provide service in areas

that are medically underserved or

I

II

that rely predominantly on public or

charitable funding.

Each scholarship includes tuition

and a per diem for expenses for

attendance at the College's national

conference. May 1 1-15, 1 993 in

New Orleans, LA. The purpose of the

scholarship program is to promote

management development and

training within organizations that do
not typically have funds for this

purpose available for their physician

managers.

Deadline for submission is

December 31, 1992. All submissions

must be sent to;

Ms. Remie Cannon
Scholarship Staff Coordinator

The American College of

Physician Executives

4890 West Kennedy Blvd.

Ste 200
Tampa, Florida 33609-2575

Applicants who need further

information for clarification may call

Remie Cannon at 1-800-562-8088

These Diseases No Longer

Reportable
During the September meeting of

the Colorado Board of Health, the

board approved the deletion of

work-related asthma and work-

related hypersensitivity pneumonitis

from the list of diseases reportable by

physicians and other health care

providers.
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BOULDER COUNTY MEDICAL
|SOCIETY

I
Joanne M Edney, MD
1 3555 Fitzsimons Way

.
Aurora, CO 8001

1

' Elected 09/29/89

EL PASO COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY

Patrick C Dunster, MD
PO Box 460
Woodland Park, CO 80866
Elected 09/09/92

Joel J Kellner, MD
31 1 N Union Blvd

Colorado Springs, CO 80909
Elected 09/09/92

Mark Krautheim, MD
2301 E Pikes Peak Ave #201
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
Elected 09/09/92

Timothy S Rummel, MD
1 725 E Boulder St #204
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
Elected 09/09/92

Physician Recognition

Awards
Shari J Fitzgerald

Curt R Freed

Rebecca A Fried

Robert A Fried

Richard H Glasser

Mark L Helm
Enno F Heuscher
Linton S Holsenbeck
Daniel P Maher
Lawrence R Menconi
John R Mrozek
Mark R Olson
Ulysses S G Peoples
Marion L Schmucker
William R Seybold
Patrick L Thompson
Robert C Wright
Paul C Zwiebel

N Ew Members/In Memory

In Memory
Dr. Joseph H. Patterson of Engle-

wood, died September 23 at the age

of 81 . Dr. Patterson was born in

Denver. He graduated from the

University of Colorado, Boulder, and

the University of Colorado School of

Medicine, Denver, in 1935. He
completed his urology residency at

Los Angeles County Hospital in

1 942. he was a member of the

Colorado Medical Society, Denver

Medical Society, American Urology

Association and the Denver Medical

Club.

RISKMANAGEMEm*-
SAFEGUARDING THE FUTURE
February 2 - 6, 1993 at Keystone Resort, Colorado

The MICHIGAN STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY and MICHIGAN
PHYSICIAN'SMUTUAL LIABILITY COMPANY invite you to participate

in this informtive risk management conference which will provide you with

pertinent, timely information regarding medical-legal quality management

issues affecting you and your practice. Total Quality Imrprovement Strategies,

Practice Parameters, Liability Associated with HMOs, and Effective Strategies

for Resolving Claims will be discussed.

This fourday conference includes 1 7 hours ofeducation, and allows plenty

of time for the many recreational opportunities at Keystone Resort. Conference

tuition is $382.00, and spouses are welcome to attend at no charge. Excellent

lodging accommodation rates have been negotiated with Keystone Resort.

You may be eligible for professional liability premium discounts - contact

your professional liability insurance carrier.

For more information or a full

brochure, contact MSMS Risk

Management at (517) 336-5757.

COLORADO

Dr. Patterson received his 50
year service award from the Denver
Medical Society in September 1985.

He is survived by his wife, Jean; two
daughters, Beth Davis of Williams-

town, Massachusetts, and Ruth Van
Fleet of Edwards, Colorado; a son.

Dr. James Patterson, an ophthal-

mologist in Denver; and eight

grandchildren.
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Ruminations

(clef: to chew again what has been chewed slightly and swallowed; to REFLECT)

by Bill Pierson

Managing Editor

A 'single-payer system'

Dr. Daniel "Stormy" Johnson, the Speaker of the House of Delegates to the

American Medical Association, addressing the Colorado Medical Society

Leadership Conference held in Grand Junction, July 12, 1992:

"You don't have to go to Canada to

understand what's wrong with a

'single-payer system'. You don't

have to go out of this country or

even this state. Maybe I'm wrong...

maybe the Medicaid program in

Colorado is fabulous. If it is, you're

the only state that it's fabulous., but

the Medicaid model is precisely the

Canadian model. They're identical,

and if you can imagine extending

Medicaid to the entire population —
Medicaid is a single-payer system; it

is a financial model of a single-payer

system, and if you extended it to the

whole population you would have

the Canadian system. You don't

have to bash Canadians, you don't

have to criticize Canadian doctors or

Canadian citizens or anything to

understand what the shortcomings

are. That program works very well

from a vareity of perspectives, and
the most important one is it's

simple.

"

Colorado Gynecological and Obstetrical Society

Teen Pregnancy
Prevention
The Teen Health Committee is

continuing the "One Moment Can
Change Your Life" poster campaign
sponsored by the Denver Advertising

Federation and Wyeth-Ayerst

Laboratories.

Membership Meeting
Philip Mead, MD, University of

Vermont, headlined the November
membership meeting at the Denver

Marriott with his talk "Controversies

in Managing Volvovaginitis".

joint Meeting v^ith March
of Dimes
As part of the Teen Health Education

Committee's Teen Pregnancy

Prevention Project, over a hundred

people symposium held with the

March of Dimes on September 22.

The purpose of "Talking with Teens

About Sexuality; How to Make the

Commection" was to train speakers

for the teen pregnancy prevention

program.
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Classified Advertisin

Publication of any advertisement in Colorado Medicine is not an endorsement by the Colorado Medical Society

ofthe product or service. Colorado Medicine magazine is the official journal of the Colorado Medical Society, and

is authorized to carry General Advertising.

I PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

j

O'CONNOR & ASSOCIATES—Medical
! Management Consulting. Services

include: free initial consultation;

I
financial, personnel and contract

management; planning & implementing.

William J. O'Connor, PhD, 7436 S

Clarkson Cir Littleton CO 80122 (303)

797-8611 3/1092

BOLDER—AMBULATORY CARE CLINIC-

Family Medicine/ Emergent Care/ Occu-

pational Medicine - Busy, two physician

practice seeking full time BE/BC Family

Practitioner to join growing comprehensive

medical practice in prime SE Boulder area.

New, well equipped facility. Minimal call.

Flexible scheduling. Send CV and call Dr.

Turnbow, 4800 Baseline, D-1 06, Boulder,

CO 80303 (303) 499-4800. 3/0992

BC/BE DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY—
Immediate opening for Diagnostic Radi-

ologist with skills in MRI & Interventional.

Join a growing 3-4 physician practice in

1 00 bed community hospital 45 miles north

of Denver. Attractive compensation
package with track to partnership. Send CV
to Donald Cornforth, MD, PO Box 238,

Loveland, CO 80539 or contact Sharon at

(303)669-7916. 4/1192

GENERAL SURGEON needed to join

compatible staff, small VA medical center

in Cheyenne, WY. Laparoscopic, vascular/

thoracic surgery beneficial. Competitive

salary/benefits. Ideal location with varied

recreational activities— hunting, fishing,

skiing and campint. 2 hrs from Denver

CME opportunities, theater, arts and

professional sports. Affiliation with U of

Colorado possible. Local community
college. U of Wyoming only 1 hr away.

Excellent public education system, low

crime, low cost living— no state income

tax. Send CV/resume to Mike Lee (11 A),

VA Medical Center, 2360 E Pershing Blvd,

Cheyenne WY 82001, or call (307) 778-

7307. 4/1192

DURANGO, CO.— Four-person Family

Practice group seeking fifth family

physician. Long-established practice

immediately adjacent to hospital with

opportunity for full-spectrum Family

Medicine including OB if desired; all

physicians board-certified and residency-

trained. Sophisticated medical community
has excellent subspecialty services.

Beautiful mountain town with immediate

access to skiing, mountains, wilderness

area, and water recreation, also has four-

year liberal arts college. Guaranteed salary

with additional full benefits. Contact Rick

O'Biock, (303) 247-2611. 1/1192

PHYSICIAN TO STAFF BUSY OCCU-
PATIONAL/INDUSTRIAL health facility.

Work for Denver's premiere provider of

occupational health services. Excellent

salary and benefits. BC/BE preferred. Send

CV to Corporate Medical Director, 1380

South Santa Fe Drive, Denver Colorado

80223. 3/0992

PHYSICIANS NEEDED for consulting work

in various types of litigation. Excellent

compensation. All replies confidential.

Medicomm Consultants, Inc. (719) 473-

9432. 3/1092

LOCUMTENENSCOVERAGE and Oppor-

tunities in the greater Denver area:

CompHealth, the nation's premier locum

tenens organization, now provides daily,

weekly, weekend, evening, or monthly

coverage for your practice with physicians

from the local area. Or we offer you the

opportunity to build a flexible practice

right in the Denver area. Call today for

more information, (303) 777-8002, or write,

P.O. Box 1 002 1 8, Denver CO 80250
12/1092

ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON—COLORADO
SPRINGS— Large, multi-specialty, pre-paid

and fee-for-service group seeking BC/BE

Orthopedist. Guaranteed first year salary

with benefits, plus incentive arrangements.

Please send CV to: Bruce B. Minear,

Colorado Springs Medical Center, PC, 209

S Nevada Ave Colorado SpringsCO 80903.

3/0992

EMERGENT/URGENT CARE PHYSICIAN
Full and part time position in Lafayette.

Flexible scheduling. Send CV or Contact

Dr. Coryell, Community Medical Center,

2000 W. S. Boulder Rd., Lafayette, CO
80206, (303) 666-4357. 1 2/0892

FAMILY PRACTICE OPPORTUNITY IN

CANON CITY

We need at leasttwo more family physicians

to practice in the Climate Capital of

Colorado. Privileges at St. Thomas More
Hospital, obstetric services desirable but

not required. Unlimited opportunities for

recreation. Growing community. For more

information, please call or write Gary Alan

Mohr, MD, FAAFP, 730 Macon Avenue,

Canon City, CO 81212, (719) 275-1 61 8 /

0892

LOCUMTENENS It is notwhat it used

to be. As a client, your practice goes

uninterrupted. As a locum tenens, you have

the freedom and flexibility to work as often

or as liule as you like. Physician managed

since 1982. Call for details— Interim

Physicians 1-800-669-0718 or (303) 691-

0718. 12/0192

FAMILY PRACTICE—HOSPITAL SPON-
SORED CLINIC OPPORTUNITY. Dynamic,

growth oriented hospital in beautiful North

Central Wisconsin is seeking Family

Physicians to respond to growing com-

munity demand. The administrative burdens

of medical practice will be minimized in

this hospital managed clinic. The hospital

has committed to an income and benefit

package which is significantly higher than

similar opportunities. Package includes

base income, incentive bonus, malpractice,

disability, signing bonus and student loan

reduction/forgiveness program. All reloc-

ation costs will be borne by the hospital.

Please contact Kari Wangsness, Associate,

The Chancellor Group, Inc., France Place,

Suite 920, 3601 Minnesota Drive,

Bloomington, Minnesota, 55435, (612)

835-5123. tfn/1190
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LASsiFiED Advertising

PROPERTIES EOR SALE OR LEASE

MAUI, HAWAII. Luxurious 2BR/2BA,
2,1 00 sf condominium in Kaanapali Beach

Resort, 1 00 yards from beach. Everything's

new! Pool, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Lighted Tennis

Courts, Maids. On 16th fairway Royal

Kaanapali Golf Club. Special FallAVinter

Rates. Call 985-9531 . 6/0892

Professional Office Space
Excellent location in Wash Park/DU area.

Share common pt. waiting room w/ 2

internists and 1 DDS. Three 1
0' X 1

0' ops,

reception area. Very reasonable. Call Russ,

688-8976. 12/0792

SAN FRAN NOBHILL Timeshare—Powell
& CA. Sleep 4, full kitchen, can reserve

from 3-7 nights, $175/ Call Doree, 499-

1595. 6/0592

PRACTICES EOR SALE

Aurora, Colorado. Large Family Practice

for sale. Could be excellent opportunity for

internist as well. Substantial gross income
with potential for much more. Doctor

retiring. Call Marvin N. Cameron, M.D. 1
-

303-364-4553 3/1192

SERVICES

DEAR DOCTOR; Is your cash flow ebbing

away? Are your insurance claims making

you sick? Does Medicaid/Medicare give

you headaches? Is your staff using excessive

time processing and reprocessing claims

and patient billings? Are your claims

rejected? Quick Claim may be your Rx. We
can Help!! (303) 333-8666. Quick Claim a

patient and electronic claims processing

service. 12/0992

Cash Crunch?

Overhead Rising?

Revenue Dropping?

Let us help lower your costs. YOU
specialize in patient care. WE specialize

in insurance billing. We work with

Medicare, Medicaid, HMO's, PPO's, and
other third party carriers.

We don't get paid until you get paid.

Eor more information call Advanced
Professional Services (303) 341-1008.

tfn/0492

INOVATIONS SHOULD BE PATENTED if

marketable. For moreinformation call Brian

D Smith of Fields, Lewis, Pittenger & Rost.

Colo's leading patent law firm. Mr. Smith

specializes in the medical arts. (303) 758-

8400. 12/1192

MISCELLANEOUS

YOU OWE ITTO YOURSELF! WinterPark,

very plush 2 BR Condo with all amenities

including sauna, athletic club, door to ski

area transportation. For sale by owner. Call

Werner or Ruth, 399-8919.12/0491

EAGLE/VAIL fully equipped luxury

townhoLise on golf course, 4 bedrooms, 3

baths, reasonable summer-winter rates.

Peter Cehret, MD (303) 771-0456.

1 2/0492

EAST VAIL CONDO 2 BR -t loft. Sleeps 6,

3 full baths, fully equipped kitchen—TV
VCR fireplace- excellent condition great

view, free shuttle to slopes weekly winter

rentals. Arthur Waldbaum MD.. (303) 298-

0222 4/0992

EQUIPMENT EOR SALE OR LEASE

FOR SALE; Hewlett-Packard color Echo-

cardiographic machine. Sonos - 500 K-

revision. Perfect condition service

contract. Attractive price. (303) 333-4273

3/0992

MEDICAL LITERATURE RESEARCH —
Want to review literature for clinical or

legal problem, presentationor publication?

Experienced physician/author/educator will

do customized multiple database search at

reasonable rates. Call: Bill Milburn, MD at

823-5083; 1-800-828-9259 (outside

Boulder/Longmont). 12/0792

HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
LOW DOC PROGRAM available for

physicians and other health professionals.

Purchase and refinance. Call Milt, a

mortgage banker with 1 8 years experience.

753-6262. 10/0292

LOCUM TENENS SERVICE
RADIOLOGISTS AVAILABLE

Since 1979, Western Physicians Registry

has been providing radiologists throughout

the Western States. For locum tenens or

permanent positions, please call Jim Ellis,

Director. 1-800-437-7676. 6/0992

EXPERIENCED SECRETARIAL SERVICES for

the medical professional. Dictation,

manuscripts, insurance reports, large or

small projects. Computer and laser

equipped. Confidential and reliable. SE

Metro area. Call Administrative Support

Personnel (303) 770-4948. 2/1092

For more information, write to:

National Council on Patient Information

and Education (NCPIE)
666 Eleventh Street, NW Suite 810 D
Washington, DC 20001

Tofax your request— (202 } 638-0773
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Colorado Medical Society focuses on family violence

A letter to my Doctor

Domestic violence requires community response

Copic: In line for a corporate takeover?

Medicaid miracle in Mesa County ....

Life and times of a locum tenens

Mile High News — Special Inclusion

and how the medical professional is involved;

Cherie Kirschbcium, R.N.

Colorado Dep't. ot Health

...Conclusions of Copic and CMS leadership get-together

Roger C. Shenkel, M.D.

Richard F. Bedell, M.D.

CMS Auxiliary



whenYou Shop For '

Malpractice Insurance, ’

LowBid Doesn’tAlways Give

'

YouThe RealBottom Line

Chances are, if a Colorado physician, or a medical manager, comparison shops

for malpractice insurance, Copic Insurance Company will offer the best price,

when all of the discounts and dividends are sorted out. Even so, low bid

doesn’t give you the real bottom line. If responsiveness to policyholder needs

and many -faceted contributions to the Colorado physician community are

factored in, Copic’s out-of-state competitors can’t even come close. Besides,

low bid could carry a very high price if- as happened a few years ago - Copic’s

competitors drop Colorado like a hot potato and flee the state when the going

gets rough, or when the process server drops the summons or subpoena.

Copic’s here to stay. And, our damage control and legal defense teams are

the best in the business.

The CopicBottom Line.

It’s more thanjust competitive rates.

Opic

Copic Insurance Company
RO. Box 17540 • Denver, CO 80217-0540 • (303) 779-0044 • 1-800-421-1834
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Cover Story
The best prescription for the grievous illness

of domestic violence is public awareness.

Health care professionals must be fully

informed. CMS brings you a number of

perspectives.

n This Issue...

427 Health Care Reform

—

in the new administration

Leigh Truitt, M.D., President

Colorado Medical Society

430 Family Violence: A letter to my doctor

Cherie Kirschbaum, R.N.

434 Domestic violence requires concerted community
response

Deborah Haack,

Family Violence Prevention Coordinator

and
Jackie Starr-Bocian, Public Information

Colorado Department of FJealth

Departments

427 President's Letter

429 Executive Director's Update

447 Health Care Financing

452 The Lobby

454 Committee Update

464 Ruminations

465 Classified Advertising

437 Domestic violence: Do you know...?

A family violence awareness quiz for physicians

438 In the age of corporate takeovers, what about Copic?

by the leadership of Copic Insurance

and
Colorado Medical Society,

with the editor of "Copic Topics" newsletter

440 The physician in the year 2000—Conclusion

Carol A. Walker, El Paso County Medical Society

443 The Interview—Part II

Joe BatLieHo, MSI

444 Medicaid miracle in Mesa County
Roger C. Shenkel, M.D.

446 $3 million to improve rural health services

Lindy Nelson, Colorado Dep't of Health

and

Peg O'Keefe, Vice President, Colorado Hospital Assn.

448 OSHA Update Bonita Carson, M.D.

449 The life and times of a locum tenens

Richard F. Bedell, M.D.
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Colorado Medical Society

COLORADO MEDICAL SOCIETY
OFFICERS, BOARD MEMBERS and AMA DELEGATES

1992/1993 Officers

Leigh Truitt, M.D.

President

Wm. Carl Bailey, MD
President-elect

Terrance J. Sullivan, M.D.

Treasurer

Stuart O. Silverberg, M.D.

Speaker of the House

David C. Martz, M.D.

Vice-speaker of the House

Sandra L. Maloney

Secretary/Executive Director

Harrison G. Butler, III, M.D.

(Immediate Past President)

Board of Directors Board of Directors

Thomas J. Allen, MD David Shander, MD
Stephen G. Batuello, MD W. George Shanks, MD
John O. Cletcher, Jr., MD Gary D. VanderArk, MD
Donald G. Eckhoff, MD Denis J. Winder, MD
John E. Elliff, MD M. Robert Yakely, MD
Jonathan C. Feeney, MD
David C. S. Franklin, MD AMA Delegates

George M. Kreye, MD
Muryl L. Laman, MD M. Ray Painter, Jr., MD
Ted T. Lewis, MD Richert E. Quinn, Jr., MD
Maura J. Lofaro, MS IV Mark A. Levine, MD
Louise L. McDonald, MD
Robert R. Montgomery, Alternate Delegates

Legal Counsel

Robert A. Nathan, MD Robert D. McCartney, MD
Kenneth M. Olds, MD Robert M. Bogin, MD
Lothar K. Roller, MD Joel M. Karlin, MD
Dieter W. Schneider, MD

COLORADO MEDICAL SOCIETY STAEF

Executive Office

Sandra L. Maloney, Executive Director

Mary Lee Johnston, Executive Admin. Asst.

Nancy L. Deter, Manager, Accounting

Western Slope Office
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Leigh Truitt, MD
President, 1992-1993

President's

Health care reform in the new administration

The election is over. The dust has

settled. We have chosen a president,

elected a congress, and filled many
state offices. What happens now? In

the words of President-Elect Bill

Clinton:

Overall structure to

contain costs and ensure access

"We will establish a National

Health Board composed of consum-

ers, providers, and representatives of

business, labor, and government.

That board will establish annual

budget targets and define a core

benefit package that must be avail-

able to every American. Benefits will

be provided by employers and

public programs through a reformed

insurance system and the use of

collaborative health care networks

that serve those in both private and

public plans. The networks and other

insurers will offer health care within

the global budgets. States may
establish consistent rates applying to

all payers for services provided

outside managed-care networks as a

backup mechanism to meet the

global budget targets. An intensified

health education program will strive

to persuade Americans to change

unhealthful, and costly, personal

behavior.

Core benefit package

The board will establish national

and state budget targets for health

care to guide expenditures in the

public and private sectors. It will

also establish a core benefit package

for private and public plans that will

include ambulatory care, inpatient

hospital care, prescription drugs,

basic mental health care, and

important preventive benefits such as

prenatal care and screening mam-
mography.^"

Think about this: a universal,

top-down, "national government

knows best" approach for all of

health care. Even after watching the

state planned economies of the

Soviet Union and Eastern Europe

topple, we have advocates of this

sort of system in the United States.

At a recent meeting of the

Colorado Health Forum, the CEO of

an HMO stated that health care

providers must move from a revenue

driven approach in providing health

care to a cost control strategy. This is

only true in part. We really need to

improve outcomes, to obtain better

results for our patients — and lower

cost is only one of the many better

outcomes we should be seeking.

Outcomes research is in its

infancy. How often are we sure

which of several therapeutic strate-

gies will lead to what we ourselves

regard as an optimum result? When
do we know if that result also meets

the patient's expectations? I fear that

we will see a cost-oriented, proto-

col-dominated approach to medical

care — a top-down, financially

driven control system driven by

expert opinion rather than outcomes

research. We may face a benefit

structure and resource allocation that

will further distort and impair our

ability to provide better outcomes.

There exists a different approach

to management empowerment of

those actually providing care.

In the words of H. Thomas
Johnson: "With just-in-time strate-

gies, learning and choice become
part of daily work, not the exclusive

domain of planners at the top.

Planning and innovation become
synonymous with real-time opera-

tions. Operations become strategic.

Strategy, instead of being defined by

top-down concerns with financial

results, is defined by bottom-up

concern with improving processes

that satisfy customers' expectations

and fulfill workers' potentials.^"

You are invited to attend our

one-day seminar. Continuous

Quality Improvement: A Tool

Physicians and Hospitals Can Use

Together to Manage Change. On
January 15, 1993, at the Hyatt

Regency Tech Center, you will hear

how a bottom-up approach to

quality and cost issues is solving

problems at three hospitals in

Colorado: St. Mary's in Grand

Junction, Parkview in Pueblo, and

Penrose in Colorado Springs. I look

forward to seeing you there.

' Governor Bill Clinton, "The Clinton Hejith

Plan, " The New EnglandJournal ofMedicine,

327:804-807.

^ H. Thomas Johnson, Relevance Regained

From Top-down Control to Bottom up Em-

powerment, (New York: The Free l^ress, 1 992).

p. 200 (emphasis in original).
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Alcfnio /cciaircs fine Licnciiil ;\i(>a)r.s

fen s like this Chew Beiciui.

Which Alamo offer is best for you?
Is il a Iree upgrade for an important business trip? Or, is it a Iree

day for your next vacation? These are just some ol the great choices

you ll have with Alamos Membership Program. In addition, you'll have

the choice ol driving any one of Alamo's line General Motors cars, all

with iinliniitcci live mileage. You’ll also get to choose Irom discounted

daily, weekly and weekend rates available at every' Alamo location in the

United States and United Kingdom, and you can earn Frequent Flyer

credits with Alaska, Delta and United airlines. Plus, as a member you

can get laster reservation service with our new Member Reservations

Line. Simply call 1-800-354-2322, supply your Membership I.D.

number and request Rate Code BY to receive your benefits. See, you d
afford to be choosey when you rent from Alamo.

j

Free Upgrade
j

]
• Valid lor ONE FREE UPGRADE ui the ncNI tar (.aicgory. j

I
subject lu uYailabiliU' at unic ol renial. |

• ( In the U.S.) Valid from a compacl car or abtivc, excluding
|

[
luxury and specially cars

|

I
• (In the Uniicd Kingdom) Valid on self-drive rcmalsonly .

* from a group B car caicgory or above, excluding group E *

I cars and above.

I
I'tller is applicable toward Membership Raies only. One I

i certilicalc per renial accepicd; musi be presenied at the |

I
Alamo coLinier on arrival. Once redeemed, ceriificaie is

|

I
void. A 24-hour advance rcservaiion is required.

|
I • This ceriilicaie and the car rental pursuani to ii are subject .

I
to Alamo's conditions at the lime ol rental. i

’
• Offer valid through Mav 20. 1003 (except 12/10-12/27/02.

I 2/11-2/13/93 and 4/8-4/IOA)3). I

For reservations call your

Professional Travel Agent or call

Alamo's Membership Rescrvaiitins

Lineal 1-800-354-2322 Request

Rate Code BY and use your

membership ID number when
making reservaiitms.

U73B I D # BY 93238
Wliere al! the miles

are free
'

I

I

I

I

Free Weekend Day
• (In the U.S.) Valid lor ONE FREE WEEKEND DAY on a

compact through lullsize car calegor\'.

• (In the Llnited Kingdom) Valid on self-drive rentals only on

a group B through group E car category,

• Offer valid on rentals ol two days or more. Car must be

picked up alter 12 noon on rhursday and reiurned belore

12 noon on Monday.
• Oiler applicable toward Membership Rates onl\’. A 24-hour

advance reservation is required. Reservations are subject to

availability at lime of booking.
• One ceriilicaie per rental accepted; must be presented al the

Alamo counter on arrival. Once redeemed, ceriificaie is void.

• This certificate and the car rental pursuant to il are subject

to Alamo's conditions al the lime ol rental.

• Oiler valid through May 26, 1663 (except 12/16-12/27/62.

2/1 1-2/13/63 and 4/8-4/10/63).

For rcscr\ alions call your

Prolessional Travel Agent or call

Alamos Membership Reservations

Lineal 1-800-334-2322 Request

Rale Code BY and use your

membership ID number when
making reservations.

amo
RentACar

F03B I.D. # BY 93238
Where all the miles

are free
'

f““$iO‘OFT‘
I Your next rental.
! • ( In the U.S.) Valid for SIO OFF weekly rentals (5 days
• more) on compacl through lullsize car categories only.

• *
( In the United Kingdom) Valid for £10 OFF weekly rei

I on group B through group E car categories.

I "A 24-hour advance rcservaiion is required. Reservalior

I
subject to availability at lime ol booking.

I
* One certificate per rental accepted; must be presented

I
Alamo counter on arrival. Once redeemed, ceriilicaie it

J
• This certificate and the car rental pursuant to it arc sub

• Alamo’s conditions at the lime of rental. May be redeei

I lor the basic rale of the Alamo self-drive car rental whi

I docs not include taxes and other optional items.

I
• Offer valid through May 26, 1993

I
(except 12/16-12/27/62,

I
2/11-2/13/63 and 4/8-4/10/93.

I

I

I

I

I

For reservations call your

Professional Travel Agent or call

Alamo's Membership Reservations

Line at 1-800-354-2322 Request

Rate Code BY and use your

membership ID number when
making reservations.

I
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I
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CMS Med Fax„
AT PRESS TIME...

.a compilation of medically-related news briefs of immediate interest to the physician community occurring
ifter COLORADO MEDIGME has gone to press.

CMS Med Fax^

by Montgomery Little Young Campbell and McGrew, P.C.
l^al counsel to the Colorado Medical Society

ovember 11— "48 Hours" focuses
on "unique Colorado program"

CPEP provides more details

Dear Colleague:

For those of you who may have watched the television show "Bad Medicine" on 48

HOURS/ Wednesday evening, November 11 you may have heard about a program in Colorado
working with phy-sidang for retraining of their clinical and interpersonal skills.

The last segment of the 48 HOURS program entitled "Heal Thyself" with correspondent
Regina Blakely featured a unique program developed in Colorado through the efforts

of seven major healthcare organizations. The television show did not mention the

correct name of the physician education program. It also focused on Denver General
Hospital and made it appear as though the program was based in that facility.
If you are interested in finding out further information about the program, the name

of the program is Colorado Per.gonalized education for Physicians (CPEP) . For further

information on CPEP and how you may utilize its services, please contact the organi-

zation as follows:
Roxanna Lynn Fredrickson
Executive Director
Colorado Personalized Education for Physicians (CPEP)

5575 DTC Parkway, Suite 350-A
Englewood, CO 80lii
Phone: 303-773-0440 Fax 303-796-0334
Your attention to relaying this information to other colleagues would be appreci-

ated.

New Disability Journal

Created

Richard L. Stieg, M.D, has recently been named Editor-

In-Chief of The Journal of Disability, the scientific

publication of the American Academy of Disability

Evaluating Physicians (AADEP).

The Journal will contain the latest medical, legal, and

regulatory information related to the disabled, written by

health care and rehabilitation professionals, with

information related to the disabled, written by health

care and rehabilitation professionals, with information

also provided by advocates and public advisors for the

disabled.

"Until now," Dr. Stieg slated, ‘ihere has been no single

educational resource available to serve the comprehen-

sive needs of the disabled and for those who provide

support and intervention for the disabled. Given the

Incentive for action of the new Americans with Disabili-

ties Act (ADA), we anticipate that The Journal of

D/sab/% will have widespread readership Interest, and

continued on following page. .

.
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New Journal

from page 1

Is expected to grow rapidly and change in scope

according to the needs of Its readers."

First publication of The Journal of Disability wWh Dr.

Stieg as Editor-in-Chief Is scheduled for March 1993.

Dr. Stieg, a board-certified neurologist, is well-recog-

nized as an authority on chronic pain and disability. He
currently serves as the Executive Medical Director at

Colorado Rehabilitation Institute and as the Medical

Director of l he Head Pain and Neurological Center, a

component of Colorado Rehabilitation Institute. Colo-

rado Rehabilitation Institute is an affiliate of Swedish/

Spalding Hospital Systems in Denver, Colorado.

Dr. Stieg is also founder and Medical Director of

Medical Case Management, Inc., in Denver which is a

physician-directed organization of health care profes-

sionals providing case reviews, second medical opin-

ions, and independent medical evaluations for legal

firms and payors of health care services.

For more Information contact the Colorado Reha-
bilitation Institute at (303) 451-7700.

Motorcycle Death Study

A University of Maryland study followed 933 motorcycle

drivers who were transported from the scene of a

police-reported crash: 50 died, 377 were admitted to a
hospital, 15 left against medical advice, and 491 were
treated and released. Unhelmeted drivers were twice as

likely to have sustained head Injury and much more
likely to require hospitalization. Acute care cost for

unhelmeted drivers were twice as likely to have sus-

tained head injury and much more likely to require

hospitalization. Acute care cost for unhelmeted drivers

was three times that of helmeted drivers. Drivers that

did not wear helmets were also more frequently in-

volved in high risk behavior. Accident Analysis and
Prevention, (Vol, 24, No. 4) Aug. 1992.

Reprinted from, Network News, a bi-monthly publication of the

Colorado Department of Health, Injury Prevention Program.

Colorado Medical Society provides the following listings

of events as a member sorvlco only. Some events are

approved for Continuing Medical Education credits.

Information is provided by the sponsoring organiza-

tions. For more details, use the telephone contact at the

end of tho listing.

Lutheran Medical Cantor and Alzhoimer’s Aeeocla-

tlon

"Preparing for tho Future: Legal and Financial Concerns

and Community Resources”

Monday, Novennbor 16, 1992
Speaker: Marcia Reish, B.S.N.

Program Associate, Alzheimer's Assoc., Metro Denver
Chapter

1-3pm
Helen Matthews (303) 425-2094

Porter Memorial Hospital Foundation
1992 Heart of Hearts Gala XII

Hyatt Regency Tech Contor

Englewood Co
November 21, 1992

(303) 761-0186

Medical Education Resources
Advances In Vascular Diseases

Orlando FL

November 20-21, 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Medical Education Resources
Asthma and Allergy in the 1 990s
Orlando FL

November 20-21. 1992

(303) 798-9682 or 1-800-421-3756

Radlologicai Society of North America
78th Scientific Assembly 8 Annual Meeting

Chicago, IL

November 27 - December 4, 1992

(708) 571-2670

Colorado Department of Health

Hispanic Health Issues Conference

December 485, 1992

Sheraton Hotel

Colorado Springs, CO
Deadline for registration is November 1 6, 1992

(LARASA) (303) 839-8300

Prosper Meniere Society

Diagnostic 8 Rehabilitative Aspects of Balance 8
Movement Disorders

December 2-6, 1992

Denver, CO
Jane Wells (303) 788-4230

American Medical Association Hospital Medical

Staff Section Twentieth Assembly Meeting

December 3-7, 1992 Opiyiand Hotel

Nashville, Tennessee

(312) 464-4754 or 464-4761

CMS Med Fax is printed on recycled paper1^^
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Executive

Sandra L. Maloney
Executive Director

Colorado Medical Society

Director's

Dear Friends:

As I am writing this, we are busy

preparing for the AMA Interim

Meeting which starts on December
6th in Nashville. In scanning the

Delegates Handbook, it appears that

the meeting will be very interesting.

Yes, there are some of the same old

^ issues. However, it is my impression

that a lot of time will be spent

addressing the issue of health care

reform and certainly, the election of

:

Bill Clinton to the Presidency will be

J

a topic of discussion.

;

The AMA must quickly position

j

itself with the Clinton administration

I

and be the national leader in advo-

cating for physicians and their

patients. Another hot topic at this

meeting will be the ethics of self

referral. It seems that the opinion of

the AMA Council on Ethical and

Judicial Affairs does not necessarily

represent the views of AMA member-
ship. Please look for a complete

update on the actions taken at the

AMA Interim Meeting in a future

issue of Colorado Medicine.

Colorado will be well repre-

sented at this meeting as we have a

full contingent of delegates and

alternates attending. Doctors Quinn,

Painter, Levine, Bogin, McCartney

and Karlin do a fine job of represent-

ing Colorado physicians at the AMA
meetings. Doctors Truitt and Bailey

will also be attending. Of course, I

will attend as Secretary of the Rocky

Mountain States Conference and to

make sure that the CMS Delegation

doesn't get lost in Nashville!

Closer to home, the CMS Board

met on November 20th. They

decided to have the interim Meeting

April 2-4, 1993, in Colorado Springs.

They also voted to hold a separate

Leadership Conference/Planning

Session sometime in July.

We are hoping to convene the

July meeting in Fort Collins. The
Interim Meeting will be held just as

then-President Clinton's first 1 00
days in office come to a close. We
should have a tremendous number of

topics for discussion. Doctor Bailey

is busy working on what seems to be

an exciting Planning Session. The
highlights of the entire Board meet-

ing will not appear until the January

issue of Colorado Medicine.

Speaking of the first 1 00 days, I

wonder how Doctor Truitt feels as

his first 1 00 days as President of CMS
comes to an end? I can tell you that

Leigh is sometimes radical and

certainly brings his own opinions

(most presidents do) to CMS; how-
ever, he has and will continue to do

a fine job representing the views of

CMS membership. I hope he feels

good about his first trimester.

I can't believe this is the last

magazine of 1992. Time goes by so

quickly. We have covered a lot of

ground this year, with perhaps more

issues and problems to face with the

coming year. Discouraged? Never!

Challenge is what makes my job so

exciting. And I am sure that 1993

will be no different.

My best wishes to you and your

family for a very happy Holiday

Season. May 1993 be healthy and

prosperous!

Warmest regards.

The AMA, the first 1 00

days, and leadership

Sandi
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Family violence:

A letter to my doctor

The epidemic of family violence in America is widespread, deadlyand complex. Even the very young, the very

old and pregnant women may be safer on the streets than in there own homes, according to a recent article in the

AM News. The cost to our society is staggering. And you, as physicians, are on the front lines, daily confronting the

effects of this national crisis.

Approximately every third patient you see is a victim of family violence. Your patients' bruises, fractures and other

injuries are often symptoms of a far more sinister disease. The patient needs your help. As doctors, you are being asked

to treat not just the symptoms but also the underlying cause—to look below the surface to the illness beneath. As

healthcare professionals you are being asked to take the lead in helping society eradicate this devastating epidemic

and restore the health of our families through these individual lives.

In a letter to you, her trusted doctor, the following profiles a victim of abuse.

by Cherie Kirschbaum, R.N.

"I want you to take a few

extra moments and help

me to tell you the truth/'

Dear Doctor:

I am your patient, employee,

neighbor, colleague, friend, sister,

mother, daughter or wife. You see

me everyday. I am a wife, mother,

live-in partner or girlfriend, in a

relationship were I have been called

names, told I was no good and

worthless, stupid and lazy. I have

been pushed, shoved, slapped,

punched, kicked, choked, tied up,

beaten, stabbed or burned. 1 am
blamed for things that are not my
fault. I have been threatened,

manipulated, warned and humiliated

in public. I have been forced to have

sex when I didn't want to-"No"

wasn't enough. I have had a gun

held to my head and a knife at my
breasts. I have been forbidden to see

my friends and family and have been

told if I leave I will never see my
children again. I turn my paycheck

over immediately, never having

money of my own. My most precious

heirlooms have been smashed

against walls and I have seen our

family pets kicked and maimed. I am
compared to other women and told I

am too ugly, fat or thin. I am told

how to dress and never to look at

another man. I have been forced to

hear stories about his affairs or else

told it is none of my damn business. I

have watched my children get

spanked and slapped after I have

been beaten, too terrified to protect

them. While pregnant, I was kicked

in the stomach more than once and

warned not to tell anyone, especially

you.

I am white, black, Hispanic,

Chinese or Arab. I am Catholic

Jewish, Christian, Muslim or atheist. I

am 1 8, 40 or 65 years old. 1 am a

college graduate or a high school

drop-out. I live in the suburbs or the

inner city. I earn over $50,000 or am
on welfare. I work in corporate

America, or as a housewife. I am a

professional, hold down two jobs or

work not at all. I am a community
leader volunteering my time and

money. I go to church or synagogue,

the theater, school activities, or I am
the woman always missing. I wear

the latest fashions, conservatively

dressed or wear clothes from Good-
will. I change my hairdo and appear-

ance frequently, trying to please. I

am the women who everyone

admires, because I do so much for
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anyone who lives in a violent home experiences an essential loss,

fhe one place on earth where they should feel safe and secure has become a place

of danger... the shadow of domestic violence has fallen across their lives

and they are forever changed."

United States Attorney General's Task Force on Family Violence, September, 1984

others or I never seem to accomplish

anything. I am the women too shy to

speak, avoiding eye contact, or I flirt

with other men to get attention.

My children are overachievers or

struggle with school. They don't like

adults very much and are scared or

angry most of the time. You may
I think I am an overprotective Mom or

I that I neglect my kids. When I yell at

I my kids out of frustration, I feel

i worse. My husband or boyfriend

I threatens the kids or tells them their

mom deserved what happened to

her. He buys them presents to make

up for what he did to me. 1 am held

hostage by what he says about me,

I unable to call for help.

[

When 1 come to your office or

i see you in the Emergency Room, you

i don't always know the real me. I lie

i
to you to protect myself and my kids,

to hide the terror that I feel inside, to

calm the trembling of my hands, feet

or legs. Sometimes, I don't even

know that what is happening to me
is wrong. I think I deserve to be

beaten. I have learned to believe

what he says about me. After all, he

is my husband and it is up to me to

make the marriage work. I come in

for recurring headaches, stomach

aches, and other general complaints.

The tests you run are always nega-

tive. You look so puzzled and then

order more tests. I talk about being

depressed and sometimes you order

drugs to elevate my mood, but the

drugs only make me feel worse,

more helpless and crazy and often I

will use them to attempt suicide.

I am sometimes timid and shy,

reluctant to disrobe even after the

nurse has handed me a gown. What

you would see might reveal my

secret: bruises around my face, neck,

arms, ribs and waist; burn marks

under my breast and on the insides

of my thighs; rope burns on my
wrists and ankles and extreme

weight loss or gain. I might be

bulimic, anorexic or overweight, and

complain that I can't eat anything or

that all I do is eat. I complain of a

sprained ankle from tripping down
the stairs and tell you often how
clumsy I am. I break bones more

often than usual, especially ankles,

wrists and ribs. I pull tendons in my
thumbs and end up with a cast. I

have literally bit my tongue after

being hit in the face and sometimes

crack a tooth "after eating hard

candy." I "burn myself with the

iron", I bang into doors, hit my chest

on the steering wheel, trip over

things and can't remember how
some of my "accidents" happen. I

have a hard time telling the same

story twice, because the details are

"fuzzy." I am embarrassed and

ashamed and am in a hurry to get

out of your office. 1 flinch when you

try to touch me or show any kind-

ness. I don't know how to ask for

what I want and often I don't even

know why I came to see you. Many
times I cancel appointments at the

last minute because I don't want you

to see me looking this way. If you

ask me about my family I might tell

you, "we are all fine" and relate our

latest travels or the gifts that I have

received.

Often the only time you will see

me is when I am pregnant and he

has punched me in the belly. My
partner may insist upon staying in

"I have been pushed,

shoved, slapped,

punched, kicked, choked,

tied up, beaten, stabbed

or burned.

(Continued on following puge)
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C. R. S. Sec. 12-36-135 Physician Shall Report Criminal Acts

Requires that any physician who attends or treats... any [other] injury which he has

reason to believe involves a criminal act... shall report that a crime has been committed

to the appropriate law enforcement agency.

"... you don't always

know the real me. I lie to

you to protect myself and

my kids. To hide the terror

that I feel inside...
"

the Emergency Room while you

examine me, because he wants to

make sure I don't tell the truth. Out
of guilt and fear of losing the baby,

he has allowed me to come to the

hospital. Or he took my other kids

and kept them at home, threatening

he'd hurt them if I told you how my
miscarriage really happened.

Sometimes I am in a single car

accident, using my car to escape -the

vehicle of my despair. I may seem
hysterical, difficult, sullen or angry

and enraged, ready to fight back. I

have dark circles under my eyes or

heavy make-up to cover them. I am
unable to give you a straight answer

and mumble my words. I don't

always follow your instructions or I

am most obedient, "the good and

easy patient." My neediness makes

you want not to help me and you

notice yourself shaking your head,

making comments to your nurse.

Yes, this is overwhelming. To you

and to me. You may want to run...

off to see the next patient you can

help in the traditional ways you were

taught to heal disease. You might say

"I want to help, but I don't have

time. My waiting room is full of

patients". Or, you might think you

know what family violence really is

and simply ask me, "why don't you

leave him?" You may feel that you

told .me what to do and I didn't do
what you suggested, so why bother.

You may not want to get involved

with the legal, judicial and social

service systems, so you turn the other

cheek. Or, my husband or boyfriend

might be your patient, friend col-

league or a community leader and

you have a hard time believing that

the same man you know could do

this to me. And, you fear for your

own safety if you get involved. Even

if you want to help me, you feel

timid to ask questions because you

don't know what questions to ask.

And if you do ask you might never

see me again.

But I need you to ask. I hope you

will ask. "Did someone do this to

you?.".... I want you to tell me that

no one deserves to be hurt and

beaten. I want you to take a few

extra moments and help me to tell

you the truth. I want you to look at

me, even if ! look away. I don't want

you to look at me with pity or

disdain. I want you to know that it

isn't only you I don't trust, it is

everyone. And I am in pain.

Please don't think that I am crazy

for staying in the marriage. Leaving is

not as easy as it seems. I want you to

know that if and when I leave, I am
in the most danger of all. I worry

about how I will support myself,

where my kids will go to school.

Will they be hurt or kidnapped?

Where will we go to be safe? It may
take me several years to find the

courage to leave. One visit in your

office can plant the seed, but please

understand I am fragile, frightened

and overwhelmed. I need time to

think about what you say. So, be

honest with me. Tell me gently, but

firmly that this behavior is against the

law. Let me know that my injuries

are not consistent with my stories

and that my stories change every

time you ask me questions. Inform

me that you have a legal responsibil-

ity to report my physical injuries. I

want you to ask me if I am taking

drugs or if my husband is drinking

more than usual. Ask me if my
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"Spouse abuse is not a private matter; it has ramifications beyond the immediate family."

"Any solution to the problem of violence will require a total community effort in

which health care providers can play a special role."

Surgeon General's Workshop on Violence and Public Health

October, 1985

friends or family know about the

violence in my home. Please ask me
if I am separated or divorced and

take time to ask what happened. Ask

me about my kids. Be curious and

ask if their Dad or Step-Dad loses his

temper with them. Ask me if I was an

incest victim as a child, if I ever saw

my father beat my mother, or if my
parents ever beat me.

Let me know that you believe in

me. Let me know that you have the

confidence in me that I don't yet see

in myself, to do in time what is right

for me and my kids. Ask if my
husband is willing to get help. Know
that I may love him and sometimes

he's a "great guy." He is my
husband and the father of my
children. Tell me you can help me
by referring me to the appropriate

people but, don't suggest couple's

counselling because 1 only get hurt

there too. Let me know that 1 am not

alone and I don't have to wage this

war by myself. Give me a pamphlet

to read about domestic violence, but

make it small enough so that i can

hide it if 1 have to. Give me a safety

plan so 1 can begin to think about

ways to protect myself. Offer to have

your nurse help me make a difficult

call, fill out paper work, or talk with

me after we have finished. Ask the

nurse to call me tomorrow to check

on me, but know that 1 may not be

able to talk just then. Be willing to

talk with me about "things" the next

time I see you. Please above all don't

pretend or assume that things are

better just because I say they are!

Dear Doctor, I wish I could tell

you how much I appreciate your

concern and interest. I may not be

able to show you how 1 feel, but

Doctor: Here's the first step to help the victim:

A small, easily hidden pamphlet is

available to physicians.

The Denver Medical Society Aux-

iliary with the aid of the Denver

Medical Society have written and

produced this informational help

guide titled "No One Deserves to Be

Hit".

The best place for this informa-

tion is the women's restroom(s) and

your examining rooms.. Many vic-

tims of abuse may be wary and /or

ashamed to ask for help. They want

this material, but do not want to be

identified as needing it. To obtain

information, pamphlets or to sched-

ule an in-service 30-minute staff train-

ing on physical and mental abuse,

contact Connie Platt at (303) 355-

4793, PattiBrown at (303) 794-1 023

or the Denver Medical Society office

at (303) 377-1850.

Additionally, the Colorado Do-

mestic Violence Coalition has made
available a resource card listing ser-

vices for victioms of domestic vio-

lence and elder abuse. These cards

are available (1 00 for a $5 donation)

by calling the coalition at

(303) 573-9108

In a non-threatening manner, in-

formation on where to find help in

our community is provided. The pam-

phlets and cards are the first step in

informing and motivating victims of

domestic violence that someone
cares and help is available.

Your call may be the first step

towards the end of a cycle of vio-

lence.

inside I am beginning to trust just a

little. I am beginning to see that there

is a way out. I am beginning to see

that what is happening is wrong and

we all deserve better, my children,

myself and even my husband. Your

kind words, gentle manner and

genuine concern have made a

difference in our family. With your

help, we are taking the first steps to

ending violence and walking a path

of peace.

Sincerely,

A Survivor of Family Violence
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Domestic violence requires concerted

''...Anyone who lives in a

violent home experiences

an essentia! loss. The one

place on earth where they

should feel safe and

secure has become a

place of danger... the

shadow of domestic

violence has fallen across

their lives and they are

forever changed."
United States Attorney General's Task

Force Report on Family Violence,

September, 1984.

In Colorado, over 400 people have

been killed along the Front Range

due to domestic violence between

1 987 and 1991, according to a 1991

report prepared by the Colorado

Trust. F-lundreds more are physically

and mentally disabled or die as a

result of the "complications" of

abuse. Reported incidents of abuse

are on the rise and more and more
women are seeking services from

shelters.

Jan Mickish of the Colorado

Domestic Violence Coalition at-

tributes the rise in reported cases to

increased publicity about domestic

violence and an increased willing-

ness on the part of the criminal

justice system to enforce assault and

harassment laws. Mandatory arrest

statutes in many local jurisdictions

also fuel the rise in reported cases.

Health Care Providers are Respond-

ing to New Mandates

Colorado hospitals, physicians

and nurses are joining the ranks of

health care providers nationwide

who are offering added support and

more informed assistance to victims

of family violence.

The impetus for this commitment is

twofold. First, there is growing

awareness in the medical community
that often, health care providers are

one of the first "helping" profession-

als to come into contact with victims

(and often, with perpetrators) of

domestic violence. Second, there are

legal and regulatory mandates.

Colorado law requires physi-

cians to report injuries which they

suspect are a result of a criminal act.

Also, the joint Commission for the

Accreditation of F4ealth Care Organi-

zations (jCAHO) recently issued new
standards for hospitals relating to the

care of victims of spousal and elder

abuse who come tO' emergency

rooms. The standards became
effective in 1992.

Community Intervention Efforts

Health care providers, local law

enforcement personnel, judges,

district attorneys, shelter operators,

and counselors of both victims and

perpetrators, are getting together

voluntarily in communities through-

out the state to arrange more coordi-

nated and effective community
responses to this co.mplex and

serious problem.

Community efforts arise both

because of more stringent legal

requirements and because people

are beginning to understand that

often, if an entire community unites

in a belief and intention that certain

behaviors are not to be tolerated as

part of the social norm, such behav-

iors will change. Advocates recog-

nize that changes must come
through individual commitment and

awareness, new institutional re-

sponses, and through both policy

and law. Examples of successful

community efforts involving new
awareness, coupled with policy and

legal changes include local projects

attacking drug abuse, tobacco use

and gang violence,. These are

models which can work for family

violence too.

Deborah Haack, coordinator of

the Family Violence Prevention

Program at the Colorado Department

of Health's Injury Control Program, is

ext.remely heartened by the growing

grassroots movement against domes-

tic violence and the new willingness

of the health care community to

participate. Since 1990, Haack has

worked with the Colorado Domestic
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(immunity response

by Deborah Haack, Family Violence Prevention Coordinator,

and

Jackie Starr-Bocian, Public Information Specialist

COLORADO
DEPARTMENT
OFAHEALTH

' Violence Coalition on a training

I

project to increase the knowledge of

I
health care providers about domestic

I

violence so they can work more

;

effectively with clients and also

become part of community-wide

i

prevention and intervention strate-

gies.

A manual, Domestic Violence: a

guide for Health Care Providers, was

developed for the training. It in-

cludes information about the cycle of

violence, the applicable Colorado

statutes, insight into the behaviors of

both survivors and perpetrators, and

techniques for detection, assessment

and appropriate referral of victims to

additional community services and

resources. The manual was provided

to participants at the 1 991 CMS
Annual Meeting Education Program

on Domestic Violence. While the

manual forms the backbone of the

training, the real work is done in

communities, where health care

providers meet with law enforcement

officials, shelter operators and others

to develop protocols and policies for

abuse victims.

Since 1990, 14 training sessions

have been held in Durango, Cortez,

Breckenridge, Fort Collins, Greeley,

Glenwood Springs, Denver, Steam-

boat Springs, Canon City, Grand

junction, Colorado Springs, Boulder,

Yuma and Gunnison. The training

was financially supported in part by

a grant from The Colorado Trust.

Over 1600 people participated.

An evaluation of the community

changes that occurred after the

training shows an increased aware-

ness regarding the issues surrounding

domestic violence; ongoing training

and community education programs;

increased information in newspa-

pers; and in several communities, an

increase in reporting of cases to law

enforcement officials. All of the

respondents in a six-month follow-up

interview commented on their own
increased personal awareness and

commitment. Another community
indicated that the training enabled a

group of participants to establish a

cooperative network of committed

people.

New JCAHO Standards: How
Colorado Hospitals are Responding

in April, 1991, the Joint Commis-
sion for the Accreditation of Health

Care Organizations (JCAHO) issued

new standards relating to the care of

spousal and elder abuse victims.

Since most Colorado hospitals are

JCAHO-accredited, they must now
put policies into place to meet the

new requirements.

Once again, the Family Violence

Prevention Project and the Domestic

Violence Coalition got together.

They convened a Protocol Develop-

ment Task Force in response to the

new standards. The task force

included emergency room nurses,

counselors of victims and perpetra-

tors, hospital staff, medical societies

and others. This task force undertook

two major projects: it developed the

Reference Document for Colorado

Hospitals: Suggested Protocols for

Victims of Spousal and Elder Abuse

to assist Colorado Hospitals in

developing local policies and

procedures and a companion

videotape, featuring emergency

room personnel from several Denver

hospital.

The 30-minute training tape

recreates three likely emergency

room scenarios, interspersed with

commentary. The videotape was

produced with funding from several

Denver Metro-area hospitals, the

Colorado Medical Society and The

Colorado Trust.

The protocols were distributed

throughout the state in early summer,

while the videotape was finished in

August, and is now being used by

hospitals and other organizations.

Already, the materials have given

rise to new and unique efforts in

many hospitals, efforts which mirror

the "community approach" to

domestic violence within the hospi-

tal itself.

Rose Medical Center

Rose Medical Center has pro-

vided in-service training to emer-

gency staff by showing the videotape

and educating staff about ways to

identify victims. Managers of person-

i

nel within the hospital have also

been given in-service training to help

them recognize potential victims

among their own staff. Beverly

Husted, a member of the Center's

’ Public Relations team, says increas-

j

ing awareness among staff and

management "really brings the crisis

home". Attending physicians are also

becoming involved. Dr. Bob Wall,

who is Chairman of the Gyn/Ob
Department, has scheduled Grand

Rounds devoted to domestic vio-

lence. The incoming President of

I

Rose Medical Staff, Dr. Stephen

I Shogan, who is both a neurosurgeon
' and an attorney, is working with

Denver Medical Society and the

hospital to increase staff awareness

1
of legal issues. Rose is also working

I

with Denver's SafeHouse to get a

better idea of what shelter workers

think the medical community should

know about domestic violence.
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Community Response

(cont'd.)

Consider the prospect of domestic violence
if any of the following are observed:

1. Suicide attempt

2. Evidence of alcohol or drug abuse

3. Vague or non-specific physical or psychological complaints (i.e., fatigue,

anxiety, depression, "nerves", fearfulness, sleeplessness, rage, loss of

appetite and dissociation.)

4. Extent or type of injury inconsistent with patient's explanation

5. Repeated use of Emergency Department services

6. Multiple injuries in various stages of healing

7. Problems during pregnancy, specifically, pre-term abortion, bleeding,

interuterine growth retardation, hyperemesis and any other injuries

8. Sites of injury - face, neck, throat, abdomen, genitals or bilateral extremity

injuries

9. Eating disorders

10. Report of self-mutilation

1 1 . Self induced abortions or multiple therapeutic abortions or miscarriages

1 2. Single car crashes, victim may also be a passenger

1 3. Lacerations and burns

14. Emotional abuse or marital discord observed by staff

St. Mary's Hospital

In Grand junction, Barbara

Lacey of St. Mary's Hospital says that

the hospital is taking a multi-pronged

approach. Realizing that the emer-

gency room was seeing people in an

"acute" phase of the cycle and now
always identifying abuse as the

precipitating cause of injury, the

hospital is hoping to incorporate a

screening tool in its routine admis-

sions and medical history proce-

dures, which will be used to ascer-

tain whether clients are at risk of

becoming victims. A "danger

assessment" tool, a copy of which

can be found in the protocols, will

be administered to those identified as

being at risk and, if necessary,

appropriate interventions would be

used, including referrals to commu-
nity resources and follow-up after

discharge. The hospital has also

received a grant through the Victim

Assistance and Law Enforcement

program to hold a conference for

health care providers, law enforce-

ment officials, members of the

county social services department

and others.

The Colorado Medical Society

The Colorado Medical Society is

also embarking upon a domestic

violence project. In September,

1991, the CMS House of Delegates

approved a resolution which created

a family violence task force. This task

force recently completed a survey of

physicians which found that three

broad issues are key barriers to

physician involvement: frustration

with lack of response from patients;

lack of knowledge; and the failure of

other systems, particularly social

services and judicial. According to

Marilyn Barton of CMS, physicians

consistently noted that patients don't

tell them, don't want to implicate

partners, won't file charges and don't

change their lives. Many physicians

did acknowledge that they do not

routinely query patients about the

occurrence of domestic violence.

The respondents said they need

more information on local resources,

legal responsibilities, appropriate

interventions and better skills for

recognizing victims.

CMS will attempt to meet

physicians' informational needs by

developing and disseminating a

variety of resources. Additionally, a

multidisciplianry roundtable meeting

is being planned to 1 ) identify and

clarify each agency's role; 2) clarify

the existing domestic violence

reporting statute; 3) identify prob-

lems with the current system for

dealing with domestic violence; and

4) problem solve.

Colorado Department of Health

Response

Colorado Department of Health

Executive Director Dr. Pat Nolan

has asked the Eamily Violence

Prevention Program to share the

video and related materials with

other health department programs..

There are plans to work with other

related state agencies in the future.

Dr. Nolan explains her strong

support for projects targeting family

violence by stating that if we, as a

society, continue to accept violence

between men and women, then our

children will become the next

generation of abusers.

Copies of the manual, training

video and suggested protocols are

available for purchase by calling 1
-

8000-368-0406. For more informa-

tion on the Health Department's

project, Deborah Haack can be

reached at (303) 692-2589.
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Domestic Violence:

Do you know ...

Family Violence Awareness Quiz

1. Family violence affects only a small percentage of the population.
| ] True [ ] False

2. Family violence occurs mostly in lower socioeconomic.
| ] True [ ] False

3. Women are most often the victims rather than the perpetrators of abuse.
| ] True

[ ] False

4. Children who are abused often become abusers themselves.
I ] True [ ] False

5. Alcohol and other drug abuse cause violent behavior.
| ] True [ ] False

6. More than one million older Americans are abused by family members.
| ] True [ ]

False

7. Homicide is among the five leading causes of death in childhood.
I ] True [ ] False

8. Physical abuse is the most harmful form of abuse.
| ] True [ ] False

9. Disruptive behavior may be a signal that a child is being abused.
I J True [ ]

False

10. Family violence can be prevented.
| ] True [ ] False

Answers

1 . False. Family violence touches the lives of more than 60-million Americans each year, and as many as one-fourth

of all American families. As many as 35% of women who visit hospital ERs are there for symptoms related to

ongoing abuse. But as few as 5% of domestic violence victims are identified each year.

2. False. Family violence cuts across economic, racial, age, sex and other barriers.

3. True. While family violence can affect both husbands and wives, women most often are the victims. Estimates are

that as many as 4-million women are physically battered each year by husbands, former husbands, boyfriends

and lovers. They also are victims of other types of abuse—forced isolation, belittling verbal abuse, threats,

intimidation, and restricted access to money, transportation and other resources.

4. True. Violence is a learned behavior and children who live with it learn early. The result may be violence toward

siblings or playmates; or sexual abuse if that is part of the pattern. As adults, they may engage in violent behavior,

such as reckless or drunk driving, or violence or abuse may become part of their own homes. In that case, the

behaviors will be passed on to a new generation.

5. False. Drug and alcohol dependence are among the factors that contribute to family violence, but they are not the

cause. Other related factors are stress, crises such as losing a job, financial difficulties, marital conflicts, illness, or

the increased dependency of an aging relative.

6. True. Elder abuse can include physical, financial, or emotional abuse, and women over age 80 are the most likely

victims.

7. True. The majority of infant victims are killed by parents, relatives, or older siblings.

8. False. While physical harm is often the most apparent consequence of family violence, the resulting psychiatric

and emotional problems may last a lifetime.

9. True. Other signs include repeated injuries for which unlikely explanations are given by parents or caretakers,

and passive or withdrawn behavior of the child.

10.

True. Among ways to help prevent family violence are educating people to spread awareness of the problem and

what can be done about it; and supporting the victims of violence through safe houses, crisis centers, and hotlines

for both victims and abusers.
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In the age of corporate takeovers...

ED: In our last issue, we began the question and answer session between CMS Executive Director Sandra L. Maloney,

the editor of Copic Topics and K. Mason EHoward, M.D., CEO, and Larry Thrower, President of Copic Insurance

Company. The purpose of the discussion: to find out how secure Copic was from corporate takeover and buyout

possibilities of successful companies. Here is the conclusion.

Editor: How are the

officers of Copic chosen,

and how do their salaries

and "perks"' compare with

the PIAA median f

Maloney: What is the current

makeup of Copic's governance and

management teams?

Dr. Howard: As was noted earlier,

the Boards of the Trust and the

Company are coincident in member-
ship. They are comprised of eleven

physicians and three non-physicians.

All have been active in various

elements of organized medicine; the

non-physician members include

Copic's President, Copic's General

Counsel, and a retired partner of a

national accounting firm.

By the way, three of our directors

have served as Presidents of the

Colorado Medical Society.

Copic asks a great deal of its

directors, including a commitment of

their time and talent for possibly a

full decade.

There is an initial year to deter-

mine their interest level and suitabil-

ity. It is probationary, although they

have full voting privileges. After that,

as suitable, there is the expectation

that they will serve up to three

additional three-year terms.

This major time commitment is

necessary because they must thor-

oughly understand the complexities

of the medical malpractice insurance

industry and the responsibilities of

directing what has now become a

nearly $200 million corporation.

They have to develop individual

expertise in areas such as insurance

company finances, reinsurance,

claim management, underwriting

and communications.

Editor: How are board members
compensated?

Dr. Howard: Directors spend

approximately 1 5 days per year

attending six regularly scheduled

meetings. Three of these meetings

require three days, for which direc-

tors receive $ 1 ,200. The other three

are one-day meetings, and the

compensation is $600.

Additionally, board members serve

on committees which typically

require half-day commitments, for

which they are paid $300.

There is no additional compensa-

tion for Copic Trust service, nor for

the considerable preparation time

which is required before meetings.

The Chairman of the Board, the

President and the Genera! Counsel

are employees of Copic Insurance

Company, as well as Board mem-
bers; they do not receive any

additional compensation for their

Board service.

By the way, we have compared
our Board compensation policies

with those of other PIAA companies

and find that we are slightly below

the median level of compensation.

Editor: How are the officers of

Copic chosen, and how do their

salaries and "perks" compare with

the PIAA median?

Thrower: The members of the Board

of Directors establish, on an annual

basis, compensation for company
administrators. Administrators sign

annual contracts, subject to annual

renewal by the Board.

In the survey of PIAA companies -

physician-operated or controlled

carriers similar to Copic — salary

comparisons reveal that Copic's

Chief Executive Officer receives

compensation equal to the average

of the other 29 companies surveyed,

while the Chief Operating Officer's

salary is 1 6.1 percent below the

average for those companies.
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\What about Copic? (ppic

(Part II of two parts)

i

In comparing all management

I

salaries with these "sister" compa-
nies, we find Copic to fall in a range

from 27 percent below the median,

to exactly equal to the median; on

the basis of overall expense load,

Copic's 1991 expenses, at 9.89

percent of written premium, were

lower than any comparable com-
pany in PIAA, where expenses

ranged from 1 0.2 to 24 percent.

In addition to salary, Copic

provides its executives an allowance

for business use of a car, business

accident insurance, annual medical

examination, deferred compensation

within the established salary, health

and disability insurance, and the

same paid vacation time which other

employees receive. "Perks" available

to the officers of many other PIAA

companies — club dues, spouse

travel, extra vacation allowance,

chauffeur service and "golden

parachutes" — are not provided to

Copic management.

Copic administrators clearly are

paid appropriately, but not extrava-

gantly.

Maloney: Has Copic ever been

audited by the U.S. Internal Revenue

Service?

Thrower: Interestingly enough,

we've had not one but two recent

visits from the IRS. One was a six-

hour review of the Copic/CMS
benefit plan, and the IRS field agent,

at the end of his visit, indicated his

complete satisfaction with the

structure, management and sound-

ness of this benefit plan for the

employees of the two organizations,

including health, disability and life

insurance, and a qualified pension

plan.

The other audit, ongoing after

nearly six months, was occasioned

for a simple reason:

In 1991 the IRS issued new
regulations which changed its

historic method of taxation for "start-

up" insurance companies.. As a

result of these new regulations,

Copic filed amended tax returns

requesting a tax refund of approxi-

mately $4 million. Any refund

request of this magnitude must be

accompanied by an IRS audit of the

company seeking the refund.

As you would expect, Copic is

cooperating fully with the IRS

auditors and believes its refund

request will be approved. If it is

approved, it will strengthen the

Company's already sound financial

position.

Maloney: I've heard about a Copic

Foundation. What is it?

Dikeou: Copic Medical Founda-

tion is its full name, and it was

established in late 1 991 . It is a

private 501(c)(3), federally-approved

tax-exempt, non-profit Colorado

corporation Vv'hich must comply with

Colorado and Federal law in carry-

ing out its non-profit purposes. The

Foundation must use its assets and

income to support other 501 (c)(3)

entities or for state or federal govern-

mental purposes.

The sole purpose of this Founda-

tion is to benefit and provide support

for various charitable, educational,

civic and scientific purposes related

to medicine, medical education,

medical research and other medical

charitable purposes.

Currently intended beneficiaries

include the Colorado Physician

Health Program (CPHP) and the

Colorado Personal Education for

Physicians (CPEP).

Editor: How is Copic Eoundation

funded?

Dikeou: Initially it received $ 1

million out of surplus Copic Trust

funds. When the Trust finally runs off

its last remaining insurance-coverage

obligations, any remaining assets

may be suitably placed with the

Foundation — to be used for the

betterment of medicine and physi-

cians in this state in accordance with

the Foundation's charter documents.

Editor: We've covered a lot

of ground. Sandra Maloney,

you fired the first question, so

it seems appropriate that you

field the last question. It is:

"Well, what do you think

about Copic, particularly as it

interfaces with CMS mem-
bers

Maloney: "I really don't

intend this to sound like a

commercial, but the fact is: I

think there is every evidence

that the long-standing relation-

ship between CMS and Copic

is just as solid and mutually

productive as ever. Maybe

more so.

"
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CMS Leadership Conference

Note: Last month, the

exec, of the El Paso

County Medical Society

waxed eloquent about the

value of "Elmers'", those

component societies who
hold organized medicine

together. Now, as

promised, is the exciting

conclusion.

I'll bet you can tell by what I

wrote last month that I'm excited

about what I do and I'm very proud

of the people I work with. A doctor

once told me he didn't want to join

because the society was just a good

old boys club. I guess you could still

call our retired physician task force

that. Otherwise that's getting to be

an obsolete expression in most

societies. I know that societies still

have a lot of work to do in order to

organize so that opportunities to

become more active can be tailored

to meet the needs of young physi-

cians and women but, it can be

done. In our society half our board of

directors will be women this coming

year.

In fact, I'm always amazed at

how willing most of our members
are to give their time and their

support. All of you here today are an

especially good example. You've

taken time from your practice and

your family. And you've taken

money from your pocket in order to

be here on behalf of your profession.

You all know very well the great

benefit your colleagues receive from

the time you donate. And, I imagine

you're here because some one did

the same for you at one time or

another.

Well, if components are the glue

that holds the federation together,

then committees are the glue that

solidifies county societies. The

medical execs and the presidents

have to be talent search persons...

Getting the best from everyone. All

members have some expertise in

certain areas and interests in a lot of

others and there's a lot of competi-

tion for that interest and expertise.

Most societies have committees to

address everything from aids to

zoology and it takes a lot of volun-

teer hours to accomplish the great

projects that end up getting done.

Since our topic this weekend is

the Physician in the Year 2000 I

guess we better take a few minutes to

look at what we need to do for the

future. Whatever that turns out to be

I think we better get to doing it soon

since the year 2000 is well within

touching distance!

I really wish we were having this

discussion about a month from now;

I'm sure I'd be brimming with great

ideas and charged with enthusiasm.

We're having our annual AAMSE
meeting the end of July to address

just this subject. But, to get some
ideas for this weekend I've talked

with a lot of my colleagues in

advance and here's a list of a few

things they think will need to be

addressed:

You know your profession is

changing and that it will be a lot

different just eight years from now.

As the practice of medicine changes

so will the role of the medical

society; doctors will more and more
need an organizational structure

which can negotiate and lobby for

them. ..The federation of medicine is

that structure but, without the

component societies you'd have a

difficult time letting your negotiating

arm know what results you want.

It's more and more vital to bring

a positive description of doctors to

the public. We'll have to find new
and innovative ways to do that on all

levels. We really need to brag, to our

members and to the public, on all

the great things that get done through
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"The Physician in the Year 2000"

organized medicine. Most of us do a

poor job of that.

We have to become more

involved politically. One reason we
don't have more physician lawmak-

ers is the same reason we don't have

a variety of people in public office;

they need to make a living. To help

solve this, what if we formed a

national foundation. Funds could be

dispensed through the foundation.

Funds could be dispensed through

the foundation to provide locum

tenens during the time the physician

lawmakers are in office.

We need funding for all these

programs and activities and we can't

get it all from dues. We have to look

at programs that can save or make

our members money, or at least

make paying dues less onerous. I

think a national travel program is a

good idea. Con you imagine the

discounts we could negotiate if we
could deliver even 50,000 doctors,

their families and their office person-

nel?

We have to have some solid

membership recruitment and reten-

tion programs. They should be joint

with the national, state and local

societies. I'd like to see the state

society fund a part time person that

would work for each district. That

person would call, in person, on

each member of the society and all

those doctors who aren't members of

the society. They wouldn't have to

be an expert on the workings of the

society. Their job would be to gather

information and report back. There

wouldn't be much expense involved

especially when compared to the

invaluable member relations we
could begin to develop.

For public relations maybe we
should develop a national referral

service and start it off with a huge

national media blitz. It would be

provided through the county societ-

ies, coordinated through the states

and financed through the national

society.

Component societies have
' formed many coalitions in their

communities. These should be

expanded to include the state, then

should involve the nation as a whole

in order to identify and then resolve

problems with seniors, uninsured,

^ underinsured, payment systems and

all those things we can't fix by

ourselves.

The federation of medicine is

that three legged stool we hear so

much about... We just can't be

[

balanced without the national, state

I

and component societies. We must

truly improve the coordination of all

our activities and begin to speak with

a common voice. Somehow we have

to come to agreement of a slogan

i

and then five that same message to

doctors and to their patients and that

message should be carried on

j

member ties, scarfs, logos, pins

I

poster and plaques, bumper stickers

and anywhere else we can think to

put it!

I

I think all this will keep us busy

for awhile. However, to get any of

I

these done though there are three

j

things that we can never forget and

those are;

Communicate; Commu-

!

nicate; Communicate

Carol A. Walker

El Paso County Medical Society

"The federation of

medicine is that three

legged stool we hear so

much about../'

!

I
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An expensive charting system

is one that doesn't work.

Subjective: “The Plaintiffs husband had his first embolism

^ 21 months ago."

Abjective: “Doctor, please show the COURT that

record in your chart.”

kssessment: “Oh...

I can’tfind it!"

plans: Call BIBBERO!!!

Contact Sue Lewis or Tom Rothgeb at (303) 969-9997 or (800) 358-8240 Ext. #83

RUN A SPECIAL
PRACTICE.

Today’s Air Force has special opportuni-

ties for qualified physicians and physi-

cian specialists. To pursue medical excel-

lence without the overhead of a private

practice, talk to an Air Force medical pro-

gram manager about the quality lifestyle,

quality benefits and 30 days of vacation

with pay each year that are part of a

medical career with the Air Force. Dis-

cover how special an Air Force practice

can be. Call

TOLL-FREE
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

1-800-423-USAF



|The Interview
f

;
A short story (Part II of three parts)

by Joe Batuello, MSI
Denver, Colorado

What if you botch. . . THIS,

and the patient doesn't die

like he's supposed to?"

When we left our story in Part I, Alex

Bookman was listening, nervously as

Dr. Zykion (with whom Alex was inter-

viewing for a possible residency) had

launched into an enthusiastic descrip-

tion of the program.

"This is the specialty of the future,

Bookman. Think of it; thousands of

terminally ill patients facing a life of

what? Pain, machines and Medicare!

Any questions?"

Alex thought for a moment. "How
do you know if..." He paused for a

second, not knowing if "euthanasia" or

"physician assisted suicide" were sen-

sitive terms. "How do you know
if...THIS is appropriate for a given pa-

tient, and that you don't just have some

despondent. .
.

person ?"

Dr. Zykion's brow wrinkled thought-

fully. "Well, we have a team of crack

psychiatrists or psychologists or some-

thing to evaluate each patient. Of

course, we're not here to judge. There

are circumstances in everyone's life

that may make... this appropriate. This

is about choices, escape from pain.

We're here to provide a service."

"Of course," agreed Alex, trying to

be delicate, "and I can see where that

would be appreciated if the Broncos '

go to another Superbowl. But why
doctors? I mean, anyone can do...

THIS. Can't they?" '

Out of the corner of h is eye, Alex saw

Mr. Carlucci smile faintly. Dr. Zykion '

seemed irritated.

"For God's sake Bookman! We're !

professionals. You could pull your own '

teeth too, but do you? No. You go to a

dentist. Christ, the last thing we need is ;

a bunch of amateurs and do-it-

yourselfers running around giving us '

all a bad name. We do things right. We

have the equ ipment and expertise. The

patient can just sit back, relax, and

enjoy the trip. I mean, if you can't trust

your doctor, who can you trust?"

Dr. Zykion thought for a moment,

then added, "Leave death to the pro-

fessionals." Alex recognized the last

line. It was spoken by Trevor Howard

in "The Third Man."

"I see," offered Alex meekly, "but

pharmacists make mistakes, machines

malfunction, ...doctors goof. What if

you botch. ..THIS, and the patient

doesn't die like he's supposed to?"

Mr. Carlucci leaned forward, panto-

mimingwith histhumband index finger

extended, "Hey, sometimes... BA - DA
- BING! ... You do what you gotta do,

y'know what I'm sayin'?"

Dr. Zykion smiled paternalistically.

That's why this is a three year program;

so these types of things don't happen."

The interview continued more or

less in this fashion for another 20 min-

utes, with Alex and Dr. Zykion not

exactly hitting it off. Alex wondered if

the residents would call Dr. Zykion

"The Terminator" behind his back.

As the interview concluded, Alex

was given a tour of the facility. At the

end of a long corridor was the "proce-

dure room" where thanatological

science turned theory into practice.

This surprised Alex somewhat, since

he had imagined that patients would

be dispatched from their rooms.

Just outside the procedure room was

hung a Norman Rockwell print, the

one showing a young boy in a doctor's

office with his backside exposed as the

doctor prepared to give him a shot.

(Continued in Part III, January '93)
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edicaid miracle

in Mesa County

by Roger C. Shenkel, M.D.

"Physicians are provided

major financiai incentives

for seeing these patients

in their offices. .

. ''

For 20 years, Medicaid has been
under control in Mesa County,

Colorado. You probably haven't

heard much about it. Here is the

story.

Since 1974, Rocky Mountain
HMO has had an at-risk contract

with Medicaid. The program here

has cost the State less than it does in

the rest of Colorado. Medicaid

patients have access to all local

physicians, and nearly all physicians

have continued to participate in the

program. We have never run out of

money for physician fees, and we
smugly grin as it consistently hap-

pens elsewhere in the State. Medic-

aid patients have access to all local

hospitals. Why haven't you heard

about it before? You would think that

20 years of successfully managing
Medicaid would make headlines.

The program has not been politically

correct from the medical and

legislative viewpoint. First of all, it

began in 1 974 with a strict gate-

keeping philosophy. That was
frightening to many in organized

medicine at the time, and most of

our representatives to the Colorado

Medical Society were specialists. We
looked closely at utilization and

quality and it so happened that early

on one of the physicians dropped
from the program was very promi-

nent in a State medical organization.

We paid Primary Care Physicians

fairly well for their efforts to make
the program run efficiently, and that

money was always perceived as

coming at the expense of the special-

ists. To address the huge amounts
that pharmacy was costing our

Medicaid patients, we entered into

an exclusive agreement with a

pharmacy chain. The local pharmacy
group fought this effort vigorously at

the State level and sullied our

reputation with the legislature. And
probably the biggest reason that no
one in organized medicine has said

much good about us is that the key

to our success has been spelled H-
M-O. There seems to be a perception

I with physicians that because some
HMOs behave irresponsibly, all do.

So it is no surprise that you do not

hear much about Mesa County's

solution to Medicaid.

Here is what we do. if you sign

I up for Medicaid in Mesa County and
opt for the HMO plan, all physicians

who are taking any new patients will

I
accept you in their practice. You are

then tied into a tight gatekeeping

system—tight in that you cannot

bypass it, but very loose in that

virtually all local specialists partici-

pate and are available with an

appropriate referral. Drop-in ER visits

1 by Medicaid recipients seem to be

unstoppable, but local hospitals,

after some arm-twisting, have given

us reduced rates for these visits.

I

Physicians are provided major

financial incentives for seeing these

patients in their offices or local

convenience rooms (provided by the

hospitals free of charge)
,
rather than

i seeing them in the emergency
rooms.

For 20 years, physicians have

!

been paid the same fees for Medic-

aid services that other lines of HMO
business are paid, less a withhold,

that can be as high as 40 percent. At

a 40 percent withhold, our fees are

I about the same as straight State

Medicaid payments. Most years, a

portion of the withholds have been
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imiracle ...

(Continued)

paid out resulting in payments to

physicians above the Medicaid

schedule. Administrative hassles are

greatly reduced, so most physicians

are happy to participate.

Of the 20 years, there have been

only two where the 40 percent

withhold has not protected the HMO
from losses. Most of our major

problems happen when the State

unilaterally changes the agreement.

A prime example was 1 990 and

1991 when the financial require-

ments for pregnant women to enroll

in Medicaid were lifted without an

adequate adjustment to compensate

for the high costs of the group. Both

years the doctors lost their 40

percent, and the HMO lost signifi-

cant reserves.

Is it perfect? Of course not. The

Medicaid group defies any attempts

at consistent preventive care and will

always be a utilization frustration for

caregivers. The State will never have

enough resources to adequately fund

the system. But do we have enough

resources to adequately fund the

system. But do we have a model that

provides universal access for all

Medicaid recipients, provides quality

cost-effective care, and is acceptable

to Mesa County physicians and

patients alike? Yes, we do.

NOTE: Roger Shenkel, MD., is a family

physician in Grand Junction, Colorado.

From 1987 to 1992 he was President of

the Mesa County Physicians Independent

Practice Association, an IPA that

contracts on behalf of 1 40 Mesa County

physicians with Rocky Mountain HMO
for the Medicaid program in Mesa

County.

imilODIICIIIi DEWEII MEl IIKUIII lEIEIIS!

CompHealth, the nation s premier locum tenens organization, now provides /invr/

primary care coverage and tlexil^le, part-time opportunities tor physicians in the

greater Denver area. Call today to discuss daily, weekly, weekend, evening, or

monthly coverage tor your practice, or to find out more about building a flexible

locum tenens practice right here in the greater Denver area.

303-777-8002 CoiTipHealHi/Denver
P.O. Box 100218, Denver, CO 80260 LOCAL STAFFING NETWORK

Legal Representation before the
Colorado State Board of

Medical Examiners

Jeffrey M. Laski

Attorney at Law
337-1400

STARTYOURPRACTICE
ATOUREXPENSE

Getting started in the Navy is

smooth sailing. No burdens of

establishing a practice. No
overhead or business expenses.

Concentrate on what you were

trained to do: practice medicine

right away.
Enjoy;
• A professional experience

with opportunities for advance-

ment, variety, challenge and real

responsibility.

• A practice offering profes-

sional development, discretion-

ary leisure time and excellent

benefits.

• An important and valued role

enriched with a sense of patrio-

tism, prestige, and accomplish-

ment.

If this is what you’ve been

looking for in your future, the

Navy Medical Corps is the place

for you. To find out more, call:

1 -800 -237-7392

NAVYEWSICIAN Vou and tlie TNavy.
Full Speed Ahead
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3 million to improve

rural health services

Lindy Nelson, Rural and Primary Health Policy Director, Colorado Department of Health

Peg O'Keefe, Vice-President of Public Affairs, Colorado Hospital Assn.

Twelve hospitals throughout Colorado have been awarded $200,000 each from the federal Health Care Financ-

ing Administration to participate in a program to improve rural health delivery.

Six small rural hospitals are being paired with six larger, more fully equipped facilities in an effort to reduce fixed

costs and avoid duplication of services, while improving care for patients. The facilities are:

Proposed Primary Care Hospitals (PCHs) Proposed Essential Access Community Hospitals (EACHs)

Weisbrod Memorial Hospital in Eads. with Arkansas Valley Regional Medical Center in Ea junta

Haxtun Hospital District in Del Norte with Sterling Regional Medical Center in Alamosa

St. Joseph's Hospital in Del Norte with San Euis Valley REgional Medical Center in Alamosa

Rangely District Hospital in Rangely with St. Mary's Hospital in Grand Junction

Pioneer's Hospital in Meeker with Valley View Hospital in Glenwood Springs

Kremmling Memorial Hospital with Routt Memorial Hospital in Steamboat Springs

EACH/PCH

The Colorado Department of

Health has received $500,000 to

implement the program in the state,

with the assistance of the Colorado

Hospital Association. Over the next

two years, the facilities will make the

changes necessary to be classified as

either Essential Access Community
Hospitals (EACHs) or Rural Primary

Care Hospitals (PCHs).

Colorado is one of only seven

states (out of 21 applicants) selected

to participate in the program to

improve rural health services.

The smaller. Primary Care

Hospitals are required to downsize

to no more than six beds and keep

patients for an average of 72 hours.

Emergency service will be available

24 hours. These facilities will have a

formal agreement with the Essential

Access Community Hospital for

transfer of patients, provider back up,

quality assurance and information

sharing.

"The intent of the program is to

assure access to health care by

reducing the risk of smaller hospital

closures," according to Eindy

Nelson, director of the Rural and

Primary Health Policy and Planning

Section of the Health Department.

"By pairing them with hospitals

nearby, the smaller hospitals will be

able to reduce overhead costs, which

will help them to remain open and

provide service in their communi-
ties."

The facilities will use the grant

money to meet criteria in order to be

designated an EACH or a PCH. Eor

example, the Primary Care Hospitals

plan to buy tele-radiology equipment

so x-rays may be sent electronically

to their larger partner hospital to be

reviewed right away, instead of

waiting for the weekly visit from a

radiologist. Some of the hospitals

also plan to buy electronic data

equipment so patients' records will

follow them if they are transferred to

the partner hospital. This can prevent

tests from being repeated and will

improve communications between

physicians.

Each hospitalwill set up a

community advisory board to help in

the process. The Emergency Medical

Services Division of the Colorado

Department of Health will provide

technical assistance in the develop-

ment of criteria concerning the

transportation of patients between

the hospitals and development of

telecommunications systems.

"This rural health network program

will help rural hospitals continue to

meet the needs of their communi-
ties," according to Earry Wall,

president of the Colorado Hospital

Association. "The challenges facing

rural hospitals are many and by

networking with larger facilities,

assistance in reducing those prob-

lems will be realized."
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Edie K. Register, Director

Unnecessary Denials

Due to Physician Payment Reform,

the use of modifiers has become very

important. The Colorado Medical

Society (CMS) has received numer-
j

ous complaints from physicians
!

concerning necessary care being

denied. After researching a number
|

of individual cases I have found that
|

the majority of denials are caused by

a missing modifier and in some cases

a modifier being used when it is not
|

necessary. Let me give you a few
j

examples of what I am seeing.

Example 1

Mrs. John Doe calls for an

appointment because she has a sore

on her foot and thinks it might be
|

infected. Based on your visit, you
j

determine that is necessary to i

perform an incision and drainage

immediately. The proper billing

procedure would be to list you

Evaluation and Management code
[

with the modifier 25, because the

decision to perform the surgical

procedure was made on that day.
j

Also make sure you document in

your medical record that the deci-

sion to do the procedure was made
at that visit . You would also bill for

the incision and drainage without a

modifier.

Note: If the procedure is not per-

formed at the same visit, but is

scheduled to be done at another

encounter, the subsequent visit
i

scheduled to perform the procedure
j

cannot be billed.

i

Example 2

An oncology clinic was billing

for weekly radiology therapy man-

H EALTH Care

agement; complex (procedure code
77430). The therapy was performed

in a hospital and the modifier 26 was
attached to indicate professional

component. After thousands of

dollars in denials and numerous
phone calls to the Carrier, the clinic

contacted CMS. After a meeting

with Jan Popovitch at the Carrier, we
determined that modifier 26 is not

applicable to code 77430. Do not

assume that all radiology or diagnos-

tic testing codes have a professional

and technical component modifies

applicable to them. To determine

which codes do and do not have

professional and technical compo-
nents, review you disclosure (charge

limit) reports that the Carrier mails

each year with the Dear Doctor

Participation Letter.

The majority of denials

are caused by misused

modifiers

CMS members are encouraged to

contact Edie Register at 779-5455 or

1-800-654-5455 if they have ques-

tions concerning denials and feel

they are not receiving adequate

explanation from the Carrier.

Use of Modifier -24
from the Medicare Carrier

Carrier reporting to the Health Care Financing Administration on the use

of modifier 24 shows an increase of over 4,000 percent from January to

June of 1 992. The number of physicians reporting the modifier also

increased over 2,000 percent from January to June.

Modifier 24 is used to report unrelated visits during the postoperative

period of a surgery by the operating physician. The modifier should be

used only with visit codes (E&M), and should not be used with surgical or

diagnostic procedures, or with lab, x-ray or anesthesia services. Since the

modifier pertains only to the operating surgeon, it should not be used l)y

the assistant surgeon.

E&M services for related diagnoses, even though reported with a differ-

ent ICD-9-CM diagnosis code are considered related services and should

not be reported separately. Examples: eye pain after cataract surgery or

urinary retention after a TURP.
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OSHA Update

/ hope this update is

useful. If you have further

questions please contact

me at 303-781 -5301 or

Ellen Stein at CMS 303-

779-5455.

I hope you won't think that I've gone

over to the other side. It's just that, as

a consultant to the regional OSHA
office, I am able to stay current with

the agency's activities relative to the

Bloodborne Pathogens Standard.

The Exposure Control Plan and

your employee's knowledge of the

Standard remain the objects of the

OSHA inspectors' closest scrutiny

when checking for compliance with

the Standard for Bloodborne Patho-

gens. I have learned that some
inspectors expect you to have a

detailed procedure for investigating,

documenting and correcting prob-

lems surrounding an exposure

incident. The Incident Evaluation

Eorm from the CMS "Office Compli-

ance Manual" which we prepared

last spring demonstrates a first-step,

"good faith" effort to meet this

requirement and may satisfy some
inspectors, but not all. It would
therefore be wise to state in your

plan as many specifics as you can

regarding how an exposure incident

will be handled in your facility (e.g.

who will do the investigating, who
will do the post-exposure exam, etc.)

The good news is that omission of

this amount of detail would consti-

tute a very minor violation and,

unless it was part of a large group of

violations, you would probably have

30 days to correct it.

In our Region 8 between De-

cember 6, 1991 and September 30,

1992,there were 9 inspections of

large facilities, and no inspections of

private offices.

Two inspections were planned in

general manufacturing to address

first aid workers, one was a referral

and six were based onemployee
complaints

By Bonita Carson, M.D.

These last fall into 2 categories:

Formal - Employee must be current

and mustsign acompiaint;theOSHA
inspection may occur immediately

with no notification; the employee
complainant is sent a copy of the

results of the inspection.

Informal - Current or former em-
ployee makes a complaint but does

not sign the complaint. In this case,

the employer is sent a letter and has

30 days to respond to OSHA; if the

response is unsatisfactory, OSHA will

conduct an inspection

OSHA officials have received

many phone calls from employees

seeking to complain but most are

reluctant to file a complaint.

The nine inspections yielded

nine violations. Eive were not

serious and four were considered

serious. The average penalty was
$1,100. The compliance officer

determines what type of violation

will be cited. Minor violations are

not too costly, but if there are many
minor violations they can be group-

ed and cited as serious (maximum
penalty $7,000). A willful violation

(e.g.. the employer refused to offer

the Hepatitis B vaccine and the

employee becomes infected in the

workplace) can cost up to $70,000.

One final note regards employ-

ees who received vaccine before the

statute was in effect. The employer

must have documentation such as a

medical record or written opinion

that the employee received the

vaccine. The simplest way to do this

is to have the employee sign the

statutory declination form (included

in CMS packet) indicating that they

are declining because they have

already been vaccinated.
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The life and times

of a locum tenens
By Richard F. Bedell, M.D.

Boulder, CO

What's it like being a "Rent-a-Doc" ?

Many physicians have asked me
this question, knowing I entered the

locum tenens field two years ago.

How do you find locations? Is

licensing a hassle? Is it hard to fit into

another practice? Where do you

stay?

After 28 years in private pediat-

ric practice in Boulder, 1 was ready

for a change and longed to travel.

What better way than to become a

locum tenens and be able to plan my
locations, vacation and time? Soon, 1

had signed with CompHealth, the

largest among many locum tenens

firms. After sending them notarized

copies of every license, diploma and

certificate imaginable, plus a half

dozen references to call, I was off

and running.

CompHealth helped me obtain

and paid for my licenses in four

states initially (now eight) . They

match physicians in all specialties

with practice locations, arrange all

travel and provide lodging (usually a

furnished apartment) and rental car

at the assignment. Also, they provide

malpractice insurance, and help

arrange hospital privileges by

furnishing ail documentation and

references. Some states require

personal interviews; many require

20-50 hours of CME annually; some
require an AIDS course or a Risk

Management course. The company
helps to arrange all this.

Who needs a locum tenens

(Latin: one holding a place) ? I have

worked for many types of practices

—

private, groups, government clinics

and HMO's—from Colorado to

Massachusetts. Physicians have been

on vacation, looking for a permanent

associate, post-partum, ill, taking

CME courses, and in Saudi Arabia

during Desert Storm.

Assignments are for two to eight

weeks, averaging a month, and then

i return home for a few weeks. In

between locum tenens assignments,

which I am free to accept or decline,

I often work as a volunteer in Mexico
or India. Erequently my wife comes
to visit during part of my time away
from home. I am always warmly
welcomed on assignments and have

learned to enlist the aid of nurses on

the first day. I attend local Rotary

Club meetings, churches, and often

have meals at doctor's homes. On
weekends I become a tourist with

camera at the ready.

My maiden journey was to the

eastern shore of Maryland where I

replaced the only pediatrician within

a 50 mile radius who was off to

England for a few weeks. He had no

answering service, but an answering

machine whose idiosyncrasies were

only surpassed by his dogs. I stayed

in his home. Stuffed with seafood, 1

then ventured to suburban Colorado

to again cover a solo practice whose

owner was in Florida arranging for

his relocation. His staff, but not his

patients, had been notified of his

intended immediate departure, so an

extra measure of diplomacy was

needed.

Inner city Boston was a different

experience. I was a minority by race,

gender and professional status. Most

"Health Care Providers" were nurses

or P.A.'s. In Adolescent Clinic three

questions appeared on the intake

history: (1 ) When was your last

fight?, (2) Were you injured? and (3)

Do you carry a weapon? Most

(1) When was your last

fights

(2) Were you injured^

(3) Do you carry a

weapon?

answered "Yes". I appreciated a

whole new culture that I had not

known.

Locum tenens is a Win-Win
situation. As a provider I can practice

medicine which I love, and also

pursue other interests. I am free of

administrative hassles and collect a

per diem check for my services as an

independent contractor. The clients

have an immediate well-credentialed

replacement for their time of need

with fees generated to at least cover

their overhead expenses.

Are there disadvantages? I've lost

the continuity of care that 1 cher-

ished, and the rapport with patients

and their families. But I've traded

that for a new freedom and the

excitement of adventures in new
places with new friends.

ED: The Colorado Medical Society is

currently organizing a locum tenens

program. This service is for the exclu-

sive use of our members. CMS will act

as a matching service between host

physicians and locum tenens. There is

no cost to CMS members for these ser-

vices.

If you have questions about the pro-

gram, Pleasecall (303) 779-5455 (in the

Denver area) or 1-800-654-5653 (out-

side the metro area). CMS staff will be

glad to assist you
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Courses offered for

physician counseling of HIV patients

Intensive training on how
to deal with the HIV
patient.

In response to the charge given it

by the House of Delegates at the

1992 Interim Meeting, the Council

on Professional Education has

investigated training courses to assist

physicians in counseling HIV
patients.

The Colorado Department of

Health Sexually Transmitted Disease

(STD)/AIDS Education and Training

Program has developed a number of

courses for health care providers

involved in the prevention, diagno-

sis, and treatment of sexually trans-

mitted diseases, including HIV
infection and AIDS. Listed are

courses that may be of particular

interest to physicians.

Eor additional information

regarding these courses, contact the

STD/HIV Education and Training

Program at the Colorado Department

of Health, 331-8310.

The Colorado AIDS Education

and Training Center offers an HIV
Clinical Training Program for

physicians and other health care

professionals. The HIV clinical

training program is offered as a five-

day intensive course. (Shorter

courses are available by special

arrangement.) The training is indi-

vidualized, to the extent possible, to

meet the professional and practice

needs of participants.

The program's goal is to train

primary care and mental health

practitioners to provide ongoing care

to their HIV-infected patients/clients

and to increase the number of

practitioners in the Rocky Mountain

Region working with HIV-infected

persons. You may obtain application

forms and additional information at

355-1305.

Courses

HIV Serologic Test Counseling

This 16-hour, two-day course provides participants with the knowledge and skills necessary to do in-depth pre and post test

counseling. Upon completion of the course, participants should be able to discuss serologic testing for antibodies to HIV;

present pre-test information to clients; counsel clients with seronegative test results using the guides presented in the course;

counsel clients with seropositive test results using the guides presented in the course and discuss the notification of sex and

needle-sharing partners with seropositive clients.

The Psychosocial Implications of HIV Infection and AIDS
This eight-hour, one-day course is designed to provide participants with a basis for understanding an overview of the psycho-

social issues impacting HIV infected individuals. Upon completion of the course, participants should gain understanding of

emotional, psychological, social, financial and legal issues of HIV infection and AIDS as it impacts men, women, children,

health care providers, families, employers and society as a whole.

Managing Stress in

STD/HIV Professions

This eight-hour, one-day course is designed to help STD/HiV professionals recognize forms of job-related stress. In addition,

participants will be provided with viable means of managing this condition, through self help or external resources. Upon
completion of the course, participants should be able to identify stress as it relates to their jobs and determine if stress levels

become so debilitating they should explore methods of stress management. They will also be able to practice simple methods

of stress management and will be provided with other resources dedicated to managing stress.
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CQI : A Tool Physicians and Hospitals Can Use Together to Manage Change
Hyatt Regency DTC, Friday, january 15, 1993

This is a one-day seminar from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the Hyatt Regency DTC, Lunch and a reception are included

in the $75 registration fee.

Health care professionals are witnessing nothing but constant change and hospitals and physicians are looking for

proven ways to respond. Continuous Quality improvement (CQI) provides the structure to manage change, identify

and meet the community's needs, and reduce costs, while incrementally improving the quality of patient care.

Continuous Quality Improvement is a tool that does more than just address problems and patient complaints. When
used fully, CQI continuously addresses every aspect of health care delivery. CQI is a proven took for managing change.

Physicians and administrators from St. Mary's Hospital and Medical Center (Grand junction). Parkview Episcopal

Medical Center (Pueblo) and Penrose Hospital (Colorado Springs) will share informative, practical, and exciting ways

that hospitals and physicians can work together to start or improve a CQI program. This will be a "user friendly"

seminar with emphasis on audience participation. The tentative agenda is listed below.

8:30 a.m. Registration

9:00 a.m. Welcome and Introductions

Leigh Truitt, MD, President, CMS

9:1 5 a.m. CQI and Its Role in Shaping the Future

Sister Lynn Casey, St. Mary's

9:45 a.m. QA/Ql/CQI: The Parkview Story

Carol Guinane, RN, MBA, Parkview

10:15 a.m. Break

10:30 QA/CQl: The Penrose Story

Ted Lewis, MD, Penrose

1 1 :00 a.m. Physician Involvement

Keith Wilson, MD, Parkview;

Ted Lewis, MD, Penrose;

Francis Raley, MD, St. Mary's

1 2:00 noon Lunch - Round Table Discussions with Speakers

1 :00 pm. Physician Training

Fred Barbero, MD;
Barbara j. Sowada, PhD, St. Mary's

2:00 p.m. Break

2:15 p.m. Case Studies

Pneumonia: Parkview

Staffing: St. Mary's

CCD Antigoagulant CQI Project: Penrose

3:00 p.m. CQI: The Leadership Challenge

Michael Pugh, President/CEO, Parkview

4:00 p.m. Wine and Cheese Reception
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by Alan Rapp, MD, Chairman,

Council on Legislation

The Lobby

The election is over— so

what next?

The passage of Amendment 1 is

frightening to legislators and perhaps

even more so to lobbyists who are

responsible for gaining passage of

legislation for the groups they

represent. We're sure that the

majority of you know that the

amendment limits the annual growth

in most state government spending to

the rate of inflation plus the percent-

age change in state population. For

the past five years, the population

growth and inflation has been: 3.3%
in 1986-1987; 2.85% in 1987-88;

2.2% in 1988-89; 5.2% in 1989-90

and 4.1% in 1990-1991. Legislators

face an unprecedented challenge to

keep pace with the expanded
Medicaid requirements (which are

estimated at $75 million for the

newly eligible children), the $374
million new dollars needed to honor

the existing school finance act, and

other statutory obligations, such as

prisons and Public Employees

Retirement Association funding. CMS
will be closely monitoring the Joint

Budget Committee and will keep you

informed concerning the ramifica-

tions of this amendment.
The 1992 election substantially

changed the composition of the

Colorado legislature — there will be

19 Republicans and 16 Democrats in

the State Senate and 34 Republicans

and 31 Democrats in the FHouse of

Representatives. The Democrat party

hoped to gain seats during this

election cycle but we believe it was
a surprise to everyone that the party

made such large gains. We can

expect to see far more coalition

building and compromising if any

meaningful legislation is to be

passed.

Two long-time senators were

defeated in their bids for re-election

— Senators Harold McCormick (R),

Canon City and Ted Strickland (R),

Westminster. As most of you know,

Senator Strickland served as Senate

President for the past 8 years.

Senator Tom Norton (R) of Greeley

has been elected to replace him. The

January issue of Colorado Medicine

will provide you with a complete

listing of legislative leadership as

well as committee membership.

The Council on Legislation's

December meeting will consider

positions on proposed 1993 legisla-

tion. The proposals of which we are

aware are listed below.

Direct Entry Midwifery. The

direct-entry (lay) midwives once

again submitted an application for

regulation to the Legislative Sunrise/

Sunset Review Committee. The

application was approved by the

committee and a bill will be intro-

duced which decriminalizes the

unlicensed practice of direct-entry

midwifery by excluding it from the

definition of the practice of medi-

cine. The bill does not immunize

direct-entry midwives from other

civil or criminal liability, but it does

provide guidelines for the regulation

and registration of direct-entry

midwives.

Private Utilization Review

Organizations. In accordance with

RES 28-P ('89), CMS submitted an

application to the Sunrise/Sunset

Review Committee for regulation of

private utilization review organiza-

tions. The committee did not ap-

prove regulation but a bill will be
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Sue Ellen Quam, Director, CMS Government Relations

Lorraine Koehn, Program Manager/Lobbyist

submitted which provides that any

private utilization review entity

contracting to provide services for a

health insurer, nonprofit hospital,

health care service corporation, or

health maintenance organization is

the direct agent of such regulated

entity. The proposal makes the

insurer responsible for the activities

and functions of private utilization

review organizations operating

within the scope of any contract.

Funding for the Colorado

Physician Health Program (CPHP).

in response to RES-57-P ('92), CMS is

working with Copic and staff of

CPHP on legislation which will

increase the cap on the surcharge

that funds the Physician Peer Health

Assistance Fund to $25.

Motorcycle Helmets. The

Colorado Motorcycle Helmet
Coalition has been formed for the

purpose of passing a motorcycle

helmet use law in Colorado during

the 1993 legislative session. Recent

federal highway legislation (ISTEA)

dictates that if we do not have a

comprehensive helmet use law in

place by October 1, 1993, Colorado

will suffer a transfer of over $9
million in highway construction

funds to non-construction safety

projects.

Trauma Centers. We expect

Senator Dottie Wham to introduce

legislation designating state wide

trauma centers. Senator Wham
appeared at the November meeting

of the Council on Legislation and

advised council members that she

hopes to work with members of the

medical community to iron out many
of the problem areas contained in

previous trauma center legislation.

We can also expect legislation

dealing with health care reform,

confidential HIV testing and uniform

billing of insurance claims and we'll

advise you as soon as we have

details on these proposals. Only time

will tell the impact that Amendment
1 will have on any of the proposals

included in this report.

"We can expect to see far

more coalition building

and compromising . .

. ''

PARTICIPATION '92

Ben Galloway, MD and Patti Brown, Co-Chairmen

Two physicians and one physician spouse take the word "partici-

pate" extremely seriously — Senator Claire Traylor (wife of Dr. Frank

Traylor) is completing her third term in the state senate; Dr. Pat Sullivan

has been re-elected to a second term in the State House of Representa-

tives, and Dr. John Elliff was defeated in his valiant effort to become a

member of the University of Colorado Board of Regents. Sincere thanks

to each of you for becoming involved!

We'd like to express our appreciation to the following physicians

and staff who worked on campaigns during the 1 992 election:

Rob Bogin, MD
Patti Brown

John Buglewicz, MD
H. G. Butler, III, MD
Judy Butler

Ben Galloway, MD
Diane Glismann

Suzanne Hamilton

Becky Hammond
Richard Hammond, MD
Lorraine Koehn

Robert Kruse, MD
Ted Lewis, MD
lames Meewsen, MD
Carla Murphy, MD
Robert A. Nathan, MD
Ray Painter, MD
Don Parsons, MD
Sue Ellen Quam
Bob Sawyer, MD
Ron Tegtmeier, MD
Leigh Truitt, MD

We know that there are many more of you out there who gave of

your time to elect your favorite candidate— please contact the CMS
Department of Government Relations and tell us who you are (779-5455

or 1-800-654-5653).
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/\ monthly report of

current and on-going

ctivities of the Councils,

Committees and Sections

of the Coilorado Medical

Society. None of the

information herein is

meant to indicate a policy

or position statement of

the Colorado Medical

Society. This report is

designed only to inform

CMS members of their

organization's activities

and study projects at the

Council, Committee or

Section level.

Council on Community Health

Issues: The Council last met in

August and reviewed pertinent

resolutions being submitted to the

CMS House of Delegates. The
Council continues to get updates

from the activities of each of the

committees under its purview. The

Council will meet again in Novem-
ber to develop action plans for each

of the resolutions passed at the

Annual meeting. In addition they

will continue development of plans

regarding protocols for nursing home
directors.

Sports Medicine: November 24,

1992 eeting cancelled due to

weather. Meeting has not yet been

rescheduled.

HIV Committee: At its meeting on

November 2nd the committee

reviewed the HIV Anonymous Test

Site Evaluation report. Based on the

data collected on 1 8 months of

testing at this site the committee

developed a position statement for

approval by the CMS Board of

Directors.

Family Violence Task Force: The

committee next met on November
23. A subcommittee is in the

process of planning a multidisciplin-

ary forum to 1 ) identify and clarify

each agency's role, 2) clarify the

existing reporting statute for domes-

tic violence, 3) identify problems

with the current system for dealing

with domestic violence, and 4)

problem solve.

Medical Informatics: In conjunction

with the 1 St Annual Meeting of the

Colorado Rural Health Resource

Center, planned and presented a

halfday forum on medical infor-

matics in rural areas. The November
20th meeting was held at the new
Merck Center for Technology,

Education and Information.

Medical Service Council: The

Council continues to discuss the

issue of non-physician providers and

will convene a multidisciplinary

group to respond RES-47-P on

December 1 1 . The proposed locum

tenens project was to be finalized at

the Council's meeting on December
4th.

Emergency Medical Care Physician

Advisory Committee (EMCPAC):
The Committee continues to work

with the EMS division of the Colo-

rado Department of Health and the

Coroner's Association to develop

recommendations for cessation of

resuscitation efforts at the scene.

Will also provide recommendations

to the Sports Medicine Committee

regarding appropriate emergency

equipment for high school sports

events.

Codman Small Area Analysis

Project: At its November meeting,

the draft of the first report was
presented for approval. In addition,

membership for a study committee

was determined. The study commit-

tee will be convened to review the

report and determine the questions

raised by the data. This information

will then be provided to the medical

community to assist them in under-

standing and utilizing the report.
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Hospital Medical Staff Section: The
I section sponsored an educational

program on CQI/TQM at the CMS
I
Annual Meeting. The section also

! voted to remain in place and re-

j

elected Dr. Gary VanderArk as its

I

chairman.

f

I Women in Medicine Section: The

section sponsored a wine and cheese

:
party at the CMS Annual Meeting.

I RES 45-P Parental Leave, sponsored

by the Section has been returned

with instructions to develop model

policies. The Section has begun

work on this project. Other projects

planned by the Section include a

medical student mentor program, a

survey of women physicians across

the state and a child care center

study.

The Physician's Health Issues

Committee, chaired by Bonita S.

Carson, MD, met November 12.

Based on discussion, the Committee

will begin developing model guide-

lines dealing with the Americans

with Disabilities Act and its effect on

the physician credentialing process.

Because of the complexity of this

issue, the Committee will request

input from a variety of sources,

including CMS legal counsel, the

Board of Medical Examiners, the

Colorado EHospital Association, the

Association of Medical Staff Services,

the Colorado Eoundation for Medical

Care, physician chairs of local

hospital credentialing committees,

representatives from the insurance

industry, EHMOs, Colorado Civil

Rights Commission, etc.

The next meeting is scheduled at

5:30 p.m., Thursday, January 21,

1 993, at CMS offices.

The CMS Education and Research

Foundation will meet at 4:00 p.m.

on Monday, December 7, 1992, at

the offices of W. Gerald Rainer, MD,
President. Agenda items will include

proposed bylaws revisions, an

update on student loan repayments,

and ways to better promote CMS-
ERE.

The Organizational Study

Committee will meet at 4:00 p.m. on

Tuesday, December 1, 1992, at the

CMS offices. The committee will

review and discuss a number of

items referred to it by the House of

Delegates and the Board of Direc-

tors.

Meetings of the Coalition on

Senior Issues are scheduled at 2:00

p.m. at the CMS offices on the

following dates:

December 1 5, 1 992

March 1 6, 1 993

June 15, 1993

September 21,1 993

December 1 5, 1 993

The Council on Professional

Education met November 19, 1992.

Highlights of that meeting will be

included in the January issue of C/M.

In case you were unfamiliar with a

particular Council or Committee, we
have here provided some ot the

charges under which they operate.

Charge of the Council on

Physician/Patient Advocacy

The Council shall protect the integ-

rity of traditional physician/patient

relationships in an ever-changing

environment in which third party

participants are assuming an increas-

ing role. This Council shall identify

and study current and new laws,

regulations, and policies emanating

from state and federal agents,

intermediaries, peer review organiza-

tions (PRO), and private health

insurers. The directives shall be

monitored to determine compatibil-

ity with quality medical principles

and CMS policy. The Council shall

work with and respond on behalf of

CMS members and their patients

who require assistance in interacting

with these agencies. Information

shall be provided to members
regarding the applicable laws,

regulations and policies that impact

the practice of medicine. Appropri-

ate CMS policies with regard to these

issues shall be recommended.

Charge of the

Medicare Advisory Committee

Through the Medicare Advisory

Committee there will be a body of

physicians within the Colorado

Medical Society that would be

updated and current on the activities

of Medicare. An educational process

should be developed to inform

members of changes as they occur. A
compilation of local complaints

should be made and the committee

should be capable of communicating

with the Colorado Carrier regarding

any of these complaints and the

impact of the policy on the physi-

cians of Colorado. The Committee

should monitor and develop a pro-

active stance with the local Health

Care Financing Administration

(HCFA) office. It should act as a

Continues on following page...
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For more information on

any of these Councils,

Committees or Sections,

please don't hesitate to

call the CMS at (303) 779-

5455 or 1-800-654-5653

and ask for the

appropriate staff person.

sounding board for HCFA regarding

new policies and projects that HCFA
might implement and provide HCFA
with information regarding what
physicians' reactions might be. The

Committee will also provide input on

impending regulations.

Charge of the Workers' Compensa-
tion Advisory Committee

The Committee shall study current

and new state laws, regulations and

policies. The Committee will strive

maintain fair physician reimburse-

ment while ensuring that there is an

adequate number of qualified

physicians to provide quality care to

the injured workers of Colorado. The

Committee will promote open

communication with the Division of

Workers' Compensation, the State

Insurance Commissioner, the State

Compensation Insurance Fund,

private insurance carriers that offer

casualty insurance, or any agent

thereof. The Committee will be

involved in the Advisory Committee

as established by the Department of

Labor as well as all task forces and

commissions.. Members will provide

testimony at any public hearing or

meeting where changes are being

recommended to any rule or regula-

tion applicable to medical care. The

Committee will educate the member-
ship of all changes.

Council on Legislation will meet

on the following dates at 4 pm in the

offices of the Colorado Medical

Society, 7800 E Dorado PI in Green-

wood Village. For directions, phone
Suzanne Hamilton at (303) 779-5455

or 1-800-654-5653.

December 3, 1 992, January 21

,

January 28, February 4, February 18,

March 4, March 25, April 8, and

April 28, 1993.

Workers Compensation Advi-

sory Committee will meet January 6,

February 1 0, March 3, May 1 2, June

2, July 7, August 4, September 1

,

October 6, November 3 and Decem-
ber 1 ,

1 993. All meetings are at 7:30

am. For more information, contact

Edie Register, Director of Health

Care Einancing at (303) 779-5455 or

1-800-654-5653.

The Medicare Advisory Commit-
tee will meet January 1 1, Eebruary 8,

March 8, April 1 2, May 1 0, June 4,

July 1 2, August 9, October 1 1

,

November 8 and December 1 3,

1 993 at 6:30 pm. Eor more informa-

tion, contact Edie Register, Director

of Health Care Financing at (303)

779-5455 or 1-800-654-5653.

The Physician/Patient Advocacy

Council will meet January 26,

February 23, March 23, april 27,

May 25, June 22, July 27, August 24,

September 28, October 26 and

November 23, 1993 at 6:30 pm. For

more information, contact Edie

Register, Director of Health Care

Financing at (303) 779-5455 or 1
-

800-654-5653.

Council on Legislation will meet

December 3, 1 992, January 21

,

January 28, February 4, February 1 8,

March 4, March 25, April 8 and

April 29, 1993.

NOTE: Date subject to change due to

unforeseen circumstances. If you plan to

attend, call CMS to confirm the meeting.
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

It is always a wonderful experience to attend

the CMSA fall meeting. To bask in the beauty of

the mountains, to hear of the innovative county

programs, to attend the stimulating educational

programs and to enjoy the company of friends

at the fun-filled entertainment. This year was no

exception. The CMS program "Limitations of

Medical Care: Ethical Decision Making", was

excellent and very timely. Our own suxilian, Kathy Dirks

of Mesa County, gave us a sensitive and informative

update on Sudden Infant Death Syndrome. Nurses

attending these sessions received 7.5 hours of CEU
credit. The AMA Auxiliary HAP award was presented to

Mesa County at the CMS House of Delegates receiving a

standing ovation from the House. Mary Hanson, AMAA
president-elect and our national representative spoke to

us about membership and leadership. She chalenged us

to be "focused, flexible and farsighted" and also ex-

plained the AMA auxiliary goal of +1 for 1 992-93. Our

Colorado -i-l goal is to have one more delegate at our

national meeting in June 1993 to honor Mary at her

installation as president of the American Medical Asso-

ciation Alliance. In order to accomplish this goal, we
need an average of 10 additional members per county. I

hope each one of you will encourage just one person to

become a national member this year.

Each of you has an opportunity to do as much as you

wish withyour auxiliary membership. Some members can

WELL DONE—AWARDS

State AMA/ERE awards were presented at the CMSA
general meeting in Copper Mountain to the following

counties:

Larggest Contribution per member:

1st LONGMONT
2nd LARIMER

Largest Contribution:

1st DENVER
2nd PUEBLO

ALICE SMITH AWARD ( LARGEST % INCREASE)

1ST LARIMER—94.4% increase

2nd MONTROSE—92.5% increase

only pay dues at this time in their lives. We are

certainly grateful for your financial involve-

ment and look foreward to the time when you

can join us in a more involved way. Others

have time and energy to give and we hope you

will let us know where you would like to be

involved. As I told the CMS at the House of

Delegates: "We believe the Medical Auxiliary

should be a priority for all physicians' spouses,

because of the unique relationship we have

with our husbands and wives and with the

Medical Society . I also urged them to recognize that we
are an important component of the health care partner-

ship in Colorado and to "encourage your spouse and the

spouses of your colleagues to become an active part of

the Colorado Medical Society Auxiliary".

A motion was passed at the general membership

meeting to change the name of the Auxiliary to "Colo-

rado Medical Society Alliance" with a tagline"Physicians'

spouses dedicated to the liealth of America. This requires

a by-laws change which will be voted on at our House of

Delegates Meeting in April. Please discuss this in your

counties so that your delegates will be prepared to vote

your wishes. Many Members feel that this change will

reverse the decline in membership by appealing to our

career and male spouse potential members.

I wish you all a wonderful Holiday Season and a

prosperous New Year, and look foreward to working

with you in 1 993!

Pam Laman

ARE YOU WONDERING...?

COLORADO HEALTH CAREERS COUNCIL
As many of you know, the Colorado Medical Society

Has withdrawn it's support from the Colorado Health

Careers Council. Eor over 30 years ,
the two groups

worked together successfully to provide a clearinghouse

for health careers information in Colorado. In recent

months, however, it has appeared to the CMS that the

Council's policies have become "commercialized ",

moving away from the original intent of CMS when it

founded CHCC. Eor this reason the CMS and the CMSA
have decided to disassociate themselves from the

Council.
Carol Sides



LEADERSHIP CONFLUENCE
'92 THINK ABOUT IT...

Joyce Markusfeid,

President-Elect, Pueblo County

Leadership. Committment. Service.

AIDS. Family violence. Friendship. These

were some of the catchwords at the October

Leadership Confluence in Chicago. Partici-

pants from all over the country each brought their unique

perspective on what it is like to be a physician's spouse

in the '90's.

In a community and in a world where needs seem to

outnumber resources, we find ourselves long on enthusi-

asm and good intentions but short on time and energy.

One participant spoke with caring concern about

"our medical family". I liked that phrase because I can

relate to it. Like members of a family, each auxiliary tries

to meet it's own needs and to be of service in it's own
way, in it's own community. Like a family, we are related

by circumstances, share common goals, problems and

concerns. We help each other grow.

Confluence for me was an opportunity to learn,

laugh, wonder, question, to be amazed, feel proud, and

grow—like people do in good families...

EMERGENCY BENEVOLENT EUND (do

YOU know what it is?)

Sharon Cunningham
The Emergency Benevolent Fund was established in

1 942 . These funds are in a savings account at the First

National Bank of Denver and are immediately available

for financial assistance to members of the Colorado

Medical Society Auxiliary, their spouses and minor

children. It is funded by designated gifts and it's own re-

invested accrued interest. Both the principal and interest

may be disbursed at the discretion of the Emergency

Benevolent Fund Committee.

The monies of the Emergency Benevolent Fund are

available for emergency needs only and not for continu-

ing assistance, except in rare cases. The only requirement

for requesting assistance is that the need be financial and

cannot be met from any other source. The committee has

the sole discretion to designate the use of these funds and

,
once given, they are considered a gift to the recipient,

with no requirement for reimbursement.

The Governing committee consists of the current

CMSA President and the past three years' presidents.

They serve three year terms.

Requests for assistance shall be in writing
,
presented

to the committee by either the president of the appli-

cant's county auxiliary, the state President or a member
of the committee. A confidential investigation must be

made by a committee of members in the requesting

county and their recommendation presented to the EBF

committee. Upon approval at the State level a check will

be sent form the CMSA treasurer for the granted amount.

These requests will be held in strict confidence and are

recorded in the files as numbers only.

til

CONFLUENCE WAS:
ORGANIZED,DYNAMIC,
MOTIVATING... ^

Linda Silver, j

President-Elect, El Paso County \

We knew from the beginning that when we attended i

this meeting we would be trained to become better

leaders in our organization. The sessions were well

ORGANIZED with speakers who were energetic and very

knowledgeable about what they communicate to us.

DYNAMIC. That is what AMAA is. My time was not

wasted. To digest all that I heard and observed will take

some time. I was MOTIVATED to come home and share

ideas about how to involve more people at the county

level. I want our members to know that they are appreci-

ated and that, no matter how small the task they take on,

it DOES count and does matter.

I am not a superwoman, but because of this Conflu-

ence, I feel I can make a positive difference in our

organization.

WERE YOU THERE?? METRO
REGIONAL AUXILIARY MEETING

Patti Brown,

President, Denver County

Mary Jane Newens, CMSA Regional Director, asked

the Denver Medical Society Auxiliart to host the October

Metro Auxiliary Meeting. In keeping with the Denver

Auxiliary's emphasis on helping victims of Domestic

Violence, Ruth Ann Russell, Executive Director of

Safehouse, was the guest speaker. Ruth Ann brought a

powerful message about the problem of battering. "The

victims of domestic violence are all around you— your

neighbor, friend, sister, co-worler, or your boss," says

Ruth Ann. Battering transcends socio-economic lines as

well. Most of the area "Safehouse" beds are full and

more women are seeking help. Finding places for them is

a growing problem. Safehouse is working in alternative

ways to help the victims escape their situations. ..through

education, finding jobs
,
using area hotels, or even

having the man removed from the home rather than

uproot the woman and her children. She suggests that

early intervention may stem the cycle of violence by

removing the children from an environment they may
come to view as "normal".

Ruth Ann thanked the auxilians for their interest in

this problem, their gererosity in the gifts and money



collected at the luncheon and asked for our continued

isupport of Safehouse. With the holidays coming up, there

are many items on the Safehouse Wishlist. (IF YOU CAN
HELP— for a complete WISHLIST contact Patti Brown
794-1 023 or Mary Jane Newens 320-1 569 )

Forty-eight auxilians attended this informative

meeting aand most brought gifts for the residents of

Safehouse. Mary Jane also arranged for a door prize ( a

massage donated by Denver Auxilian Anne Piccone),

and a raffle of a dried flower arrangement ( donated by

Denver Auxilian Lois Rainer). Because of the generosity

of the auxiliary members present, $216 was also col-

lected for Safehouse.

A big THANK YOU to Mary Jane Newens for a great

speaker and to Ann Cook, Betty Howe and Trudy

Peterson for planning the menu, decorations, reservations

and all the other details that made this such a success.

DENVER'S COMMUNITY SERVICE

PROJECT
Patti Brown,

President, Denver County

Because a woman is battered every 1 5 seconds in

the United States and because battering kills as many
American women every five years as Americans killed in

the Viet Nam war—the Denver Medical Society Auxiliary

wanted to reach the victims of battering in a non-

threatening way and provide them with the information

about where to get help in our community.

The DMSA wrote, produced (with the help of the

Denver Medical Society and the OB/GYN Society) and

distributed 50,000 pamphlets titled "No one Deserves to

Be Hit". This small
,
easily hidden, pamphlet details

services available to victims of domestic violence and is

available in 420 Denver Doctors' offices. Written by

DMSA auxilian Connie Platt, it contains hard facts about

domestic abuse and services available in the Metro area.

Specialties targeted by the distributing auxilians

included Internal Medicine, Family Practice, OB/GYN,
and Pediatric Physicians. Denver area Hospital Clinics

also received the packets of 1 00 pamphlets. A letter

included in the packets, from the DMS President Patti

Brown, suggests that these pamphlets be placed in a

private area in the office, where an abused patient might

see the information and be able to pick it up and secret it

on her person without being identified as needing it. The

letter also also offers an in-service training for physicians

and staff by Connie Platt on domestic abuse, identifying

symptoms and how to help.

These pamphlets have been warmly received by

physician's and their staffs and Ms. Platt has received

many calls to schedule training sessions and re-order

pamphlets. She has also had requests to have a Spanish

translation of the pamphlet. The DMSA is currently

collecting funds to reprint the pamphlets and will do so

as soon as the funds are there)

(ed. note : Auxiliaries around the state might con-

sider this a time to COLLABORATE/ CONTRIBUTE

/

DISTRIBUTE...

RIGHT IN OUR OWN BACKYARD—
THE POWER OF OUTREACH

Carol Michalek
AS CMSA Project Care Chairperson, I have come to

realize how much the Auxiliary does in the way of commu-
nity outreach. Each County Auxiliary is very active in

various community projects. I began to wonder how much
time and energy are we able to give to our own families and
to other medical families who might be in need of "out-

reach".

For the most part, I think medical families are healthy.

However, there are those who live in a "conspiracy of

silence". Others in the medical community participate in

the conspiracy because our fears get in the way of ap-

proaching someone else when we are concerned with what
we see happening in their family. Many fears keep us from

asking ourselves or others if there is a problem. Fear of

making changes, fear of the feel ing of helplessness, and fear

of shakingthe image ofwhatthe "successful" physician and

family should be, are just a few of the fears that get in our

way.

Project Care and similar County Auxiliary Programs,

can be instrumental in overcoming some of these fears and

help suxilians to do some "outreach" with their own family

and with fellow medical families.

Three Auxiliary programs come to mind to help address

these issues:

1) EDUCATIONAL programs

2)

FINANCIAL Support

3)

SUPPORT Programs and PEER ASSISTANCE Programs

I would like to encourage CMSA and the County

Auxiliaries to initiate or continue outreach programs to our

own medical community. As Chairperson, I hope to do my
part and to be available to participate on the county level in

whatever way I can. Medical families are special. We need

to be healthy within our own families, so we might continue

being active and influential in our communities.

SPEAKING OF OUTREACH...
Hurricane Andrew, in Elorida and Hurricane Iniki, in

Kauai, Hawaii devastated the medical communities. In

Elorida, an estimated 800 to 1 000 physicians' families lost

their homes and ofices as a result of the storm and some may
never recoup whatthey have lost. Accordingto information

received be the AMMA, all medical families on Kauai

survived the hurricane safe and uninjured.

There have been many inquiries as to how we can help

these families begin to rebuild their lives. The Elorida

Medical Association, in cooperation with the Dade County

Medical Association, has set up a special fund to aid disaster

victims. It isth HURRICANE DISASTER RELIEF FUNDofthe
FLORIDA MEDICAL EOUNDATION, and contributions

can be sent to the foundation at P.O. Box 2411, Jacksonville

EL. 32203.

The HAWAII MEDICAL ASSOCIATION COMMUNITY
RESEARCH BUREAU has established a special relief fund

for residents affected by the hurricane. Contributions (tax

deductible) may be mailed to : HMA Community Research

Bureau 1360 S. Beretania St. Honolulu, HI 96814.



County Presidents

Patti Brown, President of the Denver

Medical Society Auxiliary, also co-chairs

Participation '92, the election action effort.

Rosalie Schreiber managed to organize her life

so effectively, that, in addition to her duties as

President of Arapahoe County Auxiliary, she

was also able to give birth to Kendra Schreiber,

October 10.

GinnyJohnson and Patricia Grant, both

of Fort Collins, co-chair the Larimer

County Medical Society Alliance.

Colorado Springs resident Mary
Lain is President of the El Paso

County Medical Society Auxiliary.

Lynette Wilz watches

the helm as President

of the Pueblo County

Auxiliary

ill

tl

!(

Clare Fowler and Cathy Rupp work together

as co-chairs of the Longmont Auxiliary to the

Boulder County Medical Society.

Carol Barbero is Presidentofthe Western

Slope's Mesa County Medical Society

Auxiliary.

Not pictured are: Wendy Weiner, Boulder; Diane hJalley,

Clear Creek; Emily Schneider, Montrose; Mary Yoder,

Otero; and Carol Corona, Weld.

IS ANYBODY THERE?
Susan Larkin

I asked that question several months back—and bless the three people who responded...! ask it again for a new
reason: This newsletter needs a new Editor.

For each of us there are not enough hours in the day to do what we NEED to do ,
much less all that we and our

spouse and children WANT to do. As Joyce Markusfeid so aptly addresses it elsewhere in this missive: ! am long on

enthusiasm and good intentions but short on time and energy. As President, Pam Laman is "up to her ears in alliga-

tors" doing "Presidential" tasks to lead the Auxiliary: it is too much for her also to do another of the auxiliaries most

important tasks: Let people KNOW what the AUXILIARY DOES—which is a LOT.

This is an interesting job, requiring 6-8 hours of your time every other month. Mike Thompson
,
of the CMS staff

is MORE than helpful. The Macintosh you type this on

does magic— and auxilians across the state DO send you

the information and pictures. It is truly a dream job for

someone who likes an independent, limited time commit-

tment. For someone with the right computer software, you

could even do it at home and send the disc to Mike at

CMS!~
We all get here periodically: i am in overload and I

need to move on! Please call Pam to tell her soon— I have

already put some articles on the computer for you for the

next issue...

DATES TO REMEMBER
Winter Board Meeting January 20, 1993

Confluence II January 31 -Feb. 2, 1993

Legislative Day Feb.22, 1993

(Call Sharon Fowler NOW to ElELP/

ReservationI-71 9-545-2201

)

CMSA EHouse of Delegates April 2-3, 1993 (tentative)

AMAA Annual Meeting June 1 3-1 6, 1 993

{ Mary Hanson to be inaugurated!)



Classified Advertising

Publication of any advertisement in Colorado Medicine is not an endorsement by the Colorado Medical Society
ofthe product or service. Colorado Medicine magazine is the official journal of the Colorado Medical Society, and
is authorized to carry General Advertising.

PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

O'CONNOR & ASSOCIATES—Medical
Management Consulting. Services

include: free initial consultation;

financial, personnel and contract

management; planning & implementing.

William J. O'Connor, PhD, 7436 S

Clarkson Or Littleton CO 80122 (303)

797-8611 3/1092

BOLDER—AMBULATORY CARE CLINIC-
Lamily Medicine/Emergent Care/ Occupa-
tional Medicine - Busy, two physician

practice seeking full time BE/BC Eamily

Practitioner to join growing comprehensive
medical practice in prime SE Boulder area.

New, well equipped facility. Minimal call.

Flexible scheduling. Send CV and call Dr.

Turnbow, 4800 Baseline, D-106, Boulder,

CO 80303 (303) 499-4800. 3/0992

BC/BE DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY—Im-

mediateopeningfor Diagnostic Radiologist

with skills in MRI & Interventional. Join a

growing 3-4 physician practice in 1 00 bed

community hospital 45 miles north of

Denver. Attractive compensation package

with track to partnership. Send CVto Donald

Cornforth, MD, PO Box 238, Loveland,

CO 80539 or contact Sharon at (303) 669-

7916. 4/1192

GENERAL SURGEON needed to join

compatible staff, small VA medical center

in Cheyenne, WY. Laparoscopic, vascular/

thoracic surgery beneficial. Competitive

salary/benefits. Ideal location with varied

recreational activities— hunting, fishing,

skiing and campint. 2 hrs from Denver
CME opportunities, theater, arts and
professional sports. Affiliation with U of

Colorado possible. Local community
college. U of Wyoming only 1 hr away.

Excellent public education system, low

crime, low cost living— no state income
tax. Send CV/resume to Mike Lee (11 A),

VA Medical Center, 2360 E Pershing Blvd,

Cheyenne WY 82001, or call (307) 778-

7307. 4/1192

PHYSICIAN TO STAFF BUSY OCCU-
PATIONAL/INDUSTRIAL health facility.

Work for Denver's premiere provider of

occupational health services. Excellent

salary and benefits. BC/BE preferred. Send
CV to Corporate Medical Director, 1380
South Santa Fe Drive, Denver Colorado
80223. 3/0992

PHYSICIANS NEEDED for consulting work
in various types of litigation. Excellent

compensation. All replies confidential.

Medicomm Consultants, Inc. (719) 473-

9432. 3/1092

LOCUM TENENS COVERAGE and Oppor-
tunities in the greater Denver area:

CompHealth, the nation's premier locum
tenens organization, now provides daily,

weekly, weekend, evening, or monthly

coverage for your practice with physicians

from the local area. Or we offer you the

opportunity to build a flexible practice

right in the Denver area. Call today for

more information, (303) 777-8002, orwrite,

P.O. Box 100218, Denver CO 80250.1 2/

1092

ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON—COLORADO
SPRINGS—Large, multi-specialty, pre-paid

and fee-for-service group seeking BC/BE

Orthopedist. Guaranteed first year salary

with benefits, plus incentive arrangements.

Please send CV to: Bruce B. Minear,

Colorado Springs Medical Center, PC, 209

S Nevada Ave Colorado SpringsCO 80903

.

-3/0992

EMERGENT/URGENT CARE PHYSICIAN
Full and part time position in Lafayette.

Flexible scheduling. Send CV or Contact

Dr. Coryell, Community Medical Center,

2000 W. S. Boulder RcE, Lafayette, CO
80206,(303)666-4357. 12/0892

FAMILY PHYSICIAN needed full time to

practice in great Lakewood location. Duties

include family practice medicine excluding

OB and inpatient hospital work. Four

physician call group. Excellent comp-
ensation package. Please contact Shirley

Lewis, Porter Hospital, (303) 778-5691.

2/1292

FAMILY PRACTICE OPPORTUNITY IN

CANON CITY
We need at least two more family physicians

to practice in the Climate Capital of

Colorado. Privileges at St. Thomas More
Hospital, obstetric services desirable but

not required. Unlimited opportunities for

recreation. Crowing community. For more
information, please call or write Gary Alan

Mohr, MD, FAAFP, 730 Macon Avenue,
Canon City, CO 81212, (71 9) 275-1 618/
0892

LOCUM TENENS It is not what it used

to be. As a client, your practice goes

uninterrupted. As a locum tenens, you have

the freedom and flexibility to work as often

or as little as you like. Physician managed
since 1982. Call for details— Interim

Physicians 1 -800-669-0718 or (303) 691 -

0718. 12/0192

FAMILY PRACTICE—HOSPITAL SPON-
SORED CLINIC OPPORTUNITY. Dynamic,

growth oriented hospital in beautiful North

Central Wisconsin is seeking Family

Physicians to respond to growing com-
munity demand. The administrative burdens

of medical practice will be minimized in

this hospital managed clinic. The hospital

has committed to an income and benefit

package which is significantly higher than

similar opportunities. Package includes

base income, incentive bonus, malpractice,

disability, signing bonus and student loan

reduction/forgiveness program. All re-

location costs will be borne by the hospital.

Please contact Kari Wangsness, Associate,

The Chancellor Group, Inc., France Place,

Suite 920, 3601 Minnesota Drive,

Bloomington, Minnesota, 55435, (6 1 2) 835-

5123. tfn/1190

LOCUM TENENS... new adventures, free

from administrative tasks, flexibility, and

high earnings. Assignments vary: one day,

one week, one month, long term, OR, time

off w'ith peace of mind, knowing that your

practice goes uninterrupted. Qualified

physicians are ready to assist. Ten years

experience; physician-managed company.

Call INTERIM PHYSICIANS today for

details.—Denver 69 1 -07 1 8, or I -800-669-

0718 12/1292
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Classified Advertising

STAFF PHYSICIAN—The University of

Colorado Student Health Center, Boulder

campus, is seeking a BE/BC physician in

Family Practice or Internal Medicine to

join the medical staff. Experience and/or

training in Occupational Medicine is a

plus. Wardenburg Student Health Center is

accredited by thejCAHO and serves 25,000
students. It is the occupational health

provider for the University of Colorado

Boulder campus.
The position becomes available in Spring

1993. Salary negotiable, ample vacation,

excellent university benefits and paid

malpractice insurance.

Interested physicians should contact

Stephen O. Loyd, MD, Chief of Staff,

Wardenburg Student Health Center,

University of Colorado, Campus Box 1 1 9,

Boulder, C080309-01 19,(303)492-5101

.

Closing date for applications: January 30,

1993 or until positions is filled. The
University of Colorado at Boulder has a

strong institutional commitment to the

principle of diversity in all areas. In that

spirit, we are particularly interested in

receiving applications from a broad

spectrum of people, including women,
members of ethnic minorities and disabled

individuals.

The University of Colorado is an Equial

Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer.

1/1292

EAMILY PRACTICE FOR SALE- S. Central

Aurora, CO- 30 patient volume per day.

Grossed $ 230,000 last year- 99%
col lectibil ity rate. Current practitioner must

leave July 1 993. Call 3-Minute Reader— 1
-

800-848-491 2, ext. 441 0 or metro Denver
(303)756-6108. 2/1292

EXPERIENCED ANESTHESIOLOGIST
preparing for oral board exam in April

1993. Desires part time or low-volume

practice or Locum Tenens. Contact David

Murphy, MD. 4 Middle Rd. Englewood,

CO 801 10. (303) 753-1819. 3/1292

ALLERGIST- Board certified—Wanted to

join dual-specialty practice in metro
Denver. Please send C.V.: Western Skies

Practice Mgt. 3400 E. Bayaud #444 Denver
CO 80209. 1/1292

CLINICAL RESEARCH COORDINATOR
needed for new drug and epidemiologic

studies of Parkinson's Disease. Require-

ments include interest and empathy with

elderly patients, organizational skills,

patience, willingness to be trained. Pluses

include previous experience as study

coordinator or nursing background.
Margaret Hoehn, 393-6287, 771-8746.

1/1292

DURANGO, CO—Four-person Family

Practice group seeking fifth family

physician. Long-established practice

immediately adjacent to hospital with

opportunity for full-spectrum Family

Medicine including OB if desired; all

physicians board-certified and residency-

trained.

Sophisticated medical community has

excellent sub-specialty services. Beautiful

mountain town with immediate access to

skiing, mountains, wilderness area, and

water recreation, also has four-year liberal

arts college. Guaranteed salary with

additional full benefits. Contact Rick

O'Block, (303) 247-261 1. 1/1292

INTERNATIONAL PROVIDER SERVICES,

INC. is now accepting applications for full

and part-time Board Certified/Eligible

Civilian Eamily Practice Physicians at the

United States Air Eorce Academy Hospital

in Colorado Springs. Malpractice is paid by

IPS through St. Paul Insurance company.
Please contact Dr. Harry Collins, Medical

Director, at: (71 9) 597-4540. 1/1 292

UROLOGY PRACTICE OPPORTUNITY in

South Central Colorado. Western com-
munity at edge of Rocky Mountains offers

clean environment, quality of life, easy

access to larger communities. Group
Practice. Hospital pays interview and
relocation expenses. Offers financial

support for selected candidate for a period

of time. Call collect: Willim Poster, CEO
(719) 269-2021 or 269-9305. 2/1 292

EAGLE/VAIL fully equipped luxury

townhouse on golf course, 4 bedrooms, 3

baths, reasonable summer-winter rates.

Peter Gehret, MD (303) 771-0456.

1 2/0492

PHYSICIAN NEEDED for Occupational

clinic, workers compensation, pre-

employment & periodic physicals, other

occupational duties. Call 781-5030 orsend

resume' to 1900 E. Girard PL, Ste 601,

Englewood, CO 80110. 1/1292

PROPERTIES EOR SALE OR LEASE

MAUI, HAWAII. Luxurious 2BR/2BA,
2,1 00 sf condominium in Kaanapali Beach
Resort, 1 00 yards from beach. Everything's

new! Pool, Jacuzzi, Sauna, Lighted Tennis

Courts, Maids. On 16th fairway Royal

Kaanapali Golf Club. Special Fall/Winter

Rates. Call 985-9531 . 6/0892

Professional Office Space
Excellent location in Wash Park/DU area.

Share common pt. waiting room w/ 2

internists and 1 DDS. Three 1
0' X 1 O' ops,

reception area. Very reasonable. Call Russ,

688-8976. 12/0792

YOU OWE ITTOYOURSELE! Winter Park,

very plush 2 BR Condo with all amenities

including sauna, athletic club, door to ski

area transportation. Eorsale by owner. Call

Werner or Ruth, 399-8919.12/0491

EAST VAIL CONDO 2 BR -r loft. Sleeps 6,

3 full baths, fully equipped kitchen—TV
VCR fireplace- excellent condition great

view, free shuttle to slopes weekly winter

rentals. Arthur Waldbaum MD.. (303) 298-

0222 4/0992

EQUIPMENT EOR SALE OR LEASE

FOR SALE; Hewlett-Packard color Echo-

cardiographic machine. Sonos - 500 K-

revision. Perfect condition service

contract. Attractive price. (303) 333-4273

3/0992

PRACTICES EOR SALE

Aurora, Colorado. Large Family Practice

for sale. Could be excellent opportunity for

internist as well. Substantial gross income

with potential for much more. Doctor

retiring. Call Marvin N. Cameron, M.D. 1
-

303-364-4553 3/1 192
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didn’t
spend

umpteen
years in
school in
order to
become a

biU
collector.

Collecting money from

slow paying patients is critical

to your practice. But you didn’t

spend all those years in school

to become a bill collector.

And that’s where I.C.

System can help.

First of all, we have the

resources and expertise to do

the job. And while we’re

tenacious, we treat your

delinquent patients with

courtesy and respect.

In fact, our work is en-

dorsed by over 1,200 profes-

sional associations and societ-

ies, including the Colorado

Medical Society. And no

matter where you’re located or

where your debtors live, we
have local representatives to

service your account.

But most important, we
guarantee results, by collect-

ing at least ten times the

amount of our retainer.

To find how the I.C.

System approach can work for

you, call toll free (800) 824-

9469, ext. 330.

IftLC System
rhc SvstcnwWork'

Classified A D V E RT I S I N

SERVICES

DEAR DOCTOR: Is your cash flow ebbing

away? Are your insurance claims making
you sick? Does Medicaid/Medicare give

you headaches? Isyourstaff using excessive

time processing and reprocessing claims

and patient billings? Are your claims

rejected? Quick Claim may be your Rx. We
can Help!! (303) 333-8666. Quick Claim a

patient and electronic claims processing

service. 1 2/0992

MEDICAL LITERATURE RESEARCH —
Want to review literature for clinical or

legal problem, presentation or pubi ication ?

Experienced physician/author/educator will

do customized multiple database search at

reasonable rates. Call: Bill Milburn, MD at

823-5083; 1-800-828-9259 (outside

Boulder/Longmont). 12/0792

HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
LOW DOC PROGRAM available for

physicians and other health professionals.

Purchase and refinance. Call Milt, a

mortgage banker with 1 8 years experience.

753-6262. 12/1292

LOCUM TENENS SERVICE

RADIOLOGISTS AVAILABLE

Since 1979, Western Physicians Registry

has been providing radiologists throughout

the Western States. Lor locum tenens or

permanent positions, please call )im Ellis,

Director. 1-800-437-7676. 6/0992

]

Cash Crunch?

Overhead Rising?

Revenue Dropping?

1 Let us help lower your costs. YOU

j

specialize in patient care. WE specialize

in insurance billing. We work with

Medicare, Medicaid, HMO's, PPO's, and

other third party carriers.

We don't get paid until you get paid.

For more information call Advanced

Professional Services (303) 341-1008.

ttn/0492

INOVATIONS SHOULD BE PATENTED if

marketable. Eormoreinformationcall Brian

D Smith of Fields, Lewis, Pittenger & Rost.

Colo's leading patent law firm. Mr. Smith

specializes in the medical arts. (303) 758-

8400. 12/1192

MISCELLANEOUS

EXPERIENCED SECRETARIAL SERVICES for

the medical professional. Dictation,

manuscripts, insurance reports, large or

small projects. Computer and laser

equipped. Confidential and reliable. SE

Metro area. Call Administrative Support

Personnel (303) 770-4948. 2/1092
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Ruminations

(def: to chew again what has been chewed slightly and swallowed; to REFLECT)

by Bill Pierson, Managing Editor

Presence of mind versus

the barrel of bricks.

April 4, 1980

Dean White Enterprises
Drawer 445
lola, KS 66749

Dear Sir

:

I am writing in response to your request for additional
information. In block number 3 of the accident reporting form, I

put quote --poor planning-- unquote, as the cause of my accident

.

You said in your letter that I should explain more fully, and I trust
that the following details will be sufficient.

I am a bricklayer by trade. On the day of my accident, I was
working alone on the roof of a new six-story building. When I

completed my work I discovered that I had about 500 pounds of bricks
left over. Rather than carry the bricks down by hand, I decided to
lower them in a barrel by using a pulley which fortunately was
attached to the side of the building, at the sixth floor.

Securing the rope at ground level, I went up to the roof, swung
the barrel out, and loaded the brick into it . Then I went back to
the ground and untied the rope, holding it tightly to insure a slow
descent of the 500 pounds of brick. You will note in block number
eleven of the accident report form that I weigh 135 pounds.

Due to my surprise at being jerked off the ground so suddenly,
I lost mv presence of mind and forgot to let go of the rope. Needless
to say, I proceeded at a rather rapid rate up the side of the
building.

In the vicinity of the third floor, I met the barrel coming down.
This explains the fractured skull and broken collarbone.

Slowed only slightly, I continued my rapid ascent, not stopping
until the fingers of my right hand were two-knuckles deep into the
pulley

.

Fortunately, by this time I had regained my presence of mind and
was able to hold tightly to the rope in spite of my pain.

At approximately the same time, however, the barrel of bricks
hit the ground--and the bottom fell out of the barrel. Devoid of

the weight of the bricks, the barrel now weighed approximately fifty
pounds

.

I refer you again to my weight in block number eleven. As you
might imagine, I began a rapid descent down the side of the building.

In the vicinity of the third floor, I met the barrel coming up.

This accounts for the two fractured ankles and the lacerations of

my legs and lower body

.

The encounter with the barrel slowed me enough to lessen my
injuries when I fell onto the pile of bricks and, fortunately, only
three vertebrae were cracked.

I am sorry to report, however, that as I lay there on the bricks-
-inpain, unable to stand, and watching the empty barrel six stories
above me--I again lost my presence of mind--I LET GO OF
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